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1 What's New in HCM Suite OData API: 
Reference Guide

This document describes changes to this guide for the recent releases.

Q2 2019

What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

May 10, 2019: Initial Publication

Updated documentation for 
User and ExternalUser

No Added a note to the topics to 
explain that the User entity is 
not intended for creating and 
editing external users (status 
e and d). To do this, use the 
ExternalUser entity.

ExternalUser [page 62]

Supported Operations [page 
129]

Properties [page 130]

Added a new operation al
lowed for the 
FormPerfPotSummarySe
ction API

No You can now use the 
FormPerfPotSummarySe
ction API to update the 
overall Performance and Po
tential rating in the Perform
ance Potential Summary Sec
tion.

FormPerfPotSummarySection 
[page 1336]

Added a new operation al
lowed for the 
FormObjCompSummarySe
ction API

No You can now use the 
FormObjCompSummarySe
ction API to update the 
Overall Objective Rating and 
Overall Competency Rating in 
the Objective Competency 
Summary Section.

FormObjCompSummarySec
tion [page 1340]

Added information about a 
secondary navigation property 
for the TodoEntryV2 API

No If you want to query the work
flow information displayed on 
the Workflow Details page, use 
a secondary navigation prop
erty in the API call, 
wfRequestUINav. For ex
ample, you can define the nav
igation in the call as the follow
ing, 
expand=wfRequestNav/
wfRequestUINav

TodoEntryV2 [page 115]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Added a new topic about 
JobApplicationFieldC
ontrols

No You can now use 
JobApplicationFieldC
ontrols to access all fields 
permission defined in the job 
application template, for the 
operator role associated with 
login user.

JobApplicationFieldControls 
[page 1621]

Added a new topic 
createOnboardee

No You can now use 
createOnboardee to cre
ate an onboarding external 
user record in the system with 
information collected from 
your external Applicant Track
ing System (ATS)

createOnboardee (Beta) 
[page 1261]

Removed the Update rating, 
comments, and custom 
element in the sections of PM 
v12 role-based permission

No Removed the permission be
cause it no longer exists in the 
system.

Performance Management 
Form Entities [page 1266]

Q1 2019

What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

March 9, 2019: Initial Publication

Added documentation for 
CandidateEmployeeRef
erral

No You can use this entity to cre
ate/read candidate employee 
referral data.

CandidateEmployeeReferral 
[page 1749]

Added new properties 
totalMemberCount and 
createdBy

No You can use the two new prop
erties totalMemberCount 
and createdBy of API entity 
DynamicGroup to query the 
number of users in a dynamic 
group and the userId who cre
ated the group.

DynamicGroup [page 172]

Added documentation for 
DynamicGroupDefiniti
on entity

No This entity allows you to query 
the definition of dynamic 
groups in RBP. A dynamic 
group definition contains in
formation about the people 
pools included in and excluded 
from a dynamic group.

DynamicGroupDefinition 
[page 175]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

TodoEntryV2 permission 
renamed

No We have renamed the permis
sion OData API Todo Import as 
OData API TodoEntryV2 
External Categories Import. 
This permission allows users 
to create and edit to-do items 
of non-SuccessFactors origin.

TodoEntryV2 [page 115]

Added the 
validateForm360Data 
API documentation

No You can use this function to 
validate the 360 reviews form 
when it is in the modification, 
evaluation, or signature stage.

validateForm360Data [page 
1470]

Added documentation for 
getDocumentCategorie
s function import

No You can use this function im
port to get a list of pre-defined 
and custom defined docu
ment categories in Document 
Management Service (DMS).

getDocumentCategories 
[page 53]

Added a use-case to docu
ment that Delete operation is 
supported for 
ContinuousFeedback 
API

No You can now use the 
ContinuousFeedback 
API to delete any feedback 
that you have received, except 
the ones you received on your 
Manager's request.

ContinuousFeedback [page 
1512]

Updated 
ContinuousFeedback 
and 
ContinuousFeedbackRe
quest APIs

No Added the following note:

 Note
The Admin users with 
Admin Access Permission 
to all Continuous 
Performance Management 
Data role-based permis
sion do not have access to 
the feedback of others, 
except for their own 
and/or their direct re
ports. This means, the 
Admin Access Permission 
to all Continuous 
Performance Management 
Data permission doesn't 
enable you to access oth
ers' data using the 
ContinuousFeedbac
k and 
ContinuousFeedbac
kRequest APIs.

ContinuousFeedbackRequest 
[page 1540]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Updated operations allowed 
for the Background API

No If you want to perform the in
sert operation, make sure the 
backgroundElementId is set to 
0 in the payload.

Background [page 235]

Updated the 
FormObjectivedocumen
tation

No The relevant navigation prop
erties are added.

FormObjective [page 1298]

Updated the 
FormObjectiveDetails 
documentation

No You can use FormObjectiveDe
tails to fetch the customized 
information of objectives in 
Performance Management v12 
Acceleration forms. The use 
case is updated.

FormObjectiveDetails [page 
1306]

Updated picklist topics No The picklist topics have been 
updated and re-organized. A 
new topic is added to explain 
the query and edit behaviors 
of legacy and MDF picklist 
fields in an OData API entity.

Picklist [page 76]

Q4 2018

What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Nov 3, 2018: Initial Publication

Added the 
FormReviewInfoSection API 
documentation

No You can use this entity to 
query and update the informa
tion of Review Info section in a 
360 form.

FormReviewInfoSection [page 
1375]

Added the 
FormJobDescSectionAPI doc
umentation

No You can use this entity to 
query the information of Job 
Description section in a 360 
form.

FormJobDescSection [page 
1387]

Added the FormJobRole API 
documentation

No You can use this entity to 
query the job role information 
of the Job Description section 
in a 360 form.

FormJobRole [page 1392]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Added the 
FormReviewerInfoSection API 
documentation

No You can use this entity to 
query the information of Re
viewer Info section which is 
only displayed in the Evalua
tion stage of a 360 form.

FormReviewerInfoSection 
[page 1380]

Updated the category list for 
TodoEntryV2

No The category list for 
TodoEntryV2 has been up
dated. A list of categories not 
supported by the entity has 
been added.

TodoEntryV2 [page 115]

Removed the limitation of 
"Hide Visibility After Docu
ment Transfer" option when 
using API call

No The limitation of "Hide Visibil
ity After Document Transfer" 
option when using API call has 
been removed.

Business Rules for API Based 
File Transfers [page 135]

Updated four Employee Profile 
entities

No Improved the description of 
the EPProfileUserInfoPortlet 
properties. Also clarified that 
the four entities are only for in
teral Mobile use.

EPProfileView [page 228]

EPProfilePortlet [page 229]

EPProfileUserInfoPortlet 
[page 230]

EPPublicProfile [page 231]

Added the 
Form360SummaryViewCatego
ry API documentation

No You can use this entity to 
query category weights of a 
360 form.

Form360SummaryViewCate
gory [page 1401]

Added the 
Form360SummaryViewRater 
API documentation

No You can use this entity to 
query form raters in a 360 
form.

Form360SummaryViewRater 
[page 1404]

Added the 
Form360SummaryViewSectio
n API documentation

No You can use this entity to 
query the information of the 
Evaluation Summary Section 
of a 360 form.

Form360SummaryViewSec
tion [page 1394]

Updated the information of 
"Admin Access to Forms 
OData API" and "Include De
leted forms in Forms ODATA 
API"

No Admin Access to Forms OData 
API allows you to query forms 
of all users, but this might be 
restricted by the specific form 
template permissions.

If you want to fetch the de
leted forms, select Include 
Deleted forms in Forms ODATA 
API.

Performance Management 
Form Entities [page 1266]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

New localeLabel property in 
PicklistOption entity

No You can use the new 
localeLabel property to 
retrieve the text label of a pick
list option in the locale of the 
logged-in user.

PicklistOption [page 83]

Added support of standard 
HTTP request-header "If-
Modified-Since"

No Support of standard HTTP re
quest-header "if-Modified-
Since" has been added to the 
Photo entity. With this 
header, the API call can iden
tify whether a photo has been 
modified since the time speci
fied in this field. This allows 
more efficient update of 
cached photos.

Photo [page 71]

Added function import 
sendJobReqFromToUser

No You can use this function im
port to send a job requisition 
form to another user.

sendJobReqFormToUser 
[page 1721]

Added new use case for User 
[page 125] entity

No As of Q4 2018 Release, users 
in status e and d can also be 
returned from a query. A new 
use case has been added to 
the User [page 125] entity to 
explain how to query users of 
different types.

Querying Different Types of 
Users [page 143]

Added function import 
checkUserPermissions

No You can use this function im
port to check a user's permis
sions as defined in RBP, such 
as permissions to log in and 
change user password.

checkUserPermissions [page 
164]

Added function import 
approveOrDeclineJobR
eqForm

No You can use this function im
port to approve or decline a 
job requisition form based on 
the actionType parameter.

approveOrDeclineJobReq
Form [page 1723]

Added function import 
initiateOnboardingFo
rUser

No You can use this function im
port to initiate onboarding 
process from an external Ap
plication Tracking System.

initiateOnboardingForUser 
(Beta) [page 1263]

Documented the 
ContinuousFeedback 
API

No The 
ContinuousFeedback 
API enables you to create or 
read feedback comments, and 
to respond to feedback re
quests in Continuous Perform
ance Management. You can 
also use this API to link the 
feedback comments to activi
ties and achievements.

ContinuousFeedback [page 
1512]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Documented the 
ContinuousFeedbackRe
quest API

No The 
ContinuousFeedbackRe
quest entity enables you to 
create feedback requests. It 
also provides the ability to link 
the feedback request to Feed
back, Activity, or Achieve
ments.

ContinuousFeedbackRequest 
[page 1540]

Removed the topic on the 
addObjectivesToForm 
API

No The 
addObjectivesToForm 
API is for internal only and has 
now been removed from the 
guide.

N/A

Added the dunction import 
topic 
sendJobReqToNextStep

No You can use this function im
port to send a job requisition 
form to the next step in a 
route map.

sendJobReqToNextStep [page 
1725]

Q3 2018

What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Sep 15, 2018

Added a note about querying 
multiple to-do items with the 
ToDo entity

No We recommend all users to 
keep the number of simulta
nesous ToDo API requests 
within a reasonable range to 
avoid exessive use of of server 
resource which could lead to 
performance issues. If you 
need to query to-do items of 
multiple users within one re
quest, please use TodoEn
tryV2 instead.

ToDo [page 106]

Initial Publication

Added information on the 
ONB2Process and 
ONB2EquipmentActivit
y entities.

No New APIs only available for 
Onboarding 2.0 beta custom
ers in Q3 2018.

ONB2Process (Beta) [page 
1252]

ONB2EquipmentActivity 
(Beta) [page 1256]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Removed the topic on Suppor
terFeedback API

No The SupporterFeedback API, 
which is not being used in the 
Continuous Performance 
Management solution since 
Q4 2017, has now been re
moved from the list of Public 
APIs. This means, the Suppor
terFeedback API is no longer 
available for use. So, the topic 
on the SupporterFeedback 
API has also been removed.

N/A

Processing inactive employees 
and querying direct reports for 
User entity

No Added the Processing Inac
tive Employees section.

A new property 
teamMembersSize has 
been added to to query the 
number of direct reports of a 
user.

User [page 125]

New API option information 
for User entity

No Added Manage User API Op
tion topic. You can use the API 
option profile to specify addi
tional processing parameters 
for the User entity.

Managing User API Options 
[page 139]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Permission to query all users' 
items, expansion of multiple 
navigations, category ID up
date, new sections, and new 
use cases for TodoEntryV2 en
tity

No Added permission information 
that allows the logged in user 
to query and edit to-do items 
for other users on API and Job 
servers.

Removed the restriction where 
the user is not allowed to ex
pand more than one naviga
tion properties.

The list of category IDs has 
been updated to reflect the 
latest available categories.

Added the Properties and 
Navigation Properties sec
tions.

Form-related categories can 
now display names in the log
ged in user's locale.

Added new use cases.

TodoEntryV2 [page 115]

Note for 
Form360ReviewContentDetail 
entity

No Added a note that 
Form360ReviewContentDetail 
entity cannot fetch informa
tion from multiple forms.

Form360ReviewContentDetail 
[page 1370]

Note for 
FormPMReviewContentDetail 
entity

No Added a note that FormPMRe
viewContentDetail entity can
not fetch information from 
multiple forms.

FormPMReviewContentDetail 
[page 1274]

Added the JobReqFOLocation 
API documentation

No Lets you insert, update 
(through the parent JobRequi
sition entity), and read FO lo
cation list for a job requisition.

JobReqFOLocation [page 1686]

Added the 
JobRequisitionPostingFieldCo
ntrols API documentation

No Lets you access all fields per
mission defined in the job 
requisition template for Job 
Posting based fields for the 
operator role associated with 
login user.

JobRequisitionPostingField
Controls [page 1693]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Query soft deleted data with 
Goals OData API entities

Yes With proper permission, Goals 
entities COTGMObjectiveEn
tity, COTGMMilestoneEntity, 
COTGMMLTEntity, and 
COTGMCommentEntity can 
return query results that in
clude soft deleted user data.

COTGMObjectiveEntity [page 
1473]

COTGMMilestoneEntity [page 
1477]

COTGMMLTEntity [page 1478]

COTGMCommentEntity [page 
1478]

Added topics for legacy pick
list entities:

● Picklist
● PicklistOption
● PicklistLabel

No You can query picklists, create 
and change picklist options 
and their labels using the pick
list entities.

Picklist [page 78]

PicklistOption [page 83]

PicklistLabel [page 88]

Reorganized the lists of Talent 
OData API entities

No Here are the newly organized 
Talent OData API categories:

● Calibration
● Compensation
● Performance and Goals
● Succession and Develop

ment

N/A

Updated the Role-Based Per
missions in the FormHeader 
entity

No The formDataStatus is set to 
'4' when the forms are deleted 
by the user, or by using the 
Delete Forms admin tool.

 Note

You should go to Admin 

Center Manage 

Permission Roles

<Permission>
Administrator 

Permissions  and select 
Include Deleted forms in 
Forms ODATA API under 
Manage Documentsto 
fetch the deleted forms.

FormHeader [page 1267]
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Q2 2018

What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

June 01, 2018

Recruiting: Candidate and CandidateBackground Entity

Working with fields of data 
type Attachment

No Added information about the 
encoding used for the data 
type Attachment.

Candidate and Candidate
Background_* [page 1727]

Working with files or attach
ments

No Added a note about working 
with any property of type At
tachment.

Candidate and Candidate
Background_* [page 1727]

Recruiting: Job Application Entity

Working with files or attach
ments

No Added a note about working 
with any property of type At
tachment.

JobApplication [page 1583]

Adding a new property No Added a new property to ex
pose candidate label.

JobApplicationStatusLabel 
[page 1632]

Recruiting: Job Requisition Entity

Working with files or attach
ments

No Added a note about working 
with any property of type At
tachment.

JobRequisition [page 1665]

May 18, 2018

Recruiting: Job Application Entity

Role-based permissions to 
query 
JobApplicationAssessmentRe
port

No Updated the Permissions sec
tion

JobApplicationAssessmen
tReport [page 1614]

Initial Publication
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Updated the FormHeader en
tity with formdatastatus value

Yes The formDataStatus is set to 
'4' when the forms are deleted 
by the user, or by using the 
Delete Forms admin tool.

You can view the Performance 
Management, 360 Degree 
Multi-rater and Compensation 
soft deleted forms in informa
tion reports by enabling 
Include Deleted Forms in Role 
Based Permission.

FormHeader [page 1267]

Talent: Rewards and Recognition

Rewards and Recognition 
OData APIs

No The following APIs from Re
wards and Recognition enable 
customers to build custom ex
tensions on top of the stand
ard SuccessFactors Rewards 
and Recognition application.

● SpotAward
● SpotAwardProgram
● SpotAwardProgramAd

vancedSettings
● SpotAwardCategory
● SpotAwardLevel
● SpotAwardEligibiltiyRule
● SpotAwardGuidelineRule
● SpotAwardBudget

Rewards and Recognition 
[page 206]

Recruiting: JobOffer

Navigation property for the 
JobOffer entity

No A new 
recruitingJobOfferNavnaviga
tion property is now available 
from the TodoEntryV2 entity.

JobOffer [page 1752]
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Q1 2018

What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Initial Publication

Matrix Manager Permission 
update

No matrixReports and matrix
Manager are managed by the 
Matrix Manager permission 
and the Matrix Managed per
mission is not used for this 
API

User [page 125]

CandidateProfileConversio-
nInfo

Yes To support data privacy and 
protection compliance in in
formation reporting, you can 
use this API and the field isA
lumni to determine if end 
users can search for the can
didate

CandidateProfileConversio-
nInfo [page 1744]

JobRequisitionFieldControls No Lets you access all field per
missions defined in the job 
requisition template for the 
operator role associated with 
the login user. This entity 
holds each field control per
mission for all the fields de
fined in the respective job 
requisition template.

JobRequisitionFieldControls 
[page 1691]

JobAnalyzserReportingData No Lets a user extract and query 
data related to what is pre
sented in the RCM Job Ana
lyzer panel of Job Requisi
tions. This entity contains the 
job analyzer data and the Job 
Requisition ID that is used as a 
key to the parent Job Requisi
tion object. It is used for inte
gration scenarios and offline 
reporting.

JobAnalyzerReportingData 
[page 1716]

UserAccount Yes You can use this entity to get 
information about user ac
counts including login user
name, account status, and so 
on.

UserAccount [page 157]

ToDo No Documentation updated with 
ToDo category information..

ToDo [page 106]
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What's New
Relevant for Data Privacy 
and Protection Description More Info

Audit Data Payloads Yes Describes behavior of OData 
API audit log payloads when 
the GDPR switch is active

Audit Log Payloads [page 166]

Photo Yes If your local data privacy and 
protection compliance re
quires that you limit access to 
candidates photos by ensur
ing that the photo respects 
RBP.

Photo [page 71]

User No A sample query demonstrat
ing how to retrieve the num
ber of direct reports has been 
added to the section Use 
Cases

User [page 125]

March 9, 2018

Recruiting: Job Application entities

JobApplicationStatus No Starting with the Q1 2018 Re
lease, 'jobApplications' that 
acts as a navigation property 
from the 'JobApplicationSta
tus' Odata API entity has been 
deprecated.

JobApplicationStatus [page 
1630]

March 23, 2018

Recruiting: Job Application entities

JobApplication No Added the following limitation:

Multi-stage Application is cur
rently not supported in OData 
API. When inserting a Job Ap
plication using OData API, all 
the required fields need to be 
passed up-front.

JobApplication [page 1583]
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2 About HCM Suite OData APIs

The Open Data Protocol (OData) is a standardized protocol for creating and consuming data APIs. OData builds on 
core protocols like HTTP, and commonly accepted methodologies like REST. The result is a uniform way to expose 
full-featured data APIs. OData provides both a standard for how to represent your data and a metadata method to 
describe the structure of your data, and the operations available in your API. SuccessFactors OData API service is 
based on OData V2.0.

The HCM Suite OData API is SuccessFactors Web Services API based on OData protocol intended to enable access 
to data in the SuccessFactors system. The API is data oriented. This API provides methods for CRUD style access 
(Create, Read, Update and Delete). The API is best used for frequent or real time requests for small amounts of 
data. Large data requests are better handled by batch FTP processes. This OData API is used to configure entities. 
Each SuccessFactors module can be accessed using its own set of entities.

SAP SuccessFactors offers the following OData API user guides on the Help Portal:

● The SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite OData API: Developer Guide provides information for developers who wish 
to use the OData API for integration, such as authorization setup, OData operations, available OData tools in 
the API center, etc.

● The SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite OData API: Reference Guide provides a complete list of entities available in 
the current release with entity-specific details and use cases.

● The SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central OData API: Reference Guide provides a complete list of entities in 
Employee Central available in the current release with entity-specific details and use cases.

Beta APIs

Beta APIs are API entities in beta release. SAP SuccessFactors provide new features in beta APIs for demonstration 
and preview purposes. Beta APIs may be subject to change and they are likely to have issues.

In the reference guides, a "(Beta)" suffix is added to the document title to indicate a beta API. In the OData API Data 
Dictionary, beta APIs are not listed. To view the metadata of a beta API, use query https://<hostname>/
odata/v2/beta/<entity name>/$metadata.

 Note
Beta APIs are available in the /odata/v2/beta/ cateogry. The access must be granted to your company in 
Provisioning before you can use the APIs. Please contact SAP Cloud Support if you wish to have the access.

Enabling the HCM Suite OData API

The OData API switch in provisioning is set to enabled by default. The OData API feature is available by default, 
unless you manually turn it off in provisioning.
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API Endpoint URLs

Your endpoint URLs for accessing the OData APIs depend on the data center hosting your SuccessFactors 
instance. Your SuccessFactors support representative can tell you the data center location to use for your instance.

 Recommendation
We recommend using OAuth instead of basic authentication for accessing customer systems. Available in 
scenarios in which the Event Connector is used to integrate Platform systems with a customer system and 
where the endpoint is a SOAP API.

Below are the URLs for each of the SuccessFactors data centers:

Location Environment Endpoint URL (ODataServiceUrl)

Amsterdam, The Netherlands DC2 Production https://api2.successfactors.eu/odata/v2/

Amsterdam, The Netherlands DC2 SalesDemo https://apisalesdemo2.successfactors.eu/
odata/v2/

Amsterdam, The Netherlands DC2 Preview https://api2preview.sapsf.eu/odata/v2/

Chandler, Arizona, US DC4 Production https://api4.successfactors.com/odata/v2/

Chandler, Arizona, US DC4 SalesDemo https://apisalesdemo4.successfactors.com/
odata/v2/

Chandler, Arizona, US DC4 Preview https://api4preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

n.a DC5 Production https://api5.successfactors.eu/odata/v2/

Ashburn, Virginia, US DC8 Production https://api8.successfactors.com/odata/v2/

Ashburn, Virginia, US DC8 SalesDemo https://apisalesdemo8.successfactors.com/
odata/v2/

Ashburn, Virginia, US DC8 Preview https://api8preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Sydney, Australia DC10 Production https://api10.successfactors.com/odata/v2/

Sydney, Australia DC10 Preview https://api10preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Rot, Germany DC12 Production https://api012.successfactors.eu/odata/v2/

Rot, Germany DC12 Rot https://apirot.successfactors.eu/odata/v2/

Rot, Germany DC12 Preview https://api12preview.sapsf.eu/odata/v2/

Shanghai, China DC15 Production https://api15.sapsf.cn/odata/v2/

Biere, Germany DC16 Production https://api16.sapsf.eu/odata/v2/

Toronto, Canada DC17 Preview https://api17preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/
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Location Environment Endpoint URL (ODataServiceUrl)

Toronto, Canada DC 17 Production https://api17.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Moscow, Russia DC18 Preview https://api18preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Moscow, Russia DC18 Production https://api18.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Brazil DC19 Preview https://api19preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Brazil DC19 Production https://api19.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Dubai, UAE DC22 Preview https://api22preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Dubai, UAE DC22 Production htps://api22.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia DC23 Preview https://api23preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia DC23 Production https://api23.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Phoenix, Arizona, US DC42 Preview https://api42preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Phoenix, Arizona, US DC42 Production https://api42.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Singapore DC44 Preview https://api44preview.sapsf.com/odata/v2/

Singapore DC44 Production https://api44.sapsf.com/odata/v2/
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3 Using This Guide

To get the most out of this guide, you will need to use it in conjunction with the OData API Data Dictionary. The data 
dictionary contains the list of entities available in your SuccessFactors Instance. All the properties and navigation 
properties for an entity are listed there.

The OData API dictionary also lists the allowed operations, the field (property name), field type and the label. It also 
tells you which fields are required and which are not. To view the OData dictionary, go to: Admin Center
Company Settings OData API Data Dictionary .

See the OData Metadata Document [page 28]for more details on the metadata.
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4 OData Metadata Document

This section describes the SuccessFactors OData document.

The metadata document is a static resource that describes the data model and type system understood by that 
particular OData service. You can use the metadata document to learn how to query and navigate between the 
entities in the system. Metadata extensions provide additional metadata information on the top of AtomPub, which 
gives you access to advanced operations such as data retrieval filtration.

The following URI identifies the metadata document of SAP SuccessFactors OData API:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/$metadata

A request with the above URI returns the metadata of all OData entities. You can also request part of the metadata 
document by specifying a subset of entities:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity1>,<Entity2>...<EntityN>/$metadata

The following URI itendifies the metadata of the User entity:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User/$metadata

The following URI itentifies the metadata of the User and Photo entities:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User,Photo/$metadata

A metadata request will return an XML serialization of the service, including the Entity data model and the service 
operation descriptions. The metadata response supports only application/atom+xml type. For example, the 
metadata response cannot be accessed in JSON.

Specifying the language for sap:label

The default language for all property labels (sap:label) in the metadata document is en-US. You can request the 
metadata in different languages by specifying the language with the sap-language parameter. For example, the 
following URI returns a metadata document with all labels in German:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User/$metadata?sap-language=de-DE

Cache-Control for OData API $metadata Operations

The value of ETag is used to check if the metadata saved in client cache is the same as the one on the server. The 
value of max-age in the Cache-Control header is set to the life-cycle of the client metadata cache. If the cache is 
valid, no new request is sent to the server. When a client raises a request for metadata the first time, the server 
sends back a response with the latest metadata, along with a response header named ETag. The value of ETag is 
unique and matches the metadata version. This value is used for “If-None-Match” in the request header the next 
time the same request is raised. The server checks the “If-None-Match” value when a new request arrives. If its 
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value is the same as the latest ETag generated by the server, the server simply sends back a status code of 304 
(Not-Modified) instead of resending the entire metadata.

Metadata document and the API

The metadata document describes the capabilities of the API to your SuccessFactors HCM Suite instance. It 
contains the details of each Entity that is accessible through the API, including fields, their names and labels, their 
data types, and the relationships (associations) between the Entities.

The metadata document also describes the operations available in the API. The OData protocol specifies four basic 
data base style operations: Insert, Update, Query and Delete. SuccessFactors has added a fifth operation called 
“Upsert” which performs an “Insert or Update” operations. In the future SuccessFactors may add many other 
custom operations. Typically custom operations will be perform specific business transactions, especially if a 
custom API is easier to manage versus a data base style approach against multiple entities.

Development using the metadata document and API

Regardless of which operations are used (create, read, update, delete, upsert, or even custom operations), 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite will apply the appropriate business logic for each Entity. In other words, even though 
the operations appear to be database centric, the API goes through the application business logic layer. The API 
does not go directly against the database, nor does it bypass the business logic layer. The Entities in the API 
represent logical application objects familiar to an application user. Note that the Entities do not represent the 
actual physical data storage implementation, which may be in a different structure.

Using the metadata document for customized development is optional and considered advanced behavior for API 
clients. It can be critical to API client systems that need to write general code which automatically adjusts to the 
system configuration. For example, if you are writing a middleware tool that allows runtime discovery of the 
SuccessFactors HCM OData system, you can use the metadata document to discover the Entities and fields, and 
their data types.

4.1 EntitySet

The OData Metadata document for SuccessFactors HCM Suite contains the following information about the 
EntitySet extension.

The EntitySet SF Extension

ATTRIBUTE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

sap: creatable True Instances of this Entity type can be created.

sap: updatable True Instances of this Entity type can be updated.

sap :upsertable True Instances of this Entity type can be upserted.
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ATTRIBUTE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

sap: deletable True Instances of this entity can be deleted.

 Example

 Sample Code

<EntitySet Name="PicklistOption" EntityType="SFOData.PicklistOption" 
sap:label="PicklistOption" sap:creatable="true" sap:updatable="true" 
sap:upsertable="false" sap:deletable="false">

4.2 AssociationSet

The OData Metadata document for SuccessFactors HCM Suite contains the following information about 
AssociationSet.

The AssociationSet SF Extension

ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

sap:creatable No True Instances of this relation can 
be created.

sap:updatable No True Instances of this relation can 
be updated.

sap:upsertable No True Instances of this relation can 
be upserted.

 Example

<AssociationSet Name="picklistoption_rel_picklistlabel"     sap:insertable ="true" sap:updatable="true" sap:upsertable="true"
    Association="SFOData.picklistoption_rel_picklistlabel">
  <End EntitySet="PicklistOption" Role="picklistoption" />
  <End EntitySet="PicklistLabel" Role="picklistlabel" />
</AssociationSet> 
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4.3 Property (Deprecated and Removed)

These attributes have been deprecated since 1511 and have now been removed (1608). This is for information only.

The Property SF Extension

ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED DEFAULT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

sf:Insertable No True Value of the property 
can be set by client dur
ing insertion; "false if 
the value is generated 
by server.

This is equivalent to 
sap:creatable.

sf:Updatable No True Value of the property 
can be updated..

This is equivalent to 
sap:updatable.

sf:Upsertable No True Value of the property 
can be upserted.

sf:Required No False Indicate the property is 
required during inser
tion.

sf:Selectable No True Indicate the property 
can be used in 
$select.

sf:Sortable No False Indicate the property 
can be used in 
$orderby.

This is equivalent to 
sap:sortable.

 Example

<Property Name="status" Type="Edm.String" Nullable="true"     sf:Insertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" sf:Upsertable="true"
    sf:Selectable="true" sf:Sortable="true" sf:Filterable="true"
    MaxLength="9"> 

4.4 NavigationProperty (Deprecated)

The OData Metadata document for SuccessFactors HCM Suite contains the following information about the 
NavigationProperty extension.

 Note
These attributes have been deprecated since 1511 and removed since (1608). This is for information only.
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The NavigationProperty SF Extension

ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED DEFAULT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

sf:Insertable No True Reference of the navi
gation property can be 
set by client during in
sertion; false if the 
value is generated by 
server.

sf:Updatable No True Reference of the navi
gation property can be 
updated.

sf:Upsertable No True Reference of the navi
gation property can be 
upserted .

sf:Required No False Indicate that the prop
erty is required during 
insertion

sf:Selectable No True Indicate that the prop
erty can be used in 
$select.

sf:Sortable No False Indicate the property 
can be used in 
$orderby.

sf:Filterable No False Indicate the property 
can be used in 
$filter.

 Example

<NavigationProperty Name="parentPicklistOption"     sf:Insertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" sf:Upsertable="true"
    sf:Selectable="true" sf:Sortable="true" sf:Filterable="true"
    sf:InlineInsertable="false" sf:InlineUpsertable="false"
    Relationship="SFOData.picklistoption_rel_parentpicklistoption"
    FromRole="picklistoption" ToRole="parentpicklistoption" /> 

4.5 Metadata Enhancements for UI5 Smart Controls

SAP extensions and their properties for UI5 smart controls are described here.

For more information about Extensions Specification in OData, please visit https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-44986
.
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Entity Type

Name Required Default Comment

sap:content-version No

sap:semantics No values can be these:

● vcard
● vevent
● vtodo
● parameters
● aggregate
● variant

sap:label No

sap:is-thing-type No false

Properties

Navigation Properties

Name Display by Default Default Value Equivalent to Comment

sap:creatable No true sf:Insertable Reference of the naviga
tion property can be set 
by client during inser
tion; “false” if the value 
is generated by server

sap:updatable No true sf:Updatable

sap:upsertable No true sf:Upsertable

sap:required No false sf:Required Indicates that the prop
erty is required during 
insertion

sap:visible No true sf:Selectable Indicates that the prop
erty can be used in $se
lect

sap:sortable No false sf:Sortable
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Name Display by Default Default Value Equivalent to Comment

sap:filterable No false sf:Filterable Indicates that the prop
erty can be used in $fil-
ter

sap:picklist No null sf:Picklist

Function Imports

Name Display by Default Default Value Comment

sap:action-for No Value must be the name of an 
existing entity, such as ‘User’.

sap:label No

sap:applicable-path No Value must be of a name of 
boolean type property of the 
entity that action-for de
scribes, such as ‘male’,which is 
a property of ‘User’;

or a name like ‘A/B’, A is a 
complex type property of the 
entity that action-for de
scribes and B is a boolean 
type property of A.

The property that applicable-
path describes have depend
ency on the entity that action-
for describes.

Schema

Name Display by Default Default Value Comment

sap:content-version No
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EntitySet

Name Display by Default Default Value Comment

sap:content-version No

sap:creatable No true

sap:updatable No true

No true

sap:deletable No true

sap:searchable No false

sap:pageable No true

sap:topable No true

sap:subscribable No false

sap:addressable No true

sap:requires-filter No false

sap:label No

sap:semantics No

AssociationSet

Name Required Default Value Comment

sap:content-version No

sap:semantics No

sap:creatable No true

sap:updatable No true

No true

sap:deletable No true
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Association

Name Required Default Value Comment

sap:content-version No

sap:semantics No

Parameter

Name Required Default Value Comment

sap:label No

Annotations (SAP Vocabulary)

Name Required Default Value Comment

ValueList No com.sap.vocabularies.Com
mon.v1.ValueList

LineItem No com.sap.vocabula
ries.UI.v1.LineItem

4.6 Retrieving Metadata 

In order to get extra information, such as language labels, picklists, beyond what the standard OData metadata 
provides, Successfactors OData exposes metadata as an entity. Take a look a the sample API calls below to make 
the most of this feature.

Sample API Calls

The following API call shows you how to display a list of entities in your instance:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2

The following API call shows you how to access the entire metadata for your instance:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/$metadata
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The following API call shows you how to access the metadata for only the User entity:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('User')?$format=json

Here the entity properties are exposed as a complex type value embedded in the response body of 'Entity'. 
Different forms of metadata can thus be exposed without changing the standard OData metadata format. You can 
access the new metadata just like you would access a regular entity. In addition, it supports a simple filter to output 
metadata of a specific entity or a group of entities.

The following API call shows you how to access the metadata for the User and Photo entities:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User,Photo/$metadata 

You can use the same URL to query User entity data:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User,Photo/User?$format=json&$filter=userId eq ‘cgrant’ 
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5 Common Entities

5.1 Attachment

This entity provides a single and simple way of uploading the attachment of different modules with various data 
elements. For example, the EC module could upload an attachment for workPermitInfo. Regardless of the business 
context, the attachment itself can be represented as a common abstraction, which is managed by the platform 
attachment framework.

Permissions

There is a permission check for query operation and edit operation, either in the Administrative Domain (in the 
traditional permission system) or in the Role Based Permissions (RBP). The Attachment Manager and OData API 
should be enabled before using this entity.

To enable query permission:

Permission System Required Setting

Role based Manage Integration Tools OData API Attachment Export

User based Go to Admin Tools Admin privilege Integration Tools . Select Access to Attachment Export 
API Admin.

To enable edit permission:

Permission System Required Setting

Role based Manage Integration Tools OData API Attachment Import

User based Go to Admin Tools Admin privilege Integration Tools . Select Access to Attachment Import 
API Admin.

 Note
Attachment navigated from other entities will ignore these permission checks; it will follow the permission of 
the source entity.
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Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an attachment record by attachment properties.

Insert Insert a new attachment record.

Delete Delete an attachment record.

Upsert If the attachment record does not exist, insert a new one. Otherwise show message update is not 
supported.

Properties and Navigation Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Rules for Inserting Attachments

In order to insert an attachment, you need to provide below info: userId (or externalId), fileName, module, 
statusTextSet, fileContent. The file content should be base64 encoded before you insert the attachment. Virus 
scan will be implemented before insert operation. Following are the constraints for inserting:

● Either userId or externalId is required.
● fileName is required. The name should be full name including the extension. E.g.: abc.doc
● module is required and can only be one of these values:

ApplicationModuleEnum

DEFAULT

COMPENSATIONCOMPENSATION

GOAL_MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE_PROFILE

PM360_REVIEW

PERFORMANCE_MANAGER

RECRUITING

SUCCESSION
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ApplicationModuleEnum

VARIABLE_PAY

HRIS

GENERIC_OBJECT

CDP

CALIBRATION

● fileContent is required and it cannot be null. The size should not exceed the limit set for your company. The 
default file size limit defined in Provisioning is 5M

● Multiple fields are used to indicate the attachment status, they will finally map to a single database column: 
status. The below table depicts the influence of accumulation result of these fields:

StatusEnum Status

VIEWABLE 1

SEARCHABLE 2

DELETABLE 4

DEPRECABLE 8

SOFT_DELETE 16

IMAGE_CONVERT_IN_PROGRESS 32

 Note
If VIEWABLE only, the status is 1; if DELETABLE only, the status is 4; if [VIEWABLE, DELETABLE], the status 
is 5 (1+4); if [VIEWABLE, SEARCHABLE, DELETABLE], the status is 7 (1+2+4).

● fileExtension is read from fileName. mimeType is parsed from fileContent. Valid value list of 
fileExtension is as below:

AttachmentFileExtension

doc

doc

pdf

csv

htm
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AttachmentFileExtension

mle

ppt

xls

gif

png

jpg

jpeg

html

rtf

bmp

xlsx

docx

pptx

txt

● moduleCategory is not required, but if it is provided, the value should be either null or one of these values:

AttachmentTypeEnum

UNSPECIFIED

RESUME

COVERLETTER

HRIS_ATTACHMENT

PERFORMANCE_ASSESSMENTS

360_MULTI_RATER_ASSESSMENTS

CERTIFICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS

USER_DEFINED
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AttachmentTypeEnum

CANDIDATEHISTORY

ATTACHMENTS

APPLICATION_INTERVIEW_ATTACHMENTS

GENERICOBJECT_ATTACHMENT

Decoding Attachments

The response to a query request to an attachment entity contains a base64 encoded string, which represents the 
file content, but it is not readable (as a doc or pdf) or visible (as an image). The code example below converts the 
base64 encoded string into the original attachment content:

import javax.ws.rs.core.Response; import org.odata4j.repack.org.apache.commons.codec.binary.Base64;
// the input parameters are from properties of Attachment instance:
// fileContent   -> base64String
// mimeType      -> mimeType
// fileExtension -> fileExtension 
protected Response getFileContent(String base64String, String mimeType, String 
fileExtension) {
  byte[] bValue = Base64.decodeBase64(base64String);
  InputStream inputStream = new ByteArrayInputStream(bValue);
  
  return Response.ok(inputStream, mimeType).header("Content-Disposition", "Default" 
+ "." + fileExtension).build();
} 

You can simply implement the $value extension for Attachment so that you could get the file content directly 
with the expected file type.

Use Cases

API Call Description

GET /odata/v2/Attachment(1L) Query by attachment Id. You can use attachmentId as business 
key to query a single attachment entry. Other properties such 
as users_sys_id, last_modify, and module can be used to filter 
the query result.

GET /odata/v2/Attachment?$filter=module eq 
'EMPLOYEE_PROFILE'

Query by filter. The value of module and module category 
would come from the module team who that is calling this API.
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API Call Description

POST /odata/v2/Attachment

Sample payload:

{     "userId": "admin",
    "externalId": 1111,
    "fileName": "f1.jpg",
    "module": "CDP",
    "description": "des1",
    "fileContent": "ZHV6aWVsZQ==",
    "viewable": true,
    "deletable": false }

Insert a new attachment. Currently only insert is supported for 
attachment entity, replace/merge is not allowed for attach
ment. The file content should be base64 encoded.

POST /odata/v2/upsert

Sample payload:

[     {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "Attachment"
        },
        "userId": "admin",
        "externalId": 1,
        "fileName": "f1.jpg",
        "module": "CDP",
        "description": "des1",
        "fileContent": "ZHV6aWVsZQ==",
        "viewable": true,
        "deletable": false
    },
    {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "Attachment"
        },
        "userId": "admin",
        "externalId": 12,
        "fileName": "f1.jpg",
        "module": "CDP",
        "description": "des1",
        "fileContent": "ZHV6aWVsZQ==",
        "viewable": true,
        "deletable": false
    } ]

Upsert attachments allows you to insert multiple attachments 
in a single request. Because replace/merge is not currently 
supported, you can take advantage of this API to batch insert.
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5.2 CompanyProvisioner

You can use this entity to get a list of users who have access to company Provisioning.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Admin Center Permissions Manage Upgrade Center

User based Not supported

 Note
Due to the sensitive nature of the data exposed by this API, the feature is opt-in and, by default, disabled. If you 
need to have this feature, please contact SAP Support.

Properties and Navigation Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Use Case 1: Retrive list of users with access to company provisioning settings

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CompanyProvisioner?$format=json

Response

{     "d" : {
        "results" : [
        {
            "__metadata" : {
                "uri" : "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CompanyProvisioner('00001')", 
                "type" : "SFOData.CompanyProvisioner"
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            }, 
            "id" : "00001", 
            "status" : "active", 
            "email" : null, 
            "name" : "provisioner1"
        }, 
        {
            "__metadata" : {
                "uri" : "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CompanyProvisioner('00002')", 
                "type" : "SFOData.CompanyProvisioner"
            }, 
            "id" : "00002", 
            "status" : "active", 
            "email" : null, 
            "name" : "provisioner2"
        }]
    }
} 

5.3 CompetencyRating

This entity allows you to query and update the competency rating information for a user.

Permissions

To enable query operation, you need to set the following permissions:

Permission Setting

User based Go to Admin Tools Admin Privilege System 

Properties . Select Access to Competency Rating Import API 
Admin.

Role based Manage Integration Tools OData API Competency Rating 

Export

To enable edit operations, you need to set the following permissions:

Permission Setting

User based Go to Admin Tools Admin Privilege System Properties . 
Select Access to Competency Rating Export API Admin.

Role based Manage Integration Tools OData API Competency Rating 

Import
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Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a competency rating record by rating properties or user 
properties.

Insert Create a new competency rating record.

Merge Update a competency rating record in database with specified 
rating properties.

Replace Replace a competency rating record in database.

Upsert If the competency rating record does not exist, insert a new 
one. Otherwise, update the competency rating record in data
base.

Delete Delete a competency rating record.

 Note
Edit operations are only available for Competency Rating when the rating type is "Individual", the source type is 
"Live Profile", and the module is an API.

Properties and Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

user User [page 125] This relationship is used to navigate to 
the corresponding user entity.

There is a one-to-many association be
tween User and CompetencyRating. For 
each user there can be one or more com
petency ratings, and for each compe
tency rating, there is only one corre
sponding user.

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Use Cases

● The Performance and Learning modules write employees competency ratings into the Feedback table. You 
can query this data using CompetencyRating OData API.
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● For one time migration, employee ratings from SAP HCM have to be transmitted to SFSF BizX. You can insert 
one competency rating record, or insert a batch (upsert) of competency rating data using the 
CompetencyRating OData API. You can also update or delete a specific competency rating record.

● You can edit the competency rating type; individual rating (rating = 1), live profile rating source(source = 2), and 
module is API (module = 21). Since the internal ID is used as a key, you should always get the ID first for editing.

API Call Description

/odata/v2/CompetencyRating?$filter=guid eq 
'1'

Filter a record.

/odata/v2/CompetencyRating(211509L)/user Get the user for a given competency rating using the naviga
tion property.

/odata/v2/User('admin')/competencyRating Get the competency rating for a user using the navigation 
property.

/odata/v2/CompentencyRating POST 
{ "userId" : "admin", "type" : 1, 
"source" : 2, "module" : 21, "guid" : 
"2" } 

Insert a record.

/odata/v2/CompentencyRating(211509L) POST 
Header: X-HTTP-METHOD/MERGE { "rating" : 
3.5, "rater" : "admin" } 

Merge a record.

/odata/v2/CompentencyRating(211509L) PUT 
{ "rating" : 3.5, "rater" : "admin", 
"formDataId" : 123 } 

Replace a record by ID.

/odata/v2/upsert POST { "__metadata":
{"uri":"CompetencyRating"}, "userId" : 
"admin", "type" : 1, "source" : 2, 
"module" : 21, "guid" : "2", "rating" : 
3.5, "rater" : "admin" } 

Upsert a record (insert case).

/odata/v2/upsert POST { "__metadata":
{"uri":"CompetencyRating"}, "id" : 211509, 
"rating" : 4.5 } 

Upsert a record (merge case).

: /odata/v2/upsert POST [ { "__metadata":
{"uri":"CompetencyRating"}, "userId" : 
"admin", "type" : 1, "source" : 2, 
"module" : 21, "guid" : "2", "rating" : 
3.5, "rater" : "admin" }, { "__metadata":
{"uri":"CompetencyRating"}, "userId" : 
"admin2", "type" : 1, "source" : 2, 
"module" : 21, "guid" : "3", "rating" : 
4.5, "rater" : "admin2" } ] 

Upsert batch records (insert case).
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5.4 Country

This entity stores information that is relevant for each country, such as currency and country code..

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role Based Permissions
For non-admin use: Metadata Framework Read/Write Permission

For admin use: Metadata Framework Import Permission

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a country record.

Delete Delete a country record.

Upsert Insert a country record.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

currencyNav/code Currency An association between country and cur
rency.

currencyNav/effectiveStartDate Currency An association between country and cur
rency.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between Country and 
MDFEnumValue.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between Country and 
MDFEnumValue.

statusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between Country and 
MDFEnumValue.

statusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between Country and 
MDFEnumValue.
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Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

HTTP method: POST, URL: odata/v2/Country Create a country record.

HTTP method: MERGE, URL: odata/v2/
Country(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=date
time’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Update a country record.

HTTP method: DELETE, URL: odata/v2/ 
Country(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=date
time’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Delete a country record.

HTTP method: GET, URL: odata/v2/Country Query country records.

Code Examples

    "__metadata":{
      "uri":"https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Country(code='USA',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2010-06-01T00:00:00')",
      "type":"SFOData.Country"
   },
   "effectiveStartDate":"\/Date(1275321600000)\/",
   "code":"USA",
   "status":"A",
   "twoCharCountryCode":"US",
   "externalName_en_US":"United States",
   "numericCountryCode":"1",
   "statusNav":{
      "__deferred":{
         "uri":"https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Country(code='USA',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2010-06-01T00:00:00')/statusNav"
      }
   },
   "currencyNav":{
      "__deferred":{
         "uri":"https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Country(code='USA',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2010-06-01T00:00:00')/currencyNav"
      }
   }
} 
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5.5 Currency
This entity stores currency information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
For non-admin use: Metadata Framework Read/Write Permission

For admin use: Metadata Framework Import Permission

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a currency record.

Delete Delete a currency record.

Upsert Insert or update a currency record.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between the currency and 
the MDFEnumValue.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between Currency and 
MDFEnumValue.

statusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between Currency and 
MDFEnumValue.

statusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between Currency and 
MDFEnumValue.

Entity Relation Diagram
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Use Cases

API Call Description

HTTP method: POST, URL: odata/v2/Currency Create a currency record.

HTTP method: MERGE, URL: odata/v2/
Currency(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=dat
etime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Update a currency record.

HTTP method: DELETE, URL: odata/v2/ 
Currency(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=dat
etime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Delete a currency record.

HTTP method: GET, URL: odata/v2/Currency Query currency records.

5.6 CurrencyConversion

This entity stores the currency conversion information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
For non-admin use: Metadata Framework Read/Write Permission

For admin use: Metadata Framework Import Permission

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a currency conversion record.

Delete Delete a currency conversion record.

Upsert Insert or update a currency conversion record.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

effectiveStatusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between CurrencyConver
sion and MDFEnumValue.

effectiveStatusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between CurrencyConver
sion and MDFEnumValue.

exchangeRateTypeNav/externalCode PickListValueV2 An association between CurrencyConver
sion and PickListValueV2.

exchangeRateTypeNav/Pick
ListV2_effectiveStartDate

PickListValueV2 An association between CurrencyConver
sion and PickListValueV2.

exchangeRateTypeNav/PickListV2_id PickListValueV2 An association between CurrencyConver
sion and PickListValueV2.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between CurrencyConver
sion and MDFEnumValue.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between CurrencyConver
sion and MDFEnumValue.

Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

HTTP method: POST, URL: odata/v2/
CurrencyConversion

Create a currency conversion record.

HTTP method: MERGE, URL: odata/v2/
CurrencyConversion(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveSta
rtDate=datetime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Update a currency conversion record.

HTTP method: DELETE, URL: odata/v2/ 
CurrencyConversion(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveSta
rtDate=datetime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Delete a currency conversion record.
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API Call Description

HTTP method: GET, URL: odata/v2/
CurrencyConversion

Query currency conversion records.

5.7 Document Management Service (DMS)

This section provides information about OData API entities and function importsin Document Management Service 
(DMS).

5.7.1  getDocumentCategories

Use this function import to get a list of predefined and custom document categories in Document Management 
Service (DMS).

Parameters

Parameter Data Type Description

entityType String Use this parameter to return a list of 
document categories of the specified 
type.

excludeInactive Boolean true: exclude inactive categories

false: include inactive categories

Use Case 1: Query All Document Categories in the Company

The following request returns all document categories in the company:

Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
getDocumentCategories?$format=JSON
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Response

{     "d": {
        "DocumentCategories": {
            "attachmemtCategories": {
                "results": [
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "CALIBRATION_SESSION",
                        "categoryName": "CalibrationSession",
                        "entityName": "CalibrationSession",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CALIBRATION_SESSION",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "BACKGROUND_CHECK",
                        "categoryName": "BkgCheck",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    ... ...
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "PERFORMANCE_REVIEW",
                        "categoryName": "PERFORMANCE_REVIEW",
                        "entityName": "User",
                        "entityTypeCode": "USER",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "WORK_ORDER",
                        "categoryName": "WorkOrder",
                        "entityName": "User",
                        "entityTypeCode": "USER",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    } }

The systemDefined field indicates if the document category is predefined by SAP (true) or custom defined 
(false).

Use Case 2: Query Active Document Categories of a Specific Type

The following request returns a list of active document categories under entity type "CANDIDATE":

Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET
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URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
getDocumentCategories?
$format=JSON&entityType=CANDIDATE&excludeI
nactive=true

Response

{     "d": {
        "DocumentCategories": {
            "attachmemtCategories": {
                "results": [
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "BACKGROUND_CHECK",
                        "categoryName": "BkgCheck",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "CANDIDATE_HISTORY",
                        "categoryName": "CandidateHistory",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "COVER_LETTER",
                        "categoryName": "CoverLetter",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "GEN_ATTACHMENT",
                        "categoryName": "GenAttachment",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "PROFILE_ATTACHMENT",
                        "categoryName": "ProfileAttachment",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    },
                    {
                        "active": true,
                        "categoryCode": "RESUME",
                        "categoryName": "Resume",
                        "entityName": "Candidate",
                        "entityTypeCode": "CANDIDATE",
                        "systemDefined": true
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    } }
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5.8 ExternalLearner

You can use this entity to query data on external learners such as user information, account information, personal 
information, email information, phone information, and address information . In Learning, external learners refers 
to users who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query external learner information.

Insert Create an external learner.

Upsert Create or update external learners.

Properties and Navigation Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.
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Entity Relationship Diagram

Use Case 1: Create an External Learner

Request Information

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ExternalLearner
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Payload
 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": { "uri": 
"ExternalLearner('external1')" },
    "status":"e",
    "password":"pwd",
    "productName":"LMS",
    "defaultLocale":"en_UK",
    "timeZone":"PST",
    "ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo":{
      "firstName":"first1",
      "lastName":"second1",
      "middleName":"middle1"
    },
    "ExternalLearnerEmaillInfo":[{
        
"emailAddress":"external1@successfact
ors.com",
        "emailType":"P",
        "isPrimary":"true"
    }],    
    "ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo":[{
        "countryCode":"086",
        "areaCode":"021",
        "phoneNumber":"97654321",
        "extension":"9879",
        "phoneType":"B",
        "isPrimary":"true"
    }],
    "ExternalLearnerAddressInfo":[{
        "addressType":"business",
        "country":"China",
        "province":"Shanghai",
        "city":"Shanghai",
        "zipCode":"200001",
        "address1":"Jinke Road",
    },
    {
        "addressType":"shipping",
        "country":"China",
        "province":"Shanghai",
        "city":"Shanghai",
        "zipCode":"200000",
        "address1":"Chenhui Road",
    }
    ]
} 

Use Case 2: Update an External Learner

Request Information

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST
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URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": { "uri": 
"ExternalLearner('external1')" },
    "status":"e",
    "password":"pwd",
    "productName":"LMS",
    "defaultLocale":"en_UK",
    "timeZone":"PST",
    "ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo":{
      "firstName":"first1",
      "lastName":"second1",
      "middleName":"middle1"
    },
    "ExternalLearnerEmaillInfo":[{
        
"emailAddress":"external1@successfact
ors.com",
        "emailType":"P",
        "isPrimary":"true"
    }],    
    "ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo":[{
        "countryCode":"086",
        "areaCode":"021",
        "phoneNumber":"97654321",
        "extension":"9879",
        "phoneType":"Business",
        "isPrimary":"true"
    }],
    "ExternalLearnerAddressInfo":[{
        "addressType":"business",
        "country":"China",
        "province":"Shanghai",
        "city":"Shanghai",
        "zipCode":"200001",
        "address1":"Jinke Road",
    },
    {
        "addressType":"shipping",
        "country":"China",
        "province":"Shanghai",
        "city":"Shanghai",
        "zipCode":"200000",
        "address1":"Chenhui Road",
    }
    ]
} 

ExternalLearnerAddressInfo [page 60]
You can use this entity to query data on external learner address data. In Learning, external learners refers 
to users who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

ExternalLearnerEmailInfo [page 60]
You can use this entity to query data about the email address of an external learner. In Learning, external 
learners refers to users who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo [page 61]
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You can use this entity to query data about the personal information of an external user, such as firstName, 
middleName and lastName. In Learning, external learners refers to users who are not employees but need 
access to the Learning module.

ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo [page 61]
You can use this entity to query data about the phone information of an external learner. In Learning, 
external learners refers to users who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

5.8.1  ExternalLearnerAddressInfo

You can use this entity to query data on external learner address data. In Learning, external learners refers to users 
who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Parent topic: ExternalLearner [page 56]

Related Information

ExternalLearnerEmailInfo [page 60]
ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo [page 61]
ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo [page 61]

5.8.2  ExternalLearnerEmailInfo

You can use this entity to query data about the email address of an external learner. In Learning, external learners 
refers to users who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Parent topic: ExternalLearner [page 56]

Related Information

ExternalLearnerAddressInfo [page 60]
ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo [page 61]
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ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo [page 61]

5.8.3  ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo

You can use this entity to query data about the personal information of an external user, such as firstName, 
middleName and lastName. In Learning, external learners refers to users who are not employees but need access 
to the Learning module.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Parent topic: ExternalLearner [page 56]

Related Information

ExternalLearnerAddressInfo [page 60]
ExternalLearnerEmailInfo [page 60]
ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo [page 61]

5.8.4  ExternalLearnerPhoneInfo

You can use this entity to query data about the phone information of an external learner. In Learning, external 
learners refers to users who are not employees but need access to the Learning module.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Parent topic: ExternalLearner [page 56]

Related Information

ExternalLearnerAddressInfo [page 60]
ExternalLearnerEmailInfo [page 60]
ExternalLearnerPersonallInfo [page 61]
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5.9 ExternalUser

You can use this entity to query, create, and update users for onboarding in the system. Onboarding users are 
external users who are not yet employees but still require access to SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite. External users 
are represented by status e (active_external_suite) and d (inactive_external_suite). You can use this entity to create 
single users. Bulk creation is not supported.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an external user

Insert Create a new external user

Upsert Create or update an external user

 Note
ExternalUser can be used to update only users of status e and d. For other statuses, see the User [page 125] 
entity.

Properties and Navigation Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.
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Entity Relationship Diagram

Use Case 1: Create an External User Record

Request:

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ExternalUser
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Payload
 Sample Code

{ "__metadata": { "uri": 
"ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')" },
"status":"e",
"password":"pwd",
"productName":"ONB",
"defaultLocale":"en_US",
"timeZone":"PST",
"extPersonalInfo":{
"firstName":"aPod",
"lastName":"modular",
"middleName":"Middle"
},
"extEmailInfo":[{
"emailAddress":"userIdVVas@successfac
tors.com",
"emailType":"P",
"isPrimary":"true"
}], 
"extPhoneInfo":[{
"phoneNumber":"845784259",
"extension":"9879",
"phoneType":"B",
"isPrimary":"true"
}],
"extAddressInfo":[{
"addressType":"billing",
"country":"CHN",
"province":"Shanghai",
"city":"Shanghai",
"zipCode":"200001",
"address1":"Jinke Road"
},
{
"addressType":"shipping",
"country":"CHN",
"province":"Shanghai",
"city":"Shanghai",
"zipCode":"200000",
"address1":"Chenhui Road"
}
] }
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Response:

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <entry xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://qacand-
api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/">
    <id>https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')</id>
    <title type="text"></title>
    <updated>2018-11-26T11:59:28Z</updated>
    <author>
        <name></name>
    </author>
    <link rel="edit" title="ExternalUser" 
href="ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')"></link>
    <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
extPersonalInfo" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="extPersonalInfo" 
href="ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')/extPersonalInfo">
        <m:inline>
            <entry>
                <id>https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
ExtPersonalInfo???</id>
                <title type="text"></title>
                <updated>2018-11-26T11:59:28Z</updated>
                <author>
                    <name></name>
                </author>
                <link rel="edit" title="ExtPersonalInfo" 
href="ExtPersonalInfo???"></link>
                <category term="SFOData.ExtPersonalInfo" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
                <content type="application/xml">
                    <m:properties>
                        <d:firstName>aPod</d:firstName>
                        <d:lastName>modular</d:lastName>
                        <d:middleName>Middle</d:middleName>
                    </m:properties>
                </content>
            </entry>
        </m:inline>
    </link>
    <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
extEmailInfo" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="extEmailInfo" 
href="ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')/extEmailInfo">
        <m:inline>
            <entry>
                <id>https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
ExtEmailInfo???</id>
                <title type="text"></title>
                <updated>2018-11-26T11:59:28Z</updated>
                <author>
                    <name></name>
                </author>
                <link rel="edit" title="ExtEmailInfo" href="ExtEmailInfo???"></
link>
                <category term="SFOData.ExtEmailInfo" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
                <content type="application/xml">
                    <m:properties>
                        <d:emailAddress>userIdVVas@successfactors.com</
d:emailAddress>
                        <d:emailType>P</d:emailType>
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                        <d:isPrimary>true</d:isPrimary>
                    </m:properties>
                </content>
            </entry>
        </m:inline>
    </link>
    <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
extPhoneInfo" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="extPhoneInfo" 
href="ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')/extPhoneInfo">
        <m:inline>
            <entry>
                <id>https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
ExtPhoneInfo???</id>
                <title type="text"></title>
                <updated>2018-11-26T11:59:28Z</updated>
                <author>
                    <name></name>
                </author>
                <link rel="edit" title="ExtPhoneInfo" href="ExtPhoneInfo???"></
link>
                <category term="SFOData.ExtPhoneInfo" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
                <content type="application/xml">
                    <m:properties>
                        <d:phoneNumber>845784259</d:phoneNumber>
                        <d:extension>9879</d:extension>
                        <d:phoneType>B</d:phoneType>
                        <d:isPrimary>true</d:isPrimary>
                    </m:properties>
                </content>
            </entry>
        </m:inline>
    </link>
    <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
extAddressInfo" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="extAddressInfo" 
href="ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')/extAddressInfo">
        <m:inline>
            <entry>
                <id>https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
ExtAddressInfo???</id>
                <title type="text"></title>
                <updated>2018-11-26T11:59:28Z</updated>
                <author>
                    <name></name>
                </author>
                <link rel="edit" title="ExtAddressInfo" 
href="ExtAddressInfo???"></link>
                <category term="SFOData.ExtAddressInfo" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
                <content type="application/xml">
                    <m:properties>
                        <d:addressType>billing</d:addressType>
                        <d:country>CHN</d:country>
                        <d:province>Shanghai</d:province>
                        <d:city>Shanghai</d:city>
                        <d:zipCode>200001</d:zipCode>
                        <d:address1>Jinke Road</d:address1>
                    </m:properties>
                </content>
            </entry>
        </m:inline>
    </link>
    <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
extAddressInfo" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="extAddressInfo" 
href="ExternalUser('userIdVVas103')/extAddressInfo">
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        <m:inline>
            <entry>
                <id>https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
ExtAddressInfo???</id>
                <title type="text"></title>
                <updated>2018-11-26T11:59:28Z</updated>
                <author>
                    <name></name>
                </author>
                <link rel="edit" title="ExtAddressInfo" 
href="ExtAddressInfo???"></link>
                <category term="SFOData.ExtAddressInfo" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
                <content type="application/xml">
                    <m:properties>
                        <d:addressType>shipping</d:addressType>
                        <d:country>CHN</d:country>
                        <d:province>Shanghai</d:province>
                        <d:city>Shanghai</d:city>
                        <d:zipCode>200000</d:zipCode>
                        <d:address1>Chenhui Road</d:address1>
                    </m:properties>
                </content>
            </entry>
        </m:inline>
    </link>
    <category term="SFOData.ExternalUser" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
    <content type="application/xml">
        <m:properties>
            <d:status>e</d:status>
            <d:password>pwd</d:password>
            <d:productName>ONB</d:productName>
            <d:defaultLocale>en_US</d:defaultLocale>
            <d:timeZone>PST</d:timeZone>
            <d:personGUID>4278D17315FA42DA86303297B2142A6B</d:personGUID>
            <d:personIdExternal>userIdVVas103</d:personIdExternal>
        </m:properties>
    </content> </entry>

Use Case 2: Query External User Record Created in the System 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ExternalUser('<user ID>')?$format=JSON
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Response:

 Sample Code
Output for a sample query for an external user with ID = external1.

{     "__metadata": { "uri": "ExternalUser('external1')" },
    "status":"e",
    "password":"pwd",
    "productName":"LMS",
    "defaultLocale":"en_UK",
    "timeZone":"PST",
    "extPersonalInfo":{
      "firstName":"first1",
      "lastName":"second1",
      "middleName":"middle1"
    },
    "extEmailInfo":[{
        "emailAddress":"external1@successfactors.com",
        "emailType":"P",
        "isPrimary":"true"
    }],    
    "extPhoneInfo":[{
        "countryCode":"086",
        "areaCode":"021",
        "phoneNumber":"97654321",
        "extension":"9879",
        "phoneType":"Business",
        "isPrimary":"true"
    }],
    "extAddressInfo":[{
        "addressType":"business",
        "country":"SampleCountry",
        "province":"SampleProvince",
        "city":"SampleCity",
        "zipCode":"200001",
        "address1":"SampleStreet",
    },
    {
        "addressType":"shipping",
        "country":"SampleCountry",
        "province":"SampleProvince",
        "city":"SampleCity"
        "zipCode":"200000",
        "address1":"SampleRoad",
    }
    ]
} 

ExtPersonalInfo [page 69]
You can use this entity to query personal information about an external user such as first name or last 
name.

ExtPhoneInfo [page 69]
You can use this entity to query information about the phone number of an external user.

ExtEmailInfo [page 70]
You can use this entity to query information about the e-mail address of an external user.

ExtAddressInfo [page 70]
You can use this entity to query information about the address of an external user.
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5.9.1  ExtPersonalInfo

You can use this entity to query personal information about an external user such as first name or last name.

Operations Allowed & Properties

You can get detailed information about supported operations and the entity properties including navigation 
properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the entity metadata. To do this, use the following query 
https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('ExtPersonalInfo')?$format=json

Parent topic: ExternalUser [page 62]

Related Information

ExtPhoneInfo [page 69]
ExtEmailInfo [page 70]
ExtAddressInfo [page 70]

5.9.2  ExtPhoneInfo

You can use this entity to query information about the phone number of an external user.

Operations Allowed & Properties

You can get detailed information about supported operations and the entity properties including navigation 
properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the entity metadata. To do this, use the following query 
https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('ExtPersonalInfo')?$format=json

Parent topic: ExternalUser [page 62]

Related Information

ExtPersonalInfo [page 69]
ExtEmailInfo [page 70]
ExtAddressInfo [page 70]
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5.9.3  ExtEmailInfo

You can use this entity to query information about the e-mail address of an external user.

Operations Allowed & Properties

You can get detailed information about supported operations and the entity properties including navigation 
properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the entity metadata. To do this, use the following query 
https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('ExtEmailInfo')?$format=json

Parent topic: ExternalUser [page 62]

Related Information

ExtPersonalInfo [page 69]
ExtPhoneInfo [page 69]
ExtAddressInfo [page 70]

5.9.4  ExtAddressInfo

You can use this entity to query information about the address of an external user.

Operations Allowed & Properties

You can get detailed information about supported operations and the entity properties including navigation 
properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the entity metadata. To do this, use the following query 
https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('ExtAddressInfo')?$format=json

Parent topic: ExternalUser [page 62]

Related Information

ExtPersonalInfo [page 69]
ExtPhoneInfo [page 69]
ExtEmailInfo [page 70]
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5.10 Photo

The Photo entity allows you to query, import, update, and delete user photos in the system.

Permissions

If your local data privacy and protection compliance requires that you limit access to candidates photos then you 
can restrict access by setting the Photo permission. This means that odata/v2/Photo queries must respect the 
Photo RBP Permission. If the logged in user does not have the permission, or is forbidden to view a user's photo, no 
results will be returned.

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based View or edit permission for photo entity under Employee Data

User-based Go to Succession Management Import/Export Data Model . Export the file and edit it to grant 
write permission on "Photo" element to the correct roles. Import the revised xml file.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query The system stores several images for a single user's profile picture in different sizes to be used in 
different applications. For example, thumbnail size images are used in the org chart, quickcard and 
faces page, while larger size images are used in the employee profile. The different photo types are 
categorized by the photoType field. You can query for a specified photoType. All photos with the 
identified photoType for all active users are returned.

To retrieve photos for a given userId but different photoType, you need to specify the userId in the 
query.

To retrieve a single photo for a given userId and photoType, you need to put both of them into query 
criteria.

Insert When a photo is imported for a user, the system generates several internal images in different sizes 
and saves them in the database.

Merge Updates a photo record in the database with specified photo properties.

Replace Replaces a photo record in thedatabase.

Delete The system removes all the internally generated images when a photo is deleted for a user.

Upsert If the photo does not exist, inserts a new one. Otherwise updates the photo record in database.
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Photo Entity Behavior

● Only Upsert supports handling multiple records. All other operations can only handle a single record.
● Edit operations are only available for photos of photoType LIVE_PROFILE or USER_EXPRESSIVE_PHOTO.
● When a user inserts a LIVE_PROFILE photo, ORG_CHART, QUICK_CARD, FACE, LIVE_PROFILE_SQUARE_60 

and LIVE_PROFILE_SQUARE_30 photos are generated automatically.
● If a LIVE_PROFILE photo is deleted or updated, then ORG_CHART, QUICK_CARD, FACE, 

LIVE_PROFILE_SQUARE_60 and LIVE_PROFILE_SQUARE_30 photos are also deleted or updated.
● For the USER_EXPRESSIVE_PHOTO, the system will check and raise an error if the size of the photo is not 

980x580.
● When Public Profile view is set to “Expressive”, and user does not specify any background photo, querying 

USER_EXPRESSIVE_PHOTO with userId, returns the randomly assigned background photo, or default 
background photo according to the admin setting. If no random image is available, then the default background 
photo will be returned.

Properties

To retrieve a particular photo you must specify the userId and photoType. These are the business keys for the 
Photo entity:

Property Description

photoId The unique ID of the photo.

userId The user ID of the employee photo.

photo base64 encrypted binary data (blob) of the photo.

lastModified The date on which the photo was last modified.

lastModifiedDateTime The date and time, with time zone information when the photo was last modified.

photoType The type of photo.

mimeType The MIME(Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions) Type of the photo.

width The width of the photo.

height The height of the photo.

photoName The name of the photo.
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Photo Types

The following table lists the various photo types that are available:

Phototype Enu
meration Phototype ID Max Width Max Height

Supported Opera
tions Comments

LIVE_PROFILE 1 180 240 Query, Edit Used as master 
copy in user profile 
photo. Recommend 
aspect ratio is 
3:4(w:h) and rec
ommend minimum 
size is 180*240.

ORG_CHART 2 20 27 Query System generated. 
Used as org chart 
image.

QUICK_CARD 3 60 80 Query System generated. 
Used as quickcard 
of user in V11 
theme.

FACE 7 45 60 Query System generated. 
Used as quickcard 
of user in V12 
theme.

LIVE_PRO
FILE_SQUARE_60

26 60 60 Query System generated. 
Used as user profile 
photo.

LIVE_PRO
FILE_SQUARE_30

27 30 30 Query System generated. 
Used as user profile 
photo.

USER_EXPRES
SIVE_PHOTO

14 980 580 Query, Edit Background image 
used in public pro
file page. It MUST 
be a 980*580 im
age, otherwise Up
sert operation will 
fail. If this photo is 
null, API will re
trieve a random 
photo instead. And 
if there is no ran
dom photo, API will 
retrieve the default 
photo.

Support for Media Resource (MLE)

We now support the Query operation for a media resource. A media resource is typically a BLOB and is described 
by a Media Link Entity (MLE). MLE is special kind of resource that contains metadata about a media resource. In 
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the OData entity data model, it is an entity type with attribute "m.HasTream" set to True. Sample metadata for an 
MLE:

 Sample Code

<EntityType Name="Photo" m:HasStream="true">     <Key>
        <PropertyRef Name="photoType" />
        <PropertyRef Name="userId" />
    </Key>
      ...
      
    <Property...
      
    </Property>
      ... </EntityType>

For a media resource entity, $value is supported. A sample query http://your_host/odata/v2/
Photo(photoType=your_type, userId='your_id')/$value returns the media resource (BLOB) with the 
corresponding content type in the response header.The content type is the ‘mineType’ property of the Photo 
instance.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/Photo?$top=10 Query top ten photos for information.

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Photo(photoType=1,userId='admin')

Query a single photo with a given key.

Querying Photo Value with If-Modified-Since HTTP Header
As of Q4 2018, the Photo entity supports the standard HTTP request-header If-Modified-Since. With this 
header, the API call can identify whether a photo has been modified since the time specified in this field. This allows 
more efficient update of cached photos.

Here is an example query:

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Photo(photoType=1, userId='cgrant')/photo/
$value

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)

If-Modified-Since: Wed, 10 Oct 2018 
09:00:00 GMT
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If the photo has been modified after the given date, the query returns the 200 status code and the new photo value 
will be updated in the cache. If the photo has not been modified since the specified date, the query returns the 304 
status code without photo content.

 Note
The If-Modified-Since header only works when you query the content of the photo with $value.

The correct date-time format must be provided: If-Modified-Since: <day-name>, <day> <month> 
<year> <hour>:<minute>:<second> GMT. Incorrect format will be ignored.

HTTP Status (Error) Codes

The OData User Photo API now returns new HTTP status codes as a part of an upsert response. The newly added 
status codes are 200, 201, 400, and 500. Usually, if the item gets inserted, the httpCode is 201, if the item gets 
updated, then the httpCode is 204, if we don’t know the exact action, the httpCode is 200. For an error, the 
httpCode is 400 for a bad request exception. If the exception is recognized, the httpCode is set to 500.

Error Code Description

400 User does not exist

400 User is not active

400 Mismatched key

400 Invalid photo type

400 Photo record does not exist when an update is performed

400 Photo record already exists when an insert is performed

400 Photo data is empty

400 Photo size is larger than 2 MB

400 The photo type is not equals 1(live profile) or 14(expressive) when editing a photo entity

403 The photo type is 14(expressive) and public profile is not enabled when editing a photo 
entity

403 The photo type is 14(expressive) and expressive mode is not enabled for company 
when editing a photo entity

403 The photo type is 14(expressive) and public profile is not in expressive mode for user 
when editing a photo entity

403 The photo type is 14(expressive) and uploading of background photo is not allowed in 
admin tools when editing a photo entity

400 The photo type is 14(expressive) and edit other user's photo when editing a photo en
tity

Sample JSON with new http codes is:

{ "d":[{
    "key": "test_new_user_001", 
    "status": "OK", 
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    "editStatus": "INSERTED", 
    "message": null, 
    "index": 0, 
    "httpCode": 201, 
    "inlineResults": null
},{
    "key": "test_existing_user_001", 
    "status": "OK", 
    "editStatus": "UPDATED", 
    "message": null, 
    "index": 1, 
    "httpCode": 204, 
    "inlineResults": null
},{
    "key": "upsert_user_0001", 
    "status": "ERROR", 
    "editStatus": null, 
    "message": "Key property (User/userId) doesn't match the key in the __metadata 
uri", 
    "index": 2, 
    "httpCode": 500, 
    "inlineResults": null
}]
} 

5.11 Picklist

These topics provide information about legacy and MDF picklist entities, and what you should know about querying 
and editing picklist fields.

Legacy Picklist [page 76]
Legacy OData API picklist entities include Picklist, PicklistOption, and PicklistLabel.

MDF Picklist [page 94]
MDF OData API picklist entities include PickListV2 and PickListValueV2.

Query and Edit Behaviors of Entities with Picklist Fields [page 99]
Guidelines for querying and editing the picklist fields in OData API entities.

5.11.1  Legacy Picklist

Legacy OData API picklist entities include Picklist, PicklistOption, and PicklistLabel.

 Note
These entities contain only legacy picklist data which can also be accessed using the Picklists Management 
tool. It is not to be confused with the MDF Picklist [page 94].
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Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Manage System Properties Picklist Management and 

Picklists Mappings Set Up

User based Admin Center Administrative Privileges [Your user]

System Properties Picklists

This permission is only required for direct API calls on the entity. When a user navigates to the picklist from other 
entities, the permission is not required.

Entity Relation Diagram

The following diagram shows the relationship between the legacy picklist entities:
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Picklist [page 78]
This entity contains information about legacy picklists.

PicklistOption [page 83]
This entity contains the information of legacy picklist options.

PicklistLabel [page 88]
Picklist labels are texts that describe a picklist option. Picklist labels are language dependent. Use this 
entity to view, create, and change legacy picklist labels.

Parent topic: Picklist [page 76]

Related Information

MDF Picklist [page 94]
Query and Edit Behaviors of Entities with Picklist Fields [page 99]

5.11.1.1  Picklist

This entity contains information about legacy picklists.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query picklists.

Properties

Property Description

picklistId ID of the picklist.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

picklistOptions PicklistOption An association between a picklist and its 
options.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Entity Relation Diagram

See Legacy Picklist [page 76] for more information.

Use Case: Querying a Picklist

This example shows how to query picklist EmployeeType and view its options.

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Picklist?
$filter=picklistId eq 'EmployeeType'&
$expand=picklistOptions&$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response:

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Picklist('EmployeeType')",
                    "type": "SFOData.Picklist"
                },
                "picklistId": "EmployeeType",
                "picklistOptions": {
                    "results": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3968L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
                            },
                            "id": "3968",
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                            "minValue": "-1",
                            "externalCode": null,
                            "maxValue": "-1",
                            "optionValue": "-1",
                            "sortOrder": 4,
                            "mdfExternalCode": "EmployeeType_Contractor",
                            "status": "ACTIVE",
                            "parentPicklistOption": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3968L)/parentPicklistOption"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklistLabels": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3968L)/picklistLabels"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklist": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3968L)/picklist"
                                }
                            },
                            "childPicklistOptions": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3968L)/childPicklistOptions"
                                }
                            }
                        },
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3965L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
                            },
                            "id": "3965",
                            "minValue": "1",
                            "externalCode": null,
                            "maxValue": "1",
                            "optionValue": "-1",
                            "sortOrder": 1,
                            "mdfExternalCode": "EmployeeType_Full_Time",
                            "status": "ACTIVE",
                            "parentPicklistOption": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3965L)/parentPicklistOption"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklistLabels": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3965L)/picklistLabels"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklist": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3965L)/picklist"
                                }
                            },
                            "childPicklistOptions": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3965L)/childPicklistOptions"
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                                }
                            }
                        },
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3969L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
                            },
                            "id": "3969",
                            "minValue": "-1",
                            "externalCode": null,
                            "maxValue": "-1",
                            "optionValue": "-1",
                            "sortOrder": 5,
                            "mdfExternalCode": "EmployeeType_Probationary",
                            "status": "ACTIVE",
                            "parentPicklistOption": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3969L)/parentPicklistOption"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklistLabels": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3969L)/picklistLabels"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklist": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3969L)/picklist"
                                }
                            },
                            "childPicklistOptions": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3969L)/childPicklistOptions"
                                }
                            }
                        },
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3966L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
                            },
                            "id": "3966",
                            "minValue": "2",
                            "externalCode": null,
                            "maxValue": "2",
                            "optionValue": "-1",
                            "sortOrder": 2,
                            "mdfExternalCode": "EmployeeType_Part_Time",
                            "status": "ACTIVE",
                            "parentPicklistOption": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3966L)/parentPicklistOption"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklistLabels": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3966L)/picklistLabels"
                                }
                            },
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                            "picklist": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3966L)/picklist"
                                }
                            },
                            "childPicklistOptions": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3966L)/childPicklistOptions"
                                }
                            }
                        },
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3967L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
                            },
                            "id": "3967",
                            "minValue": "3",
                            "externalCode": null,
                            "maxValue": "3",
                            "optionValue": "-1",
                            "sortOrder": 3,
                            "mdfExternalCode": "EmployeeType_Seasonal",
                            "status": "ACTIVE",
                            "parentPicklistOption": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3967L)/parentPicklistOption"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklistLabels": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3967L)/picklistLabels"
                                }
                            },
                            "picklist": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3967L)/picklist"
                                }
                            },
                            "childPicklistOptions": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3967L)/childPicklistOptions"
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    ]
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Parent topic: Legacy Picklist [page 76]
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Related Information

PicklistOption [page 83]
PicklistLabel [page 88]

5.11.1.2  PicklistOption

This entity contains the information of legacy picklist options.

Permissions

For more information, see Legacy Picklist [page 76].

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query picklists using business key or parameters.

Insert Create a new picklist option.

Merge Merge a picklist option.

Replace Replace a picklist option.

Properties

Property Description

externalCode External code of the picklist.

id ID of the picklist.
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Property Description

localeLabel Locale of the picklist option.

You can use this field to retrieve the text label of a picklist op
tion in the locale of the loggen-in user. If no label exists for that 
locale, the label of the default company locale will be returned. 
If that doesn't exist either, the en-US label will be returned. 
Note that this field is not filterable or sortable, and you need to 
explicitly add it to $select to be able to retrieve labels. For 
example, /odata/v2/PicklistOption?
$select=id,localeLabel.

maxValue Maximum allowed value of the picklist option.

minValue Minimum allowed value of the picklist option.

optionValue Value of the picklist option.

sortOrder The order in which the picklist option is displayed.

status Possible statuses:

● ACTIVE: Indicates an active picklist option.
● OBSOLETED: Indicates an obsolete picklist option.
● DELETED: Indicates a deleted picklist option.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

childPicklistOptions PicklistOption An association between a picklist option 
and its child options.

parentPicklistOption PicklistOption An association between a picklist option 
and its parent option.

picklist Picklist The picklist that the picklist option be
longs to.

picklistLabels PicklistLabel Label of the picklist option.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Entity Relation Diagram

See Legacy Picklist [page 76] for more information.

Use Case 1: Querying a Picklist Option

This example shows how to query a picklist option with its business key.

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(3968L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(3968L)",
            "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
        },
        "id": "3968",
        "minValue": "-1",
        "externalCode": null,
        "maxValue": "-1",
        "optionValue": "-1",
        "sortOrder": 4,
        "mdfExternalCode": "EmployeeType_Contractor",
        "status": "ACTIVE",
        "parentPicklistOption": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(3968L)/
parentPicklistOption"
            }
        },
        "picklistLabels": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(3968L)/
picklistLabels"
            }
        },
        "picklist": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(3968L)/picklist"
            }
        },
        "childPicklistOptions": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(3968L)/
childPicklistOptions"
            }
        }
    } }
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Use Case 2: Modifying a Picklist Option with Merge

You can modify a picklist option with the merge operation. This operation updates the existing values and creates 
new values if they don't exist. A successful operation returns the 200 OK status code without response payload.

Operation Merge

HTTP Method PUT

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(281L)

Headers Content-Type: application/json X-HTTP-
Method: MERGE Authorization: Basic <Base 
64 encoded (“user@company:password”)>

Payload {      "__metadata":{  
      "uri":"PicklistOption",
      "type":"SFOData.PicklistOption"
   },
   "maxValue":"-1",
   "minValue":"-1",
   "status": "OBSOLETED" }

Use Case 3: Creating a New Picklist Option

This example shows how to create a new picklist option with the insert operation.

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload {      "__metadata":{  
      "uri":"PicklistOption",
      "type":"SFOData.PicklistOption"
   },
   "picklist":
   {  
      "__metadata":{  
         
"uri":"Picklist('EmployeeType')",
         "type":"SFOData.Picklist"
         }
         },
          "picklistLabels":  
      {  
         "__metadata":{  
            "uri":"PicklistLabel",
            
"type":"SFOData.PicklistLabel"
         },
         "label":"Contractor",
         "locale":"en_US"
      },
   "maxValue":"-1",
   "minValue":"-1",
   "status": "ACTIVE" }

Response:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(263L)",
            "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
        },
        "maxValue": "-1.0",
        "minValue": "-1.0",
        "status": "ACTIVE",
        "id": "263",
        "picklist": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(263L)/picklist"
            }
        },
        "picklistLabels": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(locale='en_US',optionId=263L)",
                "type": "SFOData.PicklistLabel"
            },
            "label": "Contractor",
            "locale": "en_US",
            "optionId": "263"
        }
    } }
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Use Case 4: Modifying a Picklist Option with Replace

You can modify a picklist option with the REPLACE operation. This operation removes all existing values and 
replaces them with the new values provided in the payload. A successful operation returns the 200 OK status code 
without response payload.

Operation Replace

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistOption(281L)

Headers Content-Type: application/json 
Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Payload {      "__metadata":{  
      "uri":"PicklistOption",
      "type":"SFOData.PicklistOption"
   },
   "maxValue":"-1",
   "minValue":"-1",
   "status": "ACTIVE" }

Parent topic: Legacy Picklist [page 76]

Related Information

Picklist [page 78]
PicklistLabel [page 88]

5.11.1.3  PicklistLabel

Picklist labels are texts that describe a picklist option. Picklist labels are language dependent. Use this entity to 
view, create, and change legacy picklist labels.

Permissions

For more information, see Legacy Picklist [page 76].
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query picklist labels using business key or parameters.

Insert Create a new picklist label.

Merge Merge a picklist label.

Replace Replace an existing picklist label.

Upsert Create or edit a picklist label.

Properties

Property Description

id ID of the picklist label.

label Picklist label text in the language of the specified locale.

locale Locale of the picklist. This is a business key.

optionId ID of the picklist option that the label describes. This is a busi
ness key.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

picklistOption PicklistOption The picklist option that the label de
scribes.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Entity Relation Diagram

See Legacy Picklist [page 76] for more information.
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Use Case 1: Querying a Picklist Label

This example shows how to query a picklist label with its business keys.

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI To query a single picklist label, provide the optionId and locale 
in the URI:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(optionId=261L,locale='en_US'
)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(locale='en_US',optionId=261L)",
            "type": "SFOData.PicklistLabel"
        },
        "optionId": "261",
        "locale": "en_US",
        "id": "261",
        "label": "Contractor",
        "picklistOption": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(locale='en_US',optionId=261L)/picklistOption"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Case 2: Creating a Picklist Label

This example shows how to create a new picklist label using the insert operation.

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI You must provide the optionId and locale in the URI to create a 
picklist label.

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(optionId=3968L,locale='en_US
')
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload {  "__metadata":{
     
"uri":"PicklistLabel(optionId=3965L,loca
le='en_US')",
     "type":"SFOData.PicklistLabel"
 },
 "label":"Full Time Employee" }

Status code 201 Created is returned upon success operation with the following example response:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(locale='en_EN',optionId=3965L)",
            "type": "SFOData.PicklistLabel"
        },
        "label": "Full Time Employee"
    } }

Use Case 3: Changing a Picklist Label with Merge

This example shows how to change a picklist label with MERGE. This operation updates the existing values and 
creates new values if they don't exist. A successful operation returns the 200 OK status code without response 
payload.

Operation Merge

HTTP Method PUT

URI You must provide the optionId and locale in the URI to replace a 
picklist label.

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(optionId=3968L,locale='en_US
')

Headers X-HTTP-Method: MERGE Authorization: Basic 
<Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>
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Payload {  "__metadata":{
     
"uri":"PicklistLabel(optionId=3965L,loca
le='en_US')",
     "type":"SFOData.PicklistLabel"
 },
 "label":"Full Time Employee" }

Use Case 4: Changing a Picklist Label with Replace

This example shows how to change a picklist label with REPLACE. This operation removes all existing values and 
replaces them with the new values provided in the payload. A successful operation returns the 200 OK status code 
without response payload.

Operation Replace

HTTP Method POST

URI You must provide the optionId and locale in the URI to replace a 
picklist label.

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
PicklistLabel(optionId=3968L,locale='en_US
')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Payload {  "__metadata":{
     
"uri":"PicklistLabel(optionId=3965L,loca
le='en_US')",
     "type":"SFOData.PicklistLabel"
 },
 "label":"Full Time Employee" }

Use Case 5: Creating and Updating Multiple Picklist Labels

You can use the Upsert operation to mass create and edit picklist labels. This example shows how to create a lable 
in English and modify another label text in French with one API call:

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST
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URI You must provide the optionId and locale in the URI to replace a 
picklist label.

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Payload [     {
        "__metadata":{
            
"uri":"PicklistLabel(optionId=261L,local
e='en_US')",
            "type": 
"SFOData.PicklistLabel"
        },
        "label":"Full Time Employee"
    },
    
    {
        "__metadata":{
            
"uri":"PicklistLabel(optionId=261L,local
e='fr_FR')",
            "type": 
"SFOData.PicklistLabel"
        },
        "label":"Employé à Plein Temps"
    }     ]

Response:

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "PicklistLabel/locale=en_US,PicklistLabel/optionId=261",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": "updated successfully",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 204,
            "inlineResults": null
        },
        {
            "key": "PicklistLabel/locale=fr_FR,PicklistLabel/optionId=261",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "INSERTED",
            "message": "inserted successfully",
            "index": 1,
            "httpCode": 201,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

 Note
You are only allowed to create and edit labels in the locales that are enabled in your instance.
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Parent topic: Legacy Picklist [page 76]

Related Information

Picklist [page 78]
PicklistOption [page 83]

5.11.2  MDF Picklist

MDF OData API picklist entities include PickListV2 and PickListValueV2.

Permissions

The following permission is required to access MDF picklist entities:

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
For non-admin use: Metadata Framework Read/Write Permission

For admin use: Metadata Framework Import Permission
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Entity Relation Diagram
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PickListV2 [page 96]
This entity stores MDF picklist information.

PickListValueV2 [page 98]
This entity stores the values for MDF picklists.

Parent topic: Picklist [page 76]

Related Information

Legacy Picklist [page 76]
Query and Edit Behaviors of Entities with Picklist Fields [page 99]

5.11.2.1  PickListV2

This entity stores MDF picklist information.

Permissions

For more information, see MDF Picklist [page 94].

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a picklist

Insert Create a new picklist

Replace Replace an existing picklist

Merge Update a picklist

Delete Delete a picklist

Upsert Create or update a picklist
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

values PickListValueV2 An association between PickListV2 and 
PickListValueV2

displayOrderNav MDFEnumValue An association between PickListV2 and 
MDFEnumValue

statusNav MDFEnumValue An association between PickListV2 and 
MDFEnumValue.

Entity Relation Diagram

For more information, see MDF Picklist [page 94].

Use Cases

API Call Description

HTTP method: POST, URL: odata/v2/
PickListV2

Create a PickListV2 record.

HTTP method: MERGE, URL: odata/v2/
PickListV2(id=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=dat
etime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Update a PickListV2 record.

HTTP method: DELETE, URL: odata/v2/
PickListV2(id=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=dat
etime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Delete a PickListV2 record.

HTTP method: GET, URL: odata/v2/PickListV2 Query PickList records.

Parent topic: MDF Picklist [page 94]

Related Information

PickListValueV2 [page 98]
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5.11.2.2  PickListValueV2

This entity stores the values for MDF picklists.

Permissions

For more information, see MDF Picklist [page 94].

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a picklist value.

Insert Create a new picklist value.

Merge Update a picklist value.

Replace Replace an existing picklist value with new one.

Delete Delete a picklist value.

Upsert Create or update a picklist value.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav MDFEnumValue An association between PickListV2 and 
MDFEnumValue.

statusNav MDFEnumValue An association between PickListV2 and 
MDFEnumValue.

Entity Relation Diagram

For more information, see MDF Picklist [page 94].
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Use Cases

API Call Description

HTTP method: POST, URL: odata/v2/
PickListValueV2

Create a PickListValueV2 record.

HTTP method: MERGE, URL: odata/v2/
PickListValueV2(id=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDat
e=datetime’yyyy-mm-
ddT00:00:00‘,externalCode=‘xxxx‘)

Update a PickListValueV2 record.

HTTP method: DELETE, URL: odata/v2/
PickListValueV2(id=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDat
e=datetime’yyyy-mm-
ddT00:00:00‘,externalCode=‘xxxx‘)

Delete a PickListValueV2 record.

HTTP method: GET, URL: odata/v2/
PickListValueV2

Query PickListValueV2 records.

Parent topic: MDF Picklist [page 94]

Related Information

PickListV2 [page 96]

5.11.3  Query and Edit Behaviors of Entities with Picklist Fields

Guidelines for querying and editing the picklist fields in OData API entities.

An OData API entity may contain properties whose values come from a picklist. In SAP SuccessFactors, two types 
of picklists are available: legacy picklists and MDF picklists. Both picklists can be used to provide restricted values 
for an OData API entity. Because legacy and MDF picklists are designed differently, querying and editing behaviors 
of entities with picklist fields are also different. In this topic, you'll learn how to distinguish one type of picklist fields 
from the other and how to query/edit them.

How can I tell which type of picklist is used?

There are two ways to find out which type of picklist field is used in an entity:

● You can go to the OData API Data Dictionary to check the entity details.
● You can run an OData query and look at the entity metadata.
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Checking the picklist type in OData API Data Dictionary
The OData API Data Dictionary provides all the information you need to identify which type of picklist is used in an 
entity. The following steps explains how to do this:

1. Go to Admin Center API Center OData API Data Dictionary , and search for the entity.
2. Open the entity from search result, and locate the fields with values in the sap:picklist column. Note that for 

each picklist field, a string type property field and a navigation to the corresponding picklist object exist. The 
navigation property usually derives from the string field with a "Nav" suffix. For example, in the Position 
entity, you'll see a string-type property called employeeClass and a navigation property called 
employeeClassNav. Both properties have the sap:picklist attribute with value EmployeeClass:

3. The Type field of the navigation property may take these values:
○ PicklistOption: This indicates legacy picklist.
○ PickListValueV2: This indicates MDF picklist.

In the example above, the Position entity has an MDF picklist field as indicated by PickListValueV2.

Checking the picklist type in OData metadata
You can use an OData query to download the metadata of OData APIs and check the picklist type. Using entity 
PerPersonal and its maritalStatus property as an example, the following query shows how to retrieve the 
metadata:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PerPersonal,PicklistOption,PickListValueV2/$metadata

The result returns the metadata for three entities: PerPersonal, PicklistOption, and PickListV2. Note that both 
legacy and MDF picklist entities are included because we are not sure which type an entity is associated with. You 
can also download the entire OData metadata by not specifying any entity in the URI, but this could take 
considerably more time and thus is not recommended in this case.

In the returned metadata document, go to the PerPersonal section and you'll find the following information:

... <Property Name="maritalStatus" Type="Edm.String" Nullable="true" 
sap:required="false" sap:creatable="false" sap:updatable="false" 
sap:upsertable="true" sap:visible="true" sap:sortable="true" sap:filterable="true" 
MaxLength="50" sap:picklist="ecMaritalStatus" sap:label="Marital Status"></Property>
...
<NavigationProperty Name="maritalStatusNav" sap:required="false" 
sap:creatable="false" sap:updatable="false" sap:upsertable="false" 
sap:visible="true" sap:sortable="true" sap:filterable="true" 
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sap:picklist="ecMaritalStatus" 
Relationship="SFOData.PerPersonal_maritalStatus_picklist" FromRole="PerPersonal" 
ToRole="picklistoption" sap:label="Marital Status"></NavigationProperty>
...
<AssociationSet Name="PerPersonal_maritalStatus_picklist" 
Association="SFOData.PerPersonal_maritalStatus_picklist">
    <End EntitySet="PerPersonal" Role="PerPersonal"></End>     <End EntitySet="PicklistOption" Role="picklistoption"></End>  </AssociationSet>

Note that both property and navigation property lines have the same sap:picklist="ecMaritalStatus" 
attribute-value pair, which indicates a picklist object. The association information points to the legacy 
PicklistOption entity:
<End EntitySet="PicklistOption" Role="picklistoption"></End>

If you look at the the corresponding metadata of the Position, the association points to the MDF PickListValueV2 
entity:

... <Property Name="jobLevel" Type="Edm.String" Nullable="true" sap:required="false" 
sap:creatable="true" sap:updatable="true" sap:upsertable="true" sap:visible="true" 
sap:sortable="true" sap:filterable="true" MaxLength="128" sap:picklist="JobLevel" 
sap:label="Job Level"></Property>
...
<NavigationProperty Name="jobLevelNav" sap:required="false" sap:creatable="true" 
sap:updatable="true" sap:upsertable="true" sap:visible="true" sap:sortable="true" 
sap:filterable="true" sap:picklist="JobLevel" 
Relationship="SFOData.jobLevelNav_of_Position" FromRole="Position" 
ToRole="jobLevelNav" sap:field-control="PositionFieldControlsNav/jobLevelNav" 
sap:label="Job Level"></NavigationProperty>
...
<Association Name="jobLevelNav_of_Position">
    <End Type="SFOData.Position" Multiplicity="*" Role="Position"></End>     <End Type="SFOData.PickListValueV2" Multiplicity="0..1" Role="jobLevelNav"></
End>  </Association>

Which key property do I use: optionId or externalCode?

Since the two types of picklist entities (PicklistOption, PickListValueV2) use different fields as their key 
properties, when you query or edit an OData entity that contains a picklist field, bear in mind that query and edit 
behaviors follow the OData standard. That is, always use the key property to identify a unique record.

● For legacy picklist fields, use the PicklistOption property id to uniquely identify a record during query or 
edit operations.

● For MDF picklist fields, use the PickListValueV2 property externalCode to uniquely identify a record in 
query or edit operations.
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Data validation during edit

For some OData API entities, data validation is implemented to prevent values outside a picklist being saved. For 
example, the jobLevel property of the Position entity only accepts values that are defined in the jobLevel 
picklist object. If you try to upsert other values, an error will return:

Sample request to upsert a position record:

{     "__metadata":{
        
"uri":"Position(code='50014362',effectiveStartDate=datetime'1990-01-01T00:00:00')"
    },
    "jobLevel":"ABCDE" }

Sample response:

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": null,
            "status": "ERROR",
            "editStatus": null,
            "message": "Invalid Picklist value: 'ABCDE'. with the index 0",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 500,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

For entities without data validation, values outside the picklist object can be accepted during edit operation. 
However, if you query the entity and expand to the picklist, nothing shows up because it is not a valid value defined 
in the picklist object. Although the OData returns positive result, the edit operation is unsuccessful.

Here's an example of upserting an invalid value to the riskOfLoss field of the User entity:

Example request payload for the upsert query:

{     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('123456')"
    },
    "riskOfLoss":"Dummy Value" }

OData returns successful response:

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "123456",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 204,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }
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Query the user and expand to the picklist value:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('123456')?$format=JSON&
$select=riskOfLoss,riskOfLossNav&$expand=riskOfLossNav

Navigation property returns empty result:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('123456')",
            "type": "SFOData.User"
        },
        "riskOfLoss": "Dummy Value",
        "riskOfLossNav": null
    } }

If you upsert a valid value, the result will be something like this:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('123456')",
            "type": "SFOData.User"
        },
        "riskOfLoss": "5326",
        "riskOfLossNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(5326L)",
                "type": "SFOData.PicklistOption"
            },
            "id": "5326",
            "status": "ACTIVE",
            "sortOrder": 3,
            "minValue": "3",
            "mdfExternalCode": "riskOfLoss_High",
            "externalCode": null,
            "optionValue": "3",
            "maxValue": "3",
            "childPicklistOptions": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(5326L)/
childPicklistOptions"
                }
            },
            "parentPicklistOption": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(5326L)/
parentPicklistOption"
                }
            },
            "picklistLabels": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(5326L)/
picklistLabels"
                }
            },
            "picklist": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/PicklistOption(5326L)/
picklist"
                }
            }
        }
    } 
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}

Parent topic: Picklist [page 76]

Related Information

Legacy Picklist [page 76]
MDF Picklist [page 94]

5.12 TimeZone

This entity stores time zone information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
For non-admin use: Metadata Framework Read/Write Permission

For admin use: Metadata Framework Import Permission

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a time zone record

Insert Create a new time zone record

Merge Update a time zone record

Replace Replace a time zone record

Delete Delete a time zone record

Upsert Create a time zone recor.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

countryNav/code Country An association between TimeZone and 
Country.

countryNav/effectiveStartDate Country An association between TimeZone and 
Country.

effectiveStatusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between TimeZone and 
MDFEnumValue.

effectiveStatusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between TimeZone and 
MDFEnumValue.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/key MDFEnumValue An association between TimeZone and 
MDFEnumValue.

mdfSystemRecordStatusNav/value MDFEnumValue An association between TimeZone and 
MDFEnumValue.

Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

HTTP method: POST, URL: odata/v2/TimeZone Create a time zone record.

HTTP method: MERGE, URL: odata/v2/
TimeZone(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=dat
etime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Update a time zone record.

HTTP method: DELETE, URL: odata/v2/ 
TimeZone(code=‘xxx‘,effectiveStartDate=dat
etime’yyyy-mm-ddT00:00:00‘)

Delete a time zone record.

HTTP method: GET, URL: odata/v2/TimeZone Query time zone records.
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5.13 ToDo

This entity represents the list of tasks (to-do items) assigned to a user. To-do items can be classified into different 
categories and mapped to different functional areas in the HCM Suite.

 Caution
The ToDo entity only allows you to query the logged-in user's to-do items. User authentication is required for 
every request. This means a new session is created on the server for each API call, and each session will trigger 
an insert operation to the database for authentication audit. A high volume of simultaneous ToDo requests 
occupies a great amount of resource and could drastically slow down system performance.

If you want to query the to-do items of multiple users in one request, please use TodoEntryV2.

If you choose to use ToDo, we highly recommend that you keep the request frequency within a reasonable 
range to avoid performance issues, for example, less than 2 requests per second.

Following is the list of valid category IDs, their description and display order:

Category Value Category ID Category Label Module

0 CATEGORY_PM Evaluate Performance Performance

1 CATEGORY_GOAL Goal Default Category Goals

2 CATEGORY_360 360 Default Category Performance

3 CATEGORY_COMPENSATION Compensation Default 
Category

Compensation

4 CATEGORY_SM Succession Manage
ment Default Category

Succession

5 CATEGORY_RECRUITING Recruiting Default Cat
egory - Creating a 
Requisition

Recruiting

6 CATEGORY_SM_ORGCHART Succession Org Chart 
Default Category

Succession

7 CATEGORY_PM_MYTEAMRATER My Team Rater Cate
gory

Performance

8 CATEGORY_PRROCESS Business Process Plat
form Category

Platform

9 CATEGORY_HRIS_ACTIONS (deprecated) HRIS ACTIONS Cate
gory ( use in workflow 
V1 which has been dep
recated.)

( use in workflow V1 
which has been depre
cated.)

10 CATEGORY_RCM_INTERVIEW_ASSESS Interview Assessment 
Category

Recruiting

11 CATEGORY_OFFER_DETAIL Recruiting Events Cate
gory

Recruiting
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Category Value Category ID Category Label Module

12 CATEGORY_CALIBRATION_SESSIONS 12

13 CATEGORY_RECRUITING_EVENTS Recruiting Events Cate
gory

Recruiting

14 CATEGORY_HRIS_EMP_CHANGE_REQUESTS HRIS Employee Change 
Requests

Recruiting

15 CATEGORY_ASSIGNED_TRAINING_REQUESTS Assigned Training Cate
gory

Learning

16 CATEGORY_LEARNING_SURVEY_REQUESTS Learning Survey Cate
gory

Learning

17 CATEGORY_GENERIC_OBJECT_CHANGE_RE
QUESTS

Generic Object Cate
gory

EC - MDF WF

18 CATEGORY_ABSENCE_MANAGEMENT_RE
QUESTS

Absence Management 
Category

EC - Time

19 CATEGORY_EMPLOYEE_PROFILE_COMPLETE Employee Profile Com
plete

Employee Profile

20 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_PENDING_ITEMS Onboarding Pending 
items Category

Onboarding

21 CATEGORY_JOB_PROFILE_CHANGE_REQUESTS Job Profile Category EC-Job Profile

22 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_MEETINGS Onboarding Meeting 
Category

Onboarding

23 CATEGORY_HRIS_EMP_EC_ALERT EC alert Category EC

24 CATEGORY_IT_DECLARATION_REQUESTS Deductions Category EC - MDF WF

25 CATEGORY_DEDUCTION_REQUESTS Deductions Category EC - MDF WF

26 CATEGORY_LMS_LEARNING_ALERT Learning Alert Cate
gory

Learning

27 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_PENDING_NEW
HIRE_ACTIVITIES_FOR_MANAGER

Onboarding NewHire 
activity for Manager 
category

Onboarding

28 CATEGORY_JOB_PROFILE_CHANGE_ACK_RE
QUESTS

- EC - Job Profile

29 CATEGORY_ATTENDANCE_MANAGEMENT_RE
QUESTS

Attendance manage
ment requests

EC-Time

30 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_PENDING_EQUIP
MENT_WORKFLOW

- Onboarding

31 CATEGORY_REQUISITION_APPROVAL_REQUEST - Recruiting
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Category Value Category ID Category Label Module

32 CATEGORY_SM_SMARTSUITE_SOC_ITEMS - Succession

33 CATEGORY_GOAL_EC_MAN
AGER_CHANGE_ALERT

- -

34 CATEGORY_BPE_USER_TASKS - -

35 CATEGORY_CALIBRATION_EC_MAN
AGER_CHANGE_ALERT

- Calibration

36 CATEGORY_GOAL_EC_LOA_ALERT - -

37 CATEGORY_WORK_ORDER_EXPIRATION_ALERT - Contingent Worker

38 CATEGORY_TALENTREVIEW_IC_TO_MAN
AGER_CHANGE_ALERT

hybrid Category In Mo
bile

Talent

39 CATEGORY_POSITION_MANAGEMENT_RE
QUESTS

Position Management 
requests

EC - MDF WF

40 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_PAPERWORK - Onboarding

41 CATEGORY_EXTERNAL_INTEGRATION - Onboarding

42 CATEGORY_SUCCESSLINE_EMPLOYEE_UP
DATE_STATUS_ALERT

- Performance

43 CATEGORY_SUCCESSLINE_MAN
AGER_ONEONE_MEETING_ALERT

- Performance

44 CATEGORY_TALENTREVIEW_CALIBRATION_ACTI
VATE_EVENT

- Performance

45 CATEGORY_PM_MOBILE - Performance

46 OFF_CYCLE_REWARD_REQUESTS Off cycle reward re
quests

EC

47 CATEGORY_SUCCESSLINE_REQUEST_FEEDBACK SUCCESSLINE_RE
QUEST_FEEDBACK

Performance

48 OWFP_PLAN_ALERT - OWP

49 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING2_PAPERWORK_TASKS - Onboarding

50 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING2_MANAGER_TASKS - Onboarding

51 CATEGORY_PAYROLL_HIRE - EC - Payroll

52 CATEGORY_EMPLOYEE_LIFE_EVENT - -
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Category Value Category ID Category Label Module

53 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING2_OPEN_ONBOARD
ING_ACTIVITY

- Onboarding

54 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING2_PERSONAL_DATA
COLLECTION

- Onboarding

55 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING2_CUSTOM_DATACOL
LECTION

- Onboarding

56 CATEGORY_CDP_MENTORING_MENTOR_APPRO
VAL

- Mentoring

57 CATEGORY_SERVICENOW Service Now TODO Platform

58 CATEGORY_ONBOARDING2_FINISH_MY_PROFILE - Onboarding

59 CATEGORY_REQUEST_CONTINUOUS_FEEDBACK CONTINUOUS_FEED
BACK_REQUEST

Talent

99 - CategoryId

NoteAvailable for Mo
bile only for LMS inte
gration. categoryId=99 
has to be specified in 
the $filter. The LMS 
ToDo items do not sup
port select, pagination, 
or orderby and all log
ged in users LMS ToDo 
items are returned. For 
the other functional 
areas, logged in users 
can only see their 
items.

Learning

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query the ToDo entity to retrieve information about stored to-do items.
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Properties

Property Description

categoryId A string that identifies the type of Todo. This property can be used as a filter. The 
API returns all todos if no categoryId is specified in the API call. You can use the or
derby operation to sort this property.

categoryLabel A string label that describes a Todo category name.

displayOrder Display order of the given ToDo. This can be either ascending or descending . 
e.g.orderby = displayOrder desc

status This field indicates the status of the to-do item. The following statuses are available:

● None (0): not visible to users.
● New (1): not visible to users.
● Current (2): indicates an active to-do item that is visible in the tile.
● Done (3): indicates a completed to-do item. Once done, a to-do item disap

pears from the tile.

 Note
Status 0 and 1 are only used in a few special scenarios such as multiple level 
approval.

todos A list containing all Todos for the currently logged in User.
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Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/Todo?
$format=json

Simple query

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/Todo?
$format=json&$filter=categoryId eq '5'

Query with a filter

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Todo?
$format=json&$filter=categoryId 
in'2'%2C'0'%2C'1'&$orderby=categoryId
%20desc

Query with $orderby

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/Todo?
$format=json&$filter=status ne '3'

Query by value status not equal to 3.
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Code Example

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://ex.successfactors.com:443/odata/v2/Todo('5')",
          "type": "SFOData.Todo"
        },
        "categoryId": "5",
        "todos": {
          "results": [
            {
              "categoryId": "5",
              "completedDate": null,
              "dueDate": "/Date(1391144400000)/",
              "dueDateOffSet": -2,
              "entries": null,
              "entryId": 0,
              "name": "Post this job.",
              "status": 0,
              "statusLabel": null,
              "stepDescAlt": null,
              "todoItemId": "60",
              "url": "https://ex.successfactors.com/sf/recruiting?company=myCompany"
            }
          ]
        },
        "categoryLabel": "Recruit New Talent"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://ex.successfactors.com:443/odata/v2/Todo('10')",
          "type": "SFOData.Todo"
},
        "categoryId": "10",
        "todos": {
          "results": [
            {
              "categoryId": "10",
              "completedDate": null,
              "dueDate": "/Date(1390971600000)/",
              "dueDateOffSet": 0,
              "entries": null,
              "entryId": 0,
              "name": "Please complete this.",
              "status": 0,
              "statusLabel": null,
              "stepDescAlt": null,
              "todoItemId": "59",
              "url": "https://ex.successfactors.com/sf/recruiting/interviewcentral?
company=myCompany"
            }
          ]
        },
        "categoryLabel": "Interview Assessment"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://ex.successfactors.com:443/odata/v2/Todo('19')",
          "type": "SFOData.Todo"
        },
        "categoryId": "19",
        "todos": {
          "results": [
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            {
              "categoryId": "19",
              "completedDate": null,
              "dueDate": null,
              "dueDateOffSet": -2147483648,
              "entries": null,
              "entryId": 26038,
              "name": "Finish Your Profile",
              "status": 2,
              "statusLabel": "Active",
              "stepDescAlt": "EMPFILE_EDU_FINISH_YOUR_PROFILE",
              "todoItemId": null,
              "url": "https://ex.successfactors.com/sf/liveprofile?
company=myCompany"
            }
          ]
        },
        "categoryLabel": "Employee Profile Complete"
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Response XML Description

Some of the XML tags in the response are described below:

Tag Description

CategoryId This is the ID of the category.

completedDate If applicable,this is the completed date for the Todo item.

dueDate If applicable, this is the due date for the Todo item.

dueDateOffSet If applicable, this is the number of days until the Todo item is due.

entries This is the list of Todos for one step in route map.

name This is the name of the step or a learning item. For the 'Profile Complete" Todo, 
this is set to "Finish Your Profile".

status This is the Status Id of the Todo Form.

statusLabel This is the Label associated with the status Id.

stepDescAlt This is the Description of the step.

url This is the relevant deeplink URL, if any, for the category.

subjectId For the workflow Todo, the value of this tag is equal to the workflowId of the 
workflow item. This value of this tag is null for all other Todo types.
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Deeplink URL Description

Following is the list of deeplink URLs based on applications:

Application To Do Category URL

Learning CATEGORY_ASSIGNED_TRAINING_REQUESTS = "15" /sf/learning?destUrl=https
%3A%2F
%2Fqmallqtp01t07.plateau.co
m%2Flearning%2Fuser
%2Fdeeplink_redirect.jsp... 

Learning CATEGORY_LEARNING_SURVEY_REQUESTS = "16" /sf/learning?destUrl=https
%3A%2F
%2Fqmallqtp01t07.plateau.co
m%2Flearning%2Fuser
%2Fdeeplink_redirect.jsp...

Learning CATEGORY_LMS_LEARNING_ALERT = "26" /sf/learning?destUrl=https
%3A%2F
%2Fqmallqtp01t07.plateau.co
m%2Flearning%2Fuser
%2Fdeeplink_redirect.jsp...

EC CATEGORY_HRIS_ACTIONS = "9" /sf/liveprofile

EC CATEGORY_HRIS_EMP_CHANGE_REQUESTS = "14" /sf/
hrisworkflowapprovelink?
workflowRequestId=V2-FF...

The value is Null on category level. The 
URL is shown only on enrty level.

EC CATEGORY_GENERIC_OBJECT_CHANGE_REQUESTS = 
"17"

/sf/
hrisworkflowapprovelink?
workflowRequestId=V2-FF...

The value is Null on category level. The 
URL is shown only on enrty level.

EC CATEGORY_ABSENCE_MANAGEMENT_REQUESTS = "18" /sf/
hrisworkflowapprovelink?
workflowRequestId=V2-FF...

The value is Null on category level. The 
URL is shown only on enrty level.

EC CATEGORY_IT_DECLARATION_REQUESTS= "24" /sf/
hrisworkflowapprovelink?
workflowRequestId=V2-FF...

The value is Null on category level. The 
URL is shown only on enrty level.
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Application To Do Category URL

EC CATEGORY_DEDUCTION_REQUESTS= "25" /sf/
hrisworkflowapprovelink?
workflowRequestId=V2-FF...

The value is Null on category level. The 
URL is shown only on enrty level.

EP CATEGORY_EMPLOYEE_PROFILE_COMPLETE = '19' /sf/liveprofile

Onboarding CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_PENDING_ITEMS = "20" /sf/onboarding

Onboarding CATEGORY_ONBOARDING_PENDING_NEWHIRE_ACTIVI
TIES_FOR_MANAGER = "27"

/sf/onboardring

RCM CATEGORY_JOB_PROFILE_CHANGE_REQUESTS = "21" /sf/recruiting/
jobreqsummary

Related Information

TodoEntryV2 [page 115]

5.14 TodoEntryV2

This entity represents the list of items (to-do items) assigned to a user or multiple users. To-do items can be 
classified into different categories and mapped to different functional areas in the SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This entity can be used to query and edit the to-do items of a single user and multiple users. When querying or 
editing to-do items for multiple users, certain prerequisites and conditions apply as described in the Permissions 
section.

Permissions

By default, this entity allows you to query the to-do items of the logged in user only; to query or edit another user's 
to-do item list, you need to obtain the respective permissions below.
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Permission System Required Setting Note

Role-based Manage Integration Tools OData API 

Todo Export
This permission allows the user to query 
the to-do items of all users in the in
stance.

 Note
You can only query the to-do items of 
others on an API or Job server. For 
non-mobile clients, you can use pa
rameter 
ignoretodoexport=true in 
the URL to allow the query to return 
to-do items for the logon user only.

Role-based Manage Integration Tools OData API 
TodoEntryV2 External Categories 

Import

This permission allows the user to create 
and edit the to-do items of external cate
gories for all users.

 Note
External categories include category 
41 and 57.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query To query the to-do items of a single user or all users in the instance.

Insert Create a new to-do item. Editing operations are limited to catego
ries 41 and 57 only.

Upsert Create new or update existing to-do 
items.

Replace Update an existing to-do item.

Merge Update a to-do item with specified prop
erty values.

Delete Delete a to-do item.

Categories and Supported Functional Areas

This table lists the categoryIds along with their functional areas supported by If the to-do item doesn't exist, insert 
a new one. Otherwise, this operation updates the existing record.TodoEntryV2. The categoryId field can be used 
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as a filter in the API call. If no categoryId is specified, the API returns to-do items of all categories. Please note that 
all the categories listed in this table are non-editable except for categoryId 41, which is a generic external category.

Category ID Functional area (Represented by categoryName*)

To get more info on the to-do 
item, you can use $expand 
with:

0 Performance Review Default Category formContentNav

1 Goal Default Category -

2 360 Default Category -

3 Compensation Default Category -

4 Succession Management Default Category -

5 Recruiting Default Category -

6 Succession Org Chart Default Category -

7 My Team Rater Category -

10 Interview Assessment Category -

11 Offer Letter Category recruitingJobOfferNav

12 Calibration Sessions Category -

13 Recruiting Events Category -

14 HRIS Employee Change Requests wfRequestNav

17 Generic Object Category wfRequestNav

18 Absence Management Category wfRequestNav

19 Employee Profile Complete Category -

21 Job Profile Category wfRequestNav

22 Onboarding Meeting Category -

23 EC Alert Category -

24 IT Category wfRequestNav

25 Deductions Category wfRequestNav

29 Attendance Management Requests wfRequestNav

41 Generic Intelligent Services Category -

46 Off Cycle Reward Requests wfRequestNav

57 Service Now Category -
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Category ID Functional area (Represented by categoryName*)

To get more info on the to-do 
item, you can use $expand 
with:

59 Continuous Performance Management -

If the to-do item doesn't exist, insert a new one. Otherwise,* The categoryName is displayed in the language 
corresponding to the locale of logged in user. The names listed here may not correspond exactly with the names in 
your instance. As of release Q3 2018, form related categories such as 0, 2, and 5, can now return category names in 
the language of the current user's locale.

Categories not supported by the entity
The following categories are not supported by TodoEntryV2. To access these categories, you can use the ToDo 
entity.

Category ID Functional area (Represented by categoryName*)

15 Assigned Training

16 Learning Survey

20 Onboarding Pending Items

26 Learning Alert

27 Onboarding New Hire Activity for Manager

30 Onboarding Pending Equipment Workflow

34 BPE User Tasks

40 Onboarding Paperwork

48 Plan Alert

51 Payroll Hire

53 Onboarding 2.0 Open Onboarding Activity

60 Learning Approval

Properties and Navigation Properties

This section lists only the properties and navigation properties that require special business logic, permission, or 
other additional information. For a complete list, please go to Admin Center API Center OData API Data 
Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Properties

Property Description

categoryId ID of the to-do category. See the Categories and Supported 
Functional Areas [page 116] section for more information.
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Property Description

linkUrl This field returns the deep link of the to-do item. A deep link is 
a URL that takes you to the to-do item on the UI. You can use it 
to view the item and take actions.

mobileLinkUrl This field returns the deep link of the to-do item for mobile cli
ents. it is only valid for categoryId 38 and 44.

status This field indicates the status of the to-do item. The following 
statuses are available:

● None (0): not visible to users.
● New (1): not visible to users.
● Current (2): indicates an active to-do item that is visible in 

the tile.
● Done (3): indicates a completed to-do item. Once done, a 

to-do item disappears from the tile.

 Note
Status 0 and 1 are only used in a few special scenarios 
such as multiple level approval.

Do not use $filter=status ne '<status>' to 
exclude to-do items in a query. Intead, explicitly call out 
the statuses you want to retrieve.

subjectId Subject ID of the to-do item. The subject of a to-do item can be 
a person or other non-person entities.

 Note
When the subjectId represents a person, it returns the 
userId of the related user. Otherwise, it is the same as the 
workflow request Id in the other entity sets, which lets you 
go directly to EmployeeTime or the PerPersonal entity sets 
rather than via the empWfRequest or WfRequest entity 
sets in your queries.

todoEntryId -

todoEntryName Descriptive name of the to-do item. As of the Q2 2018 Release, 
this field returns the value in the logged-in user's locale.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

userNav User [page 125] Navigation to the corresponding user en
tity.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

recruitingJobOfferNav JobOffer [page 1752] Navigation to the pending approval of a 
job offer. This navigation property only 
returns value when the categoryId is 11.

formContentNav FormContent [page 1271] Navigation to the pending approval of a 
performance review. This navigation 
property only returns value when the cat
egoryId is 0, 2, or 3.

wfRequestNav WfRequest Navigation to the pending approval of a 
workflow request. This navigation prop
erty only returns value for categoryId 14, 
17, 18, 21, 24, 25, and 29.

If you want to query the workflow infor
mation displayed on the Workflow Details 
page, expand further to navigation prop
erty wfRequestUINav. For example, 
you can define the navigation in the call 
as the following, 
$expand=wfRequestNav/
wfRequestUINav.

For more information, see WfRequestUI
Data.
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ToDoV2: Entity Relationship Diagram
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Use Case 1: Searching for To-Do Items

The following example shows how to search for all to-do items in the Employee Profile Complete Category 
(categoryId: 19) with status 2.

Sample Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2?
$format=json&$filter=categoryId eq 
'19'&status eq '2'

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(50M)",
                    "type": "SFOData.TodoEntryV2"
                },
                "todoEntryId": "50",
                "completedDateTime": null,
                "linkUrl": "https://<hostname>/sf/liveprofile?
selected_user=82094",
                "status": 2,
                "categoryId": "19",
                "categoryLabel": "Employee Profile Complete",
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1458792000000+0000)/",
                "todoEntryName": "Finish Your Profile",
                "subjectId": "82094",
                "createdDate": "/Date(1420693200000+0000)/",
                "dueDate": null,
                "formDataId": null,
                "wfRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(50M)/
wfRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "formContentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(50M)/
formContentNav"
                    }
                },
                "recruitingJobOfferNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(50M)/
recruitingJobOfferNav"
                    }
                },
                "userNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(50M)/
userNav"
                    }
                }
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            }
        ]
    } }

Use Case 2: Creating a New To-Do Item for User

The following example shows how to use the API to create a new to-do item for user Tessa Walker.

Sample Request

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2

Payload {         "__metadata": {
        },
        "todoEntryName": "To-do Item 
for Tessa",
        "status": 1,
        "categoryId": "41",
        "dueDate": "/
Date(1530590400000+0000)/",
        "userNav": {
            "__metadata": 
            {
                "uri": "https://
<hostname>/odata/v2/User('82094')",
                "type": "SFOData.User"
            }
        } }

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(36609M)",
            "type": "SFOData.TodoEntryV2"
        },
        "todoEntryName": "To-do Item for Tessa",
        "status": 1,
        "categoryId": "41",
        "dueDate": "/Date(1530590400000+0000)/",
        "todoEntryId": "36609",
        "userNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(36609M)/userNav"
            }
        }
    } 
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}

Use Case 3: Querying a To-Do Item and View its Related Object

The following example shows how to query a to-do item from the Performance Review area and expand the related 
form.

Sample Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TodoEntryV2(36573M)?$format=json&
$expand=formContentNav

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(36573M)",
            "type": "SFOData.TodoEntryV2"
        },
        "todoEntryId": "36573",
        "completedDateTime": "/Date(1530601140000+0000)/",
        "linkUrl": "https://<hostname>/sf/pmreview?
fid=8401&company=DEMOCOMPANY&username=twalker&reqOrig=todoList&",
        "status": 3,
        "categoryId": "0",
        "categoryLabel": "Evaluate Performance",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1530590400000+0000)/",
        "todoEntryName": "Goal Setting",
        "subjectId": "82094",
        "createdDate": "/Date(1530590400000+0000)/",
        "dueDate": null,
        "formDataId": 9101,
        "wfRequestNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(36573M)/
wfRequestNav"
            }
        },
        "formContentNav": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=12942L,formDataId=9101L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormContent"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "12942",
                    "formDataId": "9101",
                    "status": "-1",
                    "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1530600927000+0000)/",
                    "form360ReviewContentDetail": {
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                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=12942L,formDataId=9101L)/form360ReviewContentDetail"
                        }
                    },
                    "folders": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=12942L,formDataId=9101L)/folders"
                        }
                    },
                    "pmReviewContentDetail": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=12942L,formDataId=9101L)/pmReviewContentDetail"
                        }
                    },
                    "formHeader": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=12942L,formDataId=9101L)/formHeader"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "recruitingJobOfferNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(36573M)/
recruitingJobOfferNav"
            }
        },
        "userNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TodoEntryV2(36573M)/userNav"
            }
        }
    } }

5.15 User

The User Entity represents a user account and contains user demographic and organizational information such as 
a user's department, division, location, job code, manager and other details.

The User Entity lets you integrate data between SuccessFactors HCM Suite and your Human Resource Information 
System (HRIS) or payroll system. This data-transfer process allows single-source updates of your employee data. 
The updates you enter into your HRIS will be passed to SuccessFactors HCM Suite, eliminating duplicate entries 
between both systems.

To do this integration, you must export the defined data fields. These data can be imported to the tool either 
through the API using the User entity, or through a flat file, which is uploaded through the Admin Tools user 
interface.

The API can be accessed to upload the data in real time. You can automate thee file-update process can be 
automated using a Secure File Transport Protocol (SFTP) process, executed according to your schedule to 
maintain synchronized data.
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The User API can be used to process both active users and inactive users. For more information, see Processing 
Inactive Users [page 154].

5.15.1  Permissions

In this topic, you'll learn which permissions are needed to make API calls with the User entity.

Employee Import and Export Permissions

The employee import and export permissions can be granted to users to query and edit all fields of the User entity 
with a few exceptions. These are global permissions that overwrite field-level permissions if they are granted to the 
same user.

Employee Import or Import Employee Data

This permission allows users to edit all fields of all users. Depending on your system configuration, the permission 
is called either Employee Import or Import Employee Data:

● If you have the Effective Dated Data Platform, Employee Central V2,or EC2MDF feature enabled in provisioning, 
you can grant the permission under Manage User Import Employee Data  in RBP.

● Else, go to the Manage Employee Import tool, search for your user, and grant the Employee Import permission.

Employee Export

Users with Employee Export permission to the OData API are able to query all fields of users, but row-level 
restrictions are applied based on the RBP settings for the user. The RBP settings are the same as row restrictions 
that can be applied through file-based imports and exports by specifying a target population in either an 
Administrative Domain (in a user-based permission system) or through a target population in the RBP settings.

If a user doesn’t have Employee Export permission, row and field-level permission settings in RBP are followed.

 Note
The password field cannot be queried under any circumstance.

If a user is granted both the Employee Export permission in one role and field-level permissions in another role, 
only the Employee Export permission is followed. For example, you have Employee Export permission only for 
users in the IT department of your company. You will not be able to query any user from the HR department 
even though you are granted field-level view permissions to these users in another role. However, if you're 
granted the Employee Export permission in two roles, your permission will be the combination of these two 
roles.

In RBP, you have the option to exclude the granted user from having the permission rights on themselves. It 
allows you to prevent a user from querying their own data. This could be useful for example when you want to 
prevent a system admin from deleting their own documents. However, it could also lead to problems such as 
failure to load team members in My Team. Take these into consideration when you decide to enable this option.
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Row-level Permissions

Row-level permissions are applied through the target population in RBP or through the Administrative Domain in 
user-based permission system to control which users' data can be accessed. Row-level permission works in 
conjunction with field-level permissions, the Employee Export permission, or the Employee Import Permission.

Field-level Permissions

Field-level permissions allows users to view and edit individual fields as defined in the permission role. You can 
grant field-level permissions in RBP under Employee Data. View and edit permissions can be granted to a user 
separately. Granting the edit permission of a field automatically grants the view permission.

 Note
For users without the Employee Export permission, the User Search permission is a prerequisite for querying a 
user. If your user does not have this permission already, enable it at General User Permission Company Info 
Access User Search . This permission allows a user to query the following fields in addition to the ones 
enabled in Employee Data:

● userId
● lastModifiedDateTime
● sciLastModified
● lastModifiedWithTZ
● defaultFullName
● totalTeamSize
● lastModified
● teamMembersSize

Depending on your system and data model configuration, the available fields may vary.

The password field is not available as a permission setting under Employee Data. To change the password or 
create a new user, you must have the Employee Import or Import Employee Data permission.

Summary

The following table briefly summarizes when to choose which permissions for your user:

I want to ... I need this permission

Create a new user

Change user password

Modify all user fields

Employee Import or Import Employee Data
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I want to ... I need this permission

Modify a few user fields User Search, required field-level permissions, and set a proper 
target population.

Query all fields of all users Employee Export

Query a few fields of a group of users User Search, all required field-level permissions, and set a 
proper target population.

Delete a user Employee Import or Import Employee Data or the edit permis
stion to Status field under Employee Data

You cannot hard-delete a user with the User entity. You can 
only set the status to inactive, which is in effect a soft delete. 
For more information of inactive user statuses, see Properties 
[page 130].

Note that user data can be purged separately by admin using 
the System Data Retention Management feature.

Error Messages

The following error messages related to permissions might occur:

Error Message What can I do?

Insufficient row-level permissions. Check the target population settings for your role, including 
the target population for field-level permissions.

Alternatively, you can assign the Employee Import or Import 
Employee Data permission to your role.

Insufficient field-level permissions. Check the permission settings for individual fields under 
Employee Data in RBP.

[LGN0002] Authentication failed. ... Grant the Allow Admin to Access OData API through Basic Au
thentication permission as instructed in the error message.
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5.15.2  Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query You can query the User entity using keywords or a custom 
query.

 Note
Inactive users are not returned by default. To query inac
tive users, you can explicitly include the status in a $filter 
or use a key predicate. If you want to query all users, use 
query option $filter=status in 
't','f','T','F','e','d'. For more information, 
see Querying Different Types of Users [page 143].

Merge/Replace These update operations either replaces existing data or 
merge new data with the existing data.

Upsert The server updates the entity for which an external id already 
exists. A new entity is inserted if the external id doesn’t exist. 
Inline properties of entities are also updated.

deleteLink You can delete a link from one user instance to another entity 
instance using a navigation property.

updateLink You can update existing links by either replacing or merging 
them.

createLink You can create a link from one user instance to another entity 
instance using a navigation property.

 Note
You cannot use this API to create or edit users in status e or d. To do this, use ExternalUser [page 62]

 Caution
Before inserting or updating employee information using OData API, check whether an HRIS sync job is 
currently running in your instance. An active HRIS sync job may overwrite the values of certain fields, such as 
username. This could lead to inconsistent user data. We recommend that you avoid all API edit operations 
when an HRIS sync job is running.

Please contact your Implementation Partner to find out whether an HRIS sync job is scheduled for your 
instance. If you are no longer working with an Implementation Partner, contact SAP Cloud Support.

To see what permissions are needed for an operation, go to Permissions [page 126].
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5.15.3  Properties

This table lists the business keys and properties that require special business logic, permission, or other additional 
information. For a complete list of properties, please go to Admin Center API Center OData API Data 
Dictionary  or use API query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

The userId, username, and status properties are usually required. The userId is a business key. Other fields 
can be configured as required if needed in your system.

Field-level permissions required for viewing and editing the property are listed in the Required Permission column. 
All permissions can be found under the Employee Data section of the permission role unless otherwise specified.

Property Description Required Permission

userId User Id of the given user.

This is a business key.

User ID

defaultFullName Default full name of the user.

This field is only available when at least one of 
these three fields are configured in the data 
model: firstName, mi, and lastName. If 
none of them are configured, 
defaultFullName will not appear in the User 
entity. The value of defaultFullName is a 
combination of the values of the three fields. For 
example, a user with first name "Mary", middle 
name "Jane", and last name "Peterson" will hava 
defaultFullName value "Mary Jane Peter
son".

Note that this field is not editable.

One of the following permissions is re
quired to view this field:

● Manage User Employee 

Export .

● General User Permission User 

Search . The User Search permis
sion is a prerequisite for querying 
defaultFullName. You also 
need at least one of the following 
field-level permissions to have the 
default full name in the result:

○ Employee Data First 

Name

○ Employee Data Middle 

Name

○ Employee Data Last 

Name
User's default full name is deter
mined by which permissions you 
have.

mi Middle name of the user. Middle Name
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Property Description Required Permission

status The folloiwng statuses are available for users:

● t (active): Active users.
● f (inactive): Inactive users.
● T (active_external): Active external users for 

360 Review.
● F (inactive_external): Inactive external users 

for 360 Review.
● e (active_external_suite): Active Learning 

and Onboarding users.
● d (inactive_external_suite): Inactive Learning 

and Onboarding users.

You can use either keys or values to filter the re
sults of a query. The keys are case sensitive but 
the values are not. See Querying Different Types 
of Users [page 143] for examples.

You cannot use this API to create or edit users in 
status e or d. To do this, use ExternalUser [page 
62].

Status

teamMembersSize You can use this field to query the number of di
rect reports of a user.

See Querying the Direct Reports of a User [page 
144] for an example.

For mobile clients, no permission is re
quired to view this field.

For other clients, permission is required.

username Username. Username

5.15.4  Navigation Properties

This table lists the navigation properties that require special business logic, permission, or other additional 
information. For a complete list of navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center OData API 
Data Dictionary  or use API query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.
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Navigation 
Property Related Entity Description Permission

competencyR
atingNav

Competency
Rating

Navigation property for User entity.
Manage Integration tools

OData API Competency Rating 

Export  for viewing

Manage Integration tools
OData API Competency Rating 

Import  for editing

customMan
ager

User Navigation property for User entity. Custom Manager

empInfo EmpEmploy
ment

Navigation property for User entity. Employment Details MSS for view
ing

Employment Details Edit for edit
ing

hr User HR of the user. Human Resource

manager User Manager of the user. Manager

matrixMan
ager

User Navigation property for User entity. Matrix Manager

proxy User Navigation property for User entity. Proxy

secondMan
ager

User Navigation property for User entity. Second Manager

userPermis
sionsNav

UserPermis
sions

Expand this field to check logged-in user's permission for 
the fields of the queried user. This information can be 
used for integration purpose.

For more information, see Field-level Permission Control 
[page 133].

N/A

directReports User These five properties do not have separate field permis
sions in the RBP role. They always show up in pairs. For ex
ample, once ‘Manager’ permission is checked, then direc
tReports for that user are visible to the user as well. The 
relationships are:

● manager – directReports
● hr – hrReports
● secondManager – secondReports
● customManager – customReports
● matrixManager – matrixReports

N/A

hrReports User

secondRe
ports

User

customRe
ports

User

matrixReports User
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5.15.5  Field-level Permission Control

The fields in the User entity are configured in the system data model, which is called the Succession Data Model. 
The Succession Data Model is a shared platform data model configuration framework. It is typically configured by 
your SuccessFactors HCM Suite implementation representative in consultation with your organization and required 
business practices. It may also be configured by your company SuccessFactors HCM Suite administrator using the 
SuccessFactory tool. The User Entity exposes every <standard-element> and <userinfo-element> field that 
appears in the Succession Data Model.

The User entity has field level permission control. When a user entity is queried, the API checks the logged in user's 
permission against each property. This information can be used by integration as needed. For example, a user-
interface could display a field as a label if the field is read only, or display it as an input box if it is mandatory.

The following table lists the values a field permmision can take:

Value Description

7 Mandatory - property must contain a value (indicates writea
ble).

3 Optional - property may contain a null value (indicates writea
ble).

1 Read-only - property cannot be changed.

0 Hidden - property should not be visible on user interfaces.

You can use the following call to retrieve field permission information:

https:<hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant')?$expand=userPermissionsNav

A sample response is below :

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant')",
            "type": "SFOData.User"
        },
        "userId": "cgrant",
        ...
        "userPermissionsNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/UserPermissions(7)",
                "type": "SFOData.UserPermissions"
            },
            "userId": 7,
            "secondManager": 0,
            "businessPhone": 1,
            ...
            "firstName": 3,
            "username": 7
        },
       ...
    } }

In the example, the permission data for the user 'cgrant' is displayed as an inline structure along with the user data. 
The field 'businessPhone' is read-only.
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 Note
matrixReports and matrixManager are managed by the Matrix Manager permission and the Matrix Managed 
permission is not used for this API.

5.15.6  Parameters

In this topic, you can find a list of API parameters that are specific to the User entity.

apiOptionProfileID

The apiOptionProfileID parameter allows you to specify an API option profile in your API call. With an API 
option profile, additional processing parameters can be specified to control extra business logic when you perform 
edit operations with the User entity.

Syntax for upsert operation (POST reqeust):

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?apiOptionProfileID=ID01

Syntax for update operation (PUT request):

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('<userId>')?apiOptionProfileID=ID01

You can also pass multiple parameters in a single reqeust:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?apiOptionProfileID=ID02&apiOptionProfileId=ID01

For more information about API options, see Managing User API Options [page 139].

purgeType

The purgeType parameter allows you to purge existing data of a user record and upsert new data. For example, 
when you upsert a user on the 1:n navigation properties, the API always performs a merge operation and appends 
the values to these properties. With the purgeType=record parameter, you can tell the API to erase exsiting data 
and replace them with the ones provided in the request payload. This allows you to purge user's links and add a new 
link within one API call.

Syntax for upsert operation:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?purgeType=record

For example use cases, see Upserting Users with Parameter purgeType [page 155].

For other uses of purgeType, see Upsert parameter: purgeType.
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5.15.7  Business Rules for API Based File Transfers

This section describes business rules for API based file transfers.

Introduction

● The system has a base set of fields that are required, including the following: externalId, username and status. 
In addition to these fields, your system can be configured to require additional fields. These fields can be used 
in the system for reporting and managing security.

● If a field will not be populated, do not include that field in the API feed or the import file. If a field is included in 
either the API or the import file, and the field is blank (or if it is listed as null in the API) it will wipe out what is 
already in the database. Omit the field if you don't want to update it.

Rules for Strings

● All String field values are case sensitive. For example, if the username uses mixed case letters, the logon 
process will require that it be entered in mixed case.

● Data placed in the Department,Division , and Location fields are string values. They may contain a code or 
text name. The value entered will appear in drop-down menus.

● Field label values are limited to 100 characters. Field labels in the API are viewed through the describeEx() 
metadata, and are presented in the locale of the API user. In the file imports orexports, the field label values are 
presented as the second line header row. The field label values cannot be modified through the API or through 
the file feeds. The field label values are localizable, and are configured through a separate system setup 
process.

● Most string field data values are limited to 255 characters.

Rules for Fields

● The username field must use a unique name of each user. The name is used as the logon ID value and is visible 
in a variety of places to all end users. Because of its visibility, username must not contain confidential data, 
such as a social security number. Unlike externalUserId, this value can be updated if needed, (for example, 
a name change) , provided the name is unique. Most customers choose to use the same username they use for 
their local network or email application.

● The externalId field must be unique for each user, and is used as a system field to link records. Its value is 
visible in a variety of places to all end users. Because of its visibility, externalId must not contain confidential 
data, such as social security number. This value must be passed with each employee data record during each 
upload. Take care in selecting this value because it this is a permanent decision. This value cannot be changed 
once set.

● Because the jobCode field is a string and is case sensitive, it must match exactly the case sensitivity of job 
codes designated for job roles. In Admin Tools, see Families and Roles  -Managing Competencies and Skills. 
The jobCode determines competency mapping, which allows competencies to be populated on forms and 
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worksheets based on the value in the jobCode field. If the company is using job profiles, the value entered in 
this column will determine what set of competencies will be displayed on the appraisal form for that employee. 
This value may be the actual job code from the HRIS or a derived code. Many customers will choose to 
combine job codes into broad employee groups to make it easier to administrate competency sets that are 
common across roles in the same group. This decision should be made by the implementation team and based 
on the process involved.

● The hireDate field is used in for display purposes and to initiate an automatic form creation for a user. The 
value in the hireDate field does not have to be the actual hire date and may be a date derived from the HRIS 
system (for example,. hire date + 90 days, last review date - 60 days, and so on), used to determine when a 
new document will be created for this employee. The system can be set to automatically generate a new form 
for this employee based on the month/day combination of this field value. For example, if Jim's hire date is 
03/02/2002, the system can be set to automatically create a new appraisal form for Jim each March 2nd.

● The "Country" field can determine which of several possible Privacy Consent Statements will be presented to a 
new user. If the Privacy Consent feature is enabled, when users log in to the system the very next time, they will 
be directed to the data consent page - which can vary depending on the COUNTRY field. Users can then choose 
to accept or decline the terms presented. Use the names specified in the Country List at the end of this 
document.

● The defaultLocale field is not typically required. If present, defaultLocale will determine the languages 
experienced by the users (one language per user). Users can specify their locale preferences in the user 
options.

● The timeZone field is recommended for internal time/date stamps used in the User Entity. If a timeZone 
value is not loaded, the field will be automatically populated with a default of Eastern Standard Time. Records 
may be set to one value (For example, the. time zone for the corporation headquarters) instead of different 
zones for each employee. To have the system automatically adjust for daylight savings time, use the time zone 
ID from the section on supported time zones instead of the three-letter abbreviation.

Rules for Administration

● The ability for the employee to edit data that's loaded into the employee record (on the Personal Information 
screen) is an option defined during initial set-up. We strongly recommend that edit permissions be disabled for 
any values you are importing from your HRIS system. This is necessary to maintain the sync of data with the 
HRIS. If a field is editable in the user interface, and you also import this field from your HRIS, any edits a user 
has made in the user interface will be overwritten by the next data load from the HRIS.

● The individual fields in the employee record can also be hidden during the initial setup so they will not display in 
the Personal Information screen. This means that the data transferred from the HRIS and associated with each 
individual can be used by more than one process, but the data won't be displayed on the Personal Information 
when accessed by the employee.

● If the Department, Division or Location fields are not used, do not include them in the import file. The system 
will automatically assign N/A values in these fields. Security and report filtering settings are tied to these 
values..Having a common value such as N/A entered in those fields allows for the broadest reporting access to 
the data. Leaving it blank will limit reporting and security capabilities.

● You can define more custom fields to import additional information (FLSA code, and others) using what 
Userinfo custom fields. However, this data does not appear anywhere in the system, other than in the Employee 
Profile or in custom fields in a form. This data can also be used in the Employee Scorecard and Organization 
Chart. For more information, see [add link to topic] .

● For both the Manager and Custom Manager hierarchies, the individual at the top of the employee hierarchy (for 
example, the CEO) must have the value of NO_MANAGER (in all caps) listed in the managerExternalId field,so 
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that the system knows how to treat this individual in the routing chain. This value must be exactly 
NO_MANAGER. Other values, such as NO_MGR will fail.

● Because the data load validation process validates the managerExternalId and hrExternalId against the 
existing database, it is strongly recommended that new employees be added to the beginning of the data load 
file. This will allow the new employee to be loaded first in case the new employee is a manager or HR 
representative referenced later in the data file. This will improve processing speed.

Employee Relation Fields

There are five user-to-user relationship types that can be used to manage security, workflows, and reporting::

1. The Manager relationship creates the employee hierarchy. Loops are prevented (meaning a manager cannot 
report to themselves). Each employee must have a valid manager. Upon data load, the tool checks that each 
employee has a valid manager listed in their data record. This validation check is executed against the 
employees held within the SuccessFactors HCM Suite database. Therefore, the manager for each user record 
must refer to another existing user in the database.
Because this validation is done within a single API batch operation,you can insert new records for both an 
employee and their manager in a single API batch call. The manager can be set through two API fields:
○ The managerExternalId field maps to the externalId of the User record for the employee’s manager
○ The managerId field, which maps to the id field of the manager, which is an internal Id value. As a best 

practice, for simplicity we suggest using the managerExternalId instead of supplying both values.
2. TheHR Manager relationship lets you apply security settings to allow the HR manager to access the user. The 

HR Manager is not enforced as a hierarchy. The HR manager can be set through two API fields:
○ The hrExternalId field maps to the externalId of the HR manager Entity.
○ The hrId field which maps to the id field of the HR manager Entity, which is an internal Id value.

 Note
As a best practice, for simplicity we suggest using the hrExternalId instead of supplying both values.

3. The Second Manager relationship is another employee hierarchy, and loops are prevented (a manager cannot 
report to himself). This is typically used in compensation planning processes to freeze the hierarchy at a point 
in time from daily changes, usually to allow a focal review process against an unchanging employee hierarchy. 
The API provides only one field for this relationship, the secondManagerExternalId field, which maps to the 
externalId of the user record for the second manager.

4. The Matrix Manager and Custom Manager relationships are many-to-many, meaning a user can have multiple 
matrix or custom managers. The fields are matrixManagerExternalIds and 
customManagerExternalIds, which map to the User.externalId values of the intended matrix and 
custom manager user records. The syntax for these fields is to separate the manager IDs with pipe (|) 
characters. For example: gsmith624|sholmes423|smaddox666".

Best Practice Security Integration Recommendations

1. The Matrix and Custom Manager relationships can also be loaded separately from the User Entity in the 
MatrixManager and CustomManager API entities. This is useful to increase performance of the loads by 
providing delta updates instead of full load and replace of all relationships.
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2. Each of the relationships are highly useful in translating between your HRIS organizational security structures 
into the SuccessFactors HCM Suite system, which does not have organizational structures. In the current 
security capabilities, your data feeds from the HRIS will typically transfer your organizational security access 
into a person-to-person mapping that will be loaded into these structures. For example, if your HRIS has a 
department hierarchy where Dept1 contains Dept2 and Dept3, and you want to grant an HR person access to 
the Dept1 hierarchy, you can explode out the users that are assigned to the Dept1 HRIS hierarchy and, as the 
HR person who needs access to these users, you can assign each of these users to an HR Manager, Matrix 
Manager, or Custom Manager .

3. An alternative to using Employee relationships to translate from your HRIS organizational security structures is 
to use one of the CUSTOM01-15 fields to contain structural identifiers that can group people into substructures 
of your HRIS organizational structures. This is a translation from your HRIS hierarchical structures into flat 
identifiers, or tags. For example, if your organizational structure has a hierarchy where Dept1 contains Dept2, 
and Dept3, and you grant users access to the Dept1 hierarchy in your HRIS, you can tag all users in this 
hierarchy with a value of Dept1-Hierarchy in the CUSTOM01 field , and grant security access rules through 
this tag . Then, if Dept4 is added to the HRIS Dept1 hierarchy, your data feed will update the appropriate users 
with the Dept1-Hierarchy tag, for those who match your new Dept4 organization. You can, of course, also assign 
access directly to the departments field . But if new departments are added later, you will have to update 
security settings in SuccessFactors HCM Suite to grant access to them as well. This process will depend on 
how your organization is managed.

5.15.8  Importing and Exporting Employee Data Using OData 
API

There are several differences between importing and exporting of employee data between the OData API and file-
based processes.

File-based process OData process

Imports and exports of employee data are managed through 
two separate files:

● (Basic) Employee Import/Export will access the core em
ployee data fields used to create the user account and the 
core organizational fields required for security and core 
business processes.

● Extended User Information Import/Export accesses many 
extended fields used in additional modules like 
Succession, Compensation and Recruiting.

All fields in the Basic Employee Import/Export and the Ex
tended User Information field are combined into the User en
tity.

Field names differ from between the OData API User entity and 
the Basic Employee Import. For details, see Business Rules for 
API Based File Transfers [page 135].

See Business Rules for API Based File Transfers [page 135].

Import of employee data are typically scheduled on a nightly 
basis, so the imports are not real-time.

Imports are real-time.
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File-based process OData process

Date-time formats must be mm/dd/yyyy. ● OData API datetime formats are as follows: /
Date(694224000000)/ for JSON and 
2000-12-12T12:00 for Atom/XML

● Some API entities may take a date value tunnelled inside a 
string datatype.

For exceptions of date formats, refer to the documentation for 
the specific entity.

Imports are unlimited in file size. Imports are subject to the API batch size rules (maximum 
batch size of 1000)

 Note
When updating user information via user import tool, Manage Employee application or using an OData API call, 
dynamic groups are refreshed asynchronously, in a separate job. This allows the user import request to be 
completed in a timely manner. However, the process of refreshing the dynamic groups varies in time from 
seconds to minutes. The delay time is dependent on the dynamic group number and the load of the Job server. 
This means that when you create a user, the user will not usually get the login access immediately.

5.15.9  Managing User API Options

You can use the OData API Option Profile tool to maintain API option settings and manage API option profiles for 
the User entity.

The User entity allows you to specify a few processing parameters to control extra business logic that can be 
optionally applied when editing (Insert, Update, Upsert) the entity. For example, if you enable the Send welcome 
email to new users option in a profile and specify this profile in your API call that creates a new user, a welcome e-
mail will be sent to the user automatically when it is created. The options are stored in API option profiles. You can 
choose different options to enable in different profiles. This feature helps to reduce client complexity and provides 
more loosely coupled integration by providing the choice of processing parameters as configuration settings on 
SuccessFactors side.

Permissions

Before you can access the OData API Option Profile tool, permission must be granted to your user. Depending on 
the permission system you're using in your instance, choose the instructions below to grant the permission.
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Permission System Permission

User-Based Permission

If you're using the new Admin Center, go to Admin Center

Set User Permissions Administrative Privileges , search for 

the user, and select Integration Tools Access to API Option 

Profile  to grant the permission.

If you're using the old Admin Center, go to Admin Center

Manage Security Administrative Privileges , search for the 

user, and select Integration Tools Access to API Option 

Profile  to grant the permission.

Role-Based Permission Manage Integration Tools Access to API Option Profile

Creating an API Option Profile

1. In the Admin Center, choose one of the following two options to open the API Option Profile tool:
○ Under Company Settings, choose Manage API Option Profile.
○ Under Company Settings, choose API Center, and choose Manage User API Options.

2. On the List API Option Profile screen, a list of previously created profiles are displayed. You can manage the list 
by editing, deleting, or adding new profiles. Choose Add to create a new profile.

3. On the Add API Option Profile screen, select User from the Entity Type drop-down list and enter a profile ID and 
a description.

 Note
Currently the OData API Option Profile tool supports only the User entity.

4. The corresponding options to the selected entity are displayed on the right. Choose the ones you want to 
enable for this profile.

Option Description

Defaul password format

Use the user name Choose one of these options as the default 
password for the new user.

Use the UserID

Use the e-mail address

Use a system generated random password
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Option Description

Send welcome email to new users

Choose this option if you want the system to 
automatically send a welcome e-mail to a 
user when it's created.

 Note
Welcome e-mails will not be sent to re
hired employees. For security reasons, e-
mails can only be sent to corporate e-
mail accounts.

Validate Manager and HR fields
Choose this option if you want to validate if 
the manager and HR fields of the user are 
valid.

Process inactive Employees

This option allows you to edit employees in 
inactive status. You can also use parameter 
processInactiveEmployees for the 
same purpose.

 Note
The Effective Dated Data Platform fea
ture must be enabled for your instance.

See User for more information.

Specify Form routing options

Automatic Manager Transfer

For each option, you can spec
ify if you want to transfer the 
document to manager, matrix 
manager, or both.

Automatic insertion of new manager as 
next document recipient if not already

This option adds the new manager as the 
next person on the approval chain to receive 
the form. Choose this if you want the new 
manager to be a part of the review process 
and remove the old manager from the review 
process.

Automatic Inbox Document Transfer To 
New Manager

Choose this option if you want to move all 
forms from the old manager's inbox to the 
new manager's inbox. Forms in all other fold
ers, such as en route, are not transferred.

Automatic En Route Document Transfer To 
New Manager

Choose this option if you want to move en-
route forms from the old manager to the new 
manager. Use this option for transffering 360 
forms.
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Option Description

Automatic Completed Document Copy to 
New Manager

Choose this option if you want to move all 
completed forms of the employee to the new 
manager's Completed folder. All other forms 
are not transffered.

Automatic Process Owner Change To New 
Manager For In-Progress Documents When 
Old Manager is Process Owner (Only for 
360)

This option is currently not supported in 
OData API.

Automatic Process Owner Change To New 
Manager For Completed Documents When 
Old Manager is Process Owner (Only for 
360)

This option is currently not supported in 
OData API.

Automatic Document Removal

Remove Inactive Employees' In-Progress 
Documents

Choose this option if you want to delete 
forms from the inbox of inactive users.

Remove Inactive Employees' Completed 
Documents

Choose this option if you want to delete com
pleted forms for inactive users.

Remove Inactive Employees' 360 Evalua
tion Documents

Choose this option if you want to delete 360 
participant evaluation forms for inactive 
users.

5. Save the profile.

Using Profiles in an API Call

To use the saved API option profile in an API call, simiply add parameter apiOptionProfileID=<profile ID> 
at the end of an Insert, Update, or Upsert URL. Here is an example:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User?apiOptionProfileID=ID01

You can also add multiple option IDs like this:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User?apiOptionProfileID=ID01&apiOptionProfileID=ID02

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User?
$format=JSON&apiOptionProfileID=ID01&apiOptionProfileID=ID02
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5.15.10  Use Cases

5.15.10.1  Querying Different Types of Users

In SAP SuccessFactors, status values are used to identify the different types of users and their state of activeness 
in the system. Below is a list of available statuses and their meanings:

Status Value Status Text Description

t active Active users.

f inactive Inactive users.

T active_external Active external users for 360 Review.

F inactive_external Inactive external users for 360 Review.

e active_external_suite Active Learning and Onboarding users.

d inactive_external_suite Inactive Learning and Onboarding users.

In this topic, we'll show you a few examples on how to query users in different statuses.

 Note
As of Q4 2018 Release, the Employee Export permission is no longer a prerequisite for querying inactive 
employees.

Querying users with $filter

A query without $filter or key predicate will only return active users in status t and T. To query other types of users, 
you can specify the status value in the $filter query option. Here's an example:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User?$filter=status in 'f','F','e','d'&$format=JSON

 Note
Do not use query option $filter=status ne '<status>' to query users. Instead, explicitly list the type of 
user statuses you want to retrieve.

Querying users by key predicate

When a key predicate is used, the query will return the matching entry regardless of user status. Below is an 
example of querying a user by key predicate:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant')?$format=JSON

If you expand from a key predicate, you will only get expanded users in status t and T.
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Querying users with $expand

Using the matrixManager navigation property as an example, the following table summarizes the API behavior 
when queried using the $expand system query option:

Query Result

/odata/v2/User?
$expand=matrixManager

User (t, T)

Query returns users in status t and T by 
default.

matrixManager (t, T)

$expand returns users in status t and T 
by default.

/odata/v2/User('cgrant')?
$expand=matrixManager

Returns the single user identified by the 
key predicate regardless of its status.

matrixManager (t,T)

Expands matrix managers in status t and 
T by default.

/odata/v2/User('cgrant')/
matrixManager?
$filter=status in 't'

Returns the matrix managers of the sin
gle user identified by the key predicate 
regardless of user status. $filter option is 
ignored.

matrixManager (t,T)

Expands matrix managers in status t and 
T by default.

/odata/v2/User?
$expand=matrixManager&
$filter=status in 't', 'T'

User (t, T)

$filter only works on the base object.

matrixManager (t, T)

$expand returns status t, T by default.

/odata/v2/User?
$expand=matrixManager&
$filter=status in 'f', 'F'

User (f, F)

$filter only works on the base object.

matrixManager (t, T)

$expand returns status t, T by default.

/odata/v2/User?
$expand=matrixManager&
$filter=matrixManager/
status in 't', 'T'

User (t, T, f, F, e, d)

The filter condition returns a list of users 
who has a matrix manager in status t or T 
regardless of user status.

matrixManager (t, T, f, F, e, d)

If a user meets the filter condition, all 
matrix managers of the user will be ex
panded regardless of the status.

/odata/v2/User?
$expand=matrixManager&
$filter=matrixManager/
status in 'f', 'F'

User (t, T, f, F, e, d)

The filter condition returns a list of users 
who has a matrix manager in status f or F 
regardless of user status.

matrixManager (t, T, f, F, e, d)

If a user meets the filter condition, all 
matrix managers of the user will be ex
panded regardless of the status.

5.15.10.2  Querying the Direct Reports of a User

The User entity allows you to query for the direct reports and the number of direct reports of a user.

Querying the direct reports of a user

The following query returns a list of users whose manager has the same userId as specified in the URI.
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Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User?
$filter=manager/userId eq 'cgrant'&
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Querying the number of direct reports of a user

If you need the number of direct reports of a user instead of the entire list, you can use the teamMembersSize 
property. Here is an example:

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('cgrant')/teamMembersSize?
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Sample response:

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "teamMembersSize": 2
    } }

 Note
Please note that teamMembersSize only counts the number of direct reports, not all team members.

5.15.10.3  Quering a User's Employement Information

You can query a user's employment information using by expanding the empInfo navigation property.
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Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('cgrant')?$expand=empInfo&
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

In the example response below, navigation property empInfo is expanded for user cgrant. Note that some 
information has been omitted to keep the response concise.

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant')",
            "type": "SFOData.User"
        },
        "personIdExternal": "cgrant",
        "userId": "cgrant",
        <...>
        "empInfo": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')",
                "type": "SFOData.EmpEmployment"
            },
            "personIdExternal": "cgrant",
            "userId": "cgrant",
            "isECRecord": true,
            "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1535081485000+0000)/",
            "serviceDate": null,
            "endDate": null,
            "bonusPayExpirationDate": null,
            "createdDateTime": "/Date(1530598322000+0000)/",
            "isContingentWorker": false,
            "prevEmployeeId": null,
            "regretTermination": null,
            "createdOn": "/Date(1530583922000)/",
            "lastDateWorked": null,
            "firstDateWorked": "/Date(1535068800000)/",
            "originalStartDate": null,
            "payrollEndDate": null,
            "benefitsEligibilityStartDate": null,
            "initialOptionGrant": null,
            "StockEndDate": null,
            "initialStockGrant": null,
            "employeeFirstEmployment": null,
            "benefitsEndDate": null,
            "eligibleForStock": null,
            "eligibleForSalContinuation": null,
            "assignmentClass": "ST",
            "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant",
            "okToRehire": null,
            "lastModifiedOn": "/Date(1535067085000)/",
            "createdBy": "admin",
            "professionalServiceDate": null,
            "salaryEndDate": null,
            "seniorityDate": null,
            "startDate": "/Date(1535068800000)/",
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            "empGlobalAssignmentNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/empGlobalAssignmentNav"
                }
            },
            "paymentInformationNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/paymentInformationNav"
                }
            },
            "empJobRelationshipNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/empJobRelationshipNav"
                }
            },
            "personNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/personNav"
                }
            },
            "empWorkPermitNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/empWorkPermitNav"
                }
            },
            "compInfoNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/compInfoNav"
                }
            },
            "userNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/userNav"
                }
            },
            "jobInfoNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/jobInfoNav"
                }
            },
            "wfRequestNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/wfRequestNav"
                }
            },
            "empPayCompNonRecurringNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EmpEmployment(personIdExternal='cgrant',userId='cgrant')/
empPayCompNonRecurringNav"
                }
            }
        },
        <...>       
        "userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant')/
userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav"
            }
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        }
    } }

5.15.10.4  Creating and Updating Users

The User entity allows you to create and update users with OData API calls.

Creating a User

The following example shows how to create a user with an API call:

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)

Payload {     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('acraig')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    "userId":"acraig",
    "status":"t",
    "password":"Abc123",
    "firstName":"Amy",
    "lastName":"Craig",
    "email":"amy.craig@bestrun.com" }

 Note
Depending on the data model settings of your company, 
you may need to provide more required fields in the pay
load.

A successful operation returns status code 200 with the following response:

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "UserB",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "INSERTED",
            "message": null,
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 201,
            "inlineResults": null
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        }
    ] }

Creating a User and Setting User's Manager

When you create a user, you can define its relationship with other roles by creating a link to another user. With one 
API call, a user can be created and linked to a manager, an HR, or any other roles. In this example, Amy Craig's 
manager is set when the user is created:

{     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('acraig')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    "userId":"acraig",
    "status":"t",
    "password":"Abc123",
    "firstName":"Amy",
    "lastName":"Craig",
    "email":"amy.craig@bestrun.com",
    "manager":{
        "__metadata":{
            "uri":"User('Manager_A')",
            "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    } }

Updating a User

You can use the same request to update a user if it already exists. The upsert operation allows you to both insert 
and update users.

Update a User with PUT

You can use a PUT request to update a user. This HTTP request replaces all property values including links in the 
existing entry with the values provided in the request payload. If a property is not present in the payload, it will be 
restored to the default value. A successful PUT request returns status code 204 with no response body.

In the following example, the field values of user acraig are purged and replaced with the values provided in the 
request payload:

Operation Update

HTTP Method PUT

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('<userId>')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)
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Payload {     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('acraig')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    "userId":"acraig",
    "status":"t",
    "password":"Abc123",
    "firstName":"Amy",
    "lastName":"Craig",
    "username":"acraig",
    "email":"amy.craig1@abc.com" }

Updating a User with Merge
Unlike PUT, a merge operation does not erase any existing information of an entry. Instead, it performs an 
incremental update only with the information provided in the request payload. In the following request, the user's 
email address is updated and a new middle name is created. Note that the merge operation is indicated in the X-
HTTP-REQUEST request header of a POST request.

Operation Merge

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('<userId>')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)

X-HTTP-METHOD: MERGE

Payload {     "email":"acraig@bestrun.com",
    "mi":"Louise" }

A successful merge operation returns status code 200 OK with no response body.

5.15.10.5  Creating and Updating User Relations

You can create user relations by setting a link to another user.

A user represents an employee in a company and is related to other roles, such as manager, HR, etc. In OData API, 
these relations are indicated by links. A user may have a number of links to other roles. A link can be created, 
updated, and deleted. In this topic, we'll show you how to manage user relations through API calls, using the 
manager role as an example.
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Setting a User's Manager

Let's start with a simple task to set a user's manager.

A user's manager can be set upon user creation or after it has been created. The following sample request uses the 
upsert operation that serves the purposes in both scenarios:

Operation Upsert

HTTP 
Method

POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)

Payload 
(JSON) {     "__metadata":{

        "uri":"User('acraig')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    "userId":"acraig",
    "status":"t",
    "firstName":"Amy",
    "lastName":"Craig",
    "email":"amy.craig@bestrun.com",
    "manager":{
        "__metadata":{
            "uri":"User('Manager_A')",
            "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    } }
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Payload 
(Atom) <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://

schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://
apisalesdemo4.successfactors.com/odata/v2/">
    <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User</id>
    <title type="text">User</title>
    <author>
        <name/>
    </author>
    <link href="User" rel="self" title="User"/>
    <entry>
        <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('acraig')</id>
        <title type="text">User</title>
        <category term="SFOData.User" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"/>
        <link href="User('acraig')" rel="edit" title="User"/>
        <link href="User('Manager_A')" rel="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/manager" 
title="manager" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry"/>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:status>t</d:status>
                <d:userId>acraig</d:userId>
                <d:firstName>Amy</d:firstName>
                <d:lastName>Craig</d:lastName>
                <d:email>amy.craig@bestrun.com</d:email>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry> </feed>

Changing a User's Manager

You can use the same upsert operation above to change a user's manager, or you can use the merge operation to 
do this.

Operation Merge

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('<userId>')&purgeType=record

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)

X-HTTP-METHOD: MERGE
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Payload {     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('acraig')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    "userId":"acraig",
    "status":"t",
    "matrixManager":{
        "__metadata":{
            "uri":"User(UserABC')",
            "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    } }

Removing a User's Manager

Alternatively, you can use a PUT request to erase the manager of a user or delete the link between the two entries 
using $links. See Setting and Updating User's Manager with $links [page 154] for an example.

Setting a User's Matrix Manager

A user has a 1:n relation with its matrix managers. You can use the same approach to set a user's matrix manager 
as you set its manager. However, for subsequent upsert operations, if you pass a different matrix manager in the 
request payload, it will be added to the matrix manager list. If you want to replace the existing matrix managers 
with an upsert operation, use the purgeType=record parameter. Here's an example:

Operation Merge

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('<userId>')?purgeType=record

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)

X-HTTP-METHOD: MERGE

Payload  {     "matrixManager":{
        "__metadata":{
            "uri":"User('UserABC')",
            "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    }  }
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Setting and Updating User's Manager with $links

You can set and update a user's manager with $links. Example:

Operation -

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User('UserA')/
$links/manager('UserB')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)

Content-Type: Application/xml

Payload <uri xmlns="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices">     http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
User('UserB') </uri>

To remove a user's manager, simply change the HTTP method to DELETE to delete the link to the manager.

5.15.10.6  Processing Inactive Users

In the User entity, statuses inactive(f) and inactive_external (F) indicate users that are inactive in the 
company. By default, you are not able to create or modify inactive users through the User API. To be able to do so, 
you must include one of the following parameters in your request:

● Parameter apiOptionProfileID
In the Manage API Option Profile tool, enable the Process Inactive Employees option and include the 
corresponding option profile ID as the parameter value in the request. Example:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User?apiOptionProfileID=option001

For more information, see Managing User API Options [page 139].
● Parameter processInactiveEmployees

You can also use parameter processInactiveEmployees for the same purpose. This parameter supports 
Upsert, Insert, and Update operations. When used in conjunction with $batch, you can create new and update 
existing inactive users as well as active users.
Example:

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/User("key")?processInactiveEmployees=true

 Note
The Effective Dated Data Platform feature must be enabled in order for these parameters to work.

You can use both options in the same query. Inactive users will be processed when either option allows it.
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5.15.10.7  Upserting Users with Parameter purgeType 

You can add parameter purgeType=record to your API call to purge the existing data of a user and upsert new 
data.

A few things that you should keep in mind when you use the purgeType parameter:

● This parameter only works with the upsert operation.
● With purgeType=record, your upsert request will erase all field values of the entry and replace them with new 

values in the request payload.
● You must provide all required fields in the payload when using purgeType=record.
● If the parameter value is not record, it will be ignored.
● You are not allowed to inline edit an entity when using purgeType=record.

Replace user data with new one

In the following example, the user's data is purged and updated with the values in the request payload. Note that all 
the fields not appearing in the request will have empty values.

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?purgeType=record

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)

Payload {     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('acraig')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    "userId":"acraig",
    "status":"t",
    "password":"Abc123",
    "firstName":"Amy",
    "lastName":"Craig",
    "email":"amy.craig@bestrun.com" }

Update the value of a single field

If you just need to replace the value of a single field, you need to provide all existing field values in your request 
payload in addition to the field you want to update. For example, the following request updates the matrix manager 
of user with the specified value:

Operation Upsert
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HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?purgeType=record

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)

Payload {     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('cgrant')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    ...
    <all existing fields and values>
    ...
    "matrixManager":[{
        "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('UserA')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    },
    {
        "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('UserB')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    }
    ]
} 

Without the purgeType=record parameter, the above request will merge the two new matrix managers with the 
existing data.

You can also update a user's matrix manager list and update the matrix manager at the same time:

[{     "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('cgrant')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
    },
    ...
    <all existing fields and values>
    ...
    "matrixManager":[{
        "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('UserA')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    },
    {
        "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('UserB')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
        }
    }
    ]
},
{
        "__metadata":{
        "uri":"User('UserA')",
        "type":"SFOData.User"
        },
        "userId":"UserA",
        "status":"t",
        "username":"UserA"
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        "
email":"usera@bestrun.com"
    }
] 

Note that inline upserting of a field is not allowed.

Related Information

Parameters [page 134]

5.16 UserAccount

You can use this entity to get information about user accounts including login username, account status, and so on. 
This entity supports data privacy and protection compliance by making sure that the user account information for 
a person is available in an OData API. It is used for information reporting and LMS.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Manage User User Account OData entity

User based None

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

The property statusAccount is used as follows: In the database, it stores 0/1, 0 standards for ACTIVE; 1 standards 
for INACTIVE. In Odata API response, users will see ACTIVE or INACTIVE. In Odata API filter request, we support 
both ACTIVE/INACTIVE(case-ignored), and 0/1. Filter supports “eq” “ne” “in” operations.

Use Case

Request Information

Operation <Your Input>
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/UserAccount

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{ "d": {
"results": [
  {
"__metadata": {
"uri": "https://hostname /odata/v2/UserAccount('cclark')",
"type": "SFOData.UserAccount"
},
"username": "cclark",
"loginMethod": null,
"personIdExternal": "cclark1",
"accountStatus": "INACTIVE",
"locale": "en_US",
"lastInactivationDateTime": null,
"createdDateTime": "2000-12-31T16:00:00Z",
"lastLoginFailedDateTime": null,
"lastModifiedDateTime": "2014-10-13T13:45:00Z"
}
],
}
} 

Data Privacy and Protection Compliance

This API supports the following use cases to support your data privacy and protection compliance:

● Data subject reporting: All data held about a person is available in this API.
● Access to the account status is essential for modules such as Learning (LMS) to understand the state of the 

userAccount. When the LMS user corresponds to a person in BizX, Learning requires a student level status, 
indicating whether a student is active or not, account_status in USER_ACCOUNT will give Learning this 
information.

5.17 Function Imports for Common Entities
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5.17.1  validateExternalUserIdAndUsername

You can use this function import to check if the user ID and user name entered for the external user ID are valid

Operations Allowed and Parameters

The allowed operations and parameters are listed in the OData API dictionary in the section Fuction Importsfor 
validateExternalUserIdAndUsername.

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
validateExternalUserIdAndUsername ?
userId='<userId>'&username='<username>'&lo
cale='<locale>'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Description Checks if the user ID and user name entered for the external 
user ID are valid. Locale is used by the message in the re
sponse.

Related Information

ExternalUser [page 62]

5.17.2  getUserNameFormat

You can use this function import to get the user name format that is defined in SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite for 
the external user. Locale is used by the message in the response.

Operations Allowed and Parameters

The allowed operations and parameters are listed in the OData API dictionary in the section Fuction Importsfor 
getUserNameFormat.
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Use Cases

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getUserNameFormat?locale='<locale>'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Description Gets the user name format that is defined in SAP SuccessFac
tors HCM Suite for the external user. Locale is used by the 
message in the response.

Related Information

ExternalUser [page 62]

5.17.3  validateExternalUserPassword

You can use this function import to check if the password for the external user is valid. Locale is used by the 
message in the response.

Operations Allowed and Parameters

The allowed operations and parameters are listed in the OData API dictionary in the section Fuction Imports for 
validateExternalUserPassword.

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
validateExternalUserPassword ?
userId='<userId>'&password='<password>'&lo
cale='<locale>'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Description Checks if the password for the external user is valid. Locale is 
used by the message in the response.
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Related Information

ExternalUser [page 62]

5.17.4  getPasswordPolicy

You can use this function import to retrieve the password policy that is defined in SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite.

Operations Allowed and Parameters

The allowed operations and parameters are listed in the OData API dictionary in the section Fuction Imports for 
getPasswordPolicy.

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getPasswordPolicy?locale='<locale>'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Description Retrieves the password policy that is defined in SAP Success
Factors HCM Suite.

Related Information

ExternalUser [page 62]

5.17.5  getExtEventMetaDataDefinition

You can use this function import to retrieve Intelligent Services metadata definition for externally allowed events.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Use Case: Retrieve all the event metadata definitions for the event Absence

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getExtEventMetaDataDefinition?
event=Absence

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "SEFExtEventMetaDataList": {
            "data": {
                "results": [{
                    "description": "This is a general absence event for a 
worker, which is raised for any type of absence, accrued and non-accrued.",
                    "effectiveDated": false,
                    "entity": "EmployeeTime",
                    "entityKeys": {
                        "results": [{
                            "description": null,
                            "descriptionMessageKey": null,
                            "name": "externalCode",
                            "type": "STRING"
                        }, {
                            "description": null,
                            "descriptionMessageKey": null,
                            "name": "startDate ",
                            "type": "DATE"
                        }]
                    },
                    "name": "Employee Time Off",
                    "params": {
                        "results": [{
                            "description": null,
                            "descriptionMessageKey": null,
                            "hasValueAlways": false,
                            "name": "userId",
                            "type": "STRING"
                        }, {
                            "description": null,
                            "descriptionMessageKey": null,
                            "hasValueAlways": false,
                            "name": "personIdExternal",
                            "type": "STRING"
                        }, {
                            "description": null,
                            "descriptionMessageKey": null,
                            "hasValueAlways": false,
                            "name": "perPersonUuid",
                            "type": "STRING"
                        }]
                    },
                    "publisher": "Employee Central",
                    "topic": 
"com.successfactors.Employment.EmployeeTime.Absence",
                    "type": "Absence"
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                }]
            },
            "status": "SEF_STATUS_OK",
            "statusMsg": "OK"
        }
    }
} 

Additional Information: Error Codes

Error Code Description

SEF_STATUS_ERROR_ENCOUNTERED Error with the query

SEF_STATUS_NO_FEATURE Intelligent Services event feature is not enabled

SEF_STATUS_NO_PERMISSION No permission to query

5.17.6   getSPMetadata

You can use this function import to generate the BizX SAML 2 SP metadata. This metadata can be used for IAS 
integrations (SAP Identity Authentication Service) and the new SSO in the Admin Center.

Operations Allowed and Parameters

The allowed operations and parameters are listed in the OData API dictionary.

Use Case: Retrieve SAML SP metadata

Operation Query

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/getSPMetadata?
companyId=CDC84&dcDomain='https://
<SPsystem>.com'&$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "SPMetadataGenerator": {
      "errorMessage": null,
      "result": "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?><md:EntityDescriptor 
xmlns:md=\"urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata\" xmlns:ds=\"http://www.w3.org/
2000/09/xmldsig#\" xmlns:saml=\"urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion\" entityID=
\"https://<hostname>/CDC84\"><md:SPSSODescriptor AuthnRequestsSigned=\"true\" 
protocolSupportEnumeration=\"urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol
\"><md:KeyDescriptor><ds:KeyInfo><ds:X509Data><ds:X509Certificate>MIICHDCCAYWgAwI
BAgIGAR
+Hs1jOMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMCoxEzARBgNVBAoMCmtleW1hbmFnZXIxEzARBgNVBAsMCm9pb3NhbWw
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tc3AwHhcNMDkwMjE4MDQ0NDUxWhcNMTkwMjE2MDQ0NDUxWjA1MR4wHAYDVQQDDBVodHRwOi8vc2FtbC5s
b2NhbGhvc3QxEzARBgNVBAsMCm9pb3NhbWwtc3AwgZ8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADgY0AMIGJAoGBAI6kP
wVL+/vi4Hj+kpFmFiY11GEsBuEhZHa
+pAAyV1YLHQXz03wsEfk4Olfk5iFZyzLVywBp4uE42Y17AgRZXKwlFHFhGyjCQ7PNb9zU6bJ52O0BQdTc
5LcTLBVQua/s8pzj4A2kEjXOA/jAEMYARIkiXvHL
+JECyUEhY5zbEPK7AgMBAAGjQjBAMB0GA1UdDgQWBBQBhBCTykP1owUfT8/
CP1iX9+a1ajAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBQBhBCTykP1owUfT8/
CP1iX9+a1ajANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOBgQA3ptLqPdXQTBZl66vehWiwghn4Y8ZOWh2skSrKFt5e5xga
Iwlp54gVAuBEUpzGlhc7upQyBc8ih8s3RhDjg6cz/oRsSxmsI7Nc67fymg4C/
nTkgfuGYTJve2sQhOXqDGerrezogCgNF2gasOMPZ9VulNDfhn39JAW4QAImQ8cRjg==</
ds:X509Certificate></ds:X509Data></ds:KeyInfo></
md:KeyDescriptor><md:SingleLogoutService Binding=\"urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:
2.0:bindings:HTTP-Redirect\" ResponseLocation=\"https://<hostname>/saml2/
LogoutServiceHTTPRedirectResponse?company=CDC84\"/><md:AssertionConsumerService 
Binding=\"urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:HTTP-POST\" Location=\"https://
<hostname>/saml2/SAMLAssertionConsumer?company=CDC84\" index=\"0\"/></
md:SPSSODescriptor><md:Organization><md:OrganizationName xml:lang=\"en
\">SuccessFactors</md:OrganizationName><md:OrganizationURL xml:lang=\"en
\">https://www.successfactors.com</md:OrganizationURL></md:Organization></
md:EntityDescriptor>",
      "status": "Success"
    }
  } }

5.17.7  checkUserPermissions

You can use this function import to check a user's permissions as defined in RBP, such as permissions to log in and 
change password.

You specify a user and the permissions in the request payload to query whether the permissions are granted to the 
user.

Operation Description

Query Query a user's permission information.

Use Cases

Here is an example query to check a user's permission information:

Operation Query

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
checkUserPermissions

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)
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Payload {   "username": "",
  "email": "",
  "userid": "cgrant",
  "permissions": [
    {
      "type": "user",
      "string_value": "user_login",
      "long_value": -1
    },
    {
      "type": "calibration_admin",
      "string_value": 
"calibration_templates_admin",
      "long_value": 1
    }
  ] }

The function import uses username, email, and user ID to iden
tify a user. Provide at least one of them in the request payload. 
In case an email is mapped to multiple users, permission check 
result for all users will be returned.

Under the permissions section, pass the permission type, 
string value, and long value of the permission for checking. Al
ways group permissions in brackets even if there is only one 
item.

In this example, only one permission is returned in the response, which means the user does not have the admin 
access to Calibration templates.

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <d:checkUserPermissions xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices">{
  email:"",
  permissions:[
    {
      longValue:-1,
      stringValue:"user_login",
      type:"user"
    }
  ],
  userid:"cgrant",
  username:"" }</d:checkUserPermissions>
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5.18 Audit Log Payloads

Describes behavior of OData API audit log payloads when the GDPR switch is active.

When GDPR is turned on, API Audit Log payloads will be hidden in order to avoid GDPR violation. For this to take 
effect, the relevant fields must be properly flagged by the module teams as SPD=true. When this is done, the 
request and response payload will be empty when GDPR is enabled.
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6 Role Based Permissions

The Role Based Permissions (RBP) APIs are used to enable integration with third party HRIS systems. Permission 
to access any of the RBP API entities and custom functions requires the user to have permission to Manage Role-
Based Permissions.

The Role Based Permissions OData APIs enable you to:

● Query for a list of roles
● Query for a list of permission groups
● Create or delete a role
● Add a new permission group using named users, or criteria (dept = 1,2,3)
● Remove a user from a permission group
● Grant a role to a permission group.
● Remove a role from a permission group
● Query for a list of permitted fields in a dynamic group, and the permitted operators for each field

 Note
It is important to note that RBP is the only permission model that is available to new customers. New 
customers cannot disable RBP to use legacy permissions. Existing customers, new companies of Professional 
Edition or free trial are not affected.

A key part of role based permissions are dynamic groups. Dynamic Groups are used to grant roles to users that are 
members of the dynamic group and used to define criteria about the users that are part of the group. Role based 
permissions also has other mechanisms to grant roles to users, through the employee hierarchy and user to user 
relationships like matrix manager or HR manager.

The include and exclude sections can have up to three People Pools. Each People Pool can contain one or more sets 
of field criteria by selecting a field from the dropdown labeled “Pick a category…”. The fields here are called ‘filter 
fields’, and represent attributes about a User in the system. For example, a ‘filter field’ can be “Department” and 
criteria can be selected such that the group can include Users whose “Department” matches “Department1” and 
“Department2”.
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Entity Relation Diagram for Dynamic Groups

6.1 RBPRole

This entity lists the permitted roles in a Role Based Permission (RPB) system. You can use this entity to query the 
list of roles that exist in the system. The roles are only created through the user interface. You can use this API to 
grant a role to a user.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query a permission role.

UPSERT Insert/update a permission role..

DELETE Delete a permission role.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

ruleId/rules RBPRule This is a navigation property for the 
RBPRules entity. There can be many 
rules for a single role.

permissions BasicPermission This is a navigation property to basic per
mission entry. There can be many Basic 
permissions for a single role.

Use Cases

API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/RBPRole(1)?
$format=json&$expand=rules

List rules for a given role.

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert Create a new permission role.

A JSON example that allows permission roles to be added is 
{ "__metadata": { "uri": 
"RBPRole(2501L)" }, "roleName": 
"testrole3", "roleDesc": "testrole3" } 

Also see RBPBasicPermission [page 184]

DELETE https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
RBPRole(111)

Delete a specific role.

https:<hostname>/odata/v2/
getUserRolesByUserId?userId=’cgrant1’

Query permission roles whose access group includes the given 
user.
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6.2 RBPRule

This entity represents rules in the Role Based Permissions system. You can use this entity to query the list of rules 
for a given role or to list rules across all roles. You can use this entity to insert a new rule or update an existing role.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY You can query on the RBPRole entity and expand on the RBPRole.rules property to see the list 
of rules in a role.

You can query the RBPRule entity to see the list of rules for all of the roles or you can filter the 
RBPRule.roles/roleId property to see which roles are limited to a specific RBPRole.

UPSERT/POST You can insert or update a new rule using the upsert operation. You will have to specify the ruleId 
for the rule you want to update. If you do not specify a ruleId, a new rule will be created. Note 
that you must specify the parent RBPRole through the navigation property RBPRule.roles/
roleId.

DELETE You can delete the RBP rule that is related to a role using the delete operation.

Properties

Property Description

ruleId This is an internal key value is set by the system. It cannot be modified.

accessGroupLevel Allows you to include the managers of the access group, up to the levels specified. 
Allowable values are 1,2,3 and 32767 (32767 means all level above)

targetGroupLevel Allows you to include the managers of the access group, up to the levels specified. 
Allowable values are 1,2,3 and 32767 (32767 means all level above)

excludeSelf Setting this property to True prevents the user from including him or herself from 
the target population of this rule.

includeSelf Setting this property to True allows the user to include him or herself as a part of the 
target population of this rule.
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Property Description

myFilter This property allows you to set a rule where the target population criteria is a value 
that matches the specified field value of the granted user. For example, you can set 
the target user population to all users that match the granted user’s DEPARTMENT 
field. Accepted values for myFilter are: DEPARTMENT, DIVISION, LOCATION, 
and CUSTOM01-15.

relationRole The property allows you to specify the rule through a pre-defined employee rela
tionship. This property can take the following values:

● EM: Manager
● EH: HR Manager
● EX: Matrix Manager
● EA: Second Manager
● EC: Custom Manager
● GA_HOME: Global Assignment Home Manager
● GA_HOST: Global Assignment Host Manager
● GA_HOME_HR: Global Assignment Home HR Manager
● GA_HOST_HR: Global Assignment Host HR Manager

status The status is set to active by default if a value is not specified when a rule is created, 
or the status can be set to inactive. Inactive rules allow you to deactive a rule with
out deleting it.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

accessGroups/groupID DynamicGroup A navigation property that lists the ac
cess groups assigned to this role.

roles/roleId RBPRole A navigation property that links back
wards to the role(s) that use this rule.

targetGroups/groupID DynamicGroup A navigation property that lists the target 
groups assigned to this role.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/RBPRule(1)?
$format=json&$expand=roles

List roles for a rule.
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Code Examples

Upsert a new rule using POST. Sample Request body is shown below:

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "RBPRule"
    },
    "accessGroupLevel": 0,
    "targetGroupLevel": 0,
    "myFilter": "",
    "includeSelf": false,
    "excludeSelf": false,
    "relationRole": "null",
    "status": "1",
    "accessGroups": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "DynamicGroup(2679)"
        }
    },
    "targetGroups": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "DynamicGroup(2679)"
        }
    },
    "roles": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "RBPRole(1822)"
        }
    } }

6.3 DynamicGroup

This entity allows you to query and update information about the DynamicGroup.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Queries directly on the DynamicGroup entity result in a simple list of DynamicGroup definitions in 
the system, without having to retrieve the fully expanded group definition structure.

Navigation properties cannot be expanded. You must use the following custom functions to enable 
an expanded structure:

● getExpandedDynamicGroupById
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByName

UPSERT You can replace a dynamic group by providing a fully expanded entity that includes a complete dy
namic group definition. The groupType property is mandatory in the POST body of an upsert.

 Note
When updating user information via user import tool, Manage Employee application or using an OData API call, 
dynamic groups are refreshed asynchronously, in a separate job. This allows the user import request to be 
completed in a timely manner.

Properties

Property Description

groupId This is an internal key value that will be set by the system. It cannot be modified.

groupName This is a user provided name for the group.

groupType The supported group types for RBP are "permission" and "ectworkflow (only query 
function is supported for this group type). The groupType property is mandatory in 
the POST body of an upsert.

activeMembershipCount This is a count of the total active users that match the group definition criteria.

lastModifiedDate This is the The timestamp of the last modification to the group definition.

staticGroup This indicates whether the permission group is Static or Dynamic. Allowed values: 
true, false, null. (false and null have the same effect.)

totalMemberCount The total number of members in the dynamic group.

createdBy The userId who created the dynamic group.

userType The userType indicates whether this is an internal or external user. Possible values:

● null: internal user.
● ONB: external user from Onboarding.
● LMS: external user from Learning.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

dgExcludePools/peoplePoolId DGPeoplePool This navigation property is a list of the 
people pools that make up the exclude 
rules. There can be a maximum of three 
exclude pools. Users that match the ex
clude pools criteria are guaranteed to be 
excluded from the group definition. Dy
namic groups first evaluate all members 
in the include pools, and then remove all 
members found in the exclude pools.

dgIncludePools/peoplePoolId DGPeoplePool This navigation property is a list of the 
people pools that make up the include 
rules. There can be a maximum of three 
include pools.

Use Cases

API Call Description

https:<hostname>/odata/v2/DynamicGroup?
$format=json&$filter = username eq 
'cgrant'

Query a Dynamic Group with username as a filter field, set to 
"cgrant".

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/DynamicGroup?
$filter=groupType eq ‘permissionGroup’

Query a Dynamic Group for all permission groups.

Code Examples

The following is an example for upserting a dynamic group:

Request: POST /odata/v2/upsert

Request Body:

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "DynamicGroup"
    },
    "groupName": "Division-Industries20",
    "groupType": "permission",
    "dgIncludePools": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "DGPeoplePool"
        },
        "filters": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "DGFilter"
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                },
                "field": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "DGField"
                    },
                    "name": "user",
                    "allowedOperators": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "DGFieldOperator"
                        },
                        "token": "aa"
                    }
                },
                "expressions": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "DGExpression"
                    },
                    "operator": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "DGFieldOperator"
                        },
                        "token": "eq"
                    },
                    "values": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "DGFieldValue"
                        },
                        "fieldValue": "testUser100"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Related Information

Custom Functions [page 186]

6.4 DynamicGroupDefinition

This entity allows you to query the definition of a dynamic group. A dynamic group definition contains information 
of people pools that are included in and excluded from a group. Currently, the entity supports only dynamic groups 
defined in the Manage Permission Groups tool in Admin Center.

Required Settings

The following features must be enabled in Platform Feature Settings:

● Role-based Permission
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● Enable Dynamic Group Definition Report
Enabling this feature will expose this entity in the OData metadata. Please note that it might take several 
minutes for the metadata to be refreshed.

To enable the features, go to Admin Center Company Settings Platform Feature Settings  or enter Platform 
Feature Settings in action search.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query the definition of a dynamic group

Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

group DynamicGroup Navigation to the related Dynamic Group.

Use Case: Query the Definition of a Single Dynamic Group

The following example shows how to query the definition of a single dynamic group by specifying the groupID:

Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/DynamicGroupDefinition('1234')?
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/DynamicGroupDefinition(1234L)",
            "type": "SFOData.DynamicGroupDefinition"
        },
        "groupID": "1234",
        "excludedPeoplePool1": null,
        "excludedPeoplePool2": null,
        "includedPeoplePool2": null,
        "excludedPeoplePool3": null,
        "includedPeoplePool1": "(Username = admin1, admin2, admin3, admin4, 
admin5)",
        "includedPeoplePool3": null,
        "group": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
DynamicGroupDefinition(1234L)/group"
            }
        }
    } }

You can use the $filter query option to query multiple definitions. Please note that the limit of items in an IN 
clause is 1000.

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/DynamicGroupDefinition?$format=JSON&$filter = groupID 
in 1234, 1235, 1236

6.5 DGPeoplePool

This entity represents a people pool definition.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query using the following custom functions and you can get DGPeoplePool in 'Custom Functions' 
field:

● getExpandedDynamicGroupById
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByName
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByNameAndSubType

UPSERT(POST) Insert using an expanded insert or a replace operation on the DynamicGroup entity.

Properties

Property Description

peoplePoolId An internal key value that is set by the system. It cannot be modified.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

filters/filterId DGFilter A navigation property that lists the filter 
fields used in this people pool definition.

6.6 DGFilter

This entity represents filters for a given people pool.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query using the following custom functions and you can get DGFilter in 'Custom Functions' field":

● getExpandedDynamicGroupById
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByName
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByNameAndSubType

UPSERT(POST) Insert using an expanded insert or a replace operation on the DynamicGroup entity.

Properties

Property Description

filterId This is an internal key value that will be set by the system. It cannot be modified.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

expressions/expressionID DGExpression A navigation property that defines the 
logical expression associated attached to 
this filter.

field/name DGField A navigation property that lists all of the 
allowable fields can be used as filters for 
Dynamic Group people pools in your in
stance.

6.7 DGExpression

This entity represents an expression in the selection criteria for group members.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query using the following custom functions and you can get DGExpression in 'Custom Functions' 
field:

● getExpandedDynamicGroupById
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByName
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByNameAndSubType

UPSERT(POST) Insert using an expanded insert or a replace operation on the DynamicGroup entity.

Properties

Property Description

expressionID This is an internal key value that is set by the system. It cannot be modified.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

operator/token DGFieldOperator This navigation property represents the 
DGOperator entity

values/fieldValue DGFieldValue This navigation property contains the list 
of values in the expression.

6.8 DGField

This entity lists fields that are enabled for use as filters when defining dynamic groups.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query a given DGField.

Properties

Property Description

name This is an internal key value that is set by the system. It cannot be modified. These 
values are typically property names in the User entity. They identify the user prop
erty that is used to filter against.

dataType This is the field data type for this field. The following values are allowed:

● String
● Date
● Number
● Boolean

label This is a localized label for this field, in the locale of the API user.

picklistId If not null, this DGField is picklisted with the id contained in this field. Then the val
ues in DGFieldValue object are ids from the PicklistOption entity.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

allowedOperators/token DGFieldOperator This is a navigation property to the allow
able operators on this field.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
DGField('std_hireDate')?
$expand=allowedOperators

Get DGField and expand the supported DGField operators.
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6.9 DGFieldValue

An entity that describes field values for an expression.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query using the following custom functions and you can get DGFieldValue in 'Custom Functions' 
field:

● getExpandedDynamicGroupById
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByName
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByNameAndSubType

UPSERT(POST) Insert using an expanded insert or a replace operation on the DynamicGroup entity.

Properties

Property Description

fieldValue This the user supplied field value used in an expression within a filter

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

fieldValuePickListOption/id PicklistOption DGField is picklisted with the id con
tained in the DGField.picklistId field. The 
values in DGFieldValue object are ids 
from the PicklistOption entity.
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6.10 DGFieldOperator

An entity that describes the operator for a dynamic group field.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query using custom functions Query using the following custom functions:

● getExpandedDynamicGroupById
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByName
● getExpandedDynamicGroupByNameAndSubType

Query for allowed operators Query for allowed operators for a field when defining an ex
pression. Query on the DGField enity and expand the 
allowableOperators navigation property as follows: /
odata/v2/DGField?$expand=allowableOperators.

UPSERT(POST) Insert using an expanded insert or a replace operation on the 
DynamicGroup entity.

Properties

Property Description

token A token to represent the operator. Examples include “=”, “!=”, “<”, “>”, etc.

label A localized label for this operator, in the locale of the API user. Example includes 
“equals”, “not equals”, etc.
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6.11 RBPBasicPermission 

This entity is a wrap of Permission table in the database..

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Set User Permissions Manage Role-Based Permission Access

Operations Allowed

For query and upsert permissions, only those permissions that exist in the RBP Model and permission table are 
supported.

Operation Description

QUERY Query a permission.

POST Set a permission.

Properties

Property Description

permissionID (Key)Permission Id, the sequence id in permission table.

permissionType Permission_Type column

permissionStringValue Permission_string_value column

permissionLongValue Permission_long_value column

Code Examples

Get permissions for a given RBPRole Id

Request: <hostname>/odata/v2/RBPRole(82)?$expand=permissions

Response:

{     "d": {
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        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/RBPRole(82L)",
            "type": "SFOData.RBPRole"
        },
        "roleId": "82",
        "roleDesc": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "lastModifiedDate": "\/Date(1404299328000)\/",
        "roleName": "Test Role insert",
        "permissions": {
            "results": [{
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/RBPBasicPermission(60L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.RBPBasicPermission"
                },
                "permissionId": " 60",
                "permissionType": “user_admin”,
                "permissionStringValue": “change_info_user_admin”,
                "permissionLongValue": -1,
                
            }]
        }
    }
} 

Set permission for a specific role:

Request: Request:<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert 

Post Body:

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "RBPRole"
    },
    "roleName": "TestRole",
    "roleDesc": "TestRole",
    "permissions": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "RBPBasicPermission(55)"
        }
    }
} 

Another example of setting a specific permission role:

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "RBPRole(1941L)"
    },
    "roleName": "jdm02",
    "roleDesc": "",
    "permissions": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "RBPBasicPermission(82)"
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "RBPBasicPermission(5432)"
            }
        }
    ] }
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6.12 Custom Functions

The RBP APIs provide custom functions for querying and editing the expanded Dynamic Group entities in a single 
nested data structure that follows the data model.

The RBP APIs do not support operations on child entities of the DynamicGroup parent entity, with the exception of 
the DGField entity. Instead these entities are accessed in the context of the parent DynamicGroup entity using 
custom operations described here.

Custom Functions for Dynamic Groups

Function Parameter(s) Return Type Description

getExpandedDynamic
GroupById

groupId (Long) DynamicGroup Returns the expanded DynamicGroup child entities for the 
group identified by the groupId. Only groups defined by filters 
with fields listed below are supported.

getExpandedDynamic
GroupByName

groupName 
(String)

DynamicGroup Returns the expanded DynamicGroup child entities for the 
group(s) identified by groupName. Note that groupName is 
not guaranteed to be unique, so this method can return more 
than one DynamicGroup parent object.

getUserRolesByUserId userId (String) Permission
Roles

Returns permission role list for a specific user.

upsert DynamicGroup Returns a new or updated Dynamic Group. This is a POST ac
tion, with no parameters for this custom function. Data is 
passed in the post body as JSON format, which is the group 
definition. Sample group definition is show below:

getExpandedDynamic
GroupByNameAndSub
Type

group
Name(String) 
or group
Type(String)

DynamicGroup Returns the expanded permission group child entities for the 
group identified by the groupName and groupType

updateStaticGroup group
Name(String)

action takes val
ues "add" or 
"remove"

UserId list (use 
first for dupli
cate and ig
nores incorrect 
User Id data)

Integer

Add or remove a 
static group. Re
turns the num
ber added or re
moved by using 
the function im
port.

Creates, removes or updates a static permission group. The 
behavior is similar to Delta Update of Import Static Permission 
Group Function.

https://example.com/odata/v2/
updateStaticGroup?g 
roupId=1234L&action=’add’&userIds=’cgrant1
’ 

https://example.com/odata/v2/
updateStaticGroup?g 
roupId=1234L&action=’remove’&userIds=’cgra
nt1’
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Function Parameter(s) Return Type Description

checkUserPermission accessUserId 
(String)

permType 
( String)

permString
Value ( String)

permLongValue 
(Int)

targetUserId 
(String)

includeInacti
veUser (Boo
lean)

includeTB
HUser (Boo
lean)

Boolean (True 
or False)

Return true/false whether access user has permission or not.

● targetUserId is optional, when we need to specify one tar
get user in the request, we need to add this parameter.

● If the target user is inactive, you need to also pass the in
clude InactiveUser parameter with its value set to true.

● If the target user is a TBH user, you need to also pass the 
includeTBHUser parameter with its value set to true.

Request Samples:

https://example.com/odata/v2/
checkUserPermission ?
accessUserId='userA'&permType='user_admin'
&permString 
Value='reset_account_user_admin'&permLongV
alue=- 1L&targetUserId='active1'

https://example.com/odata/v2/
checkUserPermission ?
accessUserId='userA'&permType='user_admin'
&permString 
Value='reset_account_user_admin'&permLongV
alue=- 
1L&targetUserId='inactive1'&includeInactiv
eUser=true

https://example.com/odata/v2/
checkUserPermission ?
accessUserId='userA'&permType='user_admin'
&permString 
Value='reset_account_user_admin'&permLongV
alue=- 
1L&targetUserId='TBH1'&includeTBHUser=true

 Note
Currently, this function import does not support MDF ob
ject permission
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Function Parameter(s) Return Type Description

getDynamicGroupsByUser userId (String)

groupSubType 
(String)

A list of Dynami
cGroup

Returns a list of the permission groups that a specific user be
longs to.

Request Sample:

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getDynamicGroupsByUser?
userId=’quickadd01’&groupSubType=’permissi
on’

Response Sample:

 Sample Code

{   "d": [
    {
      "groupId": "1476",
      "groupName": "$$EVERYONE$$"
    },
    {
      "groupId": "8748",
      "groupName": "0707-quickadd01-
permission group"
    }
  ] }

 Note
The custom function getDynamicGroupsByUser parame
ter ‘groupSubType=permission’ is necessary and it re
turns users assigned in a permission group as defined in 
the Admin Center's Manage Permission Groups screen.
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Function Parameter(s) Return Type Description

getUsersByDynamicGroup groupId (Long)

activeOnly

Boolean (True 
or False).

groupId - Returns a list of all the users that belong to a spe
cific permission group.

activeOnly - If the value for this parameter is True, the func
tion returns a list of all active users. If the value is False the 
function returns a list of all users (active and inactive users). If 
the value is empty, the value defaults to false and a list of all 
users is returned.

Request Sample:

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getUsersByDynamicGroup?groupId=7228L

Response Sample:

 Sample Code

{   "d": [
    {
      "firstName": "cgrant_f",
      "lastName": "cgrant_l",
      "middleName": "cgrant_m",
      "userId": "convert_cgrant1",
      "userName": "cgrant"
    }
  ]
} 

 Note
The custom function getUsersByDynamicGroup parame
ter ‘groupId’ only supports Permission Groups as defined 
in the Admin Center's Manage Permission Groups screen.
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Function Parameter(s) Return Type Description

getUserRolesReport userIds, inclu
deOnlyUserAG

String Returns formatted XML content that contains all role and 
group details for the requested user. When TRUE you can use 
the includeOnlyUserAG parameter, to return only the role defi-
nition with access information only for the users you’ve 
passed through the parameter.

Request Sample:

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getUserRolesReport?userIds=’rom1,admin’

Response Sample:

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "getUserRolesReport": 
"<String value in XML format>"
    } }

getPermissionMetadata locale String Returns all the permission categories and permissions for the 
company based on the locale setting.

Request Sample:

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getPermissionMetadata?locale=en-US

Response Sample:

 Sample Code
 {
   "d":{
      
"getPermissionMetadata":"<String 
value in XML format>"
   } }
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Function Parameter(s) Return Type Description

getUsersPermissions locale

userIds

String Returns all the permissions assigned to the user(s) based on 
the locale setting. Note: There is a maximum limitation of 100 
users per invocation.

Request Sample:

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getUsersPermissions?locale=en-
US&userIds=’admin,192’

Response Sample:

 Sample Code

{    "d":{
      
"getUsersPermissions":"<String 
value in XML format>"
   } }

getRolesPermissions locale

roleIds

String Returns all the permissions assigned to the role(s) based on 
the locale setting. Note: There is a maximum limitation of 100 
roles per invocation.

Request Sample:

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getRolesPermissions?locale=en-
US&roleIds=’1,2’

Response Sample:

 Sample Code

{    "d":{
      
"getRolesPermissions":"<String 
value in XML format>"
   } }

Supported Fields for getExpandedDynamicGroupById

Only groups defined by filters with fields listed below are supported. If your group is defined with any other field 
filters like Employee Central related fields or team view fields, the OData custom function will raise an error:

username, department, division, location, custom01, custom02, custom03, custom04, ... custom15, 
benchStrength, citizenship, city, country, dateOfBirth, dateOfPosition, ethnicity, futureLeader, gender, hireDate, 
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impactOfLoss, jobCode, keyPosition, married, minority, nationality, newToPosition, reasonForLeaving, riskOfLoss, 
state, timeZone, title, zipCode, user

Sample JSON DynamicGroup Definition

Group with only “username” as a filter field for values of “cgrant” and “athompson”

{     "__metadata": {"uri": "DynamicGroup()"},
    "groupId":"123",
    "groupName":"Users Carla Grant and Alexander Thompson",
    "lastModifiedDate":"\/Date(978307200000)\/",
    "lastModifiedBy":"cgrant1",
    "activeMembershipCount”:"2",
        "includePools":[
    {
        "__metadata":{"uri": "DGPeoplePool()"},
        "filters":[
        {
            "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFilter()"},
            "field": {
                "__metadata": {"uri": "DGField()"},
                "fieldName":"username",
                "fieldDisplayLabel":"Username",
                "fieldDataType":"String",
                "allowedOperators":[
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"eq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"gt",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":">"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"geq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":">="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"lt",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"<"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"leq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"<="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"ne",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"!="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"in",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"In"
                },
                ]
            },
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            "expressions":[
            {
                "__metadata":{"uri":"DGExpression()"},
                "operator":{
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"eq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"="
                },
                "values":[
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri":"DGFieldValue()"},
                    "fieldValue":"cgrant"
                }
                ]
            },
            {
                "__metadata":{"uri":"DGExpression()"},
                "operator":{
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"eq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"="
                },
                "values":[
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri":"DGFieldValue()"},
                    "fieldValue":"athompson"
                }
                ]
            }
            ]
        }
        ]
    }
    ],
    "excludePools":[]
} 

Group with “Department” as a filter field with values of “Finance” and “Sales”

{     "__metadata": {"uri": "DynamicGroup()"},
    "groupId":"1234",
    "groupName":"Finance and Sales Departments",
    "lastModifiedDate":"\/Date(978307200000)\/",
    "lastModifiedBy":"cgrant1",
    "activeMembershipCount:"100",
        "includePools":[
    {
        "__metadata":{"uri": "DGPeoplePool()"},
        "filters":[
        {
            "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFilter()"},
            "field": {
                "__metadata": {"uri": "DGField()"},
                "fieldName":"department",
                "fieldDisplayLabel":"Department",
                "fieldDataType":"String",
                "allowedOperators":[
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"eq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"gt",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":">"
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                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"geq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":">="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"lt",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"<"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"leq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"<="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"ne",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"!="
                },
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"in",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"In"
                },
                ]
            },
            "expressions":[
            {
                "__metadata":{"uri":"DGExpression()"},
                "operator":{
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"eq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"="
                },
                "values":[
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri":"DGFieldValue()"},
                    "fieldValue":"Finance"
                }
                ]
            },
            {
                "__metadata":{"uri":"DGExpression()"},
                "operator":{
                    "__metadata":{"uri": "DGFieldOperator"},
                    "fieldOperatorName":"eq",
                    "fieldOperatorLabel":"="
                },
                "values":[
                {
                    "__metadata":{"uri":"DGFieldValue()"},
                    "fieldValue":"Sales"
                }
                ]
            }
            ]
        }
        ]
    }
    ],
    "excludePools":[]
} 
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7 Calibration

7.1 CalibrationTemplate

The CalibrationTemplate entity is used to get basic information from the calibration template table.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case: Get CalibrationTemplate and expand the executiveReviewList

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CalibrationTemplate(3261)?$format=json&
$expand=executiveReviewerList

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Your Input if any additional header information has been sup
plied
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CalibrationTemplate(3261L)",
            "type": "SFOData.CalibrationTemplate"
        },
        "templateId": "3261",
        "startDate": "/Date(1476748800000)/",
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "status": 1,
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1476760756000+0000)/",
        "endDate": "/Date(1477872000000)/",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1478515304000+0000)/",
        "templateName": "B1611 C Step",
        "executiveReviewerList": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')",
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
                    "userId": "mmmm",
                    "custom02": null,
                    "businessPhone": "650 645 2000",
                    "custom01": null,
                    "custom04": null,
                    "custom03": null,
                    "location": "Denver, CO",
                    "custom06": null,
                    "custom05": null,
                    "custom08": null,
                    "empId": "3000",
                    "custom07": null,
                    "custom09": null,
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1454314831000+0000)/",
                    "reviewFreq": null,
                    "city": "Chicago",
                    "riskOfLoss": null,
                    "username": "mmaloney",
                    "zipCode": "60613",
                    "gender": "M",
                    "talentPool": null,
                    "lastName": "Maloney",
                    "reasonForLeaving": null,
                    "fax": null,
                    "status": "t",
                    "hireDate": "/Date(418953600000)/",
                    "sciLastModified": null,
                    "addressLine2": null,
                    "addressLine1": "1060 San Mateo, CA Addison Street",
                    "lastModifiedWithTZ": "/Date(1454314831000+0000)/",
                    "country": "USA",
                    "email": "lorna.yang@sap.com",
                    "jobCode": "HR-MGR",
                    "defaultFullName": "Mike Maloney",
                    "totalTeamSize": "0",
                    "defaultLocale": "en_US",
                    "benchStrength": null,
                    "department": "Talent Management",
                    "state": "IL",
                    "timeZone": "CST",
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                    "title": "Benefits Specialist",
                    "division": "ACE Enterprises",
                    "firstName": "Mike",
                    "lastReviewDate": null,
                    "mi": null,
                    "custom15": null,
                    "impactOfLoss": null,
                    "custom14": null,
                    "custom13": null,
                    "lastModified": "/Date(1454314831000)/",
                    "custom12": null,
                    "custom11": null,
                    "custom10": null,
                    "directReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
directReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "manager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
manager"
                        }
                    },
                    "benchStrengthNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
benchStrengthNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "reasonForLeavingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
reasonForLeavingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "riskOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
riskOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "talentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
talentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
secondManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementSnapshotNav": {
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                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfOneOnOneMeetingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfOneOnOneMeetingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "ownerOfTalentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
ownerOfTalentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hrReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
hrReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "supporterIdOfAchievementSupporterNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
supporterIdOfAchievementSupporterNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfCoachingAdviceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfCoachingAdviceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userPermissionsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userPermissionsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfOtherTopicNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfOtherTopicNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfTimeAccountNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "impactOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
impactOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hr": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/hr"
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                        }
                    },
                    "secondReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
secondReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "requesterIdOfSupporterFeedbackNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
requesterIdOfSupporterFeedbackNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "recipientIdOfSupporterFeedbackNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
recipientIdOfSupporterFeedbackNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfActivityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfActivityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "completedByOfMeetingSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
completedByOfMeetingSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfCoachingAdviceSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfCoachingAdviceSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentOfPositionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
incumbentOfPositionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "proxy": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
proxy"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
matrixManager"
                        }
                    },
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                    "subjectUserIdOfActivitySnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfActivitySnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
nominationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
matrixReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfMeetingSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfMeetingSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfOtherTopicSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfOtherTopicSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "custom01Nav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
custom01Nav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfSupporterFeedbackNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
subjectUserIdOfSupporterFeedbackNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfWorkScheduleNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfWorkScheduleNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('mmmm')/
userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    } }
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7.2 CalibrationSession

The CalibrationSession entity is used to get basic session information from calibration session table.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case: Get a calibration session details, and expand its calibration template

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CalibrationSession(1081)?$format=json&
$expand=calTemplate

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Your Input if any additional header information has been sup
plied

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
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        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationSession(1081L)",
            "type": "SFOData.CalibrationSession"
        },
        "sessionId": "1081",
        "sessionDate": null,
        "sessionName": "PMT stack ranker",
        "status": 1,
        "sessionLocation": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1477294252000+0000)/",
        "activationDate": null,
        "ownerList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationSession(1081L)/
ownerList"
            }
        },
        "participantList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationSession(1081L)/
participantList"
            }
        },
        "subjectList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationSession(1081L)/
subjectList"
            }
        },
        "calTemplate": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationTemplate(541L)",
                "type": "SFOData.CalibrationTemplate"
            },
            "templateId": "541",
            "startDate": "/Date(1420070400000)/",
            "createdBy": "admin",
            "status": 1,
            "lastModifiedBy": null,
            "createdDateTime": "/Date(1421039999000+0000)/",
            "endDate": "/Date(1422662400000)/",
            "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1472783398000+0000)/",
            "templateName": "PMT ranker",
            "executiveReviewerList": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationTemplate(541L)/
executiveReviewerList"
                }
            }
        },
        "facilitatorList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/CalibrationSession(1081L)/
facilitatorList"
            }
        }
    } }
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7.3 CalibrationSessionSubject

The CalibrationSessionSubject entity is used to get information about the subjects in a calibration session.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case: Get the details of subjects from a calibration session

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CalibrationSessionSubject(10236)?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Your Input if any additional header information has been sup
plied

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
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        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/
CalibrationSessionSubject(10236L)",
            "type": "SFOData.CalibrationSessionSubject"
        },
        "sessionSubjectId": "10236",
        "authorizedBy": null,
        "pmFormOwnerId": null,
        "reasonId": null,
        "status": 0,
        "calibratedFlag": false,
        "pmFolderMapId": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1470734402000+0000)/",
        "createdBy": "dcortez1",
        "pmFormDataId": null,
        "externalComments": null,
        "userId": "sagrawal1",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1470734402000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "dcortez1",
        "calSessionId": "5462",
        "comments": null,
        "rankList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/
CalibrationSessionSubject(10236L)/rankList"
            }
        },
        "pmRatingList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/
CalibrationSessionSubject(10236L)/pmRatingList"
            }
        },
        "calSession": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname/odata/v2/
CalibrationSessionSubject(10236L)/calSession"
            }
        }
    } }

7.4 CalibrationSubjectRank

The CalibrationSubjectRank entity is used to get information about the subject rank in a calibration session.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case: Get a calibration subject rank

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CalibrationSubjectRank(102)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Your Input if any additional header information has been sup
plied

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/restricted/
CalibrationSubjectRank(102L)",
            "type": "SFOData.CalibrationSubjectRank"
        },
        "subjectRankId": "102",
        "rank": 1,
        "dataType": 10,
        "ratingValue": "1",
        "calSessionSubject": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/restricted/
CalibrationSubjectRank(102L)/calSessionSubject"
            }
        }
    } }
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8 Compensation

8.1 Rewards and Recognition

OData APIs from Rewards and Recognition enable customers to build custom extensions on top of the standard 
SuccessFactors Rewards and Recognition application.

You can use the following Spot Awards OData APIs.

SpotAward [page 206]
The SpotAward entity represents the Spot Awards object.

SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
This entity represents the Spot Award Program.

SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
The SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings entity represents advanced settings for a Spot Award program.

SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
The SpotAwardCategory entity represents each award category within a Spot Award program.

SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
The SpotAwardLevel entity represents each award level within a Spot Award Program.

SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
This SpotAwardEligibiltyRule represents each eligibility rule within a Spot Award Program.

SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
The SpotAwardGuidelineRule represents each guideline rule within a Spot Award Program.

SpotAwardBudget [page 224]
The SpotAwardBudget entity represents the budget details of a budget holder for a Spot Award Program.

8.1.1  SpotAward

The SpotAward entity represents the Spot Awards object.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award , and se
lect View and Edit options.
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Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an Spot Awards object

Insert Create a Spot Awards object

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case 1: Query for SpotAward with the externalcode as 30785

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAward(30785)?$format=json 

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAward"
        },
        "externalCode": "30785",
        "commentForApprovers": null,
        "nominatorId": "cgrant1",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933522000+0000)/",
        "currency": "USD",
        "level": "30782",
        "userId": "mhoff1",
        "approvalStatus": "APPROVED",
        "spotAwardProgram": "30778",
        "commentForReceiver": "Congrats",
        "approvedDate": "/Date(1520933522000+0000)/",
        "awardAmount": "0",
        "category": "30780",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933522000+0000)/",
        "guidelineAmount": "0",
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        "budgetHolderId": null,
        "nominatorIdNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
nominatorIdNav"
            }
        },
        "budgetHolderIdNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
budgetHolderIdNav"
            }
        },
        "categoryNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
categoryNav"
            }
        },
        "levelNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
levelNav"
            }
        },
        "wfRequestNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
wfRequestNav"
            }
        },
        "approvalStatusNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
approvalStatusNav"
            }
        },
        "spotAwardProgramNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
spotAwardProgramNav"
            }
        },
        "userIdNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAward(30785L)/
userIdNav"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case: 2 Create a SpotAward for a SpotAwardProgram with id 30778

Request
Request Information

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST
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URI http://<Hostname>.com/odata/v2/upsert

<Headers> Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Payload>
 Sample Code

 [     {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "SpotAward"
        },
        "awardAmount": 0,
        "guidelineAmount": 0,
        "category": "30780",
        "level": "30782",
        "commentForReceiver": "thank 
you award!",
        "currency": "USD",
        "spotAwardProgram": "30778",
        "nominatorIdNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"User('cgrant1')"
            }
        },
        "userIdNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"User('vstokes1')"
            }
        },
        "budgetHolderIdNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"User('cgrant1')"
            }
        }
    } ]

Form Encoding Application/json

 Note
As of the Q2 2018 Release, editing a Spot Awards object is not supported.

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
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SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]

8.1.2  SpotAwardProgram

This entity represents the Spot Award Program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award 

Programme , and select View under Visibility.

User based None

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query for a SpotAwardProgram

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Case: Querying a Spot Award Program

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http:// //<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardPogram(30778)?$format=json 

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardProgram"
        },
        "externalCode": "30778",
        "startDate": "/Date(1514764800000)/",
        "enabled": true,
        "functionalCurrency": "USD",
        "endDate": "/Date(1546214400000)/",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933357000+0000)/",
        "spotAwardProgramName": "TestNoBudNoOverride",
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "currencyConversionTable": "COMP_CURRENCY_CONVERSION",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933273000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "wfRequestNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
wfRequestNav"
            }
        },
        "advancedSettings": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
advancedSettings"
            }
        },
        "guidelineRules": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
guidelineRules"
            }
        },
        "spotAwardBudgets": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
spotAwardBudgets"
            }
        },
        "levels": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
levels"
            }
        },
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        "categories": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
categories"
            }
        },
        "eligRules": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/SpotAwardProgram(30778L)/
eligRules"
            }
        }
    } }

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]

8.1.3  SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings

The SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings entity represents advanced settings for a Spot Award program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award 

Programme , and select View under Visibility.
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Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query for a Spot Award program advanced settings

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Querying Spot Award Program Advanced Settings

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>:8080/odata/v2/
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings(SpotAward
Program_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=3
0779L)?$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCod
e=30779L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings"
        },
        "SpotAwardProgram_externalCode": "30778",
        "externalCode": "30779",
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_zh_CN": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933273000+0000)/",
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_en_SAP_SLS": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_fr_CA": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_ko_KR": null,
        "isBudgetAssociated": false,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_en_GB": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_ja_JP": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_pt_BR": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_localized": "Please provide reason",
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_it_IT": null,
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        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_nl_NL": null,
        "enableECIntegration": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_de_DE": null,
        "canOverrideGuidelineAmount": true,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_defaultValue": "Please provide reason",
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_en_US": null,
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_ru_RU": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_es_ES": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933273000+0000)/",
        "useECAsDataSource": false,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsg_fr_FR": null,
        "overrideGuidelineAmountMsgTranslationTextNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>:443/odata/v2/
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCod
e=30779L)/overrideGuidelineAmountMsgTranslationTextNav"
            }
        }
    } }

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]
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8.1.4  SpotAwardCategory

The SpotAwardCategory entity represents each award category within a Spot Award program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award 

Programme , and select View under Visibility.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query for a Spot Awards Category

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Query for a Spot Awards Category

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardCategory(SpotAwardProgram_externa
lCode=30778L,externalCode=30780L)?
$format=json 
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardCategory(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30780L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardCategory"
        },
        "SpotAwardProgram_externalCode": "30778",
        "externalCode": "30780",
        "description_it_IT": null,
        "description_defaultValue": "Category1",
        "title_localized": "C1",
        "description_de_DE": null,
        "description_fr_CA": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933313000+0000)/",
        "title_de_DE": null,
        "title_en_SAP_SLS": null,
        "title_it_IT": null,
        "description_es_ES": null,
        "title_fr_FR": null,
        "title_zh_CN": null,
        "description_localized": "Category1",
        "title_pt_BR": null,
        "title_en_GB": null,
        "description_ko_KR": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
        "title_fr_CA": null,
        "title_en_US": null,
        "description_fr_FR": null,
        "description_en_GB": null,
        "description_en_US": null,
        "title_ko_KR": null,
        "description_ru_RU": null,
        "title_ru_RU": null,
        "description_en_SAP_SLS": null,
        "title_es_ES": null,
        "title_ja_JP": null,
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "description_nl_NL": null,
        "title_defaultValue": "C1",
        "description_pt_BR": null,
        "description_ja_JP": null,
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933313000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "title_nl_NL": null,
        "description_zh_CN": null,
        "titleTranslationTextNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardCategory(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30780L)/
titleTranslationTextNav"
            }
        },
        "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardCategory(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30780L)/
mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
            }
        },
        "descriptionTranslationTextNav": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardCategory(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30780L)/
descriptionTranslationTextNav"
            }
        }
    } }

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]

8.1.5  SpotAwardLevel

The SpotAwardLevel entity represents each award level within a Spot Award Program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award 

Programme , and select View under Visibility.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a Spot Award Level
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Querying a Spot Award Level

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardLevel(SpotAwardProgram_externalCo
de=30778L,externalCode=30782L)?
$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardLevel(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30782L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardLevel"
        },
        "SpotAwardProgram_externalCode": "30778",
        "externalCode": "30782",
        "description_it_IT": null,
        "description_defaultValue": "Level1",
        "title_localized": "L1",
        "description_de_DE": null,
        "description_fr_CA": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933320000+0000)/",
        "title_de_DE": null,
        "title_en_SAP_SLS": null,
        "title_it_IT": null,
        "description_es_ES": null,
        "title_fr_FR": null,
        "title_zh_CN": null,
        "description_localized": "Level1",
        "title_pt_BR": null,
        "title_en_GB": null,
        "description_ko_KR": null,
        "title_fr_CA": null,
        "title_en_US": null,
        "description_fr_FR": null,
        "description_en_GB": null,
        "description_en_US": null,
        "title_ko_KR": null,
        "description_ru_RU": null,
        "title_ru_RU": null,
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        "description_en_SAP_SLS": null,
        "title_es_ES": null,
        "title_ja_JP": null,
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "description_nl_NL": null,
        "title_defaultValue": "L1",
        "description_pt_BR": null,
        "description_ja_JP": null,
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933320000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "title_nl_NL": null,
        "description_zh_CN": null,
        "titleTranslationTextNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardLevel(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30782L)/
titleTranslationTextNav"
            }
        },
        "descriptionTranslationTextNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardLevel(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30782L)/
descriptionTranslationTextNav"
            }
        }
    } }

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]
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8.1.6  SpotAwardEligibiltyRule

This SpotAwardEligibiltyRule represents each eligibility rule within a Spot Award Program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award 

Programme , and select View under Visibility.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query for a Spot Awards eligibility rule

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Querying a Spot Award Eligibility Rule

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>:/odata/v2/
SpotAwardEligibilityRule(SpotAwardProgram_
externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30784L)?
$format=json 
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardEligibilityRule(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30784L
)",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardEligibilityRule"
        },
        "SpotAwardProgram_externalCode": "30778",
        "externalCode": "30784",
        "groupId": "8016",
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "rule": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933357000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933357000+0000)/"
    } }

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]
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8.1.7  SpotAwardGuidelineRule

The SpotAwardGuidelineRule represents each guideline rule within a Spot Award Program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award 

Programme , and select View under Visibility.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query for a Spot Awards guideline rule

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Query for a Spot Awards guidelines rule

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardGuidelinesRule(SpotAwardProgram_e
xternalCode=30778L,externalCode=30783L)?
$format=json 
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardGuidelinesRule(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30783L)
",
            "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardGuidelinesRule"
        },
        "SpotAwardProgram_externalCode": "30778",
        "externalCode": "30783",
        "maxRuleAmount": null,
        "guideLineRuleOrder": "1",
        "ruleAmountIncrement": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1520933349000+0000)/",
        "ruleAmount": "0",
        "minRuleAmount": null,
        "country": null,
        "currency": "USD",
        "category": null,
        "level": null,
        "createdBy": "admin",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1520933349000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
        "categoryNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardGuidelinesRule(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30783L)
/categoryNav"
            }
        },
        "levelNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardGuidelinesRule(SpotAwardProgram_externalCode=30778L,externalCode=30783L)
/levelNav"
            }
        }
    } }

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardBudget [page 224]
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8.1.8  SpotAwardBudget

The SpotAwardBudget entity represents the budget details of a budget holder for a Spot Award Program.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Miscellaneous Permissions Spot Award Budget , 
and select View under Visibility.

User based None

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query for a Spot Award budget

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Querying a Spot Award Eligibility Rule

Reqeust
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardProgram(30741L)/spotAwardBudgets?
$format=json 
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardBudget(effectiveStartDate=datetime'2018-02-28T00:00:00',externalCode='SA
B_cgrant1_30741')",
                    "type": "SFOData.SpotAwardBudget"
                },
                "effectiveStartDate": "/Date(1519776000000)/",
                "externalCode": "SAB_cgrant1_30741",
                "effectiveStatus": "A",
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1519842079000+0000)/",
                "currency": "USD",
                "effectiveEndDate": "/Date(253402214400000)/",
                "usedAmount": "100",
                "createdBy": "admin",
                "budgetAmount": "10000",
                "userId": "cgrant1",
                "createdDateTime": "/Date(1519841439000+0000)/",
                "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
                "spotAwardProgram": "30741",
                "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
                "wfRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardBudget(effectiveStartDate=datetime'2018-02-28T00:00:00',externalCode='SA
B_cgrant1_30741')/wfRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "effectiveStatusNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardBudget(effectiveStartDate=datetime'2018-02-28T00:00:00',externalCode='SA
B_cgrant1_30741')/effectiveStatusNav"
                    }
                },
                "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardBudget(effectiveStartDate=datetime'2018-02-28T00:00:00',externalCode='SA
B_cgrant1_30741')/mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
                    }
                },
                "spotAwardProgramNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardBudget(effectiveStartDate=datetime'2018-02-28T00:00:00',externalCode='SA
B_cgrant1_30741')/spotAwardProgramNav"
                    }
                },
                "userIdNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SpotAwardBudget(effectiveStartDate=datetime'2018-02-28T00:00:00',externalCode='SA
B_cgrant1_30741')/userIdNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } 
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}

Parent topic: Rewards and Recognition [page 206]

Related Information

SpotAward [page 206]
SpotAwardProgram [page 210]
SpotAwardProgramAdvancedSettings [page 212]
SpotAwardCategory [page 215]
SpotAwardLevel [page 217]
SpotAwardEligibiltyRule [page 220]
SpotAwardGuidelineRule [page 222]
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9 Employee Central
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10 Employee Profile

10.1 Current Dashboard Types

The following is the list of available dashboards. The API currently returns the scorecard and publicprofile 
type.

scorecard perfprofile varpayindview notes

compstatement varpaystatement pendingapprovals personalInfoTab

employmentHistory combinedstatement publicprofile ectbenefitsfocus

payrollIntegration payrollPayslip timeOffAdminTab employeeBenefitsTab

payrollIntegration payrollPayslip timeOffAdminTab employeeBenefitsTab

10.2 EPProfileView

This entity is used to query dashboard configurations.

 Note
This entity is internal and intended to be used by Mobile only. If you insist on using it, please note there might 
risks and it only support v12 Profile.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Returns the dashboard configurations for the currently logged 
in user. You cannot query dashboard configurations of other 
users using this API.
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Properties 

Property Description

dashboardId Every dashboard has its own ID. It is auto-generated from the system and is unique for each cus
tomer. The dashboard ID changes when a dashboard is deleted, added, or imported.

userId The ID of the user who is currently logged in to the system.

dashboardTitle Dashboard title. Set in Admin Tools Configure Employee Files  which contains a list of all 
the dashboards. You can add a new view, modify the dashboard, or change the dashboard title in 
the Dashboard Name form.

dashboardType There are 20 different dashboard types in the system.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http:<hostname>/odata/v2/EPProfileView?
$filter=userId eq 'admin'&$format=json

Queries the dashboard configuration for a user whose ID is ad
min.

10.3 EPProfilePortlet

This entity queries and retrieves the list of user info and background portlets in the dashboard of the currently 
logged in user.

 Note
This entity is internal and intended to be used by Mobile only. If you insist on using it, please note there might 
risks and it only support v12 Profile.

Operations Allowed

The EPProfilePortlet entity only returns the user info portlets and background portlets in a dashboard of the 
currently logged in user. You cannot query porlet information of other users using this API.
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Properties

Property Description

dashboardId Every dashboard has its own dashboard ID. It is auto-generated 
from the system and specific to each customer. DashboardId 
changes when dashboard is deleted/added/imported.

portletId In a dashboard, every portlet has its own portlet ID. If a new 
portlet is created in a dashboard, it has a new portletId. The 
portlet ID is used by the EPProfileUserInfoPortlet query.

userId The ID of the user who is currently logged in to the system.

backgroundElementId The ID of the background element.

instructionalText The instructional text for the portlet.

isEditable A boolean indicating whether the portlet can be edited.

isFeedbackPortlet Identifies whether feedback is allowed for the portlet.

portletLabel The label of the portlet.

portletType The type of the portlet.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EPProfilePortlet?$filter=userId eq 'admin' 
and dashboardId eq 'scorecard417'&
$format=json 

Queries the portlets in the Talent Profile dashboard (dashboar
dId is socrecard417) for an Admin user.

10.4 EPProfileUserInfoPortlet

This entity queries and retrieves the list of user info and standard element IDs in a userinfo portlet.

 Note
This entity is internal and intended to be used by Mobile only. If you insist on using it, please note there might 
risks and it only support v12 Profile.
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Operations Allowed

The EPProfileUserInfoPortlet entity supports querying the userinfo portlets and standard element Ids in a 
dashboard of only the currently logged in user.

Properties

Property Description

dashboardId Every dashboard has its own unique ID. It is auto-generated 
from the system and specific to each customer. The dashboard 
ID changes when it is deleted, added, or imported.

portletId In a dashboard, every portlet has its own portlet ID. If a new 
portlet is created in a dashboard, it has a new portlet ID. The 
portlet ID is used by the EPProfileUserInfoPortlet query.

userId The ID of a user who is currently logged in to the system.

isPII This is a boolean value, indicating whether it's a Personal Identi
fiable Information (PII) field.

isWritable This is a boolean value, indicating whether this field can be edit
ted by current user.

standardOrUserInfoElementId Whether this is an ID for standard element or user info element.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EPProfileUserInfoPortlet?$filter=userId eq 
'admin' and dashboardId eq 'scorecard417' 
and portletId eq 'p_0_1'&$format=json

Queries the elements in the Employee Information Portlet 
(portlet Id is p_0_1) the in Talent Profile (dashboardId is socre
card417) for a user whose userId is "admin".

10.5 EPPublicProfile

This entity provides public profile information that is not already available in other OData APIs. For example, "About 
Me" videos, "My Name" audio recordings, and "Introduction" text.

 Note
This entity is internal and intended to be used by Mobile only. If you insist on using it, please note there might 
risks and it only support v12 Profile.
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Operations Allowed

You can query or update the EPPublicProfile entity based on permision settings for the currently logged in user.

Use Cases

API Call Description

http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EPPublicProfile?$filter=userId eq 'admin'&
$format=json

Queries the EPPublicProfile.

10.6 BadgeTemplates

This entity provides information about badge templates.

Permissions

Permissions for the BadgeTemplates entity are the same as the permissions for user badges in the SuccessFactors 
HCM user interface.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query badge templates.

Properties

Property Description

badgeInstanceId The unique identifier for a badge template record.
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Property Description

userId The owner of user badge template information. The API re
turns templates for the currently logged in user if no userId is 
specified.

customBadge True if the template is custom.

photo A link to the photo associated with the template.

Navigation properties

None.

Use Cases

API Call Description

GET https://<localhost>/odata/v2/
BadgeTemplates?$format 

Queries badge templates.

10.7 UserBadges

This entity exposes user badge information for a specified user.

Permissions

Permissions for the UserBadges entity are the same as the permissions for user badges in the SuccessFactors 
HCM user interface.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Query user badge information for a specified user.

INSERT Give a badge to another user (not to self).
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Operation Description

DELETE Delete the badges given to the logged in user, or delete badges that the logged in user gave other 
users.

Properties

Property Description

badgeInstanceId The unique identifier for a user badge record.

userId The unique ID for the badge owner.. The API returns badges for 
the currently logged in user if no userId is specified.

badgeCreatorName The name of the person who created the badge..

badgeId The ID of the badge.

badgeTitle The title of the badge.

comment Comment for the badge.

creatorUserID The ID of the person who created the badge.

lastModified The date and time on which the badge was created.

photo The photo for the badge.

Navigation Properties

None.

Use Cases

API Call Description

GET /odata/v2/BadgeTemplates?$format=json Queries badge templates.

/odata/v2/UserBadges?$filter=userId eq 
'admin'&$format=json 

Queries the user's badge.

GET /odata/v2/UserBadges?$format=json Queries logged in user's badges.
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API Call Description

POST /odata/v2/UserBadges?$format=json 
{ ”badgeInstanceId” : -1, ”userId” : 
“admin”, ”badgeId” : 2, ”great job” : 
“kudos” }

Assigns a user badge to someone. For example, Admin.

DELETE /odata/v2/
UserBadges(badgeInstanceId=450,userId=’adm
in’)?$format=json 

Deletes a user badge.

10.8 Background

The background includes several entities, which are based on the Succession Data Model. In most cases, each 
background-element tag corresponds with an entity. In some cases, the fields are hardcoded and not configured in 
the data model, such as in rating (or “trend“) background elements and the sysLearningHistory element. Each 
entity name consists of two parts. The first is a prefix “ Background_“. The second is background-element id which 
is configured in data model, but we convert the first letter to uppercase. For example, if the background-element Id 
is “insideWorkExperience” in the data model, then the entity name is “Background_InsideWorkExperience”.

Note about Limitation: Because we convert the first letter of background-element id to uppercase, if you configure 
two background elements and the difference between their background-element id is only the first letter (for 
example, "insideWorkExperience" and "InsideWorkExperience), this may cause some problems -- two entities with 
same entity name. This would mean that when you query or edit (insert or upsert) operations on this entity, we 
can’t make sure that the operation was performed on the correct entity. So if you want to use our API, please make 
sure your data model does not have two background-elements where the difference between their background-
element id is only the first letter (the letter is same, but one is uppercase and the other is lowercase).

The business keys for each entity are backgroundElementId and userId.

Permissions

As of b1408, this API only supports batch or non-batch QUERY operations. Batch query operation means you can 
query multiple users’ background information a time and non-batch query operation means querying single user’s 
information. If you want to perform a batch query operation, you should grant “Export Extended User Information” 
authorization to the user in admin tools.

API only supports single-user, non-batch EDIT operations(insert and upsert).

ODATA Background API supports both RBP and Non-RBP permission check same as in Employee Profile UI.
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Three kinds of GET (query) operations are supported:

1. Query logged in user's background.
2. Sort a result.
3. Navigation Query.

 Note
When we use API to get query operation results for this entity, the order of all properties in 
each record has no relationship with order of each field as configured in the data model, or in 
the web UI display. If you want to get the column order, please refer to the EPCustomBack
groundPortlet entity.

DELETE Delete a background record.

UPSERT/POST Insert or Upsert a background record.

 Note
● When you insert a new background element, make sure that all the backgoundElementId 

fields of the new elements are set to 0 in the payload. The system gives new backgoundE
lementIds to them automatically.

● When you update existing elements, use the existing backgoundElementId to identify an 
element.

Global Assignment operations are supported.

Following list of operations is not supported:

1. The API can’t judge which picklist option ID belongs to which picklist ID,parent picklist ID, or child picklist.
2. The API can’t do the URL-LINK validation(Display Name required validation and URL regex validation)
3. The API doesn’t support any operations on attachment data-fields.
4. The API doesn’t support Global Assignment for batch query operation.

Properties

Property Description

userId The owner of the background information. This is a required field for insert, update, 
and delete operations.

backgroundElementId backgroundElementId = 0 for an upsert operation and is its original value for an up
date or delete operation.

bgOrderPos The order of display in the UI for each column. This field is required for an update 
operation.
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Navigation Properties

None by default. When some properties are configured as picklist, then the entity has some navigation properties. 
A developer should add a suffix “Nav” for each of these custom navigation property. For example, if the picklist 
property name is “division”, then the navigation property name should be "divisionNav".

Entity Relation Diagram

If some properties of this entity are configured as a picklist, then this entity has a one-to-one association with the 
PicklistOption entity. Otherwise this entity has no relationship with other entities.

Use Cases

API Call Description

GET /odata/v2/
Background_InsideWorkExperience?
$filter=userId eq 'admin'&$format=json 
HTTP/1.1

Query one’s background information.

GET odata/v2/
Background_InsideWorkExperience?
$filter=userId eq 'admin'&
$orderby=bgOrderPos desc&$format=json 
HTTP/1

Query one’s background information and sort the result as de
scending order.

GET odata/v2/
Background_InsideWorkExperience?
$filter=userId eq 'admin'&
$orderby=bgOrderPos desc&
$expand=divisionNav/picklistLabels&
$format=json HTTP/1.1

Navigation, query picklist label Example: Property “division“ is 
configured as a picklist in data model

odata/v2/Background_InsideWorkExperience?
$format=json HTTP/1.1

Query all user's background information.

GET /odata/v2/
Background_InsideWorkExperience?
$filter=userId eq 'admin' or userId eq 
'MultJob1'&$format=json HTTP/1.1

Batch query operation: Example: query multiple users‘(“ad
min“and “MultJob1“) background information. You can specify 
any numbers of target users by yourself.
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API Call Description

POST  /odata/v2/ 
Background_InsideWorkExperience?$ 
HTTP/1.1
{
"usersId" : "MultJob1",
"testDate" : null, 
"startDate" : "\/Date(1388563200000)\/",
"title" : "test12", 
"testVarchar" : "[test4][http://
www.example.com]", 
"endDate" : "\/Date(1388563200000)\/", 
"testInteger" : 0, 
"testFloat" : null, 
"division":"240",   //division is 
configured as a picklist,insert the 
picklist option Id
} 

Insert operation. Insert a new record for a Background_Inside
WorkExperience entity

POST  /odata/v2/upsert?$ HTTP/1.1
{
"__metadata":{"uri":" 
Background_InsideWorkExperience "},
" backgroundElementId " :0,// 
backgroundElementId=0 means this is the 
insert operation
"usersId" : "MultJob1",
“bgOrderPos”:-1,  //Here set the 
bgOrderPos<0
"testDate" : null, 
"startDate" : "\/Date(1388563200000)\/",
"title" : "test12", 
"testVarchar" : "[test4][http://
www.baidu.com]", 
"endDate" : "\/Date(1388563200000)\/", 
"testInteger" : 0, 
"testFloat" : null, 
"division":"240",   //division is 
configured as a picklist,insert the 
picklist option Id
} 

Upsert(insert) Insert operation. Insert a new record for the 
Background_InsideWorkExperience entity
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API Call Description

POST  /odata/v2/upsert?$ HTTP/1.1
{
"__metadata":{"uri":" 
Background_InsideWorkExperience "},
" backgroundElementId " :234,// 
backgroundElementId!=0 means this is 
the update operation, the id “234” is 
the original ID
"usersId" : "MultJob1",
“bgOrderPos”:10,  // bgOrderPos=10, 
original bgOrderPos
"testDate" : null, 
"startDate" : "\/Date(1388563200000)\/",
"title" : "test12", 
"testVarchar" : "[test4][http://
www.baidu.com]", 
"endDate" : "\/Date(1388563200000)\/", 
"testInteger" : 0, 
"testFloat" : null, 
"division":"240",  
} 

Upsert(update) update operation. Update the record for a 
Background_InsideWorkExperience entity

DELETE /odata/v2/ 
Background_InsideWorkExperience 
(backgroundElementId 
=2807L,userId='admin')?$format=json 
HTTP/1.1

Delete a record for the Background_InsideWorkExperience en
tity

10.9 Trend

Trend API enables you to read and edit trend data. Normally, trend data means the feedback or rating data that is 
provided by managers or other employees with authorization. Trend API includes at most six entities, which are 
based on the configuration of your Succession Data Model.

You can configure one or more of the following six entities in the Succession Data Model. The business key for each 
entity is id.

● TrendData_SysOverallPerformance
● TrendData_SysOverallPotential
● TrendData_SysOverallObjective
● TrendData_SysOverallCompetency
● TrendData_SysOverallCustom1
● TrendData_SysOverallCustom2
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Permissions

Trend API supports both RBP and non-RBP permission check that are the same as in Employee Profile UI. Make 
sure you have the permission over the user data you want to query.

To run a query for only a specific user’s rating data by appending $filter=userId eq '<User_ID>' in the URI, 
you need the read permission for the corresponding field under User Permissions Employee Data .

To run a batch query on rating information of all users, make sure you have the Export Extended User Information 
permission under Administrator Permissions Manage User  in the Manage Permission Roles admin tool.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Three kinds of query operations are supported:

● Query a user's trend data.
● Sort a result.
● Expand to picklist or attachment entities.

 Note
You can only query records for which the data source is 
Employee Profile. Other resources, for example Perform
ance Management Form, are not supported.

Upsert Update or insert a single trend record or multiple trend re
cords.

Delete Delete a trend record.

Properties

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

 Note
The required attribute for the following properties are derived from your Succession Data Model.

● name
● description
● source
● module
● attachment1
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Use Cases

For each operation, the following use cases are supported:

Use Case 1: Getting trend data
Sample Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

Description This example shows how to get the first 
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency record.

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency?$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> <feed xml:base="https://<hostname>/odata/v2/">
  <title type="text">TrendData_SysOverallCompetency</title>
  <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TrendData_SysOverallCompetency</id>
  <updated>2019-03-13T07:39:55Z</updated>
  <link rel="self" title="TrendData_SysOverallCompetency" 
href="TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"/>
  <entry>
    <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TrendData_SysOverallCompetency(236044L)</id>
    <title type="text" />
    <updated>2019-03-13T07:39:55Z</updated>
    <author>
        <name />
    </author>
    <link rel="edit" title="TrendData_SysOverallCompetency" 
href="TrendData_SysOverallCompetency(236044L)" />
    <category term="SFOData.TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme" />
    <content type="application/xml">
      <m:properties>
        <d:id m:type="Edm.Int64">236044</d:id>
        <d:min m:type="Edm.Double">1</d:min>
        <d:startDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-09-14T00:00:00</d:startDate>
        <d:module>Self Service</d:module>
        <d:max m:type="Edm.Double">3</d:max>
        <d:source>Live Profile</d:source>
        <d:lastModified m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2019-03-08T08:18:02Z</
d:lastModified>
        <d:description m:null="true" />
        <d:userId>admin</d:userId>
        <d:name m:null="true" />
        <d:label>Meets Expectations</d:label>
        <d:endDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-10-14T00:00:00</d:endDate>
        <d:rating m:type="Edm.Double">2</d:rating>
      </m:properties>
    </content>
  </entry>
</feed> 
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Use Case 2: Inserting a new record

Sample Request

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

Description This example shows how to insert an 
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency record.

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Content-type: application/json

Payload { "__metadata": {
"uri": "TrendData_SysOverallCompetency",
"type": 
"SFOData.TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"
},
  "userId": "admin",
  "endDate": "/Date(1539561599000)/",
  "rating": "2",
  "startDate": "/Date(1536883220000)/"
} 

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> <feed>
  <entry>
    <content type="application/xml">
      <m:properties>
        <d:key>TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/id=236045</d:key>
        <d:status>OK</d:status>
        <d:editStatus>INSERTED</d:editStatus>
        <d:message m:null="true" />
        <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
        <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">201</d:httpCode>
        <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)" />
      </m:properties>
    </content>
  </entry>
</feed> 

Use Case 3: Updating an existing record

Sample Request

Operation Update

HTTP Method PUT
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Description This example shows how to update an 
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency record.

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Content-type: application/json

Payload { "__metadata": {
"uri": "TrendData_SysOverallCompetency",
"type": 
"SFOData.TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"
},
"id": "236045",
  "userId": "admin",
  "endDate": "/Date(1539561599000)/",
  "rating": "3",
  "startDate": "/Date(1536883220000)/"
} 

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> <feed>
  <entry>
    <content type="application/xml">
      <m:properties>
        <d:key>TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/id=236045</d:key>
        <d:status>OK</d:status>
        <d:editStatus>UPDATED</d:editStatus>
        <d:message m:null="true" />
        <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
        <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">204</d:httpCode>
        <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)" />
      </m:properties>
    </content>
  </entry>
</feed> 

Use Case 4: Upserting multiple records

Sample Request

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

Description This example shows how to upsert three 
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency records, where the first 
two are existing and the third one is new.

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/upsert
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>

Content-type: application/json

Payload [{ "__metadata": {
"uri": "TrendData_SysOverallCompetency",
"type": 
"SFOData.TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"
},
"id": "235873",
  "userId": "admin",
  "endDate": "/Date(1539561599000)/",
  "rating": "3",
  "startDate": "/Date(1536883220000)/"
},{
"__metadata": {
"uri": "TrendData_SysOverallCompetency",
"type": 
"SFOData.TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"
},
"id": "236045",
  "userId": "admin",
  "endDate": "/Date(1539561599000)/",
  "rating": "1",
  "startDate": "/Date(1536883220000)/"
},{
"__metadata": {
"uri": "TrendData_SysOverallCompetency",
"type": 
"SFOData.TrendData_SysOverallCompetency"
},
  "userId": "admin",
  "endDate": "/Date(1539561599000)/",
  "rating": "2",
  "startDate": "/Date(1536883220000)/"
}] 

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> <feed>
<entry>
  <content type="application/xml">
    <m:properties>
      <d:key m:null="true" />
      <d:status>ERROR</d:status>
      <d:editStatus m:null="true" />
      <d:message>Failed because the record does not exist or cannot be edit</
d:message>
      <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
      <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">500</d:httpCode>
      <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)" />
    </m:properties>
  </content>
</entry>
<entry>
  <content type="application/xml">
    <m:properties>
      <d:key>TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/id=236045</d:key>
      <d:status>OK</d:status>
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      <d:editStatus>UPDATED</d:editStatus>
      <d:message m:null="true" />
      <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">1</d:index>
      <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">204</d:httpCode>
      <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)" />
    </m:properties>
  </content>
</entry>
<entry>
  <content type="application/xml">
    <m:properties>
      <d:key>TrendData_SysOverallCompetency/id=236046</d:key>
      <d:status>OK</d:status>
      <d:editStatus>INSERTED</d:editStatus>
      <d:message m:null="true" />
      <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">2</d:index>
      <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">201</d:httpCode>
      <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)" />
    </m:properties>
  </content>
</entry>
</feed> 

The first record is failed for following possible reasons: the trend record does not exist, it is not from Live Profile, or 
the user has no permission to update it. The second record is updated successfully. The third record with no id 
means that it is a new record. It is created successfully with new id 236046.

Use Case 5: Deleting trend data
Sample Request

Operation Delete

HTTP Method DELETE

Description This example shows how to delete an 
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency record.

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TrendData_SysOverallCompetency(<id>)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded 
(“user@company:password”)>
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11 Execution Manager

11.1 EMEvent

You can use this entity to upsert an event for a new process or an existing process. For new processes, you can 
upsert the event along with its child entities, EMEventAttribute and EMEventPayload. Once the process is inserted, 
further events for this process can be inserted by only passing the URI identifying the particular process to which 
this event would belong, identified by its composite key.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager Events

Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager Event Payload

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an entity

Insert Create a record

Upsert Create or update a record

Properties

The EMEvent entity holds the properties for a particular event, having associations to EMMonitoredProcess, 
EMEventAttribute and EMEventPayload. EMMonitoredProcess identifies the process to which a set of events 
belong. EMEventAttribute holds a set of attributes for a particular event. EMEventPayload can hold a payload for 
any particular event.

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Case 1: Upserting an event for a new process (along with child entities 
EMEventAttribute and EMEeventPayload)

This is the upsertable/insertable entity. Its child entities can be inserted along with upsert/insert of this entity. For 
every entity EMEvent being upserted/inserted, a process entity EMMonitoredProcess is required. When an event is 
being upserted/inserted for the first time, the process entity has to be passed in an expanded form.

Request
Request Information

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<Hostname>/ odata/v2/EMEvent(14)/
eventPayload?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Content-Type: application/atom+xml;charset=utf-8
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Payload
 Sample Code

<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/
Atom" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/metadata" 
xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">     <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/EMEvent</id>
        <link rel="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/related/process" 
type="application/atom
+xml;type=entry" title="process" 
href="EMEvent/process">
            <m:inline>
                <entry>
                    <id>https://
<hostname>/odata/v2/
EMMonitoredProcess</id>
                    <content 
type="application/xml">
                        
<m:properties>
                            
<d:processType>INTEGRATION</
d:processType>
                            
<d:processInstanceId>1902</
d:processInstanceId>
                            
<d:processInstanceName>User Info</
d:processInstanceName>
                            
<d:moduleName>MODULE_ECT</
d:moduleName>
                            
<d:processDefinitionId>1</
d:processDefinitionId>
                            
<d:processDefinitionName>User</
d:processDefinitionName>
                            
<d:coRelatorId m:null="true" />
                        </
m:properties>
                    </content>
                </entry>
            </m:inline>
        </link>
        <link rel="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/related/
eventAttributes" type="application/
atom+xml;type=feed" 
title="eventAttributes" 
href="EMEvent/eventAttributes">
            <m:inline>
                <feed>
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                    <id>https://
<hostname>/odata/v2/EMEvent/
eventAttributes</id>
                    <entry>
                        <id>https://
<hostname>/odata/v2/
EMEventAttribute</id>
                        <content 
type="application/xml">
                            
<m:properties>
                                
<d:name>frequency</d:name>
                                
<d:value>daily</d:value>
                            </
m:properties>
                        </content>
                    </entry>
                </feed>
            </m:inline>
        </link>
        <link rel="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/related/eventPayload" 
type="application/atom
+xml;type=entry" 
title="eventPayload" href="EMEvent/
eventPayload">
            <m:inline>
                <entry>
                    <id>https://
<hostname>/odata/v2/
EMEventPayload</id>
                    <content 
type="application/xml">
                        
<m:properties>
                            
<d:payload 
m:type="Edm.Binary">R290IHRoZSBmb2xsb
3dpbmcgZGF0YSANCg0KdXNlcklkOnJjaGF1aG
ENCm1hbmFnZXI6IEdheWF0aHJpIEJlbGFwdXJ
rYXINCkZpcnN0IE5hbWU6IFJvb3BhbmcNCkxh
c3QgTmFtZTogQ2hhdWhhbg0KRGl2aXNpb246I
EVuZw0KTG9jYXRpb246IEJhbmdhbG9yZQ==</
d:payload>
                            
<d:type>TEXT</d:type>
                        </
m:properties>
                    </content>
                </entry>
            </m:inline>
        </link>
        <content type="application/
xml">
            <m:properties>
                
<d:eventDescription>Some event 
description related to the event 
name</d:eventDescription>
                
<d:eventName>Appropriate event name</
d:eventName>
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                <d:eventTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-11-1
7T14:09:05.99+05:30</d:eventTime>
                <d:eventType>ERROR</
d:eventType>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices">
    <entry>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:key m:null="true"></d:key>
                <d:status>OK</d:status>
                <d:editStatus>UPSERTED</d:editStatus>
                <d:message>upserted successfully</d:message>
                <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
                <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">200</d:httpCode>
                <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)">
                    <d:element>
                        <d:inlineProperty>eventAttributes</d:inlineProperty>
                        <d:results m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)">
                            <d:element>
                                <d:key m:null="true"></d:key>
                                <d:status>OK</d:status>
                                <d:editStatus>UPSERTED</d:editStatus>
                                <d:message>upserted successfully</d:message>
                                <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
                                <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">200</d:httpCode>
                                <d:inlineResults 
m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)"></d:inlineResults>
                            </d:element>
                        </d:results>
                    </d:element>
                    <d:element>
                        <d:inlineProperty>eventPayload</d:inlineProperty>
                        <d:results m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)">
                            <d:element>
                                <d:key m:null="true"></d:key>
                                <d:status>OK</d:status>
                                <d:editStatus>UPSERTED</d:editStatus>
                                <d:message>upserted successfully</d:message>
                                <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
                                <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">200</d:httpCode>
                                <d:inlineResults 
m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)"></d:inlineResults>
                            </d:element>
                        </d:results>
                    </d:element>
                    <d:element>
                        <d:inlineProperty>process</d:inlineProperty>
                        <d:results m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)">
                            <d:element>
                                <d:key m:null="true"></d:key>
                                <d:status>OK</d:status>
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                                <d:editStatus>UPSERTED</d:editStatus>
                                <d:message>upserted successfully</d:message>
                                <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
                                <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">200</d:httpCode>
                                <d:inlineResults 
m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)"></d:inlineResults>
                            </d:element>
                        </d:results>
                    </d:element>
                </d:inlineResults>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

Use Case 2: Upserting an event which is associated with an existing process 
entity

The process can now be passed as a URI, identified by its composite key, as shown in this example:

Request
Request Information

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<Hostname>/ odata/v2/EMEvent(14)/
eventPayload?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Content-Type: application/atom+xml;charset=utf-8
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Payload
 Sample Code

<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/
Atom" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/metadata" 
xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">     <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/EMEvent</id>
        <link rel="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/related/process" 
type="application/atom
+xml;type=entry" title="process" 
href="EMMonitoredProcess(processType=
'INTEGRATION',processInstanceId='1',p
rocessDefinitionId='1')" 
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/
Atom"></link>
        <content type="application/
xml">
            <m:properties>
                
<d:eventDescription>Event 
description for second event for the 
same process which was upserted in 
the previous example</
d:eventDescription>
                
<d:eventName>Appropriate event name</
d:eventName>
                <d:eventTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-06-0
3T14:09:15.99+05:30</d:eventTime>
                <d:eventType>INFO</
d:eventType>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices">
    <entry>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:key m:null="true"></d:key>
                <d:status>OK</d:status>
                <d:editStatus>UPSERTED</d:editStatus>
                <d:message>upserted successfully</d:message>
                <d:index m:type="Edm.Int32">0</d:index>
                <d:httpCode m:type="Edm.Int32">200</d:httpCode>
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                <d:inlineResults m:type="Bag(SFOData.UpsertResult)"></
d:inlineResults>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

Additional Information

Error Messages

Error Message Number Description

1 EMMonitoredProcess entity is either missing or the process 
doesn't exist for the sent Process URI. A valid process entity 
must be provided for every EMEvent.

2 <enumValue> " is not a valid value for " <enumName>

Related Information

EMEventAttribute [page 253]
EMEventPayload [page 255]
EMMonitoredProcess [page 258]
Retrieving Metadata [page 36]

11.2 EMEventAttribute

You can use this entity to get a list of attributes associated with an event. The attributes are key-value pairs for any 
particular event. The key for an event entity EMEvent is its eventId, which is generated when an event is processed 
and inserted into the database table. The event is identified by its eventId.

This entity is used to get a list of attributes associated with an event. The attributes are key-value pairs for any 
particular event.
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Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager 

Events

Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager Event 

Payload

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an entity

Properties

The EMEvent entity holds the properties for a particular event, having associations to EMMonitoredProcess, 
EMEventAttribute, and EMEventPayload. EMEventAttribute holds a set of attributes for a particular event.

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Query eventAttributes for any event

 Note
The key for an event entity EMEvent is its eventId, which is generated when an event is processed and inserted 
into the database table. The event is identified by its eventId. In the example request below, the eventId=14, 
which identifies an event with eventId=14 and sends the payload for that event in the response.

Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/EMEvent(14)/
eventAttributes?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/EMEventAttribute(23L)",
          "type": "SFOData.EMEventAttribute"
        },
        "id": "23",
        "name": "userId",
        "value": "5"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/EMEventAttribute(24L)",
          "type": "SFOData.EMEventAttribute"
        },
        "id": "24",
        "name": "division",
        "value": "1"
      }
    ]
  } }

Additional Information

The EMEventAttribute entity is a child entity. The EMEvent entity is its parent entity.

Related Information

EMEvent [page 246]
Retrieving Metadata [page 36]

11.3 EMEventPayload

Any data which is specific to an event and cannot be represented as a key-value pair is stored in this entity. The 
payload can contain any additional data related to the event. For example, it could be an XML file that is being 
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processed, or it could be a JSON representation of the object that is being processed, or, in the case of an error 
event, it could even be a binary file or stack trace. Payload data is only meant for viewing. It cannot be used for 
filtering events or defining any criteria for applying actions.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager 

Events

Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager Event 

Payload

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an entity

Properties

The EMEvent entity holds the properties for a particular event, having associations to EMMonitoredProcess, 
EMEventAttribute, and EMEventPayload. EMEventPayload can hold a payload for any particular event.

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case: Query eventPayload for any event

 Note
The key for an event entity EMEvent is its eventId, which is generated when an event is processed and inserted 
into the database table. The event is identified by its eventId. In the example request below, the eventId=14, 
which identifies an event with eventId=14 and sends the payload for that event in the response.
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Request
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/ odata/v2/EMEvent(14)/
eventPayload?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/EMEventPayload(13L)",
      "type": "SFOData.EMEventPayload"
    },
    "id": "13",
    "payload": 
"R290IHRoZSBmb2xsb3dpbmcgZGF0YSANCg0KdXNlcklkOnJjaGF1aGENCm1hbmFnZXI6IEdheWF0\r
\naHJpIEJlbGFwdXJrYXINCkZpcnN0IE5hbWU6IFJvb3BhbmcNCkxhc3QgTmFtZTogQ2hhdWhhbg0K\r
\nRGl2aXNpb246IEVuZw0KTG9jYXRpb246IEJhbmdhbG9yZQ==\r\n",
    "type": "TEXT"
  } }

Additional Information

The EMEventPayload entity is a child entity. The EMEvent entity is its parent entity.

Related Information

EMEvent [page 246]
Retrieving Metadata [page 36]
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11.4 EMMonitoredProcess

You can use this entity to identify information about a process being logged in Execution Manager. Many events can 
correspond to a single process. This entity has a composite key, comprising: processType, processDefinitionId and 
processInstanceId. This entity is not upserted/inserted separately, but along with the first event associated with it.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager 

Events

Admin Center Permissions Read Execution Manager Event 

Payload

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an entity

Properties

The EMEvent entity holds the properties for a particular event, having associations to EMMonitoredProcess, 
EMEventAttribute and EMEventPayload. EMMonitoredProcess identifies the process to which a set of events 
belong.

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Case: Identify a process for an event

 Note
The key for an event entity EMEvent is its eventId, which is generated when an event is processed and inserted 
into the database table. The event is identified by its eventId. In the example request below, the eventId=14, 
which identifies an event with eventId=14 and sends the payload for that event in the response.

Request

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
EMMonitoredProcess(processType=<processTyp
e>,processDefinitionId=<process Definition 
Id>, processInstanceId=<process instance 
id>)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
EMMonitoredProcess(processDefinitionId='API_check',processInstanceId='1594544',pr
ocessType='SCHEDULED_JOB')",
      "type": "SFOData.EMMonitoredProcess"
    },
    "processType": "SCHEDULED_JOB",
    "processInstanceId": "1594544",
    "processDefinitionId": "API_check",
    "hasErrors": null,
    "processInstanceName": "API_checkin",
    "lastEventTime": "/Date(1479184572110+0000)/",
    "moduleName": null,
    "hasWarnings": null,
    "firstEventTime": "/Date(1479184572110+0000)/",
    "monitoredProcessId": "1262",
    "processDefinitionName": "API_Checking",
    "coRelatorId": "1",
    "processState": "UNKNOWN"
  } }

 Note
The following properties are derived and do not need to be passed when upserting/inserting an event 
(EMEvent) along with its process (EMMonitoredProcess):
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● processState
● firstEventTime
● lastEventTime

Additional Information

The EMMonitoredProcess entity is a child entity. The EMEvent entity is its parent entity.

Related Information

EMEvent [page 246]
Retrieving Metadata [page 36]
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12 Job Profile Builder

12.1 CompetencyEntity

This entity is a basic library that describes employee competencies, both physical and intellectual. It is mapped to a 
job role or job family. As of 1705 this will be an MDF entity.

Permissions

Permission Model Configuration

Role-based Go to Admin Tools Manage Permission Roles all_perm

Permission Manage Job Profile Builder Manage Job 

Profiles Content . Select View.

You can get detailed information about the entity properties and supported operations from the OData API 
dictionary or by exposing the entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/
odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?$format=json.

Use Cases

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
CompetencyEntity(externalCode='6666')?&
$format=json&
$select=externalCode,name_en_US,libName_en
_US,category_en_US,description_en_US&
$format=json&
$select=externalCode,name_en_US,libName_en
_US,category_en_US,description_en_US

Queries competency whose externalCode equals to 6666. The 
return data will only include en_US translation values.

/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity?&$format=json Queries all competencies.

Use Case: Retrieving data about a specific competency

Operation: Query
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Method: Post

Authorization: Basic

Request: https://<hostname.com/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity(‘XYZ’)?$format=JSON

Response

 Sample Code
Extract from response

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')",
      "type": "SFOData.CompetencyEntity"
    },
    "externalCode": "XYZ",
    "category_it_IT": null,
    "name_da_DK": null,
    "category_pl_PL": null,
    "libName_nl_NL": null,
    "category_ko_KR": null,
    "libName_en_GB": "Test Comptency Lib US",
    "name_defaultValue": "Test ECT-59632 - Competeny Id Test US1",
    "description_ko_KR": null,
    "name_fr_FR": null,
    "category_defaultValue": "Test Competency Category US1",
    "name_es_MX": null,
    "name_it_IT": null,
    "name_pl_PL": null,
    "IsCollection": null,
    "description_defaultValue": null,
    "name_fi_FI": null,
    "description_da_DK": null,
    "name_en_RTL": null,
    "category_nl_NL": null,
    "libName_defaultValue": "Test Comptency Lib US1",
    "category_de_DE": null,
    "description_localized": null,
    "libName_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "name_es_ES": null,
    "description_en_GB": null,
    "libName_zh_TW": null,
    "libName_zh_CN": null,
    "name_zh_TW": null,
    "category_da_DK": null,
    "description_zh_TW": null,
    "libName_en_US": "Test Comptency Lib US1",
    "name_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "category_en_GB": "Test Competency Category US",
    "libName_es_MX": null,
    "description_zh_CN": null,
    "name_ko_KR": null,
    "description_en_RTL": null,
    "description_de_DE": null,
    "libName_en_RTL": null,
    "name_ja_JP": null,
    "category_en_US": "Test Competency Category US1",
    "libName_fr_FR": null,
    "libName_localized": "Test Comptency Lib US1",
    "description_fi_FI": null,
    "libName_fi_FI": null,
    "category_es_MX": null,
    "name_en_US": "Test Competeny Id Test US1",
    "description_fr_FR": null,
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    "description_en_US": null,
    "status": "A",
    "description_es_MX": null,
    "name_zh_CN": null,
    "category_ja_JP": null,
    "description_ja_JP": null,
    "libName_de_DE": null,
    "name_en_GB": "Test Competeny Id Test US",
    "subModule": null,
    "description_it_IT": null,
    "libName_ja_JP": null,
    "libName_ko_KR": null,
    "category_zh_CN": null,
    "description_es_ES": null,
    "name_localized": "Test Competeny Id Test US1",
    "category_zh_TW": null,
    "libName_pl_PL": null,
    "category_en_RTL": null,
    "category_fr_FR": null,
    "name_nl_NL": null,
    "category_es_ES": null,
    "libName_it_IT": null,
    "description_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "libName_es_ES": null,
    "description_nl_NL": null,
    "name_de_DE": null,
    "category_localized": "Test Competency Category US1",
    "core": true,
    "category_fi_FI": null,
    "libName_da_DK": null,
    "description_pl_PL": null,
    "category_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "descriptionTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
descriptionTranslationTextNav"
      }
    },
    "categoryTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
categoryTranslationTextNav"
      }
    },
    "competencyTypes": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
competencyTypes"
      }
    },
    "statusNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
statusNav"
      }
    },
    "childCompetencies": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
childCompetencies"
      }
    },
    "libNameTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
libNameTranslationTextNav"
      }
    },
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    "wfRequestNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
wfRequestNav"
      }
    },
    "nameTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
nameTranslationTextNav"
      }
    }
  } }

Upsert: CompetencyEntity with IsCollection attribute

Operation: Upsert

Method: Post

Content-Type: application/json;charset=utf-8

Form Encoding: Application/json

Request: https://<hostname>.com/odata/v2/upsert

Payload Info:

 Sample Code

{ "__metadata": {
"uri": "CompetencyEntity"
},
"name_en_US": "competencytest3",
"libName_en_US" :"lib1",
"category_en_US": "cat1",
"IsCollection": true
} 

Upsert: CompetencyEntity with Associations

Operation: Upsert

Method: Post

Content-Type: application/json;charset=utf-8

Form Encoding: Application/json

Request: https://<hostname>.com/odata/v2/upsert

Payload Info:
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 Sample Code

{ "__metadata": {
"uri": "CompetencyEntity"
},
"name_en_US": "competencytest4",
"libName_en_US" :"lib1",
"category_en_US": "cat1",
"IsCollection": true,
"status": "A",
        "childCompetencies":[
        {
        "__metadata": {
            "type": "SFOData.CompetencyEntity",
            "uri": "https://192.168.2.128::443/odata/v2/
CompetencyEntity('1000573')"
        },
        "name_en_US": "competencytest3",
        "libName_en_US": "lib1",
        "category_en_US": "cat1",
        "IsCollection": true
    }
    ],
            "competencyTypes": [
            {
        "__metadata": {
            "type": "SFOData.CompetencyType", 

12.1.1  CompetencyEntity: Metadata

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https:<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/Entity('CompetencyEntity')",
      "type": "SFOData.Entity"
    },
    "path": "CompetencyEntity",
    "insertable": true,
    "keyProperties": {
      "results": [
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": true,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "externalCode"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "GUID"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "externalCode",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/externalCode",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        }
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      ]
    },
    "upsertable": true,
    "nonNavigationProperties": {
      "results": [
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
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          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_ja_JP",
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          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
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          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
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          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Core"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Core"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "core",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/core",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "bool",
            "path": "bool"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "createdBy"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "createdBy",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/createdBy",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
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              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "createdDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Added"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "createdDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/createdDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
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          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "createdDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Added"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "createdDateTime",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/createdDateTime",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetimeoffset",
            "path": "datetimeoffset"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
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          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_fr_FR",
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          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
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          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
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          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "effectiveEndDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/effectiveEndDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
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              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "effectiveStartDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/effectiveStartDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
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          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": true,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "externalCode"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "GUID"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "externalCode",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/externalCode",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "isCollection"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "isCollection",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/isCollection",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "bool",
            "path": "bool"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "lastModifiedBy",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedBy",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedDate"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "lastModifiedDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "lastModifiedDateTime",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedDateTime",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetimeoffset",
            "path": "datetimeoffset"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "lastModifiedDateWithTZ",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedDateWithTZ",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetimeoffset",
            "path": "datetimeoffset"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
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          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_en_DEBUG",
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          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
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          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
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          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
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              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
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          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemEntityId",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemEntityId",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemObjectType",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemObjectType",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemRecordId",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemRecordId",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatus",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemRecordStatus",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "mdfSystemVersionId",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemVersionId",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "long",
            "path": "long"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
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          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_de_DE",
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          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
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          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
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          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
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              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
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          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Status"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Status"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "status",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/status",
          "precision": null,
          "required": true,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "subModule"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "subModule"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "subModule",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/subModule",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "transactionSequence",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/transactionSequence",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "long",
            "path": "long"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        }
      ]
    },
    "name": "CompetencyEntity",
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    "updatable": true,
    "deletable": true,
    "properties": {
      "results": [
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/behaviors",
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                }
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              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "behaviors",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/behaviors",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
categoryTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "categoryTranslationTextNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/categoryTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
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          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_fr_CA",
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          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
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          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
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          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "category_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/category_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/competencies",
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
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              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "competencies",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/competencies",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
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          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/competencyTypes",
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "competencyTypes"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "competencyTypes",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/competencyTypes",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Core"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Core"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Core"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "core",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/core",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "bool",
            "path": "bool"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "createdBy"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "createdBy"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "createdBy",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/createdBy",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "createdDate"
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                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Added"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "createdDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/createdDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
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        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "createdDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Added"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Added"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
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          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "createdDateTime",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/createdDateTime",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetimeoffset",
            "path": "datetimeoffset"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
descriptionTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "descriptionTranslationTextNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/descriptionTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
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          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_en_DEBUG",
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          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
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          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
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          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
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            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
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            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
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                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 4000,
          "name": "description_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/description_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
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                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "effectiveEndDate"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "effectiveEndDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/effectiveEndDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
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          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "effectiveStartDate"
                }
              ]
            },
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            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "effectiveStartDate",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/effectiveStartDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": true,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "externalCode"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
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                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "GUID"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "GUID"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 128,
          "name": "externalCode",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/externalCode",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
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                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "isCollection"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "isCollection",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/isCollection",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "bool",
            "path": "bool"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
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                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "lastModifiedBy",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedBy",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
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          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": "Date",
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "lastModifiedDate",
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          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedDate",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetime",
            "path": "datetime"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
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                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "lastModifiedDateTime",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedDateTime",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetimeoffset",
            "path": "datetimeoffset"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
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                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Last Modified"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "lastModifiedDateWithTZ",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/lastModifiedDateWithTZ",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "datetimeoffset",
            "path": "datetimeoffset"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
libNameTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "libNameTranslationTextNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libNameTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
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          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
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          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
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          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
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            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
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                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
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          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
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            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
          "name": "libName_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
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          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 64,
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          "name": "libName_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libName_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemEntityId"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemEntityId",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemEntityId",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemObjectType"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemObjectType",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemObjectType",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordId"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemRecordId",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemRecordId",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
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          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatus",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemRecordStatus",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
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          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemVersionId"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "mdfSystemVersionId",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemVersionId",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "long",
            "path": "long"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
nameTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "nameTranslationTextNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/nameTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
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          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_de_DE",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_de_DE",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
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          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_defaultValue",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_defaultValue",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_en_DEBUG",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_en_DEBUG",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_en_GB",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_en_GB",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
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                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_en_US",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_en_US",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
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          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
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              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_es_ES",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_es_ES",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_fr_CA",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_fr_CA",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_fr_FR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_fr_FR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_ja_JP",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_ja_JP",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
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        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
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          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_ko_KR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_ko_KR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_localized",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_localized",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_nl_NL",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_nl_NL",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_pt_BR",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_pt_BR",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
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          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 2048,
          "name": "name_zh_CN",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/name_zh_CN",
          "precision": null,
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          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Status"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "status",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/status",
          "precision": null,
          "required": true,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Status"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "statusNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/statusNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "subModule"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "subModule"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": 255,
          "name": "subModule",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/subModule",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
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          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "transactionSequence"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "transactionSequence",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/transactionSequence",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
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          "type": {
            "name": "long",
            "path": "long"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": null,
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "wfRequestNav",
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/wfRequestNav",
          "precision": null,
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        }
      ]
    },
    "effectiveDated": false,
    "navigationProperties": {
      "results": [
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/behaviors",
          "filterable": true,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "behaviors_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Behaviors"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "behaviors",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/behaviors",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "behaviors_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "behaviors_of_CompetencyEntity/asso_behaviors",
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              "role": "asso_behaviors"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "behaviors_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "behaviors_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "behaviors_of_CompetencyEntity/asso_behaviors",
            "role": "asso_behaviors"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
categoryTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "categoryTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
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                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Category"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Category"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "categoryTranslationTextNav",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/categoryTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "categoryTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "categoryTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
categoryTranslationTextNav",
              "role": "categoryTranslationTextNav"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "categoryTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "categoryTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
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          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "categoryTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
categoryTranslationTextNav",
            "role": "categoryTranslationTextNav"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/competencies",
          "filterable": true,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "competencies_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
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                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Child Competencies"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "competencies",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/competencies",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "competencies_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "competencies_of_CompetencyEntity/asso_competencies",
              "role": "asso_competencies"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "competencies_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "competencies_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
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            "path": "competencies_of_CompetencyEntity/asso_competencies",
            "role": "asso_competencies"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/competencyTypes",
          "filterable": true,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "competencyTypes_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "competencyTypes"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
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                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competencies Types"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "competencyTypes",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/competencyTypes",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "competencyTypes_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "competencyTypes_of_CompetencyEntity/asso_competencyTypes",
              "role": "asso_competencyTypes"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "competencyTypes_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "competencyTypes_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "competencyTypes_of_CompetencyEntity/asso_competencyTypes",
            "role": "asso_competencyTypes"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
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        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
descriptionTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "descriptionTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
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                  "value": "Description"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Description"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "descriptionTranslationTextNav",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/descriptionTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "descriptionTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "descriptionTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
descriptionTranslationTextNav",
              "role": "descriptionTranslationTextNav"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "descriptionTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "descriptionTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "descriptionTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
descriptionTranslationTextNav",
            "role": "descriptionTranslationTextNav"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
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          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
libNameTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "libNameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "libName"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Library"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Library"
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                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "libNameTranslationTextNav",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/libNameTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "libNameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "libNameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
libNameTranslationTextNav",
              "role": "libNameTranslationTextNav"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "libNameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "libNameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "libNameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
libNameTranslationTextNav",
            "role": "libNameTranslationTextNav"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
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            },
            "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
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          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
              "role": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
            "role": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": "CompetencyEntityPermissionsNav/
nameTranslationTextNav",
          "filterable": false,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
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          "insertable": true,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Competency Name"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "nameTranslationTextNav",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/nameTranslationTextNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
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              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
nameTranslationTextNav",
              "role": "nameTranslationTextNav"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyEntity/
nameTranslationTextNav",
            "role": "nameTranslationTextNav"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": true,
          "upsertable": true,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": false,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "statusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": {
            "labels": {
              "results": [
                {
                  "key": "default",
                  "value": "status"
                },
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                {
                  "key": "zh_CN",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_GB",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_DEBUG",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "pt_BR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "en_US",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ja_JP",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_CA",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "es_ES",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "ko_KR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "de_DE",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "fr_FR",
                  "value": "Status"
                },
                {
                  "key": "nl_NL",
                  "value": "Status"
                }
              ]
            },
            "mimeType": "text/plain"
          },
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "statusNav",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/statusNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "statusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
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              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "statusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/statusNav",
              "role": "statusNav"
            },
            "insertable": true,
            "name": "statusNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "path": "statusNav_of_CompetencyEntity",
            "updatable": true,
            "upsertable": true
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": false,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "statusNav_of_CompetencyEntity/statusNav",
            "role": "statusNav"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        },
        {
          "aggregationRole": null,
          "businessKey": false,
          "defaultValue": null,
          "displayFormat": null,
          "fieldControl": null,
          "filterable": true,
          "fromRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "ONE",
              "symbolString": "1"
            },
            "path": "CompetencyEntity_WfRequest/CompetencyEntity",
            "role": "CompetencyEntity"
          },
          "id": false,
          "insertable": false,
          "label": null,
          "maxLength": null,
          "name": "wfRequestNav",
          "navigateToPojo": false,
          "path": "CompetencyEntity/wfRequestNav",
          "precision": null,
          "relationship": {
            "deletable": true,
            "end1": {
              "multiplicity": {
                "name": "ONE",
                "symbolString": "1"
              },
              "path": "CompetencyEntity_WfRequest/CompetencyEntity",
              "role": "CompetencyEntity"
            },
            "end2": {
              "multiplicity": {
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                "name": "MANY",
                "symbolString": "*"
              },
              "path": "CompetencyEntity_WfRequest/WfRequest",
              "role": "WfRequest"
            },
            "insertable": false,
            "name": "CompetencyEntity_WfRequest",
            "path": "CompetencyEntity_WfRequest",
            "updatable": false,
            "upsertable": false
          },
          "required": false,
          "scale": null,
          "semantics": null,
          "sortable": true,
          "toRole": {
            "multiplicity": {
              "name": "MANY",
              "symbolString": "*"
            },
            "path": "CompetencyEntity_WfRequest/WfRequest",
            "role": "WfRequest"
          },
          "type": {
            "name": "string",
            "path": "string"
          },
          "updatable": false,
          "upsertable": false,
          "viewable": true
        }
      ]
    }
  } }

12.1.2  Competency Entity Object Modeling

To support the organization of JPB competencies, CompetencyType is introduced and the ComptencyEntity now 
has the Boolean attribute IsCollection, a new composition child with CompetencyType object, and a new 
composition child object with CompetencyEntity (self-reference).

The underlying architecture is as follows:

● The CompetencyType is an MDF child entity for the CompetencyEntity
● To derive the competency types relating to the Competency object, CompetencyType has the fields ID and 

Name
● To derive the child competency entity pertaining to Competency object, the CompetencyEntity has the 

“IsCollection” Boolean attribute

This figure illustrates the above relationship.
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Underlying Architecture of Competency Entity Object Modeling

12.2 CompetencyType

This entity is used as a 1:n association in CompetencyEntity and enables the association of competency types to 
the CompetencyEntity making it possible to organize competencies in the Job Profile Builder.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties and supported operations from the OData API 
dictionary or by exposing the entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/
odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?$format=json.

Use Case: Retrieve List of CompetencyType Entities (from a created generic 
object using OData API)

Request Information

Operation Query
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CompetencyType?
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Extract from response

Response: {
  "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ CompetencyType(6746L)",
          "type": "SFOData. CompetencyType"
        },
        "ID": "6746",
        "name": "CompetencyType1",
        "wfRequestNav": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/CompetencyType(6746L)/
wfRequestNav"
          }
        }
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/CompetencyType(6747L)",
          "type": "SFOData.CompetencyType"
        },
        "ID": "6747",
        "name": "CompetencyType2",
        "wfRequestNav": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/CompetencyType(6747L)/
wfRequestNav"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Use Case: Retrieve a Specific CompetencyType entity (from a created generic 
object using OData API)

Request Information

Operation Query

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CompetencyType(‘6747’)?$format=JSON
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Extract from response

Response: {
  "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/CompetencyType(6747L)",
      "type": "SFOData.CompetencyType"
    },
    "ID": "6747",
    "name": "CompetencyType2",
    "wfRequestNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CompetencyType(6747L)/wfRequestNav"
      }
    }
  }
} 

Use Case: Upsert CompetencyType Entity Data

Request Information

Operation Upsert

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Content Type: application/json; charset=utf=8

Payload {

"__metadata": {

"uri": "CompetencyType"

},

"name": "competencyType3"

}

Form Encoding Application/json
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Related Information

Organizing Job Profile Builder Competencies [page 566]
CompetencyEntity [page 261]

12.2.1  CompetencyType: Metadata

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('CompetencyType')",
            "type": "SFOData.Entity"
        },
        "path": "CompetencyType",
        "insertable": true,
        "keyProperties": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": true,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
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                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "GUID",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/GUID",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "long",
                        "path": "long"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                }
            ]
        },
        "upsertable": true,
        "nonNavigationProperties": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": true,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "GUID",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/GUID",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "long",
                        "path": "long"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
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                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "createdBy",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/createdBy",
                    "precision": null,
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                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "createdDateTime",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/createdDateTime",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "datetimeoffset",
                        "path": "datetimeoffset"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "lastModifiedBy",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/lastModifiedBy",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "lastModifiedDateTime",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/lastModifiedDateTime",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "datetimeoffset",
                        "path": "datetimeoffset"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
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                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatus",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/mdfSystemRecordStatus",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
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                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_de_DE",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_de_DE",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_defaultValue",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_defaultValue",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_en_DEBUG",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_en_DEBUG",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
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                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_en_GB",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_en_GB",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
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                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
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                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_en_US",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_en_US",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_es_ES",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_es_ES",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_fr_CA",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_fr_CA",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_fr_FR",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_fr_FR",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
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                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
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                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_ja_JP",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_ja_JP",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_ko_KR",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_ko_KR",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": false,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_localized",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_localized",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": false,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_nl_NL",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_nl_NL",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
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                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_pt_BR",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_pt_BR",
                    "precision": null,
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                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_zh_CN",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_zh_CN",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                }
            ]
        },
        "name": "CompetencyType",
        "updatable": true,
        "deletable": true,
        "properties": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": true,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
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                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "GUID"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "GUID",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/GUID",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "long",
                        "path": "long"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
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                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "createdBy"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "createdBy",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/createdBy",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
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                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "createdDate"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
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                    "name": "createdDateTime",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/createdDateTime",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "datetimeoffset",
                        "path": "datetimeoffset"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
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                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedBy"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "lastModifiedBy",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/lastModifiedBy",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
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                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "lastModifiedDate"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "lastModifiedDateTime",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/lastModifiedDateTime",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "datetimeoffset",
                        "path": "datetimeoffset"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
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                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatus",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/mdfSystemRecordStatus",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
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                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": false,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
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                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": false,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": "CompetencyTypePermissionsNav/
nameTranslationTextNav",
                    "filterable": false,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "nameTranslationTextNav",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/nameTranslationTextNav",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": false,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_de_DE",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_de_DE",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_defaultValue",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_defaultValue",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
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                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_en_DEBUG",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_en_DEBUG",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
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                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_en_GB",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_en_GB",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_en_US",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_en_US",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_es_ES",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_es_ES",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
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                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_fr_CA",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_fr_CA",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
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                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
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                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_fr_FR",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_fr_FR",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_ja_JP",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_ja_JP",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_ko_KR",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_ko_KR",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": false,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_localized",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_localized",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": false,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
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                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
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                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_nl_NL",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_nl_NL",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_pt_BR",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_pt_BR",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": 255,
                    "name": "name_zh_CN",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/name_zh_CN",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": null,
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "wfRequestNav",
                    "path": "CompetencyType/wfRequestNav",
                    "precision": null,
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
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                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                }
            ]
        },
        "effectiveDated": false,
        "navigationProperties": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": false,
                    "fromRole": {
                        "multiplicity": {
                            "name": "MANY",
                            "symbolString": "*"
                        },
                        "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyType/
CompetencyType",
                        "role": "CompetencyType"
                    },
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
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                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "mdfSystemRecordStatus"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
                    "navigateToPojo": false,
                    "path": "CompetencyType/mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
                    "precision": null,
                    "relationship": {
                        "deletable": true,
                        "end1": {
                            "multiplicity": {
                                "name": "MANY",
                                "symbolString": "*"
                            },
                            "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyType/
CompetencyType",
                            "role": "CompetencyType"
                        },
                        "end2": {
                            "multiplicity": {
                                "name": "ONE",
                                "symbolString": "1"
                            },
                            "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyType/
mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
                            "role": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
                        },
                        "insertable": true,
                        "name": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyType",
                        "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyType",
                        "updatable": true,
                        "upsertable": true
                    },
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": false,
                    "toRole": {
                        "multiplicity": {
                            "name": "ONE",
                            "symbolString": "1"
                        },
                        "path": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav_of_CompetencyType/
mdfSystemRecordStatusNav",
                        "role": "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
                    },
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
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                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": "CompetencyTypePermissionsNav/
nameTranslationTextNav",
                    "filterable": false,
                    "fromRole": {
                        "multiplicity": {
                            "name": "ONE",
                            "symbolString": "1"
                        },
                        "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyType/
CompetencyType",
                        "role": "CompetencyType"
                    },
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": true,
                    "label": {
                        "labels": {
                            "results": [
                                {
                                    "key": "default",
                                    "value": "name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "zh_CN",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_GB",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_DEBUG",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "pt_BR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "en_US",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ja_JP",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_CA",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "es_ES",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "ko_KR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "de_DE",
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                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "fr_FR",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                },
                                {
                                    "key": "nl_NL",
                                    "value": "Competency Type Name"
                                }
                            ]
                        },
                        "mimeType": "text/plain"
                    },
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "nameTranslationTextNav",
                    "navigateToPojo": false,
                    "path": "CompetencyType/nameTranslationTextNav",
                    "precision": null,
                    "relationship": {
                        "deletable": true,
                        "end1": {
                            "multiplicity": {
                                "name": "ONE",
                                "symbolString": "1"
                            },
                            "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyType/
CompetencyType",
                            "role": "CompetencyType"
                        },
                        "end2": {
                            "multiplicity": {
                                "name": "MANY",
                                "symbolString": "*"
                            },
                            "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyType/
nameTranslationTextNav",
                            "role": "nameTranslationTextNav"
                        },
                        "insertable": true,
                        "name": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyType",
                        "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyType",
                        "updatable": true,
                        "upsertable": true
                    },
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": false,
                    "toRole": {
                        "multiplicity": {
                            "name": "MANY",
                            "symbolString": "*"
                        },
                        "path": "nameTranslationTextNav_of_CompetencyType/
nameTranslationTextNav",
                        "role": "nameTranslationTextNav"
                    },
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": true,
                    "upsertable": true,
                    "viewable": true
                },
                {
                    "aggregationRole": null,
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                    "businessKey": false,
                    "defaultValue": null,
                    "displayFormat": null,
                    "fieldControl": null,
                    "filterable": true,
                    "fromRole": {
                        "multiplicity": {
                            "name": "ONE",
                            "symbolString": "1"
                        },
                        "path": "CompetencyType_WfRequest/CompetencyType",
                        "role": "CompetencyType"
                    },
                    "id": false,
                    "insertable": false,
                    "label": null,
                    "maxLength": null,
                    "name": "wfRequestNav",
                    "navigateToPojo": false,
                    "path": "CompetencyType/wfRequestNav",
                    "precision": null,
                    "relationship": {
                        "deletable": true,
                        "end1": {
                            "multiplicity": {
                                "name": "ONE",
                                "symbolString": "1"
                            },
                            "path": "CompetencyType_WfRequest/CompetencyType",
                            "role": "CompetencyType"
                        },
                        "end2": {
                            "multiplicity": {
                                "name": "MANY",
                                "symbolString": "*"
                            },
                            "path": "CompetencyType_WfRequest/WfRequest",
                            "role": "WfRequest"
                        },
                        "insertable": false,
                        "name": "CompetencyType_WfRequest",
                        "path": "CompetencyType_WfRequest",
                        "updatable": false,
                        "upsertable": false
                    },
                    "required": false,
                    "scale": null,
                    "semantics": null,
                    "sortable": true,
                    "toRole": {
                        "multiplicity": {
                            "name": "MANY",
                            "symbolString": "*"
                        },
                        "path": "CompetencyType_WfRequest/WfRequest",
                        "role": "WfRequest"
                    },
                    "type": {
                        "name": "string",
                        "path": "string"
                    },
                    "updatable": false,
                    "upsertable": false,
                    "viewable": true
                }
            ]
        }
    } 
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}

12.3 WorkerCompetency (Beta)

This entity defines the competencies that are assigned to an employee.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Case 1: Retrieving the top worker competency entity data from a 
generically created object

Operation Query

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetency/?$format=JSON&$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

HTTP Method GET

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/WorkerCompetency('1010388')",
          "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetency"
        },
        "externalCode": "1010388",
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "status": "A",
        "userId": "rmcdonald1",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490117585000+0000)/",
        "competency": "201510915",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490117585000+0000)/",
        "subModule": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N"
      }
    ]
  }
} 
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Use Case 2: Retrieving specific worker competency entity data from created 
generic object

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetency/(‘<External Code>’)?
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/WorkerCompetency('1010392')",
      "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetency"
    },
    "externalCode": "1010392",
    "createdBy": "cgrant1",
    "status": "A",
    "userId": "rmcdonald1",
    "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
    "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490207194000+0000)/",
    "competency": "1009420",
    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490207194000+0000)/",
    "subModule": null,
    "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N"
  }
} 

Use Case 3: Retrieving top 2 worker competencies data for a specified user ID

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetency/?$format=JSON&
$filter=UserId eq '<user id>'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response
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 Sample Code

{{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/WorkerCompetency('1010394')",
          "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetency"
        },
        "externalCode": "1010394",
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "status": "A",
        "userId": "npella1",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490216370000+0000)/",
        "competency": "1007929",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490216370000+0000)/",
        "subModule": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/WorkerCompetency('1010396')",
          "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetency"
        },
        "externalCode": "1010396",
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "status": "A",
        "userId": "npella1",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490216689000+0000)/",
        "competency": "1007929",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490216689000+0000)/",
        "subModule": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N"
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Use Case 4: Upsert worker competencies data 

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{ "__metadata": {
"uri": "WorkerCompetency"
},
"competency": "201918938",
"userId": "npella1"
} 

Form Encoding Application/json

Additional Information

The navigation property Competency navigates to the Compentency entity.

12.3.1  WorkerCompetencyAssessment (Beta)

This entity is used for user assignment and assessments in the Job Profile Builder framework; it gives you the 
ability to store all assigned competencies and assessments in the competency framework.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Case 1: Retrieving worker competency assessment entity data (from a 
generically created object)

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URL http://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment?$format=json&
$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

 Sample Code
Response

{
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     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4862L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetencyAssessment"
                },
                "assessmentId": "4862",
                "name_da_DK": null,
                "name_sv_SE": null,
                "assessmentSource_en_GB": null,
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490316379000+0000)/",
                "assessmentSource_ru_RU": null,
                "assessmentSource_tl_PH": null,
                "assessmentSource_localized": "CAMS",
                "name_defaultValue": "WCA_1010431",
                "workerCompetency": "1010431",
                "name_pt_PT": null,
                "name_it_IT": null,
                "assessmentSource_es_ES": null,
                "assessmentMethod_pt_PT": null,
                "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_cs_CZ": null,
                "assessmentType_fi_FI": null,
                "createdBy": "cgrant1",
                "assessmentMethod_fr_CA": null,
                "assessmentMethod_bs_ID": null,
                "assessmentMethod_ko_KR": null,
                "name_pl_PL": null,
                "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490316379000+0000)/",
                "name_hu_HU": null,
                "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG": null,
                "assessmentType_pl_PL": null,
                "assessmentSource_bs_ID": null,
                "assessmentMethod_tl_PH": null,
                "startDate": "/Date(694224000000)/",
                "assessmentMethod_de_DE": null,
                "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_fi_FI": null,
                "assessmentType_el_GR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_en_RTL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_sk_SK": null,
                "assessmentSource_nb_NO": null,
                "assessmentType_hu_HU": null,
                "assessmentSource_en_RTL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
                "name_es_ES": null,
                "assessmentSource_ja_JP": null,
                "assessmentType_nb_NO": null,
                "name_sr_RS": null,
                "assessmentSource_vi_VN": null,
                "assessmentMethod_zh_CN": null,
                "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
                "assessmentType_defaultValue": "CAMS Internal",
                "assessmentType_bs_BS": null,
                "assessmentType_vi_VN": null,
                "assessmentSource_fr_CA": null,
                "name_ro_RO": null,
                "assessmentSource_hr_HR": null,
                "assessmentSource_th_TH": null,
                "name_iw_IL": null,
                "assessmentType_bs_ID": null,
                "assessmentMethod_zh_TW": null,
                "assessmentType_tl_PH": null,
                "name_bs_ID": null,
                "assessmentMethod_iw_IL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_no_NO": null,
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                "name_en_DEBUG": null,
                "assessmentType_cs_CZ": null,
                "name_en_US": "WCA_1010431",
                "assessmentSource_ar_SA": null,
                "assessmentType_de_DE": null,
                "assessmentSource_en_US": "CAMS",
                "assessmentType_zh_CN": null,
                "assessmentSource_hu_HU": null,
                "assessmentSource_tr_TR": null,
                "name_fr_CA": null,
                "assessmentMethod_el_GR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_defaultValue": "CAMS Q",
                "name_en_GB": null,
                "assessmentMethod_ru_RU": null,
                "subModule": null,
                "assessmentMethod_uk_UA": null,
                "assessmentSource_pl_PL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_en_US": "CAMS Q",
                "name_nb_NO": null,
                "assessmentMethod_localized": "CAMS Q",
                "name_ru_RU": null,
                "assessmentType_fr_CA": null,
                "assessmentSource_fr_FR": null,
                "assessmentType_en_DEBUG": null,
                "assessmentType_en_US": "CAMS Internal",
                "assessmentType_ar_SA": null,
                "assessmentSource_sr_RS": null,
                "name_hr_HR": null,
                "assessmentType_en_GB": null,
                "assessmentSource_pt_PT": null,
                "name_nl_NL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_hr_HR": null,
                "assessmentType_hr_HR": null,
                "name_pt_BR": null,
                "name_sk_SK": null,
                "assessmentType_en_RTL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_bs_BS": null,
                "assessmentSource_ro_RO": null,
                "name_vi_VN": null,
                "assessmentType_tr_TR": null,
                "assessmentType_zh_TW": null,
                "assessmentMethod_hu_HU": null,
                "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
                "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
                "endDate": "/Date(794188800000)/",
                "assessmentType_pt_BR": null,
                "assessmentType_iw_IL": null,
                "name_ar_SA": null,
                "assessmentSource_de_DE": null,
                "ratingScale": "110",
                "assessmentSource_uk_UA": null,
                "name_fr_FR": null,
                "assessmentType_es_ES": null,
                "name_tr_TR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_da_DK": null,
                "assessmentType_it_IT": null,
                "assessmentSource_sk_SK": null,
                "assessmentType_sv_SW": null,
                "assessmentType_no_NO": null,
                "assessmentType_uk_UA": null,
                "name_hi_IN": null,
                "assessmentSource_bs_BS": null,
                "assessmentMethod_sr_RS": null,
                "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
                "assessmentType_sv_SE": null,
                "assessmentType_ro_RO": null,
                "assessmentType_hi_IN": null,
                "name_fi_FI": null,
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                "name_en_RTL": null,
                "assessmentType_fr_FR": null,
                "assessmentType_pt_PT": null,
                "assessmentSource_it_IT": null,
                "assessmentSource_zh_CN": null,
                "name_el_GR": null,
                "assessmentSource_zh_TW": null,
                "assessmentType_ja_JP": null,
                "assessmentMethod_pl_PL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_nb_NO": null,
                "assessmentSource_pt_BR": null,
                "assessmentType_ko_KR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_it_IT": null,
                "name_zh_TW": null,
                "name_th_TH": null,
                "assessmentType_th_TH": null,
                "assessmentSource_defaultValue": "CAMS",
                "assessmentMethod_en_GB": null,
                "assessmentSource_iw_IL": null,
                "name_ko_KR": null,
                "name_ja_JP": null,
                "assessmentType_sk_SK": null,
                "assessmentType_localized": "CAMS Internal",
                "assessmentMethod_sv_SW": null,
                "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
                "assessmentType_sr_RS": null,
                "assessmentSource_cs_CZ": null,
                "name_cs_CZ": null,
                "assessmentMethod_nl_NL": null,
                "status": "A",
                "assessmentSource_da_DK": null,
                "name_uk_UA": null,
                "assessmentSource_nl_NL": null,
                "assessedRating": "2",
                "name_zh_CN": null,
                "assessmentType_da_DK": null,
                "assessmentSource_hi_IN": null,
                "assessmentType_nl_NL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_th_TH": null,
                "assessmentMethod_pt_BR": null,
                "name_tl_PH": null,
                "name_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
                "assessmentSource_fi_FI": null,
                "name_bs_BS": null,
                "assessmentSource_sv_SE": null,
                "name_no_NO": null,
                "assessmentSource_ko_KR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_fr_FR": null,
                "name_localized": "WCA_1010431",
                "assessmentSource_sv_SW": null,
                "assessmentType_ru_RU": null,
                "assessmentMethod_ar_SA": null,
                "assessmentMethod_hi_IN": null,
                "assessmentMethod_ro_RO": null,
                "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG": null,
                "assessmentSource_el_GR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_es_ES": null,
                "assessmentMethod_sv_SE": null,
                "name_sv_SW": null,
                "assessmentSource_no_NO": null,
                "name_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
                "assessmentMethod_ja_JP": null,
                "name_de_DE": null,
                "assessmentMethod_tr_TR": null,
                "assessmentMethod_vi_VN": null,
                "workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale": {
                    "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4862L)/workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale"
                    }
                },
                "workerCompetencyNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4862L)/workerCompetencyNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Use Case 2: Retrieving top worker competency assessment entity data for a 
specified user ID 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URL https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment?$format=json&
$filter=workerCompetencyNav/userId eq 
'npella1'&$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

 Sample Code
Response

{  "d": {     "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)",
          "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetencyAssessment"
        },
        "assessmentId": "4860",
        "name_da_DK": null,
        "name_sv_SE": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_GB": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490292480000+0000)/",
        "assessmentSource_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentSource_tl_PH": null,
        "assessmentSource_localized": "LMS",
        "name_defaultValue": "assessment_1010388",
        "workerCompetency": "1010388",
        "name_pt_PT": null,
        "name_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pt_PT": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_cs_CZ": null,
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        "assessmentType_fi_FI": null,
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "assessmentMethod_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ko_KR": null,
        "name_pl_PL": null,
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490145005000+0000)/",
        "name_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentSource_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_tl_PH": null,
        "startDate": "/Date(1488326400000)/",
        "assessmentMethod_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_fi_FI": null,
        "assessmentType_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentSource_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentType_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "name_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentSource_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentType_nb_NO": null,
        "name_sr_RS": null,
        "assessmentSource_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentMethod_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentType_defaultValue": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentType_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentType_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentSource_fr_CA": null,
        "name_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentSource_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentSource_th_TH": null,
        "name_iw_IL": null,
        "assessmentType_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentType_tl_PH": null,
        "name_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_iw_IL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_no_NO": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_cs_CZ": null,
        "name_en_US": "assessment_1010388",
        "assessmentSource_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentType_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_US": "LMS",
        "assessmentType_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentSource_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_tr_TR": null,
        "name_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_defaultValue": "LMS Q",
        "name_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ru_RU": null,
        "subModule": null,
        "assessmentMethod_uk_UA": null,
        "assessmentSource_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_US": "LMS Q",
        "name_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentMethod_localized": "LMS Q",
        "name_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentType_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentSource_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG": null,
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        "assessmentType_en_US": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentType_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentSource_sr_RS": null,
        "name_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentType_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentSource_pt_PT": null,
        "name_nl_NL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentType_hr_HR": null,
        "name_pt_BR": null,
        "name_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentType_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentSource_ro_RO": null,
        "name_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentType_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentType_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "endDate": "/Date(1489536000000)/",
        "assessmentType_pt_BR": null,
        "assessmentType_iw_IL": null,
        "name_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentSource_de_DE": null,
        "ratingScale": "110",
        "assessmentSource_uk_UA": null,
        "name_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_es_ES": null,
        "name_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_da_DK": null,
        "assessmentType_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentType_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentType_no_NO": null,
        "assessmentType_uk_UA": null,
        "name_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentSource_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sr_RS": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "assessmentType_sv_SE": null,
        "assessmentType_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentType_hi_IN": null,
        "name_fi_FI": null,
        "name_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentType_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_pt_PT": null,
        "assessmentSource_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_zh_CN": null,
        "name_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentSource_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentType_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentSource_pt_BR": null,
        "assessmentType_ko_KR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_it_IT": null,
        "name_zh_TW": null,
        "name_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentType_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentSource_defaultValue": "LMS",
        "assessmentMethod_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentSource_iw_IL": null,
        "name_ko_KR": null,
        "competency": "1005366",
        "name_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentType_sk_SK": null,
        "userId": "rmcdonald1",
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        "assessmentType_localized": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentMethod_sv_SW": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
        "assessmentType_sr_RS": null,
        "assessmentSource_cs_CZ": null,
        "name_cs_CZ": null,
        "assessmentMethod_nl_NL": null,
        "status": "A",
        "assessmentSource_da_DK": null,
        "name_uk_UA": null,
        "assessmentSource_nl_NL": null,
        "assessedRating": "2",
        "name_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentType_da_DK": null,
        "assessmentSource_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentType_nl_NL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pt_BR": null,
        "name_tl_PH": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentSource_fi_FI": null,
        "name_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentSource_sv_SE": null,
        "name_no_NO": null,
        "assessmentSource_ko_KR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_fr_FR": null,
        "name_localized": "assessment_1010388",
        "assessmentSource_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentType_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentSource_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sv_SE": null,
        "name_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentSource_no_NO": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ja_JP": null,
        "name_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentMethod_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_vi_VN": null,
        "workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)/workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale"
          }
        },
        "workerCompetencyNav": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)/workerCompetencyNav"
          }
        }
      }
    ]  }
} 
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Use Case 3: Retrieving top worker competency assessment entity data for a 
specified user ID and for a specified competency 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URL https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment?$format=json&
$filter=(workerCompetencyNav/userId eq 
'rmcdonald1' and workerCompetencyNav/
competency eq '201510915')&$top=1

or

https:/<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment/?$format=json&
$filter=workerCompetency eq '1010388'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

 Sample Code
Response

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)",
          "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetencyAssessment"
        },
        "assessmentId": "4860",
        "name_da_DK": null,
        "name_sv_SE": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_GB": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490292480000+0000)/",
        "assessmentSource_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentSource_tl_PH": null,
        "assessmentSource_localized": "LMS",
        "name_defaultValue": "assessment_1010388",
        "workerCompetency": "1010388",
        "name_pt_PT": null,
        "name_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pt_PT": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_cs_CZ": null,
        "assessmentType_fi_FI": null,
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "assessmentMethod_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ko_KR": null,
        "name_pl_PL": null,
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490145005000+0000)/",
        "name_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentSource_bs_ID": null,
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        "assessmentMethod_tl_PH": null,
        "startDate": "/Date(1488326400000)/",
        "assessmentMethod_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_fi_FI": null,
        "assessmentType_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentSource_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentType_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "name_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentSource_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentType_nb_NO": null,
        "name_sr_RS": null,
        "assessmentSource_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentMethod_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentType_defaultValue": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentType_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentType_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentSource_fr_CA": null,
        "name_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentSource_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentSource_th_TH": null,
        "name_iw_IL": null,
        "assessmentType_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentType_tl_PH": null,
        "name_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_iw_IL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_no_NO": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_cs_CZ": null,
        "name_en_US": "assessment_1010388",
        "assessmentSource_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentType_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_US": "LMS",
        "assessmentType_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentSource_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_tr_TR": null,
        "name_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_defaultValue": "LMS Q",
        "name_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ru_RU": null,
        "subModule": null,
        "assessmentMethod_uk_UA": null,
        "assessmentSource_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_US": "LMS Q",
        "name_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentMethod_localized": "LMS Q",
        "name_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentType_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentSource_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_en_US": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentType_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentSource_sr_RS": null,
        "name_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentType_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentSource_pt_PT": null,
        "name_nl_NL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentType_hr_HR": null,
        "name_pt_BR": null,
        "name_sk_SK": null,
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        "assessmentType_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentSource_ro_RO": null,
        "name_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentType_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentType_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "endDate": "/Date(1489536000000)/",
        "assessmentType_pt_BR": null,
        "assessmentType_iw_IL": null,
        "name_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentSource_de_DE": null,
        "ratingScale": "110",
        "assessmentSource_uk_UA": null,
        "name_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_es_ES": null,
        "name_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_da_DK": null,
        "assessmentType_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentType_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentType_no_NO": null,
        "assessmentType_uk_UA": null,
        "name_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentSource_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sr_RS": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "assessmentType_sv_SE": null,
        "assessmentType_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentType_hi_IN": null,
        "name_fi_FI": null,
        "name_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentType_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_pt_PT": null,
        "assessmentSource_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_zh_CN": null,
        "name_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentSource_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentType_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentSource_pt_BR": null,
        "assessmentType_ko_KR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_it_IT": null,
        "name_zh_TW": null,
        "name_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentType_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentSource_defaultValue": "LMS",
        "assessmentMethod_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentSource_iw_IL": null,
        "name_ko_KR": null,
        "competency": "1005366",
        "name_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentType_sk_SK": null,
        "userId": "rmcdonald1",
        "assessmentType_localized": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentMethod_sv_SW": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
        "assessmentType_sr_RS": null,
        "assessmentSource_cs_CZ": null,
        "name_cs_CZ": null,
        "assessmentMethod_nl_NL": null,
        "status": "A",
        "assessmentSource_da_DK": null,
        "name_uk_UA": null,
        "assessmentSource_nl_NL": null,
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        "assessedRating": "2",
        "name_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentType_da_DK": null,
        "assessmentSource_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentType_nl_NL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pt_BR": null,
        "name_tl_PH": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentSource_fi_FI": null,
        "name_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentSource_sv_SE": null,
        "name_no_NO": null,
        "assessmentSource_ko_KR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_fr_FR": null,
        "name_localized": "assessment_1010388",
        "assessmentSource_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentType_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentSource_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sv_SE": null,
        "name_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentSource_no_NO": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ja_JP": null,
        "name_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentMethod_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_vi_VN": null,
        "workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)/workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale"
          }
        },
        "workerCompetencyNav": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)/workerCompetencyNav"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Use Case 4: Retrieving worker competency assessment entity data for a 
specified user ID, a specified competency, and a rating scale 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET
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URL https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment?$format=json&
$filter=(workerCompetencyNav/userId eq 
'rmcdonald1' and workerCompetencyNav/
competency eq '201510915' and ratingScale 
eq '110')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

 Sample Code
Response

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)",
          "type": "SFOData.WorkerCompetencyAssessment"
        },
        "assessmentId": "4860",
        "name_da_DK": null,
        "name_sv_SE": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_GB": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1490292480000+0000)/",
        "assessmentSource_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentSource_tl_PH": null,
        "assessmentSource_localized": "LMS",
        "name_defaultValue": "assessment_1010388",
        "workerCompetency": "1010388",
        "name_pt_PT": null,
        "name_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pt_PT": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_cs_CZ": null,
        "assessmentType_fi_FI": null,
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "assessmentMethod_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ko_KR": null,
        "name_pl_PL": null,
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1490145005000+0000)/",
        "name_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentSource_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_tl_PH": null,
        "startDate": "/Date(1488326400000)/",
        "assessmentMethod_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_fi_FI": null,
        "assessmentType_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentSource_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentType_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "name_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentSource_ja_JP": null,
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        "assessmentType_nb_NO": null,
        "name_sr_RS": null,
        "assessmentSource_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentMethod_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentType_defaultValue": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentType_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentType_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentSource_fr_CA": null,
        "name_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentSource_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentSource_th_TH": null,
        "name_iw_IL": null,
        "assessmentType_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentType_tl_PH": null,
        "name_bs_ID": null,
        "assessmentMethod_iw_IL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_no_NO": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_cs_CZ": null,
        "name_en_US": "assessment_1010388",
        "assessmentSource_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentType_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_US": "LMS",
        "assessmentType_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentSource_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_tr_TR": null,
        "name_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_defaultValue": "LMS Q",
        "name_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ru_RU": null,
        "subModule": null,
        "assessmentMethod_uk_UA": null,
        "assessmentSource_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_US": "LMS Q",
        "name_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentMethod_localized": "LMS Q",
        "name_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentType_fr_CA": null,
        "assessmentSource_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentType_en_US": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentType_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentSource_sr_RS": null,
        "name_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentType_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentSource_pt_PT": null,
        "name_nl_NL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hr_HR": null,
        "assessmentType_hr_HR": null,
        "name_pt_BR": null,
        "name_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentType_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentSource_ro_RO": null,
        "name_vi_VN": null,
        "assessmentType_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentType_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hu_HU": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentMethod_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "endDate": "/Date(1489536000000)/",
        "assessmentType_pt_BR": null,
        "assessmentType_iw_IL": null,
        "name_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentSource_de_DE": null,
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        "ratingScale": "110",
        "assessmentSource_uk_UA": null,
        "name_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_es_ES": null,
        "name_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_da_DK": null,
        "assessmentType_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_sk_SK": null,
        "assessmentType_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentType_no_NO": null,
        "assessmentType_uk_UA": null,
        "name_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentSource_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sr_RS": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "assessmentType_sv_SE": null,
        "assessmentType_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentType_hi_IN": null,
        "name_fi_FI": null,
        "name_en_RTL": null,
        "assessmentType_fr_FR": null,
        "assessmentType_pt_PT": null,
        "assessmentSource_it_IT": null,
        "assessmentSource_zh_CN": null,
        "name_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentSource_zh_TW": null,
        "assessmentType_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pl_PL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_nb_NO": null,
        "assessmentSource_pt_BR": null,
        "assessmentType_ko_KR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_it_IT": null,
        "name_zh_TW": null,
        "name_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentType_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentSource_defaultValue": "LMS",
        "assessmentMethod_en_GB": null,
        "assessmentSource_iw_IL": null,
        "name_ko_KR": null,
        "competency": "1005366",
        "name_ja_JP": null,
        "assessmentType_sk_SK": null,
        "userId": "rmcdonald1",
        "assessmentType_localized": "LMS Internal Calculation",
        "assessmentMethod_sv_SW": null,
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
        "assessmentType_sr_RS": null,
        "assessmentSource_cs_CZ": null,
        "name_cs_CZ": null,
        "assessmentMethod_nl_NL": null,
        "status": "A",
        "assessmentSource_da_DK": null,
        "name_uk_UA": null,
        "assessmentSource_nl_NL": null,
        "assessedRating": "2",
        "name_zh_CN": null,
        "assessmentType_da_DK": null,
        "assessmentSource_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentType_nl_NL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_th_TH": null,
        "assessmentMethod_pt_BR": null,
        "name_tl_PH": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG_APOS": null,
        "assessmentSource_fi_FI": null,
        "name_bs_BS": null,
        "assessmentSource_sv_SE": null,
        "name_no_NO": null,
        "assessmentSource_ko_KR": null,
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        "assessmentMethod_fr_FR": null,
        "name_localized": "assessment_1010388",
        "assessmentSource_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentType_ru_RU": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ar_SA": null,
        "assessmentMethod_hi_IN": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ro_RO": null,
        "assessmentSource_en_DEBUG": null,
        "assessmentSource_el_GR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_es_ES": null,
        "assessmentMethod_sv_SE": null,
        "name_sv_SW": null,
        "assessmentSource_no_NO": null,
        "name_en_DEBUG_APOS_RTL": null,
        "assessmentMethod_ja_JP": null,
        "name_de_DE": null,
        "assessmentMethod_tr_TR": null,
        "assessmentMethod_vi_VN": null,
        "workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)/workercompassessment_asso_ratingScale"
          }
        },
        "workerCompetencyNav": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
WorkerCompetencyAssessment(4860L)/workerCompetencyNav"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Additional Information

New Properties:

● ratingScale: SFField, String, property value is derived from RatingScale OData API
● assessedRating: SFField, String, property value is derived from RatingScale OData API
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12.4 Organizing Job Profile Builder Competencies

Describes how support competency assignment for the Job Profile Builder (JPB) using the OData APIs, 
CompetencyEntity and ComptencyType .

What's the benefit?

If you want to assign competencies in the JPB, have more capabilities for assigning competencies and additional 
flexibility on how your competencies are organized in the JPB, then the Competency and ComptencyType entities 
can meet your requirements. Furthermore, you can use these OData APIs to create competency collections.

Competency Assignment: Details

● Assign competency to one or more persons via an automated process:
○ From a 3rd Party source. Mass upload is also supported

● Read assigned competencies by person
○ Can specify selection criteria to filter on any column

● Delete assigned competency by person and competency

Competency Collections: Details

Competency collections are made possible by building associations between CompetencyEntity and 
CompetencyType:

● 1: n association between one specific CompetencyEntity and other competency entities (see the Use Case 
Retrieving specific competency entity data for an example of childComptencies) allowing groupings of multiple 
competency entities

● 1:n association between CompetencyEntity and CompetencyType allowing multiple groupings of 
competencyTypes

A precondition for these associations is that the property IsCollection in the CompetencyEntity has the 
attribute=true.

isCollection: Properties

Property 
Name Type Nullable Required Creatable Updatable

Upserta
ble Visible Sortable Filterable

isCollec
tion

Edm.Boo
lean

true false true true true true true true

These competency collections let you have a flat, non-hierarchical structure for organizing JPB competencies. And 
if, required, competency collections can also be used to store all your talent attributes in the competency 
framework.
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 Note
The competency collection will not impact the current JPB UI; all competencies created in the UI will populate 
the IsCollection field with the attribute=false. The system will maintain the default hierarchical competency 
library and category for competency collection if needed.

Use Case: Retrieving specific competency entity data

Operation: Query

Method: Post

Authorization: Basic

Request: https://<hostname.com/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity(‘XYZ’)?$format=JSON

Response

 Sample Code
Extract from response

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')",
      "type": "SFOData.CompetencyEntity"
    },
    "externalCode": "XYZ",
    "category_it_IT": null,
    "name_da_DK": null,
    "category_pl_PL": null,
    "libName_nl_NL": null,
    "category_ko_KR": null,
    "libName_en_GB": "Test Comptency Lib US",
    "name_defaultValue": "Test ECT-59632 - Competeny Id Test US1",
    "description_ko_KR": null,
    "name_fr_FR": null,
    "category_defaultValue": "Test Competency Category US1",
    "name_es_MX": null,
    "name_it_IT": null,
    "name_pl_PL": null,
    "IsCollection": null,
    "description_defaultValue": null,
    "name_fi_FI": null,
    "description_da_DK": null,
    "name_en_RTL": null,
    "category_nl_NL": null,
    "libName_defaultValue": "Test Comptency Lib US1",
    "category_de_DE": null,
    "description_localized": null,
    "libName_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "name_es_ES": null,
    "description_en_GB": null,
    "libName_zh_TW": null,
    "libName_zh_CN": null,
    "name_zh_TW": null,
    "category_da_DK": null,
    "description_zh_TW": null,
    "libName_en_US": "Test Comptency Lib US1",
    "name_en_SAP_SLS": null,
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    "category_en_GB": "Test Competency Category US",
    "libName_es_MX": null,
    "description_zh_CN": null,
    "name_ko_KR": null,
    "description_en_RTL": null,
    "description_de_DE": null,
    "libName_en_RTL": null,
    "name_ja_JP": null,
    "category_en_US": "Test Competency Category US1",
    "libName_fr_FR": null,
    "libName_localized": "Test Comptency Lib US1",
    "description_fi_FI": null,
    "libName_fi_FI": null,
    "category_es_MX": null,
    "name_en_US": "Test Competeny Id Test US1",
    "description_fr_FR": null,
    "description_en_US": null,
    "status": "A",
    "description_es_MX": null,
    "name_zh_CN": null,
    "category_ja_JP": null,
    "description_ja_JP": null,
    "libName_de_DE": null,
    "name_en_GB": "Test Competeny Id Test US",
    "subModule": null,
    "description_it_IT": null,
    "libName_ja_JP": null,
    "libName_ko_KR": null,
    "category_zh_CN": null,
    "description_es_ES": null,
    "name_localized": "Test Competeny Id Test US1",
    "category_zh_TW": null,
    "libName_pl_PL": null,
    "category_en_RTL": null,
    "category_fr_FR": null,
    "name_nl_NL": null,
    "category_es_ES": null,
    "libName_it_IT": null,
    "description_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "libName_es_ES": null,
    "description_nl_NL": null,
    "name_de_DE": null,
    "category_localized": "Test Competency Category US1",
    "core": true,
    "category_fi_FI": null,
    "libName_da_DK": null,
    "description_pl_PL": null,
    "category_en_SAP_SLS": null,
    "descriptionTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
descriptionTranslationTextNav"
      }
    },
    "categoryTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
categoryTranslationTextNav"
      }
    },
    "competencyTypes": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
competencyTypes"
      }
    },
    "statusNav": {
      "__deferred": {
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        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
statusNav"
      }
    },
    "childCompetencies": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
childCompetencies"
      }
    },
    "libNameTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
libNameTranslationTextNav"
      }
    },
    "wfRequestNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
wfRequestNav"
      }
    },
    "nameTranslationTextNav": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<host.sap.com>/odata/v2/CompetencyEntity('XYZ')/
nameTranslationTextNav"
      }
    }
  } }

Upsert: CompetencyEntity with IsCollection attribute

Operation: Upsert

Method: Post

Form Encoding: Application/json

Request: https://<hostname>.com/odata/v2/upsert

Payload Info:

 Sample Code

{ "__metadata": {
"uri": "CompetencyEntity"
},
"name_en_US": "competencytest3",
"libName_en_US" :"lib1",
"category_en_US": "cat1",
"IsCollection": true
} 
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Upsert: CompetencyEntity with Associations

Operation: Upsert

Method: Post

Form Encoding: Application/json

Request: https://<hostname>.com/odata/v2/upsert

Payload Info:

 Sample Code

{ "__metadata": {
"uri": "CompetencyEntity"
},
"name_en_US": "competencytest4",
"libName_en_US" :"lib1",
"category_en_US": "cat1",
"IsCollection": true,
"status": "A",
        "childCompetencies":[
        {
        "__metadata": {
            "type": "SFOData.CompetencyEntity",
            "uri": "https://192.168.2.128::443/odata/v2/
CompetencyEntity('1000573')"
        },
        "name_en_US": "competencytest3",
        "libName_en_US": "lib1",
        "category_en_US": "cat1",
        "IsCollection": true
    }
    ],
            "competencyTypes": [
            {
        "__metadata": {
            "type": "SFOData.CompetencyType", 

 Note
cust_CompetencyEntity will be replaced by a new MDF entity CompetencyEntity.
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12.5 FamilyEntity

This entity is the primary classification of a job, which is also known as job family.

Permissions

Permission Model Permission Setting

Role-based View permission for Manage Job Profile Builder Manage Job Profile 

Content 

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a family by GUID or business properties.

Properties

Property Description

rowId The row ID.

internalId The internal ID.

externalCode The customer oriented ID or GUID.

name The family name.

createdLocale This property is only used for JDM1.0.

status The status of the family.

createdBy The person who created the family.

createdDate The date on which the family was created.

lastModifiedBy The person who last modified the family.

lastModifiedDate The date on which the family was created.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Prop
erty Related Entity Description

competencies FamilyCompeten
cyMappingEntity

A one-to-many as
sociation between 
FamilyEntity and 
FamilyCompeten
cyMappingEntity. 
For each FamilyEn
tity, there can be 
zero or more family 
competency map
pings. All job 
roles(RoleEntity) 
under this family 
will automatically 
inherit these family 
level competencies.

skills FamilySkillMappin
gEntity

A one-to-many as
sociation between 
FamilyEntity and 
FamilySkillMappin
gEntity. For each 
FamilyEntity, there 
can be zero or more 
family skill map
pings. All job 
roles(RoleEntity) 
under this family 
will automatically 
inherit these family 
level skills.

Use Cases

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
FamilyEntity(externalCode='1000596')?
&format=json&
$select=externalCode,name_en_US

Query family whose externalCode equals to 1000596, the re
turn data will only include en_US locale values.

/odata/v2/FamilyEntity?&$format=json Query all families.
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12.6 JobDescTemplate

This entity stores the sections and styling information of a job profile in a Job Description template.. The template 
is created for one or more job families.

Permissions

Permission Model Permission Setting

Role-based Manage Job Profile Templates

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a template by guid or business properties.

Properties

Property Description

rowId The row ID.

internalId An internal ID.

externalCode An external code.

title The job description template title.

status The status of the job template.

createdBy The ID of the person who created the job description template.

createdDate The date on which the job description template was created.

lastModifiedBy The ID of the person who last modified the job description template.

lastModifiedDate The date on which the job description template was modified.

subModule Indicates the sub-job template that is used by RCM.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jdFamilyMappings JDTemplateFamilyMapping A one-to-many association between Job
DescTemplate and JDTemplateFamily
Mapping. For each JobDescTemplate, 
there can be one or more associated 
JDTemplateFamilyMappings.

sections JobDescSection A one-to-many association between Job
DescTemplate and JobDescSection. For 
each JobDescTemplate, there can be zero 
or more associated JobDescSection.

Use Cases

The Successfactors module JPB(Job Profile Builder) owns the JobDescTemplate, and will write JobDescTemplate 
data into the GENERIC_OBJECT_T table. You can query JobDescTemplate using the JobDescTemplate oData API:

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
JobDescTemplate(externalCode='1035402')?&
$format=json&
$expand=jdFamilyMappings,sections

Queries the job the profile template with the external
Code"1035402". The returned data only includes en_US locale 
values.

/odata/v2/JobDescTemplate?&$format=json Queries all job profile templates.
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12.7 JobProfile

This entity stores the detailed profiling information of a job. It inherits all of the competency and skill information 
from a job role and describes additional job information, such as education, certification, and physical 
requirements.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Go to search type: Object Definition, search value: Job Profile Take Action: Make correction 

 Security: change to Yes Permission Category: change to Manage Job & Skill Profile 

Visibility . Click Save.

Grant view permission for Manage Job & Skill Profile Visibility Job Profile

Supported Operations

Operation Description

GET Query a job profile by guid or business properties.

UPSERT/POST/MERGE/PUT Update a job profile.

Properties

externalCode(guid) and business properties are required while querying profiles.

Property Description

rowId The row ID.

internalId An internal ID.

externalCode An external code.

template A job template.

name The job profile name.

draft Indicates that the job profile has 
not been activated.

position Indicates whether the profile is a 
role or position profile.
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Property Description

subModule Indicates the sub-job profile type, 
like jobReqProfile which is used in 
RCM.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobProfileRoleMappings JobProfileRole-
MappingEntity

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobProfileR-
oleMappingEn
tity. For each 
JobProfile, there 
has to be at 
least one associ
ated JobProfi-
leRoleMappin
gEntity. In JPB, a 
job profile is the 
extension of a 
job role.

certificationContents Certification-
Content

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Certifica-
tionContent. For 
each JobProfile, 
there can be 
zero or more as
sociated Certifi-
cationContents.

competencyContents Competency
Content

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Competen
cyContent. For 
each JobProfile, 
there can be 
zero or more as
sociated Com
petencyCon
tents.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

educationDegreeContents educationDe
greeContents

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Education
DegreeContent, 
for each JobPro
file, there can be 
zero or more as
sociated Educa
tionDegreeCon
tents.

educationMajorContents educationMajor
Contents

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Education
MajorContent. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
EducationMajor
Contents.

employmentConditionContents Employment
ConditionCon
tent

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Employ
mentCondition
Content. For 
each JobProfile, 
there can be 
zero or more as
sociated Em
ploymentCondi
tionContents.

jobResponsibilityContents JobResponsibi
lityContent

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobRespon
sibilityContent, 
for each JobPro
file, there can be 
zero or more as
sociated Jo
bResponsibility
Contents.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

interviewQuestionContents InterviewQues
tionContent

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Interview
QuestionCon
tent. For each 
JobProfile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
InterviewQues
tionContents.

physicalReqContents PhysicalReq
Content

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and Physical
ReqContent. For 
each JobProfile, 
there can be 
zero or more as
sociated Physi
calReqContents.

relevantIndustryContents RelevantIndus
tryContent

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and RelevantIn
dustryContent. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
RelevantIndus
tryContents.

skillContents SkillContent A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and SkillCon
tent. For each 
JobProfile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
SkillContents.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

shortDescriptions JobProfileLoca-
lizedData

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobProfile-
LocalizedData. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
JobProfileLocali-
zedData. Here 
the JobProfile-
LocalizedData is 
used to store 
short descrip
tion information.

longDescriptions JobProfileLoca-
lizedData

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobProfile-
LocalizedData. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
JobProfileLocali-
zedData. Here 
the JobProfile-
LocalizedData is 
used to store 
long description 
information.

headers JobProfileLoca-
lizedData

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobProfile-
LocalizedData. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
JobProfileLocali-
zedData. Here 
the JobProfile-
LocalizedData is 
used to store 
header informa
tion.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

footers JobProfileLoca-
lizedData

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobProfile-
LocalizedData. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
JobProfileLocali-
zedData. Here 
the JobProfile-
LocalizedData is 
used to store 
footer informa
tion.

compDatas JobProfileLoca-
lizedData

A one-to-many 
association be
tween JobProfile 
and JobProfile-
LocalizedData. 
For each Job
Profile, there 
can be zero or 
more associated 
JobProfileLocali-
zedData. Here 
the JobProfile-
LocalizedData is 
used to store 
compensation 
information.

Use Cases

The Successfactors module JPB(Job Profile Builder) owns JobProfile, and will write JobProfile data into the 
GENERIC_OBJECT_T table. You can query JobProfile from the JobProfile OData API.

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
JobProfile(externalCode='1035961')?&
$format=json&$expand=positionNav

Queries a job profile whose externalCode equals to 1035961 
and expand position data.

/odata/v2/JobProfile?&$format=json Queries all job profiles.
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12.8 RoleEntity

The secondary classification of a job. It usually refers to a particular job title and is also called a job role.

Permissions

Permission Model Permission Setting

Role-based View permission for Manage Job Profile Builder Manage 

Job Profile Content 

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a role by guid or business properties.

Properties

Property Description

rowId The row ID.

internalId An internal ID.

externalCode An external code.

name The role name. A role only belongs to one family.

family The family name.

createdLocale The role created locale. This property used in JDM1.0.

status The status of the role.

createdBy The ID of the person who created the role.

createdDate The date on which the role was created.

lastModifiedBy The ID of the person who last modified the role.

lastModifiedDate The date on which the role was modified.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobCodeMappings JobCodeMappingEntity A one-to-many association between 
RoleEntity and JobCodeMappingEn
tity. For each RoleEntity, there can be 
zero or more mapped jobcodes. Job
code(job classification) is usually 
used to connect to a certain em
ployee in BizX.

roleSkillMappings RoleSkillMappingEntity A one-to-many association between 
RoleEntity and RoleSkillMappingEn
tity. For each RoleEntity, there can be 
zero or more role skill mappings.

roleCompetencyMappings RoleCompetencyMappingEntity A one-to-many association between 
RoleEntity and RoleCompetency
MappingEntity. For each RoleEntity, 
there can be zero or more role com
petency mappings.

roleTalentPoolMappings RoleTalentPoolMappingEntity A one-to-many association between 
FamilyEntity and RoleTalentPoolMap
pingEntity. For each RoleEntity, there 
can be zero or more role talent pool 
mappings. These mappings are used 
by Successfactors SCM module .

Use Cases

The Successfactors HCM module JPB(Job Profile Builder) owns the RoleEntity, and will write RoleEntity data into 
the GENERIC_OBJECT_T table. You can query the RoleEntity using the RoleEntity oData API.

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
RoleEntity(externalCode='1003068')?&
$format=json&
$select=externalCode,name_en_US,familyNav&
$expand=familyNav,familyNav/
skills,familyNav/competencies 

Queries the role with the externalCode "1003068". The return 
data will only include en_US local values.

/odata/v2/RoleEntity?&$format=json Queries all roles.
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12.9 SkillEntity

This entity is a basic library that is used to describe skills are acquired through training. They are mapped to a job 
role or job family.

Permissions

Permission Model Configuration

Role-based View permission for Manage Job Profile Builder Manage 

Job Profile Content 

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a skill by guid or business properties.

Properties

Property Description

rowId The row ID.

internalId An internal ID.

externalCode An external code.

name The skill name.

libName The skill library name.

category The skill category.

group The skill group.

definition The skill definition.

proLevel1 The skill proficiency level 1.

proLevel2 The skill proficiency level 2.

proLevel3 The skill proficiency level 3.

proLevel4 The skill proficiency level 4.

proLevel5 The skill proficiency level 5.
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Property Description

status The status of the role.

createdBy The ID of the person who created the skill.

createdDate The date on which the skill was created.

lastModifiedBy The ID of the person who last modified the skill.

lastModifiedDate The date on which the skill was modified.

Use Cases

The SuccessFactors HCM module JPB(Job Profile Builder) owns the SkillEntity, and writes SkillEntity data into the 
GENERIC_OBJECT_T table.

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
SkillEntity(externalCode='9043')? &
$format=json &
$select=externalCode,name_en_US ,libName_e
n_US,category_en_US,group_en_US ,definitio
n_en_US,proLevel1_en_US ,proLevel2_en_US,p
roLevel3_en_US ,proLevel4_en_US,proLevel5_
en_US

Queries skills with externalCode "9043". The return data only 
includes en_US locale values.

/odata/v2/SkillEntity?&$format=json Queries all skills.
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12.10  SkillProfile

This entity is the skill repository for a particular user. Upon creation, it automatically gets the user's skills defined in 
the corresponding job profile..

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Go to Admin Tools Configure Object Definition search type: Object 

Definition, search value: Skill Profile Take Action: Make correction 

Security: change to Yes Permission Category: change to Manage Job & 

Skill Profile Visibility . Click Save.

In RBP, grant the View permission for Manage Job & Skill Profile Visibility

Skill Profile .

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query a skill profile by the user ID.

Properties

Property Description

rowId The row ID.

internalId An internal ID.

externalCode An external code.

createdBy The ID of the person who created the skill.

createdDate The ID of the person who created the skill.

lastModifiedBy The ID of the person who last modified the skill.

lastModifiedDate The date on which the skill was modified.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

ratedSkills RatedSkillMapping A one-to-many association between Skill
Profile and RatedSkillMapping. For each 
SkillProfile, there can be zero or more 
RatedSkillMappings.

selfReportSkills SelfReportSkillMapping A one-to-many association between Skill
Profile and SelfReportSkillMapping, for 
each SkillProfile, there can be zero or 
more SelfReportSkillMappings.

Use Cases

API Call Description

/odata/v2/
SkillProfile(externalCode='cgrant1')?&
$format=json&
$expand=externalCodeNav,ratedSkills,selfRe
portSkills 

Queries the skill profile whose externalCode(userId) is 
"cgrant1", expanding user, rated skills and self report skills.

/odata/v2/SkillProfile?&$format=json Queries all skill profiles.
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13 Learning

13.1 SAP SuccessFactors Learning Micro Services List

Although we are not ready to deprecate OData services, we prefer that you use our micro-services because we plan 
to shift resources in the future to the preferred micro-services.

Most Preferred Services

When you see a service that has the syntax *-service, you know it is part of the forward-looking microservices 
strategy that we are building. When possible, use these services because they are the most actively maintained.

Services List

Micro-Service Why you use this service Duplicate service to avoid

curriculum-service A curriculum is a set of learning require
ments that constitute a qualification. 
They are most often used when custom
ers must qualify their users to a regula
tory organization.

Call this service to work with curricula 
entities.

learningevent-service A learning event is an observable mo
ment of learning: a course that a user at
tened, a video watched, or a test passed. 
Call this service to work with the learning 
events.

learningplan-service A learning plan is the collection of 
courses or learning to-do items for a 
user. Call the learning plan service to in
teract with the assignments.

learningPlan

scheduledoffering-service A scheduled offering is a course that is 
offered at a specific time and place (even 
if that place is a virtual meeting room). 
Call this service to work with these 
scheduled courses.
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Micro-Service Why you use this service Duplicate service to avoid

search-service Use the search service to search for 
learning programs, learning items, or end 
users.

userassignment-service A user assignment is a course or other 
learning experience that a user needs to 
do but has not yet completed. They 
might have assigned it to themselves or it 
might have been assigned to them. Use 
this service to interact with the assign
ments of a user.

userlearning-service This service interacts with users' learning 
history: the courses that they have taken 
and were posted for record-keeping. 
Each user has a learning history.

learningHistory

user-service This service interacts with users in the 
Learning Management System.

userService

Less Preferred Services

These services are less preferred because they do not fit the new standard (*-service) that we want to grow into 
with our microservices. They do not have a more preferred service that duplicates them, however, so customers 
use them because a preferred service is not available.

Services List

Micro-Service Why you use this service Duplicate service to avoid

public/user/
catalogSearch/v1

Searches for catalogs, which are collec
tions of course offerings. Users have ac
cess to one or more catalogs, which is 
how they can find learning opportunities.

catalogSearch/v1

public/<admin or user>/
learningEvent/v1

This service records internal learning 
events only: events that originated as 
learning items. The LMS already had a re
cord of the course and you post a user's 
completion for that course.

The alternative is an external event, 
which is outside of the LMS (like a semi
nar at a local university). External events 
are not handled by this service.
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Micro-Service Why you use this service Duplicate service to avoid

public/admin/userService/v1 This allows you to interact with user re
cords. We recommend that you use 
user-service instead.

user/v1

public/user/
itemAssignment/v1

This allows a user to self assign a learn
ing item.

public/user/curriculum/v1 This service interacts with curricula. We 
recommend that you use 
curriculum-service

curriculum/v1

public/admin/
searchStudent/v1

A user assignment is a course or other 
learning experience that a user needs to 
do but has not yet completed. They 
might have assigned it to themselves or it 
might have been assigned to them. Use 
this service to interact with the assign
ments of a user.

searchStudent/v1

public/admin/searchItem/v1 You can use this to search for learning 
items. We recommend search-
service instead.

learningHistory

public/admin/
searchCurriculum/v1

Use this service to search for curricula. searchCurriculum/v1

public/admin/
financialtransactions/v1

Use this to post financial transactions to 
an external financial system.

financialtransactions/v1

public/admin/ocn/v1 These services are specific to setting up 
Open Content Network (OCN) providers.

13.1.1  admin/curriculum-service/v1 Metadata
Call for the curriculum assignment metadata to see the parameters for the service.

Metadata Call

Use this metadata call when you want the assigner to be an administrator. For example, if you are building a web 
client to allow administrators to manage assignments, use this metadata call.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/curriculum-service/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Curricula Namespace1_Alias.Curricula

UserCurriculumStatuses Namespace1_Alias.UserCurric
ulumStatuses

CurriculumItemDetails Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum
ItemDetail

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

Curricula

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Edm.String

curricula This entity assigns curricula to users. Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Curricula)
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UserCurriculumStatuses

Property Name Description Property Type

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculumStatus This is the user's status in the curricula. 
The value can be complete or incom
plete. Complete means that the user has 
completed the curriculum. Incomplete 
means that the user has at least one 
more requirement to complete.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

expirationDate This is the expiration date of the curricu
lum.

Edm.Int64

nextActionDate The next action date of the curriculum. Edm.Int64

remainingDays The remaining days of the curriculum. Edm.Int64

totalCount This is the total amount of records found 
for this request

Edm.Int64

criteria This is the search critiera for curriculum 
statuses.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria
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Property Name Description Property Type

rootCurriculaID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String

CurriculumItemDetail

Property Name Description Property Type

totalCount This is the total amount of records found 
for this request

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

requirementGroupID Edm.Int64

requirementGroupDesc Edm.String

curriculumRequirementItems Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CurriculumRequirementItems
)

nextActionDate The next date that the user must take ac
tion on this item.

Edm.Int64

curriculaID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculaDesc The plain text description of the curricu
lum that the system returns.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

htmlCurriculaDesc The HTML description of the curriculum 
that the system returns.

Edm.String

rootCurriculaID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

expiryDate This is the date that the learning item ex
pires within the curriculum.

Edm.Int64

requirementID This is the unique ID of the requirement 
that the learning item fulfills within the 
curriculum.

Edm.String

requirementTypeID This is the description of a requirement 
type.

Edm.String

requirementDesc This is a description of the requirement. 
This helps you understand the require
ment.

Edm.String

requirementSequenceNumber This is the order of the requirement for 
the learning item within the curriculum. 
Requirements are ordered.

Edm.Int64

assignedDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

numberOfHours This is a number of hours of the type in 
hourTypeID. This is the number of hours 
required to meet a requirement of the 
curriculum.

Edm.Double

numberOfComponents This is a number of learning items in a re
quirement for the curriculum. Some
times users must complete - for example 
- five learning items in a curriculum to 
meet a requirement.

Edm.Int64

globalDisplayOrder This is the order that entries for the cur
riculum will be displayed. Learning ad
ministrators create this order.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

hourTypeID This is the hour type that is a unit for 
numberOfHours and completedNumber
OfHours.,The hours can be inherited from 
the learning event (the course) or they 
can be specified when a user, supervisor, 
or administrator records completion with 
the Record Learning wizard.,Contact 
hours are the total number of hours that 
you expect a user to have contact with an 
instructor. For example, if you set up a 
blended learning item that has 8 total 
hours and, for 6 of those hours, you ex
pect the user to be in an instructor-led 
segment, then the contact hours equals 
6.,CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certifica-
tion.,Credit hours are the number of 
hours that a user earns for completing a 
learning event. For example, in many U.S. 
colleges, students attend a single class 
for 15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 
hour each day. In this case, the total 
hours equals 45; however, the college 
grants 3 CREDIT HOURS for this class.

Edm.String

cisCriteria Namespace1_Alias.cisCriteri
a
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Complex Types

Curricula

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

qualificationID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

priority The priority of the curriculum to help the 
user understand which curricula are 
most important.

Edm.Int32

errorMessage This contains error messages about the 
entity.

Edm.String

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

rootCurriculumID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String

cisCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

targetUserID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

rootCurriculumID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

CurriculumRequirementItems

Property Name Description Property Type

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDte This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

globalDisplayOrder The order that this learning object is dis
played in, globally, in the curriculum.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

Related Information

Use remainingDays to Look for Overdue Curricula [page 1190]

13.1.2  user/curriculum-service/v1 Metadata

Call for the curriculum assignment metadata to see the parameters for the service.

Metadata Call

Use this metadata call when you want the assigner to be a user. For example, if you are building a web client to allow 
users to manage assignments, use this metadata call.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/curriculum-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token
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Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Curricula Namespace1_Alias.Curricula

UserCurriculumStatuses Namespace1_Alias.UserCurric
ulumStatuses

CurriculumItemDetails Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum
ItemDetail

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

Curricula

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Edm.String

curricula This entity assigns curricula to users. Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Curricula)

UserCurriculumStatuses

Property Name Description Property Type

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculumStatus This is the user's status in the curricula. 
The value can be complete or incom
plete. Complete means that the user has 
completed the curriculum. Incomplete 
means that the user has at least one 
more requirement to complete.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

expirationDate This is the expiration date of the curricu
lum.

Edm.Int64

nextActionDate The next action date of the curriculum. Edm.Int64

remainingDays The remaining days of the curriculum. Edm.Int64

totalCount This is the total amount of records found 
for this request

Edm.Int64

criteria This is the search critiera for curriculum 
statuses.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

rootCurriculaID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String
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CurriculumItemDetail

Property Name Description Property Type

totalCount This is the total amount of records found 
for this request

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

requirementGroupID Edm.Int64

requirementGroupDesc Edm.String

curriculumRequirementItems Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CurriculumRequirementItems
)

nextActionDate The next date that the user must take ac
tion on this item.

Edm.Int64

curriculaID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculaDesc The plain text description of the curricu
lum that the system returns.

Edm.String

htmlCurriculaDesc The HTML description of the curriculum 
that the system returns.

Edm.String

rootCurriculaID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

expiryDate This is the date that the learning item ex
pires within the curriculum.

Edm.Int64

requirementID This is the unique ID of the requirement 
that the learning item fulfills within the 
curriculum.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

requirementTypeID This is the description of a requirement 
type.

Edm.String

requirementDesc This is a description of the requirement. 
This helps you understand the require
ment.

Edm.String

requirementSequenceNumber This is the order of the requirement for 
the learning item within the curriculum. 
Requirements are ordered.

Edm.Int64

assignedDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

numberOfHours This is a number of hours of the type in 
hourTypeID. This is the number of hours 
required to meet a requirement of the 
curriculum.

Edm.Double

numberOfComponents This is a number of learning items in a re
quirement for the curriculum. Some
times users must complete - for example 
- five learning items in a curriculum to 
meet a requirement.

Edm.Int64

globalDisplayOrder This is the order that entries for the cur
riculum will be displayed. Learning ad
ministrators create this order.

Edm.String
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hourTypeID This is the hour type that is a unit for 
numberOfHours and completedNumber
OfHours.,The hours can be inherited from 
the learning event (the course) or they 
can be specified when a user, supervisor, 
or administrator records completion with 
the Record Learning wizard.,Contact 
hours are the total number of hours that 
you expect a user to have contact with an 
instructor. For example, if you set up a 
blended learning item that has 8 total 
hours and, for 6 of those hours, you ex
pect the user to be in an instructor-led 
segment, then the contact hours equals 
6.,CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certifica-
tion.,Credit hours are the number of 
hours that a user earns for completing a 
learning event. For example, in many U.S. 
colleges, students attend a single class 
for 15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 
hour each day. In this case, the total 
hours equals 45; however, the college 
grants 3 CREDIT HOURS for this class.

Edm.String

cisCriteria Namespace1_Alias.cisCriteri
a
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Complex Types

Curricula

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

qualificationID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

priority The priority of the curriculum to help the 
user understand which curricula are 
most important.

Edm.Int32

errorMessage This contains error messages about the 
entity.

Edm.String

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

rootCurriculumID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String

cisCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

targetUserID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

rootCurriculumID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

CurriculumRequirementItems

Property Name Description Property Type

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDte This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

globalDisplayOrder The order that this learning object is dis
played in, globally, in the curriculum.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.3  admin/learningevent-service/v1 Metadata

Call for the learningevent metadata to see the parameters for the service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/learningevent-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

recordLearningEvents Namespace1_Alias.recordLear
ningEvent
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Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

recordLearningEvent

Property Name Description Property Type

recordLearningEvents Various people in your organization post 
learning events to SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning: users can post the completion 
of self-assigned courses, and supervisors 
and administrators can post the comple
tion of courses for users. Exactly how 
each user role can post learning events 
depends on your configuration.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.recordLearningEvents)

Complex Types

recordLearningEvents

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage Edm.String

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionTimeZoneID This is the time zone which will be used 
for computing the completion time of the 
learning event in the system.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).

Edm.String

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.

Edm.Double

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.4  user/learningevent-service/v1 Metadata

Call for the learningevent metadata to see the parameters for the service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningevent-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

ExternalLearningEvents Namespace1_Alias.ExternalLe
arningEvent

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

ExternalLearningEvent

Property Name Description Property Type

externalLearningEvents Various people in your organization post 
learning events to SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning: users can post the completion 
of self-assigned courses, and supervisors 
and administrators can post the comple
tion of courses for users. Exactly how 
each user role can post learning events 
depends on your configuration.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.ExternalLearningEvents)

Complex Types

ExternalLearningEvents

Property Name Description Property Type

description Description of the external event at
tended by the user. This could be the title 
or a short description of the event.

Edm.String

errorMessages null Collection(Edm.String)

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionTimeZoneID This is the time zone which will be used 
for computing the completion time of the 
learning event in the system.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).

Edm.String

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double
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contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.

Edm.Double

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.5  user/learningplan-service/v1 Metadata

A learning plan is the collection of courses or learning to-do items for a user. Call the learning plan service to 
interact with the assignments.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningplan-service/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

UserTodoLearningItems You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.UserTodoLe
arningItem

LearningItemDetails You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.LearningIt
emDetail

LearningItemPrerequisites You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.LearningIt
emPrerequisite

LearningItemDocuments You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.LearningIt
emDocument

Scheduledofferings You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.Scheduledo
ffering

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

learningItemDetail LearningItemDetails

prerequisites LearningItemPrerequisites

documents LearningItemDocuments

scheduledofferings Scheduledofferings
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Entity Types

UserTodoLearningItem

Property Name Description Property Type

sku A Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is a unique 
ID of an object in learning, used for com
mercial tracking, inventory, and account 
balancing.

Edm.String

cpnt_classification This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.,A learning item classifica-
tion is a category of a course, one that ex
plains - in general terms - how the course 
is offered. It used by the LMS for busi
ness rules. For example, users do not en
roll into a physical good, but do enroll into 
a an instructor led course. You cannot 
change the set of values for classification 
(they are set by the LMS). It can be one 
of the following values: BLENDED: 
Blended items are partly led by an in
structor and partly online computer 
based training. Often the online portion is 
self-paced. CONTINUOUS ONLINE AC
CESS: Online courses are always availa
ble to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: Exter
nal Courses are courses that have come 
in through the Open Content Network 
(OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other courses 
that are most often a physical material 
like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: Instruc
tor-led courses are classroom based 
courses, but the classroom can be physi
cal or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

isUserRequestsEnabled If the value of this is true, then users can 
request to be enrolled.

Edm.Boolean
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Property Name Description Property Type

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

status This is a comma separated list of status 
entries. The following are the positions in 
the list and what you can expect in those 
positions.,First position: Are the prereq
uisites satisfied for this learning plan 
item? The values can be Y or N.,Second 
position: What is the enrollment status of 
the user for this learning plan item? Pos
sible values are E, W, P, or N. E means 
that the user is enrolled. W means that 
the user is waitlisted. The waitlist is a 
queue of users who are next in line if a 
user withdraws from a course. P means 
that the user is pending enrollment. 
Pending users are most often in the mid
dle of an approval process to enroll. N 
means that the user is not enrolled.,Third 
position: Is a Virtual Learning Service 
(VLS) segment in session? The values 
can be Y or N,Fourth Position: Is there a 
segment currently happening for this 
course? The values can be Y or N.,Fifth 
position: The unique ID of the seat that 
the user is enrolled into. If the user is not 
currently enrolled into a pertinent sched
uled offering, the value is -1.,Sixth posi
tion: the online status of the learning 
item. Possible values are -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, 
or -6. -1 means that the online sections of 
the learning item are available to be 
launched by the user. -2 means that the 
online sections are available, but the user 
has been locked out of the online section 
for some reason and is not allowed to 
launch it. -3 means that the online sec
tions are not available for some reason. 
-4 means that the user can launch the 
online sections, but only during the 
scheduled time. If the segment is in ses
sion, the user can launch it. -5 means 
that the user cannot launch the online 
content because there is a prerequisite 
that the user has not yet completed. The 
user must complete the prerequisite and 
then attempt again to launch the con
tent. -6 means that the user has already 

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

launched the content and it is in prog
ress.,Seventh position: The status of any 
courses that are scheduled for this learn
ing item (any scheduled offerings based 
on the learning item). Possible values are 
10, 11, -1 or -3. 10 means that an offering 
exists and the user can enroll. 11 means 
that an offering exists, but the user can
not enroll. Instead, the user can waitlist 
and will be enrolled if an enrolled user 
withdraws. -1 means that no scheduled 
offerings are currently available. -3 
means that the user has not met the pre
requisites for enrollment so cannot en
roll.,Eighth position: This is a unique ID (a 
key) that represents the association be
tween a learning item or learning object 
to student. It is used when a component 
is assigned to a user. The system gener
ates this unique ID to track the progress 
of the user in the course. Returns -1 if no 
key exists.,Ninth position: Has the sched
uled offering for this learning item al
ready started? The values can be Y or 
N.,Tenth position: Does the user need to 
complete a questionnaire survey for the 
learning item? A questionnaire survey is 
a set of follow-up questions after the 
course is completed. The values can be Y 
or N.,Eleventh position: Is task checklist 
enabled for this course? A task checklist 
is a standard operating procedure that 
someone - an observer - validates when 
watching a student complete a physical 
task. Students pass the task checklist 
when the observer sees the student do 
the tasks properly and in order. The val
ues can be Y or N.,Twelfth position: Are 
task checklist observers nominated for 
this course? This is a stage in the obser
vation process. The values can be Y or 
N.,Thirteenth position: Are task checklist 
observees present for this course? The 
values can be Y or N.,Fourteenth posi
tion: Can users make a request that this 
course should be offered? The values can 
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be Y or N.,Fifteenth position: Are there 
any pending scheduled offering withdraw 
requests for the course? When users 
want to withdraw from the course, they 
can request that they be removed from 
the roster. The values can be Y or N.,Six
teenth position: Are there any requests 
pending for the course by the user? The 
values can be Y or N.,Seventeenth posi
tion: Can user request for task checklist 
observation for the course? The values 
can be Y or N.

userID The unique ID of this user. Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String
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componentTypeDesc The descriptions of item types can help 
you determine how the item type assigns 
credit.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.Int64

componentLength The sum of the length of all segments, in 
hours.

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.

Edm.Double

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.

Edm.Double
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

assignedDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

availableNewRevision If the value of this is true, then the learn
ing item has a newer revision then the re
vision assigned to the user.

Edm.Boolean

revisionNumber null Edm.String

requiredDate This is the date that the user is required 
to complete this entity.

Edm.Int64

daysRemaining This is the days remaining until the user 
is required to complete the learning item. 
If it is a negative number, then it is the 
days that the user is overdue.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user type who added the learning 
item. A is an administrator and P is a user 
(for example, a supervisor).

Edm.String

addUserName The username of the user who added this 
course to this users's assignments.

Edm.String

addUserTypeLabelID The full name of the user type who added 
the learning item to the user. For exam
ple: Admin and User

Edm.String

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

usedOrderTicketNumber Used order ticket number Edm.String

usedOrderTicketSequence Used order ticket sequence Edm.Int64

onlineLaunched If the value of this is true, then the user 
has launched the online content at least 
once.

Edm.Boolean
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origin How the learning item came to be on the 
users' learning plan. For example: Curric
ulum.

Edm.String

cdpGoalID The continuous development plan goal ID 
associated with this learning item.

Edm.String

seqNumber The sequence number of the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID The unique ID of the scheduled offering. Edm.Int64

qualificationID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.,In the context of this entity, this is 
the curriculum ID that put the learning 
item on the users' learning assignments. 
The learning item is part of the curricu
lum, the curriculum is assigned, there
fore the learning item is assigned.

Edm.String

rootQualificationID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.,In the 
context of this entity, this is the root cur
riculum ID that put the learning item on 
the users' learning assignments. The 
learning item is part of a curriculum 
structure (with this curriculum at its 
root), the curriculum structure is as
signed, therefore the learning item is as
signed.

Edm.String

qualTitle The title of a curriculum in the system.,In 
the context of this entity, this is the title 
of the curriculum that put the learning 
item on the users' learning assignments.

Edm.String

isRequired If the value of this is true, then the learn
ing item is required to be completed by 
the user.

Edm.Boolean

orderItemStatusTypeID The unique type ID of the order's status. 
The order's status defines where it is in 
the process of being purchased.

Edm.String
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showInCatalog If the value of this is true, then this ap
pears in the users' learning catalog.

Edm.Boolean

requirementTypeDescription This is the description of the requirement 
type. Requirement types define the con
ditions that users must meet to be con
sidered complete in the requirement (for 
example, number of hours from a set of 
learning items).

Edm.String

requirementTypeId This is the ID of the requirement type. Re
quirement types define the conditions 
that users must meet to be considered 
complete in the requirement (for exam
ple, number of hours from a set of learn
ing items).

Edm.String

hasOnlinePart If this is true, then the entity has some 
online sections.

Edm.Boolean

itemDetailsDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, this is popu
lated with the link to the learning item de
tails page. Users click the link to see the 
details for this learning item. If they are 
not already authenticated to the system, 
they must authenticate before they can 
see the page.

Edm.String

courseDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, and if this 
learning item contains online content, 
then this is populated with the link to the 
online content. Users click the link to go 
to the online content for this learning 
item. If they are not already authenti
cated to the system, they must authenti
cate before they can see the page.

Edm.String

criteria This is the search criteria used to find 
learning items in users' learning plans.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

linkedSchedules This is a list of all the scheduled offerings 
for this learning item for which the user is 
enrolled.

Collection(Edm.Int64)
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programType This is the program type, which defines 
how a user progresses through the pro
gram. It can be scheduled, duration-
based, or open-ended.

Edm.String

programEndDate If this is program has a defined end date, 
this is that end date.

Edm.Int64

programStartDate If this is program has a defined start 
date, this is that start date.

Edm.Int64

programDuration If this is program has a duration (a time 
over which it should be completed) this is 
that duration.

Edm.Int64

programDurationType This is the duration type. Edm.String

programDeeplink This is a deep link ot the program. If 
users click the link, they first must au
thenticate to the system and then they 
can look at the program details.

Edm.String

vlsLink This is the VLS link that learners can use 
to join a virtual meeting room (like We
bEx, Adobe Connect, or Skype) for train
ing. The link is for registered learners and 
learning items with a current or future 
segment that is virtual.

Edm.String

studentSurveyID This is a unique User Survey ID to 
uniquely identify the mapping between 
User and Survey.

Edm.Int64

itemSurveyID This is a unique Item Survey ID to 
uniquely identify the mapping between 
Item and Survey.

Edm.Int64

surveyID The unique ID of the Survey in the Sys
tem

Edm.String

surveyLevel The level of the Survey. The value of 1 in
dicates Item Evaluation Survey. The value 
of 3 indicates Follow up Evaluation Sur
vey.

Edm.Int64

surveydesc This is the Survey Description Edm.String

surveyStatusID The Status of the survey assigned to 
User.

Edm.String
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surveyDeepLink This is a deep link of the Survey. If users 
click the link, they first must authenticate 
to the system and then they can look at 
the survey details.

Edm.String

learnerActions Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.learnerActions)

LearningItemDetail

Property Name Description Property Type

pkID This is the learning item's key. A learning 
item key is a concatenation of the learn
ing item's unique ID, the learning item's 
type ID, and the learning item's revision 
date, separated by dashes. The key helps 
you uniquely identify one specific type 
and revision of a learning item.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.Int64
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title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

description This is the description of the learning 
item in the language of the current user 
(the user calling the web service). A de
scription is intended to provide details to 
users so that they can decide if they are 
interested in the course. Descriptions can 
be translated using a key/value pair, 
where the key uniquely identifies a partic
ular learning item's description and the 
values are each language's translation of 
the description. If you need the key that 
matches this value, look in Description
LabelKey.

Edm.String

htmlDescription This is the description of the learning 
item, in the users' language, with HTML 
tags to format the description. Custom
ers often use simple inline tags to bold 
and italicize words (for example).

Edm.String

revisionNo This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

sourceID The source is the developer of the learn
ing item or the organization or regulatory 
body that requires it. You can create or 
modify source IDs in the administration 
environment, in References: Learning: 
Item Sources.

Edm.String
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domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

deliveryMethodID This is the unique ID of a delivery 
method. A delivery method describes 
how a learning item will be delivered (for 
example, a book, PDF file, or online 
course). You can create or modify 
method IDs in the administration envi
ronment, in References: Learning: Deliv
ery Methods

Edm.String

requirementTypeID This is the unique ID of a requirement 
type.,A requirement type is a way for 
companies to describe how a user can 
meet the requirement. For example, a 
user can finish a set amount of hours 
from within a pool of learning items.

Edm.String

safetyRelated If a learning item is safety related (if safe
tyRelated is true) then the learning item 
is flagged as safety-related in searches 
and reports. This information is for ad
ministrative purposes. It is not in the end-
user interface by default.

Edm.Boolean

approved If the user is approved to enroll into the 
learning item, the value is true. If the user 
is not approved, the value is false.

Edm.Boolean

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

reviserName This is the name of the user who revised 
the learning item.

Edm.String

approvedBy This is the name of the user who ap
proved the learning item.

Edm.String
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approvalTimestamp This is the time that the person in charge 
of the approval granted the approval for 
the entity.

Edm.Int64

lessionPlanFilename This is the lesson plan that goes with the 
learning item. For example, it can be a 
valid URL to an online lesson plan or a 
name of a training document. Adminis
trators or trainers can consult the lesson 
plan to help them prepare for the learn
ing item.

Edm.String

targetAudience This is a description of the intended tar
get audience that the you can display in 
the user interface. It helps users under
stand who the course is planned to ad
dress.

Edm.String

contactName The contact name is someone who can 
answer questions about the learning 
item.

Edm.String

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

defaultInitialNumber The initial number is the number of days, 
weeks, months, quarters, or years that 
the user has in their initial retraining pe
riod for this learning item. Retraining pe
riods apply when the learning item is a 
member of a curriculum. It is the grace 
period when users are first assigned a 
learning item. Although they might be re
quired to retrain on the learning item ev
ery year, they might be assigned the cur
riculum (and learning item) in the last 
month of the year. The initial period gives 
them a grace period to complete the first 
training.

Edm.Int64

defaultInitialPeriodTypeID This is the unit for the initial period (days, 
weeks months, quarters, or years).

Edm.String
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defaultInitialBasisTypeID The basis type can be calendar or event. 
In a calendar basis type, the user must 
retrain on a learning item on a time-inter
val based on the calendar (like every 
month). In an event, the period is based 
on an event, like completing the first 
round of training.

Edm.String

initialPeriodLabelID The label ID for the initial period, so that 
you can look up the language.

Edm.String

initialBasisLabelID The label ID for the initial basis, so that 
you can look up the exact language.

Edm.String

defaultRetrainingNumber After the initial period, users must re
train. This is the number of days, weeks, 
months, quarters, or years that the users 
have to complete the retraining on the 
learning item.

Edm.Int64

defaultRetrainingPeriodType
ID

The period that a user must retrain after 
the initial period. This can be days, 
weeks, months, quarters, or years.

Edm.String

defaultRetrainingBasisTypeI
D

The retraining period type can be either 
calendar or event. If it is calendar, then 
the user must retrain based on a time-
based interval (such as annually, regard
less of when the user completed the last 
training). If it is event, then the user must 
retrain based on an event (such as a year 
after completing the training).

Edm.String

retrainingPeriodLabelID The label ID for the retraining period, so 
that you can look up the language.

Edm.String

retrainingBasisLabelID The label ID for the training basis, so that 
you can look up the language.

Edm.String

comments Comments from the instructor. Edm.String

instructorMaterials This is materials that the instructor 
should have for the learning item.

Edm.String

studentMaterials This is materials that the student 
(learner) should have for the learning 
item.

Edm.String
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gradingOption This is the grading option of the learning 
item. You can see the grading options in 
the administration environment on the 
learning item record in the Grading Op
tions view.

Edm.Int64

createTimestamp The time stamp, in Unix Epoch, that the 
learning item was created

Edm.Int64

componentGoals These are the goals that are associated 
with this learning item.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

totalLength This is the total length of time that the 
course takes. Typically, this is used for 
planning purposes.

Edm.Double

prepLength This is the total length of time that it 
takes an instructor to prepare to teach 
the course. Typically, this is used for plan
ning purposes.

Edm.Double

minEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

maxEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

enrollmentThresDays This is the amount of days before the 
course that the enrollment is closed for 
the course.

Edm.Int64

autoFillEnrollment If the value is true, then when a slot 
opens in the enrollment list, it is filled au
tomatically from the waitlist.

Edm.Boolean

waitlistRemainderSentTimest
amp

The time that the remainder of users on 
the waitlist was sent as a reminder.

Edm.Int64

autoCompetency If the value is true, then users are auto
matically evaluated in their competency 
at when they complete the course.

Edm.Boolean
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classification This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.,A learning item classifica-
tion is a category of a course, one that ex
plains - in general terms - how the course 
is offered. It used by the LMS for busi
ness rules. For example, users do not en
roll into a physical good, but do enroll into 
a an instructor led course. You cannot 
change the set of values for classification 
(they are set by the LMS). It can be one 
of the following values: BLENDED: 
Blended items are partly led by an in
structor and partly online computer 
based training. Often the online portion is 
self-paced. CONTINUOUS ONLINE AC
CESS: Online courses are always availa
ble to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: Exter
nal Courses are courses that have come 
in through the Open Content Network 
(OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other courses 
that are most often a physical material 
like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: Instruc
tor-led courses are classroom based 
courses, but the classroom can be physi
cal or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

chargebackMethod This is unique ID of a chargeback 
method.,Chargeback is a way to recon
cile costs between organizations. One or
ganization charges the cost of training 
back to another organization. This allows 
companies to balance the cost of training 
by putting the cost to organizations.

Edm.String

catalogSKU A Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is a unique 
ID of an object in learning, used for com
mercial tracking, inventory, and account 
balancing.

Edm.String
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scheduleCanOverridePrice If this value is true, then each instance of 
a course (scheduled offering) can over
ride the price that is set in master copy of 
the course (learning item). If the value is 
false, then every course created from the 
master copy (learning item) inherits the 
price from the master copy.

Edm.Boolean

productionReady If this value is true, then the learning item 
is ready to be assigned to users. If the 
value is false, then the learning item is 
under development and not yet ready for 
users.

Edm.Boolean

studentCanRecordLearningEve
nts

If the value of this is true, then the user 
can record learning events for this learn
ing item. If the value is false, then only su
pervisors or administrators can record 
learning on the learning item.,In Success
Factors Learning, when someone records 
a learning event, they are posting a users' 
completion or inability to complete a 
course back to the LMS. For example, 
you can record the fact that a user at
tended the course and completed it. Or, 
you can record the fact that a user did 
NOT complete the event. Completion is a 
highly configurable part of the LMS, so 
your completion statuses (the thing you 
are posting/recording) will be your own 
and match your business process.

Edm.Boolean
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supervisorCanRecordLearning
Events

If the value of this is true, then the super
visor can record learning events for this 
learning item. If the value is false, then 
only administrators can record learning 
on the learning item. In most cases, when 
a supervisor cannot record learning, a 
user cannot record learning either.,In 
SuccessFactors Learning, when someone 
records a learning event, they are posting 
a users' completion or inability to com
plete a course back to the LMS. For ex
ample, you can record the fact that a user 
attended the course and completed it. 
Or, you can record the fact that a user did 
NOT complete the event. Completion is a 
highly configurable part of the LMS, so 
your completion statuses (the thing you 
are posting/recording) will be your own 
and match your business process.

Edm.Boolean

approvalRequired If the value of this is true, then the users 
require approval to enroll into the course. 
If the value is false, then approval is not 
required.

Edm.Boolean

processDefinitionID This is the unique ID of the approval 
process definition (as opposed to the ID 
of the instance of the approval).

Edm.String

processDescription This is a description of the approval proc
ess. For example Approval to Withdraw 
from Training.

Edm.String

sourceDescription This is a field on learning items that typi
cally describes the developer of the 
course. For example, if you use third par
ties to create course material for you, 
then the third party that developed THIS 
learning item can be recorded in source.

Edm.String
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domainDescription This is the description of the security do
main of the entity. You can associate a re
cord with an access domain to control 
the administrators who can access the 
record. What an administrator can ac
cess and do for a record depends on how 
you configured the entity, function, and 
workflow domain restrictions of the role 
ID that is associated with the administra
tor.

Edm.String

deliveryMethodDescription This is the description of a delivery 
method. A delivery method describes 
how a learning item will be delivered (for 
example, a book, PDF file, or online 
course). You can create or modify 
method IDs in the administration envi
ronment, in References: Learning: Deliv
ery Methods

Edm.String

requirementTypeDescription This is the description of a requirement 
type.,A requirement type is a way for 
companies to describe how a user can 
meet the requirement. For example, a 
user can finish a set amount of hours 
from within a pool of learning items.

Edm.String

chargeBackMethodLabelID This is unique ID of a chargeback method 
LABEL. Because you can offer courses in 
many languages, you can describe the 
chargeback in many languages. The sys
tem uses this label ID to look up the cor
rect string to describe the chargeback 
method in the users' language.,Charge
back is a way to reconcile costs between 
organizations. One organization charges 
the cost of training back to another or
ganization. This allows companies to bal
ance the cost of training by putting the 
cost to organizations.

Edm.String
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componentClassificationLabe
lID

This is the unique ID of the label for the 
classification of this learning item. The 
LMS uses the label ID to look up the cor
rect translation (string) of the classifica-
tion for this user's language. For example, 
TIME-BASED is usually represented to 
English speakers as Instructor Led. The 
system uses an label ID to look up the 
string "Instructor Led.",A learning item 
classification is a category of a course, 
one that explains - in general terms - how 
the course is offered. It used by the LMS 
for business rules. For example, users do 
not enroll into a physical good, but do en
roll into a an instructor led course. You 
cannot change the set of values for clas
sification (they are set by the LMS). It 
can be one of the following values: 
BLENDED: Blended items are partly led 
by an instructor and partly online com
puter based training. Often the online 
portion is self-paced. CONTINUOUS ON
LINE ACCESS: Online courses are always 
available to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: 
External Courses are courses that have 
come in through the Open Content Net
work (OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other 
courses that are most often a physical 
material like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: 
Instructor-led courses are classroom 
based courses, but the classroom can be 
physical or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

forumID Forums are deprecated. Instead, use SAP 
Jam. If your learning item is associated 
with a deprecated forum, the ID appears 
here.

Edm.Int64

rating This is the rating that users have given 
the learning item.

Edm.Double

enableRating If the value of this is true, then users can 
rate the learning item. If it is false, then 
users cannot rate the learning item.

Edm.Boolean
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includePreviousRevisionRati
ng

If the value of this is true, then the overall 
rating includes ratings given to previous 
revisions of the learning item. If it is false, 
then the ratings are calculated from the 
current revision only.

Edm.Boolean

shippingRequired If this value is true, then the learning item 
has some component that must be ship
ped. This is often the case if the learning 
item is a physical good, like a book. If it is 
false, then there is nothing to ship. For ex
ample, if this learning item is an online 
course, there is nothing to ship.

Edm.Boolean

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

isBlendedLearningRegisterRe
quired

If this value is true, then if the classifica-
tion ID is BLENDED, then users must en
roll for the learning item, even to see the 
online portions of the course. If it is false, 
then users can see the online portions 
without enrolling.

Edm.Boolean

eSigEnabled If the value is true, then e-signatures are 
required for actions with this learning 
item. If false, then e-signatures are not 
required. E-signatures are a secondary 
identity verification for things like record
ing the completion of a learning item. 
They are typically used by companies 
that are audited by an oversight organiza
tion for learning compliance.

Edm.Boolean
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isUserRequestsEnabled If the value is true, then users can re
quest a scheduled offering of a learning 
item. If false, they cannot request a new 
offering. Users request scheduled offer-
ings when the current list of times that 
the learning item is offered does NOT in
clude a time that they can attend the 
course.,A learning item is a unit of learn
ing that you can track in the Learning 
Management System (LMS). You can 
think of this as a university course cata
log: each course, like Introduction to 
Wave Physics is a learning item. Those 
learning items can be tracked to see who 
has completed Introduction to Wave 
Physics. And Introduction to Wave Phys
ics can be offered at multiple times to fit 
different student schedules. Each of 
those instances is a scheduled offering.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

componentTypeDesc The descriptions of item types can help 
you determine how the item type assigns 
credit.

Edm.String

enableOrder If the value of this is true, then orders can 
be created for the entity (users can order 
it). If it is false, then orders cannot be cre
ated.

Edm.Boolean
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checkAuthorizedInstructor If the value is true, then the primary in
structor of the segments must be author
ized to teach the learning item. You set 
the learning items that an instructor is 
authorized to teach on the instructors' 
records. If it is false, then the primary in
structor is not required to be authorized 
to teach the learning item. It is often false 
if you are not using instructor records or 
you are not keeping track of authoriza
tion to teach in the LMS.

Edm.Boolean

checklistEnabled If the value of this is true, then task 
checklists are enabled for the learning 
item. Task checklists ask an observer to 
make sure that a user can complete a 
task in a series of steps.

Edm.Boolean

isAuthorizedObserver If the value of this is true, then this user is 
an authorized observer for the task 
checklist attached to this learning item.

Edm.Boolean

checklistCompletionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

checklistFailureStatusID This is the task checklist failure status ID. 
It is the completion status that the user is 
assigned if they fail the task checklist.

Edm.String

checklistObserverTypeID Observer types define the task checklist 
observer.

Edm.String

thumbnailURI This is the URI that leads to the thumnail 
image for this entity. Thumbnails are im
ages that act like icons: they help users 
understand something about the entity 
from a glance.

Edm.String
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classificationLabelValue This is the translated name of the classi
fication of this learning item. The LMS 
uses the label ID to look up the correct 
translation (string) of the classification 
for this user's language. For example, 
TIME-BASED is usually represented to 
English speakers as Instructor Led. The 
system uses a label ID to look up the 
string "Instructor Led" for English speak
ing users and returns the label value "In
structor Led.",A learning item classifica-
tion is a category of a course, one that ex
plains - in general terms - how the course 
is offered. It used by the LMS for busi
ness rules. For example, users do not en
roll into a physical good, but do enroll into 
a an instructor led course. You cannot 
change the set of values for classification 
(they are set by the LMS). It can be one 
of the following values: BLENDED: 
Blended items are partly led by an in
structor and partly online computer 
based training. Often the online portion is 
self-paced. CONTINUOUS ONLINE AC
CESS: Online courses are always availa
ble to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: Exter
nal Courses are courses that have come 
in through the Open Content Network 
(OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other courses 
that are most often a physical material 
like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: Instruc
tor-led courses are classroom based 
courses, but the classroom can be physi
cal or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

chargebackMethodLabelValue This is the description of the chargeback 
method in this user's language.,Charge
back is a way to reconcile costs between 
organizations. One organization charges 
the cost of training back to another or
ganization. This allows companies to bal
ance the cost of training by putting the 
cost to organizations.

Edm.String
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itemDetailsDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, this is popu
lated with the link to the learning item de
tails page. Users click the link to see the 
details for this learning item. If they are 
not already authenticated to the system, 
they must authenticate before they can 
see the page.

Edm.String

courseDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, and if this 
learning item contains online content, 
then this is populated with the link to the 
online content. Users click the link to go 
to the online content for this learning 
item. If they are not already authenti
cated to the system, they must authenti
cate before they can see the page.

Edm.String

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a

LearningItemPrerequisite

Property Name Description Property Type

pkID This is the learning item's key. A learning 
item key is a concatenation of the learn
ing item's unique ID, the learning item's 
type ID, and the learning item's revision 
date, separated by dashes. The key helps 
you uniquely identify one specific type 
and revision of a learning item.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

prerequisitesGroupItem A prerequisite is a learning item that 
must be complete before enrolling into 
this learning item. A group of prerequi
sites (prerequisite group) is an ordered 
list of prerequsites that users must com
plete in a given order. For example, to 
take a high level Physics course, you 
probably need to start with introduction 
to physics and work through a series of 
prerequisites before you are ready for the 
high level course. That series of courses 
is a prerequsite group.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.prerequisitesGroupItem)

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a

LearningItemDocument

Property Name Description Property Type

pkID This is the learning item's key. A learning 
item key is a concatenation of the learn
ing item's unique ID, the learning item's 
type ID, and the learning item's revision 
date, separated by dashes. The key helps 
you uniquely identify one specific type 
and revision of a learning item.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

documentID This is the unique ID of the document re
cord. Documents are managed as sepa
rate objects in the system and then asso
ciated with learning item.

Edm.String

reviewFlag If the value of this is true, then the docu
ment should be reviewed for accuracy. 
Reviews are triggered when the docu
ment is revised. The review flag is set on 
the learning item or curricula, not on the 
document, because it is within the con
text of the learning item or curriculum 
that the document must be reviewed. Re
view to answer the question: does this 
new revision of the document fit with the 
current revision of the learning item or 
curriculum.

Edm.Boolean

documentTitle This is the title of the document. The title 
is something that users recognize.

Edm.String

documentLocation This is a brief description of where the 
document is located. For example, if it is 
stored at a URL on a content server, it 
might be that URL.

Edm.String

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a
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Scheduledoffering

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.Int64

price The price of the entity. For example, the 
price of a scheduled offering: how much 
does it cost a user to enroll into and com
plete the scheduled offering?

Edm.Double

instructors This is an instructor. Instructors are 
tracked as resources in the Learning 
Management System (LMS) so that they 
can be matched to courses during a 
scheduling process. They can also be 
useful to advertise courses: courses with 
well known instructors tend to see 
greater enrollment.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructors)

startDateTime The start timestamp for this scheduled 
offering in Unix Epoch Time.

Edm.Int64

endDateTime The end timestamp for this scheduled of
fering in Unix Epoch Time.

Edm.Int64
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days This is the amount of days that have seg
ments scheduled in a scheduled offering. 
Days that do NOT have segments are 
NOT included in the amount. For exam
ple, a course that begins on Monday and 
ends on Friday of the same week and has 
segments on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday returns three days and not five. 
The days without segments (Tuesday 
and Thursday) are NOT included in the 
amount.

Edm.Int64

locationDescription This is a description of the location where 
the course is to take place. It helps users 
understand where to go for their 
course.,A training location is a place in
side a training facility. For example, a fa
cility can be a building and the rooms in
side the facility can be locations. This 
helps users understand both "I need to 
go to this building" and also "I need to go 
to this room inside the building."

Edm.String

facilityDescription The brief description of the facility.,A 
training location is a place inside a train
ing facility. For example, a facility can be a 
building and the rooms inside the facility 
can be locations. This helps users under
stand both "I need to go to this building" 
and also "I need to go to this room inside 
the building."

Edm.String

scheduleStatus This is the schedule status CODE, as op
posed to the schedule status value. It is a 
number that can be -3, -6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
or 14.,Schedule status codes match val
ues as follows. -3: Schedule unavailable 
because the threshold waiting for the 
Component is not reached. -6: Student 
has not finished all the pre-requisites. 10: 
Open Seats are available. 11: Open Seats 
and Slots are available. 12: No Open 
Seats. 13: No Open Seats, but there are 
open slots. 14: Student has already enrol
led.

Edm.Int64
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selfEnrollable If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

maxEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

enrolledCount This is the number of users who are cur
rently enrolled.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatusTypeID This is the registration type that has been 
assigned to the user.

Edm.String

enrollSeatID If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.Int64

addUser If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.String

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

chargebackMethod This is unique ID of a chargeback 
method.

Edm.String
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itemChargeBackMethod This is unique ID of a chargeback 
method.,This is the chargeback method 
of the parent learning item, which the 
scheduled offering inherits as a default 
but can be overridden by administrators.

Edm.String

scheduleCanOverridePrice If this value is true, then each instance of 
a course (scheduled offering) can over
ride the price that is set in master copy of 
the course (learning item). If the value is 
false, then every course created from the 
master copy (learning item) inherits the 
price from the master copy.

Edm.Boolean

timeZoneLabelValue This is the time zone of the entity, in a hu
man readable format.

Edm.String

scheduleStatusValue This is the schedule status TEXT VALUE, 
as opposed to the schedule status code. 
The text value tells you, in English, what 
the codes mean.,Schedule status codes 
match values as follows. -3: Schedule un
available because the threshold waiting 
for the Component is not reached. -6: 
Student has not finished all the pre-
requisites. 10: Open Seats are available. 
11: Open Seats and Slots are available. 12: 
No Open Seats. 13: No Open Seats, but 
there are open slots. 14: Student has al
ready enrolled.

Edm.String

currencyCode This is the currency code for this entity. 
The currency code is returned from the 
enumerated list of currency codes that 
you set up when you implemented the 
system. During implementation, we rec
ommend that customers use ISO codes 
for currency, but it is NOT required.

Edm.String

currencyDesc This is the currency description for this 
entity. You set up currency descriptions 
during implementation to help you un
derstand the currency code. They can be 
any string that helps you understand the 
currency code.

Edm.String
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availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

scheduledOfferingDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, and if this 
learning item contains online content, 
then this is populated with the link to the 
online content. Users click the link to go 
to the online content for this learning 
item. If they are not already authenti
cated to the system, they must authenti
cate before they can see the page.

Edm.String

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

minRowNum What is the minimum record to retrieve? 
Use the minimum and maximum records 
to create pages.

Edm.Int64

maxRowNum What is the maximum record to retrieve? 
Use the minimum and maximum records 
to create pages.

Edm.Int64

qualItemsAndReqThresholdDay
s

If you provide a value, the system returns 
all items with a requiredDate (returned as 
part of the search) less than the current 
date plus the amount of days you set in 
qualItemsAndReqThresholdDays. When 
the threshold is not set, the required date 
is ignored.

Edm.Int64
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targetUserID If you are running the web service with an 
administrator user (user type is A), then 
send the user whose learning plan you 
want to retrieve. If you are running the 
web service with an end-user (user type 
is P), then do not pass it. The system 
reads the user ID from the authorization 
header.

Edm.String

targetPersonGUID If you are running the web service with an 
administrator user (user type is A), then 
send the user's person GUID whose 
learning plan you want to retrieve. If you 
are running the web service with an end-
user (user type is P), then do not pass it. 
The system extracts the person GUID 
from the authorization header.

Edm.String

retrieveLinkedSchedules If set to true, then the service returns not 
only the learning items in the users' 
learning plans but also the scheduled of
ferings that the users are enrolled into for 
those learning items. When true, the sys
tem runs a second query, which has a 
performance impact. Set to false for 
faster queries when you do not need the 
schedules.

Edm.String

includeDeeplink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

includeVLSlink This is the VLS link that learners can use 
to join a virtual meeting room (like We
bEx, Adobe Connect, or Skype) for train
ing. The link is for registered learners and 
learning items with a current or future 
segment that is virtual.

Edm.Boolean

includeSurveys If set to true, then the service returns the 
surveys associated with the users along 
the learning items assigned to him.

Edm.Boolean

includeLearnerActions If set to true, the system returns actions 
available to the learner for each learning 
item in the results. If set to false, actions 
will not be included in results. Default is 
false.

Edm.Boolean
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learnerActions

Property Name Description Property Type

actionText Edm.String

actionName Edm.String

lisCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

onlyShowInSystemLevelLocale
Currency

If this value is true, then the search re
turns learning items in the system level 
currency. If false, then other currencies 
are returned.

Edm.Boolean

includeDeeplink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

includeInstructorDetails If set to true, then the search returns de
tails about the instructor. This can be 
useful, for example, if you want to adver
tise the instructor in order to get learners 
excited about attending training under 
that instructor. If you are not using in
structors, set to false.

Edm.Boolean

prerequisitesGroupItem

Property Name Description Property Type

prerequisiteComplete If the value of this is true, then this user 
has completed this prerequisite.

Edm.Boolean
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isAvailableInStudentCatalog If the value of this is true, then this pre
requisite is in this user's catalog. When it 
is in a user's catalog, he or she can ac
cess it and it does not need to be directly 
assigned.

Edm.Boolean

isInLearningPlan If the value of this is true, then this pre
requisite is already in this user's assign
ments.

Edm.Boolean

prerequisiteCompleteInfo This is the completion information for 
this prerequisite for this user.

Edm.String

prerequisiteCompletionDate This is the date that this user completed 
this prerequisite. If the value of this is 
null, then this user has not completed the 
prerequisite.

Edm.Int64

prerequisiteGroupID This is the unique ID of the group that 
this prerequisite belongs to.

Edm.String

groupName This is the name of group that this pre
requisite belongs to.

Edm.String

groupOrder Prerequisite groups can be sequenced. 
This is the sequence number of the pre
requsite group.

Edm.Int64

prerequisiteItemOrder Within the group, this is the sequence of 
the learning item.

Edm.Int64

prerequisiteRevisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String
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title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

groupNameLabelKey This is the unique ID of the group name 
label. The system uses this ID to look up 
the group name in this user's language.

Edm.String

prerequisiteComponentClassi
ficationType

This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.

Edm.String

prerequisiteComponentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

prerequisiteComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

prerequisiteRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64
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instructors

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID This is the unique ID of an instructor in 
the Learning Mangaement System. If the 
instructor is also a user (this is often the 
case when instructors are employees at 
the company), then keep in mind that 
this is their INSTRUCTOR ID as opposed 
to their LEARNER ID.

Edm.String

lastName This is the family name of the instructor. Edm.String

firstName This is the given name of the instructor. Edm.String

middleInitial This is a middle initial of the instructor. Edm.String

primary If the value of this is true, then this is the 
primary instructor. If false, then the in
structor is secondary. Primary instruc
tors are usually the ones responsible for 
organizing the training, posting learning 
results, and hosting Virtual Learning Ses
sions (VLS). You can also require that pri
mary instructors are qualified to instruct 
the learning item. Secondary instructors 
support the primary instructors.

Edm.Boolean

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.6  admin/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata

Call for the scheduled offering metadata to work with courses that are scheduled to occur at a given time and 
place, including who is enrolled and attendance in the course.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffering-service/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Listing

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Listing

SegmentAttendances Namespace1_Alias.SegmentAtt
endance

EnrollmentStatuses Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Status

Enrollments Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment

UserScheduleBlocks Namespace1_Alias.UserSchedu
leBlock

RefundPolicies Namespace1_Alias.RefundPoli
cies

EnrollmentCancellations Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Cancellations

AvailableSeats Namespace1_Alias.AvailableS
eats

ScheduledToTeachClasses Namespace1_Alias.ScheduledT
oTeachClass

Segments Namespace1_Alias.Segment

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

segments Segments
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Entity Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria This is the search critiera for enrollments. Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentListing Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.EnrollmentListing)

criteria This is the search critiera for enrollments. Namespace1_Alias.criteria

SegmentAttendance

Property Name Description Property Type

segmentAttendances This is a record of a user attending a seg
ment of a course.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.SegmentAttendances)

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It 
must be included even though, as a col
lection, there is no primary key. Pass any 
value. It will be ignored. Convention, how
ever, is to pass an empty primary key.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentStatus This is a full description of the enrollment 
status of a user in a course, including the 
user with the enrollment status.,Registra
tion status describes a user's state in the 
registration process. Each state has a 
type: Pending (User is awaiting approval 
to enroll), Waitlisted (The course is full 
and the user will be added if a space be
comes available), Enrolled (User has a 
spot in the course), and Cancelled (User 
was enrolled but has withdrawn from the 
course). Each status is tied to a type. If 
companies use the default statuses, then 
they have a one-to-one match to the reg
istration status and registration type (If 
the status is Pending, the type is Pend
ing... if the status is Waitlisted, the type is 
Waitlisted, and so on). During implemen
tation, we strongly recommend that 
companies use these four default regis
tration statuses, to simplify their imple
mentation. However, if they create new 
statuses based on a customization, those 
new statuses must be related to an exist
ing type. For example, if they create a 
registration status called Priority Waitlist, 
that status must be tied to the Waitlist 
registration type. It must be tied to the 
Waitlist registration type so that the LMS 
knows what to do with users in this sta
tus. In this example, the LMS knows that 
users in Priority Waitlist should be on the 
waitlist for the course. The customization 
can do something special with users who 
are in Priority Waitlist and not standard 
Waitlist.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.EnrollmentStatus)

Enrollment

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollments An enrollment is a user in the LMS who 
has an enrollment status for a scheduled 
offering.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Enrollments)
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UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It is 
required. Pass any value. It will be ig
nored. Convention is to pass an empty 
primary key.

Edm.String

userScheduleBlock A schedule block is a way to PREVENT 
scheduling for a resource. For example, if 
an instructor is on leave, you can add a 
schedule block for the time that he or she 
is on leave. That schedule block prevents 
the instructor from being scheduled into 
courses during the time of the block.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserScheduleBlock)

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

privateKey Edm.String

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

refundPolicies A refund policy defines what users can 
expect if they ask for a refund. For exam
ple, if they withdraw from a course within 
24 hours of the start, how much refund 
can they expect?

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.RefundPolicies)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

enrollmentCancellations Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.EnrollmentCancellations)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

AvailableSeats

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the scheduled of
fering.

Edm.String

comments This is a comment about the entity. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the lastUpdateTi
mestamp

Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

cancelled If this value is true, then this is cancelled. Edm.Boolean

cancelledDate If this is cancelled, the date that it is can
celled.

Edm.Int64

closedDate If this is closed, then this is the date that 
it closed.

Edm.Int64

closed If this value is true, this is closed. A 
closed seat is not available.

Edm.Boolean

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)
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ScheduledToTeachClass

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

description This is the description of the Scheduled 
Offering entity.

Edm.String

facilityID This is the identifier of the Facility entity. Edm.String

facilityDescription The brief description of the facility. Edm.String

timezoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

totalCount This is the total amount of records found 
for this request

Edm.Int32

sttcCriteria This is the search critiera for scheduled 
to teach class.

Namespace1_Alias.sttcCriter
ia

Segment

Property Name Description Property Type

segmentNumber This is the number of the Segment inside 
the Scheduled Offering.

Edm.Int64

startDate The start timestamp for this segment. 
Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

endDate The end timestamp for this segment. Re
turned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

primaryLocationID Primary location ID of the scheduled of
fering.

Edm.String

primaryLocationDescription Primary location description of the 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

primaryInstructorID Identifier of the Primary Instructor of the 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

primaryInstructorFirstName First Name of the Primary Instructor of 
the scheduled offering.

Edm.String

primaryInstructorLastName Last Name of the Primary Instructor of 
the scheduled offering.

Edm.String

Complex Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria This is the search critiera for enrollments. Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

skiptoken Edm.String
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SegmentAttendances

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

segmentID This is the unique ID of a segment.,A seg
ment is one part of a course (a learning 
item or scheduled offering). For example, 
if a course meets over two days, each day 
can be a segment. This allows you to 
track attendance on a more granular 
level: you can see who attended (in this 
example) the first day and who attended 
the second day. You can also assign in
structors per segment. It could be that 
one instructor teaches the first day and a 
different instructor teaches the second 
day.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

errorMessage This includes any error messages. Edm.String

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

newEnrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

registrationChangeTime This is the time that a registration change 
occurred for purposes of auditing the 
change.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

timezone This is the time zone for registration
ChangeTime. It is the time zone that the 
change is recorded in.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

cancellationReasonID Cancellation reason ID while changing 
the user enrollment status to cancelled 
state. This is mandatory when Cancella
tion Reason setting is enabled for the 
Scheduled Offering.

Edm.String

Enrollments

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

notifyUser If the value of this is true, and if the user 
has an email address on file, the user re
ceives a notification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyInstructor If the value of this is true, and if the in
structor has an email address on file, the 
instructor receives a notification of the 
enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifySupervisor If the value of this is true, and if the learn
ing supervisor has an email address on 
file, the learning supervisor receives a no
tification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyContacts If the value of this is true, and if the offer-
ing has a list of contact email addresses 
on file, the contacts receive a notification 
of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains error messages about the 
enrollment.

Edm.String

warningMessage This contains warning messages about 
the enrollment.

Edm.String

warningOverride If the value of this is true, then you can 
override warning messages.

Edm.Boolean

UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

userId This is the user to whom the schedule 
block should be applied.,This is the 
unique ID of a user in the Learning Man
agement System (LMS). This is recog
nized within the LMS only. If you want an 
ID that is recognized throughout SAP 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite, you want to 
get the Person GUID or Person External 
ID.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

scheduleBlockId The unique ID of the schedule block. Edm.String

leaveStartDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the start date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

leaveEndDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the end date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

externalCode Edm.String

iseRuleId Edm.String

domain This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,Defaults to PUB
LIC.

Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.,Defaults to true.

Edm.Boolean

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

type Edm.String

text Edm.String
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RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

chargeAmount Refund charge amount Edm.Double

chargePercentage Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode Edm.String

scheduleID Edm.Int64

sequenceID Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

cancelled Edm.Boolean

chargeAmount Enrollment cancellation charge amount Edm.Double

chargePercentage Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode Edm.String

scheduleID Edm.Int64

sequenceID Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

instructors

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID This is the unique ID of an instructor in 
the Learning Mangaement System. If the 
instructor is also a user (this is often the 
case when instructors are employees at 
the company), then keep in mind that 
this is their INSTRUCTOR ID as opposed 
to their LEARNER ID.

Edm.String

lastName This is the family name of the instructor. Edm.String

firstName This is the given name of the instructor. Edm.String

middleInitial This is a middle initial of the instructor. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

primary If the value of this is true, then this is the 
primary instructor. If false, then the in
structor is secondary. Primary instruc
tors are usually the ones responsible for 
organizing the training, posting learning 
results, and hosting Virtual Learning Ses
sions (VLS). You can also require that pri
mary instructors are qualified to instruct 
the learning item. Secondary instructors 
support the primary instructors.

Edm.Boolean

sttcCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID Edm.String

fromDate Edm.Int64

toDate Edm.Int64

segmentsExpanded Edm.Boolean

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.7  user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata

Call for the scheduled offering metadata to work with courses that are scheduled to occur at a given time and 
place, including who is enrolled and attendance in the course.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffering-service/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Listing

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Listing

ScheduledOfferings Namespace1_Alias.ScheduledO
ffering

SegmentAttendances Namespace1_Alias.SegmentAtt
endance

EnrollmentStatuses Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Status

Enrollments Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment

UserScheduleBlocks Namespace1_Alias.UserSchedu
leBlock

RefundPolicies Namespace1_Alias.RefundPoli
cies

EnrollmentCancellations Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment
Cancellations

AvailableSeats Namespace1_Alias.AvailableS
eats

ScheduledToTeachClasses Namespace1_Alias.ScheduledT
oTeachClass

Segments Namespace1_Alias.Segment

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

segments Segments
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Entity Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria This is the search critiera for enrollments. Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentListing Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.EnrollmentListing)

criteria This is the search critiera for enrollments. Namespace1_Alias.criteria

ScheduledOffering

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID Edm.Int64

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

contact This is the person or group who can be 
contacted about this entity. For example, 
someone to call about details for a 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

emailAddress This is the email address of a person or 
group (distribution list) who can be con
tacted about this entity. For example, a 
distribution list of people who know 
about a scheduled offering.

Edm.String

phoneNo This is the telephone number for a per
son or group (answering service) who 
can be contacted about this entity. For 
example, the phone number of a depart
ment that can answer questions about a 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

faxNo This is the fax number for a person or 
group who can be contacted about this 
entity. For example, your company might 
set up a fax number if you need to fax re
lease forms to a department.

Edm.String

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleEnrollStatus This is a description of the number of 
seats available, the seats filled, and the 
number of waitlisted users.

Edm.String

enrollmentComments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

revisionNo This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

enrollmentSeatID If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

studentEnrollmentStatusType
LabelID

This is the registration status for this en
tity, with the key you need to translate it 
to this user's language.

Edm.String

studentEnrollmentStatusType This is the registration type that has been 
assigned to the user.

Edm.String

studentEnrollmentStatus This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

titleLabelKey This is the ID that the LMS uses to look 
up the title of the entity and return a 
value that is translated to this users' lan
guage/locale.

Edm.String

timeZoneLabelValue This is the time zone of the entity, in a hu
man readable format.

Edm.String

enrolledCount This is the number of users who are cur
rently enrolled.

Edm.Int64

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

instructors This is an instructor. Instructors are 
tracked as resources in the Learning 
Management System (LMS) so that they 
can be matched to courses during a 
scheduling process. They can also be 
useful to advertise courses: courses with 
well known instructors tend to see 
greater enrollment.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructors)

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

SegmentAttendance

Property Name Description Property Type

segmentAttendances This is a record of a user attending a seg
ment of a course.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.SegmentAttendances)

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It 
must be included even though, as a col
lection, there is no primary key. Pass any 
value. It will be ignored. Convention, how
ever, is to pass an empty primary key.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentStatus This is a full description of the enrollment 
status of a user in a course, including the 
user with the enrollment status.,Registra
tion status describes a user's state in the 
registration process. Each state has a 
type: Pending (User is awaiting approval 
to enroll), Waitlisted (The course is full 
and the user will be added if a space be
comes available), Enrolled (User has a 
spot in the course), and Cancelled (User 
was enrolled but has withdrawn from the 
course). Each status is tied to a type. If 
companies use the default statuses, then 
they have a one-to-one match to the reg
istration status and registration type (If 
the status is Pending, the type is Pend
ing... if the status is Waitlisted, the type is 
Waitlisted, and so on). During implemen
tation, we strongly recommend that 
companies use these four default regis
tration statuses, to simplify their imple
mentation. However, if they create new 
statuses based on a customization, those 
new statuses must be related to an exist
ing type. For example, if they create a 
registration status called Priority Waitlist, 
that status must be tied to the Waitlist 
registration type. It must be tied to the 
Waitlist registration type so that the LMS 
knows what to do with users in this sta
tus. In this example, the LMS knows that 
users in Priority Waitlist should be on the 
waitlist for the course. The customization 
can do something special with users who 
are in Priority Waitlist and not standard 
Waitlist.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.EnrollmentStatus)

Enrollment

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollments An enrollment is a user in the LMS who 
has an enrollment status for a scheduled 
offering.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Enrollments)
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UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It is 
required. Pass any value. It will be ig
nored. Convention is to pass an empty 
primary key.

Edm.String

userScheduleBlock A schedule block is a way to PREVENT 
scheduling for a resource. For example, if 
an instructor is on leave, you can add a 
schedule block for the time that he or she 
is on leave. That schedule block prevents 
the instructor from being scheduled into 
courses during the time of the block.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserScheduleBlock)

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

privateKey Edm.String

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

refundPolicies A refund policy defines what users can 
expect if they ask for a refund. For exam
ple, if they withdraw from a course within 
24 hours of the start, how much refund 
can they expect?

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.RefundPolicies)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

enrollmentCancellations Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.EnrollmentCancellations)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

AvailableSeats

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the scheduled of
fering.

Edm.String

comments This is a comment about the entity. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the lastUpdateTi
mestamp

Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

cancelled If this value is true, then this is cancelled. Edm.Boolean

cancelledDate If this is cancelled, the date that it is can
celled.

Edm.Int64

closedDate If this is closed, then this is the date that 
it closed.

Edm.Int64

closed If this value is true, this is closed. A 
closed seat is not available.

Edm.Boolean

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)
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ScheduledToTeachClass

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

description This is the description of the Scheduled 
Offering entity.

Edm.String

facilityID This is the identifier of the Facility entity. Edm.String

facilityDescription The brief description of the facility. Edm.String

timezoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

totalCount This is the total amount of records found 
for this request

Edm.Int32

sttcCriteria This is the search critiera for scheduled 
to teach class.

Namespace1_Alias.sttcCriter
ia

Segment

Property Name Description Property Type

segmentNumber This is the number of the Segment inside 
the Scheduled Offering.

Edm.Int64

startDate The start timestamp for this segment. 
Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

endDate The end timestamp for this segment. Re
turned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

primaryLocationID Primary location ID of the scheduled of
fering.

Edm.String

primaryLocationDescription Primary location description of the 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

primaryInstructorID Identifier of the Primary Instructor of the 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

primaryInstructorFirstName First Name of the Primary Instructor of 
the scheduled offering.

Edm.String

primaryInstructorLastName Last Name of the Primary Instructor of 
the scheduled offering.

Edm.String

Complex Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria This is the search critiera for enrollments. Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

skiptoken Edm.String
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criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID Edm.Int64

SegmentAttendances

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

segmentID This is the unique ID of a segment.,A seg
ment is one part of a course (a learning 
item or scheduled offering). For example, 
if a course meets over two days, each day 
can be a segment. This allows you to 
track attendance on a more granular 
level: you can see who attended (in this 
example) the first day and who attended 
the second day. You can also assign in
structors per segment. It could be that 
one instructor teaches the first day and a 
different instructor teaches the second 
day.

Edm.Int64

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

errorMessage This includes any error messages. Edm.String

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

newEnrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

registrationChangeTime This is the time that a registration change 
occurred for purposes of auditing the 
change.

Edm.Int64

timezone This is the time zone for registration
ChangeTime. It is the time zone that the 
change is recorded in.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

cancellationReasonID Cancellation reason ID while changing 
the user enrollment status to cancelled 
state. This is mandatory when Cancella
tion Reason setting is enabled for the 
Scheduled Offering.

Edm.String

Enrollments

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64
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studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

enrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

notifyUser If the value of this is true, and if the user 
has an email address on file, the user re
ceives a notification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyInstructor If the value of this is true, and if the in
structor has an email address on file, the 
instructor receives a notification of the 
enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifySupervisor If the value of this is true, and if the learn
ing supervisor has an email address on 
file, the learning supervisor receives a no
tification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyContacts If the value of this is true, and if the offer-
ing has a list of contact email addresses 
on file, the contacts receive a notification 
of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains error messages about the 
enrollment.

Edm.String
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warningMessage This contains warning messages about 
the enrollment.

Edm.String

warningOverride If the value of this is true, then you can 
override warning messages.

Edm.Boolean

UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

userId This is the user to whom the schedule 
block should be applied.,This is the 
unique ID of a user in the Learning Man
agement System (LMS). This is recog
nized within the LMS only. If you want an 
ID that is recognized throughout SAP 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite, you want to 
get the Person GUID or Person External 
ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

scheduleBlockId The unique ID of the schedule block. Edm.String

leaveStartDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the start date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

leaveEndDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the end date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

externalCode Edm.String

iseRuleId Edm.String
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domain This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,Defaults to PUB
LIC.

Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.,Defaults to true.

Edm.Boolean

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

type Edm.String

text Edm.String

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

chargeAmount Refund charge amount Edm.Double

chargePercentage Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode Edm.String

scheduleID Edm.Int64

sequenceID Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

cancelled Edm.Boolean

chargeAmount Enrollment cancellation charge amount Edm.Double

chargePercentage Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode Edm.String

scheduleID Edm.Int64
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sequenceID Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

instructors

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID This is the unique ID of an instructor in 
the Learning Mangaement System. If the 
instructor is also a user (this is often the 
case when instructors are employees at 
the company), then keep in mind that 
this is their INSTRUCTOR ID as opposed 
to their LEARNER ID.

Edm.String

lastName This is the family name of the instructor. Edm.String

firstName This is the given name of the instructor. Edm.String

middleInitial This is a middle initial of the instructor. Edm.String

primary If the value of this is true, then this is the 
primary instructor. If false, then the in
structor is secondary. Primary instruc
tors are usually the ones responsible for 
organizing the training, posting learning 
results, and hosting Virtual Learning Ses
sions (VLS). You can also require that pri
mary instructors are qualified to instruct 
the learning item. Secondary instructors 
support the primary instructors.

Edm.Boolean

sttcCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID Edm.String

fromDate Edm.Int64

toDate Edm.Int64

segmentsExpanded Edm.Boolean

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.8  admin/search-service/v1 Metadata

Use the search service to search for SAP SuccessFactors Learning programs, learning items, or end users.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/search-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Programs Namespace1_Alias.Program

Students Namespace1_Alias.Student

Items Namespace1_Alias.Item

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

Program

Property Name Description Property Type

programID This is the unique ID of a program in SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning. Learning pro
grams are bundles of learning events like 
formal learning items, links to videos, and 
documents. For example, you can create 
a program called Employee Onboarding. 
The program could bundle some required 
learning items that all employees must 
complete, a link to a welcome video, a 
link to onboarding forms, and so on. You 
can then assign the program (the bundle) 
to employees.

Edm.String

programType Learning program types describe how 
the user goes about completing a pro
gram. SCHEDULE_BASED - A scheduled 
program has fixed start and end dates. 
Scheduled programs require that if in
structor-led or blended activities are se
lected, you must add Scheduled Offer-
ings to the program. DURATION_BASED - 
A duration-based program has a fixed 
time limit. The start/end dates and times 
are determined by when the program is 
assigned to the user. OPEN_ENDED - An 
open-ended program is self-paced with 
no time limitations.

Edm.String

programTitle This is the title of a program. Titles help 
users understand why they are assigned 
or why they might assign themselves a 
program.

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String
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active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

assignmentTypeID This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

duration When you create a program that has a 
duration, this is the length of the pro
gram. For example, you can create a six 
week program. It applies only when the 
program is of type DURATION_BASED.

Edm.String

description This is a description of the program. De
scriptions help users understand why 
they are assigned or why they might as
sign themselves a program.

Edm.String

startDate This is the start date of the program. It 
applies only when the program type is 
SCHEDULE_BASED. It is a fixed date as
signed by the program's creator.

Edm.Int64

endDate This is the end date of the program. It ap
plies only when the program type is 
SCHEDULE_BASED. It is a fixed date as
signed by the program's creator.

Edm.Int64

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

Student

Property Name Description Property Type

scriteria Namespace1_Alias.scriteria

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

empStatID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).

Edm.String

empTypID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers.

Edm.String

fulltime Is the user a full time employee? Edm.String
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jobLocID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.

Edm.String

jobPosID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

orgID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.

Edm.String

compID This is the company ID of the entity. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user.,

null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is First_Name, the 
passed in locale is null)

Edm.String

middleName The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

addr The street address of a user. Edm.String

city The city of the user. Edm.String

state The state or province of the user. Edm.String
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postal The postal code of the user. Edm.String

cntry The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.

Edm.String

superField The user ID of the user's supervisor. Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.

Edm.Int64

termDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.

Edm.Int64

emailAddr The user's email address. Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

selfReg Is the user self registered? Value can be Y 
for self registered or N for not self regis
tered.

Edm.String

locked Is the user locked out of the system? Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user. Edm.String

profileStatus The status column from pa_stud_tp ta
ble, indicating if the student is an active 
employee. EXPIRED

Edm.String

accountID The financial account ID. Edm.String

posNumID The position number ID. Edm.String
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nativeDeeplinkUser If set to N then the user receives deep 
links that work in an integrated Success
Factors HCM Suite environment. If set to 
Y, then the user receives links that work 
in a native learning environment (Suc
cessFactors Learning only).

Edm.String

totalCount Edm.Int64

Item

Property Name Description Property Type

icriteria Namespace1_Alias.icriteria

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String
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classificationID This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.

Edm.String

sourceID The source is the developer of the learn
ing item or the organization or regulatory 
body that requires it. You can create or 
modify source IDs in the administration 
environment, in References: Learning: 
Item Sources.

Edm.String

deliveryMethodID This is the unique ID of a delivery 
method. A delivery method describes 
how a learning item will be delivered (for 
example, a book, PDF file, or online 
course). You can create or modify 
method IDs in the administration envi
ronment, in References: Learning: Deliv
ery Methods

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

active sf.api.learning.members.Not_Ac
tive_Desc_Boolean

Edm.Boolean

totalCount Edm.Int64

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

programID Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

programIDOperator Edm.String

programTypeIDs Collection(Edm.String)

programTypeIDsOperator Edm.String

programTitle Edm.String

programTitleOperator Edm.String

domainIDs Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

active Edm.Boolean

activeOperator Edm.String

scriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

learnerID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

learnerIDOperator Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personGUIDOperator Edm.String
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personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalIDOperator Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

lastNameOperator Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

firstNameOperator Edm.String

middleInit The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

middleInitOperator Edm.String

isActive If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

isActiveOperator Edm.String

domainIDs This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String
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organizationIDs The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.

Collection(Edm.String)

organizationIDsOperator Edm.String

jobPositionIDs The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.

Collection(Edm.String)

jobPositionIDsOperator Edm.String

icriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

itemID Edm.String

itemIDOperator Edm.String

itemTypeIDs Collection(Edm.String)

itemTypeIDsOperator Edm.String

revisionDate Edm.String

revisionDateOperator Edm.String

itemTitle Edm.String

itemTitleOperator Edm.String

classificationIDs Collection(Edm.String)

classificationIDsOperator Edm.String

sourceIDs Collection(Edm.String)

sourceIDsOperator Edm.String

deliveryMethodIDs Collection(Edm.String)

deliveryMethodIDsOperator Edm.String

domainIDs Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

active Edm.Boolean

activeOperator Edm.String
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Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.9  user/userassignment-service/v1 Metadata

Assign and unassign userPrograms as a user or supervisor.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

UserPrograms Namespace1_Alias.UserProgra
m

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

UserProgram

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Edm.String

userProgram A program is a set of courses arranged in 
a syllabus. It can have defined progres
sion, but it is less structured, and there
fore easier to configure, than curricula.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserProgram)

Complex Types

UserProgram

Property Name Description Property Type

programID This is the unique ID of a program in SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning. Learning pro
grams are bundles of learning events like 
formal learning items, links to videos, and 
documents. For example, you can create 
a program called Employee Onboarding. 
The program could bundle some required 
learning items that all employees must 
complete, a link to a welcome video, a 
link to onboarding forms, and so on. You 
can then assign the program (the bundle) 
to employees.

Edm.String

programTypeID Learning program types describe how 
the user goes about completing a pro
gram. SCHEDULE_BASED - A scheduled 
program has fixed start and end dates. 
Scheduled programs require that if in
structor-led or blended activities are se
lected, you must add Scheduled Offer-
ings to the program. DURATION_BASED - 
A duration-based program has a fixed 
time limit. The start/end dates and times 
are determined by when the program is 
assigned to the user. OPEN_ENDED - An 
open-ended program is self-paced with 
no time limitations.

Edm.String
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studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentTypeID This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.10  user/userassignment-service/v2 Metadata

Call for the learning item assignment metadata to see the entities for the userassignment-service (called as a user) 
to assign learning items and programs as a user or supervisor. This is v2 of this web service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v2/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

itemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.itemAssign
ment

removeItemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.removeItem
Assignment
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Name Description Type

UserCourses This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserCourse

Action Import

Name Description Action

AI_removeAssignment This unassigns learning items from 
users.

Namespace1_Alias.removeAssi
gnment

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

itemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

title null,

Title

Edm.String

recordType null,

Record Type

Edm.String

assignmentTypeDesc Assignment Type Edm.String

componentTypeDescription Type Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

recordID ID Edm.String

removeItemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userCourse This is one learning assignment made to 
one Learning Management System 
(LMS) user.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserCourse)
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Complex Types

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

Action: removeAssignment

This unassigns learning items from users.

For the action removeAssignment, IsBound is false

Return Type: Collection(Namespace1_Alias.itemAssignment)

Parameters of removeAssignment

Parameter Name Description Parameter Type

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate sf.api.learning.members.Revision_Date Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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13.1.11  user/userlearning-service/v1 Metadata

This service interacts with users' learning history: the courses that they have taken and were posted for record-
keeping. Each user has a learning history.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/userlearning-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

LearningHistories Namespace1_Alias.LearningHi
stories

learninghistorys Namespace1_Alias.learninghi
story

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

LearningHistories

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double

seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64

certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset
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Property Name Description Property Type

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

learninghistory

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

maxNumberToRetrieve This is the maximum number of recors to 
retrieve in the call.

Edm.Int32
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,A 
learning item is a unit of learning that you 
can track in the Learning Management 
System (LMS). You can think of this as a 
university course catalog: each course, 
like Introduction to Wave Physics is a 
learning item. Those learning items can 
be tracked to see who has completed In
troduction to Wave Physics. And Intro
duction to Wave Physics can be offered 
at multiple times to fit different student 
schedules. Each of those instances is a 
scheduled offering.,In most cases, a 
learning item is a course, either online or 
in a classroom, but you can also use 
learning items to track books that em
ployees are required to read or Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that they 
are required to sign-off on and under
stand.

Edm.String

itemType Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

targetUserID This is the user whose learning history 
you want to retrieve.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

fromDate The start date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

toDate The end date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

includeDeepLink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

UserLearningHistoryContentObjects

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

score Score Edm.String

userCompetencyAssessments

Property Name Description Property Type

competencyID Cpty ID Edm.String

competencyDescription Competency Description Edm.String

masteryLevel Mastery Level Edm.Double

competencyAssessmentDateTim
eOffset

Assessment Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.12  admin/user-service/v1 Metadata

This service interacts with users in the Learning Management System (LMS) for programs.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/user-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

UserPrograms Namespace1_Alias.UserProgra
m

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

UserProgram

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

userProgram A program is a set of courses arranged in 
a syllabus. It can have defined progres
sion, but it is less structured, and there
fore easier to configure, than curricula.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserProgram)

Complex Types

UserProgram

Property Name Description Property Type

programID This is the unique ID of a program in SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning. Learning pro
grams are bundles of learning events like 
formal learning items, links to videos, and 
documents. For example, you can create 
a program called Employee Onboarding. 
The program could bundle some required 
learning items that all employees must 
complete, a link to a welcome video, a 
link to onboarding forms, and so on. You 
can then assign the program (the bundle) 
to employees.

Edm.String

programTypeID Learning program types describe how 
the user goes about completing a pro
gram. SCHEDULE_BASED - A scheduled 
program has fixed start and end dates. 
Scheduled programs require that if in
structor-led or blended activities are se
lected, you must add Scheduled Offer-
ings to the program. DURATION_BASED - 
A duration-based program has a fixed 
time limit. The start/end dates and times 
are determined by when the program is 
assigned to the user. OPEN_ENDED - An 
open-ended program is self-paced with 
no time limitations.

Edm.String
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studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentTypeID This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.13  admin/user-service/v2 Metadata

Call for the learning item assignment metadata to see the entities for the user-service to assign learning items 
and programs as an administrator. This is v2 of this web service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/user-service/v2/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

MergeUsers This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Users This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.User
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UserInfos This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInfo

itemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.itemAssign
ment

UserCourses This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserCourse

removeItemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.removeItem
Assignment

UserInformation This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInform
ation
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learninghistorys This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.learninghi
story

Action Import

Name Description Action

AI_mergeUser This action import function replaces all 
the existing roles with the role IDs passed 
in the second parameter

Namespace1_Alias.mergeUser

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

learningAssignment itemAssignments

learninghistory learninghistorys

Entity Types

MergeUser

Property Name Description Property Type

fromPersonGUID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

fromUserID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

toPersonGUID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

toUserID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

mergeSuccess Boolean that says if the operation re
turned Success of Failure

Edm.Boolean

attributes Student Information Collection(Edm.String)

learnigAssignments Learning Items that are assigned to the 
Student

Collection(Edm.String)

learningHistories Learning Items that the Student finished Collection(Edm.String)
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Property Name Description Property Type

competencies Competencies of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

assessments Type of the Competencies Assessed to 
the Student

Collection(Edm.String)

registration Enrollment in the Schedule Offering Collection(Edm.String)

requests Schedule Offering Requested Collection(Edm.String)

orders Purchase Orders of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

User

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String
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domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String

organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String
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regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String
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hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String

altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String
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positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String

includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String
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hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)
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assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String

createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String
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employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String

billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String
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shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information

siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userInfo Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserInfo)
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itemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

title null,

Title

Edm.String

recordType null,

Record Type

Edm.String

assignmentTypeDesc Assignment Type Edm.String

componentTypeDescription Type Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

recordID ID Edm.String
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UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userCourse This is one learning assignment made to 
one Learning Management System 
(LMS) user.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserCourse)

removeItemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String
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UserInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

userSearchCriteria Namespace1_Alias.userSearch
Criteria

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

alternateSupervisor This DTO holds Alternate Supervisor In
formation

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.AlternateSupervisor)

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String
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employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String
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organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String
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hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String
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altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String

positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String
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includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String

hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String
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regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)

assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String
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removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String
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createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String
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billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information
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siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

learninghistory

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String
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revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double
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comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double
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seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64
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certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

Complex Types

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

code Code received from the merge Edm.String

message Message of the code received Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personIdExternal null Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

alternateSupervisorIds An alternate Learning supervisor is 
someone other than the supervisor who 
can assign learning or manage learning 
for the user.

Collection(Edm.String)

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

StudentPhones

Property Name Description Property Type

phoneNumber A telephone number.,

Telephone Number

Edm.String

phoneDescription A description of a phone number.,

Template Description

Edm.String

phoneDisplay Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

CustomColumn

Property Name Description Property Type

iD Deprecated -- the field represents an in
ternal value which should not be ex
posed. Please stop using this field. It will 
be removed from the public API.

Edm.String

value The value of the custom column. A cus
tom column is an enumerated list that is 
custom to this customer.

Edm.String
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columnNumber Column number of the custom column. A 
custom column is an enumerated list 
that is custom to this customer.,

Column Number

Edm.Int64

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

UserEmployments

Property Name Description Property Type

supervisorName null,

Supervisor

Edm.String

organizationDescription null,

Organization

Edm.String

jobCodeDescription null,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle null,

Job Title

Edm.String

jobLocationDescription null,

Job Location

Edm.String
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regionDescription null,

Region

Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription null,

Employee Type

Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription null,

Employee Status

Edm.String

regularTempDescription null,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

UserLearningHistoryContentObjects

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

score Score Edm.String

AdminInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

emailReplyAddress Reply To Address Edm.String

emailNickname Email Nick Name Edm.String

InstructorInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

biography Biography Edm.String

organization Organization Edm.String
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company Company Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingState Shipping State Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

instructorCustomColumns This has Instructor Custom Column In
formation,

Additional Instructor Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructorCustomColumns)

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

maxNumberToRetrieve This is the maximum number of recors to 
retrieve in the call.

Edm.Int32
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itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,A 
learning item is a unit of learning that you 
can track in the Learning Management 
System (LMS). You can think of this as a 
university course catalog: each course, 
like Introduction to Wave Physics is a 
learning item. Those learning items can 
be tracked to see who has completed In
troduction to Wave Physics. And Intro
duction to Wave Physics can be offered 
at multiple times to fit different student 
schedules. Each of those instances is a 
scheduled offering.,In most cases, a 
learning item is a course, either online or 
in a classroom, but you can also use 
learning items to track books that em
ployees are required to read or Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that they 
are required to sign-off on and under
stand.

Edm.String

itemType Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

targetUserID This is the user whose learning history 
you want to retrieve.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

fromDate The start date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

toDate The end date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64
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itemRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

includeDeepLink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

instructorCustomColumns

Property Name Description Property Type

columnNumber null Edm.Int64

columnValue null Edm.String

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

userSearchCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

startIndex Edm.Int64

endIndex Edm.Int64

pageSize Edm.Int64

userCompetencyAssessments

Property Name Description Property Type

competencyID Cpty ID Edm.String

competencyDescription Competency Description Edm.String

masteryLevel Mastery Level Edm.Double

competencyAssessmentDateTim
eOffset

Assessment Date Edm.DateTimeOffset
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AlternateSupervisor

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

Action: mergeUser

 Caution
If you want to merge two users, please use the action import AI_mergeUser

This action import function replaces all the existing roles with the role IDs passed in the second parameter

For the action mergeUser, IsBound is false

Return Type: Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Parameters of mergeUser

Parameter Name Description Parameter Type

fromUserID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toUserID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

fromPersonGUID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toPersonGUID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

13.1.14  user/user-service/v1 Metadata

Use the user service v1 (called as user) to get approval information for the user.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

approve Namespace1_Alias.approve

deny Namespace1_Alias.deny

learningapprovals Namespace1_Alias.learningap
proval

learningapprovaldetails Namespace1_Alias.learningap
provaldetail

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

approve

Property Name Description Property Type

tapInstanceID This is the unique ID of the approval 
process instance. Importantly, this is not 
the approval process ID as you would 
look it up in the administration environ
ment but instead the particular instance 
of that process.

Edm.Int64

comments This is a comment about the approval. Edm.String
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deny

Property Name Description Property Type

tapInstanceID This is the unique ID of the approval 
process instance. Importantly, this is not 
the approval process ID as you would 
look it up in the administration environ
ment but instead the particular instance 
of that process.

Edm.Int64

comments This is a comment about the denial. Edm.String

learningapproval

Property Name Description Property Type

tap_instance_id This is the unique ID of the approval 
process instance. Importantly, this is not 
the approval process ID as you would 
look it up in the administration environ
ment but instead the particular instance 
of that process.

Edm.Int64

front_header This is a description of the approval proc
ess. For example Approval to Withdraw 
from Training.

Edm.String

itemName This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

userID This is the unique ID of the user who is on 
the current step of the approval process.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

requestorFullName This is the full name of the person who is 
making the approval request. It is useful 
to the approver to see who is making the 
request.

Edm.String

learningApprovalTodoAction This is an action that an approver can 
take, like APPROVE or DENY the request.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.learningApprovalTodoAction
)

learningapprovaldetail

Property Name Description Property Type

tapInstanceID This is the unique ID of the approval 
process instance. Importantly, this is not 
the approval process ID as you would 
look it up in the administration environ
ment but instead the particular instance 
of that process.

Edm.Int64

front_header This is a description of the approval proc
ess. For example Approval to Withdraw 
from Training.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemName This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

type This is the type of approval process. For 
example, Registration is an approval 
process for users seeking approval to 
change their registration status.

Edm.String

userID This is the unique ID of the user who is on 
the current step of the approval process.

Edm.String

personGUID This is the full name of the person who is 
making the approval request. It is useful 
to the approver to see who is making the 
request.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

requestorFullName This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

learningApprovalTodoAction This is an action that an approver can 
take, like APPROVE or DENY the request.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.learningApprovalTodoAction
)

due_date This is the due date for the approval. Edm.Int64

startDate This is the start date for the approval. Edm.String

endDate This is the end date for the approval. Edm.String

startTimeZone This is the time zone that the start date 
of the approval process is attached to.

Edm.String

endTimeZone This is the time zone that the end date of 
the approval process is attached to.

Edm.String

description This is a description of the approval proc
ess. In most cases, this will tell you what 
the approval process is intended to do.

Edm.String

price The price of the thing that is requested. 
For example, the price of the course if a 
user is seeking to enroll in the course.

Edm.String

criteria This is the search criteria for learning ap
proval processes. You search by the in
stance ID of the approval process.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

tapInstanceID Edm.Int64
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learningApprovalTodoAction

Property Name Description Property Type

type This is the type of approval process. For 
example, Registration is an approval 
process for users seeking approval to 
change their registration status.

Edm.String

label This is the label that appears so that ap
provers know which choice they are mak
ing. For example, Approve or Deny.

Edm.String

comment_required If true, then the approver is required to 
enter a comment when making this 
choice.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.15  user/user-service/v2 Metadata

User-service v2 (when called as a user) gets information about the user, including assignment information.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v2/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token
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Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

MergeUsers This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Users This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.User

UserInfos This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInfo

itemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.itemAssign
ment

UserCourses This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserCourse
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Name Description Type

removeItemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.removeItem
Assignment

UserInformation This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInform
ation

learninghistorys This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.learninghi
story

Action Import

Name Description Action

AI_mergeUser This action import function replaces all 
the existing roles with the role IDs passed 
in the second parameter

Namespace1_Alias.mergeUser

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

learningAssignment itemAssignments

learninghistory learninghistorys
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Entity Types

MergeUser

Property Name Description Property Type

fromPersonGUID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

fromUserID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

toPersonGUID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

toUserID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

mergeSuccess Boolean that says if the operation re
turned Success of Failure

Edm.Boolean

attributes Student Information Collection(Edm.String)

learnigAssignments Learning Items that are assigned to the 
Student

Collection(Edm.String)

learningHistories Learning Items that the Student finished Collection(Edm.String)

competencies Competencies of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

assessments Type of the Competencies Assessed to 
the Student

Collection(Edm.String)

registration Enrollment in the Schedule Offering Collection(Edm.String)

requests Schedule Offering Requested Collection(Edm.String)

orders Purchase Orders of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

User

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String

organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String

altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String

includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)
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Property Name Description Property Type

assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String

createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String

billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information

siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userInfo Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserInfo)
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itemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

title null,

Title

Edm.String

recordType null,

Record Type

Edm.String

assignmentTypeDesc Assignment Type Edm.String

componentTypeDescription Type Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

recordID ID Edm.String
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UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userCourse This is one learning assignment made to 
one Learning Management System 
(LMS) user.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserCourse)

removeItemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String
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UserInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

userSearchCriteria Namespace1_Alias.userSearch
Criteria

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

alternateSupervisor This DTO holds Alternate Supervisor In
formation

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.AlternateSupervisor)

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String
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employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String
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organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String
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hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String
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altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String

positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String
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includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String

hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String
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regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)

assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String
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removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String
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createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String
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billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information
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siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

learninghistory

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String
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revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double
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comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double
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seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64
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certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

Complex Types

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

code Code received from the merge Edm.String

message Message of the code received Edm.String
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UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personIdExternal null Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

alternateSupervisorIds An alternate Learning supervisor is 
someone other than the supervisor who 
can assign learning or manage learning 
for the user.

Collection(Edm.String)

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

StudentPhones

Property Name Description Property Type

phoneNumber A telephone number.,

Telephone Number

Edm.String

phoneDescription A description of a phone number.,

Template Description

Edm.String

phoneDisplay Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

CustomColumn

Property Name Description Property Type

iD Deprecated -- the field represents an in
ternal value which should not be ex
posed. Please stop using this field. It will 
be removed from the public API.

Edm.String

value The value of the custom column. A cus
tom column is an enumerated list that is 
custom to this customer.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

columnNumber Column number of the custom column. A 
custom column is an enumerated list 
that is custom to this customer.,

Column Number

Edm.Int64

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

UserEmployments

Property Name Description Property Type

supervisorName null,

Supervisor

Edm.String

organizationDescription null,

Organization

Edm.String

jobCodeDescription null,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle null,

Job Title

Edm.String

jobLocationDescription null,

Job Location

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

regionDescription null,

Region

Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription null,

Employee Type

Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription null,

Employee Status

Edm.String

regularTempDescription null,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

UserLearningHistoryContentObjects

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

score Score Edm.String

AdminInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

emailReplyAddress Reply To Address Edm.String

emailNickname Email Nick Name Edm.String

InstructorInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

biography Biography Edm.String

organization Organization Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

company Company Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingState Shipping State Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

instructorCustomColumns This has Instructor Custom Column In
formation,

Additional Instructor Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructorCustomColumns)

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

maxNumberToRetrieve This is the maximum number of recors to 
retrieve in the call.

Edm.Int32
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,A 
learning item is a unit of learning that you 
can track in the Learning Management 
System (LMS). You can think of this as a 
university course catalog: each course, 
like Introduction to Wave Physics is a 
learning item. Those learning items can 
be tracked to see who has completed In
troduction to Wave Physics. And Intro
duction to Wave Physics can be offered 
at multiple times to fit different student 
schedules. Each of those instances is a 
scheduled offering.,In most cases, a 
learning item is a course, either online or 
in a classroom, but you can also use 
learning items to track books that em
ployees are required to read or Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that they 
are required to sign-off on and under
stand.

Edm.String

itemType Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

targetUserID This is the user whose learning history 
you want to retrieve.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

fromDate The start date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

toDate The end date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

includeDeepLink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

instructorCustomColumns

Property Name Description Property Type

columnNumber null Edm.Int64

columnValue null Edm.String

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

userSearchCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

startIndex Edm.Int64

endIndex Edm.Int64

pageSize Edm.Int64

userCompetencyAssessments

Property Name Description Property Type

competencyID Cpty ID Edm.String

competencyDescription Competency Description Edm.String

masteryLevel Mastery Level Edm.Double

competencyAssessmentDateTim
eOffset

Assessment Date Edm.DateTimeOffset
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AlternateSupervisor

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

Action: mergeUser

 Caution
If you want to merge two users, please use the action import AI_mergeUser

This action import function replaces all the existing roles with the role IDs passed in the second parameter

For the action mergeUser, IsBound is false

Return Type: Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Parameters of mergeUser

Parameter Name Description Parameter Type

fromUserID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toUserID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

fromPersonGUID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toPersonGUID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

13.1.16  catalogSearch/v1 Metadata

Call for the catalog search metadata to see the search parameters for the web service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/catalogSearch/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

CatalogItems Namespace1_Alias.CatalogIte
m

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

CatalogItem

Property Name Description Property Type

sku A Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is a unique 
ID of an object in learning, used for com
mercial tracking, inventory, and account 
balancing.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

inventoryType This is a way to categorize your inven
tory. Each catalog entry has an inventory 
type, which can be one of the following: 
COMPONENT, MATERIAL, QUALIFICA
TION, or PROGRAM. COMPONENT 
means a Learning Item (a course in your 
catalog). MATERIAL means A book, 
video, or other physical object used for 
learning. QUALIFICATION means a cur
riculum (a group of courses, most often 
used by customers who are held to com
pliance by a regulator). PROGRAM 
means a Program (Learning programs af
ford flexibility to organizations that want 
to design a timeline of learning, or a sylla
bus of learning).

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

componentID null Edm.String

componentTypeDesc The descriptions of item types can help 
you determine how the item type assigns 
credit.

Edm.String

componentClassification This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.

Edm.String

qualID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

price The price of the entity. For example, the 
price of a scheduled offering: how much 
does it cost a user to enroll into and com
plete the scheduled offering?

Edm.Double

isBlendedLearningRegisterRe
quired

The price of the entity. For example, the 
price of a scheduled offering: how much 
does it cost a user to enroll into and com
plete the scheduled offering?

Edm.Boolean

enableOrder If this value is true, then if the classifica-
tion ID is BLENDED, then users must en
roll for the learning item, even to see the 
online portions of the course. If it is false, 
then users can see the online portions 
without enrolling.

Edm.Boolean

chargebackMethod The Chargeback method will return one 
of the following digits: 1, 2, 3, or 4. 1 
means No Charge. 2 means Charge Buy
er's Authorized Account Code. 3 means 
Charge Buyer's Specified Account Code. 
4 means Distribute Charges to Buyer's 
Specified Account Code.

Edm.String

scheduleCanOverridePrice If this value is true, then each instance of 
a course (scheduled offering) can over
ride the price that is set in master copy of 
the course (learning item). If the value is 
false, then every course created from the 
master copy (learning item) inherits the 
price from the master copy.

Edm.Boolean

catalogItemFlagID Catalog flags help users understand why 
an item has been featured. Each com
pany has a slightly different understand
ing of what each flag means, but they 
generally mean the following. New: The 
learning item has been added to the cat
alog recently. Revised: The learning item 
has been in the catalog, but a new revi
sion of the learning item has been re
leased. Featured: The learning item has 
been featured for some reason, but it is 
neither new or revised.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

catalogItemFlagReason Administrators can type short text to de
scribe why they have flagged an item in 
the catalog.

Edm.String

componentSource This is a field on learning items that typi
cally describes the developer of the 
course. For example, if you use third par
ties to create course material for you, 
then the third party that developed THIS 
learning item can be recorded in source.

Edm.String

title This is the title of the entity translated to 
the users' locale.

Edm.String

description This is the description of the learning 
item in the language of the current user 
(the user calling the web service). A de
scription is intended to provide details to 
users so that they can decide if they are 
interested in the course. Descriptions can 
be translated using a key/value pair, 
where the key uniquely identifies a partic
ular learning item's description and the 
values are each language's translation of 
the description. If you need the key that 
matches this value, look in Description
LabelKey.

Edm.String

titleLabelKey This is the ID that the LMS uses to look 
up the title of the entity and return a 
value that is translated to this users' lan
guage/locale.

Edm.String

descriptionLabelKey Descriptions can be translated using a 
key/value pair, where the key uniquely 
identifies a particular learning item's de
scription and the values are each langua
ge's translation of the description. The 
web service returns the value for this us
er's language (locale) in Description. This 
is the key that you would use to look up 
the value that is plain text (stripped of in
line HTML elements).

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

htmlDescriptionLabelKey Administrators can add inline HTML tags 
to descriptions. Descriptions can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's description and the val
ues are each language's translation of the 
description. The web service returns the 
value for this user's language (locale) in 
Description. This is the key that you 
would use to look up the value <empha
sis>that includes inline HTML elements.

Edm.String

hasPriceInPreferredCurrency If the value is true, then learning adminis
trators have defined a price in the current 
user's preferred currency. If the value is 
false, then the user's preferred currency 
does not appear in the list of price cur
rencies for the course or class (learning 
item or scheduled offering).

Edm.Boolean

isRatingEnabled If the value is true, then users can rate 
the course in the catalog. Peer ratings 
help users decide which courses benefit 
them the most. If the value is false, then 
users cannot rate the course.

Edm.Boolean

averageRating This is the User Average Rating, if appli
cable.

Edm.Double

totalRating This is the User Total Rating, if applicable. Edm.Double

ratingInMap Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.RatingInMap)

catalogItemStatus This entity describes the relationship be
tween the current user, the catalog, and 
the instance of the catalog item (course, 
book, video, and so on).

Namespace1_Alias.CatalogIte
mStatus

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

totalLength Edm.Double

startDate This is the start date of a program in cat
alog. For all other types of entities (item, 
curricula, and so on) this is null.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

endDate This is the end date of a program in cata
log. For all other types of entities (item, 
curricula, and so on) this is null.

Edm.Int64

duration Edm.Int64

durationType Edm.String

learnerActions Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.learnerActions)

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

courseCategory This is a category set by the administra
tor. Categories help organize the catalog 
for your company.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

showBlended If set to true, the search looks for courses 
of classification BLENDED.,A learning 
item classification is a category of a 
course, one that explains - in general 
terms - how the course is offered. It used 
by the LMS for business rules. For exam
ple, users do not enroll into a physical 
good, but do enroll into a an instructor 
led course. You cannot change the set of 
values for classification (they are set by 
the LMS). It can be one of the following 
values: BLENDED: Blended items are 
partly led by an instructor and partly on
line computer based training. Often the 
online portion is self-paced. CONTINU
OUS ONLINE ACCESS: Online courses 
are always available to users. EXTERNAL-
COURSE: External Courses are courses 
that have come in through the Open Con
tent Network (OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: 
Other courses that are most often a 
physical material like a book or CD. TIME-
BASED: Instructor-led courses are class
room based courses, but the classroom 
can be physical or virtual (a conference 
call).

Edm.Boolean

showSchedules If this is set to true, the system returns 
item records that have schedule offerings 
and does not return any other records. 
Also, if you set it to true, the system does 
NOT return the details of the offering. If 
this is set to false, the system returns all 
the records. Default is false.

Edm.Boolean

selectedSubjectAreaID A subject area is a tag on a course. For 
example, you can tag courses as SALES 
or IT. You can then search for all subject 
areas tagged with the SALES subject ID.

Edm.String

selectedDeliveryMethodIDs A delivery method is a category of how a 
company delivers a course. Companies 
set their own delivery methods.

Collection(Edm.String)
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selectedComponentSourceIDs A source identifies the developer of a 
course. Users see the source, so they can 
decide if they like courses developed by a 
particular source, they can search for ad
ditional courses by that same source.

Collection(Edm.String)

selectedStartDate The start date of the course. By default, 
this is null, so the start date is not limited. 
We recommend you send a start date of 
today to find courses that the user can 
enroll into.

Edm.Int64

selectedEndDate This is the end date of the course. Edm.Int64

selectedFacilityIDs A facility is a group of locations where 
training takes place. For example, a fa
cility can be a building and the locations 
can be rooms in the building. Searching 
by facility helps users find training in a 
place they can easily attend instructor 
led training.

Collection(Edm.String)

offeringsInMyRegion If you use regions, users can search for 
courses in their region. A region is a 
group of facilities. For example, if your fa
cilities are buildings where training takes 
place, your regions can be metropolitan 
areas where you have facilities. For exam
ple, New York, Tokyo, Frankfurt, and so 
on. When users in the New York region 
search for courses in their region, the 
system returns courses in facilities that 
are in the New York region: close to the 
user who is running the search. By de
fault, the search uses a value of false: the 
search is NOT limited by region.

Edm.Boolean

selectedRegionID Users can also search in specific regions 
outside their own. If a user often travels 
from New York to Frankfurt, the user 
might want to search his or her own re
gion but also in Frankfurt.

Edm.String

searchPhrase A text phrase that the system matches to 
courses in the catalog.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

pageSize The amount of records that the search 
should return in one page. By default, the 
value is 500.

Edm.Int64

page The page that the search should return. Edm.Int64

sortOption This is the column that you want to sort 
your results by. To sort by title, the value 
is 0 (zero). To sort by price, the value is 1. 
By default, the sort is by title.

Edm.Int32

locale This is the locale that you want to search. 
For example, English finds U.S. English 
(en-US) and Brazilian Portuguese finds 
Brazilian Portuguese (pt-BR). To see the 
full list of locale IDs, go to References > 
Geography > Locales.

Edm.String

includeLearnerActions If set to true, the system returns actions 
available to the learner for each learning 
item in the results. If set to false, actions 
will not be included in results. Default is 
false.

Edm.Boolean

RatingInMap

Property Name Description Property Type

key Edm.String

value Edm.Double

CatalogItemStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

hasCurriculaAssigned Does this learning item have curricula at
tached to it? In Catalog Item Status, 
THIS LEARNING ITEM is a unique term. It 
means the learning item that was re
turned through a catalog for this user.

Edm.Boolean
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hasOnlinePart If the learning item is assigned to a user 
and if it is online (computer based) or 
blended (some instructor segments and 
some online segments), then this is true. 
Otherwise, it is false.

Edm.Boolean

addUser The user type who added the learning 
item. A is an administrator and P is a user 
(for example, a supervisor).

Edm.String

addUsername The username of the user who added this 
course to this users's assignments.

Edm.String

isPrerequisitesSatisfied If the value of this is true, then the user 
has completed the prerequisites for the 
learning item. Users must complete the 
prerequisites for some item to launch the 
content or enroll in the course.

Edm.Boolean

enrollmentStatusType This field describes where the user is in 
the enrollment process. The possible val
ues of this field are: E - User is actively 
enrolled in the system. This value is re
turned in some other services as EN
ROLL. W - User is waitlisted. Users on the 
waitlist become enrolled when enrolled 
users withdraw from the course. This 
value is returned in some other services 
as WAITLIST. P - User is pending enroll
ment. Users are most often pending be
cause their enrollment is in the middle of 
an approval process. This value is re
turned in some other services as PEND
ING. C - The user has withdrawn, been 
withdrawn, or the enrollment has been 
cancelled for any reason. This value is re
turned in some other services as CAN
CELLED.

Edm.String

hasVLSInsession If the value of this is true, then the course 
has a Virtual Learning Service (VLS) in 
session. A VLS session is a virtual meet
ing with the instructor through a meeting 
room vendor like WebEx or Adobe Con
nect.

Edm.Boolean
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hasPertinentScheduleSegment
InSession

If the learning item has a scheduled offer-
ing based on it, then this field tells you if 
there is a segment in session or not. Re
turns true if there is a segment in ses
sion. Else returns false.

Edm.Boolean

hasPertinentScheduleStarted The value of this is true if the current 
time is between the a segment's sched
uled start time and end time. Otherwise 
the value of this is false. This tells you if a 
part of the course is in session.

Edm.Boolean

pertinentScheduleEnrollment
SeatID

This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

onlineStatus This is the online status for the learning 
item. It describes whether the online con
tent can be launched by the user and 
how it can be launched. The values can 
be a negative number: -1 means available. 
The content can be launched immedi
ately. -2 means locked out. The content 
would otherwise be available, but the ad
ministrator or the system has locked the 
user out and the user cannot launch it. -3 
means not available. The content is not 
available. This could be because there is 
no online content for the course -4 
means launch during session. The con
tent can be launched only during the 
time that is scheduled for the course. -5 
means that the prerequisites have no 
been satisfied. The content is not availa
ble because the user has not satisfied a 
prerequisite. When the user satisfies the 
prerequisite the content becomes availa
ble unless some other reason blocks 
availability (for example, the content can 
also be launched during the session 
only). -6 means in progress. The user has 
already launched the content and is in 
the process of completing it.

Edm.Int64
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availableScheduleStatus This describes the users' status for en
rollment into a scheduled offering (a set 
class time) for the course. The values can 
be negative numbers. -10 means that the 
user can enroll into the scheduled offer-
ing. -11 means that the user can waitlist 
into the scheduled offering. A waitlist is a 
way for users to indicate interest. When a 
spot opens up in the scheduled offering, 
users from the waitlist are first in line to 
be enrolled. -1 means that there is no 
available scheduled offering for this 
course.

Edm.Int64

studentComponentID This is a unique ID (a key) that represents 
the association between a learning item 
or learning object to student. It is used 
when a component is assigned to a user. 
The system generates this unique ID to 
track the progress of the user in the 
course.

Edm.Int64

isCheckListEnabled If the value of this is true, then the course 
has a task checklist associated with it. A 
task checklist is an exam that requires an 
observer to watch the user accomplish a 
task or set of tasks.

Edm.Boolean

isObserversNominated If the value of this is true, then the cur
rent user can nominate the observers for 
his or her task checklist.

Edm.Boolean

isChecklistObservationStart
ed

If the value of this is true, then this user 
has already started the task checklist.

Edm.Boolean

isUserTheChecklistObservee If the value of this is true, then the cur
rent user is the user being tested by the 
task checklist.

Edm.Boolean

learnerActions

Property Name Description Property Type

actionText Edm.String

actionName Edm.String
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Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.17  user/catalogSearch/v1 Metadata

Call for the catalog search metadata to see the search parameters for the web service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/catalogSearch/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

CatalogItems Namespace1_Alias.CatalogIte
m

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

CatalogItem

Property Name Description Property Type

sku A Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is a unique 
ID of an object in learning, used for com
mercial tracking, inventory, and account 
balancing.

Edm.String

inventoryType This is a way to categorize your inven
tory. Each catalog entry has an inventory 
type, which can be one of the following: 
COMPONENT, MATERIAL, QUALIFICA
TION, or PROGRAM. COMPONENT 
means a Learning Item (a course in your 
catalog). MATERIAL means A book, 
video, or other physical object used for 
learning. QUALIFICATION means a cur
riculum (a group of courses, most often 
used by customers who are held to com
pliance by a regulator). PROGRAM 
means a Program (Learning programs af
ford flexibility to organizations that want 
to design a timeline of learning, or a sylla
bus of learning).

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

componentID null Edm.String

componentTypeDesc The descriptions of item types can help 
you determine how the item type assigns 
credit.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

componentClassification This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.

Edm.String

qualID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

price The price of the entity. For example, the 
price of a scheduled offering: how much 
does it cost a user to enroll into and com
plete the scheduled offering?

Edm.Double

isBlendedLearningRegisterRe
quired

The price of the entity. For example, the 
price of a scheduled offering: how much 
does it cost a user to enroll into and com
plete the scheduled offering?

Edm.Boolean

enableOrder If this value is true, then if the classifica-
tion ID is BLENDED, then users must en
roll for the learning item, even to see the 
online portions of the course. If it is false, 
then users can see the online portions 
without enrolling.

Edm.Boolean

chargebackMethod The Chargeback method will return one 
of the following digits: 1, 2, 3, or 4. 1 
means No Charge. 2 means Charge Buy
er's Authorized Account Code. 3 means 
Charge Buyer's Specified Account Code. 
4 means Distribute Charges to Buyer's 
Specified Account Code.

Edm.String

scheduleCanOverridePrice If this value is true, then each instance of 
a course (scheduled offering) can over
ride the price that is set in master copy of 
the course (learning item). If the value is 
false, then every course created from the 
master copy (learning item) inherits the 
price from the master copy.

Edm.Boolean
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Property Name Description Property Type

catalogItemFlagID Catalog flags help users understand why 
an item has been featured. Each com
pany has a slightly different understand
ing of what each flag means, but they 
generally mean the following. New: The 
learning item has been added to the cat
alog recently. Revised: The learning item 
has been in the catalog, but a new revi
sion of the learning item has been re
leased. Featured: The learning item has 
been featured for some reason, but it is 
neither new or revised.

Edm.String

catalogItemFlagReason Administrators can type short text to de
scribe why they have flagged an item in 
the catalog.

Edm.String

componentSource This is a field on learning items that typi
cally describes the developer of the 
course. For example, if you use third par
ties to create course material for you, 
then the third party that developed THIS 
learning item can be recorded in source.

Edm.String

title This is the title of the entity translated to 
the users' locale.

Edm.String

description This is the description of the learning 
item in the language of the current user 
(the user calling the web service). A de
scription is intended to provide details to 
users so that they can decide if they are 
interested in the course. Descriptions can 
be translated using a key/value pair, 
where the key uniquely identifies a partic
ular learning item's description and the 
values are each language's translation of 
the description. If you need the key that 
matches this value, look in Description
LabelKey.

Edm.String

titleLabelKey This is the ID that the LMS uses to look 
up the title of the entity and return a 
value that is translated to this users' lan
guage/locale.

Edm.String
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descriptionLabelKey Descriptions can be translated using a 
key/value pair, where the key uniquely 
identifies a particular learning item's de
scription and the values are each langua
ge's translation of the description. The 
web service returns the value for this us
er's language (locale) in Description. This 
is the key that you would use to look up 
the value that is plain text (stripped of in
line HTML elements).

Edm.String

htmlDescriptionLabelKey Administrators can add inline HTML tags 
to descriptions. Descriptions can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's description and the val
ues are each language's translation of the 
description. The web service returns the 
value for this user's language (locale) in 
Description. This is the key that you 
would use to look up the value <empha
sis>that includes inline HTML elements.

Edm.String

hasPriceInPreferredCurrency If the value is true, then learning adminis
trators have defined a price in the current 
user's preferred currency. If the value is 
false, then the user's preferred currency 
does not appear in the list of price cur
rencies for the course or class (learning 
item or scheduled offering).

Edm.Boolean

isRatingEnabled If the value is true, then users can rate 
the course in the catalog. Peer ratings 
help users decide which courses benefit 
them the most. If the value is false, then 
users cannot rate the course.

Edm.Boolean

averageRating This is the User Average Rating, if appli
cable.

Edm.Double

totalRating This is the User Total Rating, if applicable. Edm.Double

ratingInMap Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.RatingInMap)
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Property Name Description Property Type

catalogItemStatus This entity describes the relationship be
tween the current user, the catalog, and 
the instance of the catalog item (course, 
book, video, and so on).

Namespace1_Alias.CatalogIte
mStatus

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

totalLength Edm.Double

startDate This is the start date of a program in cat
alog. For all other types of entities (item, 
curricula, and so on) this is null.

Edm.Int64

endDate This is the end date of a program in cata
log. For all other types of entities (item, 
curricula, and so on) this is null.

Edm.Int64

duration Edm.Int64

durationType Edm.String

learnerActions Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.learnerActions)

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

courseCategory This is a category set by the administra
tor. Categories help organize the catalog 
for your company.

Edm.String
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showBlended If set to true, the search looks for courses 
of classification BLENDED.,A learning 
item classification is a category of a 
course, one that explains - in general 
terms - how the course is offered. It used 
by the LMS for business rules. For exam
ple, users do not enroll into a physical 
good, but do enroll into a an instructor 
led course. You cannot change the set of 
values for classification (they are set by 
the LMS). It can be one of the following 
values: BLENDED: Blended items are 
partly led by an instructor and partly on
line computer based training. Often the 
online portion is self-paced. CONTINU
OUS ONLINE ACCESS: Online courses 
are always available to users. EXTERNAL-
COURSE: External Courses are courses 
that have come in through the Open Con
tent Network (OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: 
Other courses that are most often a 
physical material like a book or CD. TIME-
BASED: Instructor-led courses are class
room based courses, but the classroom 
can be physical or virtual (a conference 
call).

Edm.Boolean

showSchedules If this is set to true, the system returns 
item records that have schedule offerings 
and does not return any other records. 
Also, if you set it to true, the system does 
NOT return the details of the offering. If 
this is set to false, the system returns all 
the records. Default is false.

Edm.Boolean

selectedSubjectAreaID A subject area is a tag on a course. For 
example, you can tag courses as SALES 
or IT. You can then search for all subject 
areas tagged with the SALES subject ID.

Edm.String

selectedDeliveryMethodIDs A delivery method is a category of how a 
company delivers a course. Companies 
set their own delivery methods.

Collection(Edm.String)
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selectedComponentSourceIDs A source identifies the developer of a 
course. Users see the source, so they can 
decide if they like courses developed by a 
particular source, they can search for ad
ditional courses by that same source.

Collection(Edm.String)

selectedStartDate The start date of the course. By default, 
this is null, so the start date is not limited. 
We recommend you send a start date of 
today to find courses that the user can 
enroll into.

Edm.Int64

selectedEndDate This is the end date of the course. Edm.Int64

selectedFacilityIDs A facility is a group of locations where 
training takes place. For example, a fa
cility can be a building and the locations 
can be rooms in the building. Searching 
by facility helps users find training in a 
place they can easily attend instructor 
led training.

Collection(Edm.String)

offeringsInMyRegion If you use regions, users can search for 
courses in their region. A region is a 
group of facilities. For example, if your fa
cilities are buildings where training takes 
place, your regions can be metropolitan 
areas where you have facilities. For exam
ple, New York, Tokyo, Frankfurt, and so 
on. When users in the New York region 
search for courses in their region, the 
system returns courses in facilities that 
are in the New York region: close to the 
user who is running the search. By de
fault, the search uses a value of false: the 
search is NOT limited by region.

Edm.Boolean

selectedRegionID Users can also search in specific regions 
outside their own. If a user often travels 
from New York to Frankfurt, the user 
might want to search his or her own re
gion but also in Frankfurt.

Edm.String

searchPhrase A text phrase that the system matches to 
courses in the catalog.

Edm.String
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pageSize The amount of records that the search 
should return in one page. By default, the 
value is 500.

Edm.Int64

page The page that the search should return. Edm.Int64

sortOption This is the column that you want to sort 
your results by. To sort by title, the value 
is 0 (zero). To sort by price, the value is 1. 
By default, the sort is by title.

Edm.Int32

locale This is the locale that you want to search. 
For example, English finds U.S. English 
(en-US) and Brazilian Portuguese finds 
Brazilian Portuguese (pt-BR). To see the 
full list of locale IDs, go to References > 
Geography > Locales.

Edm.String

includeLearnerActions If set to true, the system returns actions 
available to the learner for each learning 
item in the results. If set to false, actions 
will not be included in results. Default is 
false.

Edm.Boolean

RatingInMap

Property Name Description Property Type

key Edm.String

value Edm.Double

CatalogItemStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

hasCurriculaAssigned Does this learning item have curricula at
tached to it? In Catalog Item Status, 
THIS LEARNING ITEM is a unique term. It 
means the learning item that was re
turned through a catalog for this user.

Edm.Boolean
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hasOnlinePart If the learning item is assigned to a user 
and if it is online (computer based) or 
blended (some instructor segments and 
some online segments), then this is true. 
Otherwise, it is false.

Edm.Boolean

addUser The user type who added the learning 
item. A is an administrator and P is a user 
(for example, a supervisor).

Edm.String

addUsername The username of the user who added this 
course to this users's assignments.

Edm.String

isPrerequisitesSatisfied If the value of this is true, then the user 
has completed the prerequisites for the 
learning item. Users must complete the 
prerequisites for some item to launch the 
content or enroll in the course.

Edm.Boolean

enrollmentStatusType This field describes where the user is in 
the enrollment process. The possible val
ues of this field are: E - User is actively 
enrolled in the system. This value is re
turned in some other services as EN
ROLL. W - User is waitlisted. Users on the 
waitlist become enrolled when enrolled 
users withdraw from the course. This 
value is returned in some other services 
as WAITLIST. P - User is pending enroll
ment. Users are most often pending be
cause their enrollment is in the middle of 
an approval process. This value is re
turned in some other services as PEND
ING. C - The user has withdrawn, been 
withdrawn, or the enrollment has been 
cancelled for any reason. This value is re
turned in some other services as CAN
CELLED.

Edm.String

hasVLSInsession If the value of this is true, then the course 
has a Virtual Learning Service (VLS) in 
session. A VLS session is a virtual meet
ing with the instructor through a meeting 
room vendor like WebEx or Adobe Con
nect.

Edm.Boolean
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hasPertinentScheduleSegment
InSession

If the learning item has a scheduled offer-
ing based on it, then this field tells you if 
there is a segment in session or not. Re
turns true if there is a segment in ses
sion. Else returns false.

Edm.Boolean

hasPertinentScheduleStarted The value of this is true if the current 
time is between the a segment's sched
uled start time and end time. Otherwise 
the value of this is false. This tells you if a 
part of the course is in session.

Edm.Boolean

pertinentScheduleEnrollment
SeatID

This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

onlineStatus This is the online status for the learning 
item. It describes whether the online con
tent can be launched by the user and 
how it can be launched. The values can 
be a negative number: -1 means available. 
The content can be launched immedi
ately. -2 means locked out. The content 
would otherwise be available, but the ad
ministrator or the system has locked the 
user out and the user cannot launch it. -3 
means not available. The content is not 
available. This could be because there is 
no online content for the course -4 
means launch during session. The con
tent can be launched only during the 
time that is scheduled for the course. -5 
means that the prerequisites have no 
been satisfied. The content is not availa
ble because the user has not satisfied a 
prerequisite. When the user satisfies the 
prerequisite the content becomes availa
ble unless some other reason blocks 
availability (for example, the content can 
also be launched during the session 
only). -6 means in progress. The user has 
already launched the content and is in 
the process of completing it.

Edm.Int64
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availableScheduleStatus This describes the users' status for en
rollment into a scheduled offering (a set 
class time) for the course. The values can 
be negative numbers. -10 means that the 
user can enroll into the scheduled offer-
ing. -11 means that the user can waitlist 
into the scheduled offering. A waitlist is a 
way for users to indicate interest. When a 
spot opens up in the scheduled offering, 
users from the waitlist are first in line to 
be enrolled. -1 means that there is no 
available scheduled offering for this 
course.

Edm.Int64

studentComponentID This is a unique ID (a key) that represents 
the association between a learning item 
or learning object to student. It is used 
when a component is assigned to a user. 
The system generates this unique ID to 
track the progress of the user in the 
course.

Edm.Int64

isCheckListEnabled If the value of this is true, then the course 
has a task checklist associated with it. A 
task checklist is an exam that requires an 
observer to watch the user accomplish a 
task or set of tasks.

Edm.Boolean

isObserversNominated If the value of this is true, then the cur
rent user can nominate the observers for 
his or her task checklist.

Edm.Boolean

isChecklistObservationStart
ed

If the value of this is true, then this user 
has already started the task checklist.

Edm.Boolean

isUserTheChecklistObservee If the value of this is true, then the cur
rent user is the user being tested by the 
task checklist.

Edm.Boolean

learnerActions

Property Name Description Property Type

actionText Edm.String

actionName Edm.String
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Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.18  admin/learningEvent/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to post a learning event to learning history.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/learningEvent/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

recordLearningEvents Namespace1_Alias.recordLear
ningEvent

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

recordLearningEvent

Property Name Description Property Type

recordLearningEvents Various people in your organization post 
learning events to SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning: users can post the completion 
of self-assigned courses, and supervisors 
and administrators can post the comple
tion of courses for users. Exactly how 
each user role can post learning events 
depends on your configuration.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.recordLearningEvents)

Complex Types

recordLearningEvents

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String
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revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage Edm.String

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64
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completionTimeZoneID This is the time zone which will be used 
for computing the completion time of the 
learning event in the system.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).

Edm.String

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double
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contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.

Edm.Double

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.19  user/learningEvent/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to post a learning event to learning history.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningEvent/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

recordLearningEvents Namespace1_Alias.recordLear
ningEvent

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

recordLearningEvent

Property Name Description Property Type

recordLearningEvents Various people in your organization post 
learning events to SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning: users can post the completion 
of self-assigned courses, and supervisors 
and administrators can post the comple
tion of courses for users. Exactly how 
each user role can post learning events 
depends on your configuration.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.recordLearningEvents)
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Complex Types

recordLearningEvents

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage Edm.String
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studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionTimeZoneID This is the time zone which will be used 
for computing the completion time of the 
learning event in the system.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).

Edm.String
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.

Edm.Double

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String
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comments This is comments about the learning 
event.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.20  user/itemAssignment/v1 Metadata

Call for the learning item assignment metadata to see the parameters for the service when called as a user.

Metadata Call for User or Supervisor Assignment

Use this metadata call when you want the assigner to be a user or a supervisor. For example, if you are building a 
web client to allow users or supervisors to manage assignments, use this metadata call.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/itemAssignment/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token
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Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

itemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.itemAssign
ment

removeItemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.removeItem
Assignment

UserCourses This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserCourse

Action Import

Name Description Action

AI_removeAssignment This unassigns learning items from 
users.

Namespace1_Alias.removeAssi
gnment

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

itemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

title null,

Title

Edm.String

recordType null,

Record Type

Edm.String

assignmentTypeDesc Assignment Type Edm.String

componentTypeDescription Type Edm.String
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revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

recordID ID Edm.String

removeItemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String
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userCourse This is one learning assignment made to 
one Learning Management System 
(LMS) user.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserCourse)

Complex Types

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

Action: removeAssignment

This unassigns learning items from users.

For the action removeAssignment, IsBound is false

Return Type: Collection(Namespace1_Alias.itemAssignment)

Parameters of removeAssignment

Parameter Name Description Parameter Type

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate sf.api.learning.members.Revision_Date Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

13.1.21  admin/userService/v1 Metadata

Call for the learning item assignment metadata to see the parameters for the service when called as an 
administrator.

Metadata Call for Administrator Assignment

Use this metadata call when you want the assigner to be an administrator. For example, if you are building a web 
client to allow administrators to manage assignments, use this metadata call.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/userService/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token
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Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

MergeUsers This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Users This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.User

UserInfos This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInfo

itemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.itemAssign
ment

UserCourses This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserCourse
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removeItemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.removeItem
Assignment

UserInformation This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInform
ation

learninghistorys This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.learninghi
story

Action Import

Name Description Action

AI_mergeUser This action import function replaces all 
the existing roles with the role IDs passed 
in the second parameter

Namespace1_Alias.mergeUser

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

learningAssignment itemAssignments

learninghistory learninghistorys
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Entity Types

MergeUser

Property Name Description Property Type

fromPersonGUID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

fromUserID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

toPersonGUID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

toUserID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

mergeSuccess Boolean that says if the operation re
turned Success of Failure

Edm.Boolean

attributes Student Information Collection(Edm.String)

learnigAssignments Learning Items that are assigned to the 
Student

Collection(Edm.String)

learningHistories Learning Items that the Student finished Collection(Edm.String)

competencies Competencies of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

assessments Type of the Competencies Assessed to 
the Student

Collection(Edm.String)

registration Enrollment in the Schedule Offering Collection(Edm.String)

requests Schedule Offering Requested Collection(Edm.String)

orders Purchase Orders of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

User

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String
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firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String
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jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String

organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String
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state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String
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resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String

altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String
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positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String

includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String
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hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)
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assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String

createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String
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employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String

billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String
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shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information

siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userInfo Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserInfo)
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itemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

title null,

Title

Edm.String

recordType null,

Record Type

Edm.String

assignmentTypeDesc Assignment Type Edm.String

componentTypeDescription Type Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

recordID ID Edm.String
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UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userCourse This is one learning assignment made to 
one Learning Management System 
(LMS) user.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserCourse)

removeItemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String
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UserInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

userSearchCriteria Namespace1_Alias.userSearch
Criteria

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

alternateSupervisor This DTO holds Alternate Supervisor In
formation

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.AlternateSupervisor)

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String
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employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String
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hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String

positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String
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includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String

hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)

assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String
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removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String
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billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information
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Property Name Description Property Type

siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

learninghistory

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String
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revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double
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comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double
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seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64
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certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

Complex Types

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

code Code received from the merge Edm.String

message Message of the code received Edm.String
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UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personIdExternal null Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

alternateSupervisorIds An alternate Learning supervisor is 
someone other than the supervisor who 
can assign learning or manage learning 
for the user.

Collection(Edm.String)

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

StudentPhones

Property Name Description Property Type

phoneNumber A telephone number.,

Telephone Number

Edm.String

phoneDescription A description of a phone number.,

Template Description

Edm.String

phoneDisplay Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

CustomColumn

Property Name Description Property Type

iD Deprecated -- the field represents an in
ternal value which should not be ex
posed. Please stop using this field. It will 
be removed from the public API.

Edm.String

value The value of the custom column. A cus
tom column is an enumerated list that is 
custom to this customer.

Edm.String
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columnNumber Column number of the custom column. A 
custom column is an enumerated list 
that is custom to this customer.,

Column Number

Edm.Int64

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

UserEmployments

Property Name Description Property Type

supervisorName null,

Supervisor

Edm.String

organizationDescription null,

Organization

Edm.String

jobCodeDescription null,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle null,

Job Title

Edm.String

jobLocationDescription null,

Job Location

Edm.String
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regionDescription null,

Region

Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription null,

Employee Type

Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription null,

Employee Status

Edm.String

regularTempDescription null,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

UserLearningHistoryContentObjects

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

score Score Edm.String

AdminInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

emailReplyAddress Reply To Address Edm.String

emailNickname Email Nick Name Edm.String

InstructorInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

biography Biography Edm.String

organization Organization Edm.String
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company Company Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingState Shipping State Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

instructorCustomColumns This has Instructor Custom Column In
formation,

Additional Instructor Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructorCustomColumns)

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

maxNumberToRetrieve This is the maximum number of recors to 
retrieve in the call.

Edm.Int32
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itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,A 
learning item is a unit of learning that you 
can track in the Learning Management 
System (LMS). You can think of this as a 
university course catalog: each course, 
like Introduction to Wave Physics is a 
learning item. Those learning items can 
be tracked to see who has completed In
troduction to Wave Physics. And Intro
duction to Wave Physics can be offered 
at multiple times to fit different student 
schedules. Each of those instances is a 
scheduled offering.,In most cases, a 
learning item is a course, either online or 
in a classroom, but you can also use 
learning items to track books that em
ployees are required to read or Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that they 
are required to sign-off on and under
stand.

Edm.String

itemType Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

targetUserID This is the user whose learning history 
you want to retrieve.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

fromDate The start date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

toDate The end date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64
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itemRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

includeDeepLink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

instructorCustomColumns

Property Name Description Property Type

columnNumber null Edm.Int64

columnValue null Edm.String

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

userSearchCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

startIndex Edm.Int64

endIndex Edm.Int64

pageSize Edm.Int64

userCompetencyAssessments

Property Name Description Property Type

competencyID Cpty ID Edm.String

competencyDescription Competency Description Edm.String

masteryLevel Mastery Level Edm.Double

competencyAssessmentDateTim
eOffset

Assessment Date Edm.DateTimeOffset
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AlternateSupervisor

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

Action: mergeUser

 Caution
If you want to merge two users, please use the action import AI_mergeUser

This action import function replaces all the existing roles with the role IDs passed in the second parameter

For the action mergeUser, IsBound is false

Return Type: Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Parameters of mergeUser

Parameter Name Description Parameter Type

fromUserID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toUserID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

fromPersonGUID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toPersonGUID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

13.1.22  user/learningPlan/v1 Metadata Call

Call the metadata to return the search parameters for learning plans.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/user/learningPlan/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

UserTodoLearningItems You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.UserTodoLe
arningItem

LearningItemDetails You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.LearningIt
emDetail

LearningItemPrerequisites You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.LearningIt
emPrerequisite

LearningItemDocuments You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.LearningIt
emDocument

Scheduledofferings You cannot delete or insert learning 
items.

Namespace1_Alias.Scheduledo
ffering

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

learningItemDetail LearningItemDetails

prerequisites LearningItemPrerequisites

documents LearningItemDocuments

scheduledofferings Scheduledofferings
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Entity Types

UserTodoLearningItem

Property Name Description Property Type

sku A Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is a unique 
ID of an object in learning, used for com
mercial tracking, inventory, and account 
balancing.

Edm.String

cpnt_classification This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.,A learning item classifica-
tion is a category of a course, one that ex
plains - in general terms - how the course 
is offered. It used by the LMS for busi
ness rules. For example, users do not en
roll into a physical good, but do enroll into 
a an instructor led course. You cannot 
change the set of values for classification 
(they are set by the LMS). It can be one 
of the following values: BLENDED: 
Blended items are partly led by an in
structor and partly online computer 
based training. Often the online portion is 
self-paced. CONTINUOUS ONLINE AC
CESS: Online courses are always availa
ble to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: Exter
nal Courses are courses that have come 
in through the Open Content Network 
(OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other courses 
that are most often a physical material 
like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: Instruc
tor-led courses are classroom based 
courses, but the classroom can be physi
cal or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

isUserRequestsEnabled If the value of this is true, then users can 
request to be enrolled.

Edm.Boolean
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title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String
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status This is a comma separated list of status 
entries. The following are the positions in 
the list and what you can expect in those 
positions.,First position: Are the prereq
uisites satisfied for this learning plan 
item? The values can be Y or N.,Second 
position: What is the enrollment status of 
the user for this learning plan item? Pos
sible values are E, W, P, or N. E means 
that the user is enrolled. W means that 
the user is waitlisted. The waitlist is a 
queue of users who are next in line if a 
user withdraws from a course. P means 
that the user is pending enrollment. 
Pending users are most often in the mid
dle of an approval process to enroll. N 
means that the user is not enrolled.,Third 
position: Is a Virtual Learning Service 
(VLS) segment in session? The values 
can be Y or N,Fourth Position: Is there a 
segment currently happening for this 
course? The values can be Y or N.,Fifth 
position: The unique ID of the seat that 
the user is enrolled into. If the user is not 
currently enrolled into a pertinent sched
uled offering, the value is -1.,Sixth posi
tion: the online status of the learning 
item. Possible values are -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, 
or -6. -1 means that the online sections of 
the learning item are available to be 
launched by the user. -2 means that the 
online sections are available, but the user 
has been locked out of the online section 
for some reason and is not allowed to 
launch it. -3 means that the online sec
tions are not available for some reason. 
-4 means that the user can launch the 
online sections, but only during the 
scheduled time. If the segment is in ses
sion, the user can launch it. -5 means 
that the user cannot launch the online 
content because there is a prerequisite 
that the user has not yet completed. The 
user must complete the prerequisite and 
then attempt again to launch the con
tent. -6 means that the user has already 

Edm.String
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launched the content and it is in prog
ress.,Seventh position: The status of any 
courses that are scheduled for this learn
ing item (any scheduled offerings based 
on the learning item). Possible values are 
10, 11, -1 or -3. 10 means that an offering 
exists and the user can enroll. 11 means 
that an offering exists, but the user can
not enroll. Instead, the user can waitlist 
and will be enrolled if an enrolled user 
withdraws. -1 means that no scheduled 
offerings are currently available. -3 
means that the user has not met the pre
requisites for enrollment so cannot en
roll.,Eighth position: This is a unique ID (a 
key) that represents the association be
tween a learning item or learning object 
to student. It is used when a component 
is assigned to a user. The system gener
ates this unique ID to track the progress 
of the user in the course. Returns -1 if no 
key exists.,Ninth position: Has the sched
uled offering for this learning item al
ready started? The values can be Y or 
N.,Tenth position: Does the user need to 
complete a questionnaire survey for the 
learning item? A questionnaire survey is 
a set of follow-up questions after the 
course is completed. The values can be Y 
or N.,Eleventh position: Is task checklist 
enabled for this course? A task checklist 
is a standard operating procedure that 
someone - an observer - validates when 
watching a student complete a physical 
task. Students pass the task checklist 
when the observer sees the student do 
the tasks properly and in order. The val
ues can be Y or N.,Twelfth position: Are 
task checklist observers nominated for 
this course? This is a stage in the obser
vation process. The values can be Y or 
N.,Thirteenth position: Are task checklist 
observees present for this course? The 
values can be Y or N.,Fourteenth posi
tion: Can users make a request that this 
course should be offered? The values can 
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be Y or N.,Fifteenth position: Are there 
any pending scheduled offering withdraw 
requests for the course? When users 
want to withdraw from the course, they 
can request that they be removed from 
the roster. The values can be Y or N.,Six
teenth position: Are there any requests 
pending for the course by the user? The 
values can be Y or N.,Seventeenth posi
tion: Can user request for task checklist 
observation for the course? The values 
can be Y or N.

userID The unique ID of this user. Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String
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componentTypeDesc The descriptions of item types can help 
you determine how the item type assigns 
credit.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.Int64

componentLength The sum of the length of all segments, in 
hours.

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.

Edm.Double

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.

Edm.Double
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

assignedDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

availableNewRevision If the value of this is true, then the learn
ing item has a newer revision then the re
vision assigned to the user.

Edm.Boolean

revisionNumber null Edm.String

requiredDate This is the date that the user is required 
to complete this entity.

Edm.Int64

daysRemaining This is the days remaining until the user 
is required to complete the learning item. 
If it is a negative number, then it is the 
days that the user is overdue.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user type who added the learning 
item. A is an administrator and P is a user 
(for example, a supervisor).

Edm.String

addUserName The username of the user who added this 
course to this users's assignments.

Edm.String

addUserTypeLabelID The full name of the user type who added 
the learning item to the user. For exam
ple: Admin and User

Edm.String

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

usedOrderTicketNumber Used order ticket number Edm.String

usedOrderTicketSequence Used order ticket sequence Edm.Int64

onlineLaunched If the value of this is true, then the user 
has launched the online content at least 
once.

Edm.Boolean
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origin How the learning item came to be on the 
users' learning plan. For example: Curric
ulum.

Edm.String

cdpGoalID The continuous development plan goal ID 
associated with this learning item.

Edm.String

seqNumber The sequence number of the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID The unique ID of the scheduled offering. Edm.Int64

qualificationID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.,In the context of this entity, this is 
the curriculum ID that put the learning 
item on the users' learning assignments. 
The learning item is part of the curricu
lum, the curriculum is assigned, there
fore the learning item is assigned.

Edm.String

rootQualificationID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.,In the 
context of this entity, this is the root cur
riculum ID that put the learning item on 
the users' learning assignments. The 
learning item is part of a curriculum 
structure (with this curriculum at its 
root), the curriculum structure is as
signed, therefore the learning item is as
signed.

Edm.String

qualTitle The title of a curriculum in the system.,In 
the context of this entity, this is the title 
of the curriculum that put the learning 
item on the users' learning assignments.

Edm.String

isRequired If the value of this is true, then the learn
ing item is required to be completed by 
the user.

Edm.Boolean

orderItemStatusTypeID The unique type ID of the order's status. 
The order's status defines where it is in 
the process of being purchased.

Edm.String
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showInCatalog If the value of this is true, then this ap
pears in the users' learning catalog.

Edm.Boolean

requirementTypeDescription This is the description of the requirement 
type. Requirement types define the con
ditions that users must meet to be con
sidered complete in the requirement (for 
example, number of hours from a set of 
learning items).

Edm.String

requirementTypeId This is the ID of the requirement type. Re
quirement types define the conditions 
that users must meet to be considered 
complete in the requirement (for exam
ple, number of hours from a set of learn
ing items).

Edm.String

hasOnlinePart If this is true, then the entity has some 
online sections.

Edm.Boolean

itemDetailsDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, this is popu
lated with the link to the learning item de
tails page. Users click the link to see the 
details for this learning item. If they are 
not already authenticated to the system, 
they must authenticate before they can 
see the page.

Edm.String

courseDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, and if this 
learning item contains online content, 
then this is populated with the link to the 
online content. Users click the link to go 
to the online content for this learning 
item. If they are not already authenti
cated to the system, they must authenti
cate before they can see the page.

Edm.String

criteria This is the search criteria used to find 
learning items in users' learning plans.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

linkedSchedules This is a list of all the scheduled offerings 
for this learning item for which the user is 
enrolled.

Collection(Edm.Int64)
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programType This is the program type, which defines 
how a user progresses through the pro
gram. It can be scheduled, duration-
based, or open-ended.

Edm.String

programEndDate If this is program has a defined end date, 
this is that end date.

Edm.Int64

programStartDate If this is program has a defined start 
date, this is that start date.

Edm.Int64

programDuration If this is program has a duration (a time 
over which it should be completed) this is 
that duration.

Edm.Int64

programDurationType This is the duration type. Edm.String

programDeeplink This is a deep link ot the program. If 
users click the link, they first must au
thenticate to the system and then they 
can look at the program details.

Edm.String

vlsLink This is the VLS link that learners can use 
to join a virtual meeting room (like We
bEx, Adobe Connect, or Skype) for train
ing. The link is for registered learners and 
learning items with a current or future 
segment that is virtual.

Edm.String

studentSurveyID This is a unique User Survey ID to 
uniquely identify the mapping between 
User and Survey.

Edm.Int64

itemSurveyID This is a unique Item Survey ID to 
uniquely identify the mapping between 
Item and Survey.

Edm.Int64

surveyID The unique ID of the Survey in the Sys
tem

Edm.String

surveyLevel The level of the Survey. The value of 1 in
dicates Item Evaluation Survey. The value 
of 3 indicates Follow up Evaluation Sur
vey.

Edm.Int64

surveydesc This is the Survey Description Edm.String

surveyStatusID The Status of the survey assigned to 
User.

Edm.String
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surveyDeepLink This is a deep link of the Survey. If users 
click the link, they first must authenticate 
to the system and then they can look at 
the survey details.

Edm.String

learnerActions Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.learnerActions)

LearningItemDetail

Property Name Description Property Type

pkID This is the learning item's key. A learning 
item key is a concatenation of the learn
ing item's unique ID, the learning item's 
type ID, and the learning item's revision 
date, separated by dashes. The key helps 
you uniquely identify one specific type 
and revision of a learning item.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.Int64
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title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

description This is the description of the learning 
item in the language of the current user 
(the user calling the web service). A de
scription is intended to provide details to 
users so that they can decide if they are 
interested in the course. Descriptions can 
be translated using a key/value pair, 
where the key uniquely identifies a partic
ular learning item's description and the 
values are each language's translation of 
the description. If you need the key that 
matches this value, look in Description
LabelKey.

Edm.String

htmlDescription This is the description of the learning 
item, in the users' language, with HTML 
tags to format the description. Custom
ers often use simple inline tags to bold 
and italicize words (for example).

Edm.String

revisionNo This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

sourceID The source is the developer of the learn
ing item or the organization or regulatory 
body that requires it. You can create or 
modify source IDs in the administration 
environment, in References: Learning: 
Item Sources.

Edm.String
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domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

deliveryMethodID This is the unique ID of a delivery 
method. A delivery method describes 
how a learning item will be delivered (for 
example, a book, PDF file, or online 
course). You can create or modify 
method IDs in the administration envi
ronment, in References: Learning: Deliv
ery Methods

Edm.String

requirementTypeID This is the unique ID of a requirement 
type.,A requirement type is a way for 
companies to describe how a user can 
meet the requirement. For example, a 
user can finish a set amount of hours 
from within a pool of learning items.

Edm.String

safetyRelated If a learning item is safety related (if safe
tyRelated is true) then the learning item 
is flagged as safety-related in searches 
and reports. This information is for ad
ministrative purposes. It is not in the end-
user interface by default.

Edm.Boolean

approved If the user is approved to enroll into the 
learning item, the value is true. If the user 
is not approved, the value is false.

Edm.Boolean

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

reviserName This is the name of the user who revised 
the learning item.

Edm.String

approvedBy This is the name of the user who ap
proved the learning item.

Edm.String
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approvalTimestamp This is the time that the person in charge 
of the approval granted the approval for 
the entity.

Edm.Int64

lessionPlanFilename This is the lesson plan that goes with the 
learning item. For example, it can be a 
valid URL to an online lesson plan or a 
name of a training document. Adminis
trators or trainers can consult the lesson 
plan to help them prepare for the learn
ing item.

Edm.String

targetAudience This is a description of the intended tar
get audience that the you can display in 
the user interface. It helps users under
stand who the course is planned to ad
dress.

Edm.String

contactName The contact name is someone who can 
answer questions about the learning 
item.

Edm.String

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

defaultInitialNumber The initial number is the number of days, 
weeks, months, quarters, or years that 
the user has in their initial retraining pe
riod for this learning item. Retraining pe
riods apply when the learning item is a 
member of a curriculum. It is the grace 
period when users are first assigned a 
learning item. Although they might be re
quired to retrain on the learning item ev
ery year, they might be assigned the cur
riculum (and learning item) in the last 
month of the year. The initial period gives 
them a grace period to complete the first 
training.

Edm.Int64

defaultInitialPeriodTypeID This is the unit for the initial period (days, 
weeks months, quarters, or years).

Edm.String
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defaultInitialBasisTypeID The basis type can be calendar or event. 
In a calendar basis type, the user must 
retrain on a learning item on a time-inter
val based on the calendar (like every 
month). In an event, the period is based 
on an event, like completing the first 
round of training.

Edm.String

initialPeriodLabelID The label ID for the initial period, so that 
you can look up the language.

Edm.String

initialBasisLabelID The label ID for the initial basis, so that 
you can look up the exact language.

Edm.String

defaultRetrainingNumber After the initial period, users must re
train. This is the number of days, weeks, 
months, quarters, or years that the users 
have to complete the retraining on the 
learning item.

Edm.Int64

defaultRetrainingPeriodType
ID

The period that a user must retrain after 
the initial period. This can be days, 
weeks, months, quarters, or years.

Edm.String

defaultRetrainingBasisTypeI
D

The retraining period type can be either 
calendar or event. If it is calendar, then 
the user must retrain based on a time-
based interval (such as annually, regard
less of when the user completed the last 
training). If it is event, then the user must 
retrain based on an event (such as a year 
after completing the training).

Edm.String

retrainingPeriodLabelID The label ID for the retraining period, so 
that you can look up the language.

Edm.String

retrainingBasisLabelID The label ID for the training basis, so that 
you can look up the language.

Edm.String

comments Comments from the instructor. Edm.String

instructorMaterials This is materials that the instructor 
should have for the learning item.

Edm.String

studentMaterials This is materials that the student 
(learner) should have for the learning 
item.

Edm.String
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gradingOption This is the grading option of the learning 
item. You can see the grading options in 
the administration environment on the 
learning item record in the Grading Op
tions view.

Edm.Int64

createTimestamp The time stamp, in Unix Epoch, that the 
learning item was created

Edm.Int64

componentGoals These are the goals that are associated 
with this learning item.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

totalLength This is the total length of time that the 
course takes. Typically, this is used for 
planning purposes.

Edm.Double

prepLength This is the total length of time that it 
takes an instructor to prepare to teach 
the course. Typically, this is used for plan
ning purposes.

Edm.Double

minEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

maxEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

enrollmentThresDays This is the amount of days before the 
course that the enrollment is closed for 
the course.

Edm.Int64

autoFillEnrollment If the value is true, then when a slot 
opens in the enrollment list, it is filled au
tomatically from the waitlist.

Edm.Boolean

waitlistRemainderSentTimest
amp

The time that the remainder of users on 
the waitlist was sent as a reminder.

Edm.Int64

autoCompetency If the value is true, then users are auto
matically evaluated in their competency 
at when they complete the course.

Edm.Boolean
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classification This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.,A learning item classifica-
tion is a category of a course, one that ex
plains - in general terms - how the course 
is offered. It used by the LMS for busi
ness rules. For example, users do not en
roll into a physical good, but do enroll into 
a an instructor led course. You cannot 
change the set of values for classification 
(they are set by the LMS). It can be one 
of the following values: BLENDED: 
Blended items are partly led by an in
structor and partly online computer 
based training. Often the online portion is 
self-paced. CONTINUOUS ONLINE AC
CESS: Online courses are always availa
ble to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: Exter
nal Courses are courses that have come 
in through the Open Content Network 
(OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other courses 
that are most often a physical material 
like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: Instruc
tor-led courses are classroom based 
courses, but the classroom can be physi
cal or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

chargebackMethod This is unique ID of a chargeback 
method.,Chargeback is a way to recon
cile costs between organizations. One or
ganization charges the cost of training 
back to another organization. This allows 
companies to balance the cost of training 
by putting the cost to organizations.

Edm.String

catalogSKU A Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is a unique 
ID of an object in learning, used for com
mercial tracking, inventory, and account 
balancing.

Edm.String
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scheduleCanOverridePrice If this value is true, then each instance of 
a course (scheduled offering) can over
ride the price that is set in master copy of 
the course (learning item). If the value is 
false, then every course created from the 
master copy (learning item) inherits the 
price from the master copy.

Edm.Boolean

productionReady If this value is true, then the learning item 
is ready to be assigned to users. If the 
value is false, then the learning item is 
under development and not yet ready for 
users.

Edm.Boolean

studentCanRecordLearningEve
nts

If the value of this is true, then the user 
can record learning events for this learn
ing item. If the value is false, then only su
pervisors or administrators can record 
learning on the learning item.,In Success
Factors Learning, when someone records 
a learning event, they are posting a users' 
completion or inability to complete a 
course back to the LMS. For example, 
you can record the fact that a user at
tended the course and completed it. Or, 
you can record the fact that a user did 
NOT complete the event. Completion is a 
highly configurable part of the LMS, so 
your completion statuses (the thing you 
are posting/recording) will be your own 
and match your business process.

Edm.Boolean
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supervisorCanRecordLearning
Events

If the value of this is true, then the super
visor can record learning events for this 
learning item. If the value is false, then 
only administrators can record learning 
on the learning item. In most cases, when 
a supervisor cannot record learning, a 
user cannot record learning either.,In 
SuccessFactors Learning, when someone 
records a learning event, they are posting 
a users' completion or inability to com
plete a course back to the LMS. For ex
ample, you can record the fact that a user 
attended the course and completed it. 
Or, you can record the fact that a user did 
NOT complete the event. Completion is a 
highly configurable part of the LMS, so 
your completion statuses (the thing you 
are posting/recording) will be your own 
and match your business process.

Edm.Boolean

approvalRequired If the value of this is true, then the users 
require approval to enroll into the course. 
If the value is false, then approval is not 
required.

Edm.Boolean

processDefinitionID This is the unique ID of the approval 
process definition (as opposed to the ID 
of the instance of the approval).

Edm.String

processDescription This is a description of the approval proc
ess. For example Approval to Withdraw 
from Training.

Edm.String

sourceDescription This is a field on learning items that typi
cally describes the developer of the 
course. For example, if you use third par
ties to create course material for you, 
then the third party that developed THIS 
learning item can be recorded in source.

Edm.String
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domainDescription This is the description of the security do
main of the entity. You can associate a re
cord with an access domain to control 
the administrators who can access the 
record. What an administrator can ac
cess and do for a record depends on how 
you configured the entity, function, and 
workflow domain restrictions of the role 
ID that is associated with the administra
tor.

Edm.String

deliveryMethodDescription This is the description of a delivery 
method. A delivery method describes 
how a learning item will be delivered (for 
example, a book, PDF file, or online 
course). You can create or modify 
method IDs in the administration envi
ronment, in References: Learning: Deliv
ery Methods

Edm.String

requirementTypeDescription This is the description of a requirement 
type.,A requirement type is a way for 
companies to describe how a user can 
meet the requirement. For example, a 
user can finish a set amount of hours 
from within a pool of learning items.

Edm.String

chargeBackMethodLabelID This is unique ID of a chargeback method 
LABEL. Because you can offer courses in 
many languages, you can describe the 
chargeback in many languages. The sys
tem uses this label ID to look up the cor
rect string to describe the chargeback 
method in the users' language.,Charge
back is a way to reconcile costs between 
organizations. One organization charges 
the cost of training back to another or
ganization. This allows companies to bal
ance the cost of training by putting the 
cost to organizations.

Edm.String
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componentClassificationLabe
lID

This is the unique ID of the label for the 
classification of this learning item. The 
LMS uses the label ID to look up the cor
rect translation (string) of the classifica-
tion for this user's language. For example, 
TIME-BASED is usually represented to 
English speakers as Instructor Led. The 
system uses an label ID to look up the 
string "Instructor Led.",A learning item 
classification is a category of a course, 
one that explains - in general terms - how 
the course is offered. It used by the LMS 
for business rules. For example, users do 
not enroll into a physical good, but do en
roll into a an instructor led course. You 
cannot change the set of values for clas
sification (they are set by the LMS). It 
can be one of the following values: 
BLENDED: Blended items are partly led 
by an instructor and partly online com
puter based training. Often the online 
portion is self-paced. CONTINUOUS ON
LINE ACCESS: Online courses are always 
available to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: 
External Courses are courses that have 
come in through the Open Content Net
work (OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other 
courses that are most often a physical 
material like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: 
Instructor-led courses are classroom 
based courses, but the classroom can be 
physical or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

forumID Forums are deprecated. Instead, use SAP 
Jam. If your learning item is associated 
with a deprecated forum, the ID appears 
here.

Edm.Int64

rating This is the rating that users have given 
the learning item.

Edm.Double

enableRating If the value of this is true, then users can 
rate the learning item. If it is false, then 
users cannot rate the learning item.

Edm.Boolean
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includePreviousRevisionRati
ng

If the value of this is true, then the overall 
rating includes ratings given to previous 
revisions of the learning item. If it is false, 
then the ratings are calculated from the 
current revision only.

Edm.Boolean

shippingRequired If this value is true, then the learning item 
has some component that must be ship
ped. This is often the case if the learning 
item is a physical good, like a book. If it is 
false, then there is nothing to ship. For ex
ample, if this learning item is an online 
course, there is nothing to ship.

Edm.Boolean

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

isBlendedLearningRegisterRe
quired

If this value is true, then if the classifica-
tion ID is BLENDED, then users must en
roll for the learning item, even to see the 
online portions of the course. If it is false, 
then users can see the online portions 
without enrolling.

Edm.Boolean

eSigEnabled If the value is true, then e-signatures are 
required for actions with this learning 
item. If false, then e-signatures are not 
required. E-signatures are a secondary 
identity verification for things like record
ing the completion of a learning item. 
They are typically used by companies 
that are audited by an oversight organiza
tion for learning compliance.

Edm.Boolean
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isUserRequestsEnabled If the value is true, then users can re
quest a scheduled offering of a learning 
item. If false, they cannot request a new 
offering. Users request scheduled offer-
ings when the current list of times that 
the learning item is offered does NOT in
clude a time that they can attend the 
course.,A learning item is a unit of learn
ing that you can track in the Learning 
Management System (LMS). You can 
think of this as a university course cata
log: each course, like Introduction to 
Wave Physics is a learning item. Those 
learning items can be tracked to see who 
has completed Introduction to Wave 
Physics. And Introduction to Wave Phys
ics can be offered at multiple times to fit 
different student schedules. Each of 
those instances is a scheduled offering.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

componentTypeDesc The descriptions of item types can help 
you determine how the item type assigns 
credit.

Edm.String

enableOrder If the value of this is true, then orders can 
be created for the entity (users can order 
it). If it is false, then orders cannot be cre
ated.

Edm.Boolean
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checkAuthorizedInstructor If the value is true, then the primary in
structor of the segments must be author
ized to teach the learning item. You set 
the learning items that an instructor is 
authorized to teach on the instructors' 
records. If it is false, then the primary in
structor is not required to be authorized 
to teach the learning item. It is often false 
if you are not using instructor records or 
you are not keeping track of authoriza
tion to teach in the LMS.

Edm.Boolean

checklistEnabled If the value of this is true, then task 
checklists are enabled for the learning 
item. Task checklists ask an observer to 
make sure that a user can complete a 
task in a series of steps.

Edm.Boolean

isAuthorizedObserver If the value of this is true, then this user is 
an authorized observer for the task 
checklist attached to this learning item.

Edm.Boolean

checklistCompletionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

checklistFailureStatusID This is the task checklist failure status ID. 
It is the completion status that the user is 
assigned if they fail the task checklist.

Edm.String

checklistObserverTypeID Observer types define the task checklist 
observer.

Edm.String

thumbnailURI This is the URI that leads to the thumnail 
image for this entity. Thumbnails are im
ages that act like icons: they help users 
understand something about the entity 
from a glance.

Edm.String
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classificationLabelValue This is the translated name of the classi
fication of this learning item. The LMS 
uses the label ID to look up the correct 
translation (string) of the classification 
for this user's language. For example, 
TIME-BASED is usually represented to 
English speakers as Instructor Led. The 
system uses a label ID to look up the 
string "Instructor Led" for English speak
ing users and returns the label value "In
structor Led.",A learning item classifica-
tion is a category of a course, one that ex
plains - in general terms - how the course 
is offered. It used by the LMS for busi
ness rules. For example, users do not en
roll into a physical good, but do enroll into 
a an instructor led course. You cannot 
change the set of values for classification 
(they are set by the LMS). It can be one 
of the following values: BLENDED: 
Blended items are partly led by an in
structor and partly online computer 
based training. Often the online portion is 
self-paced. CONTINUOUS ONLINE AC
CESS: Online courses are always availa
ble to users. EXTERNAL-COURSE: Exter
nal Courses are courses that have come 
in through the Open Content Network 
(OCN). PHYSICAL GOOD: Other courses 
that are most often a physical material 
like a book or CD. TIME-BASED: Instruc
tor-led courses are classroom based 
courses, but the classroom can be physi
cal or virtual (a conference call).

Edm.String

chargebackMethodLabelValue This is the description of the chargeback 
method in this user's language.,Charge
back is a way to reconcile costs between 
organizations. One organization charges 
the cost of training back to another or
ganization. This allows companies to bal
ance the cost of training by putting the 
cost to organizations.

Edm.String
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itemDetailsDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, this is popu
lated with the link to the learning item de
tails page. Users click the link to see the 
details for this learning item. If they are 
not already authenticated to the system, 
they must authenticate before they can 
see the page.

Edm.String

courseDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, and if this 
learning item contains online content, 
then this is populated with the link to the 
online content. Users click the link to go 
to the online content for this learning 
item. If they are not already authenti
cated to the system, they must authenti
cate before they can see the page.

Edm.String

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a

LearningItemPrerequisite

Property Name Description Property Type

pkID This is the learning item's key. A learning 
item key is a concatenation of the learn
ing item's unique ID, the learning item's 
type ID, and the learning item's revision 
date, separated by dashes. The key helps 
you uniquely identify one specific type 
and revision of a learning item.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

prerequisitesGroupItem A prerequisite is a learning item that 
must be complete before enrolling into 
this learning item. A group of prerequi
sites (prerequisite group) is an ordered 
list of prerequsites that users must com
plete in a given order. For example, to 
take a high level Physics course, you 
probably need to start with introduction 
to physics and work through a series of 
prerequisites before you are ready for the 
high level course. That series of courses 
is a prerequsite group.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.prerequisitesGroupItem)

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a

LearningItemDocument

Property Name Description Property Type

pkID This is the learning item's key. A learning 
item key is a concatenation of the learn
ing item's unique ID, the learning item's 
type ID, and the learning item's revision 
date, separated by dashes. The key helps 
you uniquely identify one specific type 
and revision of a learning item.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

documentID This is the unique ID of the document re
cord. Documents are managed as sepa
rate objects in the system and then asso
ciated with learning item.

Edm.String

reviewFlag If the value of this is true, then the docu
ment should be reviewed for accuracy. 
Reviews are triggered when the docu
ment is revised. The review flag is set on 
the learning item or curricula, not on the 
document, because it is within the con
text of the learning item or curriculum 
that the document must be reviewed. Re
view to answer the question: does this 
new revision of the document fit with the 
current revision of the learning item or 
curriculum.

Edm.Boolean

documentTitle This is the title of the document. The title 
is something that users recognize.

Edm.String

documentLocation This is a brief description of where the 
document is located. For example, if it is 
stored at a URL on a content server, it 
might be that URL.

Edm.String

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a
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Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.Int64

price The price of the entity. For example, the 
price of a scheduled offering: how much 
does it cost a user to enroll into and com
plete the scheduled offering?

Edm.Double

instructors This is an instructor. Instructors are 
tracked as resources in the Learning 
Management System (LMS) so that they 
can be matched to courses during a 
scheduling process. They can also be 
useful to advertise courses: courses with 
well known instructors tend to see 
greater enrollment.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructors)

startDateTime The start timestamp for this scheduled 
offering in Unix Epoch Time.

Edm.Int64

endDateTime The end timestamp for this scheduled of
fering in Unix Epoch Time.

Edm.Int64
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days This is the amount of days that have seg
ments scheduled in a scheduled offering. 
Days that do NOT have segments are 
NOT included in the amount. For exam
ple, a course that begins on Monday and 
ends on Friday of the same week and has 
segments on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday returns three days and not five. 
The days without segments (Tuesday 
and Thursday) are NOT included in the 
amount.

Edm.Int64

locationDescription This is a description of the location where 
the course is to take place. It helps users 
understand where to go for their 
course.,A training location is a place in
side a training facility. For example, a fa
cility can be a building and the rooms in
side the facility can be locations. This 
helps users understand both "I need to 
go to this building" and also "I need to go 
to this room inside the building."

Edm.String

facilityDescription The brief description of the facility.,A 
training location is a place inside a train
ing facility. For example, a facility can be a 
building and the rooms inside the facility 
can be locations. This helps users under
stand both "I need to go to this building" 
and also "I need to go to this room inside 
the building."

Edm.String

scheduleStatus This is the schedule status CODE, as op
posed to the schedule status value. It is a 
number that can be -3, -6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
or 14.,Schedule status codes match val
ues as follows. -3: Schedule unavailable 
because the threshold waiting for the 
Component is not reached. -6: Student 
has not finished all the pre-requisites. 10: 
Open Seats are available. 11: Open Seats 
and Slots are available. 12: No Open 
Seats. 13: No Open Seats, but there are 
open slots. 14: Student has already enrol
led.

Edm.Int64
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selfEnrollable If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

maxEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

enrolledCount This is the number of users who are cur
rently enrolled.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatusTypeID This is the registration type that has been 
assigned to the user.

Edm.String

enrollSeatID If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.Int64

addUser If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.String

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

chargebackMethod This is unique ID of a chargeback 
method.

Edm.String
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itemChargeBackMethod This is unique ID of a chargeback 
method.,This is the chargeback method 
of the parent learning item, which the 
scheduled offering inherits as a default 
but can be overridden by administrators.

Edm.String

scheduleCanOverridePrice If this value is true, then each instance of 
a course (scheduled offering) can over
ride the price that is set in master copy of 
the course (learning item). If the value is 
false, then every course created from the 
master copy (learning item) inherits the 
price from the master copy.

Edm.Boolean

timeZoneLabelValue This is the time zone of the entity, in a hu
man readable format.

Edm.String

scheduleStatusValue This is the schedule status TEXT VALUE, 
as opposed to the schedule status code. 
The text value tells you, in English, what 
the codes mean.,Schedule status codes 
match values as follows. -3: Schedule un
available because the threshold waiting 
for the Component is not reached. -6: 
Student has not finished all the pre-
requisites. 10: Open Seats are available. 
11: Open Seats and Slots are available. 12: 
No Open Seats. 13: No Open Seats, but 
there are open slots. 14: Student has al
ready enrolled.

Edm.String

currencyCode This is the currency code for this entity. 
The currency code is returned from the 
enumerated list of currency codes that 
you set up when you implemented the 
system. During implementation, we rec
ommend that customers use ISO codes 
for currency, but it is NOT required.

Edm.String

currencyDesc This is the currency description for this 
entity. You set up currency descriptions 
during implementation to help you un
derstand the currency code. They can be 
any string that helps you understand the 
currency code.

Edm.String
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availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

scheduledOfferingDeeplink If you requested a deep link in your 
search for learning items, and if this 
learning item contains online content, 
then this is populated with the link to the 
online content. Users click the link to go 
to the online content for this learning 
item. If they are not already authenti
cated to the system, they must authenti
cate before they can see the page.

Edm.String

lisCriteria The lisCriteria search critiera stands for 
learning item search (lis) criteria. It finds 
a specific learning item based on identi
fying criteria.

Namespace1_Alias.lisCriteri
a

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

minRowNum What is the minimum record to retrieve? 
Use the minimum and maximum records 
to create pages.

Edm.Int64

maxRowNum What is the maximum record to retrieve? 
Use the minimum and maximum records 
to create pages.

Edm.Int64

qualItemsAndReqThresholdDay
s

If you provide a value, the system returns 
all items with a requiredDate (returned as 
part of the search) less than the current 
date plus the amount of days you set in 
qualItemsAndReqThresholdDays. When 
the threshold is not set, the required date 
is ignored.

Edm.Int64
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targetUserID If you are running the web service with an 
administrator user (user type is A), then 
send the user whose learning plan you 
want to retrieve. If you are running the 
web service with an end-user (user type 
is P), then do not pass it. The system 
reads the user ID from the authorization 
header.

Edm.String

targetPersonGUID If you are running the web service with an 
administrator user (user type is A), then 
send the user's person GUID whose 
learning plan you want to retrieve. If you 
are running the web service with an end-
user (user type is P), then do not pass it. 
The system extracts the person GUID 
from the authorization header.

Edm.String

retrieveLinkedSchedules If set to true, then the service returns not 
only the learning items in the users' 
learning plans but also the scheduled of
ferings that the users are enrolled into for 
those learning items. When true, the sys
tem runs a second query, which has a 
performance impact. Set to false for 
faster queries when you do not need the 
schedules.

Edm.String

includeDeeplink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

includeVLSlink This is the VLS link that learners can use 
to join a virtual meeting room (like We
bEx, Adobe Connect, or Skype) for train
ing. The link is for registered learners and 
learning items with a current or future 
segment that is virtual.

Edm.Boolean

includeSurveys If set to true, then the service returns the 
surveys associated with the users along 
the learning items assigned to him.

Edm.Boolean

includeLearnerActions If set to true, the system returns actions 
available to the learner for each learning 
item in the results. If set to false, actions 
will not be included in results. Default is 
false.

Edm.Boolean
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Property Name Description Property Type

actionText Edm.String

actionName Edm.String

lisCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

onlyShowInSystemLevelLocale
Currency

If this value is true, then the search re
turns learning items in the system level 
currency. If false, then other currencies 
are returned.

Edm.Boolean

includeDeeplink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

includeInstructorDetails If set to true, then the search returns de
tails about the instructor. This can be 
useful, for example, if you want to adver
tise the instructor in order to get learners 
excited about attending training under 
that instructor. If you are not using in
structors, set to false.

Edm.Boolean

prerequisitesGroupItem

Property Name Description Property Type

prerequisiteComplete If the value of this is true, then this user 
has completed this prerequisite.

Edm.Boolean
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isAvailableInStudentCatalog If the value of this is true, then this pre
requisite is in this user's catalog. When it 
is in a user's catalog, he or she can ac
cess it and it does not need to be directly 
assigned.

Edm.Boolean

isInLearningPlan If the value of this is true, then this pre
requisite is already in this user's assign
ments.

Edm.Boolean

prerequisiteCompleteInfo This is the completion information for 
this prerequisite for this user.

Edm.String

prerequisiteCompletionDate This is the date that this user completed 
this prerequisite. If the value of this is 
null, then this user has not completed the 
prerequisite.

Edm.Int64

prerequisiteGroupID This is the unique ID of the group that 
this prerequisite belongs to.

Edm.String

groupName This is the name of group that this pre
requisite belongs to.

Edm.String

groupOrder Prerequisite groups can be sequenced. 
This is the sequence number of the pre
requsite group.

Edm.Int64

prerequisiteItemOrder Within the group, this is the sequence of 
the learning item.

Edm.Int64

prerequisiteRevisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String
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title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

groupNameLabelKey This is the unique ID of the group name 
label. The system uses this ID to look up 
the group name in this user's language.

Edm.String

prerequisiteComponentClassi
ficationType

This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.

Edm.String

prerequisiteComponentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

prerequisiteComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

prerequisiteRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID This is the unique ID of an instructor in 
the Learning Mangaement System. If the 
instructor is also a user (this is often the 
case when instructors are employees at 
the company), then keep in mind that 
this is their INSTRUCTOR ID as opposed 
to their LEARNER ID.

Edm.String

lastName This is the family name of the instructor. Edm.String

firstName This is the given name of the instructor. Edm.String

middleInitial This is a middle initial of the instructor. Edm.String

primary If the value of this is true, then this is the 
primary instructor. If false, then the in
structor is secondary. Primary instruc
tors are usually the ones responsible for 
organizing the training, posting learning 
results, and hosting Virtual Learning Ses
sions (VLS). You can also require that pri
mary instructors are qualified to instruct 
the learning item. Secondary instructors 
support the primary instructors.

Edm.Boolean

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.23  user/learningHistory/v1 Metadata Call

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningHistory/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

LearningHistories Namespace1_Alias.LearningHi
stories

learninghistorys Namespace1_Alias.learninghi
story

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

LearningHistories

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String
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revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String
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grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double
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cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String
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scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double

seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64
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status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64

certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)
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recordID ID Edm.String

learninghistory

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String
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completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double
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contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64
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esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double

seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String
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completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64

certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset
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userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

maxNumberToRetrieve This is the maximum number of recors to 
retrieve in the call.

Edm.Int32

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,A 
learning item is a unit of learning that you 
can track in the Learning Management 
System (LMS). You can think of this as a 
university course catalog: each course, 
like Introduction to Wave Physics is a 
learning item. Those learning items can 
be tracked to see who has completed In
troduction to Wave Physics. And Intro
duction to Wave Physics can be offered 
at multiple times to fit different student 
schedules. Each of those instances is a 
scheduled offering.,In most cases, a 
learning item is a course, either online or 
in a classroom, but you can also use 
learning items to track books that em
ployees are required to read or Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that they 
are required to sign-off on and under
stand.

Edm.String
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itemType Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

targetUserID This is the user whose learning history 
you want to retrieve.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

fromDate The start date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

toDate The end date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

itemRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

includeDeepLink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

UserLearningHistoryContentObjects

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

score Score Edm.String

userCompetencyAssessments

Property Name Description Property Type

competencyID Cpty ID Edm.String

competencyDescription Competency Description Edm.String

masteryLevel Mastery Level Edm.Double
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competencyAssessmentDateTim
eOffset

Assessment Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.24  admin/searchStudent/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to call student search.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/admin/searchStudent/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Students Namespace1_Alias.Student

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import
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Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

Student

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

empStatID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).

Edm.String
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empTypID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers.

Edm.String

fulltime Is the user a full time employee? Edm.String

jobLocID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.

Edm.String

jobPosID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

orgID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.

Edm.String

compID This is the company ID of the entity. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String
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firstName The given name of a user.,

null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is First_Name, the 
passed in locale is null)

Edm.String

middleName The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

addr The street address of a user. Edm.String

city The city of the user. Edm.String

state The state or province of the user. Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user. Edm.String

cntry The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.

Edm.String

superField The user ID of the user's supervisor. Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.

Edm.Int64

termDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.

Edm.Int64

emailAddr The user's email address. Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

selfReg Is the user self registered? Value can be Y 
for self registered or N for not self regis
tered.

Edm.String

locked Is the user locked out of the system? Edm.String
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regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user. Edm.String

profileStatus The status column from pa_stud_tp ta
ble, indicating if the student is an active 
employee. EXPIRED

Edm.String

accountID The financial account ID. Edm.String

posNumID The position number ID. Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser If set to N then the user receives deep 
links that work in an integrated Success
Factors HCM Suite environment. If set to 
Y, then the user receives links that work 
in a native learning environment (Suc
cessFactors Learning only).

Edm.String

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

learnerID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

learnerIDOperator Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personGUIDOperator Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalIDOperator Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

lastNameOperator Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

firstNameOperator Edm.String

middleInit The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

middleInitOperator Edm.String

isActive If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

isActiveOperator Edm.String
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domainIDs This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

organizationIDs The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.

Collection(Edm.String)

organizationIDsOperator Edm.String

jobPositionIDs The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.

Collection(Edm.String)

jobPositionIDsOperator Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.25  searchStudent/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to call student search.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/searchStudent/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Students Namespace1_Alias.Student

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Student

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

empStatID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).

Edm.String
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empTypID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers.

Edm.String

fulltime Is the user a full time employee? Edm.String

jobLocID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.

Edm.String

jobPosID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

orgID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.

Edm.String

compID This is the company ID of the entity. Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String
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firstName The given name of a user.,

null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is First_Name, the 
passed in locale is null)

Edm.String

middleName The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

addr The street address of a user. Edm.String

city The city of the user. Edm.String

state The state or province of the user. Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user. Edm.String

cntry The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.

Edm.String

superField The user ID of the user's supervisor. Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.

Edm.Int64

termDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.

Edm.Int64

emailAddr The user's email address. Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

selfReg Is the user self registered? Value can be Y 
for self registered or N for not self regis
tered.

Edm.String

locked Is the user locked out of the system? Edm.String
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regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user. Edm.String

profileStatus The status column from pa_stud_tp ta
ble, indicating if the student is an active 
employee. EXPIRED

Edm.String

accountID The financial account ID. Edm.String

posNumID The position number ID. Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser If set to N then the user receives deep 
links that work in an integrated Success
Factors HCM Suite environment. If set to 
Y, then the user receives links that work 
in a native learning environment (Suc
cessFactors Learning only).

Edm.String

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

learnerID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

learnerIDOperator Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personGUIDOperator Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalIDOperator Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user. Edm.String

lastNameOperator Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user. Edm.String

firstNameOperator Edm.String

middleInit The middle initial of a user. Edm.String

middleInitOperator Edm.String

isActive If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

isActiveOperator Edm.String
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domainIDs This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

organizationIDs The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.

Collection(Edm.String)

organizationIDsOperator Edm.String

jobPositionIDs The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.

Collection(Edm.String)

jobPositionIDsOperator Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.26  user/v1 Metadata Call

We recommend that you use the most current user service to add and update users.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/user/v1/$metadata

 Caution
We recommend that you add or update users centrally in the SAP SuccessFactors system of record and allow 
the data to flow into the LMS through standard means. When you update users through Learning, you update 
the user as a student, but not as a SAP SuccessFactors user - what you change is available only to the LMS, and 
it is possible that shared data is overwritten from the system of record.

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Content-Type application/json;odata.metadata=minimal

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

MergeUsers This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser
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Name Description Type

Users This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.User

UserInfos This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInfo

itemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.itemAssign
ment

UserCourses This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserCourse

removeItemAssignments This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.removeItem
Assignment
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UserInformation This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.UserInform
ation

learninghistorys This is a set of assignments that you 
want to make to users.,Even when an en
tity is a collection (a wrapper for many 
entities), you must supply a primary key 
in both the GET URL and any body of the 
request (for example, in PUT or POST). 
This value is ignored in wrapper entities 
but it is required.

Namespace1_Alias.learninghi
story

Action Import

Name Description Action

AI_mergeUser This action import function replaces all 
the existing roles with the role IDs passed 
in the second parameter

Namespace1_Alias.mergeUser

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

learningAssignment itemAssignments

learninghistory learninghistorys

Entity Types

MergeUser

Property Name Description Property Type

fromPersonGUID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

fromUserID User to be deactivated in the merge Edm.String

toPersonGUID User to receive the Merge Edm.String

toUserID User to receive the Merge Edm.String
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mergeSuccess Boolean that says if the operation re
turned Success of Failure

Edm.Boolean

attributes Student Information Collection(Edm.String)

learnigAssignments Learning Items that are assigned to the 
Student

Collection(Edm.String)

learningHistories Learning Items that the Student finished Collection(Edm.String)

competencies Competencies of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

assessments Type of the Competencies Assessed to 
the Student

Collection(Edm.String)

registration Enrollment in the Schedule Offering Collection(Edm.String)

requests Schedule Offering Requested Collection(Edm.String)

orders Purchase Orders of the Student Collection(Edm.String)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.Messages)

User

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String
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gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String

employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String
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jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String

organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String
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country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String

hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String
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accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String

altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String
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positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String

includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String
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hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String

regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)
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assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String
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personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String

createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String
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employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String

billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String
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shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information

siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userInfo Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserInfo)
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Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

title null,

Title

Edm.String

recordType null,

Record Type

Edm.String

assignmentTypeDesc Assignment Type Edm.String

componentTypeDescription Type Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

recordID ID Edm.String
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UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey Even when an entity is a collection (a 
wrapper for many entities), you must 
supply a primary key in both the GET 
URL and any body of the request (for ex
ample, in PUT or POST). This value is ig
nored in wrapper entities but it is re
quired.

Edm.String

userCourse This is one learning assignment made to 
one Learning Management System 
(LMS) user.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserCourse)

removeItemAssignment

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

userSearchCriteria Namespace1_Alias.userSearch
Criteria

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.,

User ID

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

alternateSupervisor This DTO holds Alternate Supervisor In
formation

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.AlternateSupervisor)

firstName The given name of a user.,

First Name

Edm.String

lastName The family name of a user.,

Last Name

Edm.String

middleInitial The middle initial of a user.,

MI

Edm.String

gender This is the gender of the user: M (male) 
or F (female). The users' gender controls, 
for example, how the user is addressed in 
notifications.,

Gender

Edm.String

notActive notActive can be (Y or N) or (Yes or No). 
The value N and the value No mean that 
the user is active. The value Y and the 
value Yes mean that the user is inactive.

Edm.String

hasAccess Does the user have access to the Learn
ing Management System (LMS)?

Edm.String
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employeeStatusID You can associate employees with a sta
tus that identifies their standing in the 
company (for example, full-time, on 
leave, or suspended).,

Employee Status

Edm.String

employeeTypeID Users have an employee type, such as 
contractor, consultant, salaried, or part-
time. You can use the employee type as 
an attribute to match users for an assign
ment profile or as search criteria when 
you execute a search (for example, you 
could run an Account Data report for 
users whose employee type is "full-
time").,

Employee Type

Edm.String

jobLocationID The unique ID of the user's physial loca
tion.,

Job Location

Edm.String

jobPositionID The unique job CODE of the user. This 
can be confusing because it is some
times returned with POSITION in the pa
rameter name.,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle Think of a user's job title as the title on a 
business card. Regardless of technical 
name of the job position, users typically 
know their jobs by more casual or more 
specific name.,

Job Title

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,

Domain

Edm.String
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organizationID The unique ID of the organization that the 
entity belongs to. Organizations define a 
structure to your users, and users' organ
ization controls how the system recog
nizes them. For example, you can reserve 
space for an organization in a course. 
Users belonging to the organization can 
occupy the reserved space.,

Organization

Edm.String

roleID This is the security role ID of the user.,

Role

Edm.String

address The street address of a user.,

Address

Edm.String

city The city of the user.,

City

Edm.String

state The state or province of the user.,

State / Province

Edm.String

postal The postal code of the user.,

Postal Code

Edm.String

country The country code of the user. Country 
codes are defined in the system.,

Country

Edm.String

regionID Users, instructors, and training facilities 
are associated with regions. The system 
uses regions to find training close to 
users. For examaple, courses taking 
place in a facility that is in the same re
gion as the user. Companies can also use 
region to inform some reports.,

Region

Edm.String

emailAddress The user's email address.,

Email Address

Edm.String
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hireDate The user's hire date. Hire date can be 
used to assign training. For example, a 
learning administrator might assign an 
onboarding program for all users hired 
after a given date.,

Hire Date

Edm.Int64

dobDate The user's date of birth.,

Date of Birth

Edm.Int64

terminationDate The date that the user separated from 
the company. The termination date can
not be in the future and it cannot be be
fore the hire date.,

Termination Date

Edm.Int64

supervisorID The user ID of the user's supervisor.,

Primary Supervisor

Edm.String

resumeLocation The URI to the users' resume. This field 
was used for legacy Plateau Talent, so we 
recommend that you ignore it.,

Resume Location

Edm.String

comments This are the comments provided by the 
user in the comments field for each sec
tion.

Edm.String

accountCode The user's account code. If you do not 
use commerce features, you can ignore 
this parameter. The account code must 
exist in the system.

Edm.String

hasAccessToOrgFinancialAcco
unt

If true, then this user has access to use 
the organization's financial accounts.

Edm.Boolean

timeZone The user's time zone. Time zone is part of 
the user's overall locale (currency, time 
zone, and locale ID). You cannot pass 
time zone by itself, you must pass it and 
also pass locale and currency.

Edm.String

locale The locale ID of the user. Locales are 
enumerated in References > Geography 
> Locales. The locale must exist in the 
system.

Edm.String
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altSuperID1 The first alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

altSuperID2 The second alternate supervisor of the 
user.

Edm.String

altSuperID3 The third alternate supervisor of the user. Edm.String

shoppingAccountType Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. The shopping 
account type can be INTERNAL or EX
TERNAL.

Edm.String

enableShoppingAccount Shopping account is used by commerce 
features. If you do not use commerce, 
this does not apply to you. This is a flag 
to enable the shopping account. Values 
can by Y or N. If Y, then the shopping ac
count is enabled for the user.

Edm.String

positionNumberID This is the unique ID of the user's job po
sition. Job positions are enumerated in 
Users > Positions. The position must ex
ist in the system. In most cases, each po
sition is an instance of a job code and 
each position is occupied by one user. For 
example, if your company has ten civil 
engineers and all ten civil engineers 
share a job code, then you create ten po
sitions, each associated with the one 
"civil engineer" job code. Positions are 
critical to workforce planning and suc
cession planning because they describe 
how many positions exist for a job code 
and how many are open. Because they 
are hierarchical, positions show a career 
path.

Edm.String
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includeInGovtReporting This applies to customers using Training 
Planner. If you are not using Training 
Planner, you can ignore it. If set to Y, the 
user is included in Training Planner re
ports that must be submitted to govern
ment authorities (for example a 2483 re
port). If set to N, the user is not included 
in Training Planner reports. If null, the 
value defaults to N. If this value is N or 
null, the following fields are automatically 
nullified. If you pass a value for them, the 
system ignores it: legalEntityID, employ
eeClassID, hourlyRate, hourlyRateCur
rency.

Edm.String

legalEntityID This is the legal entity ID used for Training 
Planner reporting. If provided legal entity 
ID does not exist the system creates it. 
Legal entity IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Learning > 2483 Legal Entity.,

Reporting Legal Entity

Edm.String

employeeClassID This is the employee class ID used for 
Training Planner reporting. The employee 
class ID must exist in the system. Em
ployee class IDs are enumerated in Refer
ences > Users > 2483 Employee Class.,

Employee Class

Edm.String

hourlyRate The hourly rate of the user for Training 
Planner reporting.,

Hourly Rate

Edm.Double

hourlyRateCurrency The currency for the hourly rate of the 
user for Training Planner reporting. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Hourly Rate Currency

Edm.String
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regularTempID Companies use the regular temp ID to 
search and report on users in categories 
of their regular and temporary work. For 
example, a company might want to de
fine several types of temporary workers. 
The values are enumerated in References 
> Users > Regular Temp. The value must 
exist in the system.,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

fulltime If set to Y, then the user is full time. If set 
to N, then the user is not full time. De
faults to Y.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.String

nativeDeeplinkUser null Edm.String

studentPhones This is a list of users' phone numbers. For 
example, this list could contain work, 
home, and mobile numbers. ,

Phone Numbers

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.StudentPhones)

customColumn A custom column is a custom pick list (or 
a custom enumerated list). It is unique in 
SAP SuccessFactors to Learning. You 
cannot use them in other areas of the 
suite. To understand how they are used, 
consider a customer that needs to sup
ply safety equipment for training. They 
might want to know a person's general 
clothing size, shoe size, and so on. SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning does not have a 
placeholder to store such information, so 
the customer could create a CLOTHING 
SIZE and SHOE SIZE custom column.,

Additional User Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CustomColumn)

assignProfileID The assignment profile ID of the user.,

Assignment Profile

Edm.String

currencyID The unique ID of the user's currency. The 
currency must exist in the system.,

Currency

Edm.String
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removeAltSuperID1 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID2 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

removeAltSuperID3 If you send a user ID in this field, and if 
the user ID is an alternate supervisor of 
this user, the alternate supervisor is re
moved.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.,

External ID

Edm.String

gamificationStudentID The user ID as it applies to the gamifica-
tion server.,

Gamification User ID

Edm.String
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createReferences If true, then the API will have the ability to 
create user records with referenced enti
ties that may not already exist in the 
LMS.

Edm.Boolean

genderDescription Gender Edm.String

hireDateTimeOffset Hire Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

terminationDateTimeOffset Termination Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

dobDateTimeOffset Date of Birth Edm.DateTimeOffset

disabilityClassificationDes
cription

Disability Classification Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRate Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.Double

adjustedHourlyRateCurency Adjusted Hourly Rate Currency Edm.String

adjustedHourlyRateDisplay Adjusted Hourly Rate Edm.String

hourlyRateDisplay Hourly Rate Edm.String

jobPositionDescription Job Code Edm.String

jobGradeDescription Job Grade Edm.String

jobLocationDescription Job Location Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription Employee Type Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription Employee Status Edm.String

regularTempDescription Regular/Temp Edm.String

fulltimeDescription Is Full-Time Edm.String

supervisorName Supervisor Edm.String

regionDescription Region Edm.String

organizationDescription Organization Edm.String

billingName Billing Name Edm.String

billingContactName Billing Contact Name Edm.String

billingAddress Billing Address Edm.String

billingAddress1 Billing Address Line 1 Edm.String
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billingCity Billing City Edm.String

billingState Billing State Edm.String

billingPostal Billing Postal Edm.String

billingCountry Billing Country Edm.String

billingPhoneNumber Billing Phone Number Edm.String

billingFaxNumber Billing Fax Number Edm.String

billingEmailAddress Billing Email Address Edm.String

shippingName Shipping Name Edm.String

shippingContactName Shipping Contact Name Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingAddress1 Shipping Address Line 1 Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingState State / Province Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

reportingLegalEntityDescrip
tion

Reporting Legal Entity Edm.String

employeeClassDescription Employee Class Edm.String

userEmployments This has User Employment Information,

Employment Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserEmployments)

adminInformation This has Admin Information,

Admin Information

Namespace1_Alias.AdminInfor
mation

instructorInformation This has Instructor Information,

Instructor Information

Namespace1_Alias.Instructor
Information
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siteID Site ID Edm.String

validationWarningMsgs null (can't find the key in the label proper
ties. Original key is label.validationWar
ningMsgs, the passed in locale is null)

Collection(Edm.String)

totalCount Edm.Int64

learninghistory

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.,

Type

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,

ID

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.,

Revision Date

Edm.Int64

title This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.,

Title

Edm.String
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revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String

provideCredit If this value is true, then the course pro
vided credit to the user. Your organization 
defines what credit means.

Edm.Boolean

studentComponentID This string is used to identify the content 
assigned to a user and is used to gener
ate the review content link for the com
pleted learning item in the users' learning 
history.

Edm.Int64

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).,

Grade

Edm.String

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.,

Total Hours

Edm.Double
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creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.,

Credit Hours

Edm.Double

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.,

Contact Hours

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.,

CPE Hours

Edm.Double
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comments This is comments about the learning 
event.,

Comments

Edm.String

esigUsername This is the e-signature user name en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the history re
cord was updated. This is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

esigMeaningCode This is the e-signature meaning code en
tered by the user recording the learning 
event. E-signatures are a way for vali
dated customers to verify users' identi
ties. If you are not a validated customer, 
then this does not apply to you.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.,

Scheduled Offering ID

Edm.Int64

componentKey This is the unique key for the item. It is 
used in some parts of application such as 
bookmarking where we need to save mul
tiple entities' primary keys. It must be a 
long number.

Edm.String

reviewContentAllowed If the value of this is true, then the user 
can go back and review the content of the 
course.

Edm.Boolean

rating This is the users' rating of the course 
from the course catalog.

Edm.Double
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seqNum This is a unique ID for each student item 
rating. You cannot use it.

Edm.String

enableRating If you enable rating for a learning item, 
then this is true. If it is true, then when 
user complete the learning item, they can 
rate it. This rating is the stars rating that 
appears in the catalog to other users. If 
you were building a client that allows rat
ings, you would check this for a true 
value before allowing a user to rate com
pleted learning items.

Edm.Boolean

formattedRevisionDate This is the revision date formatted to the 
current users' preferences. Use it to dis
play the format date.

Edm.String

completionDate This is the completion date in Unix Epoch 
time. A completion date is the date that 
the user completed the learning item.,

Completion Date

Edm.Int64

status This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.,For external events, this value 
is null.

Edm.String

ratingDate This is the date that the user rated the 
learning item, in Unix Epoch time. If the 
user has not yet rated the learning item 
or if the user is not allowed to rate the 
learning item (enableRating is false) then 
this is null.

Edm.Int64

ratingPending If the value of this is true, then the user 
has not rated the learning item.

Edm.Boolean

lastCompletionDate This is the last date that the user com
pleted the learning item. It is stored in the 
user rating table.

Edm.Int64
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certificateLink This is a link to the certificate of comple
tion report. User can click this link to see 
their certificate of completion and print 
it. This user must have permission to 
print the certificate of completion. Most 
customers give their users permission to 
print certificates of completion.

Edm.String

onlineContentLink This is a link to the online content so that 
users can review the content if they are 
allowed to review it.

Edm.String

criteria A learning history is the list of completed 
learning by a user.

Namespace1_Alias.criteria

completionStatusDesc Completion Status Edm.String

revisionDateTimeOffset Revision Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

completionDateTimeOffset Completion Date Edm.DateTimeOffset

userLearningHistoryContentO
bjects

This has Content Object Information,

Content Object(s)

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.UserLearningHistoryContent
Objects)

userCompetencyAssessments This has Competency Assessment Infor
mation,

Competency Assessment Data

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.userCompetencyAssessments)

recordID ID Edm.String

Complex Types

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

code Code received from the merge Edm.String

message Message of the code received Edm.String
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UserInfo

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personIdExternal null Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

alternateSupervisorIds An alternate Learning supervisor is 
someone other than the supervisor who 
can assign learning or manage learning 
for the user.

Collection(Edm.String)

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

StudentPhones

Property Name Description Property Type

phoneNumber A telephone number.,

Telephone Number

Edm.String

phoneDescription A description of a phone number.,

Template Description

Edm.String

phoneDisplay Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

CustomColumn

Property Name Description Property Type

iD Deprecated -- the field represents an in
ternal value which should not be ex
posed. Please stop using this field. It will 
be removed from the public API.

Edm.String

value The value of the custom column. A cus
tom column is an enumerated list that is 
custom to this customer.

Edm.String
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columnNumber Column number of the custom column. A 
custom column is an enumerated list 
that is custom to this customer.,

Column Number

Edm.Int64

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

__hashCodeCalc Edm.Boolean

UserCourse

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

assignmentDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage This contains error messages. Edm.String

UserEmployments

Property Name Description Property Type

supervisorName null,

Supervisor

Edm.String

organizationDescription null,

Organization

Edm.String

jobCodeDescription null,

Job Code

Edm.String

jobTitle null,

Job Title

Edm.String

jobLocationDescription null,

Job Location

Edm.String
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regionDescription null,

Region

Edm.String

employmentTypeDescription null,

Employee Type

Edm.String

employmentStatusDescription null,

Employee Status

Edm.String

regularTempDescription null,

Regular/Temp

Edm.String

isFullTime If set to true, then the user is full time. If 
set to false, then the user is not full time.,

Is Full-Time

Edm.Boolean

UserLearningHistoryContentObjects

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

score Score Edm.String

AdminInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

emailReplyAddress Reply To Address Edm.String

emailNickname Email Nick Name Edm.String

InstructorInformation

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

emailAddress Email Address Edm.String

biography Biography Edm.String

organization Organization Edm.String
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company Company Edm.String

shippingAddress Shipping Address Edm.String

shippingCity Shipping City Edm.String

shippingPostal Shipping Postal Edm.String

shippingState Shipping State Edm.String

shippingCountry Shipping Country Edm.String

shippingPhoneNumber Shipping Phone Number Edm.String

shippingFaxNumber Shipping Fax Number Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress Shipping Email Address Edm.String

instructorCustomColumns This has Instructor Custom Column In
formation,

Additional Instructor Information

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.instructorCustomColumns)

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

maxNumberToRetrieve This is the maximum number of recors to 
retrieve in the call.

Edm.Int32
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itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item.,A 
learning item is a unit of learning that you 
can track in the Learning Management 
System (LMS). You can think of this as a 
university course catalog: each course, 
like Introduction to Wave Physics is a 
learning item. Those learning items can 
be tracked to see who has completed In
troduction to Wave Physics. And Intro
duction to Wave Physics can be offered 
at multiple times to fit different student 
schedules. Each of those instances is a 
scheduled offering.,In most cases, a 
learning item is a course, either online or 
in a classroom, but you can also use 
learning items to track books that em
ployees are required to read or Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that they 
are required to sign-off on and under
stand.

Edm.String

itemType Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

targetUserID This is the user whose learning history 
you want to retrieve.

Edm.String

personGUID null Edm.String

fromDate The start date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64

toDate The end date of the range that you want 
to retrieve learning history. This is in Unix 
Epoch time.

Edm.Int64
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itemRevisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

includeDeepLink If this value is true, then the search re
turns a deep link to the entities it returns.

Edm.Boolean

instructorCustomColumns

Property Name Description Property Type

columnNumber null Edm.Int64

columnValue null Edm.String

columnColumnName null Edm.String

customColumnDisplayValue null,

Additional Information

Edm.String

userSearchCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

personGUID Edm.String

startIndex Edm.Int64

endIndex Edm.Int64

pageSize Edm.Int64

userCompetencyAssessments

Property Name Description Property Type

competencyID Cpty ID Edm.String

competencyDescription Competency Description Edm.String

masteryLevel Mastery Level Edm.Double

competencyAssessmentDateTim
eOffset

Assessment Date Edm.DateTimeOffset
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AlternateSupervisor

Property Name Description Property Type

name Name Edm.String

Action: mergeUser

 Caution
If you want to merge two users, please use the action import AI_mergeUser

This action import function replaces all the existing roles with the role IDs passed in the second parameter

For the action mergeUser, IsBound is false

Return Type: Namespace1_Alias.MergeUser

Parameters of mergeUser

Parameter Name Description Parameter Type

fromUserID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toUserID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

fromPersonGUID This is the User ID that will be deactivate 
and have its content merged.

Edm.String

toPersonGUID This is the User ID that will receive the 
data from the other User

Edm.String

13.1.27  curriculum/v1 Metadata

Call for the curriculum status search metadata to see the search parameters for the service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/curriculum/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

CurriculumStatuses Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum
Status

CurriculumItemStatuses Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum
ItemStatus

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

CurriculumStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

curriculumStatus null Edm.String

expirationDate This is the expiration date of the curricu
lum.

Edm.Int64

nextActionDate This is the next date that the user must 
take action to complete a learning item 
associated with the curriculum.

Edm.Int64

remainingDays This is the number of days remaining on 
the curriculum for the user.

Edm.Int32

csCriteria Namespace1_Alias.csCriteria
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CurriculumItemStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

curriculaID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculaDesc The plain text description of the curricu
lum that the system returns.

Edm.String

htmlCurriculaDesc The HTML description of the curriculum 
that the system returns.

Edm.String

rootCurriculaID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String
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assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionStatus Completion status is a central element of 
SAP SuccessFactors�Learning. It deter
mines whether your users receive credit 
for their courses. For example, when 
learning administrators record learning 
for an employee, they can record a com
pletion status of pass or fail.

Edm.String

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

expiryDate This is the date that the learning item ex
pires within the curriculum.

Edm.Int64

failureCompletionStatusId This is the failure status ID that a user 
was given for the learning item. This ap
plies if the user was given a failure status.

Edm.String

failureDate This is the date that a user was given a 
failure status for the learning item. This 
applies if the user was given a failure sta
tus.

Edm.Int64

requirementID This is the unique ID of the requirement 
that the learning item fulfills within the 
curriculum.

Edm.String

requirementTypeID This is the description of a requirement 
type.

Edm.String

requirementDesc This is a description of the requirement. 
This helps you understand the require
ment.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

requirementSequenceNumber This is the order of the requirement for 
the learning item within the curriculum. 
Requirements are ordered.

Edm.Int64

nextAction The next date that the user must take ac
tion on this item.

Edm.String

assignedDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

curriculumRequirementItem Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CurriculumRequirementItem)

numberOfHours This is a number of hours of the type in 
hourTypeID. This is the number of hours 
required to meet a requirement of the 
curriculum.

Edm.Double

numberOfComponents This is a number of learning items in a re
quirement for the curriculum. Some
times users must complete - for example 
- five learning items in a curriculum to 
meet a requirement.

Edm.Int64

completedNumberOfHours This is a number of hours of the type in 
hourTypeID. This is the number of hours 
that the user has completed to meet a re
quirement.

Edm.Double

completedNumberOfComponents This is a number of learning items in a re
quirement that users have completed. 
Sometimes users must complete - for ex
ample - five learning items in the curricu
lum to meet a requirement. They might 
have completed three of those five learn
ing items. In this case, the value is 3.

Edm.Double

globalDisplayOrder This is the order that entries for the cur
riculum will be displayed. Learning ad
ministrators create this order.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

hourTypeID This is the hour type that is a unit for 
numberOfHours and completedNumber
OfHours.,The hours can be inherited from 
the learning event (the course) or they 
can be specified when a user, supervisor, 
or administrator records completion with 
the Record Learning wizard.,Contact 
hours are the total number of hours that 
you expect a user to have contact with an 
instructor. For example, if you set up a 
blended learning item that has 8 total 
hours and, for 6 of those hours, you ex
pect the user to be in an instructor-led 
segment, then the contact hours equals 
6.,CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certifica-
tion.,Credit hours are the number of 
hours that a user earns for completing a 
learning event. For example, in many U.S. 
colleges, students attend a single class 
for 15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 
hour each day. In this case, the total 
hours equals 45; however, the college 
grants 3 CREDIT HOURS for this class.

Edm.String

cisCriteria Namespace1_Alias.cisCriteri
a
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Complex Types

csCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

targetUserID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

cisCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

targetUserID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

rootCurriculumID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

CurriculumRequirementItem

Property Name Description Property Type

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDte This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionStatus Completion status is a central element of 
SAP SuccessFactors�Learning. It deter
mines whether your users receive credit 
for their courses. For example, when 
learning administrators record learning 
for an employee, they can record a com
pletion status of pass or fail.

Edm.String

completedHours This is the amount of hours completed 
for the curriculum requirement.

Edm.Double

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

globalDisplayOrder The order that this learning object is dis
played in, globally, in the curriculum.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

Related Information

Use remainingDays to Look for Overdue Curricula [page 1190]
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13.1.28  user/curriculum/v1 Metadata

Call for the curriculum status search metadata to see the search parameters for the service.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/curriculum/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

CurriculumStatuses Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum
Status

CurriculumItemStatuses Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum
ItemStatus

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

CurriculumStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

curriculumStatus null Edm.String

expirationDate This is the expiration date of the curricu
lum.

Edm.Int64

nextActionDate This is the next date that the user must 
take action to complete a learning item 
associated with the curriculum.

Edm.Int64

remainingDays This is the number of days remaining on 
the curriculum for the user.

Edm.Int32

csCriteria Namespace1_Alias.csCriteria

CurriculumItemStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

curriculaID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculaDesc The plain text description of the curricu
lum that the system returns.

Edm.String

htmlCurriculaDesc The HTML description of the curriculum 
that the system returns.

Edm.String

rootCurriculaID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

assignmentType This is the assignment type of the entity, 
which is enumerated in SAP SuccessFac
tors Learning Administration, in the Ref
erences section, in the Learning group.

Edm.String

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionStatus Completion status is a central element of 
SAP SuccessFactors�Learning. It deter
mines whether your users receive credit 
for their courses. For example, when 
learning administrators record learning 
for an employee, they can record a com
pletion status of pass or fail.

Edm.String

requiredDate The date that this is required to be com
plete. Users see this date as their dead
line in their assignments.

Edm.Int64

expiryDate This is the date that the learning item ex
pires within the curriculum.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

failureCompletionStatusId This is the failure status ID that a user 
was given for the learning item. This ap
plies if the user was given a failure status.

Edm.String

failureDate This is the date that a user was given a 
failure status for the learning item. This 
applies if the user was given a failure sta
tus.

Edm.Int64

requirementID This is the unique ID of the requirement 
that the learning item fulfills within the 
curriculum.

Edm.String

requirementTypeID This is the description of a requirement 
type.

Edm.String

requirementDesc This is a description of the requirement. 
This helps you understand the require
ment.

Edm.String

requirementSequenceNumber This is the order of the requirement for 
the learning item within the curriculum. 
Requirements are ordered.

Edm.Int64

nextAction The next date that the user must take ac
tion on this item.

Edm.String

assignedDate This is the assignment date of the curric
ulum.

Edm.Int64

curriculumRequirementItem Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.CurriculumRequirementItem)

numberOfHours This is a number of hours of the type in 
hourTypeID. This is the number of hours 
required to meet a requirement of the 
curriculum.

Edm.Double

numberOfComponents This is a number of learning items in a re
quirement for the curriculum. Some
times users must complete - for example 
- five learning items in a curriculum to 
meet a requirement.

Edm.Int64

completedNumberOfHours This is a number of hours of the type in 
hourTypeID. This is the number of hours 
that the user has completed to meet a re
quirement.

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

completedNumberOfComponents This is a number of learning items in a re
quirement that users have completed. 
Sometimes users must complete - for ex
ample - five learning items in the curricu
lum to meet a requirement. They might 
have completed three of those five learn
ing items. In this case, the value is 3.

Edm.Double

globalDisplayOrder This is the order that entries for the cur
riculum will be displayed. Learning ad
ministrators create this order.

Edm.String

hourTypeID This is the hour type that is a unit for 
numberOfHours and completedNumber
OfHours.,The hours can be inherited from 
the learning event (the course) or they 
can be specified when a user, supervisor, 
or administrator records completion with 
the Record Learning wizard.,Contact 
hours are the total number of hours that 
you expect a user to have contact with an 
instructor. For example, if you set up a 
blended learning item that has 8 total 
hours and, for 6 of those hours, you ex
pect the user to be in an instructor-led 
segment, then the contact hours equals 
6.,CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certifica-
tion.,Credit hours are the number of 
hours that a user earns for completing a 
learning event. For example, in many U.S. 
colleges, students attend a single class 
for 15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 
hour each day. In this case, the total 
hours equals 45; however, the college 
grants 3 CREDIT HOURS for this class.

Edm.String

cisCriteria Namespace1_Alias.cisCriteri
a
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Complex Types

csCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

targetUserID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

cisCriteria

Property Name Description Property Type

targetUserID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

rootCurriculumID This is the unique ID of the curriclum at 
the root of the curriculum structure. Cur
ricula can be subcurriclua and have pa
rent curricula. This is the ID of the curric
ulum at the top of the hierarchy.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

CurriculumRequirementItem

Property Name Description Property Type

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revDte This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64

completionStatus Completion status is a central element of 
SAP SuccessFactors�Learning. It deter
mines whether your users receive credit 
for their courses. For example, when 
learning administrators record learning 
for an employee, they can record a com
pletion status of pass or fail.

Edm.String

completedHours This is the amount of hours completed 
for the curriculum requirement.

Edm.Double

displayOrder This is the order that users progress 
through the learning items within a cur
riculum.

Edm.Int64

globalDisplayOrder The order that this learning object is dis
played in, globally, in the curriculum.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.29  admin/searchItem/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to call the learning item search.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/searchItem/v1/$metadata
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Items Namespace1_Alias.Item

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

Item

Property Name Description Property Type

itemID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

itemTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

itemTitle This is the title of the learning item in the 
language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be 
translated using a key/value pair, where 
the key uniquely identifies a particular 
learning item's title and the values are 
each language's translation of the title. If 
you need the key that matches this value, 
and if the web service supports it, look in 
TitleLabelKey.

Edm.String

classificationID This is the unique ID of the classification 
for a learning item. It can be: It can be 
one of the following values: BLENDED, 
CONTINUOUS ONLINE ACCESS, EXTER
NAL-COURSE, PHYSICAL GOOD, or 
TIME-BASED.

Edm.String

sourceID The source is the developer of the learn
ing item or the organization or regulatory 
body that requires it. You can create or 
modify source IDs in the administration 
environment, in References: Learning: 
Item Sources.

Edm.String

deliveryMethodID This is the unique ID of a delivery 
method. A delivery method describes 
how a learning item will be delivered (for 
example, a book, PDF file, or online 
course). You can create or modify 
method IDs in the administration envi
ronment, in References: Learning: Deliv
ery Methods

Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

active sf.api.learning.members.Not_Ac
tive_Desc_Boolean

Edm.Boolean

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria
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Property Name Description Property Type

totalCount Edm.Int64

Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

itemID Edm.String

itemIDOperator Edm.String

itemTypeIDs Collection(Edm.String)

itemTypeIDsOperator Edm.String

revisionDate Edm.String

revisionDateOperator Edm.String

itemTitle Edm.String

itemTitleOperator Edm.String

classificationIDs Collection(Edm.String)

classificationIDsOperator Edm.String

sourceIDs Collection(Edm.String)

sourceIDsOperator Edm.String

deliveryMethodIDs Collection(Edm.String)

deliveryMethodIDsOperator Edm.String

domainIDs Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

active Edm.Boolean

activeOperator Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.30  admin/searchCurriculum/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to call curricula search.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/admin/searchCurriculum/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Curricula Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

Curriculum

Property Name Description Property Type

qualID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

qualTitle The title of a curriculum in the system. Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

qualTypeID The unique ID of the curriculum type. 
Curricula types are ways to categorize 
curricula.

Edm.String

basisDate When the curriculum is calendar based, 
basis date is used to calculate the period. 
It is the starting line for retraining inter
vals. For example, if the user must retrain 
every year, and the basis date is January 
1, the user must retrain every year by 
January 1.

Edm.Int64

forceIncomp If Y, the system calculates whether the 
status of the curriculum should be 
�Complete� or �Incomplete� based 
on a user�s most recent attempt at 
completing any one item in the curricu
lum. If the user fails his or her most re
cent attempt at completing the item, 
then the system sets the status of the en
tire curriculum as �Incomplete�. If you 
clear this checkbox, then the system sets 
the status of the curriculum to �Com
plete� if users complete any �For 
Credit� items within the required time 
frame.

Edm.String

qualDesc The plain text description of the curricu
lum that the system returns.

Edm.String

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64
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Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculumIDOperator Edm.String

curriculumTitle The title of a curriculum in the system. Edm.String

curriculumTitleOperator Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

activeOperator Edm.String

domainIDs This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.31  searchCurriculum/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to call curricula search.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/searchCurriculum/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

Curricula Namespace1_Alias.Curriculum

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding

Entity Types

Curriculum

Property Name Description Property Type

qualID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

qualTitle The title of a curriculum in the system. Edm.String

domainID This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

qualTypeID The unique ID of the curriculum type. 
Curricula types are ways to categorize 
curricula.

Edm.String

basisDate When the curriculum is calendar based, 
basis date is used to calculate the period. 
It is the starting line for retraining inter
vals. For example, if the user must retrain 
every year, and the basis date is January 
1, the user must retrain every year by 
January 1.

Edm.Int64

forceIncomp If Y, the system calculates whether the 
status of the curriculum should be 
�Complete� or �Incomplete� based 
on a user�s most recent attempt at 
completing any one item in the curricu
lum. If the user fails his or her most re
cent attempt at completing the item, 
then the system sets the status of the en
tire curriculum as �Incomplete�. If you 
clear this checkbox, then the system sets 
the status of the curriculum to �Com
plete� if users complete any �For 
Credit� items within the required time 
frame.

Edm.String

qualDesc The plain text description of the curricu
lum that the system returns.

Edm.String

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64
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Complex Types

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

curriculumID The Unique ID of a curriculum in the sys
tem.

Edm.String

curriculumIDOperator Edm.String

curriculumTitle The title of a curriculum in the system. Edm.String

curriculumTitleOperator Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

activeOperator Edm.String

domainIDs This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.

Collection(Edm.String)

domainIDsOperator Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.
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13.1.32  user/learningEvent/v1 Metadata

Use this call to find the data that you need to post a learning event to learning history as a user or supervisor.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningEvent/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Entity Sets

Name Description Type

recordLearningEvents Namespace1_Alias.recordLear
ningEvent

Action Import

Name Description Action

No Action Import No Action Import No Action Import

Navigation Property Bindings

Path Target

No Navigation Property Binding No Navigation Property Binding
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Entity Types

recordLearningEvent

Property Name Description Property Type

recordLearningEvents Various people in your organization post 
learning events to SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning: users can post the completion 
of self-assigned courses, and supervisors 
and administrators can post the comple
tion of courses for users. Exactly how 
each user role can post learning events 
depends on your configuration.

Collection(Namespace1_Alias
.recordLearningEvents)

Complex Types

recordLearningEvents

Property Name Description Property Type

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

completionStatusID This is the task checklist completion sta
tus ID. It is the completion status that the 
user is assigned if they pass the task 
checklist.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revisionNumber This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that the user completed. A sched
uled offering is a course that took place 
at one place and time. For example, you 
can have one course called Business 
Writing that is offered every month. Each 
month is a different instance of Business 
Writing, and therefore a different sched
uled offering of the course.

Edm.Int64

errorMessage Edm.String

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

completionDate A completion date is the date that the 
user completed the course. When you re
turn it through a web service, it is in Unix 
Epoch format.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

completionTimeZoneID This is the time zone which will be used 
for computing the completion time of the 
learning event in the system.

Edm.String

grade This is the grade that the user earned for 
completing the course. Grades are de
fined by your company. They can be nu
meric (1-10) or codes (Like A-F or Pass/
Fail/Incomplete).

Edm.String

creditHours Credit hours are the number of hours 
that a user earns for completing a learn
ing event. For example, in many U.S. col
leges, students attend a single class for 
15 weeks, 3 days each week, and 1 hour 
each day. In this case, the total hours 
equals 45; however, the college grants 3 
CREDIT HOURS for this class.,The hours 
can be inherited from the learning event 
(the course) or they can be specified 
when a user, supervisor, or administrator 
records completion with the Record 
Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

cpeHours CPE is an abbreviation for "Continuing 
Professional Education" and refers to 
learning activities that users perform to 
maintain and expand the skills that their 
profession demands. Therefore, CPE 
hours are very much like credit hours, but 
the accumulation of CPE hours often 
leads to a professional certification.,The 
hours can be inherited from the learning 
event (the course) or they can be speci
fied when a user, supervisor, or adminis
trator records completion with the Re
cord Learning wizard.

Edm.Double
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Property Name Description Property Type

contactHours Contact hours are the total number of 
hours that you expect a user to have con
tact with an instructor. For example, if 
you set up a blended learning item that 
has 8 total hours and, for 6 of those 
hours, you expect the user to be in an in
structor-led segment, then the contact 
hours equals 6.,The hours can be inher
ited from the learning event (the course) 
or they can be specified when a user, su
pervisor, or administrator records com
pletion with the Record Learning wizard.

Edm.Double

totalHours This is the total hours that a user earns 
for completing a course.

Edm.Double

instructorName This is the name of the instructor who 
taught the course.

Edm.String

comments This is comments about the learning 
event.

Edm.String

Actions

This $metadata does not contain actions.

13.1.33  admin/financialtransactions/v1 Metadata

Call metadata to get the search properties for a financial transactions web service client.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/financialtransactions/v1/$metadata 
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Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Search Properties

Search Parameter Description

transactionID This is the unique ID of the financial transaction. You can see 

the ID in the ID column in Commerce Financial 

Transactions .

orderNo This is the order number of the transaction. Orders are part of 
the purchasing process. Each order follows a process from 
submitted to complete.

controllingArea This is the controlling area to which the company code be
longs. SAP SuccessFactors Learning stores your controlling 
areas as a field on account codes so that you can retrieve 
transactions with this filter. Administrators add the correct 

controlling area in Commerce Account Codes

Summary .

maxPageSize This is used for server-side pagination. It tells the server the 
maximum size of records you want in a page of transactions.

paymentMethod The method of payment for the transaction. Possible values: 
CHARGEBACK, CREDIT CARD, or PURCHASE ORDER.

cutOffDate If a transaction occurred before the date that you pass in 
cutOffDate, it won't be returned. You can use 
cutOffDate as a watermark: remember the last cut off date 
that you sent to return only those transactions that you have 
not seen yet.

Set the default cut off date in System Admin

Configuration System Configuration FINANCIAL . Set 
financialTransactionAPICutOffDate to the de
fault.

This is in Unix Epoch time.
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Search Parameter Description

limit This is used for client-side pagination. We pass it to $top, 
which is standard OData. It defines the number of the top re
cord in a page, starting at the $skip count. For example, if you 
want pages of 10, the first call passes 10, the second call 
passes 20, and so on.

skip This is used for client-side pagination. We pass it to $skip, 
which is standard OData. It defines the records to skip before 
counting towards $top. For example, if you want pages of 10, 
the first call passes 0 (skip no records before fetch), the sec
ond call passes 10, and so on.

showTotalCount If you pass true, the system returns the total transactions in 
the page. By default, it is false.

Related Information

The Importance of Account Code Type, Company Code, and Controlling Area [page 1161]
Transactions that can be Queried [page 1162]

13.2 Common Use Cases for Learning OData APIs

13.2.1  Managing Learning Assignments

13.2.1.1  Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning 
Courses to Users v1

Use the learning item assignment web service to manage the assignment of learning items (courses) to users. This 
is v1 of learning assignment.

Learning items are a core object in SAP SuccessFactors Learning. Managing how they are assigned to users is the 
core function of the application. The learning assignment web service assigns and removes the assignment from 
users.

 Caution
We recommend that you use a later version of this the itemAssignment service. It simplifies the calls to a 
single service and adds better support for assignment and unassignment.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:
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● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

POST Assignments as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1040]
Assign learning to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. This is the v1 version of this web service.

POST Assignments as Administrators v1 [page 1041]
Assign learning to users as an administrator. This is the v1 version of this web service.

POST Remove Assignment as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1043]
Remove learning item assignments as a user (removing self-assignment) or supervisor. This is v1 of this 
web service.

POST Remove Assignment as Administrator v1 [page 1044]
Remove learning item assignments as an administrator. This is v1 of this web service.

Related Information

Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Items to Users v2 [page 1045]

13.2.1.1.1  POST Assignments as User or Supervisor v1

Assign learning to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. This is the v1 version of this web service.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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Assignment by Users or Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/itemAssignment/v1/itemAssignments

To add a self-assignment, POST as the user who wants to self-assign. In the body of the post, send the learning 
item ID, the learning item type, and the revision date. Together, these values uniquely identify a learning item. You 
do not need to identify the user because the user is identified by the authorization.

 Sample Code

{    "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000 }

To add a supervisor assignment, POST as the supervisor or alternate supervisor. In the body of the post, send the 
learning item ID, the learning item type, the revision date, and the user to be assigned the learning item.

 Sample Code

{    "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000
   "studentID" : "jdoe" }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Courses to Users v1 [page 1039]

Related Information

POST Assignments as Administrators v1 [page 1041]
POST Remove Assignment as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1043]
POST Remove Assignment as Administrator v1 [page 1044]

13.2.1.1.2  POST Assignments as Administrators v1

Assign learning to users as an administrator. This is the v1 version of this web service.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:
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● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/admin/userService/v1/itemAssignments

To add an administrator assignment, POST as the administrator. In the body of the post, send the learning item ID, 
the learning item type, the revision date, and the user to be assigned the learning item.

 Sample Code

{    "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000
   "studentID" : "jdoe" }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Courses to Users v1 [page 1039]

Related Information

POST Assignments as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1040]
POST Remove Assignment as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1043]
POST Remove Assignment as Administrator v1 [page 1044]
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13.2.1.1.3  POST Remove Assignment as User or Supervisor v1

Remove learning item assignments as a user (removing self-assignment) or supervisor. This is v1 of this web 
service.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Removing Assignment by Users or Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/itemAssignment/v1/AI_removeAssignment

To remove a self-assignment, POST as the user who wants to remove the self-assignment. In the body of the post, 
send the learning item ID, the learning item type, and the revision date. Together, these values uniquely identify a 
learning item. You do not need to identify the user because the user is identified by the authorization.

 Sample Code

{    "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000 }

To remove a supervisor assignment, POST as the supervisor or alternate supervisor. In the body of the post, send 
the learning item ID, the learning item type, the revision date, and the user to be assigned the learning item.

 Sample Code

{    "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
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   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000
   "studentID" : "jdoe" }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Courses to Users v1 [page 1039]

Related Information

POST Assignments as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1040]
POST Assignments as Administrators v1 [page 1041]
POST Remove Assignment as Administrator v1 [page 1044]

13.2.1.1.4  POST Remove Assignment as Administrator v1

Remove learning item assignments as an administrator. This is v1 of this web service.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/admin/userService/v1/removeItemAssignments
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To remove an administrator assignment, POST as the administrator. In the body of the post, send the learning item 
ID, the learning item type, the revision date, and the user to be assigned the learning item.

 Sample Code

{    "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000
   "studentID" : "jdoe" }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Courses to Users v1 [page 1039]

Related Information

POST Assignments as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1040]
POST Assignments as Administrators v1 [page 1041]
POST Remove Assignment as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1043]

13.2.1.2  Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning 
Items to Users v2

Use the learning item assignment web service to manage the assignment of courses (learning items) to users. This 
is v2 of learning assignment.

Learning items are a core object in SAP SuccessFactors Learning. Managing how they are assigned to users is the 
core function of the application.

The advantage to using v2 of this web service is that it gives you more information in the assignment and it allows 
you to pass an array of assignments.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

Assign Learning Items as Users or Supervisors (UserCourses) v2 [page 1046]
Assign learning to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. This is the v2 version of this web service.
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Assign Learning Items as Administrators (UserCourses) v2 [page 1048]
Assign learning to users as an administrator. This is the v2 version of this web service.

Unassign Learning Items as Users and Supervisors v2 [page 1050]
Remove learning item assignments as a user (removing self-assignment) or as a supervisor. This is v1 of 
this web service.

Unassign Learning Items as Administrators v2 [page 1053]
Remove learning item assignments as an administrator. This is v1 of this web service.

Related Information

Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Courses to Users v1 [page 1039]

13.2.1.2.1  Assign Learning Items as Users or Supervisors 
(UserCourses) v2

Assign learning to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. This is the v2 version of this web service.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Users

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v2/UserCourses

To add a self-assignment, POST as the user who wants to self-assign. In the body of the post, send the learning 
item ID, the learning item type, and the revision date of the learning items that you want to assign, as an array. 
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Together, these values uniquely identify a learning item. You do not need to identify the user because the user is 
identified by the authorization.

 Sample Code

{   "userCourse":[
     {
      "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
      "componentID": "WRT-849",
      "revisionDate": 1428506077000
     }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information. The assignmentDate is the current date and time.

 Sample Code

{      
     "primaryKey": ""
     "userCourse":[
       {
       "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
       "componentID": "WRT-849",
       "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
       "studentID" : "JDOE",
       "personGUID" : ""
       "personExternalID" : ""
       "assignmentType": "OPT",
       "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
       "assignmentDate": 1456894800000
       } 
     ] }

Assignment by Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v2/UserCourses

To add a supervisor assignment, POST as the supervisor or alternate supervisor. In the body of the post, send the 
course to be assigned, the assignment information, and the user to be assigned the learning item.

 Sample Code

{   "userCourse":[
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
   "studentID" : "JDOE",
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   "assignmentType": "OPT", 
   "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
   "assignmentDate": 1456894800000 
   }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information. The assignmentDate is the current date and time.

 Sample Code

{      
     "primaryKey": ""
     "userCourse":[
       {
       "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
       "componentID": "WRT-849",
       "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
       "studentID" : "JDOE",
       "personGUID" : ""
       "personExternalID" : ""
       "assignmentType": "OPT",
       "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
       "assignmentDate": 1456894800000
       } 
     ] }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Items to Users v2 [page 1045]

Related Information

Assign Learning Items as Administrators (UserCourses) v2 [page 1048]
Unassign Learning Items as Users and Supervisors v2 [page 1050]
Unassign Learning Items as Administrators v2 [page 1053]

13.2.1.2.2  Assign Learning Items as Administrators 
(UserCourses) v2

Assign learning to users as an administrator. This is the v2 version of this web service.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
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learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/admin/user-service/v2/UserCourses

 Sample Code

{   "userCourse":[
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
   "studentID" : "JDOE",
   "assignmentType": "OPT",
   "requiredDate": 1458055380000,
   "assignmentDate": 1456894800000            
   },
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "ABC-123",
   "revisionDate": 1456179900000,
   "studentID" : "BCHEN"
   }
  ]  }

The system returns the array with the assignment information. The assignmentDate is the current date and time.

 Sample Code

{      
     "primaryKey": ""
     "userCourse":[
       {
       "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
       "componentID": "WRT-849",
       "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
       "studentID" : "JDOE",
       "personGUID" : ""
       "personExternalID" : ""
       "assignmentType": "OPT",
       "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
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       "assignmentDate": 1456894800000
       } 
     ] }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Items to Users v2 [page 1045]

Related Information

Assign Learning Items as Users or Supervisors (UserCourses) v2 [page 1046]
Unassign Learning Items as Users and Supervisors v2 [page 1050]
Unassign Learning Items as Administrators v2 [page 1053]

13.2.1.2.3  Unassign Learning Items as Users and Supervisors v2

Remove learning item assignments as a user (removing self-assignment) or as a supervisor. This is v1 of this web 
service.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.
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Remove Assignment by Users

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v2/UserCourses('')

To remove an assignment you can PUT as the user who wants to remove the assignment. In the body of the post, 
send the learning item ID, the learning item type, and the revision date of the learning items that you want to 
remove, as an array. Together, these values uniquely identify a learning item. You do not need to identify the user 
because the user is identified by the authorization.

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey":""
"userCourse":[
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000
   }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information. The assignmentDate is the current date and time.

 Sample Code

{      
     "primaryKey": ""
     "userCourse":[
       {
       "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
       "componentID": "WRT-849",
       "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
       "studentID" : "JDOE",
       "personGUID" : ""
       "personExternalID" : ""
       "assignmentType": "OPT",
       "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
       "assignmentDate": 1456894800000
       } 
     ] }

Assignment by Supervisors

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v2/UserCourses('')
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To remove a supervisor assignment, PUT as the supervisor or alternate supervisor. In the body of the post, send 
the course to be removed, the assignment information, and the user to be unassigned from the learning item.

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey":""
"userCourse":[
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
   "studentID" : "JDOE",
   "assignmentType": "OPT", 
   "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
   "assignmentDate": 1456894800000 
   }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information. The assignmentDate is the current date and time.

 Sample Code

{      
     "primaryKey": ""
     "userCourse":[
       {
       "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
       "componentID": "WRT-849",
       "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
       "studentID" : "JDOE",
       "personGUID" : ""
       "personExternalID" : ""
       "assignmentType": "OPT",
       "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
       "assignmentDate": 1456894800000
       } 
     ] }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Items to Users v2 [page 1045]

Related Information

Assign Learning Items as Users or Supervisors (UserCourses) v2 [page 1046]
Assign Learning Items as Administrators (UserCourses) v2 [page 1048]
Unassign Learning Items as Administrators v2 [page 1053]
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13.2.1.2.4  Unassign Learning Items as Administrators v2

Remove learning item assignments as an administrator. This is v1 of this web service.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

Assignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/admin/user-service/v2/UserCourses('')

To remove an administrator assignment, PUT as the administrator. In the body of the post, send the learning item 
information, the assignment information, and the user to be unassigned the learning item.

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey":""
"userCourse":[
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
   "studentID" : "JDOE",
   "assignmentType": "OPT",
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   "requiredDate": 1458055380000,
   "assignmentDate": 1456894800000 
   },
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "ABC-123",
   "revisionDate": 1456179900000,
   "studentID" : "BCHEN"
   }
  ]  }

The system returns the array with the assignment information. The assignmentDate is the current date and time.

 Sample Code

{      
     "primaryKey": ""
     "userCourse":[
       {
       "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
       "componentID": "WRT-849",
       "revisionDate": 1456081860000,
       "studentID" : "JDOE",
       "personGUID" : ""
       "personExternalID" : ""
       "assignmentType": "OPT",
       "requiredDate": 1458055380000, 
       "assignmentDate": 1456894800000
       } 
     ] }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Items to Users v2 [page 1045]

Related Information

Assign Learning Items as Users or Supervisors (UserCourses) v2 [page 1046]
Assign Learning Items as Administrators (UserCourses) v2 [page 1048]
Unassign Learning Items as Users and Supervisors v2 [page 1050]

13.2.1.3  Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning Programs to Users

Assign or remove the assignment of learning programs to users through a web service.

Learning programs are bundles of learning items that can be assigned to users as a bundle. Managing how they are 
assigned to users is the core function of the application. The learning program assignment web service assigns and 
removes the assignment from users.
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Curricula also bundle courses together, but do so with more complex assignment rules.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

Assign Programs as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1055]
Assign learning programs to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. 

Assign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1058]
Assign learning programs to users as an administrator. 

Unassign Programs as users or Supervisors v1 [page 1059]
Unassign learning programs to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. 

Unassign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1061]
Unassign learning programs to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. 

Related Information

Learning Curriculum Assignment Web Service [page 1063]

13.2.1.3.1  Assign Programs as Users or Supervisors v1

Assign learning programs to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.
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 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Users

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v1/UserPrograms

To add a self-assignment, POST as the user who wants to self-assign. In the body of the post, send the program ID 
and the type. Optionally, you can send the assignment type and date.

 Sample Code

{   "userProgram":[
     {
     "programID": "WBTPRO-931",
     "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED",
     "assignmentType": "OPT",
     "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
     }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey": ""
   "userProgram": [1]
      0:  {
        "programID": "WBTPRO-931"
        "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED"
        "studentID": ""
        "personGUID": ""
        "personExternalID": ""
        "assignmentTypeID": "OPT"
        "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
        "errorMessage": null
     } }
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Assignment by Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v1/UserPrograms

To add an assignment as a supervisor, POST as the assignee's supervisor. In the body of the post, send the 
program ID and the type. Optionally, you can send the assignment type and date.

 Sample Code

{   "userProgram":[
     {
     "programID": "WBTPRO-931",
     "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED",
     "studentID" : "JDOE",
     "assignmentType": "OPT",
     "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
     }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey": ""
   "userProgram": [1]
      0:  {
        "programID": "WBTPRO-931"
        "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED"
        "studentID": ""
        "personGUID": ""
        "personExternalID": ""
        "assignmentTypeID": "OPT"
        "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
        "errorMessage": null
     } }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Programs to Users [page 1054]

Related Information

Assign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1058]
Unassign Programs as users or Supervisors v1 [page 1059]
Unassign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1061]
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13.2.1.3.2  Assign Programs as Administrators v1

Assign learning programs to users as an administrator.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/admin/user-service/v1/UserPrograms

To add an assignment as a supervisor, POST as an administrator. In the body of the post, send the program ID and 
the type. Optionally, you can send the assignment type and date.

 Sample Code

{   "userProgram":[
     {
     "programID": "WBTPRO-931",
     "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED",
     "studentID" : "JDOE",
     "assignmentType": "OPT",
     "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
     }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey": ""
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   "userProgram": [1]
      0:  {
        "programID": "WBTPRO-931"
        "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED"
        "studentID": ""
        "personGUID": ""
        "personExternalID": ""
        "assignmentTypeID": "OPT"
        "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
        "errorMessage": null
     } }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Programs to Users [page 1054]

Related Information

Assign Programs as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1055]
Unassign Programs as users or Supervisors v1 [page 1059]
Unassign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1061]

13.2.1.3.3  Unassign Programs as users or Supervisors v1

Unassign learning programs to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
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collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

Unassignment by Users

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v1/UserPrograms('')

To remove a self-assignment, PUT as the user who wants to self-assign. In the body of the post, send the program 
ID and the type. Optionally, you can send the assignment type and date.

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey": ""
"userProgram":[
   {
   "programID": "WBTPRO-931",
   "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED",
   "assignmentType": "OPT",
   "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
   }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{    "@odata.context": "$metadata#UserPrograms/$entity"
   "primaryKey": ""
   "userProgram": [1]
      0:  {
        "programID": "WBTPRO-931"
        "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED"
        "studentID": null
        "assignmentTypeID": "OPT"
        "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
        "errorMessage": null
     } }

Assignment by Supervisors

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v1/UserPrograms('')
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To remove an assignment as a supervisor, PUT as the assignee's supervisor. In the body of the post, send the user, 
program ID, and the type.

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey": ""
"userProgram":[
   {
   "programID": "WBTPRO-931",
   "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED",
   "studentID" : "JDOE",
   "assignmentType": "OPT",
   "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
   }
  ] }

The system returns the array with the unassignment information.

 Sample Code

{    "@odata.context": "$metadata#UserPrograms/$entity"
   "primaryKey": ""
   "userProgram": [1]
      0:  {
        "programID": "WBTPRO-931"
        "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED"
        "studentID": "JDOE"
        "assignmentTypeID": "OPT"
        "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
        "errorMessage": null
     } }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Programs to Users [page 1054]

Related Information

Assign Programs as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1055]
Assign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1058]
Unassign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1061]

13.2.1.3.4  Unassign Programs as Administrators v1

Unassign learning programs to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:
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● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

Unassignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/admin/user-service/v1/UserPrograms('')

To remove an assignment as a supervisor, PUT as an administrator. In the body of the post, send the user ID, 
program ID, and the type.

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey": ""
"userProgram":[
   {
   "programID": "WBTPRO-931",
   "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED",
   "studentID" : "JDOE",
   "assignmentType": "OPT",
   "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
   }
 ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.
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 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey": ""
   "userProgram": [1]
      0:  {
        "programID": "WBTPRO-931"
        "programTypeID": "OPEN_ENDED"
        "studentID": ""
        "personGUID": ""
        "personExternalID": ""
        "assignmentTypeID": "OPT"
        "assignmentDate": 1458248400000
        "errorMessage": null
     } }

Parent topic: Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Programs to Users [page 1054]

Related Information

Assign Programs as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1055]
Assign Programs as Administrators v1 [page 1058]
Unassign Programs as users or Supervisors v1 [page 1059]

13.2.1.4  Learning Curriculum Assignment Web Service

The learning curriculum assignment web service assigns curricula to users.

Curricula are bundles of courses that can be assigned as a bundle to users. They are typically used by companies 
that have complex rules for assignment: rules that are written by an oversight agency. This web service makes the 
assignment.

An alternative way to assign bundles to users is through learning programs.

Assign Curricula as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1064]
Assign curricula to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor. 

Assign Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1066]
Assign curricula to users as an administrator.

Unassigning Curricula as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1068]
Unassign curricula to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor.

Unassigning Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1070]
Unassign curricula to users as an administrator. 
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Related Information

Assigning or Unassigning SAP SuccessFactors Learning Programs to Users [page 1054]

13.2.1.4.1  Assign Curricula as Users or Supervisors v1

Assign curricula to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of the 
PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that collection 
does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you provide an empty 
primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Assignment by Users

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/curriculum-service/v1/Curricula

To add a self-assignment, POST as the user who wants to self-assign.

 Sample Code

{        "primaryKey":"",
   "curricula" : [
    {
    "qualificationID": "CUR-123",
    "assignmentDate": 1428506077000,
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    "priority": 2
    } 
  ]   }

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     "value": [
      {
      "studentID": "",
      "personGUID": "",
      "personExternalID": "",
      "qualificationID": "",
      "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
      "priority": 1,
      "criteria": null
      }
    ] }

Assignment by Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/curriculum-service/v1/Curricula

To add an assignment as a supervisor, POST as the assignee's supervisor.

 Sample Code

{     "primaryKey":"",
    "curricula" : [  
      {
      "studentID": "JDOE",           
      "qualificationID": "CUR-123",
      "assignmentDate": 1428506077000,
      "priority": 2
      } 
   ]   }

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     "value": [
      {
      "studentID": "",
      "personGUID": "",
      "personExternalID": "",
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      "qualificationID": "",
      "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
      "priority": 1,
      "criteria": null
      }
    ] }

Parent topic: Learning Curriculum Assignment Web Service [page 1063]

Related Information

Assign Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1066]
Unassigning Curricula as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1068]
Unassigning Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1070]

13.2.1.4.2  Assign Curricula as Administrators v1

Assign curricula to users as an administrator.

You can build a client to assign learning items, curricula, or programs to users through one of these assigners:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. If you authorize to the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to 
self-assign.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisor assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the summary 
section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor assigns 
learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another way, a 
supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrator 
assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of the 
PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that collection 
does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you provide an empty 
primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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Assignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/admin/curriculum-service/v1/Curricula

To add an assignment as an administrator, POST as an administrator.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey":"",
   "curricula" : [  
     {
     "studentID": "user01",         
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-01",
     "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
     "priority": 1
     },
     {
    ...
     }
   ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     "value": [
      {
      "studentID": "",
      "personGUID": "",
      "personExternalID": "",
      "qualificationID": "",
      "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
      "priority": 1,
      "criteria": null
      }
    ] }

Parent topic: Learning Curriculum Assignment Web Service [page 1063]

Related Information

Assign Curricula as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1064]
Unassigning Curricula as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1068]
Unassigning Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1070]
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13.2.1.4.3  Unassigning Curricula as User or Supervisor v1

Unassign curricula to users as a user (self-assignment) or supervisor.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

Unassignment by Users

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/curriculum-service/v1/Curricula('')

To remove a self-assignment, PUT as the user who wants to self-assign.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey":"",
   "curricula" : [  
     {
     "studentID": "user01",         
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-01"
     },
     {
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     "studentID": "user01",
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-02"
     }
   ] }

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     "value": [
      {
      "studentID": "",
      "personGUID": "",
      "personExternalID": "",
      "qualificationID": "",
      "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
      "priority": 1,
      "criteria": null
      }
    ] }

Unssignment by Supervisors

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/curriculum-service/v1/Curricula('')

To remove an assignment as a supervisor, PUT as the assignee's supervisor.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey":"",
   "curricula" : [  
     {
     "studentID": "user01",         
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-01"
     },
     {
     "studentID": "user01",
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-02"
     }
   ] }

The system returns the assignment information.
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 Sample Code

{     "value": [
      {
      "studentID": "",
      "personGUID": "",
      "personExternalID": "",
      "qualificationID": "",
      "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
      "priority": 1,
      "criteria": null
      }
    ] }

Parent topic: Learning Curriculum Assignment Web Service [page 1063]

Related Information

Assign Curricula as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1064]
Assign Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1066]
Unassigning Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1070]

13.2.1.4.4  Unassigning Curricula as Administrators v1

Unassign curricula to users as an administrator.

You can build a client to remove learning item, curriculum or program assignments for users through one of these 
users:

● The users themselves: When a users assign learning items, curricula, or programs to themselves, that is called 
self-assignment. Users can remove a self-assigned learning item, curriculum, or program. If you authorize to 
the web service as an individual user, your client can enable the user to remove self-assignments.

● Supervisors: If you authorize to the web service as a user who is a learning manager, your client can enable 
supervisors to remove assignments. A supervisor user ID is one that appears on another users' record in the 
summary section as the supervisor. Users can also have alternate supervisors defined. When a supervisor 
assigns learning, he or she assigns from their supervisor's catalog and not the users' catalogs. Put another 
way, a supervisor might have access to learning items or programs that employees do not.

● Administrators: If you authorize to the web service as an administrator, your client can enable administrators to 
remove assignments. Learning administrators are often responsible for entire organizations.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

Unassignment by Administrators

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/admin/curriculum-service/v1/Curricula('')

To remove an assignment as a supervisor, PUT as an administrator.

 Sample Code

{    "primaryKey":"",
   "curricula" : [  
     {
     "studentID": "user01",         
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-01"
     },
     {
     "studentID": "user01",
     "personGUID": "",
     "personExternalID": "",
     "qualificationID": "qual-02"
     }
   ] }

The system returns the array with the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     "value": [
      {
      "studentID": "",
      "personGUID": "",
      "personExternalID": "",
      "qualificationID": "",
      "assignmentDate": 1199125800000,
      "priority": 1,
      "criteria": null
      }
    ] }
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Parent topic: Learning Curriculum Assignment Web Service [page 1063]

Related Information

Assign Curricula as Users or Supervisors v1 [page 1064]
Assign Curricula as Administrators v1 [page 1066]
Unassigning Curricula as User or Supervisor v1 [page 1068]

13.2.1.5  Getting Users' Learning Plan Information with a Web 
Service

Find the courses, programs, and other learning objects on users' learning plans.

You often want to get users' learning assignments (their learning plans) so that you can see what they are assigned. 
This is often a first call to match one user with the courses, programs, and other objects on their My Assignments 
tile. After returning their assignments, you can return the objects that are on users' learning plans, look for available 
scheduled offerings for the learning item assignments, and so on.

You can see users' learning plans in the administration environment in Users Users Assignments . Users 
know their learning plan as the courses in their My Assignments tile.

Get Learning Assignments [page 1072]
Get users' learning plans through a search.

Get Available Scheduled Offerings Sample Call [page 1074]
Use this sample call to see how you can structure your call to the Get Available Scheduled Offering web 
service.

Get Learning Item Details [page 1076]
Get the details of a learning item.

Get Learning Item Prerequisites [page 1078]
Get the prerequisites for a learning item.

Get Documents Related to Assigned Learning Items [page 1079]
Get the documents releated to a learning item on users' learning plans.

13.2.1.5.1  Get Learning Assignments

Get users' learning plans through a search.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningPlan/v1/UserTodoLearningItems ?$filter=criteria/maxRowNum eq 10 and 
criteria/retrieveLinkedSchedules eq 'true' and 
criteria/includeVLSlink eq true and  criteria/includeSurveys eq true

Unlike other sample calls, we include MaxRowNum as a criteria because it is a special case. Unlike other OData 
services that page with the $top, $skip, and $count parameters, this service uses MaxRowSize. We strongly 
recommend that you limit your calls to a reasonable size of rows.

Response: UserTodoLearningItems

 Output Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "sku": "SKU-5841",
      "cpnt_classification": "TIME-BASED",
      "isUserRequestsEnabled": true,
      "title": "title",
      "description": "description",
      "status": "Y,E,N,N,2081,-7,-1,-1,N,N,N,N,N,Y,N,N,Y",
      "userID": "M",
      "componentTypeID": "AUS_TYPE",
      "componentTypeDesc": "AUS_TYPE",
      "componentID": "Item1",
      "componentKey": 5401,
      "componentLength": 8,
      "contactHours": null,
      "creditHours": null,
      "cpeHours": null,
      "revisionDate": 1444873680000,
      "assignedDate": 1479772800000,
      "availableNewRevision": false,
      "revisionNumber": "1",
      "requiredDate": 1480568399000,
      "daysRemaining": 9,
      "addUser": "A",
      "addUserName": "ADMIN",
      "addUserTypeLabelID": "Admin",
      "orderItemID": null,
      "usedOrderTicketNumber": null,
      "usedOrderTicketSequence": null,
      "onlineLaunched": false,
      "origin": "Directly Assigned",
      "cdpGoalID": null,
      "seqNumber": 90322,
      "scheduleID": null,
      "qualificationID": null,
      "rootQualificationID": null,
      "qualTitle": null,
      "isRequired": null,
      "orderItemStatusTypeID": null,
      "showInCatalog": true,
      "requirementTypeDescription": "Area of Responsibility",
      "requirementTypeId": "AOR",
      "hasOnlinePart": false,
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      "itemDetailsDeeplink": null,
      "courseDeeplink": null,
      "criteria": null,
      "linkedSchedules": [
        3601
      ],
      "programType": null,
      "programEndDate": null,
      "programStartDate": null,
      "programDuration": null,
      "programDurationType": null,
      "programDeeplink": null,
      "vlsLink": null,
      "studentSurveyID": null,
      "itemSurveyID": null,
      "surveyID": null,
      "surveyLevel": null,
      "surveydesc": null,
      "surveyStatusID": null,
      "surveyDeepLink": null
    },
    {...}
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting Users' Learning Plan Information with a Web Service [page 1072]

Related Information

Get Available Scheduled Offerings Sample Call [page 1074]
Get Learning Item Details [page 1076]
Get Learning Item Prerequisites [page 1078]
Get Documents Related to Assigned Learning Items [page 1079]

13.2.1.5.2  Get Available Scheduled Offerings Sample Call

Use this sample call to see how you can structure your call to the Get Available Scheduled Offering web service.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code
This sample contains line breaks for formatting.

GET learning/odatav4/public/user/learningPlan/v1/Scheduledofferings? $filter=lisCriteria/itemID eq 'I20' 
and lisCriteria/itemTypeID eq 'COURSE'  and lisCriteria/revisionDate eq 1456222920000
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A scheduled offering is a course that has been scheduled to take place at a particular time and place. For example, 
if you schedule an orientation course every month, then the single orientation course has twelve scheduled 
offerings per year. It is offered in January, February, March, and so on.

Response: Scheduledofferings

 Sample Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "scheduleID": 7545,
      "description": null,
      "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
      "componentID": "I20",
      "revisionDate": 1456222920000,
      "price": 0,
      "instructors": [
         {
           "instructorID": "Inst-1",
           "lastName": "",
           "firstName": "",
           "middleInitial": "",
           "primary": true
         }
      ],
      "startDateTime": 1465788600000,
      "endDateTime": 1465817400000,
      "days": 1,
      "locationDescription": null,
      "facilityDescription": "Amsterdam Office",
      "scheduleStatus": 10,
      "selfEnrollable": true,
      "timeZoneID": "Asia/Calcutta",
      "displayInScheduleTimeZone": true,
      "maxEnrollment": 10,
      "enrolledCount": 0,
      "enrollStatusTypeID": null,
      "enrollSeatID": null,
      "addUser": null,
      "userCanWaitlist": true,
      "chargebackMethod": "NO CHARGE",
      "itemChargeBackMethod": "NO CHARGE",
      "scheduleCanOverridePrice": true,
      "timeZoneLabelValue": "Asia/Calcutta",
      "scheduleStatusValue": "Open Seats are available",
      "currencyCode": "INR",
      "currencyDesc": "Indian Rupee",
      "availableSeatCount": 10,
      "lisCriteria": null
      "scheduledOfferingDeeplink": "https://etc..."
    },
    {
  ...
    }
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting Users' Learning Plan Information with a Web Service [page 1072]
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Related Information

Get Learning Assignments [page 1072]
Get Learning Item Details [page 1076]
Get Learning Item Prerequisites [page 1078]
Get Documents Related to Assigned Learning Items [page 1079]

13.2.1.5.3  Get Learning Item Details

Get the details of a learning item.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/learningPlan/v1/LearningItemDetails ?$filter=lisCriteria/itemID eq '1147305822' 
and lisCriteria/itemTypeID eq 'COURSE'  and lisCriteria/revisionDate eq 1147304737000 

Response: LearningItemDetails

 Sample Code

"value": [     {
      "pkID": "1147305822-COURSE-1147304737000",
      "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
      "componentID": "1147305822",
      "revisionDate": 1147304737000,
      "componentKey": 1034,
      "title": "Workplace Safety",
      "description": "This course is required for all workers. It teaches safety 
for the workplace",
      "htmlDescription": null,
      "revisionNo": 2,
      "sourceID": Skillsoft,
      "domainID": "PUBLIC",
      "deliveryMethodID": null,
      "requirementTypeID": null,
      "safetyRelated": false,
      "approved": false,
      "notActive": false,
      "reviserName": null,
      "approvedBy": null,
      "approvalTimestamp": null,
      "lessionPlanFilename": null,
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      "targetAudience": null,
      "contactName": null,
      "contactHours": null,
      "creditHours": null,
      "cpeHours": null,
      "defaultInitialNumber": null,
      "defaultInitialPeriodTypeID": null,
      "defaultInitialBasisTypeID": null,
      "initialPeriodLabelID": null,
      "initialBasisLabelID": null,
      "defaultRetrainingNumber": null,
      "defaultRetrainingPeriodTypeID": null,
      "defaultRetrainingBasisTypeID": null,
      "retrainingPeriodLabelID": null,
      "retrainingBasisLabelID": null,
      "comments": null,
      "instructorMaterials": null,
      "studentMaterials": null,
      "gradingOption": 3,
      "createTimestamp": 1144641600000,
      "componentGoals": null,
      "lastUpdateUser": "UTIL_UPGRADE",
      "totalLength": null,
      "prepLength": null,
      "minEnrollment": 5,
      "maxEnrollment": 10,
      "enrollmentThresDays": null,
      "autoFillEnrollment": false,
      "waitlistRemainderSentTimestamp": null,
      "autoCompetency": false,
      "classification": "PHYSICAL GOOD",
      "chargebackMethod": "BUYER-AUTHORIZED ACCT",
      "catalogSKU": "SKU-1218",
      "scheduleCanOverridePrice": true,
      "productionReady": true,
      "studentCanRecordLearningEvents": false,
      "supervisorCanRecordLearningEvents": false,
      "approvalRequired": false,
      "processDefinitionID": null,
      "processDescription": null,
      "sourceDescription": null,
      "domainDescription": "Default Public Access Domain",
      "deliveryMethodDescription": null,
      "requirementTypeDescription": null,
      "chargeBackMethodLabelID": 
"data.chgbckmethod.ChargeBuyersAuthorizedAccountCode",
      "componentClassificationLabelID": "data.cpntclassification.PhysicalGood",
      "forumID": null,
      "rating": null,
      "enableRating": false,
      "includePreviousRevisionRating": true,
      "shippingRequired": false,
      "selfEnrollment": false,
      "isBlendedLearningRegisterRequired": true,
      "eSigEnabled": false,
      "isUserRequestsEnabled": true,
      "userCanWaitlist": true,
      "componentTypeDesc": "COURSE",
      "enableOrder": true,
      "checkAuthorizedInstructor": false,
      "checklistEnabled": false,
      "isAuthorizedObserver": false,
      "checklistCompletionStatusID": null,
      "checklistFailureStatusID": null,
      "checklistObserverTypeID": null,
      "thumbnailURI": null,
      "classificationLabelValue": "Other",
      "chargebackMethodLabelValue": "Charge to Buyer's Authorized Account Code",
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      "itemDetailsDeeplink": "https://..."
      "courseDeeplink": "https://..."
      "lisCriteria": null
    }
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting Users' Learning Plan Information with a Web Service [page 1072]

Related Information

Get Learning Assignments [page 1072]
Get Available Scheduled Offerings Sample Call [page 1074]
Get Learning Item Prerequisites [page 1078]
Get Documents Related to Assigned Learning Items [page 1079]

13.2.1.5.4  Get Learning Item Prerequisites

Get the prerequisites for a learning item.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/learningPlan/v1/LearningItemPrerequisites ?$filter=lisCriteria/itemID eq '1147305822' 
and lisCriteria/itemTypeID eq 'COURSE'  and lisCriteria/revisionDate eq 1147304737000 

Response: LearningItemPrerequisites

 Sample Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "pkID": "NetSecurity-COURSE-1358458920000",
      "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
      "componentID": "Net101",
      "revisionDate": 1358458920000,
      "prerequisitesGroupItem": [
       {
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          "prerequisiteComplete": false,
          "isAvailableInStudentCatalog": true,
          "isInLearningPlan": false,
          "prerequisiteCompleteInfo": null,
          "prerequisiteCompletionDate": null,
          "prerequisiteGroupID": "f845d710-555d-420a-8e93-07da713e912d",
          "groupName": "prereq_group_1",
          "groupOrder": 0,
          "prerequisiteItemOrder": 2,
          "prerequisiteRevisionNumber": "1",
          "title": "Networking 101",
          "groupNameLabelKey": null,
          "prerequisiteComponentClassificationType": "TIME-BASED",
          "prerequisiteComponentTypeID": "COURSE",
          "prerequisiteComponentID": "Net101",
          "prerequisiteRevisionDate": 1358458020000
        },
...(additional prerequisites)...
      ],
      "lisCriteria": null
    }
  ]
} 

Parent topic: Getting Users' Learning Plan Information with a Web Service [page 1072]

Related Information

Get Learning Assignments [page 1072]
Get Available Scheduled Offerings Sample Call [page 1074]
Get Learning Item Details [page 1076]
Get Documents Related to Assigned Learning Items [page 1079]

13.2.1.5.5  Get Documents Related to Assigned Learning Items

Get the documents releated to a learning item on users' learning plans.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/learningPlan/v1/LearningItemDocuments ?$filter=lisCriteria/itemID eq '1147305822' 
and lisCriteria/itemTypeID eq 'COURSE'  and lisCriteria/revisionDate eq 1147304737000 
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Response: LearningItemDocuments

 Output Code

{     value: [1]
      0:{
        pkID: "Net101-COURSE-1147304730000"
        componentTypeID: "COURSE"
        componentID: "Net101"
        revisionDate: 1147304730000
        documentID: "Net101_IB"
        reviewFlag: false
        documentTitle: "Networking 101 Instructor Book"
        documentLocation: "https://docs.me.com/courses/net101/Net101_IB.pdf"
        lisCriteria: null
    } }

Parent topic: Getting Users' Learning Plan Information with a Web Service [page 1072]

Related Information

Get Learning Assignments [page 1072]
Get Available Scheduled Offerings Sample Call [page 1074]
Get Learning Item Details [page 1076]
Get Learning Item Prerequisites [page 1078]

13.2.1.6  Getting Users' Learning History with a Web Service

Use the learning history web service to return the list of courses that a user has been assigned and then completed.

When users finish a course and learning events are recorded, the course is added to users' learning history. You can 
retrieve users' learning history when you want to report on the courses that they completed and when.

Get Learning History [page 1081]
Learning history is the set of courses, or learning items, that users have finished (successfully or 
unsuccessfully).
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13.2.1.6.1  Get Learning History

Learning history is the set of courses, or learning items, that users have finished (successfully or unsuccessfully).

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/learningHistory/v1/learninghistorys? $filter=criteria/maxNumberToRetrieve eq 10 and criteria/includeDeepLink eq true

Response: learninghistorys

 Output Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "componentTypeID": "TYPE",
      "componentID": "ITM2",
      "revisionDate": 1302846720000,
      "title": "title",
      "revisionNumber": "1",
      "completionStatusID": "PASS",
      "provideCredit": true,
      "studentComponentID": null,
      "instructorName": "Instructor",
      "grade": null,
      "totalHours": 8,
      "creditHours": null,
      "contactHours": null,
      "cpeHours": null,
      "comments": null,
      "esigUsername": null,
      "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1453091987000,
      "esigMeaningCode": null,
      "scheduleID": null,
      "componentKey": null,
      "reviewContentAllowed": null,
      "rating": null,
      "seqNum": null,
      "enableRating": false,
      "formattedRevisionDate": "4/15/2011",
      "completionDate": 1452613560000,
      "status": "PASS",
      "ratingDate": null,
      "ratingPending": null,
      "lastCompletionDate": 1452613560000,
      "certificateLink": "https://[root]/learning/user/...",
      "onlineContentLink": null,
      "criteria": null
    }
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting Users' Learning History with a Web Service [page 1080]
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13.2.2  Managing LMS Users

13.2.2.1  Searching for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Users with 
a Web Service

Use student search to find end-users in SAP SuccessFactors Learning.

The name student is a way of distinguishing the types of users in SAP SuccessFactors Learning. The Student 
Search web service finds end-users who are assigned learning as opposed to administrators who set up the 
learning or instructors who teach courses.

In most cases, every person in your company is a student, even if individuals are also administrators and 
instructors. When you search for students, you return information that applies to the people in your company in the 
role of a learning. For example, student search does not return the facilities that a person usually teaches in 
because “facilities that a person usually teaches in” is an attribute of that person as an instructor, not a student.

GET Students Call [page 1082]
Use the method, service, version, entity, and criteria information to build a search client for LMS users 
(students).

Student Search Response Body [page 1083]

Related Information

Search Filter and Operator Support [page 1184]
GET Students Call [page 1082]

13.2.2.1.1  GET Students Call

Use the method, service, version, entity, and criteria information to build a search client for LMS users (students).

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/searchStudent/v1/Students?$filter=criteria...

This call shows the service, criteria (if applicable), and entity that you want for the business task you want to 
accomplish. To see descriptions of the data of the entity, data types, related entities, and requirements, please call 
the service metadata: GET /learning/odatav4/public/<admin or user>/<service name>/<version>/
$metadata.

Parent topic: Searching for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Users with a Web Service [page 1082]
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Related Information

Student Search Response Body [page 1083]
Search Filter and Operator Support [page 1184]

13.2.2.1.2  Student Search Response Body

 Output Code

{        "value":
       [
           {
               "studentID": "",
               "personGUID": "",
               "personExternalID": "",
               "empStatID": "ACT",
               "empTypID": "1",
               "regularTempID": "",
               "fulltime": "Yes",
               "jobLocID": "FRA",
               "jobPosID": "MANAGER",
               "domainID": "IT",
               "orgID": "IT",
               "compID": "",
               "lastName": "Aberts",
               "firstName": "Tammy",
               "middleName": "E",
               "notActive": "Yes",
               "addr": "123 Maple St",
               "city": "Alexandria",
               "state": "VA",
               "postal": "22302",
               "cntry": "US",
               "superField": "BRTMCCORMICK",
               "hireDate": 1430319600000,
               "termDate": null,
               "emailAddr": "tammy.aberts@localhost.int",
               "hasAccess": "Yes",
               "selfReg": "",
               "locked": "No",
               "regionID": "Americas",
               "roleID": "DEFAULT USER",
               "profileStatus": "EXPIRED",
               "accountID": "12345",
               "posNumID": "56342",
               "nativeDeeplinkUser": "No",
               "criteria": null
           }
       ]
} 

Parent topic: Searching for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Users with a Web Service [page 1082]
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Related Information

GET Students Call [page 1082]

13.2.2.2  Adding and Updating SAP SuccessFactors Learning 
LMS Users through Web Services 

Use the add an update LMS user web services to add and update SAP SuccessFactors Learning users.

We recommend the add and update LMS users for native SAP SuccessFactors Learning users. If you are in an 
integrated environment, consider how your user data syncs from the tables of record.

 Caution
We recommend that you add or update users centrally in the SAP SuccessFactors system of record and allow 
the data to flow into the LMS through standard means. When you update users through Learning, you update 
the user as a student, but not as a SAP SuccessFactors user - what you change is available only to the LMS, and 
it is possible that shared data is overwritten from the system of record.

Add and Update User Data Structures [page 1084]
By understanding the users' data structures, you can more easily write web service clients.

POST SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1085]
We recommend that you use the most current user service to add users.

PUT SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1086]
We recommend that you use the most current user service to update users.

Related Information

user/v1 Metadata Call [page 968]

13.2.2.2.1  Add and Update User Data Structures

By understanding the users' data structures, you can more easily write web service clients.

When you add or update users, you should understand how the data behaves. You don't need to know the exact 
data structures, just how you need to treat them:

● User data is like data members on a user object. For example, you can think of a user's first name as a private 
data member of a user class.

● User phone numbers are like a hashmap of phone numbers where the hashmap is a data member of the user 
object: each entry in the hashmap is identified by a phone number and a description of the phone number. You 
can add, for example, Mobile Phone and Office Phone to the list of users' phone numbers.
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● User custom columns are like a subclass to the user class: each entry has multiple data members, and the 
members can be more complex than a simple string. For example, you can create custom columns with 
enumerated values like T-Shirt size (Small, Medium, or Large). You can think of the value data member in this 
case like an array.

Look in the administration environment to understand how phone numbers and custom columns work, and the 
specific phone numbers and custom columns for your company. If you do not have access to the administration 
environment, someone can look for you and provide the information. To understand the kind of phone numbers 
that your company typically records, look in Users Users Phone Numbers . To understand valid values for 
custom columns, look in System Admin Custom Columns User .

Parent topic: Adding and Updating SAP SuccessFactors Learning LMS Users through Web Services [page 1084]

Related Information

POST SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1085]
PUT SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1086]
user/v1 Metadata Call [page 968]
POST SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1085]
PUT SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1086]

13.2.2.2.2  POST SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample 
Call

We recommend that you use the most current user service to add users.

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/user/v1/Users

 Caution
We recommend that you add or update users centrally in the SAP SuccessFactors system of record and allow 
the data to flow into the LMS through standard means. When you update users through Learning, you update 
the user as a student, but not as a SAP SuccessFactors user - what you change is available only to the LMS, and 
it is possible that shared data is overwritten from the system of record.

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token
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Header Value

Content-Type application/json;odata.metadata=minimal

This call shows the service, criteria (if applicable), and entity that you want for the business task you want to 
accomplish. To see descriptions of the data of the entity, data types, related entities, and requirements, please call 
the service metadata: GET /learning/odatav4/public/<admin or user>/<service name>/<version>/
$metadata.

 Sample Code

{          "studentID": "yliu",
   "firstName": "Yajing",
   "lastName": "Liu",
   "studentPhones":
      [
         {
         "phoneNumber": "555-123-4567",
         "phoneDescription": "cell"
         },
         {
         "phoneNumber": "555-987-6543",
         "phoneDescription": "home"
         }
      ]           }

Parent topic: Adding and Updating SAP SuccessFactors Learning LMS Users through Web Services [page 1084]

Related Information

Add and Update User Data Structures [page 1084]
PUT SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1086]

13.2.2.2.3  PUT SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call

We recommend that you use the most current user service to update users.

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/user/v1/Users('<user id>')

 Caution
We recommend that you add or update users centrally in the SAP SuccessFactors system of record and allow 
the data to flow into the LMS through standard means. When you update users through Learning, you update 
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the user as a student, but not as a SAP SuccessFactors user - what you change is available only to the LMS, and 
it is possible that shared data is overwritten from the system of record.

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Content-Type application/json;odata.metadata=minimal

 Sample Code

{   "studentID": "yliu",
  "firstName": "Yajing",
  "lastName": "Liu",
  "studentPhones":
    [
      {
       "phoneNumber": "555-123-4567",
       "phoneDescription": "cell"
      },
      {
       "phoneNumber": "555-987-6543",
       "phoneDescription": "home"
      }
    ]        }

Parent topic: Adding and Updating SAP SuccessFactors Learning LMS Users through Web Services [page 1084]

Related Information

Add and Update User Data Structures [page 1084]
POST SAP SuccessFactors Learning User Sample Call [page 1085]

13.2.2.3  Getting the Qualifications of SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning LMS Users through Web Services 

Get users' curriculum status to see if they are qualified in an area.

A curriculum is a qualification that you design. Usually, it sets a number of learning requirements like a number of 
courses (learning items) to complete the curriculum and become qualified. You want to get the curriculum status 
of users to check their qualifications. You have two ways to check the qualifications. You can check users' 
qualifications from the perspective of the overall curriculum (with a root curriculum specified) or you can check 
their qualification from the perspective of one learning item within the curriculum.

Get Curriculum Status Sample Call [page 1088]
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Get the status of curricula.

Get Curriculum Item Status Sample Call [page 1089]
Get the status of learning items in curricula.

13.2.2.3.1  Get Curriculum Status Sample Call

Get the status of curricula.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/curriculum/v1/CurriculumStatuses ?$filter=csCriteria/targetUserID eq 'user'  and csCriteria/curriculumID eq 'curriculum_id'

Response: CurriculumStatuses

 Output Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "curriculumStatus": "Complete",
      "expirationDate": 1450384082000,
      "nextActionDate": 1450384082000,
      "remainingDays": 12,
      "csCriteria": null
    }
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting the Qualifications of SAP SuccessFactors Learning LMS Users through Web Services [page 
1087]

Related Information

Get Curriculum Item Status Sample Call [page 1089]
Use remainingDays to Look for Overdue Curricula [page 1190]
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13.2.2.3.2  Get Curriculum Item Status Sample Call

Get the status of learning items in curricula.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/curriculum/v1/CurriculumItemStatuses ?$filter=cisCriteria/targetUserID eq 'user'
 and cisCriteria/curriculumID eq 'curriculum_id'
 and cisCriteria/rootCurriculumID eq 'root_curriculum_id' 

Response Body: CurriculumItemStatuses

 Sample Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "curriculaID": "curriculum_id",
      "curriculaDesc": "Description",
      "htmlCurriculaDesc": null,
      "rootCurriculaID": "root_curriculum_id",
      "itemTypeID": null,
      "itemID": null,
      "revDate": null,
      "itemTitle": null,
      "assignmentType": null,
      "displayOrder": 1,
      "completionDate": null,
      "completionStatus": "Incomplete",
      "requiredDate": null,
      "expiryDate": null,
      "failureCompletionStatusId": null,
      "failureDate": null,
      "requirementID": "9525_HOURTYPE_ITEMPOOL",
      "requirementTypeID": "# Hours of specified Hour Type from Pool of Items",
      "requirementDesc": "2 Total hours from item pool",
      "requirementSequenceNumber": 202,
      "nextAction": "Complete 2.00 hours",
      "assignedDate": 1479772800000,
      "curriculumRequirementItem": [
        {
          "itemTypeID": "COURSE",
          "itemID": "Item1",
          "revDte": 1398765540000,
          "itemTitle": "title",
          "completionDate": null,
          "completionStatus": "Incomplete",
          "completedHours": 0,
          "displayOrder": 1,
          "globalDisplayOrder": "000001.000001"
        },
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        {...}
      ],
      "numberOfHours": 2,
      "numberOfComponents": null,
      "completedNumberOfHours": null,
      "completedNumberOfComponents": null,
      "globalDisplayOrder": "000001",
      "hourTypeID": "Total Hours",
      "cisCriteria": null
    },
    {
      ...
    }
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting the Qualifications of SAP SuccessFactors Learning LMS Users through Web Services [page 
1087]

Related Information

Get Curriculum Status Sample Call [page 1088]

13.2.3  Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web 
Services

Manage enrollment and attendance through web services when you want to change users' relationship to a live 
event (a scheduled offering): their attendance, placement, or completion.

Enrollment and attendance in scheduled offering - live learning events led by an instructor - define a relationship 
between a user and that scheduled offering. For example, the user can be enrolled into the scheduled offering or 
that enrollment can be canceled. Instructors might want a list of all users enrolled (a course roster) and might want 
to mark who was enrolled and then attended the event. These are all stories about connecting users to live events 
or looking for users in live events.

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
The learning curriculum assignment enrolls users into scheduled offerings of a course.

Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
Get the list of users on a roster for a particular scheduled offering.

Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Modify enrollment status when users need to withdraw from a course, administrators need to edit the 
registration of a scheduled offering, or supervisors need to enroll or withdraw users.

Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
Use the get scheduled offering web service to return a scheduled offering when you know its unique ID.

Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
Use the mark segment attendance web service to record the attendance for each segment of a scheduled 
offering.
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admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]
Call for admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 to manage scheduled offerings as an administrator.

user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]
Call for user/scheduledoffing-service/v1 to manage scheduled offerings as a user or supervisor.

13.2.3.1  Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings

The learning curriculum assignment enrolls users into scheduled offerings of a course.

SAP SuccessFactors Learning manages the schedules of learners, instructors, equipment, locations, and so on. A 
critical part of managing the schedules is enrolling users into scheduled offerings of a course. A user enrolled in a 
January offering of a course has a different schedule than the user enrolled in the February offering of the same 
course. With the Enroll into Scheduled Offerings web service, you can enroll users into particular offerings of a 
course.

Enroll into Scheduled Offerings as Users or Supervisors [page 1091]
Enroll users into scheduled offerings as a user (self-enrollment) or supervisor. 

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings as Administrators [page 1093]
Enroll users into scheduled offerings as an administrator. 

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]
user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]

13.2.3.1.1  Enroll into Scheduled Offerings as Users or 
Supervisors

Enroll users into scheduled offerings as a user (self-enrollment) or supervisor.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffing-service/v1/Enrollments

Enrollment by supervisors or users post to the same URL. The difference is the user who posts. If users are self-
enrolling, they can post as themselves and studentID is not required. To post as supervisors, studentID is 
required.

Sample POST Body: Enrollments

 Sample Code
This example shows posting as an administrator or supervisor for two users with IDs User-1 and User-2.

{      "enrollments" : [
         { 
         "scheduleID":3421 ,   
         "studentID": "User-1",
         "enrollmentStatusID": "ENROLL",          
         "notifyUser":true,
         "comments": "User is enrolled",
         "notifyInstructor": true,
         "notifySupervisor":true,             
         "notifyContacts": true
         } ,
         { 
         "scheduleID":3421 ,   
         "studentID": "User-2",
         "enrollmentStatusID": "ENROLL",          
         "notifyUser":true,
         "comments": "User is enrolled",
         "notifyInstructor": true,
         "notifySupervisor":false,             
         "notifyContacts": false
         } 
      ]
} 

Response: Enrollments

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{      "enrollments" : [
         { 
         "scheduleID":3421 ,   
         "studentID": "User-1",
         "enrollmentStatusID": "ENROLL",          
         "notifyUser":true,
         "comments": "User is Enrolled",
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         "notifyInstructor": true,
         "notifySupervisor":true,             
         "notifyContacts": true,
         "errorMessage": "",
         "warningMessage": "",
         "warningOverride": ""
         } ,
         { 
         ...
         } 
      ]
   }
}  

Parent topic: Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings as Administrators [page 1093]

13.2.3.1.2  Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings as 
Administrators

Enroll users into scheduled offerings as an administrator.

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1/Enrollments

To enroll as an administrator, POST as an administrator. The URL that you post to is different from the URL that you 
post to for users and supervisors, but the JSON is the same.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of the 
PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that collection 
does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you provide an empty 
primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.
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Sample POST Body: Enrollments

 Sample Code
This example shows posting as an administrator or supervisor for two users with IDs User-1 and User-2.

{      "enrollments" : [
         { 
         "scheduleID":3421 ,   
         "studentID": "User-1",
         "enrollmentStatusID": "ENROLL",          
         "notifyUser":true,
         "comments": "User is enrolled",
         "notifyInstructor": true,
         "notifySupervisor":true,             
         "notifyContacts": true
         } ,
         { 
         "scheduleID":3421 ,   
         "studentID": "User-2",
         "enrollmentStatusID": "ENROLL",          
         "notifyUser":true,
         "comments": "User is enrolled",
         "notifyInstructor": true,
         "notifySupervisor":false,             
         "notifyContacts": false
         } 
      ]
} 

Response: Enrollments

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{      "enrollments" : [
         { 
         "scheduleID":3421 ,   
         "studentID": "User-1",
         "enrollmentStatusID": "ENROLL",          
         "notifyUser":true,
         "comments": "User is Enrolled",
         "notifyInstructor": true,
         "notifySupervisor":true,             
         "notifyContacts": true,
         "errorMessage": "",
         "warningMessage": "",
         "warningOverride": ""
         } ,
         { 
         ...
         } 
      ]
   }
}  
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Parent topic: Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]

Related Information

Enroll into Scheduled Offerings as Users or Supervisors [page 1091]

13.2.3.2  Getting a Course Roster

Get the list of users on a roster for a particular scheduled offering.

You often want to get the enrollment list before you take other actions. For example, you might get the enrollment 
list to see who is in a scheduled offering before you modify the enrollment status. You might also get the enrollment 
list again to verify that the change took effect.

Another common case for get enrollment list is to get a roster for an instructor. Although this would duplicate the 
functionality of the instructor dashboard, it is possible that you want to develop a secondary way of getting the 
roster. You might also want to share the enrollment list with the rest of the participants.

Getting an Enrollment List as Instructors [page 1096]
Get the course roster as an instructor to report who is enrolled in the course.

Getting an Enrollment List as Administrators [page 1097]
Get the course roster as an administrator to report who is enrolled in the course.

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]
user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
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13.2.3.2.1  Getting an Enrollment List as Instructors

Get the course roster as an instructor to report who is enrolled in the course.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code
The following should be on a single line, but depending on page constraints might be on multiple lines.

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffering-service  /v1/EnrollmentListings?$filter=criteria/scheduleID eq 3421

Response: EnrollmentListings

The system returns the enrollment information.

 Sample Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "enrollSeatID": 2052,
      "studentID": "user-1",
      "enrollSlotID": null,
      "scheduleID": 3543,
      "enrollStatID": "WAITLIST",
      "enrollDate": 1478711781000,
      "comments": null,
      "shippingAddress": null,
      "shippingCity": null,
      "shippingState": null,
      "shippingPostal": null,
      "shippingCountry": null,
      "shippingPhoneNo": null,
      "shippingFaxNo": null,
      "shippingEmailAddress": null,
      "lastUpdateUser": "User - d1",
      "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1478711781000,
      "addUser": null,
      "cancelDate": null,
      "orderItemID": 3303,
      "paymentOrderTicketNo": null,
      "ticketSequence": null,
      "origin": null,
      "withdrawPending": null,
      "criteria": null,
      "totalCount": null
    },
    {
      "enrollSeatID": 2048,
      "studentID": "user-2",
      "enrollSlotID": 163,
      "scheduleID": 3543,
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      "enrollStatID": "ENROLL",
      "enrollDate": 1478711895000,
      "comments": null,
      "shippingAddress": null,
      "shippingCity": null,
      "shippingState": null,
      "shippingPostal": null,
      "shippingCountry": null,
      "shippingPhoneNo": null,
      "shippingFaxNo": null,
      "shippingEmailAddress": null,
      "lastUpdateUser": "User - d2",
      "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1478711895000,
      "addUser": null,
      "cancelDate": null,
      "orderItemID": null,
      "paymentOrderTicketNo": "ORDTKTNO-2761",
      "ticketSequence": 1,
      "origin": null,
      "withdrawPending": null,
      "criteria": null,
      "totalCount": null
    }
  ] }

Parent topic: Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]

Related Information

Getting an Enrollment List as Administrators [page 1097]

13.2.3.2.2  Getting an Enrollment List as Administrators

Get the course roster as an administrator to report who is enrolled in the course.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code
The following should be on a single line, but depending on page constraints might be on multiple lines.

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffering-service  /v1/EnrollmentListings?$filter=criteria/scheduleID eq 3543
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Response: EnrollmentListings

The system returns the enrollment information.

 Sample Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "enrollSeatID": 2052,
      "studentID": "user-1",
      "enrollSlotID": null,
      "scheduleID": 3543,
      "enrollStatID": "WAITLIST",
      "enrollDate": 1478711781000,
      "comments": null,
      "shippingAddress": null,
      "shippingCity": null,
      "shippingState": null,
      "shippingPostal": null,
      "shippingCountry": null,
      "shippingPhoneNo": null,
      "shippingFaxNo": null,
      "shippingEmailAddress": null,
      "lastUpdateUser": "User - d1",
      "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1478711781000,
      "addUser": null,
      "cancelDate": null,
      "orderItemID": 3303,
      "paymentOrderTicketNo": null,
      "ticketSequence": null,
      "origin": null,
      "withdrawPending": null,
      "criteria": null,
      "totalCount": null
    },
    {
      "enrollSeatID": 2048,
      "studentID": "user-2",
      "enrollSlotID": 163,
      "scheduleID": 3543,
      "enrollStatID": "ENROLL",
      "enrollDate": 1478711895000,
      "comments": null,
      "shippingAddress": null,
      "shippingCity": null,
      "shippingState": null,
      "shippingPostal": null,
      "shippingCountry": null,
      "shippingPhoneNo": null,
      "shippingFaxNo": null,
      "shippingEmailAddress": null,
      "lastUpdateUser": "User - d2",
      "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1478711895000,
      "addUser": null,
      "cancelDate": null,
      "orderItemID": null,
      "paymentOrderTicketNo": "ORDTKTNO-2761",
      "ticketSequence": 1,
      "origin": null,
      "withdrawPending": null,
      "criteria": null,
      "totalCount": null
    }
  ] 
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}

Parent topic: Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]

Related Information

Getting an Enrollment List as Instructors [page 1096]

13.2.3.3  Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service

Modify enrollment status when users need to withdraw from a course, administrators need to edit the registration 
of a scheduled offering, or supervisors need to enroll or withdraw users.

Enrollment status defines where users are in the registration process. For example, they can be registered for the 
course or withdrawn from the course. You modify their enrollment status to change where they are in the process. 
For example, you might want to withdraw users from a course. You can change their enrollment status from 
registered to withdrawn.

Modify Enrollment Status as Users and Supervisors [page 1100]
Call the modify enrollment status when users need to withdraw from a course or supervisors need to enroll 
or withdraw users.

Changing Enrollment Status as Administrators [page 1101]
Change the enrollment of users from administrators.

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]
user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]
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13.2.3.3.1  Modify Enrollment Status as Users and Supervisors

Call the modify enrollment status when users need to withdraw from a course or supervisors need to enroll or 
withdraw users.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffering-service/v1/
EnrollmentStatuses('')

Users must have permission to withdraw from scheduled offerings and supervisors (or alternate supervisors and 
Human Resource Business Partners) must have permission to access registration.

Call PUT: EnrollmentStatuses

 Sample Code

{     "primaryKey":"",
  "enrollmentStatus":[  
    {  
      "scheduleID":3421,
      "userID":"User-1",
      "newEnrollmentStatusID":"CANCELLED",
      "registrationChangeTime":1458593685000,
      "timezone":"US/Eastern"
    }
  ]
} 

Response: EnrollmentStatuses

The system returns the assignment information.
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 Sample Code

{      "primaryKey":"",
     "enrollmentStatus":[  
      {  
      "scheduleID":3421,
      "userID":"User-1",
      "newEnrollmentStatusID":"CANCELLED",
      "registrationChangeTime":1458593685000,
      "timezone":"US/Eastern"
      }
   ] }

Parent topic: Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]

Related Information

Changing Enrollment Status as Administrators [page 1101]

13.2.3.3.2  Changing Enrollment Status as Administrators

Change the enrollment of users from administrators.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffering-service/v1/
EnrollmentStatuses('')
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Call PUT: EnrollmentStatuses

 Sample Code

{     "primaryKey":"",
  "enrollmentStatus":[  
    {  
      "scheduleID":3421,
      "userID":"User-1",
      "newEnrollmentStatusID":"CANCELLED",
      "registrationChangeTime":1458593685000,
      "timezone":"US/Eastern"
    }
  ]
} 

Response: EnrollmentStatuses

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{      "primaryKey":"",
     "enrollmentStatus":[  
      {  
      "scheduleID":3421,
      "userID":"User-1",
      "newEnrollmentStatusID":"CANCELLED",
      "registrationChangeTime":1458593685000,
      "timezone":"US/Eastern"
      }
   ] }

Parent topic: Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]

Related Information

Modify Enrollment Status as Users and Supervisors [page 1100]
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13.2.3.4  Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service

Use the get scheduled offering web service to return a scheduled offering when you know its unique ID.

A scheduled offering is a course that has been scheduled to take place at a particular time and place. For example, 
if you schedule an orientation course every month, then the single orientation course has twelve scheduled 
offerings per year. It is offered in January, February, March, and so on.

You have two ways of getting a scheduled offering:

● You know the unique ID of the scheduled offering and you want to return that single offering. For example, you 
want to return the January offering for an orientation course.

● You know the learning item information and you want to return all offerings for that learning item. For example, 
you know the ID, type, and revision date of an orientation course and you want to see when it is offered.

Get Scheduled Offering as Users or Supervisors [page 1103]
Use this sample call to see how you can structure your call to get a single scheduled offering with a web 
service.

Get Scheduled Offering as Administrators [page 1105]
Use this sample call to see how you can structure your call to get a single scheduled offering with a web 
service.

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]
user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]

13.2.3.4.1  Get Scheduled Offering as Users or Supervisors

Use this sample call to see how you can structure your call to get a single scheduled offering with a web service.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffering-service  /v1/ScheduledOfferings(7546)

In this call, 7546 is the unique ID of a scheduled offering.
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A scheduled offering is a course that has been scheduled to take place at a particular time and place. For example, 
if you schedule an orientation course every month, then the single orientation course has twelve scheduled 
offerings per year. It is offered in January, February, March, and so on.

Response: ScheduledOfferings

 Sample Code

{   "scheduleID": 7546,
  "description": "An orientation course",
  "typeComponent": "C",
  "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
  "activityOrComponentID": "I20",
  "revisionDate": 1456222920000,
  "maximumEnrollment": 10,
  "minimumEnrollment": 0,
  "contact": null,
  "emailAddress": null,
  "phoneNo": null,
  "faxNo": null,
  "enrollmentCutoffDate": null,
  "selfEnrollment": true,
  "scheduleDesc": null,
  "comments": null,
  "lastUpdateUser": "ARVIND",
  "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1465391507000,
  "notActive": false,
  "scheduleEnrollStatus": "0 of 10 enrolled, 0 waitlisted",
  "enrollmentComments": null,
  "revisionNo": "1",
  "enrollmentSeatID": 0,
  "studentEnrollmentStatusTypeLabelID": null,
  "studentEnrollmentStatusType": null,
  "studentEnrollmentStatus": null,
  "timeZoneID": "Asia/Calcutta",
  "displayInScheduleTimeZone": true,
  "userCanWaitlist": true,
  "titleLabelKey": "I20",
  "timeZoneLabelValue": "Asia/Calcutta",
  "enrolledCount": 0,
  "instructors": [
      {
       "instructorID": "Inst-1",
       "lastName": "",
       "firstName": "",
       "middleInitial": "",
       "primary": true
      }
   ],
  "availableSeatCount": 10,
  "criteria": null }

Parent topic: Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
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Related Information

Get Scheduled Offering as Administrators [page 1105]

13.2.3.4.2  Get Scheduled Offering as Administrators

Use this sample call to see how you can structure your call to get a single scheduled offering with a web service.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffering-service  /v1/ScheduledOfferings(7546)

In this call, 7546 is the unique ID of a scheduled offering.

A scheduled offering is a course that has been scheduled to take place at a particular time and place. For example, 
if you schedule an orientation course every month, then the single orientation course has twelve scheduled 
offerings per year. It is offered in January, February, March, and so on.

Response: ScheduledOfferings

 Sample Code

{   "scheduleID": 7546,
  "description": "An orientation course",
  "typeComponent": "C",
  "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
  "activityOrComponentID": "I20",
  "revisionDate": 1456222920000,
  "maximumEnrollment": 10,
  "minimumEnrollment": 0,
  "contact": null,
  "emailAddress": null,
  "phoneNo": null,
  "faxNo": null,
  "enrollmentCutoffDate": null,
  "selfEnrollment": true,
  "scheduleDesc": null,
  "comments": null,
  "lastUpdateUser": "ARVIND",
  "lastUpdateTimestamp": 1465391507000,
  "notActive": false,
  "scheduleEnrollStatus": "0 of 10 enrolled, 0 waitlisted",
  "enrollmentComments": null,
  "revisionNo": "1",
  "enrollmentSeatID": 0,
  "studentEnrollmentStatusTypeLabelID": null,
  "studentEnrollmentStatusType": null,
  "studentEnrollmentStatus": null,
  "timeZoneID": "Asia/Calcutta",
  "displayInScheduleTimeZone": true,
  "userCanWaitlist": true,
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  "titleLabelKey": "I20",
  "timeZoneLabelValue": "Asia/Calcutta",
  "enrolledCount": 0,
  "instructors": [
      {
       "instructorID": "Inst-1",
       "lastName": "",
       "firstName": "",
       "middleInitial": "",
       "primary": true
      }
   ],
  "availableSeatCount": 10,
  "criteria": null }

Parent topic: Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]

Related Information

Get Scheduled Offering as Users or Supervisors [page 1103]

13.2.3.5  Marking Attendance for Users in Courses

Use the mark segment attendance web service to record the attendance for each segment of a scheduled offering.

Scheduled offerings are a course that takes place at a specific time. A user can attend, for example, a January 
offering of a course or a February offering of the same course. Each scheduled offering is composed of one or more 
segments. For example a course that takes place over three days can be three segments, one for each day.

When you mark attendance, you mark it on the individual segments. For example, a user might attend the first two 
segments but miss the third. Depending on your company's policies, segment attendance can matter. For example, 
you might mark the user complete if the user attends more than half of the segments in the offering and passes the 
exams.

Mark Segment Attendance as Instructors [page 1107]
Mark learners as attending segments as either an instructor.

Mark Attendance as an Administrator [page 1109]
Mark learners as attending segments as an administrator.

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
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Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]
user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]

13.2.3.5.1  Mark Segment Attendance as Instructors

Mark learners as attending segments as either an instructor.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Remember
In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of 
the PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that 
collection does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you 
provide an empty primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffering-service  /v1/SegmentAttendances('')

To mark attendance as an instructor, you must have your instructors configured in the system and they must have 
permission to record attendance.

Mark Attendance as Called by Administrator

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffering-service/  v1/SegmentAttendances('')

PUT Call: segmentAttendances

 Sample Code

{  "primaryKey":""
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"segmentAttendances" : [
    { 
    "scheduleID": 3750,  
    "userID": "User-1",
    "segmentID": 1,          
    "comments": "User Attended Segment"
    },
    { 
    "scheduleID": 3750,  
    "userID": "User-2",
    "segmentID": 1,          
    "comments": "User Attended Segment"
    }
  ] }

Response: segmentAttendances

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     @odata.context: "$metadata#SegmentAttendances/$entity"
     "segmentAttendances" : [
          { 
           "scheduleID": 3750,  
           "userID": "User-1",
           "segmentID": 1,          
           "comments": "User Attended Segment"
           },
          { 
           "scheduleID": 3750,  
           "userID": "User-2",
           "segmentID": 1,          
           "comments": "User Attended Segment"
           }
      ] }
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Attendance Parameters

Attendance Parameters

Parameter Description

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled offering. A scheduled offering is an instance 
of a learning item (a course, usually) that is scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learning item ID is the same for its January and 
February scheduled offerings (for example), the scheduled offering ID of the Janu
ary instance is different from the February instance.

This parameter is required.

userID The unique User ID of the user to be enrolled.

Although userID is not required by the web service at the user service, this pa
rameter is required by the business case. You do not usually want users marking 
their own attendance. If you do not supply a user ID, you are telling the web service 
to mark the instructor as attending the segment. This would be unusual.

segmentNumber This is the unique ID of the segment within the scheduled offering.

This parameter is required.

Comments Any comments about the enrollment.

This parameter is optional.

Parent topic: Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]

Related Information

Mark Attendance as an Administrator [page 1109]

13.2.3.5.2  Mark Attendance as an Administrator

Mark learners as attending segments as an administrator.

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffering-service  /v1/SegmentAttendances('')

In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of the 
PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that collection 
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does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you provide an empty 
primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

Administrators must have permission to mark attendance.

PUT Call: segmentAttendances

 Sample Code

{  "primaryKey":""
"segmentAttendances" : [
    { 
    "scheduleID": 3750,  
    "userID": "User-1",
    "segmentID": 1,          
    "comments": "User Attended Segment"
    },
    { 
    "scheduleID": 3750,  
    "userID": "User-2",
    "segmentID": 1,          
    "comments": "User Attended Segment"
    }
  ] }

Response: segmentAttendances

The system returns the assignment information.

 Sample Code

{     @odata.context: "$metadata#SegmentAttendances/$entity"
     "segmentAttendances" : [
          { 
           "scheduleID": 3750,  
           "userID": "User-1",
           "segmentID": 1,          
           "comments": "User Attended Segment"
           },
          { 
           "scheduleID": 3750,  
           "userID": "User-2",
           "segmentID": 1,          
           "comments": "User Attended Segment"
           }
      ] }

Parent topic: Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
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Related Information

Mark Segment Attendance as Instructors [page 1107]

13.2.3.6  admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call

Call for admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 to manage scheduled offerings as an administrator.

Use this metadata call when you want to modify the enrollment status of users.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Containers

Containers

Container Name Property Type

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentListing

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentListing

ScheduledOfferings Namespace1_Alias.ScheduledOffering

SegmentAttendances Namespace1_Alias.SegmentAttendance

EnrollmentStatuses Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentStatus

Enrollments Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment

UserScheduleBlocks Namespace1_Alias.UserScheduleBlock

RefundPolicies Namespace1_Alias.RefundPolicies

EnrollmentCancellations Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentCancella
tions

AvailableSeats Namespace1_Alias.AvailableSeats
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Entity Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentListing Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enrollmen
tListing)

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

ScheduledOffering

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID Edm.Int64

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

contact This is the person or group who can be 
contacted about this entity. For example, 
someone to call about details for a 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

emailAddress This is the email address of a person or 
group (distribution list) who can be con
tacted about this entity. For example, a 
distribution list of people who know 
about a scheduled offering.

Edm.String

phoneNo This is the telephone number for a per
son or group (answering service) who 
can be contacted about this entity. For 
example, the phone number of a depart
ment that can answer questions about a 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

faxNo This is the fax number for a person or 
group who can be contacted about this 
entity. For example, your company might 
set up a fax number if you need to fax re
lease forms to a department.

Edm.String

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

comments These are internal comments about the 
entity. In general, they are not for users. 
Instead they are administrators' com
ments to themselves.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleEnrollStatus This is a description of the number of 
seats available, the seats filled, and the 
number of waitlisted users.

Edm.String

enrollmentComments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

revisionNo This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

enrollmentSeatID If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

studentEnrollmentStatusTypeLabelID This is the registration status for this en
tity, with the key you need to translate it 
to this user's language.

Edm.String

studentEnrollmentStatusType This is the registration type that has been 
assigned to the user.

Edm.String

studentEnrollmentStatus This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

titleLabelKey This is the ID that the LMS uses to look 
up the title of the entity and return a 
value that is translated to this users' lan
guage/locale.

Edm.String

timeZoneLabelValue This is the time zone of the entity, in a hu
man readable format.

Edm.String

enrolledCount This is the number of users who are cur
rently enrolled.

Edm.Int64

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

instructors Collection(Namespace1_Alias.instruc
tors)

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria
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SegmentAttendance

Property Name Description Property Type

segmentAttendances Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Segmen
tAttendances)

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It 
must be included even though, as a col
lection, there is no primary key. Pass any 
value. It will be ignored. Convention, how
ever, is to pass an empty primary key.

Edm.String

enrollmentStatus Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enroll
mentStatus)

Enrollment

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollments Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enroll
ments)

UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It is 
required. Pass any value. It will be ig
nored. Convention is to pass an empty 
primary key.

Edm.String

userScheduleBlock Collection(Namespace1_Alias.UserSche
duleBlock)

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

privateKey Edm.String

studentID Edm.String

refundPolicies Collection(Namespace1_Alias.RefundPo
licies)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentCancellations Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enroll
mentCancellations)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

AvailableSeats

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the scheduled of
fering.

Edm.String

comments This is a comment about the entity. Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the lastUpdateTi
mestamp

Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

cancelled If this value is true, then this is cancelled. Edm.Boolean
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Property Name Description Property Type

cancelledDate If this is cancelled, the date that it is can
celled.

Edm.Int64

closedDate If this is closed, then this is the date that 
it closed.

Edm.Int64

closed If this value is true, this is closed. A 
closed seat is not available.

Edm.Boolean

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

Complex Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String
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shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

skiptoken Edm.String
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criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

SegmentAttendances

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

segmentID This is the unique ID of a segment.,A seg
ment is one part of a course (a learning 
item or scheduled offering). For example, 
if a course meets over two days, each day 
can be a segment. This allows you to 
track attendance on a more granular 
level: you can see who attended (in this 
example) the first day and who attended 
the second day. You can also assign in
structors per segment. It could be that 
one instructor teaches the first day and a 
different instructor teaches the second 
day.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

comments These are internal comments about the 
entity. In general, they are not for users. 
Instead they are administrators' com
ments to themselves.

Edm.String

errorMessage This includes any error messages. Edm.String

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

newEnrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

registrationChangeTime This is the time that a registration change 
occurred for purposes of auditing the 
change.

Edm.Int64

timezone This is the time zone for registration
ChangeTime. It is the time zone that the 
change is recorded in.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String
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Enrollments

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

enrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

notifyUser If the value of this is true, and if the user 
has an email address on file, the user re
ceives a notification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyInstructor If the value of this is true, and if the in
structor has an email address on file, the 
instructor receives a notification of the 
enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifySupervisor If the value of this is true, and if the learn
ing supervisor has an email address on 
file, the learning supervisor receives a no
tification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyContacts If the value of this is true, and if the offer-
ing has a list of contact email addresses 
on file, the contacts receive a notification 
of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains error messages about the 
enrollment.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

warningMessage This contains warning messages about 
the enrollment.

Edm.String

warningOverride If the value of this is true, then you can 
override warning messages.

Edm.Boolean

UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

userId This is the user to whom the schedule 
block should be applied.,This is the 
unique ID of a user in the Learning Man
agement System (LMS). This is recog
nized within the LMS only. If you want an 
ID that is recognized throughout SAP 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite, you want to 
get the Person GUID or Person External 
ID.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

scheduleBlockId The unique ID of the schedule block. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

leaveStartDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the start date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

leaveEndDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the end date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

externalCode Edm.String

iseRuleId Edm.String

domain This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,Defaults to PUB
LIC.

Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.,Defaults to true.

Edm.Boolean

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

type This is the type of message. Edm.String

text This is the text of the message. Edm.String

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

chargeAmount When processing a refund, this is the 
amount to charge according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learn
ing Management System (LMS). You get 
an amount when the cancellation policy 
charges a fixed amount for canceling.

Edm.Double

chargePercentage When processing a refund, this is the 
charge percentage according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learm
ing management System. You get a per
centage when the cancellation policy 
charges a percentage of the cost for can
celing.

Edm.Int32
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Property Name Description Property Type

chargeCurrencyCode When processing a refund, this is the cur
rency for the transaction.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that is the subject of the refund.

Edm.Int64

sequenceID Not used. Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

cancelled If true, then the enrollment is cancelled. Edm.Boolean

chargeAmount When processing a refund, this is the 
amount to charge according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learn
ing Management System (LMS). You get 
an amount when the cancellation policy 
charges a fixed amount for canceling.

Edm.Double

chargePercentage When processing a refund, this is the 
charge percentage according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learm
ing management System. You get a per
centage when the cancellation policy 
charges a percentage of the cost for can
celing.

Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode This is the currency code of the transac
tion.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that

Edm.Int64

sequenceID This is not used. Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

instructors

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID This is the unique ID of an instructor in 
the Learning Mangaement System. If the 
instructor is also a user (this is often the 
case when instructors are employees at 
the company), then keep in mind that 
this is their INSTRUCTOR ID as opposed 
to their LEARNER ID.

Edm.String

lastName This is the family name of the instructor. Edm.String

firstName This is the given name of the instructor. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

middleInitial This is a middle initial of the instructor. Edm.String

primary If the value of this is true, then this is the 
primary instructor. If false, then the in
structor is secondary. Primary instruc
tors are usually the ones responsible for 
organizing the training, posting learning 
results, and hosting Virtual Learning Ses
sions (VLS). You can also require that pri
mary instructors are qualified to instruct 
the learning item. Secondary instructors 
support the primary instructors.

Edm.Boolean

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1130]

13.2.3.7  user/scheduledoffering-service/v1 Metadata Call

Call for user/scheduledoffing-service/v1 to manage scheduled offerings as a user or supervisor.

Use this metadata call when you want to modify the enrollment status of users.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/scheduledoffing-service/v1/$metadata

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token
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Containers

Containers

Container Name Property Type

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentListing

EnrollmentListings Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentListing

ScheduledOfferings Namespace1_Alias.ScheduledOffering

SegmentAttendances Namespace1_Alias.SegmentAttendance

EnrollmentStatuses Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentStatus

Enrollments Namespace1_Alias.Enrollment

UserScheduleBlocks Namespace1_Alias.UserScheduleBlock

RefundPolicies Namespace1_Alias.RefundPolicies

EnrollmentCancellations Namespace1_Alias.EnrollmentCancella
tions

AvailableSeats Namespace1_Alias.AvailableSeats

Entity Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollmentListing Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enrollmen
tListing)

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria
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ScheduledOffering

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID Edm.Int64

description This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

revisionDate This is the revision date of this entity. 
Learning items often have revision dates 
that correspond to a regulator's revision 
of compliance measures. Each later revi
sion date is a later iteration of a learning 
item. The revision date is in Unix Epoch 
time.

Edm.Int64

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

contact This is the person or group who can be 
contacted about this entity. For example, 
someone to call about details for a 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

emailAddress This is the email address of a person or 
group (distribution list) who can be con
tacted about this entity. For example, a 
distribution list of people who know 
about a scheduled offering.

Edm.String

phoneNo This is the telephone number for a per
son or group (answering service) who 
can be contacted about this entity. For 
example, the phone number of a depart
ment that can answer questions about a 
scheduled offering.

Edm.String

faxNo This is the fax number for a person or 
group who can be contacted about this 
entity. For example, your company might 
set up a fax number if you need to fax re
lease forms to a department.

Edm.String

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the entity. In most 
cases, the description is available to 
users to tell them about the entity.

Edm.String

comments These are internal comments about the 
entity. In general, they are not for users. 
Instead they are administrators' com
ments to themselves.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleEnrollStatus This is a description of the number of 
seats available, the seats filled, and the 
number of waitlisted users.

Edm.String

enrollmentComments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

revisionNo This is the revision number of this entity. 
Each revision date has a revision number. 
Users sometimes know the revision num
ber of training instead of the revision 
date. For example, they might know that 
they want revision 2 of a training, regard
less of the date that it was revised.

Edm.String

enrollmentSeatID If this user is already enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, this value is the 
unique ID of the seat that the user occu
pies. If this user is not enrolled in this 
scheduled offering, then this value is null.

Edm.Int64

studentEnrollmentStatusTypeLabelID This is the registration status for this en
tity, with the key you need to translate it 
to this user's language.

Edm.String

studentEnrollmentStatusType This is the registration type that has been 
assigned to the user.

Edm.String

studentEnrollmentStatus This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the entity. Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean
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Property Name Description Property Type

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

titleLabelKey This is the ID that the LMS uses to look 
up the title of the entity and return a 
value that is translated to this users' lan
guage/locale.

Edm.String

timeZoneLabelValue This is the time zone of the entity, in a hu
man readable format.

Edm.String

enrolledCount This is the number of users who are cur
rently enrolled.

Edm.Int64

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

instructors Collection(Namespace1_Alias.instruc
tors)

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

SegmentAttendance

Property Name Description Property Type

segmentAttendances Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Segmen
tAttendances)

EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It 
must be included even though, as a col
lection, there is no primary key. Pass any 
value. It will be ignored. Convention, how
ever, is to pass an empty primary key.

Edm.String

enrollmentStatus Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enroll
mentStatus)
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Enrollment

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollments Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enroll
ments)

UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

primaryKey This is a primary key for the wrapper. It is 
required. Pass any value. It will be ig
nored. Convention is to pass an empty 
primary key.

Edm.String

userScheduleBlock Collection(Namespace1_Alias.UserSche
duleBlock)

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

privateKey Edm.String

studentID Edm.String

refundPolicies Collection(Namespace1_Alias.RefundPo
licies)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

studentID Edm.String

enrollmentCancellations Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Enroll
mentCancellations)

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

AvailableSeats

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

typeComponent Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

componentTypeID Item type IDs are a critical categorization 
in because they determine how users are 
marked complete for a learning item. 
One item type can have completion sta
tuses of pass and fail while another might 
have completion statuses of pass, fail 
and incomplete.

Edm.String

activityOrComponentID This is the unique ID of a learning item. Edm.String

maximumEnrollment This is the maximum amount of users 
who can enroll into the course.

Edm.Int64

minimumEnrollment This is the minimum amount of users 
who must enroll into the course for the 
course to take place.

Edm.Int64

notActive If the value is false then the user is active. 
If the value is true, then the user is inac
tive.

Edm.Boolean

enrollmentCutoffDate The date after which users are no longer 
allowed to enroll into the entity. Cut off 
dates give instructors time to look at a 
class roster and decide how to structure 
the course for that roster and give admin
istrators some time to set things up be
fore the course starts.

Edm.Int64

selfEnrollment If this value is true, then users can enroll 
themselves into this entity. If false, then 
they cannot enroll themselves. Enroll
ment is not necessarily automatic when 
this value is true. There could be an ap
proval process attached to enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

scheduleDesc This is a description of the scheduled of
fering.

Edm.String

comments This is a comment about the entity. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

timeZoneID This is the time zone of the lastUpdateTi
mestamp

Edm.String

displayInScheduleTimeZone If this value is true, then the times of the 
entity are in the scheduled offering time 
zone. If this value is false, then the times 
are in the users' time zones.

Edm.Boolean

userCanWaitlist If this value is true, then the user can get 
on the wait list for the course. If someone 
withdraws from the course, the system 
picks users in the order that they went 
onto the wait list. In a literal sense, this 
user can move himself/herself to the reg
istration status of Waitlisted.

Edm.Boolean

availableSeatCount This is the number of available seats left 
in the scheduled offering (the number of 
users who can still enroll in the scheduled 
offering).

Edm.Int64

cancelled If this value is true, then this is cancelled. Edm.Boolean

cancelledDate If this is cancelled, the date that it is can
celled.

Edm.Int64

closedDate If this is closed, then this is the date that 
it closed.

Edm.Int64

closed If this value is true, this is closed. A 
closed seat is not available.

Edm.Boolean

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)
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Complex Types

EnrollmentListing

Property Name Description Property Type

enrollSeatID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
seat for the user in the current scheduled 
offering. The value is a number.

Edm.Int64

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

enrollSlotID This is the unique ID of the enrollment 
slot.,A slot is a spot in a training course 
that a user can enroll into. For example, if 
a course (a scheduled offering) is limited 
to ten participants, it has ten slots. Each 
participant who enrolls is placed into a 
slot. If nine users enroll into the course, 
then nine of ten slots are occupied. Slots 
are important because you can reserve 
slots for users. You can, for example, say 
that a course has ten slots and five of 
them are reserved for users of a particu
lar organization.

Edm.Int64

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

enrollStatID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

enrollDate This is the date of enrollment - the date 
that the user was added to the entity.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment for the user. They could explain, for 
example, why an administrator made an 
exception for enrolling a particular user.

Edm.String

shippingAddress This is the street address used for ship
ping.

Edm.String

shippingCity This is the city used in the shipping ad
dress.

Edm.String

shippingState This is the state or provence used in the 
shipping address.

Edm.String

shippingPostal This is the postal code used in the ship
ping address.

Edm.String

shippingCountry This is the country used in the shipping 
address.

Edm.String

shippingPhoneNo This is the phone number that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

shippingFaxNo This is the fax number where you can 
send documents at the shipping address. 
For example, a place to fax shipping la
bels.

Edm.String

shippingEmailAddress This is the email address that can con
tact someone at the shipping address for 
information about the shipment.

Edm.String

lastUpdateUser This is the user who most recently up
dated the entity.

Edm.String

lastUpdateTimestamp This is the last time that the entity was 
updated. Returned in Unix Epoch.

Edm.Int64

addUser The user who added the entity. Edm.String

cancelDate If the user cancels, this is the date of the 
cancellaton.

Edm.Int64

orderItemID The order ID associated with the learning 
item.

Edm.Int64

paymentOrderTicketNo If this order is paid with a ticket, this is 
the number of the ticket.

Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

ticketSequence Edm.Int64

origin Edm.String

withdrawPending If the user is cancelling and that withdraw 
is pending, this is true.

Edm.Boolean

criteria Namespace1_Alias.criteria

totalCount Edm.Int64

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

skiptoken Edm.String

criteria

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64
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SegmentAttendances

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

segmentID This is the unique ID of a segment.,A seg
ment is one part of a course (a learning 
item or scheduled offering). For example, 
if a course meets over two days, each day 
can be a segment. This allows you to 
track attendance on a more granular 
level: you can see who attended (in this 
example) the first day and who attended 
the second day. You can also assign in
structors per segment. It could be that 
one instructor teaches the first day and a 
different instructor teaches the second 
day.

Edm.Int64

comments These are internal comments about the 
entity. In general, they are not for users. 
Instead they are administrators' com
ments to themselves.

Edm.String

errorMessage This includes any error messages. Edm.String
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EnrollmentStatus

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64

userID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

newEnrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

registrationChangeTime This is the time that a registration change 
occurred for purposes of auditing the 
change.

Edm.Int64

timezone This is the time zone for registration
ChangeTime. It is the time zone that the 
change is recorded in.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

Enrollments

Property Name Description Property Type

scheduleID This is the unique ID of a scheduled offer-
ing. A scheduled offering is an instance of 
a learning item (a course, usually) that is 
scheduled to take place at a given date 
and time. Therefore, although the learn
ing item ID is the same for its January 
and February scheduled offerings (for ex
ample), the scheduled offering ID of the 
January instance is different from the 
February instance.

Edm.Int64
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Property Name Description Property Type

studentID This is the unique ID of a user in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
This is recognized within the LMS only. If 
you want an ID that is recognized 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite, you want to get the Person GUID or 
Person External ID.

Edm.String

enrollmentStatusID This is the registration status for this 
user in this entity.

Edm.String

notifyUser If the value of this is true, and if the user 
has an email address on file, the user re
ceives a notification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyInstructor If the value of this is true, and if the in
structor has an email address on file, the 
instructor receives a notification of the 
enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifySupervisor If the value of this is true, and if the learn
ing supervisor has an email address on 
file, the learning supervisor receives a no
tification of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

notifyContacts If the value of this is true, and if the offer-
ing has a list of contact email addresses 
on file, the contacts receive a notification 
of the enrollment.

Edm.Boolean

comments These are comments about the enroll
ment.

Edm.String

errorMessage This contains error messages about the 
enrollment.

Edm.String

warningMessage This contains warning messages about 
the enrollment.

Edm.String

warningOverride If the value of this is true, then you can 
override warning messages.

Edm.Boolean
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UserScheduleBlock

Property Name Description Property Type

userId This is the user to whom the schedule 
block should be applied.,This is the 
unique ID of a user in the Learning Man
agement System (LMS). This is recog
nized within the LMS only. If you want an 
ID that is recognized throughout SAP 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite, you want to 
get the Person GUID or Person External 
ID.

Edm.String

personExternalID This is a mutable identifier for one person 
across all of SuccessFactors HCM Suite. 
This is different from an LMS user ID (of
ten called STUDENT ID). The student ID 
is used only within the Learning Manage
ment System (LMS). It is also different 
from the PERSON GUID, which is used 
throughout SAP SuccessFactors HCM 
Suite but is immutable. In most cases, 
you use the person ID when you want to 
call a single user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

personGUID This is an internally generated, immuta
ble identifier for one person across all of 
SuccessFactors HCM Suite. This is differ-
ent from an LMS user ID (often called 
STUDENT ID). The student ID is used 
only within the Learning Management 
System (LMS). It is also different from 
the PERSON ID, which is used through
out SAP SuccessFactors HCM Suite but 
is mutable. In most cases, you use the 
person ID when you want to call a single 
user throughout the suite.

Edm.String

scheduleBlockId The unique ID of the schedule block. Edm.String

leaveStartDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the start date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

leaveEndDate If the schedule block applies to a leave 
request, this is the end date of the leave.

Edm.Int64

externalCode Edm.String

iseRuleId Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

domain This is the security domain ID of the en
tity. You can associate a record with an 
access domain to control the administra
tors who can access the record. What an 
administrator can access and do for a re
cord depends on how you configured the 
entity, function, and workflow domain re
strictions of the role ID that is associated 
with the administrator.,Defaults to PUB
LIC.

Edm.String

active If the value is true then the user is active. 
If the value is false, then the user is inac
tive.,Defaults to true.

Edm.Boolean

errorMessage This contains any error messages. Edm.String

Messages

Property Name Description Property Type

type This is the type of message. Edm.String

text This is the text of the message. Edm.String

RefundPolicies

Property Name Description Property Type

chargeAmount When processing a refund, this is the 
amount to charge according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learn
ing Management System (LMS). You get 
an amount when the cancellation policy 
charges a fixed amount for canceling.

Edm.Double

chargePercentage When processing a refund, this is the 
charge percentage according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learm
ing management System. You get a per
centage when the cancellation policy 
charges a percentage of the cost for can
celing.

Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode When processing a refund, this is the cur
rency for the transaction.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that is the subject of the refund.

Edm.Int64

sequenceID Not used. Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)
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EnrollmentCancellations

Property Name Description Property Type

cancelled If true, then the enrollment is cancelled. Edm.Boolean

chargeAmount When processing a refund, this is the 
amount to charge according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learn
ing Management System (LMS). You get 
an amount when the cancellation policy 
charges a fixed amount for canceling.

Edm.Double

chargePercentage When processing a refund, this is the 
charge percentage according to the can
cellation policies you set up in the Learm
ing management System. You get a per
centage when the cancellation policy 
charges a percentage of the cost for can
celing.

Edm.Int32

chargeCurrencyCode This is the currency code of the transac
tion.

Edm.String

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled of
fering that

Edm.Int64

sequenceID This is not used. Edm.Int32

messages Collection(Namespace1_Alias.Messages)

instructors

Property Name Description Property Type

instructorID This is the unique ID of an instructor in 
the Learning Mangaement System. If the 
instructor is also a user (this is often the 
case when instructors are employees at 
the company), then keep in mind that 
this is their INSTRUCTOR ID as opposed 
to their LEARNER ID.

Edm.String

lastName This is the family name of the instructor. Edm.String

firstName This is the given name of the instructor. Edm.String

middleInitial This is a middle initial of the instructor. Edm.String
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Property Name Description Property Type

primary If the value of this is true, then this is the 
primary instructor. If false, then the in
structor is secondary. Primary instruc
tors are usually the ones responsible for 
organizing the training, posting learning 
results, and hosting Virtual Learning Ses
sions (VLS). You can also require that pri
mary instructors are qualified to instruct 
the learning item. Secondary instructors 
support the primary instructors.

Edm.Boolean

Parent topic: Managing User Enrollment and Attendance Through Web Services [page 1090]

Related Information

Enrolling Users into Scheduled Offerings [page 1091]
Getting a Course Roster [page 1095]
Modifying Enrollment Status with a Web Service [page 1099]
Getting Scheduled Offerings with a Web Service [page 1103]
Marking Attendance for Users in Courses [page 1106]
admin/scheduledoffing-service/v1 Metadata Call [page 1111]

13.2.4  Finding Learning and Course Information

13.2.4.1  Searching for Learning Items with a Web Service

Learning items are the basic unit of tracking in the Learning Management System (LMS), and they are usually 
courses that you offer, so this is a core search process in the LMS.

Because learning items are the core tracking unit of the Learning Management System (LMS), searching for them 
is a common use case. But before you search for learning items individually, first consider other ways of searching. 
For example, if you want to build an integration into users' existing course catalogs, we recommend that you use 
the catalog search instead. Or, if you want to see the learning items assigned to a user, get the users' learning 
assignments.

Get Learning Items [page 1151]
Get learning items (courses) through a search.
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13.2.4.1.1  Get Learning Items

Get learning items (courses) through a search.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/searchItem/v1/Items? $filter=criteria/domainIDs eq 'PUBLIC' and 
criteria/itemTypeIDs eq 'COURSE' and  criteria/active eq true

Response: Items

 Output Code

{     "value":[
        {
            itemID: "EHS-126"
            itemTitle: "Security Awareness Education"
            itemTypeID: "COURSE"
            revisionDate: 1448927520000
            classificationID: "TIME-BASED"
            sourceID: "VENDOR"
            deliveryMethodID: "ILT"
            domainID: "PUBLIC"
            active: true
            criteria: null
            totalCount: null
        }
    ] }

Parent topic: Searching for Learning Items with a Web Service [page 1150]

13.2.4.2  Searching Learning Management System Catalogs

Use the learning catalog search to search the SAP SuccessFactors Learning courses and other learning objects that 
users have access to.

Users have a learning catalog, which is the collection of learning objects that are available to them. You search the 
catalog to return specific learning items that are of interest to the user. When you call it as a user, the results are 
specific to that user's catalog access.
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Catalog Search Average Ratings Sort and Filter [page 1152]
Use the average ratings sort of the learning catalog search to sort courses by rating as well as filtering 
unrated courses for inclusion in the search.

Get Catalog Items [page 1152]
Get catalog items through a search.

13.2.4.2.1  Catalog Search Average Ratings Sort and Filter

Use the average ratings sort of the learning catalog search to sort courses by rating as well as filtering unrated 
courses for inclusion in the search.

You can now sort catalog search results by rating. Rated courses appear first, then courses enabled for rating but 
not yet rated, and finally, courses that are not enabled for rating. If you are a user with thousands of learning items 
in a catalog, the Average Ratings sort search will limit the results to those that contain the highest match of the 
combined search terms rather than taking each individual term into account. This alternative catalog search engine 
process is based on a progressive "and" relationship of search terms instead of an occurrence-based "or" style 
process.

You can also filter catalog search results by average rating with an option to include unrated courses. The filter 
displays the number of courses available for each filter option to assist you in selecting a rating threshold. You have 
the option to clear a filter if you do not wish to use it. If the search results do not contain any rated courses, the 
Average Rating filter will not appear.

The Average Ratings sort search and filter are available on the PC for the user catalog as well as supervisor tools, 
site catalog, and training planner. Administrators can configure the catalog sort by and filter features 
independently.

Parent topic: Searching Learning Management System Catalogs [page 1151]

Related Information

Get Catalog Items [page 1152]

13.2.4.2.2  Get Catalog Items

Get catalog items through a search.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/catalogSearch/v1/CatalogItems? $filter=criteria/CourseCategory eq 'QuickGuide'
 and criteria/ShowBlended eq true
 and criteria/SelectedFacilityIDs eq 'DC,DUB'  and criteria/showBlended eq true

Response: CatalogItems

 Sample Code

{   "value": [
    {
      "sku": "SKU-541",
      "inventoryType": "COMPONENT",
      "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
      "revisionDate": 1250658960000,
      "componentID": "SALES-101",
      "componentTypeDesc": "Course",
      "componentClassification": "TIME-BASED",
      "qualID": null,
      "price": 0,
      "isBlendedLearningRegisterRequired": true,
      "enableOrder": true,
      "chargebackMethod": "BUYER-AUTHORIZED ACCT",
      "scheduleCanOverridePrice": true,
      "catalogItemFlagID": null,
      "catalogItemFlagReason": null,
      "componentSource": "INT",
      "title": "Account Planning, Development, and Growth.  ",
      "description": "This course is designed to...",
      "titleLabelKey": "title.Item.3a261c9c3893ad49a4cb446f624463ac",
      "descriptionLabelKey": "description.Item.3a261c9c3893ad49a4cb446f624463ac",
      "htmlDescriptionLabelKey": null,
      "hasPriceInPreferredCurrency": true,
      "isRatingEnabled": false,
      "averageRating": 0,
      "totalRating": 0,
      "ratingInMap": [
        {
          "key": "3",
          "value": 0
        },
        {
          "key": "2",
          "value": 0
        },
        {
          "key": "1",
          "value": 0
        },
        {
          "key": "5",
          "value": 0
        },
        {
          "key": "4",
          "value": 0
        }
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      ],
      "catalogItemStatus": {
        "requiredDate": null,
        "hasCurriculaAssigned": false,
        "hasOnlinePart": false,
        "addUser": null,
        "addUsername": null,
        "isPrerequisitesSatisfied": true,
        "enrollmentStatusType": "N",
        "hasVLSInsession": false,
        "hasPertinentScheduleSegmentInSession": false,
        "hasPertinentScheduleStarted": false,
        "pertinentScheduleEnrollmentSeatID": null,
        "onlineStatus": -3,
        "availableScheduleStatus": -1,
        "studentComponentID": null,
        "isCheckListEnabled": false,
        "isObserversNominated": true,
        "isChecklistObservationStarted": false,
        "isUserTheChecklistObservee": false
      },
      "criteria": null,
      "totalCount": 140,
      "startDate": 1250658960000,
      "endDate": 1250658960000,
      "duration": null,
      "durationType": 
    },
    {
    ...
    }
  ]
} 

Parent topic: Searching Learning Management System Catalogs [page 1151]

Related Information

Catalog Search Average Ratings Sort and Filter [page 1152]

13.2.4.3  Searching for Curricula with a Web Service

Search curricula to find basic information about the curricula in your system.

Searching for curricula is often the first action in a process that works with curricula. For example, if you want to 
assign curricula, you might first search for the curricula that are in the system to get the exact curriculum that you 
want to assign.

Curricula build the qualifications of your users, particularly when that qualification is critical to users' function in 
your company or organization. You often use curricula when you have oversight: when you or a third party can audit 
you to make sure that your users have been trained properly to be qualified.

Get Curricula [page 1155]
Get curricula through a search.
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13.2.4.3.1  Get Curricula

Get curricula through a search.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/searchCurriculum/v1/Curricula?  $filter=criteria/curriculumID eq 'AP-CUR'

Response: Curricula

 Sample Code

{         "value": 
        [
            {
                "qualID": "AP-CUR",
                "qualTitle": null,
                "domainID": "PUBLIC",
                "notActive": "N",
                "qualTypeID": null,
                "basisDate": 1199125800000,
                "forceIncomp": "N",
                "qualDesc": "Work site safety",
                "criteria": null
            }
        ]     }

Parent topic: Searching for Curricula with a Web Service [page 1154]

Related Information

Search Filter and Operator Support [page 1184]
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13.2.5  Posting Learning Events to the LMS with a Web Service

You to post learning events to SAP SuccessFactors Learning to indicate that the user has finished a learning item 
and is complete, passed, failed, or some other completion status.

Various people in your organization post learning events to SAP SuccessFactors Learning: users can post the 
completion of self-assigned courses, and supervisors and administrators can post the completion of courses for 
users. Exactly how each user role can post learning events depends on your configuration.

Limitations for Record Learning Event to Learning History Web Service [page 1156]
We have built the Record Learning Event to Learning History web service with some limitations which affect 
how you should build your web service client.

Setting Course Defaults for Learning Completion [page 1157]
Set course defaults for learning completion to change how new courses behave by default when learners 
and their managers want to claim credit for their completed courses.

Post Learning Events as Users or Supervisors with a Web Service [page 1159]
Post learning events to learning history as a user or a supervisor.

Post Learning Events as Administrators with a Web Service [page 1160]
Post learning events to learning history as administrators.

13.2.5.1  Limitations for Record Learning Event to Learning 
History Web Service

We have built the Record Learning Event to Learning History web service with some limitations which affect how 
you should build your web service client.

Limitations or Assumptions for Record Learning to Learning History

Limitation or Assumption Note

E-Signatures not supported We do not support e-signatures because e-signatures have special identity 
verification rules that should be handled within SAP SuccessFactors Learn
ing and not by an outside client.

Financial actions not supported Financial actions (such as tallying the cost of an event and how it is distrib
uted among the participants) is not supported. Use the record learning wiz
ard (financial) in SAP SuccessFactors Learning administration.

Updates to learning events not supported If the web service client makes a mistake when recording the learning event, 
it can be corrected or deleted in SAP SuccessFactors Learning administra
tion.

Users cannot record for scheduled offerings If you call the web service as an administrator, you can record learning 
events based on a scheduled offering. If you call the web service as a user or 
supervisor, you cannot record learning based on the scheduled offering.
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Limitation or Assumption Note

Array limiting Each API call is an array of 10 users and their learning items that should be 
posted to SAP SuccessFactors Learning. If you pass more than 10 combina
tions of learning items and users in an array, the web service will not work 
synchronously and you can see performance degradation.

Call limiting We do not support more than 100 calls a minute.

Attachments We do not support attachments.

Enumerated list discovery We do not support the discovery of enumerated lists. For example, you can
not get a list of completion status values that are permitted when you post 
an event to SAP SuccessFactors Learning.

Event post permissions The user role calling the web service must have permission, for the associ
ated learning item, to post the results of a learning event.

Parent topic: Posting Learning Events to the LMS with a Web Service [page 1156]

Related Information

Setting Course Defaults for Learning Completion [page 1157]
Post Learning Events as Users or Supervisors with a Web Service [page 1159]
Post Learning Events as Administrators with a Web Service [page 1160]
Setting Course Defaults for Learning Completion [page 1157]

13.2.5.2  Setting Course Defaults for Learning Completion

Set course defaults for learning completion to change how new courses behave by default when learners and their 
managers want to claim credit for their completed courses.

Prerequisites

You can insert an approval process between the moment that users post learning events and the time that the 
event is included in their learning records. For example, you might want a supervisor to verify that the user has 
attended a seminar before the user gets credit in learning records. If you want to use approval processes, create an 
approval process before you set course defaults for learning completion.
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Context

Individual courses have two process control flags: Supervisors can record Learning events for subordinates and User 
can record Learning Events for themselves. They control whether learners, their managers, or both can post 
completion for a course. Most companies have a policy about who can post completion and want to set the default 
value for all new courses in their system. You can globally control the default settings for these two flags.

Procedure

1. Go to SAP SuccessFactors Learning Administration and then go to System Admin Security Role 
Management .

2. Find and open each learner and manager role that you use, and then for each go to Workflows.

○ If you want to allow the role to post their own completion for internal learning events, add Access Record 
Learning Events.

○ If you want to allow the role to post their own completion for external learning events, add Access Record 
External Learning Events.

○ If you want to prevent the role from posting their completion, remove the workflows.

Even if you disable all users from posting their completion status, you should still set the default for future 
courses. When, for example, you set all future courses to prevent, by default, learners from posting their own 
learning completion, you signal to learning administrators that users cannot do it. Please be aware, however, 
that if you disable it at the security workflow, the role cannot record their own completion regardless of the 
setting in the course.

3. Go to System Admin Configuration User Settings User Learning Event Recording Defaults .
4. Decide who can post completion by default for all new courses.

Option Description

User can record learning events for items Select this if you want all new courses to default to allowing learners to 
post their own completion. User can record Learning Events for 
themselves is selected by default for all new courses.

Supervisors can record learning events for items Select this if you want all new courses to default to allowing managers to 
post their own completion. Supervisors can record Learning Events for 
subordinates is selected by default for all new courses.

5. Decide whether learners or managers need an approval process to finalize their posting.

Option Description

Require approval when users record internal events When selected, if users attempt to post course completion, 
they must first get approval. You associate an approval proc
ess with this control.

Require approval when users record external events When selected, if users attempt to post an external event 
completion to learning records, they must first get approval. 
You associate an approval process with this control.

Task overview: Posting Learning Events to the LMS with a Web Service [page 1156]
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Related Information

Limitations for Record Learning Event to Learning History Web Service [page 1156]
Post Learning Events as Users or Supervisors with a Web Service [page 1159]
Post Learning Events as Administrators with a Web Service [page 1160]

13.2.5.3  Post Learning Events as Users or Supervisors with a 
Web Service

Post learning events to learning history as a user or a supervisor.

 Sample Code

POST learning/odatav4/public/user/learningEvent/v1/recordLearningEvents

Sample Post Body

 Sample Code

{ "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
"componentID": "CRSE-345",
"revisionDate": 1428506077000,
"studentID" : "bsmith"
"completionStatus":"COMPLETE",
"completionDate":1428506077000,
"completionTimeZone":"US/Eastern",
"grade":"A",
"revisionNumber":"1",
"creditHours":0.5,
"cpeHours":0.5,
"contactHours":0.5,
"totalHours":0.5,
"instructorName":"Sally Marshall",
"scheduleOfferingID":1234 }

Parent topic: Posting Learning Events to the LMS with a Web Service [page 1156]

Related Information

Limitations for Record Learning Event to Learning History Web Service [page 1156]
Setting Course Defaults for Learning Completion [page 1157]
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Post Learning Events as Administrators with a Web Service [page 1160]

13.2.5.4  Post Learning Events as Administrators with a Web 
Service

Post learning events to learning history as administrators.

 Sample Code

POST learning/odatav4/public/admin/learningEvent/v1/recordLearningEvents

This call shows the service, criteria (if applicable), and entity that you want for the business task you want to 
accomplish. To see descriptions of the data of the entity, data types, related entities, and requirements, please call 
the service metadata: GET /learning/odatav4/public/<admin or user>/<service name>/<version>/
$metadata.

Sample Post Body

 Sample Code

{ "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
"componentID": "CRSE-345",
"revisionDate": 1428506077000,
"studentID" : "bsmith"
"completionStatus":"COMPLETE",
"completionDate":1428506077000,
"completionTimeZone":"US/Eastern",
"grade":"A",
"revisionNumber":"1",
"creditHours":0.5,
"cpeHours":0.5,
"contactHours":0.5,
"totalHours":0.5,
"instructorName":"Sally Marshall",
"scheduleOfferingID":1234 }

Parent topic: Posting Learning Events to the LMS with a Web Service [page 1156]

Related Information

Limitations for Record Learning Event to Learning History Web Service [page 1156]
Setting Course Defaults for Learning Completion [page 1157]
Post Learning Events as Users or Supervisors with a Web Service [page 1159]
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13.2.6  Purchasing and Approvals

13.2.6.1  Financial Transactions

Use the financial transactions web services to access the data in the financial transactions table of SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning.

If you are using the commerce features of SAP SuccessFactors Learning, your financial transactions are stored with 
SAP SuccessFactors Learning. You can see them in the administration environment by going to Commerce
Financial Transactions . There, you can approve financial transactions and repost any transactions that a financial 
controller rejects.

SAP SuccessFactors Learningoffers these web services to access your financial transactions and bring the data 
into your financial software.

● Financial Transactions Query web service gets your financial transactions. You can filter the transactions to get 
a subset of transactions. You can filter by the transaction attributes, by courses, or by cost and profit centers.

● Financial Transaction Posting Status Update web service posts the results of your work in your financial 
software. You can close out transactions on the SAP SuccessFactors Learning side.

Related Information

The Importance of Account Code Type, Company Code, and Controlling Area [page 1161]
Transactions that can be Queried [page 1162]
Fixing and Reposting Financial Transactions [page 1163]
Approving Learning Financial Transactions [page 1162]

13.2.6.1.1  The Importance of Account Code Type, Company 
Code, and Controlling Area

If you are using commerce features, you likely pull data from the transactions table, where account code type, 
company code, and controlling area are important categorization tools.

External financial systems need attributes to categorize transactions. The attributes help the external system 
categorize the transaction. You might want to see all transactions in a given company code, for example, or all 
transactions of a given account code type.

SAP SuccessFactors Learning does not use account code type, company code, or controlling area for itself. We 
simply make them available on the accounts. Your particular values for these three fields will depend on your 
external financial system.
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13.2.6.1.2  Transactions that can be Queried

For a transaction to be returned, it must have be approved and have a profit center.

We exclude transactions that do not:

● Have the status approved
● Have a profit center associated

13.2.6.1.3  Approving Learning Financial Transactions

ApproveLearning financial transactions to mark them for posting to your financial system.

Procedure

1. Go to SAP SuccessFactors Learning Administration and then go to Commerce Financial Transactions .
2. Find financial transactions in the Non-Approved or Both status.

 Tip
If you do not see the financial transactions search filter, click Add/Remove Criteria.

3. Look at the transactions and decide which transactions you want to approve.

Approved transactions can be fetched by your external financial system. The external financial system fetches 
them through SAP SuccessFactors Learning web services. Even if you do not have an external financial system, 
approval is still useful for your records.

4. For the transactions that you want to approve, select the Approve check box.

 Tip
To approve all in a page, select the check box in the heading of the Approve column.

5. Click Save.
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13.2.6.1.4  Fixing and Reposting Financial Transactions

Fix and repost financial transactions when your external financial system rejects the transaction.

Prerequisites

To repost financial transactions, you must be posting them to an external financial system. You must also have the 
security workflow: Manage Financial Transactions Posting.

Context

If you post financial transactions to an external system, SAP SuccessFactors Learning makes all approved 
transactions available. Your financial controllers, however, might view a transaction that posted to the financial 
system and reject it. If the transaction is rejected, it returns to Admin Commerce Financial Transactions
with a failed or rejected status and a reason for the rejection. For example: “invalid account code”.

 Note
Both the exact status and the reason differ depending on your external financial system and company policy.

Procedure

1. Go to Admin Commerce Financial Transactions .
2. Use the search criteria to narrow the list of financial transactions.

 Tip
Look for approved financial transactions over a recent time frame.

3. Look in the Posting Status column for FAILED.

 Remember
The status FAILED is common, but the exact text depends on your financial system. For example, your 
financial system might use the phrase REJECTED instead. We represent the exact string that your financial 
system sends us because it has a specific meaning in your business case, but this means that these 
instructions cannot know the exact text.

4. Look in the same column for the reason that the failed transaction was rejected, and then investigate and fix 
the transaction.

5. After you fix the transaction, go back to Admin Commerce Financial Transactions , find the transaction, 
select Retry, and then click Save.
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Next Steps

When you select Retry and save, SAP SuccessFactors Learning marks the transaction for retry the next time the 
financial system fetches the transactions. Depending on how you built your client to get the transactions, there 
could be a delay between marking the transaction for retry and the client getting the transaction.

Related Information

Approving Learning Financial Transactions [page 1162]

13.2.6.1.5  admin/financialtransactions/v1 Metadata

Call metadata to get the search properties for a financial transactions web service client.

Metadata Call

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/financialtransactions/v1/$metadata 

Headers

Header Value

Authorization Bearer oauth_token

Search Properties

Search Parameter Description

transactionID This is the unique ID of the financial transaction. You can see 

the ID in the ID column in Commerce Financial 

Transactions .

orderNo This is the order number of the transaction. Orders are part of 
the purchasing process. Each order follows a process from 
submitted to complete.
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Search Parameter Description

controllingArea This is the controlling area to which the company code be
longs. SAP SuccessFactors Learning stores your controlling 
areas as a field on account codes so that you can retrieve 
transactions with this filter. Administrators add the correct 

controlling area in Commerce Account Codes

Summary .

maxPageSize This is used for server-side pagination. It tells the server the 
maximum size of records you want in a page of transactions.

paymentMethod The method of payment for the transaction. Possible values: 
CHARGEBACK, CREDIT CARD, or PURCHASE ORDER.

cutOffDate If a transaction occurred before the date that you pass in 
cutOffDate, it won't be returned. You can use 
cutOffDate as a watermark: remember the last cut off date 
that you sent to return only those transactions that you have 
not seen yet.

Set the default cut off date in System Admin

Configuration System Configuration FINANCIAL . Set 
financialTransactionAPICutOffDate to the de
fault.

This is in Unix Epoch time.

limit This is used for client-side pagination. We pass it to $top, 
which is standard OData. It defines the number of the top re
cord in a page, starting at the $skip count. For example, if you 
want pages of 10, the first call passes 10, the second call 
passes 20, and so on.

skip This is used for client-side pagination. We pass it to $skip, 
which is standard OData. It defines the records to skip before 
counting towards $top. For example, if you want pages of 10, 
the first call passes 0 (skip no records before fetch), the sec
ond call passes 10, and so on.

showTotalCount If you pass true, the system returns the total transactions in 
the page. By default, it is false.

Related Information

The Importance of Account Code Type, Company Code, and Controlling Area [page 1161]
Transactions that can be Queried [page 1162]
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13.2.6.1.6  GET Financial Transactions Sample Call

Get the financial transactions from SAP SuccessFactors Learning

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/financialtransactions/v1/
FinancialTransactions? $filter=criteria/maxPageSize%20eq%20100%20and%20 criteria/transactionID%20eq%20%27TX_ID%27

 Output Code

{   "@odata.context": "$metadata#FinancialTransactions",
  "value": [
    {
      "transactionID": 2246,
      "transactionDate": 1434437079000,
      "transactionCurrency": "USD",
      "transactionAmount": 91,
      "orderNo": "ORDNO-825",
      "studentID": "saroj",
      "organizationID": "IT",
      "transactionType": "ADJUST REFUND",
      "itemKey": {
        "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
        "componentID": "it-397",
        "revisionDate": 1421393220000
      },
      "scheduleID": 2984,
      "paymentMethod": "CHARGEBACK",
      "profitCenterAccountInfo": [
        {
          "financialAccountCode": {
            "accountID": "001",
            "accountType": "WBS Automotive",
            "companyCode": "ACME"
          },
          "percentageDistribution": 100
        }
      ],
      "costCenterAccountInfo": [
        {
          "financialAccountCode": {
            "accountID": "002",
            "accountType": null,
            "companyCode": "ACME"
          },
          "percentageDistribution": 100
        }
      ],
      "criteria": null
    }
  ] }
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13.2.6.1.7  Financial Transactions Operators

Partners building clients to GET Financial Transactions can use these operators with the filter criteria.

Financial Transaction Operators

Criteria Allowed Operators

transactionID eq

ne

orderNo eq

ne

controllingArea eq

ne

maxPageSize eq

cutOffDate ge

paymentMethod eq

ne

13.2.6.1.8  GET Financial Transactions Response Body

 Output Code

{   "@odata.context": "$metadata#FinancialTransactions",
  "value": [
    {
      "transactionID": 2246,
      "transactionDate": 1434437079000,
      "transactionCurrency": "USD",
      "transactionAmount": 91,
      "orderNo": "ORDNO-825",
      "studentID": "saroj",
      "organizationID": "IT",
      "transactionType": "ADJUST REFUND",
      "itemKey": {
        "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
        "componentID": "it-397",
        "revisionDate": 1421393220000
      },
      "scheduleID": 2984,
      "paymentMethod": "CHARGEBACK",
      "profitCenterAccountInfo": [
        {
          "financialAccountCode": {
            "accountID": "001",
            "accountType": "WBS Automotive",
            "companyCode": "ACME"
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          },
          "percentageDistribution": 100
        }
      ],
      "costCenterAccountInfo": [
        {
          "financialAccountCode": {
            "accountID": "002",
            "accountType": null,
            "companyCode": "ACME"
          },
          "percentageDistribution": 100
        }
      ],
      "criteria": null
    }
  ] }

13.2.6.1.9  GET Financial Transactions Response Parameters

General Transaction Information

When you get financial transaction information, you see basic information about the transaction record itself.

Transaction Response Parameters

Parameter Description

transactionID This is the unique ID of the transaction.

transactionDate This is the date, in Unix Epoch format, that the transaction 
took place.

transactionCurrency This is the ISO currency code for the transaction. SAP Suc
cessFactors Learning supports a set of currencies that you can 

find in References Commerce .

transactionAmount The amount of money that was exchanged in the transaction. 
The currency for the amount is returned in 
transactionCurrency.

orderNo This is the order number associated with the transaction.

studentID This is the user ID associated with the transaction: the user 
who "bought" the training.

organizationID This is the organization that the user belongs to.
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Parameter Description

transactionType The type of transaction for the line item: Adjust Refund, Adjust 
Charge, Cancel Refund, Cancel Charge Register, or Purchase.

itemKey This is the learning item's key. A learning item key is a concate
nation of the learning item's unique ID, the learning item's type 
ID, and the learning item's revision date, separated by dashes. 
The key helps you uniquely identify one specific type and revi
sion of a learning item.

A learning item is the course, regardless of when it is sched
uled. For example, a learning item can be "Writing for Business" 
regardless of whether it is scheduled on Tuesdays or Wednes
days.

scheduleID This is the unique ID of the scheduled offering. A scheduled of
fering is an instance of a learning item. For example, "Writing 
for Business" that takes place the first week of October, as op
posed to another schedule of "Writing for Business" that takes 
place the first week of January.

paymentMethod The method of payment for the transaction. Possible values: 
CHARGEBACK, CREDIT CARD, or PURCHASE ORDER.

Profit Center Parameters

Profit Center Response Parameters

Parameter Description

profitCenterAccountInfo This is an array of information about the profit center in the 
transaction.

financialAccountCode This is the account code for the profit center. You can find ac

counts by going to Commerce Account Codes

accountID This is the unique ID of the account for the profit center.

accountType This identifies the type of cost collecting object. For example: 
Cost Center, WBS Element, and Internal Order. You define 

types to match your financial system in References

Commerce .

companyCode This is company code of the profit center. You define the com

pany code for the account by going to Commerce Account 

Codes Summary .
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Parameter Description

percentageDistribution The percentage of the distribution to this profit center.

Cost Center Parameters

Cost Center Response Parameters

Parameter Description

costCenterAccountInfo This is an array of information about the cost center in the 
transaction.

financialAccountCode This is the account code for the cost center. You can find ac

counts by going to Commerce Account Codes

accountID This is the unique ID of the account for the cost center.

accountType This identifies the type of cost collecting object. For example: 
Cost Center, WBS Element, and Internal Order. You define 

types to match your financial system in References

Commerce .

companyCode This is company code of the cost center. You define the com

pany code for the account by going to Commerce Account 

Codes Summary .

percentageDistribution The percentage of the distribution from this cost center.

13.2.6.1.10  POST Financial Transactions Request Parameters

To post the results of financial transactions to SAP SuccessFactors Learning, you pass these parameters.

Post Financial Transaction Request Parameters

Parameter Description

transactionID This is the transaction ID that matches the transaction in the 
Learning Management System (LMS). This is an ID that you 
originally discovered with a GET, stored with your client 
through the financial system, and then return with the POST to 
update the same transaction.
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Parameter Description

status The status can be SUCCESS or FAILED. If FAILED, administra

tors can go to Commerce Financial Transactions  to re
try the transaction.

transactionPostingDate The date, in Unix Epoch format, that the LMS should record as 
the posting date in its system.

error If the status is FAILED, you can pass a reason in error. The 

learning administrators see it in Commerce Financial 

Transactions . They can use the error to fix the transaction 
and retry.

13.2.6.1.11  POST Financial Transactions Sample Call and 
Payload

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

 Sample Code

POST learning/odatav4/public/admin/financialtransactions/v1/
FinancialTransactionPostingStatuses  HEADER: Authorization : Bearer {OAuth-Token} 

 Sample Code

      {
       "@odata.type":"#FinancialTransactionPostingStatuses",       
        "postingStatuses" : [   
           { 
             "transactionID": 5001,
             "status": "FAILED",
             "transactionPostingDate": 1394044200000
             "error" : "Invalid Account Code"
           }      
        ]      }
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13.2.6.2  SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Web Services

Use SAP SuccessFactors Learning approval web services to remotely manage the approval processes within SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning

In SAP SuccessFactors Learning, you often create approval processes so that users can seek approval to enroll in a 
course, withdraw from a course, and so on. Each person in the approval process can either approve or deny the 
request. For example, users sometimes must seek supervisor approval to enroll into a course that has a cost. In the 
application, the supervisor sees the request and can either approve it or deny it. The web service allows you to find 
the approvals for the supervisor and allows the supervisor to approve or deny the request.

Writing an Approval Process System with Web Services [page 1172]
Write an approval process system for SAP SuccessFactors Learning when you want to externalize the 
process by which users approve or deny requests that originate in SAP SuccessFactors Learning.

GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approvals Sample Calls [page 1174]
Call GET approvals when you want to see the approvals that are pending in SAP SuccessFactors Learning.

GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Details [page 1176]
Get the details of SAP SuccessFactors Learning approvals when you want to see additional details about a 
single approval process.

POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1179]
Post approval for a SAP SuccessFactors Learning approval step when you want a user to approve a request 
and move it to the next step of the process.

POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1180]
Post denial for a SAP SuccessFactors Learning approval step when you want a user to deny a request.

13.2.6.2.1  Writing an Approval Process System with Web 
Services

Write an approval process system for SAP SuccessFactors Learning when you want to externalize the process by 
which users approve or deny requests that originate in SAP SuccessFactors Learning.

Context

This applies when the approval process originates in SAP SuccessFactors Learning, but not in any of the other SAP 
SuccessFactors products. In the vast majority of cases, these are approval processes for learning requests: a user 
wants to enroll in a scheduled offering and must seek approval before joining the roster.

Procedure

1. Write a call to get all approvals for the user.
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In this case, a user is anyone with permission to log into SAP SuccessFactors Learning. In your organization 
that can include organization owners, supervisors, Human Resources Business Partners (HRBPs) and so on.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/learningapprovals

The result is a set of approval instances that are assigned to the current user. Each instance has an ID.
2. Get the details for an approval instance.

You get the instance details so that the user can make an informed decision about whether to approve or deny 
the request.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space 
in the URL.

 Sample Code
In this example, 1643 is the instance ID that you returned from the previous call.

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/learningapprovaldetails  ?$filter=criteria/tapInstanceID eq 1643

3. As the user, post either approval or denial for the instance.

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/approve

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/deny

In the body of the post, provide the instance ID plus other information that the service allows.

 Sample Code

{     "tapInstanceID" : 1643,
    ... }

Task overview: SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Web Services [page 1172]

Related Information

GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approvals Sample Calls [page 1174]
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GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Details [page 1176]
POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1179]
POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1180]

13.2.6.2.2  GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approvals Sample 
Calls

Call GET approvals when you want to see the approvals that are pending in SAP SuccessFactors Learning.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

GET Approvals as Called by Users or Supervisors

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/learningapprovals

JSON Response

 Sample Code

{   "@odata.context": "$metadata#learningapprovals",
  "value": [
  {
      "tap_instance_id": 1643,
      "front_header": "Learning Approval",
      "itemName": "Approval Item",
      "userID": "JDOE_Supervisor",
      "requestorFullName": "Bob Smith",
      "learningApprovalTodoAction": [
        {
          "type": "approve",
          "label": "Approve",
          "comment_required": null
        },
        {
          "type": "decline",
          "label": "Deny",
          "comment_required": null
        }
      ]
    },
 {
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      "tap_instance_id": 22001,
      "front_header": "Learning Approval",
      "itemName": "SAP HANA Cloud Integration",
      "userID": "JDOE_Supervisor",
      "requestorFullName": "Barbara Smith",
      "learningApprovalTodoAction": [
        {
          "type": "approve",
          "label": "Approve",
          "comment_required": null
        },
        {
          "type": "decline",
          "label": "Deny",
          "comment_required": null
        }
      ]
    }
  ] }

Approval Parameters

Approval Parameters

Parameter Description

tap_instance_id This is the unique ID of the approval process instance. Importantly, this is not the 
approval process ID as you would look it up in the administration environment but 
instead the particular instance of that process.

front_header This is a description of the approval process. For example “Approval to Withdraw 
from Training”.

itemName This is the title of the learning item in the language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be translated using a key/value pair, where the 
key uniquely identifies a particular learning item's title and the values are each lan
guage's translation of the title. If you need the key that matches this value, and if 
the web service supports it, look in TitleLabelKey.

type This is the type of approval process. For example, Registration is an approval 
process for users seeking approval to change their registration status.

userID This is the unique ID of the user who is on the current step of the approval process.

requestorFullName This is the full name of the person who is making the approval request. It is useful 
to the approver to see who is making the request.

learningApprovalTodoAction This is an array of actions that the approver can take. In almost all cases, there are 
two actions: approve of deny.

type This is the string that identifies what the approver can do. It is usually approve to 
approve the request or deny to deny the request.
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Parameter Description

label This is the label that appears so that approvers know which choice they are mak
ing. For example, Approve or Deny.

comment_required If true, then the approver is required to enter a comment when making this 
choice.

Parent topic: SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Web Services [page 1172]

Related Information

Writing an Approval Process System with Web Services [page 1172]
GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Details [page 1176]
POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1179]
POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1180]

13.2.6.2.3  GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Details

Get the details of SAP SuccessFactors Learning approvals when you want to see additional details about a single 
approval process.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

In most cases, you call GET approvals to get the instance ID and then call GET approval details to get the details of 
that approval instance.

GET Approval Details as Called by Users or Supervisors

Line breaks are inserted into the following for formatting. The value 1643 is an example of a single 
tap_instance_id.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/learningapprovaldetails  ?$filter=criteria/tapInstanceID eq 1643
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JSON Response

 Sample Code

{      "@odata.context":"$metadata#learningapprovaldetails",
   "value":[  
      {  
         "tapInstanceID":1643,
         "front_header":"Learning Approval ",
         "itemName":"Writing for Business",
         "type":"Registration",
         "userID":" bsmith ",
         "requestorFullName":"Alice Xue",
         "learningApprovalTodoAction":[  
            {  
               "type":"approve",
               "label":"Approve",
               "comment_required":null
            },
            {  
               "type":"decline",
               "label":"Deny",
               "comment_required":null
            }
         ],
         "due_date":null,
         "startDate":"5/26/2016",
         "endDate":"5/27/2016",
         "startTimeZone":"America/New York",
         "endTimeZone":"America/New York",
         "description":"Verify approval",
         "price":null,
         "criteria":null
      }
   ]
} 

Approval Details Parameters

Approval Details Parameters

Parameter Description

tap_instance_id This is the unique ID of the approval process instance. Importantly, this is not the 
approval process ID as you would look it up in the administration environment but 
instead the particular instance of that process.

front_header This is a description of the approval process. For example “Approval to Withdraw 
from Training”.
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Parameter Description

itemName This is the title of the learning item in the language of the current user (the user 
calling the web service). Titles can be translated using a key/value pair, where the 
key uniquely identifies a particular learning item's title and the values are each lan
guage's translation of the title. If you need the key that matches this value, and if 
the web service supports it, look in TitleLabelKey.

type This is the type of approval process. For example, Registration is an approval 
process for users seeking approval to change their registration status.

userID This is the unique ID of the user who is on the current step of the approval process.

requestorFullName This is the full name of the person who is making the approval request. It is useful 
to the approver to see who is making the request.

learningApprovalTodoAction This is an array of actions that the approver can take. In almost all cases, there are 
two actions: approve of deny.

type This is the string that identifies what the approver can do. It is usually approve to 
approve the request or deny to deny the request.

label This is the label that appears so that approvers know which choice they are mak
ing. For example, Approve or Deny.

comment_required If true, then the approver is required to enter a comment when making this 
choice.

due_date This is the due date for the approval.

startDate This is the start date for the approval.

endDate This is the end date for the approval.

startTimeZone This is the time zone that the start date is connected to.

endTmieZone This is the time zone that the end date is connected to.

description This is a description of the approval process. In most cases, this will tell you what 
the approval process is intended to do.

price The price of the thing that is requested. For example, the price of the course if a 
user is seeking to enroll in the course.

Parent topic: SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Web Services [page 1172]

Related Information

Writing an Approval Process System with Web Services [page 1172]
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GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approvals Sample Calls [page 1174]
POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1179]
POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1180]

13.2.6.2.4  POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning 
Approval Step

Post approval for a SAP SuccessFactors Learning approval step when you want a user to approve a request and 
move it to the next step of the process.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

POST Approval as Called by Users or Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/approve

JSON Request Body

 Sample Code

{     "tapInstanceID" : 182028,
    "comments" :"We have budget." }
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Approval Parameters

Approval Parameters

Parameter Description

tapInstanceID This is the unique ID of the approval process instance. Importantly, this is not the 
approval process ID as you would look it up in the administration environment but 
instead the particular instance of that process.

comments Comment from the user in the step to describe why the process is approved.

Parent topic: SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Web Services [page 1172]

Related Information

Writing an Approval Process System with Web Services [page 1172]
GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approvals Sample Calls [page 1174]
GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Details [page 1176]
POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1180]
POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1180]

13.2.6.2.5  POST Denial for SAP SuccessFactors Learning 
Approval Step

Post denial for a SAP SuccessFactors Learning approval step when you want a user to deny a request.

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

POST Denial as Called by Users or Supervisors

 Sample Code

POST /learning/odatav4/public/user/user-service/v1/deny
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JSON Request Body

 Sample Code

{     "tapInstanceID" : 182028,
    "comments" :"We do not have budget." }

Denial Parameters

Denial Parameters

Parameter Description

tapInstanceID This is the unique ID of the approval process instance. Importantly, this is not the 
approval process ID as you would look it up in the administration environment but 
instead the particular instance of that process.

comments Comment from the user in the step to describe why the process is denied.

Parent topic: SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Web Services [page 1172]

Related Information

Writing an Approval Process System with Web Services [page 1172]
GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approvals Sample Calls [page 1174]
GET SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Details [page 1176]
POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1179]
POST Approval for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Approval Step [page 1179]
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13.3 Background Knowledge for Learning Web Service Calls

13.3.1  Learning about Entities and their Properties

To learn about SAP SuccessFactors Learning OData entities and their properties, you call the OData service 
metadata.

Context

We auto-generate the documentation for SAP SuccessFactors Learning entities from the source code. This has 
reduced our error rate for two reasons. First, we read some information directly form the code. The entity names 
and types, for example, cannot be wrong because they are read from code. Second, we expose our code comments 
to you so that you see what we see - you have the same knowledge as our own engineers without passing through a 
second source (a document).

Procedure

1. Decide on your business case or decide which service you want to look up.

We list common business cases and the services that you need to call for that case. For example, to construct a 
call to search students, you need the searchStudent service. GET Students Call [page 1082]

2. Write a GET call to the service's metadata.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/searchStudent/v1/$metadata

3. Read the metadata to understand the names, types, relationships, and descriptions of the entities, entity sets, 
and properties.

Example Property Metadata showing Name, Type, and Annotation
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13.3.2  Pagination in SAP SuccessFactors Learning OData

To avoid pagination problems when calling SAP SuccessFactors Learning web services, we recommend using 
OData parameters to define your page sizes based on the records returned.

We set default page sizes for different web services based on the data returned or to protect the server from a call 
for too much data. In general, the page default page size is ten entities in a collection, but some web services might 
return different page sizes. For this reason, we do not recommend that you rely on the default page sizes.

Instead, use the standard OData pagination parameters to define the page sizes that you want. Use $count to get a 
count of the total records in your return, then use $top and $skip to page the results. You can also use $count to 
get a total count and to make sure that you have processed all records on the client.

13.3.3  Include Primary Key in PUT Calls

OData requires a primary key for PUT calls.

In OData, each entity type/set needs to have primary key. PUT calls must have a primary key in both the URL of the 
PUT and in the payload, this is per ODATA standard. When you update a collection of complex types, that collection 
does not have a primary key. But you still must provide a wrapper primary key. As a result, you provide an empty 
primary key in both places: the URL and the payload.

 Sample Code

PUT /learning/odatav4/public/user/userassignment-service/v2/UserCourses('')

 Sample Code

{ "primaryKey":""
"userCourse":[
   {
   "componentTypeID": "COURSE",
   "componentID": "WRT-849",
   "revisionDate": 1428506077000
   }
  ] }
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13.3.4  Search Filter and Operator Support

SAP SuccessFactors Learning search web services support these OData criteria and operators.

Example

 Sample Code
This codeblock contains line breaks to fit the formatting of the page.

GET /learning/odatav4/public/admin/searchStudent/v1/Students? $filter=contains(criteria/learnerID,'sa-user') and  criteria/firstName eq 'user-cdp'

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.

Supported Operators

● eq
● ne
● lt
● le
● gt
● ge
● contains

Supported Filter

We currently support contains with an and operator.

List of Search Web Services

These are the web services that use the operators and filters:

● Student Search Searching for SAP SuccessFactors Learning Users with a Web Service [page 1082]
● Curricula Search Searching for Curricula with a Web Service [page 1154]
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● Learning Item Search Searching for Learning Items with a Web Service [page 1150]

13.3.5  API Limits in Learning

API limits protect SAP SuccessFactors Learning services from overload.

We protect your services from purposeful or accidental overload by setting limits on:

● The volume of data sent to Learning
● The volume of data requested of Learning
● The frequency of calls to Learning (we can set a wait time between calls)

When you exceed a limit in one of your calls, we return an error to help you stay within the limit.

 Tip
SAP SuccessFactors Learning monitors and adjusts limits to protect our customers' services. To ensure your 
operations are not negatively impacted, please retrieve data page by page in sequential order.

13.3.6  Search Criteria for Getting a Single Learning Item

The way that you call for a single learning item in SAP SuccessFactors Learning is unusual because it needs three 
data elements to return a single learning item.

In SAP SuccessFactors Learning, you cannot get a learning item simply by its unique ID. For example, you cannot 
make the following call, which would be a typical GET:

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/learningPlan/v1/LearningItemDetails('1147305822')

You cannot make such a call because, in addition to their ID, learning items have a type and a revision. You must 
pass all three to return a single, unique learning item. For example, this call returns a single revision and type of a 
single learning item.

 Sample Code

GET /learning/odatav4/learningPlan/v1/LearningItemDetails ?$filter=lisCriteria/itemID eq '1147305822' 
and lisCriteria/itemTypeID eq 'COURSE'  and lisCriteria/revisionDate eq 1147304737000 

 Remember
URL syntax cannot have spaces. If you are testing the call, in a browser tool, substitute %20 for white space in 
the URL.
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13.3.7  Rules for Choosing the Right ID in SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning Web Services

When you call a web service in SAP SuccessFactors Learning and you want to update a student record, you need to 
know which ID to use to uniquely identify the student.

If you have... Then use the ID... Because...

SAP SuccessFactors central user man
agement but do not use Employee Cen
tral...

stud_id The central SAP SuccessFactors sysid 
is the same as stud_id. You have a sin
gle user ID for all users and their student 
record ID (stud_id) matches it.

SAP SuccessFactors central user man
agement, you do use Employee Central, 
but you do not use Global Assignment / 
Concurrent Employment..

stud_id Your system behaves the same as the 
central user management without Em
ployee Central. Global assignment / con
current employment is the complicating 
factor.

SAP SuccessFactors central user man
agement, you do use Employee Central, 
and you also use Global Assignment / 
Concurrent Employment..

personGUID In a global assignment / concurrent em
ployment configuration, your users can 
have multiple employment records. To 
provide flexibility for multiple employ
ment records, the individual user is iden
tified by a personGUID, which is updated 
from Employee Central.

13.3.8  How Users are Uniquely Identified in SAP 
SuccessFactors

To manage a balance between product profiles, employment assignment, and overall suite identity, SAP 
SuccessFactors uses an identity system with multiple IDs but only one Globally Unique Identifier (GUID).

The SAP SuccessFactors identity management system understands three types of user IDs. In most cases, users 
are aware of only one unique ID, administrators might be aware of two, and implementation partners might be 
aware of three.

● Person GUID is an immutable, unique identifier that stays with a person throughout their SAP SuccessFactors 
experience. This ID is internal to the system and tends to be unknown to users or managers.

● Person ID External is a mutable, unique identifier that stays with a person throughout their SAP 
SuccessFactors experience. This is the ID that most users and their managers know. In many parts of SAP 
SuccessFactors this is called simply the external ID because it is external to the particular module as opposed 
to a pillar profile ID, which is internal to the pillar.

● Pillar Profile IDs are used within individual SAP SuccessFactors product pillars. For example, SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning uses a student ID to understand a user as a student (as opposed to compensation 
manager, for example).
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13.3.9  Call for Error Codes in SAP SuccessFactors Learning 
Web Services

If you build web services for SAP SuccessFactors Learning, you can return error codes to troubleshoot your 
development.

Parameter to Get Error Codes

In some SAP SuccessFactors Learning web services, you can set a parameter in your web service call to get error 
codes.

 Output Code

operationStatusDetail=true

When you set operationStatusDetail to true, you return error information. When you set it to false, you do 
not return error information.

Sample Error Response

When you call for errors, and the web service returns an error, it returns a JSON structure.

 Output Code

{     "error": {
        "code": null,
        "message": "Failed to create user as the user id Yb-1234 already 
exists.",
        "operationStatusDetail": {
            "status": "FAILED",
            "operation": null,
            "warnings": [],
            "errors": [
                {
                    "code": "500",
                    "message": "Failed to create user as the user id Yb-1234 
already exists.",
                    "fieldName": null
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 
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13.3.10  Addition of Optional Fields to Web Services

SAP SuccessFactors Learning adds optional fields to web services without adding a new version of the web service.

APIs are an integral part of our product offering, so as our product evolves, so do our APIs. In any API-based 
integration, the provider and consumer are both equally responsible for following best implementation practices to 
ensure that the integration is scalable. It is, therefore, important for consumers of our APIs to understand that SAP 
SuccessFactors reserves the right to introduce optional API parameters without versioning up. We enhance APIs in 
their latest version without introducing new versions. To ensure your operations are not negatively impacted, 
please review the design of your clients to our web services.

13.3.11  Implications of Olingo Library Update from 4.0.0 to 
4.2.0 for SAP SuccessFactors Learning

In Q4 2016, we update the Olingo library from 4.0.0 to 4.2.0 and we want you to understand the implications.

Olingo is a Java library that implements the Open Data Protocol (OData). The community is moving from Olingo 
4.0.0 to Olingo 4.2.0 in anticipation of end of support for 4.0.0. Starting in Q4 2016, you will notice that Olingo 4.2.0 
has become stricter. It prevents intermixing of data types, it does not allow short names, and it requires a 
namespace for the has operator. We have taken action to reduce the impact of these changes and give you time to 
transition to the stricter calls.

Intermixing Data Types now Prevented

Olingo 4.0.0 had a bug that allowed you to intermix data types. In Q4 2016 and later, if you intermix data types, your 
call will error. In the example below, maxPageSize is a string. The first call fails and the second works.

 Sample Code

.../financialtransactions/v1/FinancialTransactions?$filter=criteria/maxPageSize 
eq 1   .../financialtransactions/v1/FinancialTransactions?$filter=criteria/maxPageSize 
eq ‘1’ 

Short Entity Names Deprecated

Olingo 4.0.0 allowed short entity names but Olingo 4.2.0 requires fully qualified entity names (or it can be 
removed). We understand that our documents showed the short name so clients were built with the short name. To 
compensate, we currently intercept the short name to avoid errors, but it is deprecated: we want customers to 
begin removing the short name. This issue affects insert or update (PUT or POST). GET calls are not affected.
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 Sample Code
This is a shows a short entity name (in odata.type) and so it is deprecated:

POST learning/odatav4/public/admin/financialtransactions/v1/
FinancialTransactionPostingStatuses {"@odata.type":"#FinancialTransactionPostingStatuses","postingStatuses":[...]} 

 Sample Code
This shows recommended calls to an entity type (first) and an entity set (second).

"@odata.type":"#com.sap.lms.odata.User" "@odata.context": "$metadata#Users/$entity" 

 Sample Code
This shows an alternative to the recommended call. It is not wrong per Olingo 4.2.0. It removes the entity name 
rather than providing a fully qualified name.

POST learning/odatav4/public/admin/financialtransactions/v1/
FinancialTransactionPostingStatuses {"postingStatuses":[...]} 

Removal of has operator

After an investigation of calls into our API layer, we found zero calls with the has operator but found that eq 
operator is most commonly used. Olingo 4.2.0 strictly follows the Oasis standard, which means that if we allow 
has, then both has and eq must use a namespace.

 Sample Code

$filter=scriteria/learnerID has com.sap.lms.odata.ENString 'thomas' $filter=scriteria/learnerID has Namespace1_Alias.ENString 'thomas'
$filter=scriteria/learnerID eq com.sap.lms.odata.ENString 'thomas'
$filter=scriteria/learnerID eq Namespace1_Alias.ENString 'thomas' 

Given that we saw no calls with has, and given that its enablement would have meant major refactoring on the 
most commonly used eq call, we disabled has to protect the current usage of eq. We decided to reduce the impact 
to your clients. We will continue to work with the Olingo team to find a path forward.

As an alternative to the has operator, we recommend that you use the contains operator. It provides the same 
fuzzy searching as has but is easier to use. For example, you could search for all users whose student ID (learner 
ID) contains thomas.

 Sample Code

$filter=contains(scriteria/learnerID,'thomas')
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Impacts to OData Extensions

If you have built an SAP SuccessFactors Learning extension that extends the OData library, you must check that 
extension to make sure that it works properly after the update. Other types of extensions are not affected.

13.3.12  Use remainingDays to Look for Overdue Curricula

To avoid time zone issues, you can use remainingDays to find overdue curricula.

In the code example below, you see an assignment date, expiration date, and next action date, as well as the days 
remaining in the curricula. The easiest way to find overdue curricula is to look for negative days remaining.

 Sample Code

{     "@odata.context": "$metadata#UserCurriculumStatuses",
    "@odata.metadataEtag": "<etag>",
    "value": [
        {
            "userID": "user",
            "personGUID": null,
            "curriculumID": "Curr-ID",
            "curriculumStatus": "N",
            "assignmentDate": 1520015400000,
            "expirationDate": 1523750400000,
            "nextActionDate": 1520899200000,
            "remainingDays": -8,
            "totalCount": null,
            "rootCurriculaID": null
        }
    ] }
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14 Onboarding

14.1 Onboarding 1.0

14.1.1  OnboardingCandidateInfo

OnboardingCandidateInfo is an MDF entity that maintains metadata about a candidate’s onboarding activity. This 
entity can be used for querying onboarding activities by metadata.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based None.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard MDF OData settings are applicable.

PUT Standard MDF OData settings are applicable.

MERGE Standard MDF OData settings are applicable.

DELETE Standard MDF OData settings are applicable.

UPSERT/POST Standard MDF OData settings are applicable.

Properties

Property Description

applicantID The external code for this entity. In RX-OB integration flow, this 
is set to the application-id of the candidate. In external-ATS – 
OB integration, this is generated using the rcm_job_applica
tion_seq sequence counter.
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Property Description

candidateID In RX-OB integration flow, this is set to the id of the candidate. 
In external-ATS (xATS) – OB integration, this is generated us
ing the rcm_job_application_seq sequence counter. (For xATS 
– OB flow, this is same as application ID.)

managerId The user-id of the manager

hrManagerId The user-id of the HR Manager

kmsUserId The onboarding-activity-id; i.e, the hr-data-id of the onboarding 
activity.

userId User-id of this candidate.

readytoHire Whether or not the candidate ready to be hired. This is false by 
default. When paperwork-done notification under SF_Notifica-
tions feature in KMS is enabled (recommended configuration), 
it is set to true when NES step of onboarding activity is com
pleted.

hired Whether or not the candidate has been hired. Default is false. 
In OB – EC flow this is set to true when candidate is hired.

hireDate The start date of the employee.

fName First Name

lName Last Name

email Email address

division Division

department Department

location Location

payGrade Pay Grade

jobTitle Job Title

internalHire Whether or not the candidate is an internal hire. Default is 
false. In RX – OB flow, RX (RMK) sets this flag depending upon 
if the candidate is internal or external. For xATS – OB integra
tions: When SF_Notifications feature in KMS is enabled, this 
field is updated after the candidate-created, post-phv and pa
perwork-done notifications. (Note that once set to true, this 
flag cannot be set to false by notifications.)

fromExternalATS Whether or not the candidate is from an external ATS (i.e, not 
from RX/RMK). In RX – OB flows, this is set to false otherwise 
it is true.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

hrManagerIdNav User The HR manage related to this entity.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

managerIdNav User The manager related to this entity.

userId User The user ID of the candidate.

Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

/odata/v2/OnboardingCandidateInfo?$filter= 
applicantId eq '2443'

Get OnboardingCandidateInfo object for applicant with appli
cation-id 2443.

/odata/v2/OnboardingCandidateInfo?$filter= 
readyToHire eq 'true' and hired eq ‘false’

Get candidates ready to be hired (but not yet hired).

/odata/v2/OnboardingCandidateInfo?$filter= 
createdDate ge 
datetime'2014-12-30T00:00:00'

Get candidate data created on or after a given date.
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14.1.2  HRData

HRData is an entity that maintains the onboarding information of a candidate. This entity can be used to filter 
candidate information based on criteria and to update the candidate information.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To authenticate for other OData API Services

PUT To update the existing HR Data of a candidate

Properties

There are separate Metadata API provided to the list of fields which can be queried:

Filter Fields: https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/FilterFields

Expand Tags: https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/ExpandTags

Update Fields: https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/UpdateFields

To obtain detailed information about the entity (HRData) properties from the OData API dictionary or to expose the 
entity metadata, use the following query:

https://<hostname>/<partnername>/odata/v2/$metadata

 Note
You must use an Onboarding hostname in all the queries.
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Prerequisite: For GET operation

1. Get a valid authorization token.
Fetch a valid token, from the OData Authentication API, which is mentioned previously.

2. Setting up Index Fields.
To filter on a field, it should be part of the process’s Index field. Index fields can be added/edited in Super 
AdminAccountProcesses Index Fields of the process. This is mandatory param and must be passed.

3. Setting up Expand tags.
Name of the data-dictionary (data-dictionaries) whose fields should be returned in the response. One or more 
expand tags can be provided. When multiple tags are provided, fields of both the tags will be returned in the 
response. If certain specific fields are required then new data-dictionary need to be created.

4. Format for sending Request Params.
1. $filter:

Filter Condition which needs be used to filter and get the HRData.
For filter param in the request:
Filter format: FCode eq '<Code of Index Field>' and FVal <Condition to Use> '<Value to be checked>'
Conditions:
○ Multiple conditions can be joined with and/or.
○ To filter using Date fields like startDate, HireDate use FValDt instead of FVal.
○ To filter using Number/Decimal/Numeric fields like Payrate, Hours per day use FValNum instead of 

FVal.
○ Supported string functions are substringof, startswith and endswith. Use them with FVal.
○ Valid operators for Date, Number and string are Greater than (gt) or equal (ge), Lesser than (lt) or 

equal (le), not equal (ne) and equals (eq).
○ All the above operators can be applied only for FVal, FValDt and FValNum.
○ For FCode equals is the only operation allowed.

Examples:
○ FCode eq 'FirstName' and FVal eq 'John'.
○ (FCode eq 'LastName' and FVal eq 'Smith').
○ ((FCode eq 'Payrate' and FValNum le 20) or (FCode eq 'StartDate' and FValDt gt 

datetime'2016-01-01T00:00:00.0Z').
○ ((FCode eq 'MiddleName' and substringof('Ch', FVal) eq true) and (FCode eq 'City' and startswith('Ca', 

FVal) eq false)).
The FCode, is code of the Index Field. To filter on a field, it should be part of the process’s Index field. 
Index fields can be added/edited in Super Admin Account Processes Index Fields of the 
process  . This is a mandatory parameter and must be passed.

2. $select:
Fields that needs to come in the response and not return all the other fields of the HRData. These fields 
should be part of the HR Data.
Example:
$select=FirstName,LastName

3. $expand:
Name of the data-dictionary (data-dictionaries) whose fields should be returned in the response. One or 
more expand tags can be provided. When multiple tags are provided, fields of both the tags will be returned 
in the response.
Example:
$expand=EC,Offboarding
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4. $top:
Maximum number of records to be returned as part of the response. The upper limit is 100.
Example:
$top=50

5. $skip:
Skip the number of records and fetch from the number provided.
Example:
$skip=100

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
HRData?$filter=<Filter_Condition>&
$select=<Fields>&$expand=<Tag Names>&
$top=<Number of Records>&$skip=<Elements 
to skip>

Description Filter API to query for HR Data by querying on the fields of the 
HR Data.

Headers Authorization: Token (Obtained from OData API Authentica
tion).

Payload No

Example:

https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/HRData?$filter=(FCode eq 'LastName' and FVal eq 'Smith')&
$select=FirstName,LastName&$expand=EC,Offboarding&$top=50&$skip=100

Response

 Sample Code

{ "odata.metadata":"https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/$metadata#HRData/
@Element",
"hrdata":[
    {
      "hrDataId":"f6c71e0f-f7ce-44ab-a6f9-dae5ee9171b3","HrdataDetails":[
        {
         "Key":"FirstName","Value":"Johnathan"
        },{
          "Key":"LastName","Value":"Smith"
        }
      ]
    },{
      "hrDataId":"1407e0f8-5a73-44dd-997b-ceba7cb57251","HrdataDetails":[
        {
          "Key":"FirstName","Value":"Trevor"
        },{
          "Key":"LastName","Value":"Smith"
        }
      ]
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    },{
      "hrDataId":"117b9794-db59-4373-9bb6-afbdd3cc5789","HrdataDetails":[
        {
          "Key":"FirstName","Value":"Graeme"
        },{
          "Key":"LastName","Value":"Smith"
        }
      ]
    },{
      "hrDataId":"b497178c-f262-4f72-8751-8ae07e52ce2a","HrdataDetails":[
        {
          "Key":"FirstName","Value":"John"
        },{
          "Key":"LastName","Value":"Smith"
        }
      ]
    }
  ],"nextLink":null
} 

“nextLink” will point to next Page to further links. If this value is null, then it means no further pages are available.

Use Case: GET operation

Get operation is used to filter on the list of candidate using the Filter fields and also passing the fields which needs 
to be returned in the response.

Example:

https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/HRData?$filter=(FCode eq 'LastName' and FVal eq 'Smith')&
$select=FirstName,LastName&$expand=EC,Offboarding&$top=50&$skip=100.

In the above query, fields which are filtered are Last Name = ‘Smith’. The above will return the First Name and Last 
Name fields. Apart from this it will return all the fields present in tag EC and Offboarding. With the top 50, it means 
50 number will be returned. With skip =100, first 100 records will be skipped.

Prerequisite: For PUT operation

1. Get a valid authorization token
Fetch a valid token, from the OData Authentication API, which is mentioned previously.

2. The fields that needs to be updated should be part of HrDataAPIUpdate Data dictionary.

Request Information

Operation PUT

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
HRData 

Description To update field for a HR Data based on the payload passed.
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Headers Authorization: Token (Obtained from OData API Authentica
tion)

Payload Yes

Request Payload Example:

 Sample Code

{[  {
    "hrDataId": "f6c71e0f-f7ce-44ab-a6f9-dae5ee9171b3",
    "HrdataDetails": [
     {
      "Key": "FirstName",
      "Value": "Michael"
     }
   ]
 }
]} 

The HRData Id is mandatory. The fields, which needs to be updated should be provided in the above format. “Key” 
should have the name of the Field and “Value” should be the value of the field which needs to be updated.

Response

 Sample Code
 {
  [
    {
      "HrDataId":"f6c71e0f-f7ce-44ab-a6f9-dae5ee9171b3",
      "Status":"200"
    }
  ]
} 

“Status”: Informs whether the particular HRDataId is updated. This is provided for all HRDataId in case of bulk 
update. 200 – Success. 400, 403 – Failure

Additional Information

There is a status field available for each record set which indicates the success of the record. A value of 200 
indicates a success, and a value of 400 or 403 indicates failure. Generally when the HRDataId/Update Field is 
invalid or not available, or if the payload is not in proper format, then 400 will be returned in the response.
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If the candidate has completed the process, then 403 will be returned in the response as the Update is not allowed 
for such a candidate.

Use Case: PUT operation

Put operation is used to update a HRData for a candidate. The fields provided, will be updated and will be changed 
in the HRData of the candidate.

14.1.2.1  ExpandTags

This Entity provides the list and fields of all the Data-dictionary that are available in Onboarding. This metadata API 
provides the information on the data-dictionary.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To get the list of data-dictionary and the fields under it.

Properties

Properties of the Expand Tags.

Property Description

TagName Name of the data-dictionary.

NavigationLink Link to get the fields under the data-dictionary.

Properties of the Fields under the Tag.
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Property Description

TagName Name of the data-dictionary.

Fields List of fields under the data-dictionary..

Prerequisite: Get a valid authorization token

Fetch a valid token, from the OData Authentication API, which is mentioned previously.

Use Cases

Use Case: Get the List of Tags (Data – Dictionary) and Fields

When the above request is called, the list of the data-dictionary is returned. With each data-dictionary, a navigation 
link is returned. This navigation link, returns the list of fields for the Tag.

Request Information

Operation <Your Input>

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
hrdata/metadata/ExpandTags https://
<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('ApplicationInfo')/
Fields

Description The Odata API will return the list of tag name and a navigation 
link to provide the fields under that tag.

Headers Authorization: Token (Obtained from OData Authentication 
API)

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

{   "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/
$metadata#ExpandTags",
  "value": [
    {
      "TagName": "ApplicationInfo",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('ApplicationInfo')/Fields"
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    },
    {
      "TagName": "Base New Employee Data",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('Base New Employee Data')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "Direct Deposit",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('Direct Deposit')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "EC",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('EC')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "EC-CandidateCreated",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('EC-CandidateCreated')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "EC-PaperWorkDone",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('EC-PaperWorkDone')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "EC-PostPHV",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('EC-PostPHV')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "EC-UpdateHireDate",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('EC-UpdateHireDate')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "EEO Info",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('EEO Info')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "Emergency Contact",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('Emergency Contact')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "eWage",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('eWage')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "HrDataAPIUpdate",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('HrDataAPIUpdate')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "I-9",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('I-9')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "I9 Info",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('I9 Info')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "I9 Personal Information",
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      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('I9 Personal Information')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "Job Related Info",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('Job Related Info')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "JobReq",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('JobReq')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "Offboarding",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('Offboarding')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "OfferInfo",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('OfferInfo')/Fields"
    },
    {
      "TagName": "Onboarding",
      "NavigationLink": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/
metadata/ExpandTags('Onboarding')/Fields"
    }
}
“NavigationLink” will provide the fields under that Tag Name, below is example 
for Application Info Tag Name, the navigation link is 
https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/
ExpandTags('ApplicationInfo')/Fields
On calling this API with same Authorization, the response is
{
  "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/
$metadata#Fields/@Element",
  "TagName": "ApplicationInfo",
  "Fields": [
    "City",
    "FirstName",
    "Zip",
    "Gender",
    "VeteranStatus",
    "EmergencyState",
    "EmergencyAddress",
    "EmergencyCity",
    "Address2",
    "DaytimePhoneAC",
    "DaytimePhoneNum",
    "EveningPhoneAC",
    "EveningPhoneNum",
    "EmergencyDaytimePhoneAC",
    "EmergencyFirstName",
    "EmergencyZip",
    "MaritalStatus",
    "State",
    "LastName",
    "Zip4",
    "DateOfBirth",
    "EMail",
    "EmployeeId",
    "EmergencyZip4",
    "Address1",
    "EmergencyDaytimePhoneNum",
    "EmergencyLastName",
    "MiddleName",
    "Address2",
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    "EmergencyAddress2",
    "Address3",
    "EmergencyAddress3",
    "Address4",
    "EmergencyAddress4",
    "Country",
    "EmergencyCountry",
    "DisabledPerson",
    "Ethnicity",
    "NeedAccomodation",
    "DaytimePhoneAC",
    "EveningPhoneAC",
    "DaytimePhoneNum",
    "EveningPhoneNum",
    "Suffix",
    "ApplicantId"
  ]
} 

14.1.2.2  FilterFields

This entity provides the list of all the Index fields that can be filtered. It returns all the process and the index fields 
under the process. This metadata API provides the information on the data-dictionary.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To get the list of index fields and the processes.

Properties

Properties of the Expand Tags.
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Property Description

ProcessName Name of the process..

QueryableFields Index fields under the process that can be queried with OData 
API.

Prerequisite: Get a valid authorization token

Fetch a valid token, from the OData Authentication API, which is mentioned previously.

Request Information

Operation Get list of filter fields

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
hrdata/metadata/FilterFields

Description The Odata API will return the list of processes and the Index 
fields in that Processes. The fields returned can be used in the 
Filter API as FCode.

Headers Authorization: Token (Obtained from OData Authentication 
API)

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

{   "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/
$metadata#FilterFields",
  "value": [
    {
      "ProcessName": "Onboarding",
      "QueryableFields": [
        "ProcessDueDate",
        "StartDate",
        "OrientationDate",
        "FirstName",
        "LastName",
        "MiddleName",
        "SSN",
        "JobTitle",
        "Department",
        "Location",
        "ManagerLoginName",
        "State",
        "Country",
        "Division",
        "Gender",
        "EthnicGroup",
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        "DeptCode",
        "DivCode",
        "DistrictCode",
        "LocNumber",
        "ActivityCreateDate",
        "ActivityHireDate",
        "JobCode",
        "HiringManagerLogin",
        "RecruiterLogin",
        "UnassignedFlag",
        "ReasonMessage",
        "I9AlienWorkUntilDate",
        "DepartmentType",
        "BackgroundType",
        "PJCode",
        "AssociateUserId",
        "DateOfBirth",
        "EmployeeId"
      ]
    },
    {
      "ProcessName": "72 Hour",
      "QueryableFields": [
        "ProcessDueDate",
        "StartDate",
        "OrientationDate",
        "FirstName",
        "LastName",
        "MiddleName",
        "SSN",
        "JobTitle",
        "Department",
        "Location",
        "ManagerLoginName",
        "State",
        "Country",
        "Division",
        "Gender",
        "EthnicGroup",
        "DeptCode",
        "DivCode",
        "DistrictCode",
        "LocNumber",
        "ActivityCreateDate",
        "ActivityHireDate",
        "JobCode",
        "HiringManagerLogin",
        "RecruiterLogin",
        "UnassignedFlag",
        "ReasonMessage",
        "I9AlienWorkUntilDate",
        "DepartmentType",
        "BackgroundType",
        "PJCode",
        "ParentHRDataId",
        "AssociateUserId"
      ]
    },
    {
      "ProcessName": "I9 - Reverification",
      "QueryableFields": [
        "ProcessDueDate",
        "StartDate",
        "OrientationDate",
        "FirstName",
        "LastName",
        "MiddleName",
        "SSN",
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        "JobTitle",
        "Department",
        "Location",
        "ManagerLoginName",
        "State",
        "Country",
        "Division",
        "Gender",
        "EthnicGroup",
        "DeptCode",
        "DivCode",
        "DistrictCode",
        "LocNumber",
        "ActivityCreateDate",
        "ActivityHireDate",
        "JobCode",
        "HiringManagerLogin",
        "RecruiterLogin",
        "UnassignedFlag",
        "ReasonMessage",
        "I9AlienWorkUntilDate",
        "DepartmentType",
        "BackgroundType",
        "PJCode",
        "AssociateUserId"
      ]
    },
    {
      "ProcessName": "FormsOnDemand",
      "QueryableFields": [
        "ProcessDueDate",
        "StartDate",
        "OrientationDate",
        "FirstName",
        "LastName",
        "MiddleName",
        "SSN",
        "JobTitle",
        "Department",
        "Location",
        "ManagerLoginName",
        "State",
        "Country",
        "Division",
        "Gender",
        "EthnicGroup",
        "DeptCode",
        "DivCode",
        "DistrictCode",
        "LocNumber",
        "ActivityCreateDate",
        "ActivityHireDate",
        "JobCode",
        "HiringManagerLogin",
        "RecruiterLogin",
        "UnassignedFlag",
        "ReasonMessage",
        "I9AlienWorkUntilDate",
        "DepartmentType",
        "BackgroundType",
        "PJCode",
        "AssociateUserId"
      ]
    },
    {
      "ProcessName": "Offboarding",
      "QueryableFields": [
        "ProcessDueDate",
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        "StartDate",
        "OrientationDate",
        "FirstName",
        "LastName",
        "MiddleName",
        "SSN",
        "JobTitle",
        "Department",
        "Location",
        "ManagerLoginName",
        "State",
        "Country",
        "Division",
        "Gender",
        "EthnicGroup",
        "DeptCode",
        "DivCode",
        "DistrictCode",
        "LocNumber",
        "ActivityCreateDate",
        "ActivityHireDate",
        "JobCode",
        "HiringManagerLogin",
        "RecruiterLogin",
        "UnassignedFlag",
        "ReasonMessage",
        "I9AlienWorkUntilDate",
        "DepartmentType",
        "BackgroundType",
        "PJCode",
        "AssociateUserId"
      ]
    }
  ]
} 

Use Case: Get the List of Index fields

When the above request is called, the list of the processes and the index fields under each process.
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14.1.2.3  UpdateFields

This entity provides the list of fields of under HrDataAPIUpdate Data-dictionary. These are the fields under the 
HRData that can be updated using the OData API.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To get the list of updatable fields of HRData.

Properties

Properties of the Expand Tags.

Property Description

Fields Fields under the data-dictionary HrDataAPIUpdate. These 
fields can be updated in HRData using OData API.

Prerequisite:

1. Get a valid authorization token
Fetch a valid token, from the OData Authentication API, which is mentioned previously.

2. Fields under Data-dictionary HrDataAPIUpdate
Data-dictionary HrDataAPIUpdate will be present, fields need to be added under the data-dictionary.

Request Information

Operation Get list of fields that can be updated
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URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
hrdata/metadata/UpdateFieldss

Description The Odata API will return the list of fields present under HrDa
taAPIUpdate tag

Headers Authorization: Token (Obtained from OData Authentication 
API)

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

{   "odata.metadata": “https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/hrdata/metadata/
$metadata#UpdateFields/@Element",
  "Fields": [
    "FirstName",
    "LastName"
  ]
} 

Use Case: Get the List of Fields under HrDataAPIUpdate tag

When the above request is called, the list of the data-dictionary is returned. With each data-dictionary, a navigation 
link is returned. This navigation link returns the list of fields for the Tag.
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14.1.3  ODataAuthentication

This is an API to authenticate for other OData API calls. This API call is used to get the valid token and this token will 
be used as authentication in the OData API Calls to fetch the data.The user has to set a new Service Login-Set 
ODataService, and pass the credentials in the Request Header in the below format.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To authenticate for other Odata API Services

Properties

Property Description

Token Token which needs to be used as Authorization for subsequent 
Odata API calls.

ExpiryTimeStamp Time within which the token needs to be used at least once, 
else token will be expired.

Prerequisite: Set up ODataService Login Set

The Service Login needs to be created Super Admin, under Account -> Service Login. New User Name and 
Password needs to be set for the new Service Login Set, ODataService.

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
ODataAuthentication<>

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded ({"Username":"<Serv
ice Login Username>","Password":"<Service Login pass
word>"})> OR Authorization: Basic Base 64 encoded (<Service 
Login Username>:<Service Login password>)

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

{     "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/
v2/$metadata#ODataAuthentication/@Element",
    "Token": "48c3a1ba-c23c-4f25-9570-24f08be8b073",
    "ExpiryTimeStamp": "2016-10-07T09:51:56.3886605+05:30" }

14.1.4  OnboardeeAttachment API

The OnboardeeAttachment API lets you import import attachments into the Onboarding panels. You can import 
attachments of the type: .pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls, .xlsx, .txt, .csv, .ppt; import image file of the type: gif, png, jpg, jpeg, 
bmp; Additionally you can also use the API to: import updated versions of an attachment that already exists; review 
the API response results; retrieve data regarding existing attachments in Onboarding to determine which new 
documents need to be attached, and which existing documents to update; import all types of documents from 
RCM except any document in HTML format; delete single or multiple attachments from Onboarding. All the 
attachments appear in the Panel. Depending on the file type, you can either only view them or download them. The 
functionality of the documents you attach using the API, mirrors the functionality of the documents that are 
manually attached. The attached document inherits the properties set in the Panel by the administrator like any 
manually attached document.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

POST Update a record

DELETE Delete a record

Prerequisite

Obtain a token using the ODataAuthentication API.

Use Case

Get all attachments for an Onboardee

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment?$filter=HrDataId eq 
guid'90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16'

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>

Payload None

Response

 Sample Code

{   "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/
v2/$metadata#OnboardeeAttachment",
  "value": [
    {
      "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
      "AttachmentId": "de1d578c-4d42-4143-a35a-d3736a7f9843",
      "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.txt",
      "FormCode": "Blue",
      "AttachmentContent": "<base-64 encoded g-zip content”,    
      "AttachmentDetails": [
        {
          "Key": "ShowInWorkQueue",
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          "Value": "True"
        },
        {
          "Key": "MimeType",
          "Value": "text/plain"
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
      "AttachmentId": "15bc306b-4eaa-4019-b351-6f7eb74bbf3a",
      "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.xls",
      "FormCode": "Blue",
      "AttachmentContent": “<base-64 encoded gzip content”,
      "AttachmentDetails": [
        {
          "Key": "ShowInWorkQueue",
          "Value": "True"
        },
        {
          "Key": "MimeType",
          "Value": "application/vnd.ms-excel"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
} 

Use Case

Get attachments for an onboardee and filter by form code

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment?$filter=HrDataId eq 
guid'90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16' 
and FormCode eq 'Blue'

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>

Payload None

Response

 Sample Code

{   "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/
v2/$metadata#OnboardeeAttachment",
  "value": [
    {
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      "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
      "AttachmentId": "de1d578c-4d42-4143-a35a-d3736a7f9843",
      "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.txt",
      "FormCode": "Blue",
      "AttachmentContent": "<base-64 encoded g-zip content”,    
      "AttachmentDetails": [
        {
          "Key": "ShowInWorkQueue",
          "Value": "True"
        },
        {
          "Key": "MimeType",
          "Value": "text/plain"
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
      "AttachmentId": "15bc306b-4eaa-4019-b351-6f7eb74bbf3a",
      "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.xls",
      "FormCode": "Blue",
      "AttachmentContent": “<base-64 encoded gzip content”,
      "AttachmentDetails": [
        {
          "Key": "ShowInWorkQueue",
          "Value": "True"
        },
        {
          "Key": "MimeType",
          "Value": "application/vnd.ms-excel"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}           

Use Case

Get attachment by attachment id

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>

Payload None
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Response

 Sample Code

{   "odata.metadata": "https://<HostName>/<PartnerName>/odata/
v2/$metadata#OnboardeeAttachment",
  "value": [
    {
      "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
      "AttachmentId": "15bc306b-4eaa-4019-b351-6f7eb74bbf3a",
      "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.xls",
      "FormCode": "Blue",
      "AttachmentContent": “<BASE-64 ENCODED G-ZIP CONTENT”>
      "AttachmentDetails": [
        {
          "Key": "ShowInWorkQueue",
          "Value": "True"
        },
        {
          "Key": "MimeType",
          "Value": "application/vnd.ms-excel"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
                     

Use Case

Post a single attachment - Allows to upload a new attachment for an onboardee. The attachment will be available 
on the Work Queue as well as on Panels for the onboardee.

Request Information

Operation POST

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>
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Payload
 Sample Code

[ {
        "HrDataId" : 
"90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16
",
        "AttachmentName" : 
"documentTwo.xls",
        "FormCode" : "Blue",
        "AttachmentContent": 
“<base-64 encoded g-zipped file 
content>”
}
] 

Response

 Sample Code

[   {
    "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
    "AttachmentId": "7ba925e6-0117-47de-9bc3-fea4c3bbaffb",
    "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.xls",
    "StatusCode": "200",
    "StatusMessage": "Document successfully Uploaded"
  }
] 

Use Case

Post multiple attachments - Allows to upload multiple attachments, either for a single candidate or for multiple 
candidates.

Request Information

Operation POST

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>
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Payload
 Sample Code

[     {
        "HrDataId": 
"90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16
",
        "AttachmentName" : 
"documentTwo.xls",
        "FormCode": "Blue",
        
"AttachmentContent":”<base-64 
encoded g-zipped content”},
    {    "HrDataId" : 
"10b42911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528b59
",
        "AttachmentName" : 
"documentTwo.txt",
        "FormCode" : "Blue",
        
"AttachmentContent":"<base-64 
encoded g-zipped content>”
}
] 

Response

 Sample Code

[   {
    "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
    "AttachmentId": "cba4f45c-ec0c-410e-88aa-93099e93d521",
    "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.xls",
    "StatusCode": "200",
    "StatusMessage": "Document successfully Uploaded"
  },
  {
    "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
    "AttachmentId": "e1879aa3-93d4-4622-ad03-d12135709d5e",
    "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.txt",
    "StatusCode": "200",
    "StatusMessage": "Document successfully Uploaded"
  }
] 

Use Case

Update a single attachment. Replaces the attachment id of the existing attachment with the attachment id of the 
new attachment.
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Request Information

Operation POST

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>

Payload
 Sample Code

[     {
        "HrDataId" : 
"90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16
",
        "AttachmentName" : 
"documentThree.xlsx",
         "AttachmentId": 
"0dc7051f-4f04-4c82-ab9e-
c6808550efa0",
        "FormCode" : "Blue",
        
"AttachmentContent":”<base-64 
encoded g-zipped content”
}
] 

Response

 Sample Code

[   {
    "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
    "AttachmentId": "0dc7051f-4f04-4c82-ab9e-c6808550efa0",
    "AttachmentName": "documentThree.xls",
    "StatusCode": "200",
    "StatusMessage": "Document successfully Updated"
  }
] 

Use Case

Update multiple attachments. Replaces the attachment ids of the existing attachments with the attachment ids of 
the new attachments.

Request Information

Operation POST
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URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>

Payload
 Sample Code

[     {
        "HrDataId" : 
"90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16
",
        "AttachmentName" : 
"documentThree.ppt",
               "AttachmentId": 
"cba4f45c-
ec0c-410e-88aa-93099e93d521",
        "FormCode" : "Blue",
        
"AttachmentContent":"<base-64 
encoded gzipped content "
},
{
"HrDataId" : 
"90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16
",
        "AttachmentName" : 
"documentFour.xls",
            "AttachmentId": 
"dbd3cc0e-73ee-4687-9796-3356721a42b4
",
        "FormCode" : "Blue",
        
"AttachmentContent":"<base-64 
encoded gzipped content>"
}
] 

Response

 Sample Code

[   {
    "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
    "AttachmentId": " cba4f45c-ec0c-410e-88aa-93099e93d521",
    "AttachmentName": "documentThree.ppt",
    "StatusCode": "200",
    "StatusMessage": " Document successfully Updated"
  },
  {
    "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
    "AttachmentId": "dbd3cc0e-73ee-4687-9796-3356721a42b4",
    "AttachmentName": "documentFour.xls",
    "StatusCode": "200",
    "StatusMessage": "Document successfully Updated"
  }
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] 

Use Cases

Delete a single attachment

Request Information

Operation DELETE

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment(‘<attachmentid>’)

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>

Payload None

Response

 Sample Code

{   "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
  "AttachmentId": "7ba925e6-0117-47de-9bc3-fea4c3bbaffb",
  "AttachmentName": "documentTwo.xls",
  "StatusCode": "200",
  "StatusMessage": "The attachment with id 7ba925e6-0117-47de-9bc3-fea4c3bbaffb 
has been deleted."
} 

Use Case

Delete attachments by hrdata id and form code

Request Information

Operation DELETE

URI https://<Hostname>/<PartnerName>/odata/v2/
OnboardeeAttachment

Headers Authorization: <Token obtained from oData Authentication 
API>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{     "HrDataId" : 
"90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16
",
    "FormCode" : "Blue"
} 

Response

 Sample Code
 {
  "HrDataId": "90a72911-9444-4ad3-9698-035f6a528a16",
  "AttachmentId": "00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000",
  "AttachmentName": null,
  "StatusCode": "200",
  "StatusMessage": "The attachments : cba4f45c-ec0c-410e-88aa-93099e93d521 
[documentThree.ppt], e1879aa3-93d4-4622-ad03-d12135709d5e [documentTwo.txt], 
dbd3cc0e-73ee-4687-9796-3356721a42b4 [documentFour.xls] are deleted."
} 

14.2 Onboarding 1.0 MDF Entities

14.2.1  OnboardingEquipment

The OnboardingEquipment MDF entity stores the information of a selected equipment such as laptop or secure 
id card. This entity is used when an actionable onboarding participant (for example, the hiring manager) maintains 
the Furnish Equipment activity in Onboarding New Hire Activities to store the information for the equipment.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None
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Required Provisioning Settings

Go to Provisioning Company Settings Enable Onboarding Application  and enable the Enable MDF-based 
new hire activity planning (refer to Onboarding Config Guide for details) option.

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

UPSERT Yes (not recommended)

INSERT Yes (not recommended)

MERGE Yes (not recommended)

UPDATE Yes

DELETE Yes (not recommended)

 Note
All the operations are configured by API visibility which is pre-configured for this MDF object and cannot be 
changed. The API visibility can either be set as Read-Only or Editable. All the operations listed in the table are 
supported but it is recommended to use only the Query and Update operations. The other operations might 
effect the status information that is communicated to the parent objects (OnboardingEquipmentActivity, 
OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep).

Properties

Property Description

equipmentId External Id of the Onboarding equipment entity.

type Type of equipment (category), selected from 
OnboardingEquipmentType.

value Value selected from the equipment category (for example, the 
value 'Lenovo’ selected from the equipment category ‘Laptop’.

comment Comment from an actionable onboarding participant

workflow Workflow associated with that equipment
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

typeNav OnboardingEquipmentType Navigation to OnboardingEquipmentType 
entity.

valueNav OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue Navigation to OnboardingEquipmentTy
peValue entity

Use Case - QUERY operation

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingEquipment?$filter=equipmentId eq 
'1157'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingEquipment</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingEquipment</id>
    <updated>2017-02-21T14:52:55Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingEquipment" href="OnboardingEquipment"></
link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingEquipment(OnboardingEquipmentActivity_activityId=1156L,OnboardingNewHir
eActivitiesStep_processStepId=1156L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1156L,e
quipmentId=1157L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-21T14:52:55Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingEquipment" 
href="OnboardingEquipment(OnboardingEquipmentActivity_activityId=1156L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1156L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1
156L,equipmentId=1157L)"></link>
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        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
typeNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="typeNav" 
href="OnboardingEquipment(OnboardingEquipmentActivity_activityId=1156L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1156L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1
156L,equipmentId=1157L)/typeNav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
valueNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="valueNav" 
href="OnboardingEquipment(OnboardingEquipmentActivity_activityId=1156L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1156L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1
156L,equipmentId=1157L)/valueNav"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingEquipment" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:OnboardingEquipmentActivity_activityId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1156</d:OnboardingEquipmentActivity_activityId>
                <d:equipmentId m:type="Edm.Int64">1157</d:equipmentId>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1156</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1156</d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-08-11T11:59:53Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:type>phone</d:type>
                <d:workflow m:null="true"></d:workflow>
                <d:createdBy>cgrant1</d:createdBy>
                <d:value m:null="true"></d:value>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-08-11T11:59:53Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:comment m:null="true"></d:comment>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

Use Case - UPDATE operation

Request Information

Operation HTTP Post

URI http://<host>/odata/v2/
OnboardingEquipment(OnboardingEquipmentAct
ivity_activityId=1156L,OnboardingNewHireAc
tivitiesStep_processStepId=1156L,Onboardin
gProcess_onboardingProcessId=1156L,equipme
ntId=1157L)"

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

X-HTTP-Method: MERGE
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Payload
 Sample Code

{    "__metadata":{
      
"uri":"OnboardingEquipment(Onboarding
EquipmentActivity_activityId=1156L,On
boardingNewHireActivitiesStep_process
StepId=1156L,
OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId
=1156L,equipmentId=1157L)"
   },
    "type":"credit card"
} 

Response

A successful update will not result in a reponse payload. You will get error message if the entity cannot be found or 
fields cannot be updated.

14.2.2  OnboardingEquipmentActivity

The OnboardingEquipmentActivity MDF entity allows an actionable onboarding participant to select 
equipment such as, laptop or secure id card for a candidate before being hired. This entity is used when an 
actionable onboarding participant (such as the the hiring manager) maintains the Furnish Equipment activity in 
Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None
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Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

Properties

Property Description

activityId External Id of the Onboarding equipment activity

externalName External name of the Onboarding equipment activity.

activityStatus Status of the Onboarding equipment Activity

optional Flag to show if the activity is optional or mandatory

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

equipment OnboardingEquipment Navigation to OnboardingEquipment en
tity

Use Case 

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingEquipmentActivity?
$filter=activityId eq 555L

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No
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Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingEquipmentActivity</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingEquipmentActivity</id>
    <updated>2017-02-21T13:48:48Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingEquipmentActivity" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentActivity"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingEquipmentActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=555L,On
boardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=555L,activityId=555L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-21T13:48:48Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingEquipmentActivity" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=5
55L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=555L,activityId=555L)"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
equipment" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="equipment" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=5
55L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=555L,activityId=555L)/equipment"></
link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingEquipmentActivity" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:activityId m:type="Edm.Int64">555</d:activityId>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">555</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId m:type="Edm.Int64">555</
d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:externalName m:null="true"></d:externalName>
                <d:createdBy>v4admin</d:createdBy>
                <d:optional m:type="Edm.Boolean">true</d:optional>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-12-05T07:06:21Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:activityStatus>OPEN</d:activityStatus>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2015-12-02T13:20:56Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 
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14.2.3  OnboardingEquipmentType

The OnboardingEquipmentType MDF entity stores predefined equipment types (equipment categories) that can 
be selected in the OnboardingEquipment entity. This entity is used to provide equipment types that can be 
selected in the Furnish Equipment activity in Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

Properties

Property Description

code External code of the Onboarding equipment type.

description External name of the equipment type.

icon Icon for the equipment type maintained as attachment.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

descriptionTranslationTextNav Translatable Navigation to Translatable entity.
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Use Case

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://<localhost:8080>/odata/v2/
OnboardingEquipmentType?$filter=code eq 
'phone'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingEquipmentType</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingEquipmentType</id>
    <updated>2017-02-21T15:21:14Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingEquipmentType" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentType"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingEquipmentType('phone')</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-21T15:21:14Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingEquipmentType" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentType('phone')"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
wfRequestNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="wfRequestNav" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentType('phone')/wfRequestNav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
descriptionTranslationTextNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" 
title="descriptionTranslationTextNav" href="OnboardingEquipmentType('phone')/
descriptionTranslationTextNav"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingEquipmentType" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:code>phone</d:code>
                <d:description_defaultValue>phone</d:description_defaultValue>
                <d:description_fr_FR m:null="true"></d:description_fr_FR>
                <d:description_en_GB m:null="true"></d:description_en_GB>
                <d:description_en_US>phone</d:description_en_US>
                <d:description_de_DE m:null="true"></d:description_de_DE>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-02-09T09:16:31Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:description_fr_CA m:null="true"></d:description_fr_CA>
                <d:description_en_DEBUG m:null="true"></d:description_en_DEBUG>
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                <d:description_hu_HU m:null="true"></d:description_hu_HU>
                <d:createdBy>root</d:createdBy>
                <d:description_localized>phone</d:description_localized>
                <d:description_ja_JP m:null="true"></d:description_ja_JP>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>root</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-02-09T09:16:31Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

14.2.4  OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue

The OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue MDF entity stores predefined equipment type value that can be selected 
in the OnboardingEquipment entity after selecting a type. This entity is used to provide equipment type values 
that can be selected in the Furnish Equipment activity in Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

Properties

Property Description

code External code of the Onboarding equipment type value.

description External name of the equipment type value.
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Property Description

type Equipment type the value belongs to.

equipmentNotRequired flag showing if that equipment is required or not.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

descriptionTranslationTextNav Translatable Navigation to Translatable entity.

typeNav OnboardingEquipmentType Navigation to OnboardingEquipmentType 
entity

Use Case - QUERY operation

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://<localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue?$filter=code 
eq 'MAC'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue</id>
    <updated>2017-02-21T15:32:17Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue('MAC')</id>
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        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-21T15:32:17Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue('MAC')"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
wfRequestNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="wfRequestNav" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue('MAC')/wfRequestNav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
typeNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="typeNav" 
href="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue('MAC')/typeNav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
descriptionTranslationTextNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" 
title="descriptionTranslationTextNav" href="OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue('MAC')/
descriptionTranslationTextNav"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingEquipmentTypeValue" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:code>MAC</d:code>
                <d:description_defaultValue>Macbook</d:description_defaultValue>
                <d:description_fr_FR m:null="true"></d:description_fr_FR>
                <d:description_en_GB m:null="true"></d:description_en_GB>
                <d:description_en_US>Macbook</d:description_en_US>
                <d:description_de_DE m:null="true"></d:description_de_DE>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-09-04T08:10:53Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:description_fr_CA m:null="true"></d:description_fr_CA>
                <d:type>HW1</d:type>
                <d:description_en_DEBUG m:null="true"></d:description_en_DEBUG>
                <d:description_hu_HU m:null="true"></d:description_hu_HU>
                <d:createdBy>root</d:createdBy>
                <d:description_localized>Macbook</d:description_localized>
                <d:description_ja_JP m:null="true"></d:description_ja_JP>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>root</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-09-04T08:10:53Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:equipmentNotRequired m:null="true"></d:equipmentNotRequired>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 
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14.2.5  OnboardingGoal

The OnboardingGoal MDF entity represents a goal for a candidate in the goal activity. This entity is used when an 
actionable onboarding participant (for example, the hiring manager) maintains the Goals activity in Onboarding 
New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

Properties

Property Description

goalId External Id of the goal

text The maintained goal text

Use Case - QUERY

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://<localhost:8080>/odata/v2/
OnboardingGoal?$filter=goalId eq '1949'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingGoal</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingGoal</id>
    <updated>2017-02-22T12:32:56Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingGoal" href="OnboardingGoal"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingGoal(OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId=1145L,OnboardingGoalCategory_ext
ernalCode=1155L,OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1145L,OnboardingPro
cess_onboardingProcessId=1145L,goalId=1949L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-22T12:32:56Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingGoal" 
href="OnboardingGoal(OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId=1145L,OnboardingGoalCatego
ry_externalCode=1155L,OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1145L,Onboard
ingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1145L,goalId=1949L)"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingGoal" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:goalId m:type="Edm.Int64">1949</d:goalId>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1145</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingGoalCategory_externalCode m:type="Edm.Int64">1155</
d:OnboardingGoalCategory_externalCode>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1145</d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId m:type="Edm.Int64">1145</
d:OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId>
                <d:text>90 day example goal</d:text>
                <d:createdBy>cgrant1</d:createdBy>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2017-02-22T12:20:42Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2017-02-22T12:21:37Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 
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14.2.6  OnboardingGoalActivity

The OnboardingGoalActivity MDF entity allows a manager to maintain goals for a candidate before being 
hired. Once the candidate is hired, a transfer to Goal Management is triggered. This entity is used when an 
actionable onboarding participant (for example, the hiring manager) maintains the Goals activity in Onboarding 
New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

Query Yes

Properties

Property Description

goalsTransferStatus Flag to show if goals are already transferred to goal manage
ment

goalActivityStatusSetManually Flag to show if the activity status was set manually

activityId External Id of the goal activity

activityStatus Status of the goal activity

externalName External name of the goal activity

optional Flag to show if the activity is optional or mandatory
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

goalCategories OnboardingGoalCategory Navigation to OnboardingGoalCategory 
entity

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingGoalActivity?$filter=activityId 
eq '781'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingGoalActivity</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingGoalActivity</id>
    <updated>2017-02-21T15:53:23Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingGoalActivity" 
href="OnboardingGoalActivity"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingGoalActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=781L,Onboard
ingProcess_onboardingProcessId=781L,activityId=781L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-21T15:53:23Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingGoalActivity" 
href="OnboardingGoalActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=781L,O
nboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=781L,activityId=781L)"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
goalCategories" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="goalCategories" 
href="OnboardingGoalActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=781L,O
nboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=781L,activityId=781L)/goalCategories"></
link>
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        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingGoalActivity" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:activityId m:type="Edm.Int64">781</d:activityId>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">781</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId m:type="Edm.Int64">781</
d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:externalName m:null="true"></d:externalName>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2015-11-10T10:57:55Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:goalActivityStatusSetManually m:type="Edm.Boolean">false</
d:goalActivityStatusSetManually>
                <d:createdBy>cgrant1</d:createdBy>
                <d:optional m:type="Edm.Boolean">false</d:optional>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2015-11-10T10:57:55Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:activityStatus>OPEN</d:activityStatus>
                <d:goalsTransferStatus>NOT_TRANSFERED</d:goalsTransferStatus>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

14.2.7  OnboardingGoalCategory

The OnboardingGoalCategory MDF entity represents a goal category (there are 3 predefined: 30days, 60days 
and 90 days) for a candidate in the goal activity. There is no possibility of defining own categories in the current 
New Hire Activities. This entity is used when an actionable onboarding participant (for example, the hiring 
manager) maintains the Goals activity in Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None
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Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

Properties

Property Description

externalCode External code of the goal category

goalCategoryName External name of the goal category

goalCategoryId Category ID

dueDaysAfterStart Status of the goal activity

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

goals OnboardingGoal Navigation to entity OnboardingGoal

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingGoalCategory?
$filter=goalCategoryId eq '30Day'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No
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Response

 Sample Code
     <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingGoalCategory</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingGoalCategory</id>
    <updated>2017-02-22T13:08:59Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingGoalCategory" 
href="OnboardingGoalCategory"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingGoalCategory(OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId=1145L,OnboardingNewHireA
ctivitiesStep_processStepId=1145L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1145L,ext
ernalCode=1153L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-22T13:08:59Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingGoalCategory" 
href="OnboardingGoalCategory(OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId=1145L,OnboardingNe
wHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1145L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=114
5L,externalCode=1153L)"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
goals" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="goals" 
href="OnboardingGoalCategory(OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId=1145L,OnboardingNe
wHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=1145L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=114
5L,externalCode=1153L)/goals"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingGoalCategory" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1145</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1145</d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId m:type="Edm.Int64">1145</
d:OnboardingGoalActivity_activityId>
                <d:externalCode m:type="Edm.Int64">1153</d:externalCode>
                <d:goalCategoryName>30-Day Objectives</d:goalCategoryName>
                <d:dueDaysAfterStart m:type="Edm.Int64">30</d:dueDaysAfterStart>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2017-02-22T12:16:05Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:createdBy>root</d:createdBy>
                <d:goalCategoryId>30Day</d:goalCategoryId>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-08-03T09:05:53Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 
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14.2.8  OnboardingMeetingActivity

The OnboardingMeetingActivity MDF entity allows a manager to maintain meetings for a candidate before 
being hired. This entity is used when an actionable onboarding participant (for example, the hiring manager) 
maintains the Meeting activity in Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

Query Yes

Properties

Property Description

activityId External Id of the meeting activity.

activityStatus Status of the meeting activity.

externalName External name of the meeting activity.

optional Flag to show if the activity is optional or mandatory.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

meetingEvent OnboardingMeetingEvent Navigation to OnboardingMeetingEvent
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Use Cases

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://<localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingMeetingActivity?
$filter=activityId eq '555' 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingMeetingActivity</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingMeetingActivity</id>
    <updated>2017-02-22T13:28:06Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingMeetingActivity" 
href="OnboardingMeetingActivity"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingMeetingActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=555L,Onbo
ardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=555L,activityId=555L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-22T13:28:06Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingMeetingActivity" 
href="OnboardingMeetingActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=555
L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=555L,activityId=555L)"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
meetingEvent" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="meetingEvent" 
href="OnboardingMeetingActivity(OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=555
L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=555L,activityId=555L)/meetingEvent"></
link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingMeetingActivity" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:activityId m:type="Edm.Int64">555</d:activityId>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">555</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId m:type="Edm.Int64">555</
d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:externalName m:null="true"></d:externalName>
                <d:createdBy>v4admin</d:createdBy>
                <d:optional m:type="Edm.Boolean">true</d:optional>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
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                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-12-05T07:06:21Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:activityStatus>COMPLETED</d:activityStatus>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2015-11-03T09:58:45Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

14.2.9  OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep

The OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep MDF entity represents certain step within the New Hire Activities. At 
present, there is only one step for every NHA and this entity is only used as a logical bracket for the different 
activities. This entity is created in background as soon as a activitiy is created in Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

Query Yes

Properties

Property Description

processStepId External Id of the process step.

externalName External name of the process step.

processStepStatus Status of the process step.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

equipmentActivity OnboardingEquipmentActivity Navigation to entity OnboardingEquip
mentActivity

goalActivity OnboardingGoalActivity Navigation to entity OnboardingGoalAc
tivity

meetingActivity OnboardingMeetingActivity Navigation to entity OnboardingMeetin
gActivity

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://<localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep?
$filter=processStepId eq '1070'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep</id>
    <updated>2017-02-22T14:49:18Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep" 
href="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep(OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1070L,proce
ssStepId=1070L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-22T14:49:18Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
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        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep" 
href="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep(OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1070L
,processStepId=1070L)"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
meetingActivity" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="meetingActivity" 
href="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep(OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1070L
,processStepId=1070L)/meetingActivity"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
equipmentActivity" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="equipmentActivity" 
href="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep(OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1070L
,processStepId=1070L)/equipmentActivity"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
goalActivity" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="goalActivity" 
href="OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep(OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=1070L
,processStepId=1070L)/goalActivity"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:processStepId m:type="Edm.Int64">1070</d:processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">1070</d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:externalName m:null="true"></d:externalName>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-01-19T13:58:20Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:processStepStatus>OPEN</d:processStepStatus>
                <d:createdBy>cgrant1</d:createdBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-01-19T13:58:20Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

14.2.10  OnboardingProcess

The OnboardingProcess MDF entity is the entry point for all activities for a candidate. This entity is created in 
background when a candidate is created in Onboarding.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None
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Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

Query Yes

Properties

Property Description

onboardingProcessId External Id of the process

processConfig External Id of the process config entity that was used to copy 
default values from

processStatus Status of the process

externalName External name of the process

candidateInfo External Id of the related candidate info

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

newHireActivitiesStep OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep Navigation to entity OnboardingNewHir
eActivitiesStep

Use Case

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://<localhost:8080/odata/v2/ 
OnboardingProcess?
$filter=onboardingProcessId eq '1070''

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No
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Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingProcess</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingProcess</id>
    <updated>2017-02-22T15:11:57Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingProcess" href="OnboardingProcess"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingProcess(1070L)</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-22T15:11:57Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingProcess" 
href="OnboardingProcess(1070L)"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
wfRequestNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" title="wfRequestNav" 
href="OnboardingProcess(1070L)/wfRequestNav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
newHireActivitiesStep" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="newHireActivitiesStep" href="OnboardingProcess(1070L)/
newHireActivitiesStep"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingProcess" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:onboardingProcessId m:type="Edm.Int64">1070</
d:onboardingProcessId>
                <d:externalName m:null="true"></d:externalName>
                <d:createdBy>cgrant1</d:createdBy>
                <d:processStatus>OPEN</d:processStatus>
                <d:processConfig m:null="true"></d:processConfig>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-01-19T13:58:20Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2016-01-19T13:58:20Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:candidateInfo>AppId$fivedaysbefore</d:candidateInfo>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 
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14.2.11  OnboardingMeetingEvent

The OnboardingMeetingEvent MDF entity that allows a manager to maintain a meeting for a candidate before 
being hired. This entity is used when an actionable onboarding participant (for example, the hiring manager) 
maintains the Meeting activity in Onboarding New Hire Activities.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

Query Query an entity

Upsert Yes (not recommended)

Insert Yes (not recommended)

Merge Yes (not recommended)

Update Yes

Deelte Yes (not recommended)

Properties

Property Description

ExternalCode External Id of the meeting event

startDateTime Start datetime of the meeting event

endDateTime End datetime of the meeting event

subject Subject of the meeting event
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Property Description

agenda Agenda of the meeting event

location Location of the meeting event

participantUserId1 User of the participant

participantUserId2 User of the participant

participantUserId3 User of the participant

participantUserId4 User of the participant

participantUserId5 User of the participant

onboardingProcessMeetingTypeConfig External id of the meeting type config that was used for de
faulting

send Flag to show if the meeting event shall create an ICS file

 Note
All the operations are configured by API visibility which is pre-configured for this MDF object and cannot be 
changed. The API visibility can either be set as Read-Only or Editable. All the operations listed in the table are 
supported but it is recommended to use only the Query and Update operations. The other operations might 
effect the status information that is communicated to the parent objects (OnboardingEquipmentActivity, 
OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep).

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

participantUserId1Nav User Navigation to user entity

participantUserId2Nav User Navigation to user entity

participantUserId3Nav User Navigation to user entity

participantUserId4Nav User Navigation to user entity

participantUserId5Navagenda User Navigation to user entity

participantUserId5 User Navigation to user entity
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Use Case - QUERY Operation

Request Information

Operation QUERY

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/
OnboardingMeetingEvent?
$filter=externalCode eq '517_f9ee0114-
b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload No

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/restricted/">
    <title type="text">OnboardingMeetingEvent</title>
    <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/OnboardingMeetingEvent</id>
    <updated>2017-02-22T13:59:20Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="OnboardingMeetingEvent" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,OnboardingNewHir
eActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=517L,ext
ernalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2017-02-22T13:59:20Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="OnboardingMeetingEvent" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=51
7L,externalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
participantUserId1Nav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="participantUserId1Nav" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=51
7L,externalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')/
participantUserId1Nav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
participantUserId4Nav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="participantUserId4Nav" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=51
7L,externalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')/
participantUserId4Nav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
participantUserId2Nav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
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title="participantUserId2Nav" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=51
7L,externalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')/
participantUserId2Nav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
participantUserId5Nav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="participantUserId5Nav" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=51
7L,externalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')/
participantUserId5Nav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/related/
participantUserId3Nav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="participantUserId3Nav" 
href="OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,Onboarding
NewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId=51
7L,externalCode='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')/
participantUserId3Nav"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.OnboardingMeetingEvent" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId 
m:type="Edm.Int64">517</d:OnboardingNewHireActivitiesStep_processStepId>
                <d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId m:type="Edm.Int64">517</
d:OnboardingProcess_onboardingProcessId>
                <d:externalCode>517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58</
d:externalCode>
                <d:OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId m:type="Edm.Int64">517</
d:OnboardingMeetingActivity_activityId>
                <d:send m:type="Edm.Boolean">false</d:send>
                <d:startDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-10-31T03:00:00Z</d:startDateTime>
                <d:location>fdfd</d:location>
                <d:subject>Lunch</d:subject>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-10-31T12:38:33Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:participantUserId5 m:null="true"></d:participantUserId5>
                <d:participantUserId4 m:null="true"></d:participantUserId4>
                <d:participantUserId3 m:null="true"></d:participantUserId3>
                <d:participantUserId2 m:null="true"></d:participantUserId2>
                <d:participantUserId1 m:null="true"></d:participantUserId1>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
                <d:agenda>Lunch</d:agenda>
                <d:onboardingProcessMeetingTypeConfig m:null="true"></
d:onboardingProcessMeetingTypeConfig>
                <d:endDateTime m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-10-31T03:30:00Z</
d:endDateTime>
                <d:createdBy>cgrant1</d:createdBy>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>cgrant1</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2014-10-31T12:38:20Z</d:createdDateTime>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 
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Use Case - UPDATE Operation

Request Information

Operation HTTP Post

URI http://<host>/odata/v2/
OnboardingMeetingEvent(OnboardingMeetingAc
tivity_activityId=517L,OnboardingNewHireAc
tivitiesStep_ 
processStepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_onboa
rdingProcessId=517L,externalCode='517_f9ee
0114-b251-4ed2-b3ae-07ac32b60d58')?&
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

X-HTTP-Method: MERGE

Payload
 Sample Code

{    "__metadata":{
      
"uri":"OnboardingMeetingEvent(Onboard
ingMeetingActivity_activityId=517L,On
boardingNewHireActivitiesStep_process
StepId=517L,OnboardingProcess_
onboardingProcessId=517L,externalCode
='517_f9ee0114-b251-4ed2-
b3ae-07ac32b60d58')"
   },
    "subject":"Team Meeting",
    "location":"Meeting Room 21"
} 

In this example the key for OnboardingMeetingEvent is very long and therefore a space was added to fit it in the 
table. Use the key that was handed back in the GET Operation in the <id> tag.

Response

A successful update will not result in any response payload, but you will get error messages in case a field can’t be 
updated or the entity can’t be found
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14.3 Onboarding 2.0

14.3.1  ONB2Process (Beta)

The ONB2ProcessMDF entity is the entry point for all Onboarding tasks in Onboarding 2.0.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Onboarding 2.0 or Offboarding 2.0 Object Permissions

ONB2Process .

User based Based on Target Population.

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

UPSERT Yes

INSERT Yes (not recommended)

MERGE Yes

UPDATE Yes (not recommended)

DELETE Yes (not recommended)

Properties

Property Description

processId External key for the process.

user External ID of the user the process was created for.
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Property Description

locale Locale of the candidate.

activitiesConfig External Id of the activity config entity used to copy default val
ues during the creation of each entity.

targetDate Candidate target hiring date.

processType Determines if the process is used for Onboarding or Offboard-
ing.

processStatus Status of the process (not started, open, completed and can
celed).

activitiesStatus Overall status of the activities, showing if there are still open 
activities.

manager Hiring manager of the candidate.

onboardingHireStatus Shows the hire status of the candidate, hired or hireable.

onboardingInternalHire Shows if a candidate is an internal hire.

onboardingRcmJobReqId SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting job requisition ID.

onboardingRcmApplicationId SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting application ID.

onboardingRcmOfferId SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting offer ID.

onboardingRcmCandidateId SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting candidate ID.

customDataCollectionConfig External code of the custom data collection configuration.

employeePersonId Person ID of the employee.

managerPersonId Person ID of the manager.

cancelOnboardingReason Reason for canceling the Onboarding process.

cancelOnboardingAdditionalComments Additional comments for a canceled Onboarding process.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

userNav User Navigation to the user entity of the candi
date.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

managerNav User Navigation to the user entity of the man
ager.

toEquipmentActivity ONB2EquipmentActivity Navigation to the Equipment Activity en
tity.

Use Case - QUERY operation

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
ONB2Process?$filter=user eq '2011023783'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://<hostname>/
odata/v2/beta/">
    <title type="text">ONB2Process</title>
    <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/ONB2Process</id>
    <updated>2019-05-06T11:00:16Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="ONB2Process" href="ONB2Process"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
ONB2Process('AFD8459C018B48D99436B3EB77DE0A81')</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2019-05-06T11:00:16Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="ONB2Process" 
href="ONB2Process('AFD8459C018B48D99436B3EB77DE0A81')"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
related/toEquipmentActivity" type="application/atom+xml;type=feed" 
title="toEquipmentActivity" 
href="ONB2Process('AFD8459C018B48D99436B3EB77DE0A81')/toEquipmentActivity"></
link>
        <category term="SFOData.ONB2Process" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:processId>AFD8459C018B48D99436B3EB77DE0A81</d:processId>
                <d:mdfSystemLastModifiedDateWithTZ 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2018-07-17T08:14:13Z</
d:mdfSystemLastModifiedDateWithTZ>
                <d:activitiesConfig m:null="true"></d:activitiesConfig>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2018-07-17T08:14:13Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemCreatedBy>snadmin</d:mdfSystemCreatedBy>
                <d:processStatus>OPEN</d:processStatus>
                <d:endDate m:null="true"></d:endDate>
                <d:cancellationComment m:null="true"></d:cancellationComment>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2018-07-10T08:04:36Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemVersionId m:null="true"></d:mdfSystemVersionId>
                <d:processTrigger>AFD8459C018B48D99436B3EB77DE0A81</
d:processTrigger>
                <d:mdfSystemLastModifiedBy>snadmin</d:mdfSystemLastModifiedBy>
                <d:offboardingActivitiesConfig m:null="true"></
d:offboardingActivitiesConfig>
                <d:locale>en_US</d:locale>
                <d:managerPersonId m:type="Edm.Int64">116579</d:managerPersonId>
                <d:cancelOnboardingReason m:null="true"></
d:cancelOnboardingReason>
                <d:mdfSystemStatus>A</d:mdfSystemStatus>
                <d:onboardingHiredDate m:null="true"></d:onboardingHiredDate>
                <d:mdfSystemEntityId>66B3E916F4AD4F1AA9F0BD89B0290392</
d:mdfSystemEntityId>
                <d:bpeProcessInstanceId>cfc10e17-8417-11e8-ba6d-005056965045</
d:bpeProcessInstanceId>
                <d:processType>ONBOARDING</d:processType>
                <d:onboardingHireStatus>HIRED</d:onboardingHireStatus>
                <d:cancellationDate m:null="true"></d:cancellationDate>
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                <d:mdfSystemObjectType>ONB2Process</d:mdfSystemObjectType>
                <d:cancelOffboardingReason m:null="true"></
d:cancelOffboardingReason>
                <d:manager>snadmin</d:manager>
                <d:activitiesStatus>OPEN</d:activitiesStatus>
                <d:processRestarted m:null="true"></d:processRestarted>
                <d:mdfSystemLastModifiedDate 
m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-07-17T08:14:13</d:mdfSystemLastModifiedDate>
                <d:targetDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-04-12T00:00:00</
d:targetDate>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>snadmin</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
                <d:createdDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-07-10T08:04:36</
d:createdDate>
                <d:createdBy>snadmin</d:createdBy>
                <d:onboardingInternalHire m:type="Edm.Boolean">false</
d:onboardingInternalHire>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordId>813EB132D96A4239A8420FDB81B1EA6C</
d:mdfSystemRecordId>
                <d:employeePersonId m:type="Edm.Int64">180349</
d:employeePersonId>
                <d:customDataCollectionConfig m:null="true"></
d:customDataCollectionConfig>
                <d:user>2011023783</d:user>
                <d:startDate m:null="true"></d:startDate>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry> </feed>

14.3.2  ONB2EquipmentActivity (Beta)

The ONB2EquipmentActivity MDF entity allows actionable Onboarding participants to select equipment for a 
candidate before being hired. The entity is used when an Onboarding participant maintains the request equipment 
task in the Onboarding 2.0 Onboard New Team Members Dashboard.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Onboarding 2.0 or Offboarding 2.0 Object Permissions

Equipment Task .

User based Based on Target Population.
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Operations Allowed

Operation Supported Yes/No

QUERY Yes

UPSERT Yes

INSERT Yes (not recommended)

MERGE Yes

UPDATE Yes (not recommended)

DELETE Yes (not recommended)

Properties

Property Description

activityId External key for the Onboarding Equipment Activity.

process Process entity the Equipment Activity belongs to.

optional Shows if the activity is optional or mandatory.

dueDate Date when the equipment activity is due.

lastNudgedBy User ID of the last person who nudged an actionable Onboard
ing participant to complete the activity.

lastNudgedDate Date when the last nudge was sent.

responsibleUsers All users who are actionable Onboarding participants.

equipmentType The equipment type of the equipment used in the activity, for 
example, laptop.

equipmentValue The equipment value of the equipment type, for example, Le
novo T1000.

equipmentComment Comment for the equipment activity.

equipmentStatus Status of the equipment requested: not needed, not started, 
delivered, approved, rejected.

notNeededComment Comment in case the equipment is not needed for the candi
date.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

lastNudgedByNav User Navigation to the user who nudged.

equipmentValueNav ONB2EquipmentValue Navigation to Equipment Value.

toEquipmentActivity ONB2EquipmentType Navigation to Equipment type.

Use Case - QUERY operation

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
ONB2EquipmentActivity?$filter= process eq 
'AB9D2C737B48468CB53EB41DC5B38372'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://<hostname>/
odata/v2/beta/">
    <title type="text">ONB2EquipmentActivity</title>
    <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/ONB2EquipmentActivity</id>
    <updated>2019-05-06T10:49:13Z</updated>
    <link rel="self" title="ONB2EquipmentActivity" 
href="ONB2EquipmentActivity"></link>
    <entry>
        <id>https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
ONB2EquipmentActivity('3023A1386F76460CAEF187B37BA21C67')</id>
        <title type="text"></title>
        <updated>2019-05-06T10:49:13Z</updated>
        <author>
            <name></name>
        </author>
        <link rel="edit" title="ONB2EquipmentActivity" 
href="ONB2EquipmentActivity('3023A1386F76460CAEF187B37BA21C67')"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
related/equipmentValueNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="equipmentValueNav" 
href="ONB2EquipmentActivity('3023A1386F76460CAEF187B37BA21C67')/
equipmentValueNav"></link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
related/processNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" title="processNav" 
href="ONB2EquipmentActivity('3023A1386F76460CAEF187B37BA21C67')/processNav"></
link>
        <link rel="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
related/equipmentTypeNav" type="application/atom+xml;type=entry" 
title="equipmentTypeNav" 
href="ONB2EquipmentActivity('3023A1386F76460CAEF187B37BA21C67')/
equipmentTypeNav"></link>
        <category term="SFOData.ONB2EquipmentActivity" scheme="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
        <content type="application/xml">
            <m:properties>
                <d:activityId>3023A1386F76460CAEF187B37BA21C67</d:activityId>
                <d:lastModifiedDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2018-12-06T04:11:06Z</d:lastModifiedDateTime>
                <d:dueDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-01-30T00:00:00</d:dueDate>
                <d:notNeededComment m:null="true"></d:notNeededComment>
                <d:createdDateTime 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2018-12-06T04:11:06Z</d:createdDateTime>
                <d:mdfSystemVersionId m:null="true"></d:mdfSystemVersionId>
                <d:equipmentType>Laptop</d:equipmentType>
                <d:equipmentComment m:null="true"></d:equipmentComment>
                <d:activityTitle>Request Laptop for new hire</d:activityTitle>
                <d:responsibleUsers>part1,sfadmin</d:responsibleUsers>
                <d:mdfSystemStatus>A</d:mdfSystemStatus>
                <d:mdfSystemEntityId>75C8E9A0A97D4B23928025F1E6681B24</
d:mdfSystemEntityId>
                <d:activityStatus>NOT_STARTED</d:activityStatus>
                <d:subjectUser>836</d:subjectUser>
                <d:activityStatusDate 
m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-12-06T00:00:00</d:activityStatusDate>
                <d:mdfSystemObjectType>ONB2EquipmentActivity</
d:mdfSystemObjectType>
                <d:process>AB9D2C737B48468CB53EB41DC5B38372</d:process>
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                <d:lastModifiedDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-12-06T04:11:06</
d:lastModifiedDate>
                <d:lastModifiedBy>sfadmin</d:lastModifiedBy>
                <d:optional m:type="Edm.Boolean">false</d:optional>
                <d:lastModifiedDateWithTZ 
m:type="Edm.DateTimeOffset">2018-12-06T04:11:06Z</d:lastModifiedDateWithTZ>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>N</d:mdfSystemRecordStatus>
                <d:equipmentStatus>NOT_STARTED</d:equipmentStatus>
                <d:createdDate m:type="Edm.DateTime">2018-12-06T04:11:06</
d:createdDate>
                <d:lastNudgedDate m:null="true"></d:lastNudgedDate>
                <d:createdBy>sfadmin</d:createdBy>
                <d:mdfSystemRecordId>9A9B2977448A4DCCBECBC67F38A7E6C9</
d:mdfSystemRecordId>
                <d:equipmentValue m:null="true"></d:equipmentValue>
                <d:lastNudgedBy m:null="true"></d:lastNudgedBy>
                <d:activityType>EQUIPMENT_ACTIVITY</d:activityType>
            </m:properties>
        </content>
    </entry>
</feed> 

Use Case - POST operation

Request Information

Operation Merge

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
ONB2EquipmentActivity('18252')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

X-HTTP-METHOD:MERGE

Payload
 Sample Code

{   "__metadata": {
    "uri": 
"ONB2EquipmentActivity(activityId='18
252')"
  },
  "cust_orderStatus": "ordered" }

 Note
In the example payload, a customer field cust_orderStatus was added to the object definition of the 
ONB2EquipmentActivity. The field can now be used to write back a value from an external system. A successful 
update returns no response body.
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14.3.3  Function Import

14.3.3.1  createOnboardee (Beta)

This function import enables you to create an onboarding external user record in the system with information 
collected from your external Applicant Tracking System (ATS). It also enables you to perform preliminary checks to 
understand if the onboardee is a new hire or a rehire and take actions as necessary.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Manage On/Offboarding2 Initiate Onboarding API 

Permission .

User based None

Parameters

Parameter Type Description Mandatory or Optional?

username String This parameter holds the user 
name of the onboardee and 
should be unique.

Mandatory

userId String This parameter holds the User 
ID of the onboardee and 
should be unique.

Mandatory

password String This parameter holds the de
fault password generated by 
the system.

Mandatory

Email String This parameter holds the 
email ID of the onboardee.

 Note
The value should be in a 
valid email format.

Mandatory

applicationId String This parameter holds the ap
plication ID of the onboardee, 
as generated from your exter
nal ATS.

Optional
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Parameter Type Description Mandatory or Optional?

isNewHire Boolean This parameter holds a value 
that indicates whether the on
boardee belongs to a new hire 
scenario.

Optional

These are not complete lists of properties. For more information about the entity metadata, please refer to your 
OData API dictionary in the Admin Center or use the entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/
$metadata.

Use Case: Create an External User Record

As a part of this usecase, the API creates an external user record in the system. It also validates if the onboardee is 
a rehire by checking if any data already exists in the system for the onboardee. If successful, it creates an 
onboarding process ID required for initiating the onboarding process.

Request

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
createOnboardee

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{      "userName":"AlbusD",
   "userId":"1234567",
   "email":"AlbusD@testCompany.com",
   "password":"Password",
   "applicationId":"12345"
} 

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  <d:createOnboardee xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices">9FA5F6976E4642D8BD4541D245AA924B</d:createOnboardee>

 Sample Code

{     "createOnboardee": {
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        "_xmlns:m": "http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
metadata",
        "_xmlns:d": "http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices",
        "__prefix": "d",
        "__text": "9FA5F6976E4642D8BD4541D245AA924B"
    } }

Additional Information

The API validates mandatory parameters and existing data for user. Following are the error codes generated if the 
validation fails.

Error Code Description

MANDATORY_PARAMETERS_MISSING userId or UserName or email or password is missing or 
empty in the function import parameters.

INVALID_EMAIL The email provided is not in the valid format.

USER_ID_EXISTS A record already exists for the userId provided.

USER_NAME_EXISTS A record already exists for the userName provided.

14.3.3.2  initiateOnboardingForUser (Beta)

After an external user record is created and Employee Central data is added to the record, you can use this funtion 
import to initiate onboarding process from an external Application Tracking System. It modifies the ONB2Process 
and ONB2ProcessTrigger MDF objects.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Manage On/Offboarding2 Initiate Onboarding API 

Permission .

User based None
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Parameters

Parameter Description

processTriggerId The Onboarding process ID generated during the external user 
record creation process.

startDate The start date of the user provided in the datetime format. This 
would be the date when all Employee Central records of the ex
ternal user are effective

These are not complete lists of properties. For more information about the entity metadata, please refer to your 
OData API dictionary in the Admin Center or use the entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
initiateOnboardingForUser/$metadata.

Use Case: Initiating Onboarding process for external user

This use case is about initiating onboarding process for an external user. The use case validates mandatory 
parameters and existing data for the user. It creates necessary data for onboarding and triggers the BPE workflow 
for the onboarding process.

Sample Request

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/beta/
initiateOnboardingForUser?
processTriggerId='9FA5F6976E4642D8BD4541D2
45AA924B'&startDate=datetime'2018-08-13T00
:00:00Z'

Sample Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <d:initiateOnboardingForUser
    xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata"
    xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices">9FA5F6976E4642D8BD4541D245AA924B </d:initiateOnboardingForUser>

 Note
The GUID in the response is the onboarding processId generated by the system.
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Additional Information

The API validates mandatory parameters and existing data for user. Following are the error codes generated if the 
validation fails.

Error Code Description

MANDATORY_PARAMETERS_MISSING userId or startDate is missing or empty in the function 
import parameters.

NOT_ONB_EXTERNAL_USER The userId provided is not an external user Id or of type 
onboarding.

EC_DATA_MISSING There is no data available in employee central entities for the 
userId provided.

MANDATORY_FIELDS_MISSING Data is not available for one of the following fields in Employee 
Central.

● personalInfo.first-name
● personalInfo.last-name
● jobInfo.company and corresponding country
● jobInfo.manager-id
● employmentInfo.start-date

OPEN_ONBOARDING_PROCESS_EXISTS A new onboarding process cannot be initiated as an open 
onboarding process already exists for the userId provided.
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15 Performance and Goals

15.1 Performance

15.1.1  Performance Management Form Entities

Talent form APIs provide the ability to query and update forms that are created for Performance Management v12 
Acceleration or 360 reviews.

Talent form OData APIs enable you to:

● Query a list of form templates.
● Query list of user form folders.
● Query form details of PM v12 Acceleration. You can query details of the User Info section, Objective Section, 

Competency Section, Summary section, Signature section in the form.

Normal users can only access the forms in their folders. The users, who have form OData Admin permission, can 
access all the forms, even the ones that aren't in their folders. However, update operation is currently not 
supported.

If RBP is on, you can also check a user's target population, and make sure he/she can only access the forms, whose 
owners are in his/her target population.

Permissions

If you have the following form OData admin permissions, you will be allowed to query the form data, but you will not 
be able to edit, add and delete form data. If RBP is on, you can only access the folder and forms, whose owner is in 
your target population.

Permission System Required Settings Note

Role based Manage Documents Admin Access 

to Forms OData API

If you want to fetch the deleted forms, se
lect Include Deleted forms in Forms 
ODATA API.

Admin Access to Forms OData API allows 
you to query forms of all users, but this 
might be restricted by the specific form 
template permissions.
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Permission System Required Settings Note

User based Go to Admin Privilege Manage 

Documents , and select Admin Access 
to Forms OData API

If you want to fetch the deleted forms, se
lect Include Deleted forms in Forms 
ODATA API.

15.1.1.1  FormHeader

You can use this entity to list form meta information. For example, form data ID, form start date, end date, due date. 
You can use this entity to query meta information for a list of forms.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query meta information for a form.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormHeader?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormHeader(272L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormHeader"
    },
    "formDataId": "55348",
    "formDataStatus": "1",
    "formReviewDueDate": "/Date(1468886399000+0000)/",
    "formTemplateId": "849",
    "formTemplateType": "Review",
    "formReviewStartDate": "/Date(1420070400000+0000)/",
    "formOriginator": "TALRAJI",
    "formSubjectId": "Testuser3908",
    "creationDate": "/Date(1467617058000+0000)/",
    "formReviewEndDate": "/Date(1451606399000+0000)/",
    "rating": "0",
    "isRated": false,
    "formLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1467617058000+0000)/",
    "formTitle": "1608 for User3908 Test",
    "formContents": {
        "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormHeader(272L)/formContents"
        }
    },
    "formSubject": {
        "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormHeader(272L)/formSubject"
        }
    },
    "formRouteMap": {
        "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormHeader(272L)/formRouteMap"
        }
    } }

Additional Information

Form Data Status Codes Description

formDataStatus=1 The formDataStatus is set to '1' when the forms are in the mod
ify stage.
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Form Data Status Codes Description

formDataStatus=2 The formDataStatus is set to '2' when the forms are in the re
jected state.

formDataStatus=3 The formDataStatus is set to '3' when the forms are in the 
completed stage.

formDataStatus=4 The formDataStatus is set to '4' when the forms are deleted by 
the user, or by using the Delete Forms admin tool.

 Note

You should go to Admin Center Manage Permission 

Roles <Permission> Administrator Permissions  and 
select Include Deleted forms in Forms ODATA API under 
Manage Documents to fetch the deleted forms.

formDataStatus=5 The formDataStatus is set to '5' when the forms are in the sig
nature stage.

formDataStatus=6 The formDataStatus is set to '6' when the performance and 
360 Degree Multi-rater forms are in the signature stage.

15.1.1.2  FormFolder

You can use this entity to query the list of user folders. Normally a user can have an inbox, an enroute box, and 
complete folders.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query form folders.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "results": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder(477L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormFolder"
            },
            "folderId": "477",
            "folderName": "\"EMENTESTING\"",
            "userId": "hcheng",
            "forms": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>//odata/v2/FormFolder(477L)/forms"
                }
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder(27L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormFolder"
            },
            "folderId": "27",
            "folderName": "Completed",
            "userId": "hcheng",
            "forms": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>//odata/v2/FormFolder(27L)/forms"
                }
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder(26L)",
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                "type": "SFOData.FormFolder"
            },
            "folderId": "26",
            "folderName": "En Route",
            "userId": "hcheng",
            "forms": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>//odata/v2/FormFolder(26L)/forms"
                }
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder(25L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormFolder"
            },
            "folderId": "25",
            "folderName": "To-Do",
            "userId": "hcheng",
            "forms": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>//odata/v2/FormFolder(25L)/forms"
                }
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder(383L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormFolder"
            },
            "folderId": "383",
            "folderName": "Folder1",
            "userId": "hcheng",
            "forms": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>//odata/v2/FormFolder(383L)/forms"
                }
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormFolder(382L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormFolder"
            },
            "folderId": "382",
            "folderName": "gggg1",
            "userId": "hcheng",
            "forms": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>//odata/v2/FormFolder(382L)/forms"
                }
            }
        }
    ] }

15.1.1.3  FormContent
You can use this entity to query the basic information for form content, that is, form data id, form content id, last 
modified data, and status. This API is the major extension point for different form types such as PM v12 
Acceleration and MTR. It has a navigation property for each form type. You can also access the details of form 
content for specific form type through the navigation.
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Permissions

For more information about permissions, see Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query basic information of a form content.

Properties

Property Description

formContentId Form content ID. This is a business key.

formDataId Form data ID. This is a business key.

formSubjectId Form subject ID.

lastModifiedDate Last modified date and time with timezone information.

status Status of the form content. The status field may take the following values:

● -1: indicates the draft status.
● 3 (only for 360 Review): indicates that the rater has completed their evaluation rating.
● 6 (only for 360 Review): indicates that the form is in the evaluation stage.
● 7 (only for 360 Review): indicates that the process owner can exclude a completed review from 

the overall rating calculation.
● 8 (only for 360 Review): indicates that the participant has declined the review.
● 9 (only for 360 Review): indicates that the process owner has removed a participant from the 

reivew.
● 10: indicates that the form owner has viewed the form in the Inbox.
● 88 (only for 360 Review): a status exclusively for ad hoc forms. It indicates that the form was 

declined passively after reaching the due date.

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Use Case: Query a single form content

Request Information

Operation Query
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HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=527L,formDataId=
170L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=61L,formDataId=151L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormContent"
        },
        "formContentId": "61",
        "formDataId": "151",
        "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1495746637000+0000)/",
        "status": "-1",
        "folders": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=61L,formDataId=151L)/folders"
            }
        },
        "formHeader": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=61L,formDataId=151L)/formHeader"
            }
        },
        "pmReviewContentDetail": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=61L,formDataId=151L)/pmReviewContentDetail"
            }
        },
        "form360ReviewContentDetail": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormContent(formContentId=61L,formDataId=151L)/form360ReviewContentDetail"
            }
        }
    } }
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15.1.1.4  FormPMReviewContentDetail

You can use this entity to get the basic information of different sections available for PM v12 Acceleration forms. 
The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information about permissions, see Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query to identify a specific form.

 Note
Currently, this entity cannot fetch information from multiple forms. formDataId and formCon
tentId are required in query to identify a specific form.

Upsert formDataId and formContentId are mandatory for upsert operation. Other than these values, you 
need key property values and comment/rating key values of entities to be saved.

Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Use Case 1: Query different sections of a specific form

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)?
$format=json
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URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)?
$format=json&$expand=formConfiguration,customSections

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)?
$format=json&
$expand=introductionSection,userInformationSection,signatureSection

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)?
$format=json&$expand=objectiveSections,competencySections,summarySection

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)>

Response:

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
        },
        "formContentId": "17617",
        "formDataId": "7182",
        "summarySection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)/summarySection"
            }
        },
        "signatureSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)/
signatureSection"
            }
        },
        "introductionSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)/
introductionSection"
            }
        },
        "competencySections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)/
competencySections"
            }
        },
        "objectiveSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)/
objectiveSections"
            }
        },
        "userInformationSection": {
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            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L)/
userInformationSection"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Case 2: Upsert self section comments of competency section present in a 
PM review content entity

Request Information

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=71
82L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "competencySections": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L,
sectionIndex=4)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
            },
            "selfRatingComment": {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L,
itemId=-1L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=4,userId=user1)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                },
                "commentKey": "wf_sect_4_sc_ user1_c",
                "comment": "Section comment for role 
specific competencies by manager"
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L,
sectionIndex=3)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
            },
            "selfRatingComment": {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L,
itemId=-1L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=3,userId=' user1')",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                },
                "commentKey": "wf_sect_3_sc_ user1_c",
                "comment": "Section comment for core values 
by manager"
            }
        }
    ] }

Response:

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17549,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7182",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
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            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

15.1.1.5  FormTemplate

You can use this entity to query basic information for a form template, that is, template Id, template name. 
Currently, it supports PMV12 acceleration form and 360 review form.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query basic information for a form template.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormTemplate?
$format=json

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormTemplate 
(116L)?$format=json
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormTemplate(116L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormTemplate"
    },
    "formTemplateId": "116",
    "formTemplateType": "Review",
    "formTemplateName": "AYT-6039",
    "associatedForms": {
        "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormTemplate(116L)/
associatedForms"
        }
    } }

15.1.1.6  FormCompetency

You can use this entity to get the basic information of competencies for PM v12 Acceleration forms or 360 Review 
forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases: Query basic information of Form Competency item 

Request Information

Operation Query

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormCompetency 
(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sec
tionIndex=4,itemId=7) ?$format=json 

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormCompetency 
(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sec
tionIndex=4,itemId=7) ?$format=json&
$expand= itemConfiguration,customElement 

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormCompetency 
(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sec
tionIndex=4,itemId=7) ?$format=json&
$expand= officialRating,selfRatingComment

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "17617",
        "itemId": "7",
        "formDataId": "7182",
        "category": null,
        "weight": "10.0",
        "source": "SuccessFactors",
        "description": "Builds customer confidence, is committed to increasing 
customer satisfaction, sets achievable customer expectations, assumes 
responsibility for solving customer problems, ensures commitments to customers 
are met, solicits opinions and ideas from customers, responds to internal 
customers.",
        "name": "Customer Focus",
        "weightKey": "wf_sect_4__c7_w",
        "expectedRating": "50.0%",
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/
selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "officialRating": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/
officialRating"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/
othersRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "itemConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/
itemConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "competencyBehaviors": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/
competencyBehaviors"
            }
        },
        "customElement": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/
customElement"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert self item comments, official rating and custom element 
values of competency item 

Request Information

Operation Upsert

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

 Note
To update item comment for a 360 form, use “selfRatingComment” of FormCompetency. To update item rating 
for a 360 form, use “officialRating” of FormCompetency.
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Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "competencySections": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,sectionIndex=3)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
            },
            "competencies": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormCompetency(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=12L,sectionIndex=3)"
,
                        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
                    },
                    "customElement": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": 
"FormCustomElement(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=12L,sectionIndex=
3,elementKey='ele_0')",
                                "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
                            },
                            "valueKey": "wf_sect_3__c12_ele_00",
                            "value": "T3"
                        },
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": 
"FormCustomElement(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=12L,sectionIndex=
3,elementKey='ele_1')",
                                "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
                            },
                            "valueKey": "wf_sect_3__c12_ele_11",
                            "value": "My text elm value"
                        }
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormCompetency(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=17L,sectionIndex=4)"
,
                        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
                    },
                    "officialRating": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=17L,ratingTyp
e='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='manager1')",
                            "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                        },
                        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_3__c17_r",
                        "rating": "4.0"
                    },
                    "selfRatingComment": {
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                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=17L,ratingTyp
e='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='manager1')",
                            "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                        },
                        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_2_o_1_cmt_manager1_",
                        "rating": "3.0",
                        "commentKey": "wf_sect_2_o_1_cmt_manager1_c",
                        "comment": "Goal Manager comment"
                    },
                    "customElement": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": 
"FormCustomElement(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=17L,sectionIndex=
4,elementKey='ele_1')",
                                "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
                            },
                            "valueKey": "wf_sect_3__c17_ele_11",
                            "value": "Normal"
                        }
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17534,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7176",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

Additional Information

An attribute called itemIndex has been added to the FormCompetency entity. You can use this attribute to set the 
order of competencies in the 360 and the Performance Management form.
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Use Case 1: Query a Single Form Competency

Operation GET

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDa
taId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)?
$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)"
,
            "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 3,
        "formContentId": "18536",
        "itemId": "34",
        "formDataId": "10356",
        "itemIndex": "1",
        "category": null,
        "weight": null,
        "source": "SuccessFactors",
        "description": "Manages a fair workload, volunteers for additional work, 
prioritizes tasks, develops good work procedures, manages time well, handles 
information flow.",
        "name": "Productivity",
        "weightKey": null,
        "expectedRating": null,
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "officialRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
officialRating"
            }
        },
        "itemConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
itemConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
othersRatingComment"
            }
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        },
        "competencyBehaviors": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
competencyBehaviors"
            }
        },
        "customElement": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
customElement"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 1: Query a List of Competency in the Competency Section

Operation GET

URI http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=18536L
,formDataId=10356L,sectionIndex=3)?
$format=json&$expand=competencies

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,sectionIndex=3)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 3,
        "formContentId": "18536",
        "formDataId": "10356",
        "sectionWeight": "30.0",
        "sectionWeightKey": "wf_sect_3_sectweight",
        "sectionName": "Competencies",
        "sectionDescription": "Competencies\n      \tThis section is pre-
populated with specific competencies (if applicable) to describe \"HOW\" the 
employee performed. Managers and employees have the ability to tailor the 
competencies by adding and removing competencies from the library by clicking 
\"Add Competencies\".",
  
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,sectionIndex=3)/
selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "competencyCategoryFilters": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,sectionIndex=3)/
competencyCategoryFilters"
            }
        },
        "competencies": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)"
,
                        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 3,
                    "formContentId": "18536",
                    "itemId": "34",
                    "formDataId": "10356",
                    "itemIndex": "1",
                    "category": null,
                    "weight": null,
                    "source": "SuccessFactors",
                    "description": "Manages a fair workload, volunteers for 
additional work, prioritizes tasks, develops good work procedures, manages time 
well, handles information flow.",
                    "name": "Productivity",
                    "weightKey": null,
                    "expectedRating": null,
                    "selfRatingComment": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
selfRatingComment"
                        }
                    },
                    "officialRating": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
officialRating"
                        }
                    },
                    "itemConfiguration": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
itemConfiguration"
                        }
                    },
                    "othersRatingComment": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
othersRatingComment"
                        }
                    },
                    "competencyBehaviors": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
competencyBehaviors"
                        }
                    },
                    "customElement": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=34L,sectionIndex=3)/
customElement"
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                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 3,
                    "formContentId": "18536",
                    "itemId": "4",
                    "formDataId": "10356",
                    "itemIndex": "0",
                    "category": null,
                    "weight": null,
                    "source": "SuccessFactors",
                    "description": "Communicates well both verbally and in 
writing, creates accurate and punctual reports, delivers presentations, shares 
information and ideas with others, has good listening skills.",
                    "name": "Communication",
                    "weightKey": null,
                    "expectedRating": null,
                    "selfRatingComment": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)/
selfRatingComment"
                        }
                    },
                    "officialRating": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)/
officialRating"
                        }
                    },
                    "itemConfiguration": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)/
itemConfiguration"
                        }
                    },
                    "othersRatingComment": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)/
othersRatingComment"
                        }
                    },
                    "competencyBehaviors": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)/
competencyBehaviors"
                        }
                    },
                    "customElement": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,itemId=4L,sectionIndex=3)/
customElement"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
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        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,sectionIndex=3)/
othersRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "sectionConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=18536L,formDataId=10356L,sectionIndex=3)/
sectionConfiguration"
            }
        }
    }
} 

15.1.1.7  FormCompetencyBehavior

You can use this entity to get the basic information of competency behavior for PM v12 Acceleration forms or 360 
Review forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query to identify a specific competency behavior item in a specific form. formDataId, formConten
tId, sectionIndex, itemId and behaviorId are required to query a specific competency behavior item.

Upsert formDataId, formContentId,sectionIndex, itemid and behaviorId are mandatory for upsert opera
tion. Other than these values, you will need key property values and comment/rating key values of 
entities to be saved.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases: Query basic information of Competency item 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencyBehavior 
(formContentId=17536L,formDataId= 
7178L,sectionIndex=4,itemId=7,behaviorId=4
6051) ?$format=json

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencyBehavior 
(formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,sec
tionIndex=4,itemId=7,behaviorId=46051) ?
$format=json&$expand= 
officialRating,selfRatingComment 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencyBehavior(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,it
emId=7L,sectionIndex=4)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencyBehavior"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "17536",
        "behaviorId": "46051",
        "itemId": "7",
        "formDataId": "7178",
        "category": null,
        "weight": null,
        "description": "",
        "behaviorName": "Maintains customer commitments",
        "weightKey": null,
        "expectedRating": null,
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencyBehavior(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,it
emId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "officialRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencyBehavior(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,it
emId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/officialRating"
            }
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        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencyBehavior(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,it
emId=7L,sectionIndex=4)/othersRatingComment"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert self-rating comments of competency behavior item 

Request Information

Operation UPSERT

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

 Note
To update item comment for a 360 form, use “selfRatingComment” of FormCompetencyBehavior. To update 
item rating for a 360 form, use “officialRating” of FormCompetencyBehavior.

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
    },
    "competencyBehaviors": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencyBehavior(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,it
emId=7L,sectionIndex=4)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencyBehavior"
                },
                "selfRatingComment": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormBehaviorRatingComment(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L
,itemId=7L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='user1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormBehaviorRatingComment"
                    },
                    "commentKey": "wf_sect_4__c7_46051_br",
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                    "comment": "Five Star - Updated from API "
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": " FormCompetency /formContentId=17536, FormCompetency /
formDataId=7178, FormCompetency /sectionIndex=4, FormCompetency/ itemId=7",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

15.1.1.8  FormCompetencySection

You can use this entity to get the basic information of competency sections for PM v12 Acceleration forms or 360 
Review forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query to identify a specific competency section in a specific form. formDataId, formContentId and 
sectionIndex are required to query a specific competency section.
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Operation Description

Upsert formDataId, formContentId and sectionIndex are mandatory for upsert operation. Other than these 
values, you will need key property values and comment/rating key values of entities to be saved.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query basic information of Competency Section 

Request Information

Operation Query

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/ 
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17476L
,formDataId=7153L,sectionIndex=3)?
$format=json

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection 
(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,sec
tionIndex=3) ?$format=json&
$expand=competencies,sectionConfiguration 

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection 
(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,sec
tionIndex=3) ?$format=json&$expand= 
selfRatingComment, othersRatingComment 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,sectionIndex=3)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
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        },
        "sectionIndex": 3,
        "formContentId": "17476",
        "formDataId": "7153",
        "sectionDescription": "",
        "sectionWeightKey": "wf_sect_3_sectionWeight",
        "sectionWeight": "30.0",
        "sectionName": "Competencies",
        "sectionConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,sectionIndex=3)/
sectionConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,sectionIndex=3)/
selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "competencies": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,sectionIndex=3)/
competencies"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,sectionIndex=3)/
othersRatingComment"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert self section comments of competency section

Request Information

Operation Upsert

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
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        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "competencySections": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L,sectionIndex=4)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
            },
            "selfRatingComment": {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17549L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=-1L,ratingTyp
e='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='manager1')",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                },
                "commentKey": "wf_sect_4_sc_manager1_c",
                "comment": "Section comment for role specific competencies by 
Manager"
            }
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17549,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7182",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }
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15.1.1.9  FormBehaviorRatingComment

You can use this entity to describe ratings and comments of competency behavior for PM v12 Acceleration forms or 
360 Review forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query to identify a specific user’s rating/comment in a specific form, mainly used by $expand. for
mDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex, item id, user id, rating type and behaviorId are required to 
query a specific user’s rating/comment.

Upsert Update a specific user’s rating/comment.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query self rating/comment of a competency item 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/ 
FormBehaviorRatingComment 
(formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,ite
mId=7L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=4,user
Id='user1')?$format=json 

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormObjective 
(formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L, 
sectionIndex=4,itemId=7L?
$expand=officialRating 
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URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection 
(formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,sec
tionIndex=4) ?$expand=othersRatingComment

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormBehaviorRatingComment(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L
,itemId=7L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='user1')",
            "type": "SFOData.FormBehaviorRatingComment"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "17536",
        "userId": "user1",
        "ratingType": "na",
        "behaviorId": "46051",
        "itemId": "7",
        "formDataId": "7178",
        "ratingPermission": "write",
        "commentLabel": "Subjects Comments",
        "lastName": "User LN",
        "commentKey": "wf_sect_4__c46051_cmt_user1_c",
        "textRating": "4.0 - 4",
        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_4__c46051_cmt_user1_",
        "ratingLabel": "Rating",
        "rating": "4.0",
        "fullName": "User Name",
        "commentPermission": "write",
        "firstName": "User FN",
        "comment": "Five Star - Updated from API Testing"
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert self item rating/comment of competency behavior 

Request Information

Operation UPSERT

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetency(formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,itemId=7L,sectionIndex=4)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
    },
    "competencyBehaviors": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCompetencyBehavior(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L,it
emId=7L,sectionIndex=4)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencyBehavior"
                },
                "selfRatingComment": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormBehaviorRatingComment(behaviorId=46051L,formContentId=17536L,formDataId=7178L
,itemId=7L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='user1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormBehaviorRatingComment"
                    },
                    "commentKey": "wf_sect_4__c7_46051_br",
                    "comment": "Five Star - Updated from API "
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": " FormCompetency /formContentId=17536, FormCompetency /
formDataId=7178, FormCompetency /sectionIndex=4, FormCompetency/ itemId=7",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }
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15.1.1.10  FormObjective

You can use this entity to describe the basic information of objectives for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of 
this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

comments FormObjectiveComment Navigation to the FormObjectiveCom
ment entity

customElement FormCustomElement Navigation to the FormCustomElement 
entity

itemConfiguration FormItemConfiguration Navigation to the FormItemConfiguration 
entity

objectiveDetails FormObjectiveDetails Navigation to the FormObjectiveDetails 
entity

officialRating FormUserRatingComment Navigation to the FormUserRatingCom
ment entity

otherDetails FormObjectiveOtherDetails Navigation to the FormObjectiveOther
Details entity

othersRatingComment FormUserRatingComment Navigation to the FormUserRatingCom
ment entity

selfRatingComment FormUserRatingComment Navigation to the FormUserRatingCom
ment entity

metricLookupTables FormObjectiveDetails Currently, this navigation property is not 
supported.

milestones FormObjectiveDetails Currently, this navigation property is not 
supported.
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

targets FormObjectiveDetails Currently, this navigation property is not 
supported.

tasks FormObjectiveDetails Currently, this navigation property is not 
supported.

Use Case: Query FormObjective 

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDat
aId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)"
,
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 2,
        "formContentId": "17476",
        "itemId": "4930",
        "formDataId": "7153",
        "weight": null,
        "done": "0.0",
        "state": null,
        "stateColor": null,
        "category": "Customer",
        "metric": "dsd",
        "name": "d",
        "weightKey": null,
        "officialRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
officialRating"
            }
        },
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        "tasks": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
tasks"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
othersRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "itemConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
itemConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "objectiveDetails": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
objectiveDetails"
            }
        },
        "customElement": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
customElement"
            }
        },
        "milestones": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
milestones"
            }
        },
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "targets": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
targets"
            }
        },
        "metricLookupTables": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
metricLookupTables"
            }
        }
    } }
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Use Case: Upsert FormObjective

Request Information

Operation Upsert

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "objectiveSections": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,sectionIndex=2)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveSection"
            },
            "objectives": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormObjective(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=4872L,sectionIndex=2)
",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
                    },
                    "selfRatingComment": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=4872L,ratingT
ype='na',sectionIndex=2,userId='manager1')",
                            "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                        },
                        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_2_o_0_cmt_manager1_",
                        "rating": "4.0",
                        "commentKey": "wf_sect_2_o_0_cmt_manager1_c",
                        "comment": "TGM goal Manager comment"
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormObjective(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=4928L,sectionIndex=2)
",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
                    },
                    "selfRatingComment": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17534L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=4928L,ratingT
ype='na',sectionIndex=2,userId='manager1')",
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                            "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                        },
                        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_2_o_1_cmt_manager1_",
                        "rating": "3.0",
                        "commentKey": "wf_sect_2_o_1_cmt_manager1_c",
                        "comment": "Deepa Manager comment 123"
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17534,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7176",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

Use Case: Retrieve Objective Details with an $expand of FormObjective 

Request Information

Operation Query

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormObjective 
(formContentId=728L,formDataId=955L,sectio
nIndex=2,itemId=502L)?
$expand=objectiveDetails

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{
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   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)"
,
      "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
    },
    "sectionIndex": 2,
    "formContentId": "17476",
    "itemId": "4930",
    "formDataId": "7153",
    "weight": null,
    "done": "0.0",
    "state": null,
    "stateColor": null,
    "category": "Customer",
    "metric": "dsd",
    "name": "d",
    "weightKey": null,
    "officialRating": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
officialRating"
      }
    },
    "othersRatingComment": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
othersRatingComment"
      }
    },
    "itemConfiguration": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
itemConfiguration"
      }
    },
    "objectiveDetails": {
      "results": [
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "name",
          "value": "d"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
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          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "metric",
          "value": "dsd"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "state",
          "value": "Not Started"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "start",
          "value": "01/01/2010"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "due",
          "value": "12/31/2010"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "id": "done",
          "value": "0.0%"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
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            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "weight",
          "value": "0.000"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "actual-achievement",
          "value": ""
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIn
dex=2,type=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "formContentId": "17476",
          "type": 0,
          "itemId": "4930",
          "formDataId": "7153",
          "fieldId": "rating",
          "value": ".00"
        }
      ]
    },
    "customElement": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
customElement"
      }
    },
    "selfRatingComment": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L,itemId=4930L,sectionIndex=2)/
selfRatingComment"
      }
    }
  } }
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15.1.1.11  FormObjectiveDetails

You can use this entity to describe the customized information of objective for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data 
of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify a specific objective detailed info in a specific form, mainly used by $expand. for
mDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex, itemId and type are required to identify a specific objective 
detailed info in a specific form.

 Note
Currently, type=1/2/3/4 is not supported.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=18442L,
formDataId=10520L,itemId=4524L,sectionInde
x=3,type=0)?$format=json
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveDetails(formContentId=18442L,formDataId=10520L,itemId=4524L,sectionI
ndex=3,type=0)",
      "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveDetails"
    },
    "sectionIndex": 3,
    "formContentId": "18442",
    "type": 0,
    "itemId": "4524",
    "formDataId": "10520",
    "value": "Персональная цель",
    "label": "Категория",
    "fieldId": "TargetTeamOrPrivate",
    "fieldDataType": "enum"
  } }

15.1.1.12  FormUserRatingComment

You can use this entity to describe ratings and comments of objective/competency/custom/signature/summary 
sections and items for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify a specific user’s rating or comment in a specific form, mainly used by $expand. 
FormDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex, item id, user id, and rating type are required in query to 
identify a specific user’s rating or comment.

UPSERT Update a specific user’s rating or comment.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query self rating or comment of a competency item 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/ 
FormUserRatingComment 
(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,ite
mId=7L,ratingType='na',sectionIndex=4,user
Id='user1')?$format=json 

URI (alternative end point) http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormObjective 
(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L, 
sectionIndex=4,itemId=7L)?
$expand=officialRating

URI (alternative end point) http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection 
(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sec
tionIndex=4) ?$expand=othersRatingComment 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,itemId=7L,ratingType=
'na',sectionIndex=4,userId='user1')",
            "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "17617",
        "userId": "user1",
        "ratingType": "na",
        "itemId": "7",
        "formDataId": "7182",
        "ratingPermission": "write",
        "commentLabel": "Managers Comments",
        "lastName": "LN",
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        "commentKey": "wf_sect_4__c7_cmt_user1_c",
        "textRating": "Select a rating...",
        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_4__c7_cmt_user1_",
        "ratingLabel": "Self Rating",
        "rating": "-1972.0",
        "fullName": "User 1",
        "commentPermission": "write",
        "firstName": "FN",
        "comment": ""
    } }

Use Cases: Update self item rating or comment of Objective 

Request Information

Operation UPSERT

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=31902L,formDataId=28701L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "objectiveSections": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=31902L,formDataId=28701L,sectionIndex=3)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveSection"
            },
            "objectives": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormObjective(formContentId=31902L,formDataId=28701L,itemId=351L,sectionIndex=3)
",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
                    },
                    "selfRatingComment": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=31902L,formDataId=28701L,itemId=351L,ratingT
ype='na',sectionIndex=3,userId='manager1')",
                            "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                        },
                        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_1_o_2_r",
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                        "rating": "1.0",
                        "commentKey": "wf_sect_3_o_1_cmt_manager1_c",
                        "comment": "obj 601 added by api 
wf_sect_3_o_1_cmt_manager1_c"
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=31902,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=28701",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

15.1.1.13  FormCustomElement

You can use this entity to get the basic information of custom elements added to objectives or competencies for 
PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify a specific custom element item in a form. formDataId, formContentId, sectionIn
dex, itemId and elementKey are required to query a specific custom element item in a form.

UPSERT formDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex, itemid and elementKey are mandatory for upsert opera
tion. Other than these values, you will need key property values and key values of entities to be 
saved.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query basic information of Form Custom element

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCustomElement(formContentId=17628L,for
mDataId=7176L,itemId=14L,sectionIndex=3,el
ementKey='ele_0')?$format=json 

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/ 
FormCustomElement(formContentId=17628L,for
mDataId=7176L,itemId=14L,sectionIndex=3,el
ementKey='ele_0')?$format=json&$expand= 
elementListValues 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='ele_0',formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId
=14L,sectionIndex=3)",
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            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 3,
        "elementKey": "ele_0",
        "formContentId": "17628",
        "itemId": "14",
        "formDataId": "7176",
        "valueKey": "wf_sect_3__c14_ele_00",
        "name": "CE3 List",
        "minimumValue": "0.0",
        "value": "T3",
        "writingAssistant": true,
        "type": "LIST",
        "required": false,
        "textMaximumLength": -1,
        "checked": false,
        "editable": true,
        "maximumValue": "0.0",
        "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='ele_0',formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId
=14L,sectionIndex=3)/elementListValues"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert custom element values of competency item

Request Information

Operation UPSERT

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "competencySections": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormCompetencySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,sectionIndex=3)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
            },
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            "competencies": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormCompetency(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=14L,sectionIndex=3)"
,
                        "type": "SFOData.FormCompetency"
                    },
                    "customElement": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": 
"FormCustomElement(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=14L,sectionIndex=
3,elementKey='ele_0')",
                                "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
                            },
                            "valueKey": "wf_sect_3__c12_ele_00",
                            "value": "T3"
                        },
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": 
"FormCustomElement(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=14L,sectionIndex=
3,elementKey='ele_1')",
                                "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
                            },
                            "valueKey": "wf_sect_3__c12_ele_11",
                            "value": "My text elm value"
                        }
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{      "d": [ 
        { 
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17628,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7176",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ]
} 
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15.1.1.14  FormCustomElementListValue

You can use this entity to get the basic information of custom element list values added to a custom element linked 
to any competency or objective. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify a specific custom element list item in a form. formDataId, formContentId, sectio
nIndex, itemId and elementKey are required to query a specific custom element list item in a form.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCustomElementListValue(elementKey='ele
_0',formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,
itemId=14L,name='T2',sectionIndex=3) ?
$format=json 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCustomElementListValue(elementKey='ele_0',formContentId=17628L,formDataId=717
6L,itemId=14L,name='',sectionIndex=3)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElementListValue"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 3,
        "elementKey": "ele_0",
        "formContentId": "17628",
        "name": "",
        "itemId": "14",
        "formDataId": "7176",
        "selected": false,
        "value": "T1",
        "listIndex": -1
    } }

15.1.1.15  FormSectionConfiguration

You can use this entity to get the configuration details associated with objective/competency/custom/summary 
sections of PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify a section configuration in a specific form. formDataId, formContentId, sectionIn
dex and itemId are required to query a section configuration in a specific form.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSectionConfiguration(formContentId=176
17L,formDataId=7182L,sectionIndex=4) 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSectionConfiguration(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sectionIndex=4)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSectionConfiguration"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "17617",
        "formDataId": "7182",
        "sectionWeightPermission": "write",
        "sectionCommentRequired": false,
        "hasItemComment": true,
        "addItem": false,
        "ratingOption": 2,
        "weightTotal": "-1.0",
        "enforceRTECharacterLimit": false,
        "enforcePlainTextCharacterLimit": false,
        "rateByBehavior": false,
        "hasSectionComment": true,
        "behaviorModeOption": 0,
        "formRatingScale": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSectionConfiguration(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sectionIndex=4)/
formRatingScale "
            }
        },
        " formBehaviorRatingScale": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSectionConfiguration(formContentId=17617L,formDataId=7182L,sectionIndex=4)/
formBehaviorRatingScale"
            }
        }
    } }

15.1.1.16  FormItemConfiguration

You can use this entity to get the configuration details associated with objective or competency items of PM v12 
Acceleration forms. The data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify item configuration in a specific form. formDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex 
and itemId are required to query item configuration in a specific form.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query basic information of item configuration 

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormItemConfiguration(formContentId=17546L
,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=5,itemId=43
)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormItemConfiguration(formContentId=17546L,formDataId=7181L,itemId=43L,sectionInd
ex=5)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormItemConfiguration"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 5,
        "formContentId": "17546",
        "itemId": "43",
        "formDataId": "7181",
        "suppressItemComments": false,
        "suppressItemCommentsLabel": false,
        "itemWeightRequired": false,
        "itemRatingRequired": false,
        "itemEditable": false,
        "behaviorRemovable": false,
        "itemCommentRequired": false,
        "itemWeightPermission": "none",
        "itemRemovable": false
    } }

15.1.1.17  FormIntroductionSection

You can use this entity to describe the basic information of introduction section for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The 
data of this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query the basic information of introduction section in a specific form. formDataId and formConten
tId are required to query introduction section in a specific form.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormIntroductionSection 
(formContentId=17639L,formDataId=7221L)?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormIntroductionSection(formContentId=17639L,formDataId=7221L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormIntroductionSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "17639",
        "formDataId": "7221",
        "sectionDescription": "This is form introduction details.",
        "sectionIndex": 0,
        "sectionName": "Introduction"
    } }
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15.1.1.18  FormUserInformationSection

You can use this entity to query user information section details about the subject user in a form.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query about UserInformation section using formDataID and formContentID

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserInformationSection?$format=json

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserInformationSection (formContentId= 
17476L,formDataId=7153L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserInformationSection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormUserInformationSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "17476",
        "formDataId": "7153",
        "section Description ": "",
        "sectionIndex": 0,
        "sectionName": "Employee Information",
        "userInformationElements": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https:// <hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserInformationSection(formContentId=17476L,formDataId=7153L)/ 
userInformationElements"
            }
        }
    } }

15.1.1.19  FormSummarySection

You can use this entity to get the basic information of summary section for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of 
this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify summary section in a specific form. formDataId and formContentId are required 
to query the basic information of summary section.

UPSERT formDataId, formContentId and sectionIndex are mandatory for upsert operation. Other than these 
values, you will need key property values and comment/rating key values of entities to be saved.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query basic information of Form Summary Section 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection 
(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)?
$format=json 

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,fo
rmDataId=7176L)?$format=json&$expand= 
selfRatingComment,calculatedFormRating,ove
rallFormRating

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,fo
rmDataId=7176L)?$format=json&$expand= 
summaryListing/items

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSummarySection"
        },
        "formContentId": "17628",
        "formDataId": "7176",
        "sectionDescription": "",
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "sectionName": "Performance Summary",
        "overallAdjustedRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)/overallAdjustedRating"
            }
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        },
        "sectionConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)/sectionConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)/selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "calculatedFormRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)/calculatedFormRating"
            }
        },
        "overallFormRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)/overallFormRating"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)/othersRatingComment"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert self rating and overall rating values of form 

Request Information

Operation UPSERT

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "summarySection": {
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        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "FormSummarySection(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSummarySection"
        },
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=0L,ratingType
='na',sectionIndex=4,userId='user1')",
                "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
            },
            "commentKey": "wf_sect_4_sc_user1_c",
            "comment": "summary section comment - added"
        },
        "overallFormRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,itemId=0L,ratingType
='overall',sectionIndex=4,userId='user1')",
                "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
            },
            "ratingKey": "wf_sect_4_rating",
            "rating": "4.0"
        }
    } }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17628,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7176",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }
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15.1.1.20  FormSignatureSection

You can use this entity to get the basic information of signature section for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of 
this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify signature section in a specific form. formDataId, formContentId and sectionIndex 
are required to query the basic information of signature section.

UPSERT formDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex and stepid are mandatory for upsert operation. Other 
than these values, you will need key property values and comment/rating key values of entities to 
be saved.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query basic information of Signature Section

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignatureSection(formContentId=17629L,
formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9)?
$format=json

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignatureSection(formContentId=17629L,
formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9)?
$format=json&$expand= signatures
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignatureSection(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSignatureSection"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 9,
        "formContentId": "17629",
        "formDataId": "7181",
        "sectionDescription": "Employee signature does not imply agreement or 
disagreement, only the acknowledgement that the discussion occurred.",
        "sectionName": "Signatures",
        "signatures": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignatureSection(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9)/
signatures"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Cases: Upsert signature comments of signature section 

Request Information

Operation UPSERT

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload

 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormPMReviewContentDetail(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L)",
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        "type": "SFOData.FormPMReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "signatureSection": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": 
"FormSignatureSection(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSignatureSection"
        },
        "signatures": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": 
"FormSignature(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9,stepId='15499
2821696258')",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormSignature"
                },
                "comment": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,itemId=0L,ratingType
='na',sectionIndex=9,userId=user1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
                    },
                    "commentKey": "wf_sect_9_sc_user1_c",
                    "comment": "Signature comment by user1-updated"
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPMReviewContentDetail/
formContentId=17629,FormPMReviewContentDetail/formDataId=7181",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": null,
            "index": "0",
            "httpCode": "200",
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }
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15.1.1.21  FormSignature

You can use this entity to get the basic information of signature entity for PM v12 Acceleration forms. The data of 
this entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify signature comments of each signature entity present in a specific form. formDa
taId, formContentId, sectionIndex and stepId are required to query the basic information of form 
signature.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases: Query basic details of signature object

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignature(formContentId=17629L,formDat
aId=7181L,sectionIndex=9,stepId='154992821
696258')?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignature(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9,stepId='154992
821696258')",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSignature"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 9,
        "formContentId": "17629",
        "stepId": "154992821696258",
        "formDataId": "7181",
        "signedBy": "User1",
        "status": "current",
        "signedDate": null,
        "roleType": "Employee:",
        "actionInformation": null,
        "stepOrder": 0,
        "comment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSignature(formContentId=17629L,formDataId=7181L,sectionIndex=9,stepId='154992
821696258')/comment"
            }
        }
    } }

15.1.1.22  FormRatingScale

You can use this entity to get the basic information for a form rating scales associated with the competencies, 
objectives or summary section.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to get rating scale in a form section. formDataId, formContentId and sectionIndex are re
quired to get rating scale in a form section.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRatingScale(formContentId=17628L,formD
ataId=7176L, sectionIndex=2)?$format=json 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRatingScale(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormRatingScale"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 2,
        "formContentId": "17628",
        "formDataId": "7176",
        "showValue": true,
        "scaleId": "2005b",
        "scaleType": "STAR",
        "name": "2005b",
        "reverseScale": false,
        "ratingScaleList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRatingScale(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,sectionIndex=2)/
ratingScaleList"
            }
        }
    } }
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15.1.1.23  FormRatingScaleValue

You can use this entity to get the basic information for a form rating scale value associated with the competencies, 
objectives or summary section.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Performance Management Form Entities [page 1266].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify different sections of a specific form. formDataId, formContentId, sectionIndex, 
scaleId and value are required to identify different sections of a specific form.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRatingScaleValue(formContentId=17628L,
formDataId=7176L,scaleId='2005b',sectionIn
dex=2,value='2.0')?$format=json 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRatingScaleValue(formContentId=17628L,formDataId=7176L,scaleId='2005b',sectio
nIndex=2,value='2.0')",
            "type": "SFOData.FormRatingScaleValue"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 2,
        "scaleId": "2005b",
        "formContentId": "17628",
        "value": "2.0",
        "formDataId": "7176",
        "description": "Needs Development",
        "longDescription": null
    } }

15.1.1.24  TalentRatings

You can use this entiy to query feedback details for a given form with specific criteria.

This entity returns formDataID, feedback type, rating value, rating label etc. User can access this entity directly or 
as navigation property in other entities. Currently it supports PM module type only. Later it shall be extended to 
other module types.

Permissions

Once the user has OData API access permission, he/she can view the entity based on the following 2 permissions.

● If user wants to access this entity directly, then user should have “Admin Access to Talent Rating OData API” 
permission.

● If user wants to expand the Ratings entity as a navigation property from a parent entity, then user should also 
have permission to the parent entity.
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API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based ● Go to Admin Center Manage Permission Role

Manage Calibration , and select OData API Calibration 
Export.

● Go to Admin Center Manage Permission Role

Manage Documents , and select Admin Access to Talent 
Rating OData API.

User based ● Go to Admin Center Admin privilege Manage 

Calibration , and select OData API Calibration Export.

● Go to Admin Center Admin privilege Managing 

Documents , and select Admin Access to Talent Rating 
OData API.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query feedback details for a given form with specific criteria.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case 1

Request Information

Operation <Your Input>

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings?
$format=json&$filter=formDataId eq 1459L&
$orderBy=formContentId desc

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{ {
results" : [
{
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(34913L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackId" : "34913", "feedbackModule" : 1, "feedbackSource" : 1, 
"feedbackRatingLabel" : "Satisfactory with Commendation", "formContentId" : 
"3490", "feedbackScaleMinimum" : "1", "feedbackType" : 2, "employeeId" : 
"user1", "feedbackScaleMaximum" : "5", "feedbackRating" : "4", "feedbackName" : 
"Increase Referencability of Customer in my Territory", "formDataId" : "1459", 
"feedbackWeight" : "20"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(34912L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackId" : "34912", "feedbackModule" : 1, "feedbackSource" : 1, 
"feedbackRatingLabel" : null, "formContentId" : "3490", "feedbackScaleMinimum" : 
"3", "feedbackType" : 11, "employeeId" : "user11", "feedbackScaleMaximum" : 
"-1972", "feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : "Individual Goals", 
"formDataId" : "1459", "feedbackWeight" : "50"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(34911L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackId" : "34911", "feedbackModule" : 1, "feedbackSource" : 1, 
"feedbackRatingLabel" : "Meets Expectations", "formContentId" : "3490", 
"feedbackScaleMinimum" : "1", "feedbackType" : 1, "employeeId" : "user1", 
"feedbackScaleMaximum" : "5", "feedbackRating" : "3", "feedbackName" : 
"Listening Skills", "formDataId" : "1459", "feedbackWeight" : "15"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(34910L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackId" : "34910", "feedbackModule" : 1, "feedbackSource" : 1, 
"feedbackRatingLabel" : "Satisfactory with Commendation", "formContentId" : 
"3490", "feedbackScaleMinimum" : "1", "feedbackType" : 1, "employeeId" : 
"user1", "feedbackScaleMaximum" : "5", "feedbackRating" : "4", "feedbackName" : 
"Leadership", "formDataId" : "1459", "feedbackWeight" : "15"
},
, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(34929L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackId" : "34929", "feedbackModule" : 1, "feedbackSource" : 1, 
"feedbackRatingLabel" : "Meets Expectations", "formContentId" : "3490", 
"feedbackScaleMinimum" : "1", "feedbackType" : 8, "employeeId" : "user1", 
"feedbackScaleMaximum" : "5", "feedbackRating" : "3", "feedbackName" : null, 
"formDataId" : "1459", "feedbackWeight" : "-1972"
}
]
}
} 
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Use Case 2

Request Information

Operation <Your Input>

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/TalentRatings?
$format=json&$filter=formDataId eq 7831L&
$orderBy=formContentId desc&
$select=employeeId,formDataId, 
feedbackRatingLabel,feedbackType,feedbackR
ating,feedbackName,feedbackWeight

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{ {
"results" : [
{
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441439L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : null, "feedbackType" : 1, "employeeId" : "user11", 
"feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : "Leadership", "formDataId" : 
"6841", "feedbackWeight" : "15"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441438L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : null, "feedbackType" : 1, "employeeId" : "user11", 
"feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : "Integrity/Ethics", "formDataId" : 
"6841", "feedbackWeight" : "33"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441437L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : "Select one...", "feedbackType" : 10, "employeeId" : 
"user1", "feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : "Competency Feedback", 
"formDataId" : "6841", "feedbackWeight" : "-1972"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441436L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : null, "feedbackType" : 30, "employeeId" : "user1", 
"feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : null, "formDataId" : "6841", 
"feedbackWeight" : "-1972"
}, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441435L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : null, "feedbackType" : 21, "employeeId" : "user1", 
"feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : null, "formDataId" : "6841", 
"feedbackWeight" : "-1972"
}, {
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"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441434L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : null, "feedbackType" : 22, "employeeId" : "user1", 
"feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : null, "formDataId" : "6841", 
"feedbackWeight" : "-1972"
},
, {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://<hostName>/odata/v2/TalentRatings(441262L)", "type" : 
"SFOData.TalentRatings"
}, "feedbackRatingLabel" : "unrated", "feedbackType" : 11, "employeeId" : 
"user11", "feedbackRating" : "-1972", "feedbackName" : "Performance Goals", 
"formDataId" : "6841", "feedbackWeight" : "0"
}
]
}
} 

Related Information

Retrieving Metadata [page 36]

15.1.1.25  FormPerfPotSummarySection

You can use this entity to get the Performance Potential Summary Section details from the Performance 
Management form. You can also update the overall Performance and Potential rating in the form.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Manage Documents Admin Access to Forms OData API

User based None

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query the Performance Potential Summary Section details of a 
given form
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Operation Description

Upsert Update the overall Performance and Potential rating of a given 
form

Properties and Navigation Properties

This section lists only the properties and navigation properties that require special business logic, permission, or 
other additional information. For a complete list, please go to Admin Center API Center OData API Data 
Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

performanceRating COFormUserRatingCommentEntity Represents the overall Performance rat
ing and comment details in the Perform
ance Potential Summary Section

potentialRating COFormUserRatingCommentEntity Represents the overall Potential rating 
and comment details in the Performance 
Potential Summary Section

Use Case 1: Querying the Performance Potential Summary Section

The following example shows how to query the Performance Potential Summary Section details for a given form 
with specific criteria.

Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPerfPotSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=1
6677L)?$format=json&
$expand=performanceRating,potentialRating

Response

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPerfPotSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)",
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            "type": "SFOData.FormPerfPotSummarySection"
        },
        "formContentId": "30543",
        "formDataId": "16677",
        "sectionIndex": 5,
        "sectionName": "Performance Potential Summary",
        "sectionDescription": "",
        "othersSectionComments": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPerfPotSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
othersSectionComments"
            }
        },
        "performanceRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='p
erf',sectionIndex=5,userId='')",
                "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
            },
            "sectionIndex": 5,
            "itemId": "0",
            "formContentId": "30543",
            "ratingType": "perf",
            "formDataId": "16677",
            "userId": "",
            "firstName": null,
            "lastName": null,
            "ratingLabel": "PERFORMANCE",
            "commentLabel": null,
            "commentPermission": "none",
            "commentKey": null,
            "rating": "2.0",
            "fullName": null,
            "ratingPermission": "read",
            "comment": null,
            "ratingKey": "formMatrix_rowRatingSelectionList",
            "textRating": "2.0 - Needs Development"
        },
        "potentialRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='p
ot',sectionIndex=5,userId='')",
                "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
            },
            "sectionIndex": 5,
            "itemId": "0",
            "formContentId": "30543",
            "ratingType": "pot",
            "formDataId": "16677",
            "userId": "",
            "firstName": null,
            "lastName": null,
            "ratingLabel": "POTENTIAL",
            "commentLabel": null,
            "commentPermission": "none",
            "commentKey": null,
            "rating": "3.0",
            "fullName": null,
            "ratingPermission": "read",
            "comment": null,
            "ratingKey": "formMatrix_colRatingSelectionList",
            "textRating": "3.0 - Meets Expectations"
        },
        "sectionConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPerfPotSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
sectionConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "sectionComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormPerfPotSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/sectionComment"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Case 2: Updating the Overall Performance and Potential Rating

The following example shows how to update the overall Performance and Potential rating in the Performance 
Potential Summary Section.

Request

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert

Payload {         "__metadata": {
            "uri": 
"FormPerfPotSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formData
Id=16677L)"
        },
        "performanceRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=1
6677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='perf',sectionIndex=5,userId=
'')"
            },
            "rating": "1.0",
            "ratingKey": 
"formMatrix_rowRatingSelectionList"
        },
        "potentialRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=1
6677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='pot',sectionIndex=5,userId='
')"
            },
            "rating": "2.0",
            "ratingKey": 
"formMatrix_colRatingSelectionList"
        }     }
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Response

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormPerfPotSummarySection/
formContentId=30543,FormPerfPotSummarySection/formDataId=16677",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": null,
            "message": "",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 200,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

15.1.1.26  FormObjCompSummarySection

You can use this entity to get the Objective Competency Summary Section details which include overall, adjusted, 
and calculated rating information from the Performance Management form review section. You can also update the 
Overall Objective Rating and Overall Competency Rating in the form.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Manage Documents Admin Access to Forms OData API

User based None

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query the Objective Competency Summary Section details of 
a given form

Upsert Update the Overall Objective Rating and Overall Competency 
Rating of a given form
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Properties and Navigation Properties

This section lists only the properties and navigation properties that require special business logic, permission, or 
other additional information. For a complete list, please go to Admin Center API Center OData API Data 
Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

overallObjRating FormUserRatingComment Represents the Overall Objective Rating 
and comment details in the Objective 
Competency Summary Section

overallCompRating FormUserRatingComment Represents the Overall Competency Rat
ing and comment details in the Objective 
Competency Summary Section

Use Case 1: Querying the Objective Competency Summary Section Details

The following example shows how to query the Objective Competency Summary Section details for a given form 
with specific criteria.

Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543,formDataId=16
677L)?$format=json&
$expand=overallCompRating,overallObjRating

Response

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjCompSummarySection"
        },
        "formContentId": "30543",
        "formDataId": "16677",
        "sectionIndex": 6,
        "sectionDescription": "",
        "sectionCommentsLabel": "Section Comments:",
        "sectionName": "Objective Competency Summary",
        "calculatedCompRating": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
calculatedCompRating"
            }
        },
        "overallObjRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='s
ect_overall_objective',sectionIndex=6,userId='')",
                "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
            },
            "sectionIndex": 6,
            "itemId": "0",
            "formContentId": "30543",
            "ratingType": "sect_overall_objective",
            "formDataId": "16677",
            "userId": "",
            "firstName": null,
            "lastName": null,
            "ratingLabel": "Overall Form Rating:",
            "commentLabel": null,
            "commentPermission": "none",
            "commentKey": null,
            "rating": "3.0",
            "fullName": null,
            "ratingPermission": "write",
            "comment": null,
            "ratingKey": "wf_sect_6_orating",
            "textRating": "3.0 - Meets Expectations"
        },
        "adjustedCompRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
adjustedCompRating"
            }
        },
        "sectComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/sectComment"
            }
        },
        "othersSectionComments": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
othersSectionComments"
            }
        },
        "ococRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/ococRating"
            }
        },
        "adjustedObjRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/adjustedObjRating"
            }
        },
        "calculatedObjRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
calculatedObjRating"
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            }
        },
        "sectionConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L)/
sectionConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "overallCompRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=16677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='s
ect_overall_competency',sectionIndex=6,userId='')",
                "type": "SFOData.FormUserRatingComment"
            },
            "sectionIndex": 6,
            "itemId": "0",
            "formContentId": "30543",
            "ratingType": "sect_overall_competency",
            "formDataId": "16677",
            "userId": "",
            "firstName": null,
            "lastName": null,
            "ratingLabel": "Overall Form Rating:",
            "commentLabel": null,
            "commentPermission": "none",
            "commentKey": null,
            "rating": "1.0",
            "fullName": null,
            "ratingPermission": "write",
            "comment": null,
            "ratingKey": "wf_sect_6_crating",
            "textRating": "1.0 - Unsatisfactory"
        }
    } }

Use Case 2: Updating the Overall Objective Rating and Overall Competency 
Rating

The following example shows how to update the Overall Objective Rating and Overall Competency Rating in the 
Objective Competency Summary Section.

Request

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert
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Payload {     "__metadata": {
        "uri": 
"FormObjCompSummarySection(formContentId=30543L,formData
Id=16677L)"
    },
    "overallObjRating": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=1
6677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='sect_overall_objective',sect
ionIndex=6,userId='')"
        },
        "rating": "2.0",
        "ratingKey": "wf_sect_6_orating"
    },
    "overallCompRating": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": 
"FormUserRatingComment(formContentId=30543L,formDataId=1
6677L,itemId=0L,ratingType='sect_overall_competency',sec
tionIndex=6,userId='')"
            },
            "rating": "3.0",
            "ratingKey": "wf_sect_6_crating"
        } }

Response

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "FormObjCompSummarySection/
formContentId=30543,FormObjCompSummarySection/formDataId=16677",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": null,
            "message": "",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 200,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

15.1.1.27  FormAuditTrail

You can use this entity to track the form routing details as this entity contains the audit trail information about a 
Performance Management form.

Permissions

If you have the OData API access permission as below, you can access the FormAuditTrail entity.
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API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based NA

User based NA

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to get the audit trail details for a given Performance form with specific criteria.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case 1: Gets the audit trail details from a given form 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
<FormAuditTrail(auditTrailId=423L)>

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Payload> http:// 192.168.65.128:8080/odata/v2/
restricted/
FormAuditTrail(auditTrailId=423L)?
$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
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        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormAuditTrail(423L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormAuditTrail"
        },
        "auditTrailId": "423",
        "auditTrailRecipient": "101147",
        "auditTrailAction": "submit",
        "formContentId": "384",
        "formContentAssociatedStepId": "104654026225696",
        "auditTrailSender": "admin",
        "auditTrailLastModified": "/Date(1505201829000+0000)/",
        "auditTrailCoSender": null,
        "auditTrailComment": "Creation.",
        "formDataId": "87",
        "auditTrailSendProxy": null,
        "formContent": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormAuditTrail(423L)/formContent"
            }
        },
        "formHeader": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormAuditTrail(423L)/formHeader"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieves all audit trails related to a Performance Management 
form with an $expand of FormHeader

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity FormHeader

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormHeader(formDataId=87L)?
$expand=formAuditTrails&$format=json

<Headers> Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)",
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            "type": "SFOData.FormHeader"
        },
        "formDataId": "87",
        "dateAssigned": "/Date(1505201897000+0000)/",
        "formTemplateId": "4",
        "formTemplateType": "Review",
        "formOriginator": "admin",
        "formSubjectId": "101147",
        "sender": "101147",
        "currentStep": "EM",
        "stepDueDate": null,
        "formLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1505202062000+0000)/",
        "formTitle": "Impax-GDPR for Brian A Meta",
        "formDataStatus": "1",
        "formReviewDueDate": "/Date(1507823999000+0000)/",
        "formReviewStartDate": "/Date(1505145600000+0000)/",
        "creationDate": "/Date(1505201829000+0000)/",
        "formReviewEndDate": "/Date(1507823999000+0000)/",
        "rating": "0",
        "isRated": false,
        "formFeedbackList": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formFeedbackList"
            }
        },
        "formTemplate": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formTemplate"
            }
        },
        "formLastContent": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formLastContent"
            }
        },
        "formContents": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formContents"
            }
        },
        "formSender": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formSender"
            }
        },
        "formAuditTrails": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormAuditTrail(423L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormAuditTrail"
                    },
                    "auditTrailId": "423",
                    "auditTrailRecipient": "101147",
                    "auditTrailAction": "submit",
                    "formContentId": "384",
                    "formContentAssociatedStepId": "104654026225696",
                    "auditTrailSender": "admin",
                    "auditTrailLastModified": "/Date(1505201829000+0000)/",
                    "auditTrailCoSender": null,
                    "auditTrailComment": "Creation.",
                    "formDataId": "87",
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                    "auditTrailSendProxy": null,
                    "formContent": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/
restricted/FormAuditTrail(423L)/formContent"
                        }
                    },
                    "formHeader": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/
restricted/FormAuditTrail(423L)/formHeader"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormAuditTrail(424L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormAuditTrail"
                    },
                    "auditTrailId": "424",
                    "auditTrailRecipient": "admin",
                    "auditTrailAction": "manual_approve",
                    "formContentId": "385",
                    "formContentAssociatedStepId": "104654026670353",
                    "auditTrailSender": "101147",
                    "auditTrailLastModified": "/Date(1505201897000+0000)/",
                    "auditTrailCoSender": null,
                    "auditTrailComment": "Approved and routed on behalf of bmeta 
by admin. ",
                    "formDataId": "87",
                    "auditTrailSendProxy": null,
                    "formContent": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/
restricted/FormAuditTrail(424L)/formContent"
                        }
                    },
                    "formHeader": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/
restricted/FormAuditTrail(424L)/formHeader"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "formAttachments": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formAttachments"
            }
        },
        "formSubject": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formSubject"
            }
        },
        "formRouteMap": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formRouteMap"
            }
        }
    }
} 
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15.1.1.28  FormReviewFeedback

You can use this entity for extracting “Ask for feedback” information from a Performance Management form. This 
entity contains the request and response information about “Ask for feedback” on a Performance Management 
form.

Permissions

If you have the OData API access permission as below, you can access the FormAuditTrail entity.

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based NA

User based NA

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to get the request and response information about “Ask for feedback” on a Performance 
Management form with specific criteria.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case 1: Gets the audit trail details from a given form 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
<FormReviewFeedback(feedbackId=2L)>
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Payload> http:// 192.168.65.128:8080/odata/v2/
restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(feedbackId=2L)?
$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(2L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedback"
        },
        "feedbackId": "2",
        "responseDate": "/Date(1501545600000)/",
        "subjectUserEmail": null,
        "pmFeedback": "test",
        "requestUserEmail": null,
        "appraiserUserEmail": "r.dong@sap.com",
        "appraiserUserId": "<<Richard~r.dong@sap.com>>",
        "responseId": "2",
        "requestUserRole": "EM",
        "digiCode": "3439c3e779d8600e4355f1eaf030f401",
        "subjectUserId": null,
        "companyId": "testLynn",
        "requestDate": "/Date(1497868749700)/",
        "formDataId": "87",
        "requestUserId": "admin"
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 - BAD_REQUEST feedbackId can not be null
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Use Case 1: Gets all feedback related information

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://192.168.65.130:8080/odata/v2/
restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(feedbackId=2L)?
$format=json 

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(2L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedback"
        },
        "feedbackId": "2",
        "responseDate": "/Date(1497571200000)/",
        "subjectUserEmail": null,
        "pmFeedback": "feedback is udpated",
        "requestUserEmail": null,
        "appraiserUserEmail": "r.dong@sap.com",
        "appraiserUserId": "<<Richard~r.dong@sap.com>>",
        "responseId": "1",
        "requestUserRole": "EM",
        "digiCode": "3439c3e779d8600e4355f1eaf030f401",
        "subjectUserId": null,
        "companyId": "testLynn",
        "requestDate": "/Date(1497868749700)/",
        "formDataId": "87",
        "requestUserId": "admin"
    }
}  

Use Case 2: Retrieves pmFeedback with an $expand of FormHeader

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity FormHeader

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(formDataId=87L)?
$expand=formFeedbacks&$format=json
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<Headers> Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(87L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedbackList"
        },
        "formDataId": "87",
        "formFeedbacks": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(4L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedback"
                    },
                    "feedbackId": "4",
                    "responseDate": null,
                    "subjectUserEmail": null,
                    "pmFeedback": "",
                    "requestUserEmail": null,
                    "appraiserUserEmail": "bbbqqq@sap.com",
                    "appraiserUserId": "<<Dong~bbbqqq@sap.com>>",
                    "responseId": "-1",
                    "requestUserRole": "EM",
                    "digiCode": "792b6252219ee0fad4dbee8266be5384",
                    "subjectUserId": null,
                    "companyId": "testLynn",
                    "requestDate": "/Date(1497868999386)/",
                    "formDataId": "87",
                    "requestUserId": "admin"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 
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15.1.1.29  FormReviewFeedbackList

You can use this entity for extracting “Ask for feedback” information list from a Performance Management form. 
This entity contains the request and response information about “Ask for feedback” list on a Performance 
Management form.

Permissions

If you have the OData API access permission as below, you can access the FormAuditTrail entity.

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based NA

User based NA

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to get the request and response information about “Ask for feedback” list on a Performance 
Management form with specific criteria.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Case 1: Gets the audit trail details from a given form 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
<FormReviewFeedbackList(formDataId=87L)>
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

<Payload> http:// 192.168.65.128:8080/odata/v2/
restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(formDataId=87L)?
$expand=formFeedbacks&$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(87L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedbackList"
        },
        "formDataId": "87",
        "formFeedbacks": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(4L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedback"
                    },
                    "feedbackId": "4",
                    "responseDate": null,
                    "subjectUserEmail": null,
                    "pmFeedback": "",
                    "requestUserEmail": null,
                    "appraiserUserEmail": "bbbqqq@sap.com",
                    "appraiserUserId": "<<Dong~bbbqqq@sap.com>>",
                    "responseId": "-1",
                    "requestUserRole": "EM",
                    "digiCode": "792b6252219ee0fad4dbee8266be5384",
                    "subjectUserId": null,
                    "companyId": "testLynn",
                    "requestDate": "/Date(1497868999386)/",
                    "formDataId": "87",
                    "requestUserId": "admin"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 
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Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST formDataId cannot be null

Additional Information

You can access this entity by performing a query operation directly on “FormReviewFeedbackList” by giving the key 
“formDataId” or expand via FormHeader.

Use Case 1: Gets all feedback list information

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://192.168.65.130:8080/odata/v2/
restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(formDataId=87L)?
$expand=formFeedbacks&$format=json 

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(87L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedbackList"
        },
        "formDataId": "87",
        "formFeedbacks": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedback(4L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedback"
                    },
                    "feedbackId": "4",
                    "responseDate": null,
                    "subjectUserEmail": null,
                    "pmFeedback": "",
                    "requestUserEmail": null,
                    "appraiserUserEmail": "bbbqqq@sap.com",
                    "appraiserUserId": "<<Dong~bbbqqq@sap.com>>",
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                    "responseId": "-1",
                    "requestUserRole": "EM",
                    "digiCode": "792b6252219ee0fad4dbee8266be5384",
                    "subjectUserId": null,
                    "companyId": "testLynn",
                    "requestDate": "/Date(1497868999386)/",
                    "formDataId": "87",
                    "requestUserId": "admin"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieves pmFeedback with an $expand of FormHeader

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity FormHeader

URI http://192.168.65.130:8080/odata/v2/
restricted/FormHeader(formDataId=87L)?
$expand=formFeedbackList&$format=json

<Headers> Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormHeader"
        },
        "formDataId": "87",
        "dateAssigned": "/Date(1505201897000+0000)/",
        "formTemplateId": "4",
        "formTemplateType": "Review",
        "formOriginator": "admin",
        "formSubjectId": "101147",
        "sender": "101147",
        "currentStep": "EM",
        "stepDueDate": null,
        "formLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1505202062000+0000)/",
        "formTitle": "Impax-GDPR for Brian A Meta",
        "formDataStatus": "1",
        "formReviewDueDate": "/Date(1507823999000+0000)/",
        "formReviewStartDate": "/Date(1505145600000+0000)/",
        "creationDate": "/Date(1505201829000+0000)/",
        "formReviewEndDate": "/Date(1507823999000+0000)/",
        "rating": "0",
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        "isRated": false,
        "formFeedbackList": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(87L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormReviewFeedbackList"
            },
            "formDataId": "87",
            "formFeedbacks": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewFeedbackList(87L)/formFeedbacks"
                }
            }
        },
        "formTemplate": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formTemplate"
            }
        },
        "formLastContent": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formLastContent"
            }
        },
        "formContents": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formContents"
            }
        },
        "formSender": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formSender"
            }
        },
        "formAttachments": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formAttachments"
            }
        },
        "formSubject": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formSubject"
            }
        },
        "formRouteMap": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://192.168.65.130:443/odata/v2/restricted/
FormHeader(87L)/formRouteMap"
            }
        }
    }
}
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15.1.1.30  Function Import

Function imports modify an entity. You use them as you would use any OData API.

The following function imports can be used to route the form:

● signForm [page 1358]
● sendToNextStep [page 1360]
● RejectForm [page 1364]

All the above mentioned APIs return complex type object CORouteFormStatusBean.

Complex Type - CORouteFormStatusBean

Property Description

status To return status of function import API. Value can be either 
Success or Failure.

15.1.1.30.1  signForm

You can use this entity to sign and send the form to next step in route map.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To sign the form.

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

formDataId Indicates Document id. This is a manda
tory field.

Long

comment Indicates signing comment provided by 
the user. If “Disable Ask For Comment 
Routing” is unselected in the form tem
plate settings, only then this parameter 
should be passed. This is an optional 
field.

String
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Use Case

API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ signForm? formDataId 
=1234L &comment='my comment'

Sign form with form data id as 1234L

Code Examples

<d:CORouteFormStatusBean xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices" xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
metadata" m:type="SFOData.CORouteFormStatusBean"> <d:status>Success</d:status> </d:CORouteFormStatusBean> 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

TWF_MISS_REQUIRE_PARAMETER_ERROR If Form data id is not provided in the URL.

TWF_INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR You may get this error message due to following reasons:

1. Form not found for the given form data id.
2. Form is found but workflow action cannot be operated. For 

example, form is in en route/completed folder.
3. Sign form is called, but the form is not at signoff stage.
4. Form has not reached the exit date based on route map 

configuration.
5. If 'Disable Ask For Comment Routing' is selected in form 

template settings and comment is provided by the user.

Related Information

sendToNextStep [page 1360]

RejectForm [page 1364]
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15.1.1.30.2  sendToNextStep

You can use this function to send the form to the next step in the route map.

If the current step in the route map is the iterative step, the form can be routed to any user in current Iterative step, 
provided their UserID is known.

Note: If the UserID to whom the form is to be sent in the Iterative step is not known, the route map will assume that 
the user is not present, and the form will be sent to the step outside the Iterative step.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Send the form to next step.

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

formDataId Indicates Document id. This is a manda
tory field.

Long

comment Indicates routing comment. If you unse
lect “Disable Ask For Comment Routing” 
in the form template settings, only then 
this parameter is passed. This is an op
tional parameter.

String

innerStepUserId Indicates recipient user in current I step, 
if current step is I step.

String

nextIStepEntryUser Indicates first recipient user in next I 
step, if next step is I step.

String

Use Case

API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ sendToNextStep? formDataId 
=1234L &comment='my comment'

Move the form to next step for document id 1234L

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ sendToNextStep? formDataId 
=1234L & innerStepUserId =’user1'

Send form to inner current I step with form data id as 1234L 
and inner step user id as user1.
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API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ sendToNextStep? formDataId 
=1234L & nextIStepEntryUser =’user2'

Send form to next step and specify which user can first receive 
it if next step is I step with form data id as 1234L and next I 
Step entry user as user2.

Code Examples

<d:CORouteFormStatusBean xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices" xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
metadata" m:type="SFOData.CORouteFormStatusBean"> <d:status>Success</d:status> </d:CORouteFormStatusBean> 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

TWF_MISS_REQUIRE_PARAMETER_ERROR If the current step is I step and innerStepUserId has not been 
given.

TWF_INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR You may get this error message due to following reasons:

1. Form not found for the given form data id.
2. Form is found but workflow action cannot be operated. For 

example, form is in en route/completed folder.
3. Send form is called, but the form is not at modify or re

jected stage.
4. If the current step is I step and innerStepId value is same 

as the current form owner.
5. If 'Disable Ask For Comment Routing' is selected in form 

template settings and comment is provided by the user.

Related Information

signForm [page 1358]

RejectForm [page 1364]
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15.1.1.30.3  sendToPreviousStep

A send to previous step action is available via OData API. You can now send the form to the previous step, in the 
modification steps of the Route Map, using OData API.

Check the Enable form routing to previous step option in Form Template Settings, to send the form to the previous 
step in the Performance Management Route Map. Also, the permission check performed by this import function 
will result in success.

If you disable this option, then the result of the permission check will return the following messages depending on 
the type of error: Form cannot be sent or User has no permission to execute this action on form at current step.

Parameters

Parameter Description

formDataId Number of the Performance Management form, which ends 
with L that uniquely identifies the workflow request.

Example: formDataId: 2345L

comment Provides extra information about the workflow item.

Example: comment: “Verbal check also required”

Use Case 1

Operation: sendToPreviousStep

Request Information

URI Description

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/ restricted/
sendToPreviousStep?
formDataId=192L&comment='test'

Send the form to previous step with the comment ‘test’ to the 
workflow request 192L

Sample Response:

Successful Response:

{   "d": {
    "CORouteFormStatusBean": {
      "status": "Success"
    }
  }
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} 

Error Codes

Error Code Server Response Description

TWF_INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR Based on form configuration, the indicated form cannot be 
send to previous step at the current stage

COE_GENERAL_SERVER_FAILURE General server side error message

 Note
If the parameter “comment” is provided, make sure that the [DOC_COMMENT] is configured in the related 
“DocumentRoutingNotification” template.

Examples

Here’s an example of a sample function module:

Request Information

URI Description

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/ restricted/
sendToPreviousStep?
formDataId=192L&comment='test'

Send the form to previous step with the comment ‘test’ to the 
workflow request 192L

Sample Response:

Successful Response:

{   "d": {
    "CORouteFormStatusBean": {
      "status": "Success"
    }
  }
} 

Failure Response:

{   "error": {
    "code": "TWF_INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR",
    "message": {
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      "lang": "en-US",
      "value": "Form: 192 cannot be sent."
    }
  }
}
{
  "error": {
    "code": "COE_GENERAL_SERVER_FAILURE",
    "message": {
      "lang": "en-US",
      "value": "Illegal TWF API call: User[sfadmin] has no enough permission to 
execute this action on form[182] at current step"
    }
  }
} 

15.1.1.30.4  RejectForm

You can use this entity to reject the form.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET To reject the form.

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

formDataId Indicates Document id. This is a manda
tory field.

Long

comment Indicates comment for rejecting the form 
provided by the user. If “Disable Ask For 
Comment Routing” is unselected in the 
form template settings, only then this pa
rameter should be passed. This is an op
tional field.

String
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Use Case

API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ signForm? formDataId 
=1234L &comment='my comment'

Reject form with form data id 1234L

Code Examples

<d:CORouteFormStatusBean xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/
dataservices" xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/
metadata" m:type="SFOData.CORouteFormStatusBean"> <d:status>Success</d:status> </d:CORouteFormStatusBean> 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

TWF_MISS_REQUIRE_PARAMETER_ERROR If Form data id is not provided in the URL.

TWF_INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR You may get this error message due to following reasons:

1. Form not found for the given form data id.
2. Form is found but workflow action cannot be operated. For 

example, form is in en route/completed folder.
3. Reject form is called, but the form is not at signoff stage.
4. Form has not reached the exit date based on route map 

configuration.
5. If 'Disable Ask For Comment Routing' is selected in form 

template settings and comment is provided by the user.

Related Information

signForm [page 1358]

sendToNextStep [page 1360]
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15.1.1.30.5  createPerformanceReviewForm

You can use this function import to launch Performance Management Forms automatically based on different work 
events.

This API is implemented to provide customers with the flexibility to launch forms within the processes.

OData function import API has the following functionalities:

Forms are now launched immediately for one employee at a time.

 Note
● Only Performance Management V12 Acceleration form type is supported.
● Only Launch Now option is supported to launch forms immediately.

 Note
The review start date, end date, and due dates should be configured in the template settings tool for the 
selected template, prior to launching forms.

 Note
Launching mass forms are not supported.

Editing the introduction text information is not allowed during launching of the forms. Forms are launched with 
the default introduction text information.

 Note
If the user has, create permission but selected template ID, which is not in his permitted list, forms will not be 
launched.

Permissions 

Only users who have permission to create forms will be allowed to launch forms using this API.

 Caution
If the user has “Permission to Create Forms”, but selected template ID, which is not in his permitted list, then 
form will not be created. If form is not created, then API will return formDataId value as -1. Permission name is 
same for both RBP and Non-RBP instances.
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Parameters

Parameter Description Type

formSubjectId Subject user ID for whom the form will be 
launched. This is a mandatory field.

String

formTemplateId ID of the selected template. This is a 
mandatory field.

Long

sendEmail If the value is true, then email notification 
will be sent to form recipient.

Value must be “true” or “false”. Default 
value for this field is false.

Boolean

enRouteCopy Value must be “true” or “false”. Default 
value for this field is false.

If the value is true, then in en route folder 
copy of Performance review form will be 
created.

Boolean

Use Case 1

Customers should be able to launch forms automatically for the following use case:

● To launch form immediately

Example: odata/v2/createPerformanceReviewForm?formSubjectId=’wsown1’& 
formTemplateId=391L&sendEmail=true&enRouteCopy=false

Request Information

URI Description

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/ 
createPerformanceReviewForm?
formSubjectId=’wsown1’& 
formTemplateId=391L&sendEmail=true&enRoute
Copy=false

Launches form for user ’wsown1’ using form template ID 391, 
an email is sent to the user ’wsown1’ when the form is 
launched. Note that an en route copy will not be created.

Sample Response:

Successful Response:

<d:CreatePerformanceReviewFormResponse 
m:type="SFOData.CreatePerformanceReviewFormResponse" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata">    <d:formDataId m:type="Edm.Int64">7894</d:formDataId>
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   <d:status>SUCCESS</d:status>
   <d:statusCode m:type="Edm.Int64">200</d:statusCode>
</d:CreatePerformanceReviewFormResponse>  

Failure Response:

<d:CreatePerformanceReviewFormResponse 
m:type="SFOData.CreatePerformanceReviewFormResponse">   <d:formDataId m:type="Edm.Int64">-1</d:formDataId>
  <d:status>FAILURE</d:status>
  <d:statusCode m:type="Edm.Int64">500</d:statusCode>
</d:CreatePerformanceReviewFormResponse>  

Error Codes

Error Code Server Response/ Description

200 SC_OK/ Error code (200) indicates that the request suc
ceeded and a new Performance Review got created.

400 SC_BAD_REQUEST/ Error code (400) indicates that the fol
lowing:

● requested template is not a Performance Review Template
● Invalid rating scale associated with template
● Route Map not associated with template
● Overlapping forms exists for the given template's review 

period

.

403 SC_FORBIDDEN/ Status code (403) indicates that the logged 
in user does not have the permission to launch Performance 
Review using this template.

404 SC_NOT_FOUND: Status code (404) indicates that the Tem
plateId is invalid.

500 SC_INTERNAL_SERVER_ERROR: Status code (500) indicates 
an error inside the server, which prevented Performance Re
view form from launching.
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15.1.2  360 Reviews Form Entities

360 Form OData APIs enables you to access form contents of a 360 form.

Permissions

Template configured permissions - Send Copy

Permission System Required Settings

User based Enable 360 Detailed Report Permission: Go to Admin Center

Form Template Settings 360 Degree/Multi-Review , and 
enable 360 Detailed Report Permission for Process Owner, 
Manager/HR, Employee, Approvers and Users With Detailed 
360 Reports Privilege.

 Note
Selecting the Enable Graphic Report(360) option also enables you to choose the named view or anonymous 
view for the send copy employees.

Other Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

User based Enable Form Templates, Rating Scales, Routing Maps: Go to 

Admin Center Manage Form Templates

 Note
For information about other entities that can also be used in 360 forms, except for those described in this 
section, refer to:

● FormCompetencySection [page 1291]
● FormCompetency [page 1279]
● FormCompetencyBehavior [page 1288]
● FormBehaviorRatingComment [page 1295]
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15.1.2.1  Form360ReviewContentDetail

You can use this entity to query basic information about different sections present in a 360 form. The data for this 
entity comes from form content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify a specific form content.

 Note
Currently, this entity cannot fetch information from multiple forms. formContentId and for
mDataId are required to query a specific form content.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<
?>,formDataId=<?>)?$format=json 

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<
?>,formDataId=<?>)/summarySection?
$format=json
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URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<
?>,formDataId=<?>)/raterListSection?
$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<
?>,formDataId=<?>)/compSections?
$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<
?>,formDataId=<?>)/objSections?
$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<
?>,formDataId=<?>)/form360RaterSection?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of the 360 form:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
        },
        "formContentId": "4779",
        "formDataId": "2303",
        "subjectUserName": "Wilma Sown",
        "originatorUserId": "cgrant1",
        "subjectUserId": "wsown1",
        "originatorUserName": "Charles Grant",
        "formTitle": "Multi-Rater for Wilma Sown",
        "summarySection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/summarySection"
            }
        },
        "raterListSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/raterListSection"
            }
        },
        "compSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/compSections"
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            }
        },
        "form360RaterSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/form360RaterSection"
            }
        },
        "objSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/objSections"
            }
        }
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of the summary section:

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSummarySection"
        },
        "formContentId": "4779",
        "formDataId": "2303",
        "sectDesc": "",
        "sectIndex": 5,
        "sectName": "Overall Average Rating",
        "overallAdjustedRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/overallAdjustedRating"
            }
        },
        "sectConfig": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/sectConfig"
            }
        },
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "calculatedFormRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/calculatedFormRating"
            }
        },
        "overallFormRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/overallFormRating"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/othersRatingComment"
            }
        }
    } }

 Sample Code
Query the rater list of the 360 form:

{     d: {
        results: [{
            __metadata: {
                uri: "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRaterListSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
                type: "SFOData.FormRaterListSection"
            },
            formContentId: "34066",
            formDataId: "46047",
            mail: "foo@dummy.com",
            internalOrExternal: "internal",
            category: "Manager",
            participantName: "Alexander Thompson",
            manager: "dcortez1",
            division: "ACE Software",
            department: "N/A",
            company: "Company_ABC",
            cellPhone: "",
            jobCode: "DEPT-PRES",
            participantID: "athompson1",
            jobTitle: "Boutique Coffee Specialist"
        }]
    } 

 Sample Code
Query basic information of the competency sections:

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>L,sectIndex=2)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
                },
                "sectIndex": 2,
                "formContentId": "34066",
                "formDataId": "<?>",
                "sectDesc": "<font color=#000055 size=4><b>Competency 
Feedback</b></font>",
                "sectWeightKey": "wf_sect_2_sectweight",
                "sectWeight": null,
                "sectName": "Competency Feedback",
                "sectionConfig": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>L,sectIndex=2)/
sectionConfig"
                    }
                },
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                "selfRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>L,sectIndex=2)/
selfRatingComment"
                    }
                },
                "competencies": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>L,sectIndex=2)/
competencies"
                    }
                },
                "othersRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>L,sectIndex=2)/
othersRatingComment"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of the objective sections:

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>,sectIndex=5)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveSection"
                },
                "sectIndex": 5,
                "formContentId": "34066",
                "formDataId": "46047",
                "sectDesc": "",
                "sectWeight": null,
                "sectName": "Objective",
                "objectives": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>,sectIndex=5)/objectives"
                    }
                },
                "sectionConfig": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>,sectIndex=5)/
sectionConfig"
                    }
                },
                "selfRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>,sectIndex=5)/
selfRatingComment"
                    }
                },
                "othersRatingComment": {
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                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>,sectIndex=5)/
othersRatingComment"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of the rater section

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360RaterSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360RaterSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "34066",
        "formDataId": "46047",
        "formStatus": 3,
        "formRating": "0.0/5.0",
        "formStatusDesc": "Completed",
        "form360Raters": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360RaterSection(formContentId=<？>,formDataId=<？>)/form360Raters"
            }
        }
    } }

15.1.2.2  FormReviewInfoSection

You can use this entity to query and update the information of Review Info section in a 360 form. The data of this 
entity comes from content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the Review Info section of a specific form content. formContentId and formDataId are re
quired to query the Review Info section of a specific form content.

Upsert Update the Review Info section of a specific form content. formContentId and formDataId are re
quired to update the Review Info section of a specific form content.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formDataId, formContentId and participantId can 
not be null

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Get details of Review Info section

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewInfoSection(formContentId=14686L
,formDataId=16208L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
 {
  "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewInfoSection(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)",
      "type": "SFOData.FormReviewInfoSection"
    },
    "formContentId": "146861",
    "formDataId": "16208",
    "sectionIndex": 4,
    "formDateFormat": "MM/dd/yyyy",
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    "isDueDateValidationDisabled": false,
    "sectionName": "Review Information",
    "isReviewDatesEditable": true,
    "reviewStartDate": "08/13/2018",
    "reviewEndDate": "09/14/2018",
    "formOriginator": "User_ABC",
    "sectionDescription": "",
    "reviewDueDate": "09/14/2018"
  } }

Use Case 2: Update details of Review Info section

Request Information

Operation Upsert

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
upsert?$format=json

Request Body {   "__metadata": {
    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
restricted/
FormReviewInfoSection(formContentId=1468
61L,formDataId=16208L)",
    "type": 
"SFOData.FormReviewInfoSection"
  },
  "formContentId": "146861",
  "formDataId": "16208",
  "formDateFormat": "MM/dd/yyyy",
  "reviewStartDate": "08/15/2018",
  "reviewEndDate": "09/15/2018",
  "reviewDueDate": "09/15/2018"
} 

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": [{
            "key": "FormReviewInfoSection/
formContentId=146861,FormReviewInfoSection/formDataId=16208",
            "status": "OK", "editStatus": null, "message": "", "index": 0, 
"httpCode": 200, "inlineResults": null
        }]
} 
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Use Case 3 : Retrieve Review Info section with an $expand of 
Form360ReviewContentDetail 

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity Form360ParticipantSection

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formDataId=1620
8L, formContentId=146861L)?$format=json&
$expand=reviewInfoSection

Response

 Sample Code
 {
  "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "formContentId": "146861",
    "formDataId": "16208",
    "subjectUserName": "Jack Lo",
    "originatorUserId": "XXX",
    "sectionsInSummaryView": null,
    "originatorUserName": "Jack Lo",
    "formLocale": "en_US",
    "subjectUserGender": "M",
    "formMode": "EVALUATE",
    "subjectFirstName": "Jack",
    "subjectUserId": "XXX",
    "formTitle": "360 Common for Jack Lo",
    "summarySection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
summarySection"
      }
    },
    "introductionSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
introductionSection"
      }
    },
    "signatureSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
signatureSection"
      }
    },
    "raterListSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
raterListSection"
      }
    },
    "reviewInfoSection": {
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      "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewInfoSection(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormReviewInfoSection"
      },
      "formContentId": "146861",
      "formDataId": "16208",
      "sectionIndex": 4,
      "formDateFormat": "MM/dd/yyyy",
      "isDueDateValidationDisabled": false,
      "sectionName": "Review Information",
      "isReviewDatesEditable": true,
      "reviewStartDate": "08/15/2018",
      "reviewEndDate": "09/15/2018",
      "formOriginator": "Jack Lo",
      "sectionDescription": "",
      "reviewDueDate": "09/15/2018"
    },
    "formConfiguration": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
formConfiguration"
      }
    },
    "userInformationSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
userInformationSection"
      }
    },
    "summaryViewSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
summaryViewSection"
      }
    },
    "objectiveSections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
objectiveSections"
      }
    },
    "competencySections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
competencySections"
      }
    },
    "form360RaterSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
form360RaterSection"
      }
    },
    "customSections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
customSections"
      }
    },
    "participantSection": {
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      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146861L,formDataId=16208L)/
participantSection"
      }
    }
  } }

Limitation

● The result of Review Info section is null if it is not configured in the form.

Additional Information

The Review Info section entity is able to be accessed by querying directly FormReviewInfoSection entity or 
expanded via Form360ReviewContentDetails entity.

15.1.2.3  FormReviewerInfoSection

You can use this entity to query the information of Reviewer Info section which is only displayed in the Evaluation 
stage of a 360 form. The data of this entity comes from content XML

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description of Related Entity

reviewerInfoElements FormCustomElement A list of reviewer info elements
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the Reviewer Info section of a specific form content. formContentId and formDataId are re
quired to query the Reviewer Info section of a specific form content.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formDataId and formContentId can not be null

Use Case 1: Get reviewer details of Reviewer Info Section

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewerInfoSection(formContentId=1468
86L,formDataId=16212L)?$format=json&
$expand=reviewerInfoElements

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewerInfoSection(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)",
      "type": "SFOData.FormReviewerInfoSection"
    },
    "formContentId": "146886",
    "formDataId": "16212",
    "sectionIndex": 2,
    "sectionName": "Reviewer",
    "sectionDescription": "",
    "reviewerInfoElements": {
      "results": [
        {
          "__metadata": {
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            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='TITLE',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,item
Id=-1L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "elementKey": "TITLE",
          "formContentId": "146886",
          "itemId": "-1",
          "formDataId": "16212",
          "maximumValue": "0.0",
          "textMaximumLength": -1,
          "minimumValue": "0.0",
          "writingAssistant": false,
          "type": null,
          "editable": false,
          "valueKey": null,
          "textSize": 0,
          "name": "Title",
          "value": "",
          "dateFormat": null,
          "elementIndex": 2,
          "required": false,
          "checked": false,
          "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='TITLE',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,item
Id=-1L,sectionIndex=2)/elementListValues"
            }
          }
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L
,itemId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "elementKey": "DEPARTMENT",
          "formContentId": "146886",
          "itemId": "-1",
          "formDataId": "16212",
          "maximumValue": "0.0",
          "textMaximumLength": -1,
          "minimumValue": "0.0",
          "writingAssistant": false,
          "type": null,
          "editable": false,
          "valueKey": null,
          "textSize": 0,
          "name": "Department",
          "value": "N/A",
          "dateFormat": null,
          "elementIndex": 3,
          "required": false,
          "checked": false,
          "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L
,itemId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)/elementListValues"
            }
          }
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
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            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='LASTNAME',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,i
temId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "elementKey": "LASTNAME",
          "formContentId": "146886",
          "itemId": "-1",
          "formDataId": "16212",
          "maximumValue": "0.0",
          "textMaximumLength": -1,
          "minimumValue": "0.0",
          "writingAssistant": false,
          "type": null,
          "editable": false,
          "valueKey": null,
          "textSize": 0,
          "name": "Last Name",
          "value": "Lo",
          "dateFormat": null,
          "elementIndex": 0,
          "required": false,
          "checked": false,
          "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='LASTNAME',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,i
temId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)/elementListValues"
            }
          }
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='LOCATION',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,i
temId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "elementKey": "LOCATION",
          "formContentId": "146886",
          "itemId": "-1",
          "formDataId": "16212",
          "maximumValue": "0.0",
          "textMaximumLength": -1,
          "minimumValue": "0.0",
          "writingAssistant": false,
          "type": null,
          "editable": false,
          "valueKey": null,
          "textSize": 0,
          "name": "Location",
          "value": "N/A",
          "dateFormat": null,
          "elementIndex": 4,
          "required": false,
          "checked": false,
          "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='LOCATION',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,i
temId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)/elementListValues"
            }
          }
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
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            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='FIRSTNAME',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,
itemId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "elementKey": "FIRSTNAME",
          "formContentId": "146886",
          "itemId": "-1",
          "formDataId": "16212",
          "maximumValue": "0.0",
          "textMaximumLength": -1,
          "minimumValue": "0.0",
          "writingAssistant": false,
          "type": null,
          "editable": false,
          "valueKey": null,
          "textSize": 0,
          "name": "First Name",
          "value": "Tim",
          "dateFormat": null,
          "elementIndex": 1,
          "required": false,
          "checked": false,
          "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='FIRSTNAME',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,
itemId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)/elementListValues"
            }
          }
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='MANAGER',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,it
emId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormCustomElement"
          },
          "sectionIndex": 2,
          "elementKey": "MANAGER",
          "formContentId": "146886",
          "itemId": "-1",
          "formDataId": "16212",
          "maximumValue": "0.0",
          "textMaximumLength": -1,
          "minimumValue": "0.0",
          "writingAssistant": false,
          "type": null,
          "editable": false,
          "valueKey": null,
          "textSize": 0,
          "name": "Manager",
          "value": "",
          "dateFormat": null,
          "elementIndex": 5,
          "required": false,
          "checked": false,
          "elementListValues": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormCustomElement(elementKey='MANAGER',formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L,it
emId=-1L,sectionIndex=2)/elementListValues"
            }
          }
        }
      ]
    }
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  } }

Use Case 2: Retrieve Reviewer Info section with an $expand of 
Form360ReviewContentDetails

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity Form360ParticipantSection

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=1
46886L,formDataId=16212L)?$format=json&
$expand=reviewerInfoSection

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
        },
        "formContentId": "146886",
        "formDataId": "16212",
        "sectionsInSummaryView": "1,4",
        "formLocale": "en_US",
        "subjectUserGender": "M",
        "formMode": "EVALUATE",
        "subjectUserId": "I000000",
        "formTitle": "360 Common for Tim Lo",
        "subjectUserName": "Tim Lo",
        "originatorUserId": "I000000",
        "originatorUserName": "Tim Lo",
        "subjectFirstName": "Tim",
        "introductionSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
introductionSection"
            }
        },
        "reviewInfoSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
reviewInfoSection"
            }
        },
        "competencySections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
competencySections"
            }
        },
        "summarySection": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
summarySection"
            }
        },
        "signatureSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
signatureSection"
            }
        },
        "raterListSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
raterListSection"
            }
        },
        "formConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
formConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "userInformationSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
userInformationSection"
            }
        },
        "summaryViewSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
summaryViewSection"
            }
        },
        "objectiveSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
objectiveSections"
            }
        },
        "jobDescSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
jobDescSection"
            }
        },
        "form360RaterSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
form360RaterSection"
            }
        },
        "reviewerInfoSection": {
            "__metadata": {œ
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewerInfoSection(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormReviewerInfoSection"
            },
            "formContentId": "146886",
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            "formDataId": "16212",
            "sectionIndex": 2,
            "sectionName": "Reviewer",
            "sectionDescription": "",
            "reviewerInfoElements": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormReviewerInfoSection(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
reviewerInfoElements"
                }
            }
        },
        "customSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
customSections"
            }
        },
        "participantSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=146886L,formDataId=16212L)/
participantSection"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Additional Information

The Reviewer Info section entity is able to be accessed by querying directly FormReviewerInfoSection entity or 
expand via Form360ReviewContentDetails entity.

15.1.2.4  FormJobDescSection

You can use this entity to query the information of Job Description section in a 360 form. The data of this entity 
comes from content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the Job Desc section of a specific form content. formContentId, formDataId and sectionIn
dex are required to query the Job Desc section of a specific form content.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formDataId and formContentId can not be null

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Get details of Job Desc section

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobDescSection(formDataId=161L,formCon
tentId=681L,sectionIndex=1)?
$expand=jobRoles&$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobDescSection(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,sectionIndex=1)",
      "type": "SFOData.FormJobDescSection"
    },
    "sectionIndex": 1,
    "formContentId": "681",
    "formDataId": "161",
    "sectionName": "Job Description",
    "sectionDescription": "",
    "jobRoles": {
      "results": [
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        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobRole(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,roleId=45L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormJobRole"
          },
          "formContentId": "681",
          "formDataId": "161",
          "roleId": "45",
          "roleDesc": "",
          "order": 0,
          "roleName": "Project Manager"
        }
      ]
    }
  }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve Job Desc section with an $expand of 
Form360ReviewContentDetail

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity Form360ReviewContentDetail

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formDataId=161L
,formContentId=681L)?
$expand=jobDescSection/jobRoles&
$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "formContentId": "681",
    "formDataId": "161",
    "subjectUserName": "Steve Kerr",
    "originatorUserId": "skerr",
    "sectionsInSummaryView": null,
    "originatorUserName": "Steve Kerr",
    "formLocale": "en_US",
    "subjectUserGender": "M",
    "formMode": "EVALUATE",
    "subjectFirstName": "Steve",
    "subjectUserId": "skerr",
    "formTitle": "PM360 Review for Steve Kerr",
    "summarySection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/summarySection"
      }
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    },
    "introductionSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/
introductionSection"
      }
    },
    "signatureSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/signatureSection"
      }
    },
    "raterListSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/raterListSection"
      }
    },
    "reviewInfoSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/reviewInfoSection"
      }
    },
    "formConfiguration": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/formConfiguration"
      }
    },
    "userInformationSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/
userInformationSection"
      }
    },
    "summaryViewSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/
summaryViewSection"
      }
    },
    "objectiveSections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/objectiveSections"
      }
    },
    "competencySections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/
competencySections"
      }
    },
    "jobDescSection": {
      "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobDescSection(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,sectionIndex=1)",
        "type": "SFOData.FormJobDescSection"
      },
      "sectionIndex": 1,
      "formContentId": "681",
      "formDataId": "161",
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      "sectionName": "Job Description",
      "sectionDescription": "",
      "jobRoles": {
        "results": [
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobRole(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,roleId=45L)",
              "type": "SFOData.FormJobRole"
            },
            "formContentId": "681",
            "formDataId": "161",
            "roleId": "45",
            "roleDesc": "",
            "order": 0,
            "roleName": "Project Manager"
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "form360RaterSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/
form360RaterSection"
      }
    },
    "customSections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/customSections"
      }
    },
    "participantSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L)/
participantSection"
      }
    }
  }
} 

Limitation

● The result of Job Desc section is null if it is not configured in the form.

Additional Information

The Job Desc section entity is able to be accessed by querying directly FormJobDescSection entity or expanded via 
the Form360ReviewContentDetails entity.
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15.1.2.5  FormJobRole

You can use this entity to query the job role information of the Job Description section in a 360 form. The data of 
this entity comes from content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the job role information of the Job Desc section in a specific form content. formContentId, 
formDataId and roleId are required to query the job role information from a specific form content.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formDataId, formContentId and roleId can not be 
null

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Get job role information of Job Desc section

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET
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URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobRole(formDataId=161L,formContentId=
681L,roleId=45L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobRole(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,roleId=45L)",
      "type": "SFOData.FormJobRole"
    },
    "formContentId": "681",
    "formDataId": "161",
    "roleId": "45",
    "roleDesc": "",
    "order": 0,
    "roleName": "Project Manager"
  }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve job role information with an $expand of 
FormJobDescSection

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity FormJobDescSection

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobDescSection(formDataId=161L,formCon
tentId=681L,sectionIndex=1)?
$expand=jobRoles&$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobDescSection(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,sectionIndex=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormJobDescSection"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 1,
        "formContentId": "681",
        "formDataId": "161",
        "sectionName": "Job Description",
        "sectionDescription": "",
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        "jobRoles": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
FormJobRole(formContentId=681L,formDataId=161L,roleId=45L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormJobRole"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "681",
                    "formDataId": "161",
                    "roleId": "45",
                    "roleDesc": "",
                    "order": 0,
                    "roleName": "Project Manager"
                }
            ]
        }
    } 

Additional Information

The FormJobRole entity is able to be accessed by querying directly FormJobRole entity or expanded via the 
FormJobDescSection entity.

15.1.2.6  Form360SummaryViewSection

You can use this entity to query the information of the Evaluation Summary Section of a 360 form. The data of this 
entity comes from content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description of Related Entity

categoryWeights COForm360SummaryViewCategoryEn
tity

The category weight data of the form
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description of Related Entity

formRates COForm360SummaryViewRaterEntity The rater data of the form

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the Evaluation Summary Section of a specific form content. formContentId and formDataId 
are required filters.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formDataId and formContentId can not be null

Use Case 1: Get the information of the Summary Section 

Request Information

Operation Query

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
<Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=7
L,formDataId=15L)>

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewSection"
    },
    "formContentId": "71",
    "formDataId": "53",
    "isActiveReportLink": true,
    "isAddParticipant": true,
    "overallRatingDisplayString": null,
    "maxRating": null,
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    "isShowCategoryWeights": true,
    "isShowRating": true,
    "isShowReportLink": true,
    "isShowOverallRating": false,
    "isShowComments": false,
    "show360ReportURL": "/printpreview?
pp_pm_360_report=pp_pm_360_report&bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_m
ode=pp_pm_mode_printall&pp_pm_tm=1527217422855&pp_pm_tk=-618688401649684873441597
560972284222366686703320&checkForCalc=false",
    "isShowExportBtn": true,
    "isSendAllReminder": true,
    "isShowCategory": true,
    "isRemoveParticipant": true,
    "export360ReportURL": "/printpreview?
pp_pm_360_report=pp_pm_360_report&bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_m
ode=pp_pm_mode_printall&pp_pm_tm=1527217422855&pp_pm_tk=-618688401649684873441597
560972284222366686703320&checkForCalc=false&exportType=true",
    "isShow360ReportLink": true,
    "isShowSendBackForm": true,
    "overallRating": null,
    "formRaters": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/formRaters"
      }
    },
    "categoryWeights": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/categoryWeights"
      }
    }
  } }

Use Case 2 : Retrieves summary view section with an $expand of 
Form360ContentDetailReview 

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity Form360ContentDetailReview

URI

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/Form360Review
ContentDetail(formDataId=53L,formContentId=71L)

?$format=json&$expand=summaryViewSection/formRat
ers,summaryViewSection/categoryWeights

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
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      "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
    },
    "formContentId": "71",
    "formDataId": "53",
    "subjectUserName": "Steve Kerr",
    "originatorUserId": "skerr",
    "sectionsInSummaryView": "1",
    "originatorUserName": "Steve Kerr",
    "formLocale": "en_US",
    "subjectUserGender": "M",
    "formMode": "SUMMARY",
    "subjectFirstName": "Steve",
    "subjectUserId": "skerr",
    "formTitle": "PM360 Review for Steve Kerr",
    "summarySection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/summarySection"
      }
    },
    "introductionSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/introductionSection"
      }
    },
    "raterListSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/raterListSection"
      }
    },
    "formConfiguration": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/formConfiguration"
      }
    },
    "userInformationSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/
userInformationSection"
      }
    },
    "summaryViewSection": {
      "__metadata": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
        "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewSection"
      },
      "formContentId": "71",
      "formDataId": "53",
      "isActiveReportLink": true,
      "isAddParticipant": true,
      "overallRatingDisplayString": null,
      "maxRating": null,
      "isShowCategoryWeights": true,
      "isShowRating": true,
      "isShowReportLink": true,
      "isShowOverallRating": false,
      "isShowComments": false,
      "show360ReportURL": "/printpreview?
pp_pm_360_report=pp_pm_360_report&bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_m
ode=pp_pm_mode_printall&pp_pm_tm=1527217597665&pp_pm_tk=6230977529572910070585452
57587091824312983335117&checkForCalc=false",
      "isShowExportBtn": true,
      "isSendAllReminder": true,
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      "isShowCategory": true,
      "isRemoveParticipant": true,
      "export360ReportURL": "/printpreview?
pp_pm_360_report=pp_pm_360_report&bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_m
ode=pp_pm_mode_printall&pp_pm_tm=1527217597665&pp_pm_tk=6230977529572910070585452
57587091824312983335117&checkForCalc=false&exportType=true",
      "isShow360ReportLink": true,
      "isShowSendBackForm": true,
      "overallRating": null,
      "formRaters": {
        "results": [
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=72L,formDataId=53L)",
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
            },
            "formContentId": "72",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "formStatus": "6",
            "overallRatingDisplayString": null,
            "maxRating": "5.0",
            "showContentLinkURL": null,
            "participantId": "bmyers",
            "isFixedParticipant": false,
            "isShowReminderEmail": true,
            "isShowContentLink": false,
            "category": "Manager",
            "order": 2,
            "isFormRecallable": false,
            "comment": null,
            "displayName": "Anonymous",
            "overallRating": "3.0",
            "formStatusDisplayString": "In Progress",
            "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=70L,formDataId=53L)",
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
            },
            "formContentId": "70",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "formStatus": "3",
            "overallRatingDisplayString": "0.0/5.0",
            "maxRating": "5.0",
            "showContentLinkURL": "/printpreview?
bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_fcontid=70&pp_pm_tm=1527217597674&p
p_pm_tk=481086413211438299691640797620620495852152238547&pp_pm_mode=pp_pm_mode_se
tup",
            "participantId": "scurry",
            "isFixedParticipant": false,
            "isShowReminderEmail": false,
            "isShowContentLink": true,
            "category": "Direct\"> Report",
            "order": 1,
            "isFormRecallable": false,
            "comment": null,
            "displayName": "Anonymous",
            "overallRating": "0.0",
            "formStatusDisplayString": "Completed",
            "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
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              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
            },
            "formContentId": "71",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "formStatus": "3",
            "overallRatingDisplayString": "3.0/5.0",
            "maxRating": "5.0",
            "showContentLinkURL": "/printpreview?
bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_fcontid=71&pp_pm_tm=1527217597674&p
p_pm_tk=-677470639434121711263965194043181055739566219402&pp_pm_mode=pp_pm_mode_s
etup",
            "participantId": "skerr",
            "isFixedParticipant": false,
            "isShowReminderEmail": false,
            "isShowContentLink": true,
            "category": "Self",
            "order": 0,
            "isFormRecallable": false,
            "comment": null,
            "displayName": "Anonymous",
            "overallRating": "3.0",
            "formStatusDisplayString": "Completed",
            "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
          }
        ]
      },
      "categoryWeights": {
        "results": [
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Direct\"> 
Report',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
            },
            "category": "Direct\"> Report",
            "formContentId": "71",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "categoryOrder": 2,
            "categoryWeight": "10.0%"
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='<b>Peer</
b>',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
            },
            "category": "<b>Peer</b>",
            "formContentId": "71",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "categoryOrder": 3,
            "categoryWeight": "20.0%"
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Self',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
            },
            "category": "Self",
            "formContentId": "71",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "categoryOrder": 0,
            "categoryWeight": "20.0%"
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
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              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='External',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)"
,
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
            },
            "category": "External",
            "formContentId": "71",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "categoryOrder": 4,
            "categoryWeight": "20.0%"
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Manager',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
              "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
            },
            "category": "Manager",
            "formContentId": "71",
            "formDataId": "53",
            "categoryOrder": 1,
            "categoryWeight": "30.0%"
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "objectiveSections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/objectiveSections"
      }
    },
    "competencySections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/competencySections"
      }
    },
    "form360RaterSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/form360RaterSection"
      }
    },
    "customSections": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/customSections"
      }
    },
    "participantSection": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/participantSection"
      }
    }
  } }

Limitation

The result of summaryViewSection is null if the 360 form is in modification stage.
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15.1.2.7  Form360SummaryViewCategory

You can use this entity to query the information of category weights of a 360 form. The data of this entity comes 
from content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the category weights of a specific form content. formContentId, formDataId, and category 
are required to query the category weights of a specific form content.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, and category can not 
be null

Use Case 1: Get the information of category weights 

Request Information

Operation Query

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
<Form360SummaryViewCategory(formContentId=
71L,formDataId=53L, category=’Manager’)> 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response
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 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Manager',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
    },
    "category": "Manager",
    "formContentId": "71",
    "formDataId": "53",
    "categoryOrder": 0,
    "categoryWeight": "30.0%"
  } }

Use Case 2 : Retrieve category weights with an $expand of 
Form360SummaryViewSection 

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity Form360SummaryViewSection

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formDataId=53L,f
ormContentId=71L)?$format=json&
$expand=categoryWeights

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewSection"
    },
    "formContentId": "71",
    "formDataId": "53",
    "isActiveReportLink": true,
    "isAddParticipant": false,
    "overallRatingDisplayString": null,
    "maxRating": null,
    "isShowCategoryWeights": true,
    "isShowRating": false,
    "isShowReportLink": true,
    "isShowOverallRating": false,
    "isShowPDFReportLink": false,
    "isShowComments": false,
    "isShowExportBtn": true,
    "isSendAllReminder": false,
    "isShowCategory": true,
    "isRemoveParticipant": false,
    "isShow360ReportLink": true,
    "isShowSendBackForm": false,
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    "overallRating": null,
    "formPrintType": 1,
    "formRaters": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/formRaters"
      }
    },
    "categoryWeights": {
      "results": [
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Direct\"> 
Report',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
          },
          "category": "Direct\"> Report",
          "formContentId": "71",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "categoryOrder": 2,
          "categoryWeight": "10.0%"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='<b>Peer</
b>',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
          },
          "category": "<b>Peer</b>",
          "formContentId": "71",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "categoryOrder": 3,
          "categoryWeight": "20.0%"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Self',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
          },
          "category": "Self",
          "formContentId": "71",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "categoryOrder": 0,
          "categoryWeight": "20.0%"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='External',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)"
,
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
          },
          "category": "External",
          "formContentId": "71",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "categoryOrder": 4,
          "categoryWeight": "20.0%"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewCategory(category='Manager',formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewCategory"
          },
          "category": "Manager",
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          "formContentId": "71",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "categoryOrder": 1,
          "categoryWeight": "30.0%"
        }
      ]
    }
  } }

15.1.2.8  Form360SummaryViewRater

You can use this entity to query the information of form rater in a 360 form. The data of this entity comes from 
content XML.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query the form rater information of a specific form content. formContentId and formDataId are re
quired to query the form rater information of a specific form content.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formDataId and formContentId can not be null
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Use Case 1: Get the information of form rater 

Request Information

Operation Query

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
<Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=71L
,formDataId=53L)>

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
    },
    "formContentId": "71",
    "formDataId": "53",
    "formStatus": "3",
    "overallRatingDisplayString": "3.0/5.0",
    "maxRating": "5.0",
    "showContentLinkURL": "/printpreview?
bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_fcontid=71&pp_pm_tm=1527216912340&p
p_pm_tk=278652032914420829138967494267771883934674439727&pp_pm_mode=pp_pm_mode_se
tup",
    "participantId": "skerr",
    "isFixedParticipant": false,
    "isShowReminderEmail": false,
    "isShowContentLink": true,
    "category": "Self",
    "order": 0,
    "isFormRecallable": false,
    "comment": null,
    "displayName": "Anonymous",
    "overallRating": "3.0",
    "formStatusDisplayString": "Completed",
    "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
  } }

Use Case 2 : Retrieve form raters with an $expand of 
Form360SummaryViewSection 

Request Information

Operation $expand of parent entity Form360ParticipantSection
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URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formDataId=1620
8L, formContentId=146861L)?$format=json&
$expand=reviewInfoSection

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
      "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewSection"
    },
    "formContentId": "71",
    "formDataId": "53",
    "isActiveReportLink": true,
    "isAddParticipant": true,
    "overallRatingDisplayString": null,
    "maxRating": null,
    "isShowCategoryWeights": true,
    "isShowRating": true,
    "isShowReportLink": true,
    "isShowOverallRating": false,
    "isShowComments": false,
    "show360ReportURL": "/printpreview?
pp_pm_360_report=pp_pm_360_report&bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_m
ode=pp_pm_mode_printall&pp_pm_tm=1527217140527&pp_pm_tk=5897537029380672896658626
59481567315715024843372&checkForCalc=false",
    "isShowExportBtn": true,
    "isSendAllReminder": true,
    "isShowCategory": true,
    "isRemoveParticipant": true,
    "export360ReportURL": "/printpreview?
pp_pm_360_report=pp_pm_360_report&bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_m
ode=pp_pm_mode_printall&pp_pm_tm=1527217140527&pp_pm_tk=5897537029380672896658626
59481567315715024843372&checkForCalc=false&exportType=true",
    "isShow360ReportLink": true,
    "isShowSendBackForm": true,
    "overallRating": null,
    "formRaters": {
      "results": [
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=72L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
          },
          "formContentId": "72",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "formStatus": "6",
          "overallRatingDisplayString": null,
          "maxRating": "5.0",
          "showContentLinkURL": null,
          "participantId": "bmyers",
          "isFixedParticipant": false,
          "isShowReminderEmail": true,
          "isShowContentLink": false,
          "category": "Manager",
          "order": 2,
          "isFormRecallable": false,
          "comment": null,
          "displayName": "Anonymous",
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          "overallRating": "3.0",
          "formStatusDisplayString": "In Progress",
          "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=70L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
          },
          "formContentId": "70",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "formStatus": "3",
          "overallRatingDisplayString": "0.0/5.0",
          "maxRating": "5.0",
          "showContentLinkURL": "/printpreview?
bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_fcontid=70&pp_pm_tm=1527217140540&p
p_pm_tk=563260082718844226121775621297579422048833418245&pp_pm_mode=pp_pm_mode_se
tup",
          "participantId": "scurry",
          "isFixedParticipant": false,
          "isShowReminderEmail": false,
          "isShowContentLink": true,
          "category": "Direct\"> Report",
          "order": 1,
          "isFormRecallable": false,
          "comment": null,
          "displayName": "Anonymous",
          "overallRating": "0.0",
          "formStatusDisplayString": "Completed",
          "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewRater(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360SummaryViewRater"
          },
          "formContentId": "71",
          "formDataId": "53",
          "formStatus": "3",
          "overallRatingDisplayString": "3.0/5.0",
          "maxRating": "5.0",
          "showContentLinkURL": "/printpreview?
bplte_company=ERICCHEN&pp_pm_fdataid=53&pp_pm_fcontid=71&pp_pm_tm=1527217140540&p
p_pm_tk=537661570690928894930397411225373346402837652998&pp_pm_mode=pp_pm_mode_se
tup",
          "participantId": "skerr",
          "isFixedParticipant": false,
          "isShowReminderEmail": false,
          "isShowContentLink": true,
          "category": "Self",
          "order": 0,
          "isFormRecallable": false,
          "comment": null,
          "displayName": "Anonymous",
          "overallRating": "3.0",
          "formStatusDisplayString": "Completed",
          "isShowDocCommentsForSendBack": true
        }
      ]
    },
    "categoryWeights": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360SummaryViewSection(formContentId=71L,formDataId=53L)/categoryWeights"
      }
    }
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  } }

15.1.2.9  Form360RaterSection

You can use this entity to query information about Raters and Ratings given in a 360 form. You can access this 
entity only after the modify stage.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query basic information about Raters and Ratings given in a 360 form. formContentId and formDa
taId are required to query the objective section of a specified form content.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360RaterSection(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)?$format=json
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URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360RaterSection/
form360Raters(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of the rater section.

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360RaterSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360RaterSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "34066",
        "formDataId": "46047",
        "formStatus": 3,
        "formRating": "0.0/5.0",
        "formStatusDesc": "Completed",
        "form360Raters": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360RaterSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/form360Raters"
            }
        }
    } }

 Sample Code
Query list of raters and their rating information.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
                    "type": "SFOData.Form360Rater"
                },
                "formContentId": "34066",
                "formDataId": "46047",
                "internalOrExternal": "internal",
                "mail": "ckim@successfactors.com",
                "manager": "athompson1",
                "department": "dept 81",
                "cellPhone": "",
                "participantRatingStatus": "Completed",
                "participantID": "cgrant1",
                "category": "Manager",
                "participantName": "Carla Grant",
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                "division": "ACE Software",
                "company": "qacandrot_PLT7056",
                "participantRating": "",
                "jobCode": "VP-SALES",
                "jobTitle": "Boutique Coffee Specialist",
                "summarySection": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/summarySection"
                    }
                },
                "compSections": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/compSections"
                    }
                },
                "objSections": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/objSections"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

15.1.2.10  Form360Rater

You can use this entity to query information about Raters and Rating details given in a 360 form.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query basic information about Raters and Ratings given in a 360 form. formContentId and formDa
taId are required to query the objective section of a specified form content.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)?$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)/summarySection?
$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)/compSections?
$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)/objSections?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of raters in a 360 Form.

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360Rater"
        },
        "formContentId": "14829",
        "formDataId": "7069",
        "internalOrExternal": "",
        "mail": "",
        "manager": "",
        "department": "",
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        "cellPhone": "",
        "participantRatingStatus": "Pending",
        "participantID": "",
        "category": "Direct Report",
        "participantName": "Anonymous",
        "division": "",
        "company": "",
        "participantRating": "",
        "jobCode": "",
        "jobTitle": "",
        "summarySection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/summarySection"
            }
        },
        "compSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/compSections"
            }
        },
        "objSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Form360Rater(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/objSections"
            }
        }
    } }

 Sample Code
Query summary section of the rater.

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormSummarySection"
        },
        "formContentId": "34066",
        "formDataId": "46047",
        "sectDesc": "<font color=#000055 size=4><b>Overall Rating Cong Test 
Summary</b></font>",
        "sectIndex": 4,
        "sectName": "Overall Rating",
        "overallAdjustedRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/overallAdjustedRating"
            }
        },
        "sectConfig": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/sectConfig"
            }
        },
        "selfRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/selfRatingComment"
            }
        },
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        "groupMatrix": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/groupMatrix"
            }
        },
        "calculatedFormRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/calculatedFormRating"
            }
        },
        "overallFormRating": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/overallFormRating"
            }
        },
        "othersRatingComment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/othersRatingComment"
            }
        },
        "summaryListing": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormSummarySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)/summaryListing"
            }
        }
    } }

 Sample Code
Query competency sections of the rater.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=2)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormCompetencySection"
                },
                "sectIndex": 2,
                "formContentId": "34066",
                "formDataId": "46047",
                "sectDesc": "<font color=#000055 size=4><b>Competency 
Feedback</b></font>",
                "sectWeightKey": "wf_sect_2_sectweight",
                "sectWeight": null,
                "sectName": "Competency Feedback",
                "sectionConfig": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=2)/
sectionConfig"
                    }
                },
                "selfRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=2)/
selfRatingComment"
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                    }
                },
                "competencies": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=2)/competencies"
                    }
                },
                "othersRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormCompetencySection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=2)/
othersRatingComment"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query objective sections of the rater.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=5)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveSection"
                },
                "sectIndex": 5,
                "formContentId": "34066",
                "formDataId": "46047",
                "sectDesc": "",
                "sectWeight": null,
                "sectName": "Objective",
                "objectives": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=5)/objectives"
                    }
                },
                "sectionConfig": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=5)/sectionConfig"
                    }
                },
                "selfRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=5)/
selfRatingComment"
                    }
                },
                "othersRatingComment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>,sectIndex=5)/
othersRatingComment"
                    }
                }
            }
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        ]
    } }

15.1.2.11  FormRaterListSection

You can use this entity to describe a list of raters in a 360 Form. This API allows an employee or a manager to 
modify the participants in modify stage. So this API entity is only available in modify stage.

Permissions

For more information about permissions, see 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query the rater list section of a specified form content. formContentId and formDataId are required 
to query the rater list section of a specified form content.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRaterListSection(formContentId=<?
>,formDataId=<?>)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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 Note
You must input "formContentId" and "formDataID" to access this entity. You can use the following URL to pick a 
360 Form, view the details, and get the value for the two IDs: "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormHeader?
$format=json&$filter= formTemplateType eq '360'"

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRaterListSection(formContentId=<?>,formDataId=<?>)",
                    "type": "SFOData.FormRaterListSection"
                },
                "formContentId": "34066",
                "formDataId": "46047",
                "mail": "foo@dummy.com",
                "internalOrExternal": "internal",
                "category": "Manager",
                "participantName": "Alexander Thompson",
                "manager": "dcortez1",
                "division": "ACE Software",
                "department": "N/A",
                "company": "Company_ABC",
                "cellPhone": "",
                "jobCode": "DEPT-PRES",
                "participantID": "athompson1",
                "jobTitle": "Boutique Coffee Specialist"
            }
        ]
    } }
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15.1.2.12  FormObjectiveOtherDetails

The FormObjectiveOtherDetails entity contains the extended detail information of form objective, including tasks, 
milestones, targets and metric lookup table. We use this entity to query the extended detail information of form 
objective.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieve other details related to objectives

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=12
6L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4
)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetails"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
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        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "milestones": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/milestones"
            }
        },
        "metricLookupTables": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/metricLookupTables"
            }
        },
        "tasks": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/tasks"
            }
        },
        "targets": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/targets"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve objective other details with an $expand of tasks

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=12
6L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4
)?$format=json&$expand=tasks

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
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            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetails"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "milestones": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/milestones"
            }
        },
        "metricLookupTables": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/metricLookupTables"
            }
        },
        "tasks": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)",
                "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem"
            },
            "sectionIndex": 4,
            "formContentId": "126",
            "type": 1,
            "itemId": "2",
            "formDataId": "31",
            "title": "Tasks",
            "cols": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)/cols"
                }
            },
            "values": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)/values"
                }
            }
        },
        "targets": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetails(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInde
x=4)/targets"
            }
        }
    }
} 
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Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, itemId, sectionIndex 
and type can not be null

15.1.2.13  FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem

The FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem entity is used to query the extended details item information of form objective.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieve other details item related to objective

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentI
d=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInd
ex=4,type=1)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 1,
        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "title": "Tasks",
        "cols": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)/cols"
            }
        },
        "values": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)/values"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve objective other details item with an $expand of cols and 
values

This use-case expands cols and values of parent entity.

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentI
d=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInd
ex=4,type=1)?$format=json&
$expand=cols,values

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 1,
        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "title": "Tasks",
        "cols": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "desc",
                    "index": 1,
                    "desc": "Task Description",
                    "label": "Task Description",
                    "datatype": "textarea"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "start",
                    "index": 2,
                    "desc": "Start Date",
                    "label": "Start",
                    "datatype": "date"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
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                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "due",
                    "index": 3,
                    "desc": "Due Date",
                    "label": "Due",
                    "datatype": "date"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "done",
                    "index": 4,
                    "desc": "Percent Complete",
                    "label": "% Complete",
                    "datatype": "percent"
                }
            ]
        },
        "values": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 1,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "task1",
                    "datatype": "textarea",
                    "colId": "desc"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 2,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "08/17/2017",
                    "datatype": "date",
                    "colId": "start"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
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                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 3,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "08/31/2017",
                    "datatype": "date",
                    "colId": "due"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 4,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "0.0%",
                    "datatype": "percent",
                    "colId": "done"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, itemId, sectionIndex 
and type can not be null
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15.1.2.14  FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol

The FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol entity is used to query the extended details item column information of 
form objective.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieves item columns related to other details

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formConte
ntId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 1,
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        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "id": "desc",
        "index": 1,
        "desc": "Task Description",
        "label": "Task Description",
        "datatype": "textarea"
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve objective other details item with an $expand of cols 

This use-case expands cols of parent entity

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentI
d=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInd
ex=4,type=1)?$format=json&$expand=cols

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 1,
        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "title": "Tasks",
        "cols": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
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                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "desc",
                    "index": 1,
                    "desc": "Task Description",
                    "label": "Task Description",
                    "datatype": "textarea"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "start",
                    "index": 2,
                    "desc": "Start Date",
                    "label": "Start",
                    "datatype": "date"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "due",
                    "index": 3,
                    "desc": "Due Date",
                    "label": "Due",
                    "datatype": "date"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sect
ionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemCol"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "id": "done",
                    "index": 4,
                    "desc": "Percent Complete",
                    "label": "% Complete",
                    "datatype": "percent"
                }
            ]
        },
        "values": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)/values"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, itemId, sectionIndex 
and type can not be null

15.1.2.15  FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell

The FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell entity is used to query the extended details item column information 
of form objective.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieves other details item value related to objective

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(for
mContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,s
ectionIndex=4,type=1)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 1,
        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "colIndex": 1,
        "rowIndex": 1,
        "value": "task1",
        "datatype": "textarea",
        "colId": "desc"
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieves objective other details item with an $expand of values

This use-case expands values of parent entity

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentI
d=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionInd
ex=4,type=1)?$format=json&$expand=values

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 1,
        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "title": "Tasks",
        "cols": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItem(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,section
Index=4,type=1)/cols"
            }
        },
        "values": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 1,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "task1",
                    "datatype": "textarea",
                    "colId": "desc"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 2,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "08/17/2017",
                    "datatype": "date",
                    "colId": "start"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
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                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 3,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "08/31/2017",
                    "datatype": "date",
                    "colId": "due"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2
L,sectionIndex=4,type=1)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveOtherDetailsItemValueCell"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "type": 1,
                    "itemId": "2",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "colIndex": 4,
                    "rowIndex": 1,
                    "value": "0.0%",
                    "datatype": "percent",
                    "colId": "done"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, itemId, sectionIndex 
and type can not be null
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15.1.2.16  FormObjectiveComment

The FormObjectiveComment entity contains the comments information of form objective. You can use this entity to 
query the comments information of form objective.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieves the comments on the form objective

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveComment(formContentId=126L,fo
rmDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4,type
=0)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveComment(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4,t
ype=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveComment"
        },
        "sectionIndex": 4,
        "formContentId": "126",
        "type": 0,
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        "itemId": "2",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "commentText": "asdfasdfasdf",
        "order": 1,
        "commentDate": "08/30/2017",
        "userFullName": "karl1 liu",
        "fieldDataType": "comment"
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieves objectives with an $expand of comments

This use-case expands values of parent entity

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=1
26L,formDataId=31L)?$format=json&
$expand=objectiveSections/objectives/
comments

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
        },
        "formContentId": "126",
        "formDataId": "31",
        "formLocale": "en_US",
        "subjectUserGender": "M",
        "subjectUserName": "karl1 liu",
        "originatorUserId": "karltest1",
        "subjectUserId": "karltest1",
        "originatorUserName": "karl1 liu",
        "formTitle": "MTR-3748 for karl1 liu",
        "summarySection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/summarySection"
            }
        },
        "objectiveSections": {
            "results": [
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                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,sectionIndex=4)",
                        "type": "SFOData.FormObjectiveSection"
                    },
                    "sectionIndex": 4,
                    "formContentId": "126",
                    "formDataId": "31",
                    "sectionWeight": null,
                    "objPlanId": "1",
                    "sectionWeightKey": "wf_sect_4_sectweight",
                    "sectionName": "Objective",
                    "objPlanType": "Business",
                    "sectionDescription": "",
                    "objectives": {
                        "results": [
                            {
                                "__metadata": {
                                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)",
                                    "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
                                },
                                "sectionIndex": 4,
                                "formContentId": "126",
                                "itemId": "2",
                                "formDataId": "31",
                                "weight": null,
                                "done": "0.0",
                                "state": "Not Started",
                                "useMLTRating": false,
                                "stateColor": "background:white;color:black;",
                                "itemOrder": 0,
                                "category": "Goals",
                                "metric": "666",
                                "name": "666",
                                "weightKey": null,
                                "otherDetails": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
otherDetails"
                                    }
                                },
                                "officialRating": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
officialRating"
                                    }
                                },
                                "tasks": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/tasks"
                                    }
                                },
                                "othersRatingComment": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
othersRatingComment"
                                    }
                                },
                                "objectiveDetails": {
                                    "__deferred": {
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                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
objectiveDetails"
                                    }
                                },
                                "customElement": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
customElement"
                                    }
                                },
                                "milestones": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
milestones"
                                    }
                                },
                                "selfRatingComment": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
selfRatingComment"
                                    }
                                },
                                "itemConfiguration": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
itemConfiguration"
                                    }
                                },
                                "metricLookupTables": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
metricLookupTables"
                                    }
                                },
                                "targets": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4)/
targets"
                                    }
                                },
                                "comments": {
                                    "results": [
                                        {
                                            "__metadata": {
                                                "uri": "https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/
FormObjectiveComment(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4,t
ype=0)",
                                                "type": 
"SFOData.FormObjectiveComment"
                                            },
                                            "sectionIndex": 4,
                                            "formContentId": "126",
                                            "type": 0,
                                            "itemId": "2",
                                            "formDataId": "31",
                                            "commentText": "asdfasdfasdf",
                                            "order": 1,
                                            "commentDate": "08/30/2017",
                                            "userFullName": "karl1 liu",
                                            "fieldDataType": "comment"
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                                        },
                                        {
                                            "__metadata": {
                                                "uri": "https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/
FormObjectiveComment(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=2L,sectionIndex=4,t
ype=0)",
                                                "type": 
"SFOData.FormObjectiveComment"
                                            },
                                            "sectionIndex": 4,
                                            "formContentId": "126",
                                            "type": 0,
                                            "itemId": "2",
                                            "formDataId": "31",
                                            "commentText": 
"ccccccccccccccccccccccccc",
                                            "order": 2,
                                            "commentDate": "08/30/2017",
                                            "userFullName": "karl1 liu",
                                            "fieldDataType": "comment"
                                        }
                                    ]
                                }
                            },
                            {
                                "__metadata": {
                                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)",
                                    "type": "SFOData.FormObjective"
                                },
                                "sectionIndex": 4,
                                "formContentId": "126",
                                "itemId": "3",
                                "formDataId": "31",
                                "weight": null,
                                "done": "0.0",
                                "state": "Not Started",
                                "useMLTRating": false,
                                "stateColor": "background:white;color:black;",
                                "itemOrder": 1,
                                "category": "Goals",
                                "metric": "7777777777",
                                "name": "777777",
                                "weightKey": null,
                                "otherDetails": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
otherDetails"
                                    }
                                },
                                "officialRating": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
officialRating"
                                    }
                                },
                                "tasks": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/tasks"
                                    }
                                },
                                "othersRatingComment": {
                                    "__deferred": {
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                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
othersRatingComment"
                                    }
                                },
                                "objectiveDetails": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
objectiveDetails"
                                    }
                                },
                                "customElement": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
customElement"
                                    }
                                },
                                "milestones": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
milestones"
                                    }
                                },
                                "selfRatingComment": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
selfRatingComment"
                                    }
                                },
                                "itemConfiguration": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
itemConfiguration"
                                    }
                                },
                                "metricLookupTables": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
metricLookupTables"
                                    }
                                },
                                "targets": {
                                    "__deferred": {
                                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjective(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,itemId=3L,sectionIndex=4)/
targets"
                                    }
                                },
                                "comments": {
                                    "results": []
                                }
                            }
                        ]
                    },
                    "selfRatingComment": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,sectionIndex=4)/
selfRatingComment"
                        }
                    },
                    "othersRatingComment": {
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                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,sectionIndex=4)/
othersRatingComment"
                        }
                    },
                    "sectionConfiguration": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
FormObjectiveSection(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L,sectionIndex=4)/
sectionConfiguration"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "introductionSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/
introductionSection"
            }
        },
        "raterListSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/raterListSection"
            }
        },
        "competencySections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/competencySections"
            }
        },
        "form360RaterSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/
form360RaterSection"
            }
        },
        "formConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/formConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "participantSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/participantSection"
            }
        },
        "userInformationSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=126L,formDataId=31L)/
userInformationSection"
            }
        }
    }
} 
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15.1.2.17  Form360ParticipantCategory

The Form360ParticipantCategory entity is used to query the information of one 360 participant category.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieves 360 participant categories

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(formContentId=1
8386L,formDataId=10559L,categoryValue=’EM’
)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EM',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
        },
        "categoryValue": "EM",
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "categoryOrder": 2,
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        "categoryLabel": "Manager"
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieves 360 participant categories with an $expand of 
Form360ParticipantConfig, 

This use-case expands parent entity Form360ParticipantConfig.

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=183
86L,formDataId=10559L)?$format=json&
$expand=participantCategories

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantConfig"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantCategories": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='ED',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "ED",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 3,
                    "categoryLabel": "Direct Reports"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='E',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1055
9L)",
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                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "E",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 1,
                    "categoryLabel": "Self"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EMD',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10
559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "EMD",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 5,
                    "categoryLabel": "Peers"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EE',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "EE",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 4,
                    "categoryLabel": "External"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EM',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "EM",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 2,
                    "categoryLabel": "Manager"
                }
            ]
        },
        "participantColumns": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantColumns"
            }
        }
    }
} 
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Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, cannot be null

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] The form [<formDataId>|<formContentId]] is not 
in modify stage.

Limitation

● The result of participantColumns is null if the 360 form is not in modify stage.

Additional Information

The 360 participant column entity is able to be accessed by querying directly Form360ParticipantColumn entity or 
expand via Form360ParticipantConfig entity.

15.1.2.18  Form360ParticipantSection

The Form360ParticipantSection entity contains basic information of 360 participant section, a list of 360 
participant, and configuration of 360 participant. This entity enables you to get the basic information of 360 
participant section and navigate to participants, and participant config.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Get details of 360 participants 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18
386L,formDataId=10559L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "sectionIndex": 100,
        "sectionName": "Participant Section",
        "sectionDescription": "This is a participant section.<br/> You can 
config the participants for the evaluation.",
        "formParticipants": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
formParticipants"
            }
        },
        "participantConfig": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantConfig"
            }
        }
    }
} 
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Use Case 2: Get details of 360 participants and participant configuration

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/

Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L)?$format=json

&$expand=participantConfig,formParticipants

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "sectionIndex": 100,
        "sectionName": "Participant Section",
        "sectionDescription": "This is a participant section.<br/> You can 
config the participants for the evaluation.",
        "formParticipants": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I333282'
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I333282",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Eric Chen",
                    "participantCategory": "EMD",
                    "isExternalUser": false,
                    "participantOrder": 3,
                    "isRemovable": true,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": false,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I333282'
)/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                },
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                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='extUser0
01')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "extUser001",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Steve Jobs",
                    "participantCategory": "EE",
                    "isExternalUser": true,
                    "participantOrder": 4,
                    "isRemovable": true,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": false,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='extUser0
01')/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Tim Wang",
                    "participantCategory": "E",
                    "isExternalUser": false,
                    "participantOrder": 1,
                    "isRemovable": false,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": true,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I073346'
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I073346",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Steven Li",
                    "participantCategory": "EM",
                    "isExternalUser": false,
                    "participantOrder": 2,
                    "isRemovable": false,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": true,
                    "participantDetails": {
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                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I073346'
)/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "participantConfig": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
                "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantConfig"
            },
            "formContentId": "18386",
            "formDataId": "10559",
            "participantCategories": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantCategories"
                }
            },
            "participantColumns": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantColumns"
                }
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 3: Retrieves participant section and participants with an $expand of 
Form360ReviewContentDetail 

This use-case expands the parent entity Form360ReviewContentDetail

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/

Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,for
mDataId=10559L)?$format=json&

$expand=participantSection/formParticipants

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ReviewContentDetail"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "formLocale": "en_US",
        "subjectUserGender": "M",
        "subjectUserName": "Tim Wang",
        "originatorUserId": "I306459",
        "subjectUserId": "I306459",
        "originatorUserName": "Tim Wang",
        "formTitle": "Multi Rater Review for Tim Wang",
        "summarySection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
summarySection"
            }
        },
        "objectiveSections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
objectiveSections"
            }
        },
        "introductionSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
introductionSection"
            }
        },
        "raterListSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
raterListSection"
            }
        },
        "competencySections": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
competencySections"
            }
        },
        "form360RaterSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
form360RaterSection"
            }
        },
        "formConfiguration": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
formConfiguration"
            }
        },
        "participantSection": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
                "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantSection"
            },
            "formContentId": "18386",
            "formDataId": "10559",
            "sectionIndex": 100,
            "sectionName": "Participant Section",
            "sectionDescription": "This is a participant section.<br/> You can 
config the participants for the evaluation.",
            "formParticipants": {
                "results": [
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I333282'
)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                        },
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "participantId": "I333282",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "participantUsername": "Eric Chen",
                        "participantCategory": "EMD",
                        "isExternalUser": false,
                        "participantOrder": 3,
                        "isRemovable": true,
                        "participantCategoryKey": null,
                        "isFixedCategory": false,
                        "participantDetails": {
                            "__deferred": {
                                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I333282'
)/participantDetails"
                            }
                        }
                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='extUser0
01')",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                        },
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "participantId": "extUser001",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "participantUsername": "Steve Jobs",
                        "participantCategory": "EE",
                        "isExternalUser": true,
                        "participantOrder": 4,
                        "isRemovable": true,
                        "participantCategoryKey": null,
                        "isFixedCategory": false,
                        "participantDetails": {
                            "__deferred": {
                                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='extUser0
01')/participantDetails"
                            }
                        }
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                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                        },
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "participantId": "I306459",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "participantUsername": "Tim Wang",
                        "participantCategory": "E",
                        "isExternalUser": false,
                        "participantOrder": 1,
                        "isRemovable": false,
                        "participantCategoryKey": null,
                        "isFixedCategory": true,
                        "participantDetails": {
                            "__deferred": {
                                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)/participantDetails"
                            }
                        }
                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I073346'
)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                        },
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "participantId": "I073346",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "participantUsername": "Steven Li",
                        "participantCategory": "EM",
                        "isExternalUser": false,
                        "participantOrder": 2,
                        "isRemovable": false,
                        "participantCategoryKey": null,
                        "isFixedCategory": true,
                        "participantDetails": {
                            "__deferred": {
                                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I073346'
)/participantDetails"
                            }
                        }
                    }
                ]
            },
            "participantConfig": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantConfig"
                }
            }
        },
        "userInformationSection": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ReviewContentDetail(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
userInformationSection"
            }
        }
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    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, cannot be null

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] The form [<formDataId>|<formContentId]] is not 
in modify stage.

Limitation

● The result of participantColumns is null if the 360 form is not in modify stage.

Additional Information

The 360 participant section entity is able to be accessed by querying directly Form360ParticipantSection entity or 
expand via Form360ReviewContentDetail entity.

15.1.2.19  Form360ParticipantDetail

The Form360ParticipantDetail entity contains one column information of 360 participant. You can use this entity to 
query one column information of 360 participant.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieve 360 participant details 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(formContentId=183
86L,formDataId=10559L, 
participantId='I306459', 
columnKey='EMAIL')?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
,participantId='I306459')",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
        },
        "columnKey": "EMAIL",
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "participantId": "I306459",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "columnValue": "tim.wang@sap.com"
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve 360 participant details with an $expand of 
Form360Participant

This use-case expands parent entity Form360Participant.

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L, participantId='I306459')?
$format=json&$expand=participantDetails

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "participantId": "I306459",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantUsername": "Tim Wang",
        "participantCategory": "E",
        "isExternalUser": false,
        "participantOrder": 1,
        "isRemovable": false,
        "participantCategoryKey": null,
        "isFixedCategory": true,
        "participantDetails": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='DIVISION',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DIVISION",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Sap Successfactors - Shanghai"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='PARTICIPANT_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "PARTICIPANT_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Tim Wang"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
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                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1
0559L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DEPARTMENT",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Cloud HCM - Talent"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='MANAGER_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "MANAGER_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Steven Li"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "EMAIL",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "tim.wang@sap.com"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, cannot be null

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] The form [<formDataId>|<formContentId]] is not 
in modify stage.

Limitation

● The result of participantColumns is null if the 360 form is not in modify stage.
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Additional Information

The 360 participant detail section entity is able to be accessed by querying directly Form360ParticipantDetail 
entity or expand via Form360Participant entity.

15.1.2.20  Form360ParticipantColumn

The Form360ParticipantColumn entity contains the information of one 360 participant column. You can use this 
entity to query the basic of 360 participant section and navigate to participant config, participant details.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieves 360 participant columns 

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(formContentId=183
86L,formDataId=10559L, columnKey='EMAIL')?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{
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     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
        },
        "columnKey": "EMAIL",
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "columnLabel": "Email",
        "columnOrder": 2
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieves 360 participant columns with an $expand of 
Form360ParticipantConfig

This use-case expands parent entity Form360ParticipantConfig.

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=183
86L,formDataId=10559L)?$format=json&
$expand=participantColumns

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantConfig"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantCategories": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantCategories"
            }
        },
        "participantColumns": {
            "results": [
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                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "EMAIL",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Email",
                    "columnOrder": 2
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1
0559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DEPARTMENT",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Department",
                    "columnOrder": 5
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='PARTICIPANT_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "PARTICIPANT_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Participant",
                    "columnOrder": 4
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='DIVISION',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DIVISION",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Division",
                    "columnOrder": 1
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='MANAGER_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "MANAGER_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Manager",
                    "columnOrder": 3
                }
            ]
        }
    }
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} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, cannot be null

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] The form [<formDataId>|<formContentId]] is not 
in modify stage.

Limitation

● The result of participantColumns is null if the 360 form is not in modify stage.

Additional Information

The 360 participant column entity is able to be accessed by querying directly Form360ParticipantColumn entity or 
expand via Form360ParticipantConfig entity.

15.1.2.21  Form360Participant

The Form360Participant entity contains basic information and a list of detailed information of 360 participant. You 
can use this entity to query the basic information of 360 participant, and to navigate to participant detail.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Query 360 participant

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L, participantId='I306459')?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "participantId": "I306459",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantUsername": "Tim Wang",
        "participantCategory": "E",
        "isExternalUser": false,
        "participantOrder": 1,
        "isRemovable": false,
        "participantCategoryKey": null,
        "isFixedCategory": true,
        "participantDetails": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)/participantDetails"
            }
        }
    }
} 
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Use Case 2: Get details of 360 participant

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L, participantId='I306459')?
$format=json&$expand=participantDetails

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "participantId": "I306459",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantUsername": "Tim Wang",
        "participantCategory": "E",
        "isExternalUser": false,
        "participantOrder": 1,
        "isRemovable": false,
        "participantCategoryKey": null,
        "isFixedCategory": true,
        "participantDetails": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='DIVISION',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DIVISION",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Sap Successfactors - Shanghai"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='PARTICIPANT_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "PARTICIPANT_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
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                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Tim Wang"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1
0559L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DEPARTMENT",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Cloud HCM - Talent"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='MANAGER_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "MANAGER_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "Steven Li"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantDetail(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
,participantId='I306459')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantDetail"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "EMAIL",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnValue": "tim.wang@sap.com"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 3: Retrieve 360 participants with an $expand of 
Form360ParitcipantSection

This use-case expands parent entity Form360ParticipantSection.

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18
386L,formDataId=10559L)?$format=json&
$expand=formParticipants

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{"d": {         "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "sectionIndex": 100,
        "sectionName": "Participant Section",
        "sectionDescription": "This is a participant section.<br/> You can 
config the participants for the evaluation.",
        "formParticipants": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I333282'
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I333282",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Eric Chen",
                    "participantCategory": "EMD",
                    "isExternalUser": false,
                    "participantOrder": 3,
                    "isRemovable": true,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": false,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I333282'
)/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='extUser0
01')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "extUser001",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
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                    "participantUsername": "Steve Jobs",
                    "participantCategory": "EE",
                    "isExternalUser": true,
                    "participantOrder": 4,
                    "isRemovable": true,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": false,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='extUser0
01')/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I306459",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Tim Wang",
                    "participantCategory": "E",
                    "isExternalUser": false,
                    "participantOrder": 1,
                    "isRemovable": false,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": true,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I306459'
)/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I073346'
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360Participant"
                    },
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "participantId": "I073346",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "participantUsername": "Steven Li",
                    "participantCategory": "EM",
                    "isExternalUser": false,
                    "participantOrder": 2,
                    "isRemovable": false,
                    "participantCategoryKey": null,
                    "isFixedCategory": true,
                    "participantDetails": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360Participant(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L,participantId='I073346'
)/participantDetails"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "participantConfig": {
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            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantConfig"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, cannot be null

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] The form [<formDataId>|<formContentId]] is not 
in modify stage.

Limitation

● The result of participantColumns is null if the 360 form is not in modify stage.

Additional Information

The 360 participant entity is able to be accessed by querying directly Form360Participant entity or expand via 
Form360ParticipantSection entity.
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15.1.2.22  Form360ParticipantConfig

The Form360ParticipantConfig entity contains basic information of 360 participant configuration, a list of 360 
participant columns, and a list of 360 participant categories. You can use this entity to query the basic of 360 
participant configuration and to navigate to participant columns and participant categories.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Get participant configuration

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=183
86L,formDataId=10559L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantConfig"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantColumns": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
particpantColumns"
            }
        },
        "participantCategories": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantCategories"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Use Case 2: Retrieve participant columns and categories

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/

Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDa-
taId=10559L)?$format=json

&$expand=participantCategories,participantColumns

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantConfig"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "participantColumns": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "EMAIL",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
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                    "columnLabel": "Email",
                    "columnOrder": 2
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1
0559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DEPARTMENT",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Department",
                    "columnOrder": 5
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='PARTICIPANT_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "PARTICIPANT_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Participant",
                    "columnOrder": 4
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='DIVISION',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "DIVISION",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Division",
                    "columnOrder": 1
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='MANAGER_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                    },
                    "columnKey": "MANAGER_USERNAME",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "columnLabel": "Manager",
                    "columnOrder": 3
                }
            ]
        },
        "participantCategories": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='ED',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "ED",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
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                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 3,
                    "categoryLabel": "Direct Reports"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='E',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1055
9L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "E",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 1,
                    "categoryLabel": "Self"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EMD',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10
559L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "EMD",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 5,
                    "categoryLabel": "Peers"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EE',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "EE",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 4,
                    "categoryLabel": "External"
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantCategory(categoryValue='EM',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantCategory"
                    },
                    "categoryValue": "EM",
                    "formContentId": "18386",
                    "formDataId": "10559",
                    "categoryOrder": 2,
                    "categoryLabel": "Manager"
                }
            ]
        }
    }
} 
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Use Case 3: Retrieve 360 participant config with an $expand of 
Form360ParticipantSection

This use-case expands parent entity Form360ParticipantSection.

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/

Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L)?$format=json

&$expand=participantConfig/participantColumns

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantSection"
        },
        "formContentId": "18386",
        "formDataId": "10559",
        "sectionIndex": 100,
        "sectionName": "Participant Section",
        "sectionDescription": "This is a participant section.<br/> You can 
config the participants for the evaluation.",
        "formParticipants": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantSection(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
formParticipants"
            }
        },
        "participantConfig": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)",
                "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantConfig"
            },
            "formContentId": "18386",
            "formDataId": "10559",
            "participantCategories": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantConfig(formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L)/
participantCategories"
                }
            },
            "participantColumns": {
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                "results": [
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='EMAIL',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=10559L
)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                        },
                        "columnKey": "EMAIL",
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "columnLabel": "Email",
                        "columnOrder": 2
                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='DEPARTMENT',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=1
0559L)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                        },
                        "columnKey": "DEPARTMENT",
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "columnLabel": "Department",
                        "columnOrder": 5
                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='PARTICIPANT_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,fo
rmDataId=10559L)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                        },
                        "columnKey": "PARTICIPANT_USERNAME",
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "columnLabel": "Participant",
                        "columnOrder": 4
                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='DIVISION',formContentId=18386L,formDataId=105
59L)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                        },
                        "columnKey": "DIVISION",
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "columnLabel": "Division",
                        "columnOrder": 1
                    },
                    {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
Form360ParticipantColumn(columnKey='MANAGER_USERNAME',formContentId=18386L,formDa
taId=10559L)",
                            "type": "SFOData.Form360ParticipantColumn"
                        },
                        "columnKey": "MANAGER_USERNAME",
                        "formContentId": "18386",
                        "formDataId": "10559",
                        "columnLabel": "Manager",
                        "columnOrder": 3
                    }
                ]
            }
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        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] formdataId, formContentId, cannot be null

400 COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST [COE0018] The form [<formDataId>|<formContentId]] is not 
in modify stage.

Limitation

● The result of participantColumns is null if the 360 form is not in modify stage.

Additional Information

The 360 participant config entity is able to be accessed by querying directly Form360ParticipantConfig entity or 
expand via Form360ParticipantSection entity.

15.1.2.23  Function Import

15.1.2.23.1  validateForm360Data

You can use this function to validate the 360 reviews form when it is in the modification, evaluation, or signature 
stage.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer to 360 Reviews Form Entities [page 1369].

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Validate the 360 Reviews form

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

formDataId Long Indicates document ID. This is a required 
field.

formContentId Long Indicates form content ID. This is a re
quired field.

workFlowOption String There are three work flow options availa
ble: next_step, complete_360, and sign. 
This is a required field.

Use Case: Validate the 360 reviews form

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
validateForm360Data?
$format=json&formDataId=366L&formContentId
=1480L&workFlowOption='next_step'

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Sample Responses

Successful Response:

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "Form360DataValidationResult": {
            "errors": {
                "results": []
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            },
            "status": "Success"
        }
    }
} 

Failure Response:

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "Form360DataValidationResult": {
            "errors": {
                "results": [
                    {
                        "itemName": null,
                        "message": "You must select at least 5 people to rater 
list.",
                        "sectionIndex": 6,
                        "sectionName": "Rater List",
                        "status": "ERROR"
                    }
                ]
            },
            "status": "Failed"
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

COE_MISSING_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR Valid value of form data ID should be provided.

COE_MISSING_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR Valid value of form content ID should be provided.

COE_MISSING_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR Valid value of work flow option should be provided.
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15.2 Goals

15.2.1  COTGMObjectiveEntity

COTGMObjectiveEntity represents the goal entity, including all standard fields and customer fields configured in 
goal plan templates. It is specified by goal plan id, which means one template has one entity corresponding to it, 
such as Goal_1 and Goal_2.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
● Under Objective Objective Plan Permissions , select All to grant permission for all goal 

plans, or select Others and choose the plans you want to grant permission for. This permission 
allows user to query, edit, and delete personal goals.

● To grant permission for creating, editing, and deleting group goals, grant Objective New 

Group Objective Creation .

● To query soft deleted data, grant permission Objective  Admin Access for Goal ODATA API 

Export .

User-based
Go to Admin Tools Default User Permissions Goal Plan Permissions  and choose one or 
more goal plan templates.

Querying Soft Deleted Data

Soft deleted data is the data that has been deleted but not fully purged from the system. As of Q3 2018 Release, if 
your user has the permission of admin access for Goal OData API export, the query result of this entity includes 
soft deleted data.

To grant the permission, enable Objectives Admin Access for Goal OData API Export  in RBP.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET filter=userId eq ‘userId’ or goal id is required in a query. Field readable permission.

PUT Standard OData call.
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Operation Description

MERGE Standard OData call.

DELETE Standard OData call.

UPSERT/POST Standard OData call.

Properties

Property Description

Id Goal id

Type Personal goal or new group goal

userId Goal assignee

Flag Public goal or private goal

mltAchievementType Target achievement type for a goal.

category Goal category.

guid guid for the goal.

name Goal name, sometimes relabeled as goal description. This is 
the only field that needs to be defined.

desc Description of the goal.

weight The value in this field is used to auto-populate the objective 
weight when the goal is added to a PM form. If configured as 
enum, the value is used in the form not the label, e.g. <enum-
value value="3">; if configured as text, the text value entered is 
used verbatim.

state Typically presented as a drop down list of values with colors to 
report the goal state or status. It is used as such in dashboard 
reports. Limited to 128 characters. Often labeled "Status".

start Goal start date - auto-populated with the start date defined in 
the <obj-plan-start> template tagformat defined by selected 
language pack.

due Goal due date - auto-populated with the due date defined in 
the <obj-plan-due> template tag. The format defined by the 
selected language pack
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Property Description

done Percentage done. Displayed as a whole number with a graphi
cal "progress" bar.

metric Used to describe how a goal will be measured, in other words, 
success criteria.

actualAchievement Actual achievment.

actualAchievementText Text for the actual achievement.

rating rating

bizxStrategic bizxStrategic

bizxActual bizxActual

bizxTarget bizxTarget

bizxPos bizxPos

all custom field All customer field

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

Tasks COTGMMilestoneEntity Goal and tasks association

milestones COTGMMilestoneEntity Goal and milestones association

targets COTGMMilestoneEntity Goal and targets association

metriclookup COTGMMLTEntity Goal and metriclookup association

Comment COTGMCommentEntity Goal and comment association
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Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

<hostname>/odata/v2/Goal_1?
$format=json&filter=userId eq 
‘cgrant1’&expand=milestones

Query Goals of cgrant in goal plan id 1

<hostname>/odata/v2/Goal_1 body: 
{"userId":"cgrant1","type":"user","flag":"
0","name":"goal name","category":"Other"} 

Add a goal name “goal name”. Insert operation.

<hostname>/odata/v2/upsert body: 
[{"__metadata" : { "uri" : "http://
localhost:8080/odata/v2/Goal_1(1L)", 
"type" : "SFOData.Goal_1" },"name":"upsert 
updated", "desc":"desc", 
"metric":"testtest", "start":"/
Date(1262304000000)/", "due":"/
Date(1293839999000)/","done":"11","state":
"green" }] 

Upsert operation.
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API Call Description

http://localhost:8080/odata/v2/Goal_1(1) 
body: {"name":"goal 
name","category":"Other"}

Modify a goal id 1. Update operation.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

400 Query or edit fail.

401 Query or edit fail.

500 Query or edit fail.

15.2.2  COTGMMilestoneEntity

COTGMMilestoneEntity represents the milestone based sub goal entities, tasks, milestones and targets. These 
entities include all standard fields configured in goal plan templates. Like a goal entity, it is also specified by goal 
plan id..

Querying Soft Deleted Data

Soft deleted data is the data that has been deleted but not fully purged from the system. As of Q3 2018 Release, if 
your user has the permission of admin access for Goal OData API export, the query result of this entity includes 
soft deleted data.

To grant the permission, enable Objectives Admin Access for Goal OData API Export  in RBP.

Related Information

COTGMObjectiveEntity [page 1473]
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15.2.3  COTGMMLTEntity

COTGMMLTEntity represents the metric lookup sub goal entities, including all standard fields configured in goal 
plan templates. Like a goal entity, it is also specified by goal plan id.

Querying Soft Deleted Data

Soft deleted data is the data that has been deleted but not fully purged from the system. As of Q3 2018 Release, if 
your user has the permission of admin access for Goal OData API export, the query result of this entity includes 
soft deleted data.

To grant the permission, enable Objectives Admin Access for Goal OData API Export  in RBP.

Related Information

COTGMObjectiveEntity [page 1473]

15.2.4  COTGMCommentEntity

COTGMCommentEntity represents the comment entities. It is also specified by goal plan id like goal entity.

Properties

Property Description

Id Metriclookup id

objId Goal id

lastModified last modified date

commentator commentator

content content
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Querying Soft Deleted Data

Soft deleted data is the data that has been deleted but not fully purged from the system. As of Q3 2018 Release, if 
your user has the permission of admin access for Goal OData API export, the query result of this entity includes 
soft deleted data.

To grant the permission, enable Objectives Admin Access for Goal OData API Export  in RBP.

Related Information

COTGMObjectiveEntity [page 1473]

15.2.5  GoalPlanTemplate

GoalPlanTemplate can be used to access goal plan templates.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Fetch a GoalPlanTemplate entity

Properties

Property Description

id Id of the goal template

name Name of the goal template

description Description of the goal template

parentPlanId Id of the parent goal plan.

displayOrder Display order of the goal template

startDate Goal start date

dueDate Goal due date
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

goals SimpleGoal

Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

API Call Description

/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate Query all goal plan templates

/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate?$expand=goals Query all goal plan templates and expand associated goals

/odata/v2/getDefaultGoalPlanTemplateId Query default goal plan template Id

odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate?
$format=json&amp;$expand=enums

Get the lookup (including category name and id) and transla
tions per template

/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate(111L)?
$format=json&$expand=enums

Query to filter the enums by goal plan template id. Here, for ex
ample Goal template ID is 111.
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15.2.6  GoalEnum

GoalEnum provides the lookup (including category name and id) and translations across templates.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Fetch a GoalPlanTemplate entity

Use Cases

API Call Description

/odata/v2/GoalEnum?$format=json Get the lookup (including category name and id) and transla
tions across template.

/odata/v2/GoalEnum?$format=json&
$filter=planId eq 38

Query on GoalEnum and filter by planId.

/odata/v2/GoalEnum?$format=json&
$filter=fieldId eq state

Query on GoalEnum and filter by fieldId

15.2.7  SimpleGoal

The SimpleGoal entity provides a way to expand all the goals within the Goal Plan of a user.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET This entity can be expanded from GoalPlanTemplate entity or queried with goal id. It fetches goal ID 
and goal name properties by expanding from GoalPlanTemplate entity..
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Entity Relation Diagram

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Expand simple goals within your Goal Plan

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalPlanTemplate?$expand=goals

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
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      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate(1L)",
          "type": "SFOData.GoalPlanTemplate"
        },
        "id": "1",
        "startDate": null,
        "parentPlanId": "-1",
        "description": "This is the 2011 objective plan.",
        "name": "2011 Objectives",
        "displayOrder": "11",
        "mobileFields": "",
        "dueDate": null,
        "goals": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3839L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3839",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Ensure 50% of total revenue comes from products developed 
in last 3 years",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3850L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3850",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Add a new goal for testing.",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3851L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3851",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Increase Available Customer References",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3853L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3853",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Complete sales compensation plan by 00/00/0000",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3871L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3871",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
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              "name": "Present at Key Industry and Technical Conferences to 
Build Awareness of Innovation and Brand",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3873L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3873",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Cascading this goal as a test.",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3870L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3870",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Relentless Focus on Customer Satisfaction",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(2279L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "2279",
              "flag": 1,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Improve performance of South Central region",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(2L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "2",
              "flag": 1,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Customer Satisfaction",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(4L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "4",
              "flag": 1,
              "userId": "cgrant1",
              "name": "Financial industry accounts",
              "type": "user"
            }
          ]
        },
        "enums": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate(1L)/enums"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
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  } }

Use Case 2: Expand simple goals from a specific employee's Goal Plan

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalPlanTemplate?$expand=goals&
$format=json&userId=mhoff1&$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate(1L)",
          "type": "SFOData.GoalPlanTemplate"
        },
        "id": "1",
        "startDate": null,
        "parentPlanId": "-1",
        "description": "This is the 2011 objective plan.",
        "name": "2011 Objectives",
        "displayOrder": "11",
        "mobileFields": "",
        "dueDate": null,
        "goals": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3417L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3417",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Develop Consistent Process for Lead Management",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3419L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3419",
              "flag": 0,
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              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Increase service revenue per account in the NORTHEAST 
REGION",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3857L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3857",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Increase Available Customer References",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(3874L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "3874",
              "flag": 0,
              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Relentless Focus on Customer Satisfaction",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(5L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "5",
              "flag": 1,
              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Customer Satisfaction",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(6L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "6",
              "flag": 1,
              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Financial industry accounts",
              "type": "user"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(7L)",
                "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
              },
              "id": "7",
              "flag": 1,
              "userId": "mhoff1",
              "name": "Financial Industy Accounts - NE",
              "type": "user"
            }
          ]
        },
        "enums": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate(1L)/enums"
          }
        }
      }
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    ]
  } }

Use Case 3: Query a specific simple goal

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(2L)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <entry xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" xmlns:m="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata" xmlns:d="http://
schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices" xml:base="https://<Hostname>/
odata/v2/">
    <id>https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/SimpleGoal(2L)</id>
    <title type="text"></title>
    <updated>2016-07-25T06:02:26Z</updated>
    <author>
        <name></name>
    </author>
    <link rel="edit" title="SimpleGoal" href="SimpleGoal(2L)"></link>
    <category term="SFOData.SimpleGoal" scheme="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/
2007/08/dataservices/scheme"></category>
    <content type="application/xml">
        <m:properties>
            <d:id m:type="Edm.Int64">2</d:id>
            <d:flag m:type="Edm.Int32">1</d:flag>
            <d:userId>cgrant1</d:userId>
            <d:name>Customer Satisfaction</d:name>
            <d:type>user</d:type>
        </m:properties>
    </content> </entry>
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15.3 Continuous Performance Management

The Continuous Performance Management OData APIs enable you to perform the CRUD operations, viz. Create, 
Update and Delete operations for the Continuous Performance Management related entities.

Permissions

Apart from the permissions needed for using Continuous Performance Management in the application, you do not 
need any additional permissions to use the Continuous Performance Management related API entities.

15.3.1  ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission

The ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission entity provides authorization check to confirm whether a particular 
user has the permission to perform the CRUD operations on Continuous Performance Management entities. This 
entity can also be used by Managers to check if they have the authorization to do CRUD operations for their direct 
reports.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Fetch all the permissions w.r.t. Continuous Performance Management entities for the 
current user
Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission?
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Activity",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Activity",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Achievement",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
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        "permType": "Achievement",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "OtherTopic",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "OtherTopic",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "successline_request_feedback",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "successline_view_feedback",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      }
    ]
  } }

Use Case 2: Fetch all the permissions w.r.t. Continuous Performance Management entities for a 
specific User "emp1"

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission?
targetUserId=emp1&$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Activity",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Activity",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Achievement",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Achievement",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": false,
        "permType": "OtherTopic",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
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        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": false,
        "permType": "OtherTopic",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": false,
        "permType": "successline_request_feedback",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": false,
        "permType": "successline_view_feedback",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
      }
    ]
  } }

Use Case 3: Fetch all the permissions w.r.t. Continuous Performance Management entities for a 
specific User "emp1" on entity "Activity"
Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission?
permType=Activity&targetUserId=emp1&
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Activity",
        "permStringValue": "VIEW"
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      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission('emp1')",
          "type": "SFOData.ContinuousPerformanceUserPermission"
        },
        "targetUserId": "emp1",
        "hasPermission": true,
        "permType": "Activity",
        "permStringValue": "EDIT"
      }
    ]
  } }

15.3.2  Activity

The Activity entity enables you to query the Activities in Continuous Performance Management and to create, 
update and delete Activity records. This entity also enables Managers to view the Activities of their direct reports.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

PUT Replace a record

POST Update a record

DELETE Delete a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Add an Activity

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     
"activityName":"cgrant_activity1",
    "subjectUserIdNav":{"__metadata":
{"uri":"User('cgrant')"}},
    "activityStatusNav":
{"__metadata":
{"uri":"ActivityStatus('high')"}}
} 

Use Case 2: Edit an Activity

Request Information

Operation PUT

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity('1')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     
"activityName":"cgrant_activity1",
    "subjectUserIdNav":{"__metadata":
{"uri":"User('cgrant')"}},
    "activityStatusNav":
{"__metadata":
{"uri":"ActivityStatus('medium')"}}
} 
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Use Case 3: Delete an Activity

Request Information

Operation DELETE

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity('1')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Use Case 4: List out Activities

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity?
$format=JSON&$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(11129L)",
          "type": "SFOData.Activity"
        },
        "activityId": "11129",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1467125566000+0000)/",
        "activityStatus": "medium",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "lastModifiedDateWithTZ": "/Date(1467125566000+0000)/",
        "createdDate": "/Date(1467124437000)/",
        "snapshot": false,
        "activityState": null,
        "activityPriority": null,
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1467124437000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1467125566000)/",
        "activityName": "Activity",
        "achievements": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(11129L)/achievements"
          }
        },
       "feedbacks": {
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          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(11129L)/feedbacks"
          }
        },
        "devGoalDetailList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(11129L)/
devGoalDetailList"
          }
        },
        "goalDetailList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(11129L)/goalDetailList"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  } }

Use Case 5: List out Activities with ActivityStatus as 'High'

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity?
$format=JSON&$filter=activityStatus eq 
'high'&$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(921L)",
          "type": "SFOData.Activity"
        },
        "activityId": "921",
        "mdfSystemEffectiveEndDate": "/Date(253402214400000)/",
        "mdfSystemObjectType": "Activity",
        "mdfSystemVersionId": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1459178434000+0000)/",
        "mdfSystemTransactionSequence": "1",
        "mdfSystemRecordId": "AB8CEB87863B4CFB853668793834CC7F",
        "mdfSystemEntityId": "83D3B0AE34E34FDAB64DBE5D80542596",
        "activityStatus": "high",
        "mdfSystemStatus": "A",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
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        "lastModifiedDateWithTZ": "/Date(1459178434000+0000)/",
        "createdDate": "/Date(1450120344000)/",
        "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
        "snapshot": false,
        "activityState": null,
        "activityPriority": null,
        "createdBy": "cgrant1",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1450120344000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
        "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1459178434000)/",
        "mdfSystemEffectiveStartDate": "/Date(-2208988800000)/",
        "activityName": "Work with the marketing group to develop slick new 
pitch decks",
        "achievements": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(921L)/achievements"
          }
        },
        "feedbacks": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(921L)/feedbacks"
          }
        },
        "devGoalDetailList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(921L)/devGoalDetailList"
          }
        },
        "goalDetailList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity(921L)/goalDetailList"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  } }

15.3.3  GoalDetail

The GoalDetail entity contains basic information about the GoalDetail linked to an activity for a specific user. You 
can create and edit GoalDetail entities linked to an Activity.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

POST Update a record
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Pre-requisites for executing the use cases

You need to use two Goal Management related public OData APIs, 'getDefaultGoalPlanTemplateId' and 
'GoalPlanTemplate' for fetching the goal IDs required for "goalDetailList":[{"goalId":"xxx"}.

At first, you need to fetch the ID of the default Goal Plan using '/odata/v2/getDefaultGoalPlanTemplateId'. You can 
then fetch the goal IDs by passing the default Goal Plan template ID to the GoalPlanTemplate entity.

Request: https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/GoalPlanTemplate(11)?$format=json&
$expand=goals&userId=cgrant&$select=goals

Response:

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/GoalPlanTemplate(11L)",
      "type": "SFOData.GoalPlanTemplate"
    },
    "goals": {
      "results": [
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/SimpleGoal(3876L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
          },           "id": "3876",           "flag": 0,
          "userId": "cgrant",
          "name": "Complete sales compensation plan by (date)",
          "type": "user"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/SimpleGoal(3877L)",
            "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
          },           "id": "3877",           "flag": 1,
          "userId": "cgrant",
          "name": "Develop and implement a strategy to increase sales in 
___________ (region) by __% by (date)",
          "type": "user"
        },
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/SimpleGoal(3880L)",
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            "type": "SFOData.SimpleGoal"
          },           "id": "3880",           "flag": 1,
          "userId": "cgrant",
          "name": "Increase overall sales revenue __% by (date)",
          "type": "user"
        }
      ]
    }
  } }

For more information, please refer to GoalPlanTemplate [page 1479]

Use Case 1: Saving GoalDetail along with creation of Activity

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Activity

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{ "activityName":"Activity",
"subjectUserIdNav":{"__metadata":
{"uri":"User('cgrant1')"}},
"activityStatusNav":{"__metadata":
{"uri":"ActivityStatus('medium')"}},
"goalDetailList":
[{"goalId":"260004088"}]
} 

Use Case 2: Linking new goal to an existing activity

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/GoalDetail 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{ "goalId":"260004088",
"Activity_activityId":"11125"
} 

15.3.4  ActivityFeedback

The ActivityFeedback entity enables you to add, edit, or delete feedback on your Activities in Continuous 
Performance Management.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

PUT Replace a record

POST Update a record

DELETE Delete a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Add an Activity feedback with FeedbackFlag as 'Red'

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ActivityFeedback
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "commentContent":"New update 
feedback",
    "commenter": "cgrant",
    "feedbackFlagNav":{"__metadata":
{"uri":"FeedbackFlag('Red')"}},
    "Activity_activityId":"1"
} 

Use Case 2: Edit an Activity feedback

Request Information

Operation PUT

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ActivityFeedback(Activity_activityId=1,act
ivityFeedbackId=2)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     
"commentContent":"modifiedcomment1"
} 

Use Case 4: Delete an Activity feedback

Request Information

Operation DELETE

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ActivityFeedback(Activity_activityId=1,act
ivityFeedbackId=2)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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15.3.5  Achievement

The Achievement entity enables you to perform CRUD operations on Continuous Performance Management 
Achievements, viz. create, update and delete them, and it enables you to query the Achievements. This entity also 
enables Managers to view their direct reports' Achievements.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

PUT Replace a record

POST Update a record

DELETE Delete a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Create an Achievement for an Activity

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{ "parentExternalId":"1",
"parentTypeEnum":"ACTIVITY",
"achievementName":"activity_achieveme
nt",
"subjectUserIdNav":{"__metadata":
{"uri":"User('cgrant1')"}}
} 

Use Case 2: Edit an Achievement

Request Information

Operation PUT

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(3)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{ "achievementName":"comment233"
} 

Use Case 3: Delete an Achievement

Request Information

Operation DELETE

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(3)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Use Case 4: List all Achievements

Request Information

Operation GET
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement?
$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.Achievement"
                },
                "achievementId": "1143",
                "achievementDate": "/Date(1452470400000)/",
                "mdfSystemEffectiveEndDate": "/Date(253402214400000)/",
                "mdfSystemObjectType": "Achievement",
                "mdfSystemVersionId": null,
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1463406044000+0000)/",
                "mdfSystemTransactionSequence": "1",
                "reviewed": false,
                "achievementName": "Enrolled two new customer engagements",
                "mdfSystemRecordId": "6AB230D7170749E5943EA63C783B2CB1",
                "mdfSystemEntityId": "2DCAE14D3DDD4DEFB5D41A453D4F885D",
                "mdfSystemStatus": "A",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "lastModifiedDateWithTZ": "/Date(1463406044000+0000)/",
                "createdDate": "/Date(1452537009000)/",
                "parentExternalId": "924",
                "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
                "snapshot": false,
                "createdBy": "cgrant1",
                "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
                "createdDateTime": "/Date(1452537009000+0000)/",
                "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1463406044000)/",
                "mdfSystemEffectiveStartDate": "/Date(-2208988800000)/",
                "parentTypeEnum": "ACTIVITY",
                "subjectUserIdNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
subjectUserIdNav"
                    }
                },
                "wfRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
wfRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "supporterFeedbacks": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
supporterFeedbacks"
                    }
                },
                "devGoalDetailList": {
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                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
devGoalDetailList"
                    }
                },
                "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
                    }
                },
                "parentTypeEnumNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
parentTypeEnumNav"
                    }
                },
                "goalDetailList": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
goalDetailList"
                    }
                },
                "mdfSystemStatusNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement(1143L)/
mdfSystemStatusNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

15.3.6  GoalAchievements

You can fetch all the performance goals that are linked directly or indirectly to the Achievement entity for a given 
employee (userid).

Use Cases

Use Case: Query all the performance goals that are linked directly or indirectly 
to an employee's Achievements

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2//
GoalAchievements?$format=JSON&
$expand=achievementList
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": " <Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievements(goalId='3985',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
          "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "3985",
        "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
        "achievementList": {
          "__deferred": {
              "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievements(goalId='3991',subjectUserId='mhoff1')/achievementList"
          }
        }
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": " <Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievements(goalId='3991',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
          "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "3991",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "achievementList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievements(goalId='3991',subjectUserId='mhoff1')/achievementList"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  }
} 
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15.3.7  GoalAchievementsList

You can retrieve all the Achievements linked to a given performance goal using the GoalAchievementsList entity.

Use Cases

Use Case: Query the achievements linked to performance goals

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/Achievement?
$format=JSON&$expand=goalDetailList

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievements(goalId='3985',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
          "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "3985",
        "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
        "achievementList": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievementsList(goalId='3985',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
                "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "3985",
              "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
              "achievementParentType": "null",
              "achievementName": "Achievement1",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1488276840000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "mhoff1",
              "achievementId": "6875",
              "achievementParentExternalId": null,
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1485970956000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "mhoff1"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
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                "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievementsList(goalId='3985',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
                "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "3985",
              "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
              "achievementParentType": "null",
              "achievementName": "Achievement1",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1488262795000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "mhoff1",
              "achievementId": "6919",
              "achievementParentExternalId": null,
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1487333285000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "mhoff1"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievementsList(goalId='3985',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
                "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "3985",
              "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
              "achievementParentType": "ACTIVITY",
              "achievementName": "Achievement linked with Activity containing no 
goals",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1485808059000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "mhoff1",
              "achievementId": "6872",
              "achievementParentExternalId": "6863",
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1485808059000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "mhoff1"
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievementsList(goalId='3985',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
                "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "3985",
              "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
              "achievementParentType": "ACTIVITY",
              "achievementName": "Achievement linked with Activity with 
Performance Goal linked",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1485808089000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "mhoff1",
              "achievementId": "6873",
              "achievementParentExternalId": "6864",
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1485808089000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "mhoff1"
            }
          ]
        }
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievements(goalId='3991',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
          "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "3991",
        "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
        "achievementList": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
GoalAchievementsList(goalId='3991',subjectUserId='mhoff1')",
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                "type": "SFOData.GoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "3991",
              "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
              "achievementParentType": "ACTIVITY",
              "achievementName": "Achievement linked with Activity linked to 
both Goals",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1485968409000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "mhoff1",
              "achievementId": "6874",
              "achievementParentExternalId": "6868",
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1485968409000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "mhoff1"
            }
          ]
        }
      }
    ]
  }
} 

15.3.8  DevGoalAchievements

You can fetch all the development goals that are linked directly or indirectly to Achievement entity for a given 
employee (userid), using DevGoalAchievements.

Use Cases

Use Case: Query a user's achievements that are directly or indirectly linked to 
development goals.

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements?$format=JSON

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
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      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements(goalId='1580',subjectUserId='cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.DevGoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "1580",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "achievementList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements(goalId='1580',subjectUserId='cgrant1')/achievementList"
          }
        }
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements(goalId='1539',subjectUserId='cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.DevGoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "1539",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "achievementList": {
          "__deferred": {
            "uri": "<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements(goalId='1539',subjectUserId='cgrant1')/achievementList"
          }
        }
      }
    ]
  }
} 

15.3.9  DevGoalAchievementsList

You can retrieve all the Continuous Performance Management Achievements linked to a given development goal 
using DevGoalAchievementsList.

Use Cases

Use Case: Query the achievements that are linked to development goals.

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements?$format=JSON&
$expand=achievementList
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "<hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements(goalId='1580',subjectUserId='cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.DevGoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "1580",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "achievementList": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "<hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievementsList(goalId='1580',subjectUserId='cgrant1')",
                "type": "SFOData.DevGoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "1580",
              "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
              "achievementParentType": "ACTIVITY",
              "achievementName": "Achievement Done",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1494514242000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
              "achievementId": "7771",
              "achievementParentExternalId": "7776",
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1494424714000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "cgrant1"
            }
          ]
        }
      },
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "<hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievements(goalId='1539',subjectUserId='cgrant1')",
          "type": "SFOData.DevGoalAchievements"
        },
        "goalId": "1539",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "achievementList": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "<hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalAchievementsList(goalId='1539',subjectUserId='cgrant1')",
                "type": "SFOData.DevGoalAchievementsList"
              },
              "goalId": "1539",
              "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
              "achievementParentType": "ACTIVITY",
              "achievementName": "Achievement Done",
              "achievementLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1494514242000)/",
              "achievementLastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
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              "achievementId": "7771",
              "achievementParentExternalId": "7776",
              "achievementCreatedDate": "/Date(1494424714000)/",
              "achievementCreatedBy": "cgrant1"
            }
          ]
        }
      }
    ]
  }
}  

15.3.10  ContinuousFeedback

The ContinuousFeedback API enables you to read feedback, respond to feedback requests, and delete feedback 
you've received. You can also use this API to link the feedback to activities and achievements in Continuous 
Performance Management.

 Note
The Admin users with Admin Access Permission to all Continuous Performance Management Data role-based 
permission do not have access to the feedback of others, except for their own and/or their direct reports. This 
means, the Admin Access Permission to all Continuous Performance Management Data permission doesn't 
enable you to access others' data using the ContinuousFeedback API.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Read feedback received by an employee.

Insert Provide feedback to other employees.

Update Update the visibility of the feedback, link feedback to activities 
and achievements.

Delete Delete feedback that a user has received, except the ones re
ceived on Manager's request.
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Properties

Property Description

visibleToManager This Boolean property specifies if subject user shared this 
feedback with their manager.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeed
backRequestNav

ContinuousFeedbackReqeust Navigation to ContinuousFeedbackRequest

continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav User Navigation to user entity

continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav User Navigation to user entity

These are not complete lists of properties. For more information about the entity metadata, please refer to your 
OData API dictionary in the Admin Center or use the entity query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/
$metadata.

Use Case 1: Query the feedback

Using the query operation on the ContinuousFeedback entity returns all the feedback that the logged in user has 
permissions to view.

Request 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
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        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101470')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
                },
                "feedbackId": "101470",
                "activityId": "127764",
                "senderUserId": "rmaxx1",
                "achievementId": "1143",
                "feedbackRequestId": "101457",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackMessage": "This is richard's feedback on Carla's 
achievement - \"Develop UX designs for the new Achievement section in the PM 
Form by working with Chris\". \nCarla executed this activity very efficiently 
and in timely manner. ",
                "dateReceived": "/Date(1467732732000)/",
                "visibleToManager": true,
                "continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101470')/continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101470')/continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101470')/continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
                },
                "feedbackId": "101471",
                "activityId": null,
                "senderUserId": "mhoff1",
                "achievementId": "5177",
                "feedbackRequestId": "101458",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackMessage": "You have done a fabulous job. It was 
pleasure working with you. Cheers!",
                "dateReceived": "/Date(1477037278000)/",
                "visibleToManager": true,
                "continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')/continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')/continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')/continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav"
                    }
                }
            },
        ]
    } }

Use Case 2: Query a feedback, and expand to the user entities

Applying the query operation for a given feedback record on the ContinuousFeedback entity using $Expand 
returns the feedback with user entities.

Request 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback(101470L)continuousFeedb
ackToSenderUserNav&$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/ContinuousFeedback(101470L)",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
        },
        "feedbackId": "101470",
        "activityId": "127764",
        "senderUserId": "rmaxx1",
        "dateReceived": "/Date(1467732732000)/",
        "visibleToManager": true,
        "achievementId": "1143",
        "feedbackMessage": "This is richard's feedback on Carla's achievement - 
\"Develop UX designs for the new Achievement section in the PM Form by working 
with Chris\". \nCarla executed this activity very efficiently and in timely 
manner. ",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "feedbackRequestId": "101457",
        "continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
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                    "userId": "rmaxx1",
                    "reviewFreq": null,
                    "jobCode": "SALES-DIR",
                    "lastModifiedWithTZ": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "ssn": null,
                    "division": "ACE Software",
                    "custom02": null,
                    "custom01": null,
                    "custom04": null,
                    "custom03": null,
                    "custom06": null,
                    "custom05": null,
                    "custom08": null,
                    "custom07": null,
                    "custom09": null,
                    "onboardingId": null,
                    "state": "CO",
                    "fax": null,
                    "timeZone": "CST",
                    "defaultLocale": "en_US",
                    "nationality": null,
                    "teamMembersSize": 3,
                    "lastReviewDate": null,
                    "sysCostOfSource": "1200.0",
                    "businessPhone": null,
                    "status": "t",
                    "lastName": "Maxx",
                    "ethnicity": "Caucasian",
                    "gender": "M",
                    "city": "Denver",
                    "businessSegment": null,
                    "email": "eyip@successfactors.com",
                    "newToPosition": false,
                    "dateOfBirth": "/Date(76291200000)/",
                    "custom11": null,
                    "defaultFullName": "Richard Maxx",
                    "sysStartingSalary": "82500.0",
                    "custom10": null,
                    "custom13": null,
                    "custom12": null,
                    "custom15": null,
                    "custom14": null,
                    "veteranDisabled": null,
                    "totalTeamSize": "3",
                    "married": false,
                    "veteranMedal": null,
                    "country": null,
                    "zipCode": "80204",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "minority": true,
                    "matrixManaged": false,
                    "addressLine1": "1701 Bryant St",
                    "addressLine2": null,
                    "sciLastModified": null,
                    "mi": null,
                    "level": null,
                    "veteranSeparated": null,
                    "firstName": "Richard",
                    "lastModified": "/Date(1536232121000)/",
                    "empId": "4033",
                    "impactOfLoss": "15",
                    "benchStrength": null,
                    "sysSource": 1423,
                    "futureLeader": false,
                    "title": "Sales Director, Central",
                    "veteranProtected": null,
                    "department": "Sales",
                    "hireDate": "/Date(789782400000)/",
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                    "citizenship": null,
                    "reasonForLeaving": "11",
                    "riskOfLoss": "8",
                    "location": "Denver, CO",
                    "keyPosition": false,
                    "username": "rmaxx",
                    "delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
secondManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "ethnicityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
ethnicityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hr": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
User('rmaxx1')/hr"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentOfPositionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
incumbentOfPositionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "proxy": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
proxy"
                        }
                    },
                    "targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
matrixReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfWorkScheduleNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfWorkScheduleNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "directReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
directReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeCollectorNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfTimeCollectorNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "personKeyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
personKeyNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "codeOfRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
codeOfRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "benchStrengthNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
benchStrengthNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "manager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
manager"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "impactOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
impactOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "competencyRatingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
competencyRatingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userPermissionsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userPermissionsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
nominationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "reasonForLeavingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
reasonForLeavingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
customManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfActivityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
subjectUserIdOfActivityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "approverOfAdvanceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
approverOfAdvanceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "sysSourceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
sysSourceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
matrixManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
secondReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "userIdOfBudgetGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfBudgetGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hrReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
hrReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "riskOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
riskOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "ownerOfTalentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
ownerOfTalentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
customReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('rmaxx1')/
userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(101457L)",
                "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
            },
            "requestId": "101457",
            "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"Develop UX 
designs for the new Achievement section in the PM Form by working with Chris\", 
I'd like to get your feedback on your interactions. Could you please let me know 
what you think went well and provide one constructive suggestion on where I can 
do better?\n\nBest Regards,\nCarla Grant",
            "requesterId": "cgrant1",
            "requestedForAchievementId": "5177",
            "feedbackId": "101470",
            "requestedForActivityId": null,
            "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
            "requestedDate": "/Date(1467732620000)/",
            "requesteeId": "rmaxx1",
            "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(101457L)/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                }
            },
            "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(101457L)/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                }
            },
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            "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(101457L)/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                }
            },
            "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                "__deferred": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(101457L)/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                }
            }
        },
        "continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
                    "userId": "cgrant1",
                    "reviewFreq": null,
                    "jobCode": "VP-SALES",
                    "lastModifiedWithTZ": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "ssn": "************",
                    "division": "ACE Software",
                    "custom02": null,
                    "custom01": "Sensitive Data",
                    "custom04": null,
                    "custom03": null,
                    "custom06": null,
                    "custom05": null,
                    "custom08": null,
                    "custom07": null,
                    "custom09": null,
                    "onboardingId": null,
                    "state": "CA",
                    "fax": "321-555-1500",
                    "timeZone": "CST",
                    "defaultLocale": "en_US",
                    "nationality": null,
                    "teamMembersSize": 8,
                    "lastReviewDate": null,
                    "sysCostOfSource": "0.0",
                    "businessPhone": "321-555-2244",
                    "status": "t",
                    "lastName": "Grant",
                    "ethnicity": "374",
                    "gender": "F",
                    "city": "San Mateo",
                    "businessSegment": null,
                    "email": "carla.grant@xxx.com",
                    "newToPosition": false,
                    "dateOfBirth": "/Date(-561600000000)/",
                    "custom11": null,
                    "defaultFullName": "Carla Grant",
                    "sysStartingSalary": "60000.0",
                    "custom10": null,
                    "custom13": null,
                    "custom12": null,
                    "custom15": null,
                    "custom14": null,
                    "veteranDisabled": false,
                    "totalTeamSize": "37",
                    "married": true,
                    "veteranMedal": false,
                    "country": "USA",
                    "zipCode": "94404",
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                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "minority": true,
                    "matrixManaged": false,
                    "addressLine1": "1500 Fashion Island Blvd",
                    "addressLine2": "Suite 300",
                    "sciLastModified": "/Date(1486715716000+0000)/",
                    "mi": null,
                    "level": null,
                    "veteranSeparated": false,
                    "firstName": "Carla",
                    "lastModified": "/Date(1536232121000)/",
                    "empId": "4001",
                    "impactOfLoss": "15",
                    "benchStrength": null,
                    "sysSource": 1423,
                    "futureLeader": false,
                    "title": "VP, Sales",
                    "veteranProtected": false,
                    "department": "Sales",
                    "hireDate": "/Date(1142985600000)/",
                    "citizenship": "1602",
                    "reasonForLeaving": "11",
                    "riskOfLoss": "9",
                    "location": "Chicago, IL",
                    "keyPosition": false,
                    "username": "cgrant",
                    "delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
secondManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "ethnicityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
ethnicityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hr": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
User('cgrant1')/hr"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentOfPositionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
incumbentOfPositionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "proxy": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
proxy"
                        }
                    },
                    "targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
matrixReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfWorkScheduleNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfWorkScheduleNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "directReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
directReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeCollectorNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeCollectorNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "personKeyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
personKeyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "codeOfRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
codeOfRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "benchStrengthNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
benchStrengthNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "manager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
manager"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "impactOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
impactOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "competencyRatingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
competencyRatingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userPermissionsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userPermissionsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
nominationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "reasonForLeavingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
reasonForLeavingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
customManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfActivityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfActivityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "approverOfAdvanceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
approverOfAdvanceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "sysSourceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
sysSourceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
matrixManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
secondReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfBudgetGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfBudgetGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hrReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
hrReports"
                        }
                    },
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                    "riskOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
riskOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "ownerOfTalentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
ownerOfTalentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
customReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    } }

Use Case 3: Give feedback 

You can use this entity to give feedback.
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Request 

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "senderUserId": "mhoff1",
    "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
    "feedbackMessage": "Great job 
Carla. Keep up the good work." }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ContinuousFeedback('131565')",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
        },
        "senderUserId": "mhoff1",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "feedbackMessage": "Great job Carla. Keep up the good work."
    } }

Use Case 4: Respond to a feedback request 

If you know a feedback request you need to respond to (query ContinuousFeedbackRequest to fetch the requestId), 
you can use this entity to insert feedback for that request by adding the ID of that request as the 
feedbackRequestId in Payload.

In this case using GET method on ContinuousFeedbackRequest, we fetched the requestId 131582. To respond to 
that request, in the Payload of the POST method on the ContinuousFeedback entity, we added the value of 
feedbackRequestId as "131582".

Request 

Operation Insert
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HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{ "feedbackMessage": "Good job. Happy 
to work with you.",
  "senderUserId":"cgrant1",
   "subjectUserId":"rmaxx1",
  "feedbackRequestId": "131582"
} 

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/ContinuousFeedback('131583')",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
        },
        "feedbackMessage": "Good job. Happy to work with you.",
        "senderUserId": "cgrant1",
        "subjectUserId": "rmaxx1",
        "feedbackRequestId": "131582"
    } }

Use Case 5: Link feedback to a Continuous Performance Management activity

You can use this entity to link feedback to an activity.

Request 

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback/upsert?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{     "__metadata": {
    "uri": "https://<hostname>/
odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('131565')",
    "type": 
"SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"},
    "activityId": "921",
    "visibleToManager": true  }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "131565",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": "The operation to update ContinuousFeedback was 
successful.",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 204,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

Use Case 6: Link feedback to a Continuous Performance Management 
achievement

You can use this entity to link feedback to an achievement.

Request 

Operation Upsert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback/upsert?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{   "__metadata": {
    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/
odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101470')",
    "type": 
"SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
  },
  "achievementId": "5571" }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "101470",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": "The operation to update ContinuousFeedback was 
successful.",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 204,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

Use Case 7: Update the visibility of feedback

You can use this entity to either show or hide feedback from the employee's manager by setting "visibleToManager" 
to either true or false.

Request 

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback/upsert?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{   "__metadata": {
    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/
odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')",
    "type": 
"SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
  },
  "visibleToManager": false, }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": [
        {
            "key": "101471",
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPDATED",
            "message": "The operation to update ContinuousFeedback was 
successful.",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 204,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ] }

Use Case 8: Filter the feedback based on their visibility to Manager

Using the query operation on the ContinuousFeedback entity by applying a filter on the "visibleToManager" 
property returns all the feedback that the Manager can view or cannot view.

 Note
This operation is only supported for the subjectUser of the feedback. Managers can only query feedback that is 
made visible to them.

Request 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json&
$filter=visibleToManager eq 'false'
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedback"
                },
                "feedbackId": "101471",
                "activityId": null,
                "senderUserId": "mhoff1",
                "achievementId": "5177",
                "feedbackRequestId": "101458",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackMessage": "You have done a fabulous job. It was 
pleasure working with you. Cheers!",
                "dateReceived": "/Date(1477037278000)/",
                "visibleToManager": false,
                "continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')/continuousFeedbackToContinuousFeedbackRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')/continuousFeedbackToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback('101471')/continuousFeedbackToSenderUserNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Use Case 9: Delete a feedback that you've received. 

You can now use the ContinuousFeedback API to delete any feedback that you have received, except the ones 
you received on your Manager's request.
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Request 

Operation Delete

HTTP Method DELETE

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback(101471L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response 

 Sample Code

Status: 200 OK.

You can use the query operation to search for the feedbackId: '101471' to verify that you can no longer access the 
feedback comment, and the comment has been deleted.

Limitations of the ContinuousFeedback entity

● Currently, you cannot navigate from feedback to linked activity and achievement as part of a single API call.
● The API call does not support navigation of Activity or Achievement links from ContinuousFeedback entities as 

part of a single API call.
● Ability to request feedback from multiple users in a single transaction (batching) is not supported.
● Selecting specific columns is not currently supported.
● You cannot request feedback on multiple entities in a single API call. It is consistent with the current 

functionality. For example, you cannot request feedback on both an activity and an achievement in a single call.
● If you attempt to GET feedback for 1000 people at the same time. There may be some performance issues 

when the volume reaches > 2000 users.
● Mass inserting feedback via an API call is not supported.

15.3.11  ContinuousFeedbackRequest

The ContinuousFeedbackRequest entity enables you to create feedback requests. It also provides the ability to 
request feedback on a continuous performance management activity and/or achievement.

 Note
The Admin users with Admin Access Permission to all Continuous Performance Management Data role-based 
permission do not have access to the feedback of others, except for their own and/or their direct reports. This 
means, the Admin Access Permission to all Continuous Performance Management Data permission doesn't 
enable you to access others' data using the ContinuousFeedbackRequest API.
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Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Read the feedback requests sent for or by an employee, and re
ceived by an employee.

Insert Create a new feedback request.

Properties

Property Description

requesterId UserId of the feedback requester

requesteeId UserId of the person from whom the feedback has been re
quested.

subjectUserId UserId of the person for whom the feedback is requested.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

requesteeNav User Navigation to user entity

requesterNav User Navigation to user entity

subjectUserNav User Navigation to user entity

feedbackNav ContnuousFeedback Navigation to ContinuousFeedback

These are not complete lists of properties. For more information about the entity metadata, please refer to your 
OData API dictionary in the Admin Center or use the entity query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/
$metadata.

Use Case 1: Query the feedback requests

You can use the query operation on the ContinuousFeedbackRequest entity to fetch all the feedback requests 
that the logged in user has permissions to view.
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 Note
Using the query operation, you can also identify the status of a feedback request. A numeric value in 
"feedbackId" indicates the request has received a response. Whereas, "null" in "feedbackId" indicates the 
feedback request is pending for response.

Request 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('86023')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "86023",
                "requestText": "Since we have worked together on Designed a 
customer satisfaction survey for clients and customer from North America and 
Canada, I'd like to get your feedback. Could you please let me know what you 
think I did well and provide one constructive suggestion on what I could do 
better in the future?\n\nBest regards,\nMarcus Q. Hoff",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "mhoff1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "8924",
                "subjectUserId": "mhoff1",
                "feedbackId": "127766",
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1509655648000)/",
                "requesteeId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('86023')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('86023')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('86023')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
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                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('86023')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71722')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "71722",
                "requestText": "Since we have worked together, I'd like to get 
your feedback. Could you please let me know what you think I did well and 
provide one constructive suggestion on what I could do better in the future?\n
\nBest regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": null,
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": null,
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1506604334000)/",
                "requesteeId": "vstokes1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71722')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71722')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71722')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71722')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101457')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "101457",
                "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"Develop UX 
designs for the new Achievement section in the PM Form by working with Chris\", 
I'd like to get your feedback on your interactions. Could you please let me know 
what you think went well and provide one constructive suggestion on where I can 
do better?\n\nBest Regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "5177",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": "101470",
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1467732620000)/",
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                "requesteeId": "rmaxx1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101457')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101457')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101457')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101457')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101458')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "101458",
                "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"Develop UX 
designs for the new Achievement section in the PM Form by working with Chris\", 
I'd like to get your feedback on your interactions. Could you please let me know 
what you think went well and provide one constructive suggestion on where I can 
do better?\n\nBest Regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "5177",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": "101471",
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1467742344000)/",
                "requesteeId": "mhoff1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101458')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101458')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101458')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101458')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
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                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101459')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "101459",
                "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"hola \", I'd 
like to get your feedback on your interactions. Could you please let me know 
what you think went well and provide one constructive suggestion on where I can 
do better?\n\nBest Regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "5192",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": "101472",
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1467752682000)/",
                "requesteeId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101459')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101459')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101459')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101459')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101460')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "101460",
                "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"Develop UX 
designs for the new Achievement section in the PM Form by working with Chris\", 
I'd like to get your feedback on our interactions. Could you please let me know 
what you think went well and provide one constructive suggestion on where I can 
do better?\n\nBest Regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "5177",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": null,
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1467828927000)/",
                "requesteeId": "smormony1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101460')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
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                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101460')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101460')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101460')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101461')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "101461",
                "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"Develop UX 
designs for the new Achievement section in the PM Form by working with Chris\", 
I'd like to get your feedback on our interactions. Could you please let me know 
what you think went well and provide one constructive suggestion on where I can 
do better?\n\nBest Regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "5177",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": null,
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1467828960000)/",
                "requesteeId": "jgale1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101461')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101461')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101461')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101461')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
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                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101462')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "101462",
                "requestText": "Since you have worked with me on \"Create new 
product and ensure that it works really well \", I'd like to get your feedback 
on our interactions. Could you please let me know what you think went well and 
provide one constructive suggestion on where I can do better?\n\nBest Regards,
\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "4881",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": null,
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1467828987000)/",
                "requesteeId": "smormony1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101462')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101462')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101462')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('101462')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71723')",
                    "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "71723",
                "requestText": "Since we have worked together on test, I'd like 
to get your feedback. Could you please let me know what you think I did well and 
provide one constructive suggestion on what I could do better in the future?\n
\nBest regards,\nCarla Grant",
                "requestedForActivityId": null,
                "requesterId": "cgrant1",
                "requestedForAchievementId": "61098",
                "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
                "feedbackId": null,
                "requestedDate": "/Date(1506605500000)/",
                "requesteeId": "vstokes1",
                "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71723')/feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71723')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71723')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav"
                    }
                },
                "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('71723')/feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav"
                    }
                }
            },
        ]
    } }

Use Case 2: Query feedback requests, and expand to the user entities 

Applying the query operation for a given feedback request on the ContinuousFeedbackRequest entity using 
$Expand returns the feedback request message with user entities.

Request 

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(71722L)?&
$expand=feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequestee
Nav,feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav,feedba
ckRequestToFeedbackResponseNav,feedbackReq
uestToFeedbackRequesterNav&$format=json&
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest(71722L)",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
        },
        "requestId": "71722",
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        "requestText": "Since we have worked together, I'd like to get your 
feedback. Could you please let me know what you think I did well and provide one 
constructive suggestion on what I could do better in the future?\n\nBest regards,
\nCarla Grant",
        "requesterId": "cgrant1",
        "requestedForAchievementId": null,
        "feedbackId": null,
        "requestedForActivityId": null,
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "requestedDate": "/Date(1506604334000)/",
        "requesteeId": "vstokes1",
        "feedbackRequestToSubjectUserNav": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
                    "userId": "cgrant1",
                    "reviewFreq": null,
                    "jobCode": "VP-SALES",
                    "lastModifiedWithTZ": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "ssn": "************",
                    "division": "ACE Software",
                    "custom02": null,
                    "custom01": "Sensitive Data",
                    "custom04": null,
                    "custom03": null,
                    "custom06": null,
                    "custom05": null,
                    "custom08": null,
                    "custom07": null,
                    "custom09": null,
                    "onboardingId": null,
                    "state": "CA",
                    "fax": "321-555-1500",
                    "timeZone": "CST",
                    "defaultLocale": "en_US",
                    "nationality": null,
                    "teamMembersSize": 8,
                    "lastReviewDate": null,
                    "sysCostOfSource": "0.0",
                    "businessPhone": "321-555-2244",
                    "status": "t",
                    "lastName": "Grant",
                    "ethnicity": "374",
                    "gender": "F",
                    "city": "San Mateo",
                    "businessSegment": null,
                    "email": "carla.grant@xxx.com",
                    "newToPosition": false,
                    "dateOfBirth": "/Date(-561600000000)/",
                    "custom11": null,
                    "defaultFullName": "Carla Grant",
                    "sysStartingSalary": "60000.0",
                    "custom10": null,
                    "custom13": null,
                    "custom12": null,
                    "custom15": null,
                    "custom14": null,
                    "veteranDisabled": false,
                    "totalTeamSize": "37",
                    "married": true,
                    "veteranMedal": false,
                    "country": "USA",
                    "zipCode": "94404",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "minority": true,
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                    "matrixManaged": false,
                    "addressLine1": "1500 Fashion Island Blvd",
                    "addressLine2": "Suite 300",
                    "sciLastModified": "/Date(1486715716000+0000)/",
                    "mi": null,
                    "level": null,
                    "veteranSeparated": false,
                    "firstName": "Carla",
                    "lastModified": "/Date(1536232121000)/",
                    "empId": "4001",
                    "impactOfLoss": "15",
                    "benchStrength": null,
                    "sysSource": 1423,
                    "futureLeader": false,
                    "title": "VP, Sales",
                    "veteranProtected": false,
                    "department": "Sales",
                    "hireDate": "/Date(1142985600000)/",
                    "citizenship": "1602",
                    "reasonForLeaving": "11",
                    "riskOfLoss": "9",
                    "location": "Chicago, IL",
                    "keyPosition": false,
                    "username": "cgrant",
                    "delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
secondManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "ethnicityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
ethnicityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hr": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
User('cgrant1')/hr"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentOfPositionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
incumbentOfPositionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "proxy": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
proxy"
                        }
                    },
                    "targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
matrixReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfWorkScheduleNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfWorkScheduleNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "directReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
directReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeCollectorNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeCollectorNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "personKeyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
personKeyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "codeOfRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
codeOfRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "benchStrengthNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
benchStrengthNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "manager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
manager"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "impactOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
impactOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "competencyRatingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
competencyRatingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userPermissionsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userPermissionsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
nominationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "reasonForLeavingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
reasonForLeavingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
customManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfActivityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfActivityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "approverOfAdvanceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
approverOfAdvanceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "sysSourceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
sysSourceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
matrixManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
secondReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfBudgetGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfBudgetGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hrReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
hrReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "riskOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
riskOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "ownerOfTalentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
ownerOfTalentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
customReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesterNav": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
                    "userId": "cgrant1",
                    "reviewFreq": null,
                    "jobCode": "VP-SALES",
                    "lastModifiedWithTZ": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "ssn": "************",
                    "division": "ACE Software",
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                    "custom02": null,
                    "custom01": "Sensitive Data",
                    "custom04": null,
                    "custom03": null,
                    "custom06": null,
                    "custom05": null,
                    "custom08": null,
                    "custom07": null,
                    "custom09": null,
                    "onboardingId": null,
                    "state": "CA",
                    "fax": "321-555-1500",
                    "timeZone": "CST",
                    "defaultLocale": "en_US",
                    "nationality": null,
                    "teamMembersSize": 8,
                    "lastReviewDate": null,
                    "sysCostOfSource": "0.0",
                    "businessPhone": "321-555-2244",
                    "status": "t",
                    "lastName": "Grant",
                    "ethnicity": "374",
                    "gender": "F",
                    "city": "San Mateo",
                    "businessSegment": null,
                    "email": "carla.grant@xxx.com",
                    "newToPosition": false,
                    "dateOfBirth": "/Date(-561600000000)/",
                    "custom11": null,
                    "defaultFullName": "Carla Grant",
                    "sysStartingSalary": "60000.0",
                    "custom10": null,
                    "custom13": null,
                    "custom12": null,
                    "custom15": null,
                    "custom14": null,
                    "veteranDisabled": false,
                    "totalTeamSize": "37",
                    "married": true,
                    "veteranMedal": false,
                    "country": "USA",
                    "zipCode": "94404",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "minority": true,
                    "matrixManaged": false,
                    "addressLine1": "1500 Fashion Island Blvd",
                    "addressLine2": "Suite 300",
                    "sciLastModified": "/Date(1486715716000+0000)/",
                    "mi": null,
                    "level": null,
                    "veteranSeparated": false,
                    "firstName": "Carla",
                    "lastModified": "/Date(1536232121000)/",
                    "empId": "4001",
                    "impactOfLoss": "15",
                    "benchStrength": null,
                    "sysSource": 1423,
                    "futureLeader": false,
                    "title": "VP, Sales",
                    "veteranProtected": false,
                    "department": "Sales",
                    "hireDate": "/Date(1142985600000)/",
                    "citizenship": "1602",
                    "reasonForLeaving": "11",
                    "riskOfLoss": "9",
                    "location": "Chicago, IL",
                    "keyPosition": false,
                    "username": "cgrant",
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                    "delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
secondManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "ethnicityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
ethnicityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hr": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
User('cgrant1')/hr"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentOfPositionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
incumbentOfPositionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "proxy": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
proxy"
                        }
                    },
                    "targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
matrixReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfWorkScheduleNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfWorkScheduleNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "directReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
directReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeCollectorNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeCollectorNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "personKeyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
personKeyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "codeOfRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
codeOfRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "benchStrengthNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
benchStrengthNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "manager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
manager"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "impactOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
impactOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "competencyRatingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
competencyRatingNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userPermissionsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userPermissionsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
nominationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "reasonForLeavingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
reasonForLeavingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
customManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfActivityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
subjectUserIdOfActivityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "approverOfAdvanceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
approverOfAdvanceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "sysSourceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
sysSourceNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "matrixManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
matrixManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
secondReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfBudgetGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfBudgetGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hrReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
hrReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "riskOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
riskOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "ownerOfTalentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
ownerOfTalentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
customReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('cgrant1')/
userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "feedbackRequestToFeedbackResponseNav": null,
        "feedbackRequestToFeedbackRequesteeNav": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')",
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
                    "userId": "vstokes1",
                    "reviewFreq": null,
                    "jobCode": "SALES-SR-DIR",
                    "lastModifiedWithTZ": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "ssn": null,
                    "division": "ACE Software",
                    "custom02": null,
                    "custom01": null,
                    "custom04": null,
                    "custom03": null,
                    "custom06": null,
                    "custom05": null,
                    "custom08": null,
                    "custom07": null,
                    "custom09": null,
                    "onboardingId": null,
                    "state": "IL",
                    "fax": null,
                    "timeZone": "CST",
                    "defaultLocale": "en_US",
                    "nationality": null,
                    "teamMembersSize": 2,
                    "lastReviewDate": null,
                    "sysCostOfSource": "1500.0",
                    "businessPhone": null,
                    "status": "t",
                    "lastName": "Stokes",
                    "ethnicity": "Caucasian",
                    "gender": "M",
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                    "city": "Chicago",
                    "businessSegment": null,
                    "email": "eyip@successfactors.com",
                    "newToPosition": false,
                    "dateOfBirth": "/Date(164678400000)/",
                    "custom11": null,
                    "defaultFullName": "Vic Stokes",
                    "sysStartingSalary": "81000.0",
                    "custom10": null,
                    "custom13": null,
                    "custom12": null,
                    "custom15": null,
                    "custom14": null,
                    "veteranDisabled": false,
                    "totalTeamSize": "2",
                    "married": false,
                    "veteranMedal": false,
                    "country": null,
                    "zipCode": "85006",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1536232121000+0000)/",
                    "minority": true,
                    "matrixManaged": false,
                    "addressLine1": "742 E Mcdowell Rd",
                    "addressLine2": null,
                    "sciLastModified": null,
                    "mi": null,
                    "level": null,
                    "veteranSeparated": false,
                    "firstName": "Vic",
                    "lastModified": "/Date(1536232121000)/",
                    "empId": "4031",
                    "impactOfLoss": "15",
                    "benchStrength": null,
                    "sysSource": 1423,
                    "futureLeader": true,
                    "title": "Senior Director, Sales Operations",
                    "veteranProtected": false,
                    "department": "Sales",
                    "hireDate": "/Date(1184198400000)/",
                    "citizenship": null,
                    "reasonForLeaving": "12",
                    "riskOfLoss": "8",
                    "location": "Chicago, IL",
                    "keyPosition": false,
                    "username": "vstokes",
                    "delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
delegatorOfAutoDelegateConfigNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
secondManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "ethnicityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
ethnicityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
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                    },
                    "hr": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
User('vstokes1')/hr"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentOfPositionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
incumbentOfPositionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
headOfUnitOfFOBusinessUnitNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeClaimNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdCopyOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
subjectUserIdOfAchievementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeRecordNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationNotificationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfTemporaryTimeInformationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
nominatorIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "proxy": {
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                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
proxy"
                        }
                    },
                    "targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
targetIdOfTimeManagementAlertNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
matrixReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfWorkScheduleNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfWorkScheduleNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "directReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
directReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeCollectorNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfTimeCollectorNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "personKeyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
personKeyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationConfirmationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeSheetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdOfNonRecurringPaymentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "codeOfRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
codeOfRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitsExceptionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "benchStrengthNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
benchStrengthNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "manager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
manager"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "impactOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
impactOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "competencyRatingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
competencyRatingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfAccrualCalculationBaseNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitClaimAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
subjectUserIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfHRISChangeLogDataReplicationNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitProgramEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userPermissionsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userPermissionsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountTypeTransferNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
nominationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
auditUserSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "reasonForLeavingNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
reasonForLeavingNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfExternalTimeDataNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEmployeeOptoutRequestsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
customManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workOrderOwnerIdOfWorkOrderNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "subjectUserIdOfActivityNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
subjectUserIdOfActivityNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
usersSysIdOfEmpCostDistributionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "approverOfAdvanceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
approverOfAdvanceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
costCenterManagerOfFOCostCenterNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
linkCreatorIdOfFeedbackLinkSnapshotNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfDataReplicationProxyNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
budgetHolderIdOfSpotAwardNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "sysSourceNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
sysSourceNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "matrixManager": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
matrixManager"
                        }
                    },
                    "secondReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
secondReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdOfOneTimeDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
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                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdOfRecurringDeductionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerOfPaymentInformationV3Nav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfEmployeeTimeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
usersSysIdOfSecondaryAssignmentsItemNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfEmployeePayrollRunResultsNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfTimeAccountNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfTimeAccountNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
workerIdOfBenefitEnrollmentGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfBudgetGroupNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfBudgetGroupNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
contactEmployeeIdOfBenefitContactNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfSpotAwardBudgetNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
externalCodeOfSkillProfileNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
headOfUnitOfFODepartmentNav"
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                        }
                    },
                    "usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
usersSysIdOfEmployeeDataReplicationElementNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
headOfUnitOfFODivisionNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "hrReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
hrReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "riskOfLossNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
riskOfLossNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
assignedAddSupervisorOfApprenticeNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "ownerOfTalentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
ownerOfTalentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "customReports": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
customReports"
                        }
                    },
                    "userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userIdOfPositionRightToReturnNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
decentralTrainerUserIdOfDepartmentApprenticeDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdOfAdvancesAccumulationNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
delegateeOfAutoDelegateDetailNav"
                        }
                    },
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                    "userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/User('vstokes1')/
userSysIdOfItDeclarationNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    } }

Use Case 3: Create a feedback request

You can use this entity to request feedback about yourself, or your manager can request feedback about you from 
others.

Request 

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{                 "requestText": 
"Please provide your feedback.",
                "requesterId": 
"rmaxx1",
                "subjectUserId": 
"rmaxx1",
                "requesteeId": 
"cgrant1" }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('131582')",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
        },
        "requestText": "Please provide your feedback.",
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        "requesterId": "rmaxx1",
        "subjectUserId": "rmaxx1",
        "requesteeId": "cgrant1"
    } }

Use Case 4: Request feedback on a Continuous Performance Management 
activity

You can use this entity to request feedback on a particular activity.

Request 

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "requestText": "Please provide 
your feedback.",
    "requesterId": "cgrant1",
    "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
    "requesteeId": "mhoff1",
    "requestedForActivityId": 
"127764" }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('131603')",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
        },
        "requestText": "Please provide your feedback.",
        "requesterId": "cgrant1",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "requesteeId": "mhoff1",
        "requestedForActivityId": "127764"
    } }
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Use Case 5: Request feedback for a Continuous Performance Management 
achievement

You can use this entity to request feedback on a particular achievement.

Request 

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedback?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "requestText": "Please provide 
your feedback.",
    "requesterId": "cgrant1",
    "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
    "requesteeId": "mhoff1",
    "requestedForAchievementId": 
"1143" }

Response 

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
ContinuousFeedbackRequest('131602')",
            "type": "SFOData.ContinuousFeedbackRequest"
        },
        "requestText": "Please provide your feedback.",
        "requesterId": "cgrant1",
        "subjectUserId": "cgrant1",
        "requesteeId": "mhoff1",
        "requestedForAchievementId": "1143"
    } }
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15.4 Workflow Entities

Talent form workflow APIs provide the ability to query and update the form workflow. Currently they support only 
PM v12 Acceleration forms.

Talent form workflow OData APIs enable you to:

● Query form route map details. You can query route map, route step and route step details.
● Move the form to next step (C Step, I Step and Single Step send)
● Sign form (Single Step Only)
● Reject form (Single Step Only)

Permissions

For Route map entities

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Admin Center Manage Permission Roles Manage 

Integration Tools , and select Admin access to OData API

User based Go to Admin Privilege Integration Tools , and select 
Admin access to OData API

15.4.1  FormRouteMap

You can use this entity to query Route Map of form content based on specific criteria. This entity is used when you 
want to see route map of your form and your manager wants to view his direct reports Route Map.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Workflow Entities [page 1578].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query about RouteMap using formDataID.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormRouteMap 
(formDataId=7219L)?$format=json 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormRouteMap(7219L)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormRouteMap"
        },
        "formDataId": "7219",
        "routeId": -1,
        "routeName": "",
        "routeStep": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/FormRouteMap(7219L)/
routeStep"
            }
        }
    } }
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15.4.2  FormRouteStep

You can use this entity to query form Route Step and its sub step details.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Workflow Entities [page 1578].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query about RouteStep using formDataID and stepOrder.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRouteStep(formDataId=7219L,stepOrder=0
)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
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        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRouteStep(formDataId=7219L,stepOrder=0)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormRouteStep"
        },
        "formDataId": "7219",
        "stepOrder": 0,
        "stageName": "Assessment",
        "stageType": "MODIFICATION",
        "current": true,
        "overDue": false,
        "userRole": null,
        "userFullName": null,
        "stepDescription": "",
        "dueDate": "",
        "stepName": "Istep",
        "completed": false,
        "routeSubStep": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRouteStep(formDataId=7219L,stepOrder=0)/routeSubStep"
            }
        }
    } }

15.4.3  FormRouteSubStep

You can use this entity to query form sub step details of Route Step.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Workflow Entities [page 1578].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query about RouteSubStep using formDataID, stepOrder and subStepOrder.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRouteSubStep(formDataId=7219L,stepOrde
r=0,subStepOrder=2)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
FormRouteSubStep(formDataId=7219L,stepOrder=0,subStepOrder=2)",
            "type": "SFOData.FormRouteSubStep"
        },
        "subStepOrder": 2,
        "formDataId": "7219",
        "stepOrder": 0,
        "entryUser": false,
        "currentStep": false,
        "userRole": "HR Rep.",
        "userFullName": "Lorna Okamoto",
        "exitUser": true
    } }
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16 Recruiting

16.1 Job Application

16.1.1  JobApplication

The job application entity contains core application data consisting of system, standard, and custom fields.

 Note
Multi-stage Application is currently not supported in OData API. When inserting a Job Application using OData 
API, all the required fields need to be passed up-front.

The metadata of this entity shows the standard and custom fields configured in all the active templates. If a field 
(standard or custom) is not configured in any of the active templates, it will not display in the metadata and is not a 
part of the OData query. However, the system and calculated fields are always displayed.

When you query a list of job applications by system statuses, you'll need to specify the mapped values for the 
system statuses in the API call. As a result, the API returns the statuses as Saved, Disqualified, Open, Closed, 
Withdraw, Non-applied or Draft Application. The table lists the numerical values that are mapped to the different 
system statuses of a Job Application:

This numerical value... is mapped to...

0 "Open"

1 "Disqualified"

2 "Closed"

3 "Withdraw"

4 "Saved"

5 "Non Applied"

6 "Draft Application"

For the nonApplicantStatus property, there are mapped values that you'll need to specify in the API call. As a result, 
the API returns the following statuses:

This numerical value... is mapped to...

0 UNDEFINED
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This numerical value... is mapped to...

1 ACTIVE_STATUS

1 INVITED_STATUS

 Note
1. The entity cannot be filtered or sorted by these non-reportable custom fields. Reportable custom fields 

should be available within the entity and the entity can be sorted/filtered using the reportable custom 
fields.

2. If the same field (custom or standard) has been configured as different types (say text in one and picklist in 
another) in separate application templates, then the field shows up as String in the metadata. In this case, 
OData query will return the Option Id for the picklist field of the job requisition which was created using the 
template having the field configured as picklist.

3. If two custom fields with the same field Id are defined in two different templates, then the metadata shows 
the following:
○ One field in the metadata if the default label and field type are the same.
○ One field in the metadata with 2 labels that are comma separated, if the default labels are different.

4. The system fields will always show up in the metadata irrespective of the template definition.
5. With the 1511 Release, the Batch operation is supported.
6. Applications can be created for both Internal and External Candidates.
7. With the 1611 Release, the gender column automatically gets expanded, and returns the value when you 

query a GET operation on the Job Application entity. Note that you need not specify this column in the 
expand clause.

8. When a job application status is changed using OData API, e-mails that are configured to be triggered upon 
applicant status changes are sent to the involved stakeholders.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

User-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Update or insert operation for the Job Application entity is supported in the Q4 2015 release.

MERGE Update operation for the Job Application entity for a few fields without changing the values of exist
ing fields in the Job application along with validation for required fields constraints.

Required Fields

Specify the applicantionId for Application Entity as the business key.

Properties

 Note
For this entity, non-reportable custom fields are stored as CLOB data. The field, customField in the entity 
represents non-reportable custom fields in key and value pairs. This entity cannot be filtered or sorted by these 
non-reportable custom fields. Reportable custom fields should be available within the entity and the entity can 
be sorted/filtered using the reportable custom fields.

Standard and custom fields will show up based on the template definitions. Please refer to OData API Data 
Dictionary for the latest information on the entities.

Sample Fields Description

address Address

agencyInfo Agency Information

anonymizedDate Application Anonymized Date

anonymizedFlag Anonymized Flag

appLocale Application Locale

applicationDate Application Date

applicationId Application Id

applicationTemplateId Application Template Id

backgroundChkStatus Background Check Status

candConversionProcessed Candidate Coversion Processed

candidateId Candidate Id

candidateReviewDate Candidate Review Date
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Sample Fields Description

cellPhone Cell Phone

city City

comments Comments

countryCode Country Code

currentCompany Current Company

currentTitle Current Title

customFields Custom Fields (Represents non-reportable custom fields in key 
and value pairs)

customStatus Custom Status

dateOfAvailability Date of Availability

disabilityStatus Disability Status

duplicateProfile Duplicate Profile

emailAddress Email Address

ethnicity Ethnicity

exportedOn Exported On

faxNumber Fax Number

firstName First Name

formerEmployee Former Employee

gender Gender

hiredOn Hired On

homePhone Home Phone

jobReqId Job Requsition Id

lastModifiedBy Last Modified By

lastModifiedByProxy Last Modified By Proxy

lastname Last Name

mainContact mainContact

middleName Middle Name

minAnnualSal Minimum Annual Salary

owner Owner

ownershpDate Ownership Date

preferredLoc Preferred Location

profileUpdated Profile Updated

questionResponse Question Response (comma separated keys and values)

race Race

rating Rating
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Sample Fields Description

reference Reference

referenceComments Reference Comments

referralSource Referral Source

referredBy Referred By

resumeUploadDate Resume Upload Date

snapShotDate SnapShot Date

source Source

startDate Start Date

statusComments Status Comments

timeToHire Time To Hire

veteranStatus Veteran Status

zip Zip

appStatusSetItem App Status Set Item

dob Date of Birth

ssn Social Security Number

dataSource Data Source

nonApplicantStatus Non Applicant Status

candTypeWhenHired Candidate Type When Hired

jobAppGUId Application GU Id

lastModified Last Modified Date

userSysId User Id

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

candidateSource PicklistOption Candidate Source

cityPicklist PicklistOption City Picklist

countryPicklist PicklistOption Country Picklist

coverLetter Attachment Cover Letter

jobAppStatus JobApplicationStatus Job Application Status

jobApplicationComments JobApplicationComments Job Application Comments

jobApplicationResume Attachment Job Application Resume

multiAttachmentSelection Attachment Multi Attachment Selection
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

statePicklist Picklist Option State Picklist

 Note
To successfully work with any property of type Attachment, refer the Attachment [page 38] section with code 
samples.

Use Cases:

API Call Description

../odata/v2/JobApplication('12333') Get the application where applicationId is 12333

../odata/v2/JobApplication('12333')?
$expand= multiAttachmentSelection

Get the application along with the attachments where applica
tionId is 12333

../odata/v2/JobApplicationStatus?
$filter=appStatusName eq 'Interview'&
$expand=jobApplications]

Get all the applications in ‘Interview’ status

../odata/v2/JobApplication?
$filter=cellPhone eq '650 645 2000'&$top=2

Get the top 2 applications with cellphone 650 645 2000

. ./odata/v2/JobApplication?$format=json&
$filter=status eq 4

Get the job application statuses with status as "Saved".
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/JobApplication {
     "relativesEmployed": 
{"id":"381"},
    "convicted": {"id":"380"},
    "candidateSource":{"id":"1515"},
    "candidateId": "901",
    "homePhone": "00004",
    "jobReqId": "621",
    "applicationTemplateId": "792",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "21",
    "firstName":"José",
    "lastName":"Mourinho",
    "resume":
            {
            "__metadata":{
                
"type":"SFOData.Attachment"
            },
            "userId":"admin",
            "module":"RECRUITING",
            
"moduleCategory":"ATTACHMENTS",
            
"fileContent":"XXXXXXXXXXXX",
            "fileName":"Attach2.doc"
            }
} 

(POST) Inserts a application from candidateId 901 along with a 
resume for jobReqId 621
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/JobApplication {
    "candidateId": "1001",
    "jobReqId": "1022",
    "applicationTemplateId": "792",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "21",
    "ssn": null,
    "cellPhone": "000005",
    "homePhone": "0001",
    "city": "test Map",
    "middleName": "test Map",
    "lastName": "test Map",
    "referenceComments": "test Map",
    "status": "0",
    "countryCode": "BR",
    "relativesRelationship": "test 
Map",
    "dateOfBirth": "/
Date(1440509843000+0000)/",
    "referralName": "test Map",
    "noticePeriod": "test Map",
    "questionResponse": "[]",
    "referredBy": "test Map",
    "agencyInfo": "test Map",
    "faxNumber": "01",
    "relativesDept": "test Map",
    "convictedYes": "Yes",
    "statusComments": "test Map",
    "firstName": "test Map",
    "zip": null,
    "contactEmail": 
"testMap@asdsa.com",
    "nonApplicantStatus": "0",
    "reference": "test Map",
    "source": "1",
    "address": "test Map",
    "formerEmployee": false,
    "rating": "0",
    "candidateSource": { "id": 
"1516"},
    "convicted": { "id": "381"},
    "relativesEmployed": { "id": 
"381"},
    "resume":{
        "__metadata":{
        "type":"SFOData.Attachment"
        },
        "userId":"admin",
        "module":"RECRUITING",
        "moduleCategory":"RESUME",
        "fileContent":"XXXXXXAAAAA",
        "fileName":"TesteResume.doc"
    }
} 

(POST) Inserts an application updating Candidate information.

/odata/v2/fwdCandidateToColleague?
candidateId=1144l&referredTo=adminSAP

(GET) Forward to colleague
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Upsert [{
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplication",
        "uri":"JobApplication"
    },
    "candidateId": "1001",
    "jobReqId": "902",
    "applicationTemplateId": "792",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "21",
    "status": "0",
    "countryCode": "BR",
    "questionResponse": "[]",
    "faxNumber": "01",
    "convictedYes": "Yes",
    "zip": null,
    "nonApplicantStatus": "0",
    "source": "1",
    "rating": "0",
    "candidateSource": { "id": 
"1516"},
    "convicted": { "id": "381"},
    "relativesEmployed": { "id": 
"381"}
},{
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplication",
        "uri":"JobApplication"
    },
    "candidateId": "1001",
    "jobReqId": "901",
    "applicationTemplateId": "792",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "21",
    "status": "0",
    "countryCode": "BR",
    "questionResponse": "[]",
    "faxNumber": "01",
    "convictedYes": "Yes",
    "zip": null,
    "nonApplicantStatus": "0",
    "source": "1",
    "rating": "0",
    "candidateSource": { "id": 
"1516"},
    "convicted": { "id": "381"},
    "relativesEmployed": { "id": 
"381"}
}] 

(POST) Batch insert operation to add two new applications.
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Upsert [{
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplication",
        "uri":"JobApplication(583)"
    },
    "candidateId": "1001",
    "jobReqId": "902",
    "applicationTemplateId": "792",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "21",
    "status": "0",
    "countryCode": "BR",
    
"JobApplicationQuestionResponse": 
"[]",
    "faxNumber": "01",
    "convictedYes": "Yes",
    "zip": null,
    "nonApplicantStatus": "0",
    "source": "1",
    "rating": "0",
    "candidateSource": { "id": 
"1516"},
    "convicted": { "id": "381"},
    "relativesEmployed": { "id": 
"381"}
},{
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplication",
        "uri":"JobApplication(584)"
    },
    "candidateId": "1001",
    "jobReqId": "901",
    "applicationTemplateId": "792",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "21",
    "status": "0",
    "countryCode": "BR",
    
"jobApplicationQuestionResponse": 
"[]",
    "faxNumber": "01",
    "convictedYes": "Yes",
    "zip": null,
    "nonApplicantStatus": "0",
    "source": "1",
    "rating": "0",
    "candidateSource": { "id": 
"1516"},
    "convicted": { "id": "381"},
    "relativesEmployed": { "id": 
"381"}
}] 

(POST) Batch updating two application Ids 583 and 584.
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://
<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)",
                    "type": 
"SFOData.JobApplication"
                },
                "applicationId": 
"143",
                "offerExpiration": 
null,
                "salaryAbc": null,
                
"candConversionProcessed": null,
                "anonymizedFlag": 
"0",
                "q10InterestReason": 
null,
                
"lastModifiedDateTime": "/
Date(1253625756000+0000)/",
                "profileUpdated": 
null,
                "exportedOn": null,
                "eeoInformation": 
null,
                "resumeUploadDate": 
null,
                "middleName": null,
                "offerVacation": 
null,
                "offerBonusMgt": 
null,
                
"offerIntlCandidateName": null,
                "offerAgency": null,
                "lastModifiedBy": 
null,
                "temp": null,
                "snapShotDate": null,
                "startDate": null,
                "q3FollowUp": null,
                "offerInfo": null,
                "referredBy": null,
                "instr_info": null,
                "candidateId": "241",
                "q5FollowUp": null,
                
"offerBiWeeklySalary": null,
                
"offerContractLength": null,
                "statusComments": 
null,
                
"lastModifiedByProxy": null,

(GET) Retrieve applications in saved status
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API Call Description

                
"nonApplicantStatus": null,
                "applicationDate": "/
Date(1253625756000+0000)/",
                
"classificationType": null,
                "offerTest": null,
                "signonBonus": null,
                
"referralSourceOther": null,
                "offerSalary": null,
                "ssn": null,
                "cellPhone": "212 
555 1212",
                "hiredOn": null,
                "offerIntlBenefits": 
null,
                "q2FollowUp": null,
                "jobAppGuid": null,
                "homePhone": "212 
555 3890",
                "candTypeWhenHired": 
null,
                "usersSysId": null,
                "ownershpDate": null,
                
"q11InternalExperience": null,
                "sectEmpInfo": null,
                "lastName": "Cooper",
                "referenceComments": 
null,
                "status": "Saved",
                "countryCode": null,
                "q6FollowUp": null,
                "owner": null,
                "instrResume": null,
                
"offerJustification": null,
                "onboardStatus": 
null,
                
"q9managerNotification": null,
                "dataSource": null,
                
"applicationTemplateId": "792",
                "anonymizedDate": 
null,
                "offerDept": null,
                "agencyInfo": null,
                "jobReqId": "242",
                
"instrVetDescription": null,
                "firstName": "Steve",
                "duplicateProfile": 
"0",
                
"interviewDateCultureFit": null,
                "timeToHire": null,
                "instrEEO": null,
                
"appStatusSetItemId": null,
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API Call Description

                "contactEmail": 
"stevecooper@live.ca",
                "offerAcceptDate": 
null,
                "currentCompany": 
null,
                
"offerHourlyPayRate": null,
                
"offerLeasedVehicle": null,
                "q8SalaryReq": null,
                "internalMessage": 
null,
                "reference": null,
                "q9SupervisorName": 
null,
                
"disqualDetailOther": null,
                
"offerHourlyBillRate": null,
                "source": "-1",
                "appLocale": null,
                
"offerExperienceSummary": null,
                "sectPersInfo": null,
                "startDate1": null,
                "rating": "-1",
                "sectResume": null,
                "sourceLabel": null,
                "q3Applied": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/q3Applied"
                    }
                },
                "offerLetter": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/offerLetter"
                    }
                },
                "languages": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/languages"
                    }
                },
                
"jobApplicationOnboardingData": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
jobApplicationOnboardingData"
                    }
                },
                "coverLetter": {
                    "__deferred": {
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API Call Description

                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/coverLetter"
                    }
                },
                
"insideWorkExperience": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
insideWorkExperience"
                    }
                },
                "jobAppStatus": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/jobAppStatus"
                    }
                },
                "countryPicklist": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/countryPicklist"
                    }
                },
                "q9managerNotified": 
{
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
q9managerNotified"
                    }
                },
                "q2Employed": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/q2Employed"
                    }
                },
                
"outsideWorkExperience": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
outsideWorkExperience"
                    }
                },
                "mobility": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/mobility"
                    }
                },
                
"jobApplicationQuestionResponse": {
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                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
jobApplicationQuestionResponse"
                    }
                },
                "multiattachment": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/multiattachment"
                    }
                },
                "workAuthorization": 
{
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
workAuthorization"
                    }
                },
                "globalInfo": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/globalInfo"
                    }
                },
                "candidate": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/candidate"
                    }
                },
                "q5Discharged": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/q5Discharged"
                    }
                },
                "age": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/age"
                    }
                },
                "q4aggrement": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/q4aggrement"
                    }
                },
                
"jobApplicationComments": {
                    "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
jobApplicationComments"
                    }
                },
                "custEthnicity": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/custEthnicity"
                    }
                },
                "jobOffer": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/jobOffer"
                    }
                },
                
"jobApplicationInterview": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
jobApplicationInterview"
                    }
                },
                "education": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/education"
                    }
                },
                "offerTimesheet": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/offerTimesheet"
                    }
                },
                
"jobApplicationAudit": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
jobApplicationAudit"
                    }
                },
                "statusId": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/statusId"
                    }
                },
                
"jobApplicationStatusAuditTrail": {
                    "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/
jobApplicationStatusAuditTrail"
                    }
                },
                "resume": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/resume"
                    }
                },
                "jobRequisition": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/jobRequisition"
                    }
                },
                "custGender": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": 
"https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplication(143L)/custGender"
                    }
                }             }

/odata/v2/JobApplication(12333)?
$expand=jobApplicationAudit

Get the application along with its Audit information where ap
plicationId is 12333

/odata/v2/
JobApplicationSnapshot_Education(346L)

Get the job application snapshot education where the snap
shot_educationId is 346

/odata/v2/
JobApplicationSnapshot_OutsideWorkExperien
ce(484L)

Get the job application snapshot work outside experience 
where the snapshot_outsideWorkExperienceId is 484

/odata/v2/JobApplication(741)?
$expand=education

Get the application along with its snapshot education where 
applicationId is 741

/odata/v2/JobApplication(707L)/
outsideWorkExperience

Get a list of the application snapshot outside work experience 
from applicationId 707

/odata/v2/OfferApprover(221) Get the offer approver with id 221

/odata/v2/OfferApproval(191) Get the offer approval detail with id 191

/odata/v2/JobApplication(601L)/
offerApproval

Get the offer approval list from applicationId 601

/odata/v2/JobApplication(601L)/
offerApproval(191)/approvers

Get the offer approver list from Offer Approval 191 from Appli
cationid 601

/odata/v2/initiateOnboarding?
applicationId=723L

Initiate the Onboarding process for the applicant related with 
the specified application

/odata/v2/
JobApplicationOnboardingData(61L)

Get onboarding portlet data with onboardingId 61
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API Call Description

/odata/v2/JobApplication(601L)/
jobApplicationOnboardingData

Get the list of all onboarding portlets required from applicatio
nId 601 (with errors or not)

/odata/v2/
JobApplicationQuestionResponse(application
Id=763L,order=1L)

Get the first question response from applicationId 763L

/odata/v2/JobApplication(763)/
jobApplicationQuestionResponse

Get the list of all questions responses of applicationId 763

 Sample Code
 {
    "candidateId": "1421",
    "jobReqId": "1489",
    "appStatusSetItemId": "34",
    "candidateSource": { "id": 
"528"},
    "convicted": { "id": "380"},
    "relativesEmployed": { "id": 
"380"},
    
"jobApplicationQuestionResponse" : [
        {
            "order": "1",
            "answer": "Motivated"
        },
        {
            "order": "4",
            "answer": 
"Unsatisfactory"
        }
    ]
} 

(POST) Insert a JobApplication with jobAppQuestionRes
ponses.
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API Call Description

 Sample Code
 {
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplication",
        "uri":"JobApplication(905L)"
    },
    
"jobApplicationQuestionResponse" : [
        {
            "order": "1",
            "answer": "Very 
Motivated"
        },
        {
            "order": "2",
            "answer": "4"
        },
        {
            "order": "3",
            "answer": "this is a 
text 2"
        },
        {
            "order": "4",
            "answer": "Outstanding"
        }
    ]
} 

(POST) Update the jobAppQuestionResponses from a JobAp
plication
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API Call Description

 Sample Code
 [
{
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplicationQuestio
nResponse",
        
"uri":"JobApplicationQuestionResponse
"
    },
    "order": "1",
    "answer": "Very Motivated",
    "applicationId" : "882"
},
{
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.JobApplicationQuestio
nResponse",
        
"uri":"JobApplicationQuestionResponse
"
    },
    "order": "4",
    "answer": "Outstanding",
    "applicationId": "882"
}
] 

(POST) Update the JobAppQuestionResponse from JobAppli
cations

 Sample Code

{ "__metadata":
{ "type": "SFOData.JobApplication", 
"uri": "JobApplication" }
,
"candidateId": "49257",
"jobReqId": "58763",
"appLocale": "fr_FR",
"jobApplicationQuestionResponse": [
{ "order": "4", "answer": "test1-
fr" }
] }

(UPSERT) Insert JobApplication with JobApplicationQuestion
Response with locale in the payload along with order and an
swer (rating scale option in that locale)
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

{ "__metadata":
{ "type": "SFOData.JobApplication", 
"uri": "JobApplication" }
,
"applicationId": "5732953",
"jobApplicationQuestionResponse": [
{ "order": "4", "answer": "test3-
fr" }
] }

(UPSERT) Upsert JobApplication with JobApplicationQues
tionResponse having answers in multi locale for rating scales

 Note
● If during Insert JobApplication applocale in the payload doesn't match with the rating scale answer type for 

that locale within the jobApplicationQuestionResponsem then the system should display the error 
message: 'Invalid answer for question 'b1608 question' (order=4). This answer should be: : test1-fr, 
test2-fr, test3-fr, test4-fr, test5-fr. with the index 0.

● If during Upsert JobApplication applocale of the already applied application doesn't match with the rating 
scale answer type for that locale within the jobApplicationQuestionResponse, then the system should 
display the error message: Invalid answer for question 'b1608 question' (order=4). This answer should 
be: : test1-fr, test2-fr, test3-fr, test4-fr, test5-fr. with the index 0

Error Codes

Error Code Description

Permission not enabled(not a specific code) Recruiting OData API is not enabled in provisioning.

Edit permission not enabled(not a specific code) OData API Application <editType> permission in Admin Center 
is not enabled.

Field required(not a specific code) <field> required.

Field invalid(not a specific code) <field> invalid.

Invalid number(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid number format

Invalid date(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid date format

Invalid boolean(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid Boolean format

Invalid template(not a specific code) Template Id <templateId> is invalid or inactive
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Error Code Description

SCA error(not a specific code) Unable to insert application due to a SCA Error.

Forward failed(not a specific code) Forward failed.

Upsert failed(not a specific code) Application upsert failed : <error>

Database batch error(not a specific code) Database error when executing application batch operations.

Unexpected batch error(not a specific code) Unexpected error occurred when executing application batch 
operations.

Override error(not a specific code) Override not allowed for Candidate Id = <candidateId> and job 
requisition = <jobReqId>

Error updating candidates(not a specific code) Error updating candidates for job application batch operation

Error inserting batch(not a specific code) Failed to batch insert applications

Error updating batch(not a specific code) Failed to batch update applications.

Entity Metadata

<EntityType Name="JobApplication">     <Key>
        <PropertyRef Name="applicationId"/>
    </Key>
    <Property Name="address" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Address</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="agencyInfo" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Agency Info</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="anonymizedDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Anonymized Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="anonymizedFlag" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Anonymized Flag</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
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    <Property Name="appLocale" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Locale</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="applicationDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="true" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="applicationId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="true" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="applicationTemplateId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Template Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="backgroundChkStatus" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Background Check Status</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="candConversionProcessed" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Candidate Conversion Processed</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="candTypeWhenHired" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Candidate Type When Hired</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="candidateId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Candidate Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="candidateReviewDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Candidate Review Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="cellPhone" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Cell Phone</String>
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        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="city" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>City</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="countryCode" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Country Code</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="currentCompany" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Current Company</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="currentTitle" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Current Title</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="customFields" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Custom Fields</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="customStatus" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Custom Status</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="dataSource" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Data Source</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="dateOfAvailability" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Date of Availability</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="dateOfBirth" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Date of Birth</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="disabilityStatus" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
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        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Disability Status</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="duplicateProfile" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Duplicate Profile</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="emailAddress" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Email Address</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="ethnicity" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Ethnicity</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="exportedOn" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Exported On</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="faxNumber" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Fax Number</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="firstName" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>First Name</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="formerEmployee" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Former Employee</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="gender" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Gender</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="hiredOn" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Hired On</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
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    <Property Name="homePhone" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Home Phone</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="jobAppGuid" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application GU Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="jobReqId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Job Requisition Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="lastModified" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Last Modified Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="lastModifiedBy" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Last Modified By</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="lastModifiedByProxy" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Last Modified By Proxy</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="lastname" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Last Name</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="mainContact" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Main Contact</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="middleName" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Middle Name</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="minAnnualSal" Type="Edm.Double" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Minimum Annual Salary</String>
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        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="nonApplicantStatus" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Non Applicant Status</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="owner" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Owner</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="ownershpDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Ownership Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="preferredLoc" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Prefered Location</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="profileUpdated" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Profile Updated</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="questionResponse" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Question Response</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="race" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Race</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="rating" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Rating</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="reference" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Reference</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="referenceComments" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
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        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Reference Comments</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="referralSource" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Referral Source</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="referredBy" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Referred By</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="resumeUploadDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Resume Upload Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="snapShotDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Snapshot Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="source" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Source</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="ssn" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Social Security Number</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="startDate" Type="Edm.DateTime" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Start Date</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="state" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>State</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="statusComments" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Status Comments</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
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    <Property Name="timeToHire" Type="Edm.Double" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Time to Hire</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="usersSysId" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>User id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="veteranStatus" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Veteran Status</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="zip" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" sf:Sortable="false" 
sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" sf:Insertable="true" 
sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Zip</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Annotation Term="label">
        <String>JobApplication</String>
    </Annotation> </EntityType>

16.1.2  JobApplicationAssessmentOrder

You can use this entity to help meet data privacy and protection compliance and for integrations. It represents the 
job application order request and its primary business use is to initialize an assessment with a third party provider 
for internal and external applications.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

User based In Recruiting Permissionsadd OData API Application Create, 
OData API Application Export, and OData API Application Up
date to your selected user.
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For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

In the table below, we have added some additional information about some of the field properties.

Property Type Additional Information

id long key attribute

vendorCode string Assessment vendor code

packageCode string Assessment package code

createdBy string Created user id

lastModifiedBy string Last modified user id

createdDateTime datetimeoffset -

lastModifiedDateTime datetimeoffset -

relUserNav nav Navigates to the User entity

jobApplication nav Related to the JobApplication entity for 
which the assessment is initiated.

assessmentReport nav Related to the JobApplicationAssess
mentReport and represents the assess
ment reports for the initiated assess
ment. This navigation has a 1: n relation
ship.

Use Case: Retrieve a job application assessment order

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentOrder?
$format=json&$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/JobApplicationAssessmentOrder(1L)",
          "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationAssessmentOrder"
        },
        "id": "1",
        "vendorCode": "VendorCode1",
        "packageCode": "12398023901239",
        "createdDateTime": "/Date(1502729943000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1502729943000+0000)/",
        "createdBy": "cgrant",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant",
        "assessmentReport" :
          {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentOrder(1L)/assessmentReport"
               }
         },
         "jobApplication":
          {
           "__deferred": {
               "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentOrder(1L)/jobApplication"
               }
         }
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Use Case: Create a job application assessment order

Request Information

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{         "vendorCode": "VendorCode1",
        "packageCode": 
"12398023901239",
        “applicationId” : “1234”,
        "createdDateTime": "/
Date(1502729943000+0000)/",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/
Date(1502729943000+0000)/",
        "createdBy": "cgrant",
        "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant"
} 

Additional Information

The navigation property assessment report to JobApplicationAssessmentReport is a 1:n relationship.

16.1.3  JobApplicationAssessmentReport

You can use this entity to help meet data privacy and protection compliance and for integrations. It represents the 
job application assessment report for a candidate in the recruiting module and its primary business use is to check 
the status of a completed assessment for internal and external applications.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Manage Form Templates Export Performance 

Management Form Data

User based In Recruiting Permissions add OData API Application Create, 
OData API Application Export, and OData API Application Up
date to your selected user.
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For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

In the table below, we have added some additional information about some of the field properties.

Property Type Additional Information

id long -

orderId long Assessment order id

status long Assessment status

statusDetails string Assessment status description

statusDate datetimeoffset Assessment status date

reportURL string Assessment report URL, from the as
sessment vendor.

relUserNav nav Navigates to the User entity

assessmentReportDetail nav Related to the JobApplicationAssess
mentReportEntity and the assessmen
tReportDetail represents a score in the 
report. A report can have multiple report 
details.

Use Case: Query a JobApplicationAssessmentReport

Request Information

Operation Query

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentReport?
$format=json&$top=

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
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      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/JobApplicationAssessmentReport(1L)",
          "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationAssessmentReport"
        },
        "id": "1",
        "status": "1",
        "statusDetails": "status stat details",
        "statusDate": "/Date(1502729943000+0000)/",
        "reportURL": "report url",
        "orderId": "1",
        "assessmentReportDetail" : [
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentReportDetail(1L)",
              "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationAssessmentReportDetail"
            },
            "id": "1",
            "scoreValue": "C",
            "scoreComponent": "Band",
            "reportId": "1"
          },
          {
            "__metadata": {
              "uri": "https://Hostname/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentReportDetail(2L)",
              "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationAssessmentReportDetail"
            },
            "id": "2",
            "scoreValue": "DDD",
            "scoreComponent": "Grade",
            "reportId": "1"
          }
        ]
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Use Case: Create a JobApplicationAssessmentReport

Request Information

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationAssessmentReport

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Content-Type: application/json
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Payload
 Sample Code

{         "status": "0",
        "statusDetails": "status 
description",
        "statusDate": "/
Date(1502729943000+0000)/",
        "reportURL": "report URL",
        "orderId": "1"
} 

16.1.4  JobApplicationAssessmentReportDetail

You can use this entity to help meet data privacy and protection compliance and for integrations. It represents the 
job application assessment report details and each detail entity represents a report component such as a grade for 
a candidate.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

User based In Recruiting Permissionsadd OData API Application Create, 
OData API Application Export, and OData API Application Up
date to your selected user.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

In the table below, we have added some additional information about some of the field properties.

Property Type Additional Information

id long key attribute

reportId long Assessment report ID
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Property Type Additional Information

scoreComponent string -

scoreValue string -

relUserNav nav Navigates to the User entity

assessmentReportDetail nav Related to the JobApplicationAssess
mentReportEntity and the assessmen
tReportDetail represents a score in the 
report. A report can have multiple report 
details.

16.1.5  JobApplicationComments

This entity represents the comments entered for the job application.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

User-based Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Update or insert operation for the JobApplicationComments entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Description

associatedCommentId Associated Comment Id

associatedId Associated Id

commentId Comment Id

commentator Commentator

content Content

hasAssociatedComment Has Associated Comment

migratedCommentatorUserName Migrated Commentator User Name

refId Reference Id

refType Reference Type

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Application

Entity Metadata

<EntityType Name="JobApplicationComments">     <Key>
        <PropertyRef Name="commentId"/>
    </Key>
    <Property Name="associatedCommentId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Associated Comment Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
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    <Property Name="associatedId" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Associated Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="commentId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Comment Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="commentator" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Commentator</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="content" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Content</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="hasAssociatedComment" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Has Associated Comment</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="migratedCommentatorUserName" Type="Edm.String" 
sf:Filterable="false" sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" 
sf:Updatable="true" sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Migrated Commentator User Name</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="refId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Reference Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="refType" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Reference Type</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Annotation Term="label">
        <String>JobApplicationComments</String>
    </Annotation> </EntityType>
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16.1.6  JobApplicationFieldControls

This entity provides a way to access all fields permission defined in the job application template, for the operator 
role associated with login user. This entity holds each field control permission for all the fields defined in the 
respective Job application template. It helps in accessing field control permission for the login user through Odata 
and does not support insert, update, upsert, delete.

Supported Operations

Operation Description

QUERY Yes (Only through Expands clause of JobApplication entity)

Use case: Querying the field level permission for a specific user

This API fetches the field level permission for a specific user who triggers API request against JobApplication entity, 
probable values could be

Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication('621')?
$format=json&$expand= jobAppPermissionsNav&
$select=jobAppGuid,jobAppPermissionsNav/jobAppGuid

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@company:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobApplication"
        },
        "applicationId": "66453",
        "MotherMaidenName": null,
        "rightToFirstInterview1": null,
        "customDate": null,
        "ssn": null,
        "bool2": null,
        "usersSysId": null,
        "MotherName": null,
        "noloWhatInstruction": null,
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        "preferredName": null,
        "disabilityInstruction": null,
        "currentCompany": null,
        "statusComments": null,
        "status": "Not Applied",
        "adjudInstruction": null,
        "veteranInstruction": null,
        "signature": null,
        "sourceLabel": "Forwarded",
        "veteranClaimEmployInstruction": null,
        "MyPersonalWebsite1": null,
        "profileUpdated": "0",
        "availability": null,
        "duplicateProfile": "0",
        "referenceCheck": "/Date(1553452200000+0000)/",
        "signatureInstruction1": null,
        "countryCode": "IN",
        "sectBackgroundResults": null,
        "jobReqId": "32486",
        "address": "JP Nagar",
        "nonApplicantStatus": "Active but not Applied",
        "resumeUploadDate": null,
        "dateOfBirth": null,
        "appStatusSetItemId": "11",
        "candConversionProcessed": null,
        "rightToFirstInterview": null,
        "referenceComments": null,
        "adjudWhereInstruction": null,
        "felonyDateInstruction": null,
        "anonymizedFlag": "0",
        "referredBy": null,
        "FatherName": null,
        "applicationTemplateId": "7382",
        "country": "India",
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1554458811000+0000)/",
        "backgroundInformationInstruction": null,
        "rating": "-1",
        "source": "3",
        "agencyInfo": null,
        "felonyDate": null,
        "reference": null,
        "signatureInstruction": null,
        "felonyWhatInstruction": null,
        "customCurrency": null,
        "drugCheck": "/Date(1552977267000+0000)/",
        "veteranClaimInstruction1": null,
        "timeToHire": "26.31",
        "customEnum": null,
        "veteranClaimPromoInstruction": null,
        "adjudDateInstruction": null,
        "felonyWhat": null,
        "signatureCheck": null,
        "ownershpDate": null,
        "Custom5bool": null,
        "lastModifiedByProxy": null,
        "anonymizedDate": null,
        "adjudWhere": null,
        "essay": null,
        "checkRequired": null,
        "customNumber": "555",
        "candidateId": "47072",
        "companyTitleNew": null,
        "dataSource": "User Entered",
        "cust_div": null,
        "custInstrEmpInfo": null,
        "adjudWhatInstruction": null,
        "candTypeWhenHired": null,
        "adjudDate": null,
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        "hiredOn": null,
        "noloInstruction": null,
        "noloWhere": null,
        "noloWhat": null,
        "backgroundCheck": null,
        "disabilityIstruction1": null,
        "noloDate": null,
        "adjudWhat": null,
        "noloDateInstruction": null,
        "Custom4Percent": null,
        "felonyWhereInstruction": null,
        "owner": null,
        "address2": null,
        "jobAppGuid": null,
        "felonyWhere": null,
        "lastModifiedBy": "88990",
        "veteranClaimInstruction": null,
        "exportedOn": null,
        "noloWhereInstruction": null,
        "custInstrPersInfo": null,
        "appLocale": null,
        "snapShotDate": "/Date(1554375959000+0000)/",
        "education": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
education"
            }
        },
        "attachments1": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
attachments1"
            }
        },
        "attachments2": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
attachments2"
            }
        },
        "jobAppPermissionsNav": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationFieldControls(0)",
                "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationFieldControls"
            },
            "applicationId": 0,
            "MotherMaidenName": 1,
            "education": 1,
            "attachments1": null,
            "attachments2": null,
            "jobAppPermissionsNav": null,
            "phoneScreen": 0,
            "rightToFirstInterview1": null,
            "customDate": 7,
            "textPhone": 1,
            "ssn": 3,
            "bool2": null,
            "usersSysId": null,
            "referralSource": null,
            "MotherName": 1,
            "noloWhatInstruction": null,
            "coverLetter": 0,
            "jobApplicationComments": 7,
            "preferredName": 1,
            "state": 0,
            "felony": null,
            "jobApplicationAssessmentOrder": 0,
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            "disabilityInstruction": null,
            "currentEmployer": 0,
            "zip": 0,
            "offerLetter": 0,
            "jobApplicationInterview": 0,
            "formerEmployee": 0,
            "currentCompany": 3,
            "CustomMutlAttachment1": 3,
            "statusComments": null,
            "statusId": 3,
            "jobRequisition": null,
            "nolo": null,
            "status": null,
            "rightToFirstInterviewData": null,
            "adjudInstruction": null,
            "lastName": 0,
            "mobility": 1,
            "veteranInstruction": null,
            "ethnicity": 3,
            "gender": 0,
            "city": 0,
            "signature": null,
            "sourceLabel": null,
            "jobApplicationQuestionResponse": 7,
            "veteranClaimEmployInstruction": null,
            "MyPersonalWebsite1": null,
            "profileUpdated": null,
            "availability": 3,
            "jobOffer": 1,
            "duplicateProfile": null,
            "referenceCheck": 3,
            "signatureInstruction1": null,
            "countryPicklist": null,
            "countryCode": 3,
            "country_1": null,
            "customCountry": 1,
            "sectBackgroundResults": null,
            "contactByText": 1,
            "resume": 0,
            "jobReqId": null,
            "address": 3,
            "languages": 1,
            "nonApplicantStatus": null,
            "resumeUploadDate": null,
            "dateOfBirth": null,
            "appStatusSetItemId": 3,
            "veteranClaimEmploy": null,
            "candConversionProcessed": null,
            "rightToFirstInterview": null,
            "minAnnualSal": 0,
            "referenceComments": null,
            "adjudWhereInstruction": null,
            "felonyDateInstruction": null,
            "veteranClaimPromo": null,
            "anonymizedFlag": null,
            "referredBy": null,
            "cellPhone": 0,
            "FatherName": 1,
            "applicationTemplateId": null,
            "country": 3,
            "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
            "backgroundInformationInstruction": null,
            "disability": null,
            "insideWorkExperience": 1,
            "rating": null,
            "highestEducation": 0,
            "source": null,
            "agencyInfo": null,
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            "felonyDate": null,
            "reference": null,
            "veteranStatus": 0,
            "signatureInstruction": null,
            "felonyWhatInstruction": null,
            "jobAppStatus": null,
            "customCurrency": null,
            "CustomMutlAttachment": 0,
            "drugCheck": 3,
            "veteranClaimInstruction1": null,
            "bkgrndChkAttachment": 0,
            "timeToHire": null,
            "customEnum": null,
            "formerEmployee_1": null,
            "veteranClaimPromoInstruction": null,
            "adjudDateInstruction": null,
            "eeoInstruction": 0,
            "currencyApp": 3,
            "jobApplicationOnboardingData": 0,
            "homePhone": 0,
            "relatives": null,
            "candidateSource": null,
            "felonyWhat": null,
            "signatureCheck": null,
            "ownershpDate": null,
            "Custom5bool": null,
            "firstName": 0,
            "currentTitle": 0,
            "lastModifiedByProxy": null,
            "anonymizedDate": null,
            "adjudWhere": null,
            "instr1": 0,
            "jobApplicationAudit": null,
            "outsideWorkExperience": 1,
            "essay": 3,
            "checkRequired": 7,
            "customNumber": 3,
            "candidateId": null,
            "companyTitleNew": 3,
            "dataSource": null,
            "applicationDate": 0,
            "cust_div": 1,
            "custInstrEmpInfo": null,
            "adjudWhatInstruction": null,
            "candTypeWhenHired": null,
            "customState": 1,
            "adjudDate": null,
            "hiredOn": null,
            "disabilityStatus": 0,
            "noloInstruction": null,
            "jobApplicationStatusAuditTrail": null,
            "referralName": 0,
            "noloWhere": null,
            "customCity": 1,
            "noloWhat": null,
            "backgroundCheck": 3,
            "disabilityIstruction1": null,
            "noloDate": null,
            "candidate": 0,
            "adjudWhat": null,
            "noloDateInstruction": null,
            "Custom4Percent": null,
            "felonyWhereInstruction": null,
            "owner": null,
            "race": null,
            "address2": 1,
            "contactEmail": 0,
            "jobAppGuid": null,
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            "felonyWhere": null,
            "lastModifiedBy": null,
            "veteranClaimInstruction": null,
            "certifications": 1,
            "veteranStatus3": null,
            "exportedOn": null,
            "veteranStatus4": null,
            "veteranStatus1": null,
            "noloWhereInstruction": null,
            "veteranStatus2": null,
            "custInstrPersInfo": null,
            "adjud": null,
            "middleName": 0,
            "appLocale": null,
            "snapShotDate": null
        },
        "textPhone": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
textPhone"
            }
        },
        "referralSource": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
referralSource"
            }
        },
        "jobApplicationComments": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobApplicationComments"
            }
        },
        "felony": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
felony"
            }
        },
        "CustomMutlAttachment1": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
CustomMutlAttachment1"
            }
        },
        "statusId": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
statusId"
            }
        },
        "jobRequisition": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobRequisition"
            }
        },
        "nolo": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/nolo"
            }
        },
        "rightToFirstInterviewData": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
rightToFirstInterviewData"
            }
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        },
        "mobility": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
mobility"
            }
        },
        "ethnicity": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
ethnicity"
            }
        },
        "jobApplicationQuestionResponse": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobApplicationQuestionResponse"
            }
        },
        "jobOffer": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobOffer"
            }
        },
        "countryPicklist": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
countryPicklist"
            }
        },
        "country_1": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
country_1"
            }
        },
        "customCountry": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
customCountry"
            }
        },
        "contactByText": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
contactByText"
            }
        },
        "languages": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
languages"
            }
        },
        "veteranClaimEmploy": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
veteranClaimEmploy"
            }
        },
        "veteranClaimPromo": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
veteranClaimPromo"
            }
        },
        "disability": {
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            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
disability"
            }
        },
        "insideWorkExperience": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
insideWorkExperience"
            }
        },
        "jobAppStatus": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobAppStatus"
            }
        },
        "formerEmployee_1": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
formerEmployee_1"
            }
        },
        "currencyApp": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
currencyApp"
            }
        },
        "relatives": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
relatives"
            }
        },
        "candidateSource": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
candidateSource"
            }
        },
        "jobApplicationAudit": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobApplicationAudit"
            }
        },
        "outsideWorkExperience": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
outsideWorkExperience"
            }
        },
        "customState": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
customState"
            }
        },
        "jobApplicationStatusAuditTrail": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
jobApplicationStatusAuditTrail"
            }
        },
        "customCity": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
customCity"
            }
        },
        "race": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/race"
            }
        },
        "certifications": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
certifications"
            }
        },
        "veteranStatus3": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
veteranStatus3"
            }
        },
        "veteranStatus4": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
veteranStatus4"
            }
        },
        "veteranStatus1": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
veteranStatus1"
            }
        },
        "veteranStatus2": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/
veteranStatus2"
            }
        },
        "adjud": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplication(66453L)/adjud"
            }
        }
    }
}
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16.1.7  JobApplicationStatus

This entity represents the job application status.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

User-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Update or insert operation for the JobApplicationStatus entity is supported in 1511 release

Properties

Property Description

appStatusSetId Application Status Set Id

appStatusName Application Status Name

appStatusId Application Status Id
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobAppStatusLabel JobAppStatusLabel Job Application Status Label

Entity Metadata

<EntityType Name="JobApplicationStatus">     <Key>
        <PropertyRef Name="appStatusSetId"/>
    </Key>
    <Property Name="appStatusId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="true" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="true">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Status Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="appStatusName" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Status Name</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="appStatusSetId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="false" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Applicaiton Status Set Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Annotation Term="label">
        <String>JobApplicationStatus</String>
    </Annotation> </EntityType>
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16.1.8  JobApplicationStatusLabel

This entity represents the job application status labels in different supported languages (for internationalization).

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

User-based Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Update or insert operation for the JobApplicationStatusLabel entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Description

locale Locale

statusLabel Application Status Label
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Property Description

candidateLabel Candidate Label

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

appStatus JobAppStatus Job Application Status

Use Case

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatus(3L)/jobAppStatusLabel?&$format=json

Response

 Sample Code

{ "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)/appStatus" } }
},
{
"__metadata":
{ "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)", "type": 
"SFOData.JobApplicationStatusLabel" }
,
"appStatusId": "3",
"candidateLabel": "New Application updated",
"locale": "en_US",
"statusLabel": "New Application 123",
"appStatus": {
"__deferred":
{ "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)/appStatus" }
}/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)", "type": 
"SFOData.JobApplicationStatusLabel" }
,
"appStatusId": "3",
"candidateLabel": "Default German",
"locale": "de_DE",
"statusLabel": "Default German",
"appStatus": 
{ "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)/appStatus" }
}
},
{
"__metadata":
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{ "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)", "type": 
"SFOData.JobApplicationStatusLabel" }
,
"appStatusId": "3",
"candidateLabel": "New Application updated",
"locale": "en_US",
"statusLabel": "New Application 123",
"appStatus": {
"__deferred":
{ "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationStatusLabel(3L)/appStatus" }
}{ "__deferred":

Entity Metadata

<EntityType Name="JobApplicationStatusLabel">     <Key>
        <PropertyRef Name="appStatusId"/>
    </Key>
    <Property Name="appStatusId" Type="Edm.Int64" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="true" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Status Id</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="locale" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="false" 
sf:Sortable="true" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Locale</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Property Name="statusLabel" Type="Edm.String" sf:Filterable="true" 
sf:Sortable="true" sf:Selectable="true" sf:Upsertable="true" sf:Updatable="true" 
sf:Insertable="true" sf:Required="false" Nullable="false">
        <Annotation Term="label">
            <String>Application Status Label</String>
        </Annotation>
    </Property>
    <Annotation Term="label">
        <String>JobApplicationStatusLabel</String>
    </Annotation> </EntityType>
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16.1.9  JobApplicationAudit

This entity represents the job application audit information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

fieldOrderPos Field order position

refType Type of reference
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Property Name Description

fieldId Field ID

revType Revision type

fieldType Field type

dateOldValue Old Date value after, when suitable

dateNewValue New Date value after change, when suitable

oldValue Value before change

newValue Value after change

lastModifiedBy Name of the user that performed the change

lastModifiedDate Date of the change

source Source

mergedFrom Merged from

lastModifiedExtId ID of an External User that made the change, when suitable

clobOldValueXML CLOB old value

clobNewValueXML CLOB new value

clobFieldRef CLOB field reference

jobPostingId ID of Job Posting, when suitable

jobPostStartDate Start Date of Job Posting, when suitable

jobPostEndDate End Date of Job Posting, when suitable

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Job Application
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Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.1.10  JobApplicationSnapshot_Education

This entity represents the job application snapshot background information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobReqFwdCandidates entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.
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Properties

Property Name Description

backgroundElementId Entity Id

startDate Start Date

bgOrderPos Field Order Position

school School Name (label)

degree Degree id

applicationId Application Id

endDate End Date

lastModifiedDateTime Last Modified Date

major Major id

degreeNav Details of the degree Id

majorNav Details of the major Id

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Job Application

degreeNav PicklistOption Details of the Degree Id

majorNav PicklistOption Details of the Major Id

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.1.11  JobApplicationSnapshot_OutsideWorkExperience

This entity represents the job application Snapshot background information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

backgroundElementId Entity Id

startDate Start Date
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Property Name Description

bgOrderPos Field Order Position

applicationId Application Id

startTitle Title Name (label)

employer Employer Name (label)

endDate End Date

businessType Business type id

lastModifiedDateTime Last Modified Date

businessTypeNav Details of the Business type

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Job Application

businessTypeNav PicklistOption Details of the Business type

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.1.12  JobApplicationOnboardingData

This entity represents the Job Application Onboarding Portlet information.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

onboardingId Onboarding Id

submittedOn Submitted On
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Property Name Description

status Onboarding status

applicationId Application Id

submittedBy Submitted By

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Job Application

onboardingStatus JobApplicationOnboardingStatus Onboarding Status

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.1.13  JobApplicationOnboardingStatus

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export
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Permission System Required Setting

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

onboardingStatusId Onboarding Status Id

type Type

name Name

statusType Status Type

status Status

message Message

url Url

createdDate Created Date

lastModifiedDate Last Modified Date
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

onboardingData JobApplicationOnboardingData Onboarding Data

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.1.14  JobApplicationQuestionResponse 

This entity represents the job application candidate response.

 Note
If the corresponding JobReqScreeningQuestion is updated, the property "expectedAnswer" will be null, 
because this information is stored in the Job Requisition. So, after a candidate has applied to the Job 
Requisition, it is not recommended to update the JobReqScreeningQuestions.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export
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Permission System Required Setting

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Audit Export

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobReqFwdCandidates entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Name Description

order Question Response list order

applicationId Application Id

highLow When defining the expected answer for a question, user can 
select between HIGHER and LOWER than a desired value. For 
example, when the applicant needs to answer with a numeric 
value that is equal to or higher than 4.

answer Question Answer

question Question

type Question type

expectedAnswerValue Expected Answer Value

expectedAnswer Expected Answer

appLocale Application Locale
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Navigation Properties

None.

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.1.15  JobAppTemplate_*

For each job application template available, an entity is created. This is to help you check which fields are required 
on a specific template when you are creating a job application through the Odata API. These entities do not support 
any operation and are only available on the metadata and in the Admin Center under the "Odata API Dictionary" 
page. The entity is named using the “JobAppTemplate_” prefixed to the name of the template (For example, 
JobAppTemplate_Custom).

16.1.16  JobApplicationBackgroundCheckRequest

You can use this entity to query or post a background check request for Job Applications.

Permissions

 Note
Although this entity is available in the production environment, you can currently only use this entity in the 
preview environment and not in the production envionment.

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update
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Permission System Required Settings

User based Admin Center Manage Permission Roles  Recruiting 

Permissions then select OData API Application Createand 
OData API Application Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

Query Query an entity

Insert Insert a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case 1: Querying the background check request for Job Application.
Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckRequest

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckRequest(1L)",
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                    "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationBackgroundCheckRequest"
                },
                "requestId": "1",
                "responseCode": "1",
                "vendor": "VI",
                "jobApplicationId": "921",
                "createdDateTime": "/Date(1276855363000+0000)/",
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1276855363000+0000)/",
                "vendorOrderNo": null,
                "orderStatus": "OK",
                "createdByUser": "adminadmin",
                "jobApplication": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckRequest(1L)/jobApplication"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Use Case 2: Updating the background check request for Job Application.
Request Information

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
obApplicationBackgroundCheckRequest

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "createdByUser": "adminadmin",
    "createdDateTime": "/
Date(1276855363000+0000)/",
    "jobapplicationId": "123",
    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/
Date(1276855363000+0000)/",
    "orderStatus": "OK",
    "vendor": "VI" }
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16.1.17  JobApplicationBackgroundCheckResult

You can use this entity to query or post a background check result for Job Applications.

Permissions

 Note
Although this entity is available in the production environment, you can currently only use this entity in the 
preview environment and not in the production envionment.

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

User based Admin Center Manage Permission Roles  Recruiting 

Permissions then select OData API Application Createand 
OData API Application Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

POST Insert a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Querying the background check result status for Job Application.

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckResult

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckResult(21L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationBackgroundCheckResult"
                },
                "statusId": "21",
                "finalStep": "0",
                "stepStatus": "Fail",
                "reportUrl": "http://www.sf-vi.com",
                "createdDateTime": "/Date(1278317802000+0000)/",
                "stepMessage": "Hello1",
                "stepName": "Education",
                "backgroundCheckRequest": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckResult(21L)/backgroundCheckRequest"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

Use Case 2: Updating the background check result status for Job Application.

Request Information

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationBackgroundCheckResult

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{     "stepMessage": "Hello",
    "stepName": "Education",
    "reportUrl": "http://www.sf-
vi.com",
    "statusId": "21",
    "finalStep": "0",
    "stepStatus": "Fail" }

16.1.18  JobApplicationInterview

You can use this job entity to generate a list of SuccessFactors HCM users who will interview the applicant.

Once you've added a user to the interviewer list, a new Interview Assessment form is placed on the Interview 
Central tab for the user. Note that Interview Central is not an interview scheduling tool. When you enable the 
Interview Scheduling option, you’ll not be able to schedule interviews using the OData APIs. Once interviews are 
scheduled through the UI, you can use the Jobapplicationinterview entity.

Note that if competencies are deleted in the job requisition through the UI, the deleted competencies will not be 
listed when you query a competency rating record for users.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Interview Central Create/Update

User-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update
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Required Provisioning Settings

Settings Company Settings Web Services Disable OData API . Please confirm this setting is NOT checked. 
OData APIs will be available by default – you will have to request them to be disabled.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Create a record

PUT Replace a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationInterview?$format=json
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Payload {                     "...odata/v2/JobApplicationInterview",
                    "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationInterview"
               },
               "startDate": "/Date(1486795387000+0000)/",
               "templateType": "JOB_REQ",   
               "candSlotMapId": null,       
               "source": "INTERNAL",        
               "applicationId": "141",
               "endDate": null,
               "recruitEventStaffId": null, 
               "notes": null,               
               "isTimeSet": null,  
               "interviewer": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "type": "SFOData.User"
                    },
                    "userId": "mhoff1"                }

Use Cases

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>odata/v2/JobApplicationInterview(5503L)?$format=json
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Payload {             ".../odata/v2/JobApplicationInterview(5503L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobApplicationInterview"
        },
        "applicationInterviewId": "5503",
        "startDate": "/Date(1486795387000+0000)/",
        "templateType": "JOB_REQ",
        "candSlotMapId": null,
        "source": "INTERNAL",
        "status": "RATED",
        "applicationId": "38135",
        "endDate": null,
        "recruitEventStaffId": null,
        "notes": null,
        "isTimeSet": 1,
        "interviewNotes": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationInterview(5503L)/interviewNotes"
            }
        },
        "interviewOverallAssessment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationInterview(5503L)/interviewOverallAssessment"
            }
        },
        "interviewer": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationInterview(5503L)/interviewer"
            }
        },
        "jobApplication": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobApplicationInterview(5503L)/jobApplication"
            }
        }
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

Property interviewer is invalid If the Interviewer field is not passed.

No row with the given identifier exists If you upsert JobApplicationInterview when the applicationIn
terviewId doesnt exists.

Interview Assessment Feature is not configured for current us
er's role and application status

When you insert/upsert JobApplicationInterview if the feature 
is not enabled in that status.

Required property source is missing with the index 0 When you insert values apart from null and numeric values.
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Error Codes Descriptions

Required property userId is missing with the index 0 If you insert JobApplicationInterview with"userId": null

Related Information

Interviewoverallassesment [page 1655]
Interviewindividualassessment [page 1658]
refreshInterviewAssessments [page 1662]

16.1.18.1  Interviewoverallassesment 

You can use this entity to pull competencies from the requisition and allow the interviewer to provide a numeric 
rating and comments on each competency.

Additionally, the interviewer can provide an overall thumbs up or thumbs down on the applicant, add overall 
comments, and possibly attach documents to their feedback. Note that interviewer's can now attach additional 
interview notes like feedbacks or comments during an interview, in the InterviewOverallAssessment entity.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Interview Central Create/Update

User-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Required Provisioning Settings

Settings Company Settings Web Services Disable OData API . Please confirm this setting is NOT checked. 
OData APIs will be available by default – you will have to request them to be disabled.
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Create a record

PUT Replace a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases 

Operation PUT

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/InterviewOverallAssessment(483L)

Payload {     ".../odata/v2/InterviewOverallAssessment(483L)"
    },
    "interviewRefId": "1401",
    "overallRating": "Positive",
    "comments": "Excellent",
    "type": null }

Use Cases 

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobApplicationInterview(10162)/interviewOverallAssessment?$for
mat=json
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Response {             "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewOverallAssessment(12802L)",
            "type": "SFOData.InterviewOverallAssessment"
        },
        "interviewOverallAssessmentId": "12802",
        "averageRating": "3.0",
        "interviewRefId": "10162",
        "type": null,
        "overallRating": "Negative",
        "comments": "test_overall&nbsp;",
        "interviewNotes": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewOverallAssessment(12802L)/interviewNotes"
            }
        },
        "interviewIndividualAssessment": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewOverallAssessment(12802L)/interviewIndividualAssessment"
            }
        } 

Use Cases 

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?$format=json

Payload [     {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewOverallAssessment(408L)",
            "type": "SFOData.InterviewOverallAssessment"
        },
        "interviewRefId": "1041",
        "overallRating": "Positive",
        "comments": "Good"
    },
    {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewOverallAssessment(483L)",
            "type": "SFOData.InterviewOverallAssessment"
        },
        "interviewRefId": "1401",
        "overallRating": "Negative",
        "comments": "Excellent"
    } ]
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Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

Transaction synchronization is not active When notes limit exceeds from 4000 characters in overall as
sessment.

null with the index 0 When there is no competency and perform update of overall 
assessment.

Bad Request: interviewRefId invalid with the index 0 If interviewRefId is invalid in overall assessment.

overallRating invalid with the index 0 If overallRating is invalid in overall assessment

Recruiting OData API Interview Central Create/Update permis
sion in Admin Center is not enabled

When OData API Interview Central Create/Update permission 
is not enabled in overall assessment.

null with the index 0 When you provide different credential in OData for users, who 
don't have permission to update the overall assessment.

Job Requisition for the Overall Assessment is not found or de
leted with the index 0

If you update overall assessment for deleted job requisition.

Required property type is missing If you provide type as null.

Interview Central and Set up Interviewers Popup is not enabled 
in Provisioning

When the Interview Central and Set up Interviewers Popup is 
not enabled in Provisioning.

Required property source is missing with the index 0 When you insert values apart from null and numeric values.

16.1.18.2  Interviewindividualassessment 

This entity allows interviewers to provide a set of feedback per applicant.

Even if two separate interviewers give feedback, only one set of competency ratings will be saved for each 
applicant. Additionally, once an interviewer has rated their candidates, changing the competencies, rating scale, or 
reverse scale option will cause the existing Interview Assessment forms to display incorrect data.
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Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Recruiting Permissions OData API Interview Central Create/Update

User-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Application Update

Required Provisioning Settings

Settings Company Settings Web Services Disable OData API . Please confirm this setting is NOT checked. 
OData APIs will be available by default – you will have to request them to be disabled.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Create a record

PUT Replace a record

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases 

Operation PUT

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/InterviewIndividualAssessment(961L)

Payload {     ".../odata/v2/InterviewIndividualAssessment(961L)"
    },
    "interviewOverallAssessmentId": "483",
    "type": "COMPETENCY",
    "refId": "46065",
    "rating": "5",
    "comments": "Excellent" }

Use Cases 

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/InterviewIndividualAssessment(10522))?$format=json

Response {     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewIndividualAssessment(10522L)",
            "type": "SFOData.InterviewIndividualAssessment"
        },
        "interviewIndividualAssessmentId": "10522",
        "interviewOverallAssessmentId": "4965",
        "refId": "6",
        "rating": "3.0",
        "type": "COMPETENCY",
        "comments": null,
        "rcmCompetency": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewIndividualAssessment(10522L)/rcmCompetency"
            }
        },
        "jobProfileCompetency": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https:<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewIndividualAssessment(10522L)/jobProfileCompetency"
            }
        }
    } }
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Use Cases 

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/upsert?$format=json

Payload [     {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewIndividualAssessment(942L)",
            "type": "SFOData.InterviewIndividualAssessment"
        },
        "interviewOverallAssessmentId": "408",
        "refId": "5002769",
        "type": "COMPETENCY_JDM2",
        "rating": "5",
        "comments": "Completed"
    },
    {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
InterviewIndividualAssessment(943L)",
            "type": "SFOData.InterviewIndividualAssessment"
        },
        "interviewOverallAssessmentId": "408",
        "refId": "5002779",
        "type": "COMPETENCY_JDM2",
        "rating": "5",
        "comments": "Completed"
    } ]

Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

Required property type is missing If you provide type as null.

Interview Central and Set up Interviewers Popup is not enabled 
in Provisioning

When the Interview Central and Set up Interviewers Popup is 
not enabled in Provisioning.

type invalid, with the index 0 If you provide type as competency, that is, small letters.

Job Requisition for the Overall Assessment is not found or de
leted with the index 0

When you update individual assessment for deleted job requi
sition.

Required properties interviewOverallAssessmentId, refId, type 
are missing

When the required fields are missing in payload to update an 
individual assessment.
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Error Codes Descriptions

rating invalid, with the index 0 When an out of the range rating scale value is provided in the 
OData payload to update individual assessment.

For example, if you provide "rating"as "6" in a rating scale of 
1-5.

type invalid, with the index 0 When invalid type is mentioned in payload of individual assess
ment say "type": "COMPETENCY" in JDM2.0 instance.

null with the index 0 When a wrong id entered in URL.

unknown property test for InterviewIndividualAssessment When an invalid field is used in the payload to update an indi
vidual assessment.

For input string: "invalidId"</ When an invalid refId value is used in the payload to update an 
individual assessment entity.

type invalid, with the index 0 When an invalid type is used in the payload to update an indi
vidual assessment entity.

invalid, with the index 0 When an invalid interviewOverallAssessmentId value is given in 
the payload to update individual assessment antity

rating has invalid number format with the index 0 When an invalid rating value is provided in the payload to up
date an individual assessment entity.

For example, rating <one>.

16.1.18.3  Import Functions

16.1.18.3.1  refreshInterviewAssessments

You can use this Function Import to create Individual Interview Assessments for competencies in the job 
requisition.

If job requisition's competencies are updated after an interview is scheduled using JobApplicationInterview Odata 
API entity, refresh the InterviewIndividualAssessments entity to rate the updated job requisition’s competencies.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

POST Create Interview Individual Assessments for competencies 
added to Job Requisition.
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Parameters

Parameter Description Type

JobReqId Provides the job requisition Id against the 
competencies that were updated.

Long

Use Case

API Call Description

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/refreshInterviewAssessments?
jobReqIdParam=<jobReqId>

Create Interview Individual Assessments for competencies 
added to Job Requisition

Response

{     "d": [
        {
            "status": "Success",
            "message": "Competencies Refreshed successfully"
        }
    ] }

Error Codes

Error Codes Description

FunctionImport InterviewOverallAssessment doesn't exist in 
meta data!

InterviewOverallAssessment Id is not provided in the PUT URL 
in overall assessment.
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16.1.18.3.2  sendEmailToInterviewers

You can use this entity to send email to interviewers so that they are aware of the interviews that are setup for 
them.

Operations Allowed

Operation Supported

QUERY No

UPSERT No

INSERT No

MERGE No

REPLACE No

DELETE No

Parameters

Parameter Description

applicationId [mandatory] The application id for which the associated inter
viewers need to send the mail.

interviewers [optional] The list of interviwers who has to recive the invite 
mail.

attachResume [optional] Possible values true or false. To indicate whether to 
attach the resume while sending the invite email.

attachCoverLetter [optional] Possible values true or false. To indicate whether to 
attach the cover letter while sending the invite email.

attachInterviewGuide [optional] Possible values true or false. To indicate whether to 
attach the interview guide while sending the invite email.

hiringManagerNote [optional] A note from hiring manager to the interviewers.

Use Case

Operation POST
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URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/ sendEmailToInterviewers?jobApplicationId

=102

Response

Success

 Sample Code

"d" : [ {
"status":"Success",
"users" : "cgrant1,athompson1"
}
]
} 

Failure

 Sample Code

{ "d" : [
{
"status":"Error",
"message" : "Failed due to application error"
}
]
} 

16.2 Job Requisition

16.2.1  JobRequisition

The job requisition entity contains core application data consisting of system, standard and custom fields. The 
metadata will show the standard and custom fields configured in all the active templates. If a field (standard or 
custom) is not configured in any of the active template, then it will not show up in the metadata and not be a part of 
OData query.

 Note
The Batch operation, Job Profile Builder and Recruiting Groups features are not supported as of 1511 release.

The entity cannot be filtered or sorted by these non-reportable custom fields. Reportable custom fields should 
be available within the entity and the entity can be sorted/filtered using the reportable custom fields.
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If the same field (custom or standard) has been configured as different types (say text in one and picklist in 
another) in separate requisition templates, then the field shows up as String in the metadata. In this case, 
OData query will return the Option Id for the picklist field of the job requisition which was created using the 
template having the field configured as picklist.

If two custom fields with same field Id are defined in 2 different templates then the metadata shows:

● One field in the metadata if the default label and field type are the same.
● One field in the metadata with two labels (comma separated) if the default labels are different.
● For now, the fields of type “JobCode” will show up as type string in the metadata.

This numerical value... is mapped to...

0 pre-approved internal status of a job requisition

1 approved internal status of a job requisition

2 closed internal status of a job requisition

The system and calculated fields will always show up in the metadata irrespective of the template definition. 
openings. Filled is an example of calculated field.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobRequisition entity is supported in the Q4 2015 release.
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Operation Description

DELETE Unposts a job requisition.

Required Fields

Specify the jobReqId for Job Requisition Entity as the business key.

Properties

Property Name Description

jobReqId Job Requisition Id

templateId Template Id

jobCode Job Code

jobReqStartDateTime Job Requisition Start Date Time

jobReqEndDateTime Job Requisition End DateTime

customStatus Custom Status

internalStatus Internal Status

jobDepartment Job Department

jobDivision Job Division

jobLocation Job Location

lastModified Last Modified Date

jobStartDateTime Job Start Date Time

agentInfo Agent Information

dailyOppCost Daily Opp Cost

costOfHire Cost of Hire

jobLevel Job Level

jobType Job Type
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Property Name Description

jobGrade Job Grade

salaryMax Salary Max

salaryMid Salary Mid

salaryMin Salary Min

salaryAccepted Salary Accepted

Commission Commission

commissionPack Commission Pack

Options Options

optionsPack Options Pack

otherBonus Other Bonus

otherCompensation Other Compensation

Currency Currency

relocationCost Relocation Cost

relocationPack relocation Pack

signOnBonus Sign on Bonus

Stock Stock

stockPackage StockPackage

nonRecoverableDraw NonRecoverable Draw

RecoverableDraw Recoverage Draw

EEOEstablishment EEO Establishment

EEOGroup EEO Group

EEOJobCat EEO Job Category

jobReqContent Job Requisition Content

candidateHired Candidate Hired

createdDateTime Date Time Created

intranetPosting Intranet Posting
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Property Name Description

corporatePosting Corporate Posting

actualStartDateTime Actual Start Date Time

candidateProgress Candidate Progress Status

formDataId Form Data Id

classificationType Classification Type

classificationTime Classification Time

jobFunction Job Function

Industry Industry

lastModifiedBy Last Modified By

City City

stateProvince State Province

postalCode Postal Code

Country Country

filter1 Filter Field 1

filter2 Filter Field 2

filter3 Filter Field 3

filter4 Filter Field 4

filter5 Filter Field 5

filter6 Filter Field 6

filter7 Filter Field 7

filter8 Filter Field 8

filter9 Filter Field 9

filter10 Filter Field 10

filter11 Filter Field 11

filter12 Filter Field 12

filter13 Filter Field 13
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Property Name Description

filter14 Filter Field 14

filter15 Filter Field 15

mfield1 Multi-Select Filter Field 1

mfield2 Multi-Select Filter Field 2

mfield3 Multi-Select Filter Field 3

mfield4 Multi-Select Filter Field 4

mfield5 Multi-Select Filter Field 5

mfield6 Multi-Select Filter Field 6

mfield7 Multi-Select Filter Field 7

mfield8 Multi-Select Filter Field 8

mfield9 Multi-Select Filter Field 9

mfield10 Multi-Select Filter Field 10

mfield11 Multi-Select Filter Field 11

mfield12 Multi-Select Filter Field 12

mfield13 Multi-Select Filter Field 13

mfield14 Multi-Select Filter Field 14

mfield15 Multi-Select Filter Field 15

overallScaleName Overall Scale Name

assessRatingScaleName Assess Rating Scale Name

reverseScale Reverse Scale

AppStatusSetId Application Status Set Id

salaryBase Salary Base

salaryRateType Salary Rate Type

overtimeRate Overtime Rate

targetBonusPercent Target Bonus Percent

targetBonusAmount Target Bonus Amount
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Property Name Description

bonusPayoutFrequency Bonus Payout Frequency

numberOpening Number of Opening

openingFilled Opening Filled

defaultLocale Default Locale

templateType Template Type

dateTimeClosed Date Time Closed

jobReqGUId Job Requisition GU Id

ratedApplicantCount Rated Applicant Count

applicationTemplateId Application Template Id

package Id Package Id

costCenter Id Cost Center Id

onBoardingPackageId OnBoarding Package Id

BGIAccountId BGI Account Id

companyVisibility Company Visibility

lastModifiedProxyUserId Last Modified Proxy User Id

Facility Facility

requiredTravel Required Travel

Brand Brand

ERPAmount ERP Amount

hardstopStatusId Hard Stop Status Id

jobRole Job Role

timeToFill Time to Fill

Age Age

positionNumber Position Number

isDeleted Is Deleted

openingsFilled Openings Filled
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Name Related Entity Description

Coordinator Coordinator JobRequisitionOperator

hiringManager HiringManager JobRequisitionOperator

custAttachment Attached Documents Attachment

jobReqLocale Job Requisition Locale JobRequisitionLocale

jobReqPostings Job Postings JobRequisitionPosting

questions JobReqQuestion Job Requisition Questions

 Note
To successfully work with any property of type Attachment, refer the Attachment [page 38] section with code 
samples.

Use Cases

API Call Description

../odata/v2/JobRequisition('1234') Gets the job requisition where jobReqId is 1234

../odata/v2/JobRequisition('1234')?
$expand=hiringManager

Gets the job requisition along with the hiringManager where jo
bReqId is 1234
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API Call Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/JobRequisition {
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"PM",
    "jobGrade":"1",
    "defaultLanguage": "en_US",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "statusSetId": "21",
    "appTemplateId": "792",
    "templateId": "1251",
    "jobReqLocale": {
        "jobTitle": "Teste API"
    },
    "recruiter": {
        "userName": "lokamoto"
    },
    "hiringManager": {
        "userName": "lokamoto"
    }
} 

Inserts a job requisition with all required fields.

../odata/v2/upsert {
    "__metadata":{
        "type":"SFOData.JobRequisition",
        "uri":"JobRequisition(1234)"
    },
    "location":"San Matao, CA",
    "jobReqLocale": {
        "jobTitle": "bbbb",
        "locale": "en_GB"
    },
    "interviewGuide":{
        "module":"RECRUITING",
        
"fileContent":"XXXXXXXXXXXAAAAA",
        "fileName":"Test.doc"
    }
} 

Update jobReqId 1234 on its location and adding a new title for 
a different locale and a document on the interview guide.
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../odata/v2/JobRequisition {
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"PM",
    "jobGrade":"1",
    "defaultLanguage": "en_US",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "statusSetId": "21",
    "appTemplateId": "792",
    "templateId": "1251",
    "internalStatus": "1",
    "jobReqLocale": {
        "jobTitle": "Teste API"
    },
    "recruiter": {
        "userName": "lokamoto"
    },
    "hiringManager": {
        "userName": "lokamoto"
    },
    "jobReqPostings": {
        "postStartDate": "\\/
Date(1439290950000)\\/",
        "postEndDate": "\\/
Date(1439942399000)\\/",
        "boardId": "_agency",
        "channelId": "1",
    }
} 

Inserts a job requisition with internalStatus = 1 (Open) and cre
ating a job requisition posting.
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../odata/v2/JobRequisition {
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"PM",
    "jobGrade":"1",
    "defaultLanguage": "en_US",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "statusSetId": "21",
    "appTemplateId": "792",
    "templateId": "1251",
    "jobReqLocale": {
        "jobTitle": "Teste API"
    },
    "recruiter": {
        "userName": "lokamoto"
    },
    "hiringManager": {
        "userName": "lokamoto"
    },
“questions”: [
       { “questionId”: “42201”},
       { “questionId”: “42193”}
   ]   
} 

Inserts a job requisition with all required fields and adding 
some questions.

.../odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=999L,
jobReqId=1234L)

(DELETE) Unposts a job requisition where jobPostingId = 999 
and jobReqId = 1234
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../odata/v2/JobRequisition {
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"PM",
    "jobGrade":"2",
    "defaultLanguage":"en_US",
    "templateId":"1251",
    "appTemplateId":"792",
    "comments":"My comment",
    "statusSetId":"21",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "jobReqLocale":[
        {
            "jobTitle":"Test JP - 
Denis",
            "locale": "ja_JP",
            "externalTitle": "Test JP"
        },{
            "jobTitle":"Test KR- Denis",
            "locale": "ko_KR",
            "externalTitle": "Test KR"
        }],
    "hiringManager":{
        "userName":"cgrant"
    },
    "recruiter":{
        "userName":"lokamoto"
    },
    "mfield1": [
        { "id":"1538" },
        { "id":"1542" }
    ]
} 

Inserts a job requisition with multiple languages and multiple 
picklist.

../odata/v2/JobRequisition(1186)/?
$format=json&$expand=jobReqPostings

Get the job requisition where jobReqId is 1186 with its corre
sponding Job Postings.

../odata/v2/JobRequisition(1186)/?
$format=json&$expand=jobReqLocale

Get the job requisition where jobReqId is 1186 with Job Requisi
tion Locale entity that shows multiple languages

.../odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=999L,jo
bReqId=1234L)

(DELETE) Unpost a job requisition where jobPostingId = 999 
and jobReqId = 1234
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API Call Description

../odata/v2/JobRequisition {
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"PM",
    "jobGrade":"2",
    "defaultLanguage":"en_US",
    "templateId":"1251",
    "appTemplateId":"792",
    "comments":"My comment",
    "statusSetId":"21",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "jobReqLocale":[
        {
            "jobTitle":"Test JP - 
Denis",
            "locale": "ja_JP",
            "externalTitle": "Test JP"
        },{
            "jobTitle":"Test KR- Denis",
            "locale": "ko_KR",
            "externalTitle": "Test KR"
        }],
    "hiringManager":{
        "userName":"cgrant"
    },
    "recruiter":{
        "userName":"lokamoto"
    },
    "mfield1": [
        { "id":"1538" },
        { "id":"1542" }
    ]
} 

(POST) Insert a job requisition with multiple languages and 
multiple picklist.
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../odata/v2/JobRequisition {
    "__metadata":{
        "type":"SFOData.JobRequisition"
    },
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"IT-MGR",
    "jobGrade":"1",
    "templateId":"1251",
    "appTemplateId":"792",
    "statusSetId":"21",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "defaultLanguage":"en_US",
    "hiringManager":{
        "userName":"cgrant"
    },
    "recruiter":{
        "userName":"lokamoto"
    },
    "jobReqLocale": {
    
        "jobTitle": "Test API 3",
        "externalTitle": "Test",
        "locale": "en_US",
        "templateHeaderFooter" : "SAP 
Demo"
   }
} 

(POST) Create a new job requisition with a predefined header 
or footer template.
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../odata/v2/upsert {
    "__metadata":{
        "type":"SFOData.JobRequisition",
        "uri":"JobRequisition(1126L)"
    },
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "jobReqLocale": {
        "locale": "en_US",
        "intJobDescHeader": "Etiam et 
arcu mauris. Mauris viverra, lorem ut 
tristique pharetra, ex diam vulputate 
ante, vitae sollicitudin quam mi non 
turpis",
        "intJobDescFooter": "Etiam et 
arcu mauris. Mauris viverra, lorem ut 
tristique pharetra, ex diam vulputate 
ante, vitae sollicitudin quam mi non 
turpis",
        "extJobDescHeader": "Etiam et 
arcu mauris. Mauris viverra, lorem ut 
tristique pharetra, ex diam vulputate 
ante, vitae sollicitudin quam mi non 
turpis",
        "extJobDescFooter": "Etiam et 
arcu mauris. Mauris viverra, lorem ut 
tristique pharetra, ex diam vulputate 
ante, vitae sollicitudin quam mi non 
turpis"
   }
} 

(POST) Update the internal and external headers and footers 
of the job requisition with id 1126.
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{     "__metadata":{
        "type":"SFOData.JobRequisition",
        "uri":"JobRequisition(1234)"
    },
    "country":"US",
    "jobCode":"IT-MGR",
    "jobGrade":"1",
    "templateId":"1251",
    "appTemplateId":"792",
    "statusSetId":"21",
    "department":"Product Management 
(PM)",
    "jobLevel":"1",
    "division":"Industries (IND)",
    "location":"San Mateo, CA",
    "defaultLanguage":"en_US",
    "hiringManager":{
        "userName":"cgrant"
    },
    "recruiter":{
        "userName":"lokamoto"
    },
    "jobReqLocale": [
        {
            "jobTitle": "IT Manager",
            "locale": "en_US",
            "templateHeaderFooter" : 
"SAP Demo"
        },
        {
            "jobTitle": " IT Manager ",
            "externalTitle": "IT 
Manager",
            "locale": "pt_BR",
            "extJobDescHeader": "BR 
Etiam et arcu mauris. Mauris viverra, 
lorem ut tristique pharetra, ex diam 
vulputate ante, vitae sollicitudin quam 
mi non turpis",
            "extJobDescFooter": "BR 
Etiam et arcu mauris. Mauris viverra, 
lorem ut tristique pharetra, ex diam 
vulputate ante, vitae sollicitudin quam 
mi non turpis"
        }
    ]
} 

(POST) Create a job requisition with multiple locales and with 
internal and external header or filter.

…/odata/v2/reassignJobReq?
jobReqId=1106L&hiringManager=cgrant&recrui
ter=lokamoto&$format=json

(GET) Reassign a job requisition where jobReqId is 1106. Up
date the hiringManager and the recruiter operators.

…/odata/v2/JobRequisition(581)?
$format=json&$expand=jobReqFwdCandidates/
candidate

Get the Job Requisition and expand details of forwarded candi
dates.

…/odata/v2/addModifierToJobReq?
jobReqId=1106L&modifier=cgrant

(GET) Add a Modifier to a Job Requisition defined by jobReqId. 
The modifier field is the username of the desired modifier.
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…/odata/v2/JobRequisition(581)?
$expand=currentOwner

Get the currentOwner of the JobReq, i.e., the user that is “Cur
rently With” the JobReq.

…/odata/v2/JobRequisition(581)?
$expand=currentOwner

(GET) Send JobReq to the previous step. The user performing 
the GET request must be the “currentOwner” of the JobReq

…/odata/v2/sendToNextStep?
formDataId=7536L&comment=’test comment’…/
odata/v2/sendToNextStep?
formDataId=7536L&innerStepUserId='lokamoto
'&comment=’test comment’ …/odata/v2/
sendToNextStep?
formDataId=7536L&innerStepUserId='lokamoto
'&nextIStepEntryUser='athompson1'&comment=
’test comment’ 

(GET) Send JobReq to the next step must be performed by the 
“Currently With” user. The formDataId is the same as “Docu
ment ID”. On C-Step, all users in step must perform this action. 
On I-Step, innerStepUserId is the id of the recipient user, nex
tIStepEntryUser is the id of the recipient user in next I step if 
next step is I step.

…/odata/v2/signForm?formDataId=7536L (GET) Sign JobReq Form in the Signature Stage. The formDa
taId is the same as “Document ID” on the UI. Must be per
formed by the “Currently With” user.

…/odata/v2/signForm?formDataId=7536L (GET) Reject JobReq form in the Signature Stage. The formDa
taId is the same as “Document ID” on the UI. Must be per
formed by the “Currently With” user.

…/odata/v2/signForm?formDataId=7536L Get the Routemap info of the Job Requisition.

…/odata/v2/JobReqFwdCandidates     {
        "jobReqId": 1216,
        "candidateId" : 1306,
        "status" : "Forwarded"
    } 

(POST) Forward a single Candidate to a Job Requisition with 
status.

…/odata/v2/upsert [
    {
        "__metadata":{
            
"type":"SFOData.JobReqFwdCandidates",
            "uri":"JobReqFwdCandidates"
    },
    "jobReqId": 1205,
    "candidateId" : 468,
    "status" : "Default"
    },
    {
        "__metadata":{
            
"type":"SFOData.JobReqFwdCandidates",
            "uri":"JobReqFwdCandidates"
    },
    "jobReqId": 1203,
    "candidateId" : 642,
    "status" : "Forwarded"
    }
] 

(POST) Forward multiple Candidates to multiple Job Requisi
tions.
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…/odata/v2/
JobReqScreeningQuestion(jobReqId=1382L,ord
er=1L,locale=’en_US’)?$format=json&
$expand=choices

Get the English version of the first JobReqScreeningQuestion 
from JobReq with id 1382 expanding choices.

…/odata/v2/
JobReqScreeningQuestionChoice(optionId=54L
,optionValue=3L,locale='en_US')?
$format=json

Get one JobReqScreeningQuestionChoice from SCALE_VALUE 
table.

…/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1382)?
$format=json&
$expand=jobReqScreeningQuestions

Get the JobRequisition expanding jobReqScreeningQuestions 
navigation.

…/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1382)?
$format=json&
$expand=jobReqScreeningQuestions/choices

Get theJobRequisition expanding ScreeningQuestions and 
choices.
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{     "__metadata":{
        "type": 
"SFOData.JobRequisition",
        "uri": "JobRequisition(986L)"
    },
    "jobReqScreeningQuestions" : [
        {
            "order": "1",
            "locale" : "en_US",
            "questionType" : 
"QUESTION_TEXT",
            "questionName" : "This is a 
question (english)",
            "maxLength" : 500,
            "required" : false
        },
        {
            "order": "2",
            "locale" : "en_US",
            "questionId" : 42201,
            "questionName" : "This is a 
question (english)",
            "questionType" : 
"QUESTION_MULTI_CHOICE",
            "required" : true
        },
        {
            "order": "2",
            "locale" : "es_ES",
            "questionName" : "This is a 
question (spanish)",
            "questionType" : 
"QUESTION_MULTI_CHOICE",
            "choices" : [
                {
                    "optionLabel" : "Si"
                },
                {
                    "optionLabel" : "No"
                }   
            ]
        },
        {
            "order": "3",
            "questionName" : "This is a 
rating scale question",
            "questionType" : 
"QUESTION_RATING",
            "ratingScale" : "IntScale",
            "required" : false
        },
        {
            "order": "4",
            "questionName" : "This is a 
numeric question",
            "questionType" : 
"QUESTION_NUMERIC",
            "ratingScale" : "IntScale",
            "required" : true
        },
        {
            "order": "5",

(POST) Create or Update JobReqScreeningQuestion from Jo
bRequisition.
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            "questionName" : "This is 
multi choice question",
            "questionType" : 
"QUESTION_MULTI_CHOICE",
            "choices" : [
                {
                    "optionLabel" : 
"Yes 2"
                },
                {
                    "optionLabel" : "No 
2"
                }   
            ]
        }
    ]
} 

Error Codes

Error Code Description

Permission not enabled(not a specific code) Recruiting OData API is not enabled in provisioning.

Edit permission not enabled(not a specific code) OData API Job Requisition <editType> permission in Admin 
Center is not enabled.

System field not allowed to edit(not a specific code) System field <field> not editable.

Field required(not a specific code) <field> required.

Field invalid(not a specific code) <field> invalid.

Field invalid for template(not a specific code) Field <field> invalid for templateId <templateId>.

Locale not supported(not a specific code) Locale <locale> is not supported for templateId <templateId>

Channel required(not a specific code) Property channelId must be informed when posting type is 
agency.

Invalid user(not a specific code) User <userId> is invalid for <field>

Invalid number(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid number format

Invalid date(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid date format

Invalid boolean(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid Boolean format

Invalid template(not a specific code) Template Id <templateId> is invalid or inactive
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SCA error(not a specific code) Unable to insert job requisition due to a SCA Error.

Job Req not found(not a specific code) Job Requisition <jobReqId> was not found

Min days posting error(not a specific code) This job must be posted for a minimum of <days> day(s).

Start date after end date error(not a specific code) JobRequisitionPosting/postStartDate must be before JobRe
quisitionPosting/postEndDate

Invalid channel id(not a specific code) Field channelId <channelId> is not valid for boardId <boardId>

Invalid question id(not a specific code) Question Id <questionId> is invalid.

Insert OK(not a specific code) Job Requisition has been inserted successfully

Update OK(not a specific code) Job Requisition has been updated successfully

Delete OK(not a specific code) Job Requisition has been deleted successfully

Batch OK(not a specific code) Batch has been executed successfully

Batch has erros(not a specific code) Batch was aborted due to an error on another requisition

Database batch requisition error(not a specific code) Database error when executing requisition batch operations

Unexpected batch requisition error(not a specific code) Unexpected error ocurred when executing requisition batch 
operations

Error inserting batch requisition(not a specific code) Failed to batch insert requisition

Error updating batch requisition(not a specific code) Failed to batch update requisition

Reassigning job requisition OK(not a specific code) The job requisition has been reassigned

Reassigning job requisition error(not a specific code) Failed to reassign the job requisition

Reassigning sca error(not a specific code) Unable to reassign the Job Requisition due to a SCA Error

Reassigning no operators(not a specific code) At least one valid operator should be informed

Unexpected error (not a specific code) Unexpected error occurred <exMessage>

Modifier successfully added(not a specific code) Modifier has been successfully added.

Add Modifier Job Req error(not a specific code) Failed to add Modifier to the job requisition.

Add Modifier sca error(not a specific code) Unalble to add Modifier to the Job Requisition due to an SCA 
Error.

User not found(not a specific code) User <user> was not found.
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Add Modifier not allowed(not a specific code) Can’t add Modifier, Form Settings don’t allow to add a Modifier.

Job Req not in modification stage(not a specific code) Can’t add Modifier. The Job Requisition is not in Modification 
stage.

Send Job Req Previous Step Success The job requisition has been sent to previous step.

Send Job Req Previous Step Missing JobReqId The job requisition Id has not been given.

Send Job Req Previous Step Not Enabled Send to previous step is not enabled for job requisition tem
plate <templateId>

Send Job Req Previous Step Invalid Status Incorrect job requisition status. Job requisition should be at 
modify/rejected stage.

Send Job Req Previous Step Comment Not Enabled Comment routing is not enabled for job requisition template 
<templateId>

Send Job Req Previous Step User Error No job requisition step found for user <user>.

Send Job Req Previous Step Error Job requisition <jobReqId> cannot be sent to previous step.

Invalid Locale for JobReq Error Invalid locale <locale> for JobRequisition

ScreeningQuestion not found Error JobReqScreeningQuestion with key (jobReqId=<jobReqId>,or
der=<order>,locale=<locale>) not found!

Invalid question order Error Invalid order value for question order(s)=<orders>.

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in job requisition template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.2.2  JobReqFOLocation

You can use this entity to insert, update (through the parent JobRequisition entity) and read FO location list for a 
job requisition.

This entity should only be used when the location_obj field is defined on the Job Requisition template with 
multiselect value as true. If multiselect value is false, only one value can be used as part of the list, and it has to be 
marked as primary.
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Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Role Based permission attached to FO Location should be ap
plicable.

User based User Based permission attached to FO Location should be ap
plicable.

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY Yes

UPSERT No (Only through parent entity : jobRequisition)

INSERT No (Only through parent entity : jobRequisition)

Properties

Property Name Description

isPrimary Is Primary location (insertable, updatable)

jobReqMultiSelectId Key. Non editable, updatable

fieldName Not editable, updatable

jobReqId Reference to parent entity job requisition. Not editable, updata
ble.

parentFieldValue For future use. Not insertable nor updatable.
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

value FOLocation Navigation to FOLocation

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation Insert via parent JobRequistion entity

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/JobRequisition

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

< { "templateId": "2032",
"jobReqLocale": {
"jobTitle": "Created via oData API 
30 Mar",
"externalTitle": "Created via oData 
API 30 Mar",
"locale": "en_US"
},
"recruiter": {
"userName": "cgrant"
},
"hiringManager": {
"userName": "cgrant"
},
"country": "US",
"stateProvince": "CA",
"city": "San Jose",
"postalcode": "1234",
"location_objList": [
    {
        "isPrimary" : "true",
        "value" : {
            "externalCode": "US_DAL"
        }
    },
    {
        "value" : {
            "externalCode": "US_BOS"
        }
    }]
}> 

Operation Get Job Requistion FOLocation
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobReqFOLocation(271)?$format=json&
$expand=value

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload
 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://localhost:443/
odata/v2/JobReqFOLocation(271L)",
      "type": 
"SFOData.JobReqFOLocation"
    },
    "jobReqMultiSelectId": "271",
    "isPrimary": true,
    "parentFieldValue": "-1",
    "jobReqId": "1642",
    "fieldName": "location_obj",
    "value": {
      "results": [
        {
          "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://
localhost:443/odata/v2/
FOLocation(externalCode='NL_AMS',star
tDate=datetime'1990-01-01T00:00:00')"
,
            "type": 
"SFOData.FOLocation"
          },
          "startDate": "/
Date(631152000000)/",
          "externalCode": "NL_AMS",
          "status": "A",
          "endDate": "/
Date(253402300799000)/",
          "lastModifiedDateTime": "/
Date(1317083934000+0000)/",
          "lastModifiedOn": "/
Date(1317103734000)/",
          "createdOn": "/
Date(1300819386000)/",
          "timezone": "Europe/
Amsterdam",
          "createdBy": "admin",
          "geozoneFlx": "EMEA",
          "description": "Amsterdam, 
Netherlands",
          "name": "Amsterdam",
          "createdDateTime": "/
Date(1300799586000+0000)/",
          "lastModifiedBy": "admin",
          "locationGroup": "EMEA",
          "standardHours": null,
          "geozoneFlxNav": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://
localhost:443/odata/v2/
FOLocation(externalCode='NL_AMS',star
tDate=datetime'1990-01-01T00:00:00')/
geozoneFlxNav"
            }
          },
          "locationGroupNav": {
            "__deferred": {
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              "uri": "https://
localhost:443/odata/v2/
FOLocation(externalCode='NL_AMS',star
tDate=datetime'1990-01-01T00:00:00')/
locationGroupNav"
            }
          },
          "addressNavDEFLT": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://
localhost:443/odata/v2/
FOLocation(externalCode='NL_AMS',star
tDate=datetime'1990-01-01T00:00:00')/
addressNavDEFLT"
            }
          },
          "companyFlxNav": {
            "__deferred": {
              "uri": "https://
localhost:443/odata/v2/
FOLocation(externalCode='NL_AMS',star
tDate=datetime'1990-01-01T00:00:00')/
companyFlxNav"
            }
          }
        }
      ]
    }
  }
} 

16.2.3  JobRequisitionFieldControls

You can use this entity to access all field permissions defined in the job requisition template for the operator role 
associated with the login user. This entity holds each field control permission for all the fields defined in the 
respective job requisition template.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Please note that the query of this API is supported only via the $expand of the JobRequisition entity.
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Use Case

Request Information

Operation Query (via $expand of JobRequisition)

URI http:/</hostname>/odata/v2/
JobRequisition('621')?$format=json&
$expand= JobRequisitionFieldControls&
$select=jobGrade,JobRequisitionFieldContro
ls/jobGrade 

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobRequisition(621L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisition"
        },
        "jobGrade": null,
        " JobRequisitionFieldControls": {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ 
JobRequisitionFieldControls(0)",
                "type": "SFOData. JobRequisitionFieldControls"
            },
            "jobGrade": 0
        }
    }
}  
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16.2.4  JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls

You can use this entity to access all fields permission defined in the job requisition template for Job Posting based 
fields for the operator role associated with login user.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Cases

Use Case:

Request Information

Operation Query (Only through Expands clause)

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobRequisition('1069')?$format=json&
$expand=jobReqPostings,jobReqPostings/
jobReqPostingPermissionsNav

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisition"
        },
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        "jobReqId": "1069",
        "sapWorkSchedule": null,
        "sapJobTitle": null,
        "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1521696954000+0000)/",
        "custInstrCountryFields": null,
        "city": null,
        "jobStartDate": null,
        "hiringManager": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
hiringManager"
            }
        },
        "hiringManagerTeamGroup": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
hiringManagerTeamGroup"
            }
        },
        "filter8": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
filter8"
            }
        },
        "hiringManagerTeam": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
hiringManagerTeam"
            }
        },
        "vpOfStaffing": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
vpOfStaffing"
            }
        },
        "jobReqPermissionsNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
jobReqPermissionsNav"
            }
        },
        "recruiter": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
recruiter"
            }
        },
        "jobReqLocale": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
jobReqLocale"
            }
        },
        "vpOfStaffingTeam": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
vpOfStaffingTeam"
            }
        },
        "originator": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
originator"
            }
        },
        "filter4": {
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            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
filter4"
            }
        },
        "customPostStrategy": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/JobRequisition(1069L)/
customPostStrategy"
            }
        },
        "jobReqPostings": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=625L,jobReqId=1069L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    },
                    "jobPostingId": "625",
                    "jobReqId": "1069",
                    "postingStatus": "Deleted",
                    "postStartDateOffset": "/Date(1520266617000+0000)/",
                    "boardId": "_external",
                    "postStartDate": "/Date(1520286417000)/",
                    "channelId": null,
                    "extPartnerAccountId": "0",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1521193054000+0000)/",
                    "agencyComments": null,
                    "postEndDate": null,
                    "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
                    "postedBy": "cgrant1",
                    "postEndDateOffset": null,
                    "boardName": null,
                    "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls(jobPostingId=1,jobReqId=1)",
                            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls"
                        },
                        "jobPostingId": 1,
                        "jobReqId": 1,
                        "postingStatus": null,
                        "postStartDateOffset": null,
                        "boardId": null,
                        "postStartDate": 3,
                        "channelId": null,
                        "extPartnerAccountId": null,
                        "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": null,
                        "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
                        "agencyComments": null,
                        "postEndDate": 3,
                        "jobRequisition": null,
                        "lastModifiedBy": null,
                        "postedBy": null,
                        "postEndDateOffset": null,
                        "boardName": null
                    },
                    "jobRequisition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=625L,jobReqId=1069L)/jobRequisition"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
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                        "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=626L,jobReqId=1069L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    }, 

16.2.5  JobRequisitionLocale

This entity represents the data about external/internal job description header, footer, external or internal title, 
external or internal description, status in different locale.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobRequisitionLocale entity is supported in the Q4 2015 release.
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Properties

Property Name Description

extJobDescFooter External Job Description Footer

extJobDescHeader External Job Description Header

externalJobDescription External Job Description

externalTitle External Title

intJobDesHeader Internal Job Description Header

intJobDescFooter Internal Job Description Footer

jobDescription Job Description

jobReqId Job Requisition Id

jobReqLocalId Job Requisition Locale Id

jobTitle Job Title

locale Locale

status Posting Status

jobRequisition Job Requisition

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobRequisition JobRequisition Job Requisition

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.2.6  JobRequisitionLocaleFieldControls

This entity provides a way to access all fields permission defined in the job requisition template for locale based 
fields, for the operator role associated with login user. This entity holds each field control permission for all locale 
fields defined in the respective Job Req template..

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Supported Operations

Operation Supported (Yes/No)

Query Yes (Only through $expand clause of JobRequisitionLocale en
tity)

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionLocale(7136L)?$format=json&
$expand=jobReqLocalePermissionsNav

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response:
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 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobRequisitionLocale(7136L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionLocale"
        },
        "jobReqLocalId": "7136",
        "intJobDescFooter": null,
        "extJobDescFooter": null,
        "status": null,
        "locale": "en_US",
        "externalTitle": "Demo The updated patch ticket56",
        "extJobDescHeader": null,
        "jobReqId": "7724",
        "intJobDescHeader": null,
        "externalJobDescription": "external updated via sfapi-onlyexternal 
change",
        "jobDescription": "internal upadted via sfapi-SecondAttempt123",
        "jobTitle": "Demo The updated patch ticket56",
        "jobRequisition": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobRequisitionLocale(7136L)/
jobRequisition"
            }
        }
    }
} 

16.2.7  JobRequisitionOperator

This entity represents the job requisition operator user data which includes user system id, first name, last name, 
email, fax and phone number. If an operator is defined in any of the job requisition template, then the operator will 
have an entry in JobRequisition entity.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update
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Permission System Required Setting

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobRequisitionOperator entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Name Description

emailId Operator email id

fax Operator fax

firstName Operator First Name

jobReqId Job Requisition Id

lastName Operator Last Name

phoneNumber Operator phone number

usersSysId Operator Users Sys

Navigation Properties

None.
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Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.2.8  JobRequisitionPosting

This entity represents the job requisition posting details.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobRequisitionPosting entity is supported in the Q4 2015 release.
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Properties

Property Name Description

agencyComment Agency Comment

boardId Job Board Id

boardName Job Board Name

channelId Job Channel Id

extPartnerAccountId Ext Partner Account...

jobPostingId Job Posting Id

jobReqId Job Requisition Id

lastModifiedBy Posting Last Modified by User

lastModifiedDateTime Posting Last Modified by Date and Time

postEndDate Posting End Date

postStartDate Posting Start Date

postedBy Job Posted By

postingStatus Job Posting Status

Use Case

 Note
isPostingUpdatable attribute is added to JobRequisitionPosting entity which denotes whether a job posting row 
is update-able or not based on write / read permissions given in a job req template.

No additional permissions is needed for the new attribute to work in the JobRequisitionPosting entity.
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API Call Description

https://hostname/odata/v2/
JobRequisition(27553)?$format=json&
$expand=jobReqPostings/
jobReqPostingPermissionsNav&
$select=jobReqPostings 

● If role R is given "write" permission on "agencyPosting" 
field only and not on "start" field, Insufficient filed level 
permission error is thrown in the response while upsert
ing. GET query would fetch isPostingUpdatable flag as 
"false" as write permission is not given to "start" field.

● If role R is given "write" permission on "agencyPosting" 
and "start" fields, job req posting will be successful. In this 
case. isPostingUpdatable will be "true"

● If no posting type is specified and only "start" field is given 
write permission for role R, then all postings can be up
serted.

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
JobRequisition(27553L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisition"
        },
        "jobReqPostings": {
            "results": [
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16877L,jobReqId=27553L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    },
                    "jobPostingId": "16877",
                    "jobReqId": "27553",
                    "postingStatus": "Success",
                    "postStartDateOffset": "/Date(1533707968000+0000)/",
                    "postStartDate": "/Date(1533707968000)/",
                    "boardId": "_internal",
                    "isPostingUpdatable": false,
                    "channelId": null,
                    "extPartnerAccountId": "0",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1533715168000+0000)/",
                    "agencyComments": null,
                    "postEndDate": "/Date(1535740199000)/",
                    "lastModifiedBy": "170799",
                    "postedBy": "170799",
                    "postEndDateOffset": "/Date(1535740199000+0000)/",
                    "boardName": null,
                    "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls(jobPostingId=1,jobReqId=1)",
                            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls"
                        },
                        "jobPostingId": 1,
                        "jobReqId": 1,
                        "postingStatus": null,
                        "postStartDateOffset": null,
                        "postStartDate": 3,
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                        "boardId": null,
                        "isPostingUpdatable": null,
                        "channelId": null,
                        "extPartnerAccountId": null,
                        "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": null,
                        "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
                        "agencyComments": null,
                        "postEndDate": 1,
                        "jobRequisition": null,
                        "lastModifiedBy": null,
                        "postedBy": null,
                        "postEndDateOffset": null,
                        "boardName": null
                    },
                    "jobRequisition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16877L,jobReqId=27553L)/
jobRequisition"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16878L,jobReqId=27553L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    },
                    "jobPostingId": "16878",
                    "jobReqId": "27553",
                    "postingStatus": "Success",
                    "postStartDateOffset": "/Date(1533707976000+0000)/",
                    "postStartDate": "/Date(1533707976000)/",
                    "boardId": "_external",
                    "isPostingUpdatable": false,
                    "channelId": null,
                    "extPartnerAccountId": "0",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1533715176000+0000)/",
                    "agencyComments": null,
                    "postEndDate": "/Date(1535740199000)/",
                    "lastModifiedBy": "170799",
                    "postedBy": "170799",
                    "postEndDateOffset": "/Date(1535740199000+0000)/",
                    "boardName": null,
                    "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls(jobPostingId=1,jobReqId=1)",
                            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls"
                        },
                        "jobPostingId": 1,
                        "jobReqId": 1,
                        "postingStatus": null,
                        "postStartDateOffset": null,
                        "postStartDate": 3,
                        "boardId": null,
                        "isPostingUpdatable": null,
                        "channelId": null,
                        "extPartnerAccountId": null,
                        "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": null,
                        "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
                        "agencyComments": null,
                        "postEndDate": 1,
                        "jobRequisition": null,
                        "lastModifiedBy": null,
                        "postedBy": null,
                        "postEndDateOffset": null,
                        "boardName": null
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                    },
                    "jobRequisition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16878L,jobReqId=27553L)/
jobRequisition"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16881L,jobReqId=27553L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    },
                    "jobPostingId": "16881",
                    "jobReqId": "27553",
                    "postingStatus": "Deleted",
                    "postStartDateOffset": "/Date(1533707998000+0000)/",
                    "postStartDate": "/Date(1533707998000)/",
                    "boardId": "_agency",
                    "isPostingUpdatable": true,
                    "channelId": null,
                    "extPartnerAccountId": "0",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1533718664000+0000)/",
                    "agencyComments": null,
                    "postEndDate": "/Date(1535740199000)/",
                    "lastModifiedBy": "2751942",
                    "postedBy": "170799",
                    "postEndDateOffset": "/Date(1535740199000+0000)/",
                    "boardName": null,
                    "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls(jobPostingId=1,jobReqId=1)",
                            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls"
                        },
                        "jobPostingId": 1,
                        "jobReqId": 1,
                        "postingStatus": null,
                        "postStartDateOffset": null,
                        "postStartDate": 3,
                        "boardId": null,
                        "isPostingUpdatable": null,
                        "channelId": null,
                        "extPartnerAccountId": null,
                        "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": null,
                        "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
                        "agencyComments": null,
                        "postEndDate": 1,
                        "jobRequisition": null,
                        "lastModifiedBy": null,
                        "postedBy": null,
                        "postEndDateOffset": null,
                        "boardName": null
                    },
                    "jobRequisition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16881L,jobReqId=27553L)/
jobRequisition"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16880L,jobReqId=27553L)",
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                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    },
                    "jobPostingId": "16880",
                    "jobReqId": "27553",
                    "postingStatus": "Success",
                    "postStartDateOffset": "/Date(1533707991000+0000)/",
                    "postStartDate": "/Date(1533707991000)/",
                    "boardId": "_private_external",
                    "isPostingUpdatable": false,
                    "channelId": null,
                    "extPartnerAccountId": "0",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1533715191000+0000)/",
                    "agencyComments": null,
                    "postEndDate": "/Date(1535740199000)/",
                    "lastModifiedBy": "170799",
                    "postedBy": "170799",
                    "postEndDateOffset": "/Date(1535740199000+0000)/",
                    "boardName": null,
                    "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls(jobPostingId=1,jobReqId=1)",
                            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls"
                        },
                        "jobPostingId": 1,
                        "jobReqId": 1,
                        "postingStatus": null,
                        "postStartDateOffset": null,
                        "postStartDate": 3,
                        "boardId": null,
                        "isPostingUpdatable": null,
                        "channelId": null,
                        "extPartnerAccountId": null,
                        "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": null,
                        "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
                        "agencyComments": null,
                        "postEndDate": 1,
                        "jobRequisition": null,
                        "lastModifiedBy": null,
                        "postedBy": null,
                        "postEndDateOffset": null,
                        "boardName": null
                    },
                    "jobRequisition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16880L,jobReqId=27553L)/
jobRequisition"
                        }
                    }
                },
                {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/odata/v2/
JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16879L,jobReqId=27553L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPosting"
                    },
                    "jobPostingId": "16879",
                    "jobReqId": "27553",
                    "postingStatus": "Deleted",
                    "postStartDateOffset": "/Date(1534919400000+0000)/",
                    "postStartDate": "/Date(1534919400000)/",
                    "boardId": "_private_internal",
                    "isPostingUpdatable": true,
                    "channelId": null,
                    "extPartnerAccountId": "0",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1535028472000+0000)/",
                    "agencyComments": null,
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                    "postEndDate": null,
                    "lastModifiedBy": "2791750",
                    "postedBy": "170799",
                    "postEndDateOffset": null,
                    "boardName": null,
                    "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": {
                        "__metadata": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls(jobPostingId=1,jobReqId=1)",
                            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisitionPostingFieldControls"
                        },
                        "jobPostingId": 1,
                        "jobReqId": 1,
                        "postingStatus": null,
                        "postStartDateOffset": null,
                        "postStartDate": 3,
                        "boardId": null,
                        "isPostingUpdatable": null,
                        "channelId": null,
                        "extPartnerAccountId": null,
                        "jobReqPostingPermissionsNav": null,
                        "lastModifiedDateTime": null,
                        "agencyComments": null,
                        "postEndDate": 1,
                        "jobRequisition": null,
                        "lastModifiedBy": null,
                        "postedBy": null,
                        "postEndDateOffset": null,
                        "boardName": null
                    },
                    "jobRequisition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://qacand-api.lab-rot.ondemand.com/
odata/v2/JobRequisitionPosting(jobPostingId=16879L,jobReqId=27553L)/
jobRequisition"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    } }

API Call Description

https://hostname/odata/v2/upsert?
$format=json

Non-admin users with read and write permissions for boards 
ID of Internal posting, external post, internal private posting, 
external private posting, and agency posting can upsert post
StartDate & postEndDate fields. If the permissions are revoked 
or not configured then system displays Insufficient Row level 
permissions error.

https://hostname/odata/v2/upsert?
format=json

Non-admin users with read and write permissions for boards 
ID of Internal posting, external post, internal private posting, 
external private posting, and agency posting can upsert post
StartDate & postEndDate fields. If the permissions are revoked 
or not configured then system displays Insufficient Field level 
permissions error.

https://hostname/odata/v2/select?
format=json

Users can only view the requisitions and their job posting de
tails for which the user have access to.
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Sample Request Payload

 Sample Code

Request Payload: {
  "__metadata": {
            "uri": "JobRequisition(27571L)",
            "type": "SFOData.JobRequisition"
        },
        
   "jobReqPostings":[ { 
        "boardId": "_private_external",
        "jobReqId": "27571",
        "postStartDate": "/Date(1534131401000)/"
        
    },
    
             {
        "boardId": "_private_internal",
        "jobReqId": "27571",
        "postStartDate": "/Date(1534131401000)/"
        
    },
    
    {
        "boardId": "_internal",
        "jobReqId": "27571",
        "postStartDate": "/Date(1534131401000)/" 

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobRequisition JobRequisition Job Requisition

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.2.9  JobReqQuestions

This entity represents the job requisition questions details.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobRequisitionQuestions entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Name Description

questionId Question ID

questionSource Question Source

questionName Question Name
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Property Name Description

questionType Question Type

questionCategory Question Category

Navigation Properties

None.

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in job requisition template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.2.10  JobReqFwdCandidates

This entity represents the details of the candidates forwarded to a job requisition.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobReqFwdCandidates entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Name Description

referralId Referral ID

type Referral Type

expirationDate Expiration Date

jobReqId Job Requisition ID

createdDate Created Date

lastModifiedDate Last Modified Date

status Referral Status

referredBy Referred By

jobBoardName Job Board Name

rcmAppStatusSetItemId Rcm App Status Set Item ID

referralKey Referral Key

candidateSiteId Candidate Site ID

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

candidate Candidate Candidate
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Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.2.11  JobReqScreeningQuestion

This entity represents the details of questions associated to a Job Requisition.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobReqScreeningQuestion entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.
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Properties

Property Name Description

jobReqId Job Requisition Id

order JobReq Question order

questionId JobReq Question Id

questionName JobReq Question Name

locale JobReq Question locale

questionType JobReq Question type

expectedAnswer JobReq Question Expected Answer

expectedDir JobReq Question Expected Dir

questionParentId JobReq Question parent id

questionParentResponse JobReq Question parent response

maxLength JobReq Question max length

questionWeight JobReq Question weight

required Applicant must answer the question

disqualifier Applicant must answer correctly

score Include in screening score

questionDescription JobReq Question description

ratingScale RatingScale name for RATING_SCALE questions

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

choices JobReqScreeningQuestionChoice Choices
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Use Case:

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobReqScreeningQuestion?$format=json&
$select=jobReqId,jobReqContent

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.2.12  JobReqScreeningQuestionChoice

This entity represents the answer choices for Job Requisition questions.

 Note
For the TEXT_QUESTION and NUMERIC_QUESTION types, this entity is not populated. The API does not read a 
single JobReqScreeningQuestionChoice for a question of type QUESTION_MULTI_CHOICE. The only way the 
read a single JobReqScreeningQuestionChoice which is of QUESTION_MULTI_CHOICE type, is by expanding 
the jobReqScreeningQuestion or jobReqScreeningQuestionChoice property from the Job Requisition.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update
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Permission System Required Setting

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Export

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Requisition Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

POST Update or insert operation for the JobReqFwdCandidates entity is supported in the Q4 2015 re
lease.

Properties

Property Name Description

optionId Option Id

optionValue Option value

locale Option locale

optionName Option name

Navigation Properties

None.

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.2.13  JobReqTemplate_*

For each job requisition template available, an entity is created. This is to help you check which fields are required 
on a specific template when you are creating a job requisition through the Odata API. These entities do not support 
any operation and are only available on the metadata and in the Admin Center under the "Odata API Dictionary" 
page. The entity is named using the “JobReqTemplate_” prefixed to the name of the template (For example, 
JobReqTemplate_Custom).

16.2.14  JobAnalyzerReportingData

You can use this entity to enable a user to extract and query data related to what is presented in the RCM Job 
Analyzer panel of Job Requisitions. This entity contains the job analyzer data and the Job Requisition ID that is 
used as a key to the parent Job Requisition object. It is used for integration scenarios and offline reporting.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Property Description

externalCode A hash of the input data including Job Title, Description, Lo
cale, Location, and so on that is used to generate the Job Ana
lyzer results. e.g 
9b7e631d39777c5623b0645b1f21c7f8713b76e4b5b926b72a9
28310b723e99f

jobReqId ID of the Job Requisition that this Job Analyzer Reporting Data 
record is for.

matchedJobFamilyCode Job Family Code that matches the job requisition data. The 
code depends on the “matchedJobFamilyType” value - for ex
ample 13-1141.00 is a code of o-net type.
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Property Description

matchedJobFamilyLabel A human readable Job Family text - for example - Compensa
tion, Benefits, and Job Analysis Specialists

matchedJobLocationCode Job Location Code to indicate what geographical location is the 
salary information displayed for for example US/NY/new-york-
city

matchedJobLocationLabel A human readable Job Location - for example New York 
(10007), US

salaryRangeLow The low value of the market salary range - for example 92,250

salaryRangeHigh The high value of the market salary range - for example 112,750

predictedSalary Salary predicted based on the job requisition data - for exam
ple 111,920

currency Currency of the salary value

languageScore Overall Score for the language of the Job Requisition descrip
tion - for example 1.34

femaleScore Female Score for the language of the Job Requisition descrip
tion - for example 20

maleScore Male Score for the language of the Job Requisition description 
- for example 20

neutralScore Neutal Score for the language of the Job Requisition descrip
tion - for example 20

feminineBiasedTerms Feminine Biased Terms identified in the Job Requisition de
scription. For example studies, examines, assesses

masculineBiasedTerms Masculine Biased Terms identified in the Job Requisition de
scription. for example aggressive, superior

detectedSkills Detected Skills in the Job Requisition description For example 
Database programming, Sales Analysis

MarketSkills Market Skills that are expected for the job family but not 
present in the job requisition description for example Social 
marketing, Data Science.
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Use Case

Request Information

Operation Query

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
JobAnalyzerReportingData?$format=json&
$top=1

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobAnalyzerReportingData('9b7e631d39777c5623b0645b1f21c7f8713b76e4b5b926b72a92831
0b723e99f')",
                    "type": "SFOData.JobAnalyzerReportingData"
                },
                "externalCode": 
"9b7e631d39777c5623b0645b1f21c7f8713b76e4b5b926b72a928310b723e99f",
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1511842317000+0000)/",
                "salaryRangeLow": "54439",
                "salaryRangeHigh": "66537",
                "masculineBiasedTerms": "[studies, examines, assesses]",
                "currency": "USD",
                "maleScore": "49",
                "detectedSkills": "[google-play]",
                "jobReqId": "1368",
                "matchedJobFamilyLabel": null,
                "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
                "languageScore": "1.75",
                "feminineBiasedTerms": "[directing]",
                "predictedSalary": "69286",
                "matchedJobFamilyType": "onet",
                "neutralScore": "17",
                "createdBy": "lokamoto1",
                "lastModifiedBy": "lokamoto1",
                "createdDateTime": "/Date(1511842317000+0000)/",
                "marketSkills": "[Signalling System No. 7, Symmetric digital 
subscriber line, People Management, Shorthand]",
                "matchedJobFamilyCode": "13-1141.00",
                "matchedJobLocationCode": "TODO: Once ML API returns Job 
Location Code",
                "matchedJobLocationType": "TODO: Once ML API returns Job 
Location Type",
                "femaleScore": "34",
                "currencyNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobAnalyzerReportingData('9b7e631d39777c5623b0645b1f21c7f8713b76e4b5b926b72a92831
0b723e99f')/currencyNav"
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                    }
                },
                "wfRequestNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobAnalyzerReportingData('9b7e631d39777c5623b0645b1f21c7f8713b76e4b5b926b72a92831
0b723e99f')/wfRequestNav"
                    }
                },
                "mdfSystemRecordStatusNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
JobAnalyzerReportingData('9b7e631d39777c5623b0645b1f21c7f8713b76e4b5b926b72a92831
0b723e99f')/mdfSystemRecordStatusNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    }
} 

16.2.15  Import Functions

16.2.15.1  getJobReqApprovalActions

You can use this function import to receive approval actions of job requisition that are available on the form, and 
display the relevant buttons on the mobile devices.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Gets the job requisition form actions for users.

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

formDataId Number ending with L that identify the 
formDataId .

For example: formDataId: 2345L

Long
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Parameter Description Type

usersSysId User Sys ID of the user for which job 
requisition form actions are recieved

String

Use Case

API Call Description

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/getJobReqApprova
lActions?

formDataId=26791L&userSysId=’adminjifi’&$format=json'

Return the actions that are available on the form for that par
ticular user.

Sample Response

 {
  "d": [
    {
      "actionType": "previous_step",
      "displayName": "Send Back",
      "enabled": true,
      "primaryAction": true
    },
    {
      "actionType": "get_feedback",
      "displayName": "Get Feedback",
      "enabled": true,
      "primaryAction": true
    },
    {
      "actionType": "next_step",
      "displayName": "Hiring Manager Exit Step",
      "enabled": true,
      "primaryAction": true
    },
    {
      "actionType": "cancel",
      "displayName": "Cancel",
      "enabled": true,
      "primaryAction": false
    },
    {
      "actionType": "save_and_close",
      "displayName": "Save and Close",
      "enabled": true,
      "primaryAction": false
    }
  ]
} 
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Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

The form data Id has not been given When formDataId is not given in API call.

The User ID has not been given When UsersSysId is not given in API call.

No form actions found for user... When there are no form actions available for the user.

16.2.15.2  sendJobReqFormToUser

You can use this function import to send a job requisition form to another user.

Operations Allowed

The supported operation is to move a job requisition form to another user.

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

jobReqId Number ending with L that identify the 
job requisition id

For example: jobReqId: 2345L

Long

userId String to identify the user ID to which we 
must assign the form

For example: userId: cgrant

String

Comments String to identify the comments

Example comments: Moving the form to 
the next step

String
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Use Case

Operation API Call Description

POST http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/sendJo
bReqFormToUser?jobRe
qId=26L&userId=”cgrant”&com
ments=”comment”&$format=json

Move the given job requisition form to the 
given user.

Sample Response

 Sample Code
 {
    "d": {
        "sendJobReqFormToUser": "The job requisition has been sent to the given 
user."
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR Job requisition <jobReqId> was not found.

MISS_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR The job requisition Id is required.

MISS_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR UserId is required.

ERROR RouteMap doesn't exist.
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 Example

Operation API Call Description

POST http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/sendJo
bReqFormToUser?jobRe
qId=26L&userId="cgrant"&com
ments="comment"&$formay=json

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/sendJo
bReqToNextStep?jobRe
qId=26791L&comments="comment"&
$formay=json

Move the given job requisition form to 
the next step.

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "sendJobReqFormToUser": "The job requisition has been sent to the 
given user."
    }
} 

16.2.15.3  approveOrDeclineJobReqForm

You can use this entity to either approve or decline the job requisition form based on the actionType parameter.

Operations Allowed

The supported operation is to approve or decline a job requisition form based on actionType parameter.

Operation Supported

QUERY No

UPSERT No

INSERT No

MERGE No

REPLACE No

DELETE No
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Parameters

Parameter Description Type

jobReqId Number ending with L that identify the 
job requisition id

For example, jobReqId: 2345L

Long

actionType String to identify the actionType

For example, actionType: “APPROVE”

String

Use Case

Operation API Call Description

POST http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/appro
veOrDeclineJobReqForm?jobRe
qId=26L&actionType=”APPROVE”

Either approve or decline the job requisi
tion form based on the actionType pa
rameter

Sample Response

 Sample Code
 {
    "d": {
        " approveOrDeclineJobReqForm ": " The job requisition has been approved/
declined. "
    }
} 

Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR Job requisition <jobReqId> was not found.

INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR actionType is invalid. Only APPROVE or DECLINE is allowed.

MISS_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR The job requisition Id is required.
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Error Codes Descriptions

MISS_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR actionType is required.

ERROR RouteMap doesn't exist.

 Example

Operation API Call Description

POST http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/appro
veOrDeclineJobReqForm?jobRe
qId=26L&actionType="APPROVE"

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/sendJo
bReqToNextStep?jobRe
qId=26791L&comments="comment"&
$format=json

Either approve or decline the job requi
sition form based on the actionType pa
rameter.

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        " approveOrDeclineJobReqForm ": " The job requisition has been 
approved/declined. "
    }
} 

16.2.15.4  sendJobReqToNextStep

You can use this function import to send a job requisition form to the next step in a route map.

Operations Allowed

The supported operation is to move a job requisition form to the next step in a route map.
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Parameters

Parameter Description Type

jobReqId Number ending with L that identify the 
job requisition id

For example: jobReqId: 2345L

Long

Comments String to identify the comments

Example comments: Moving the form to 
the next step

String

Use Case

Operation API Call Description

POST http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/sendJo
bReqToNextStep?jobRe
qId=26791L&comments=”comment”&
$format=json

Move the given job req form to the next 
step.

Sample Response

 Sample Code
 {
    "d": {
        "sendJobReqToNextStep": "The job requisition has been sent to next step."
    } 

Error Codes

Error Codes Descriptions

INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR Job requisition <jobReqId> was not found.

INCORRECT_PARAMETER_ERROR Login user <userId> isn't allowed to move the form to next 
step.
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Error Codes Descriptions

MISS_REQUIRED_PARAMETER_ERROR The job requisition ID has not been given.

ERROR RouteMap does not exist.

ERROR CurrentStep does not exist.

 Example

Operation API Call Description

POST http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/sendJo
bReqToNextStep?jobRe
qId=26791L&comments=”comment”&
$format=json

Move the given job req form to the next 
step.

Sample Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "sendJobReqToNextStep": "The job requisition has been sent to next 
step."
    }
} 

16.3 Candidate

16.3.1  Candidate and CandidateBackground_*

These entities represent the candidates in Recruiting module which include core candidate profile data, 
attachments (including resume and cover letter), background elements, application status, comments and data 
privacy setting information.

The candidate entity contains core application data consisting of system, standard and custom fields. The 
metadata will show the standard and custom fields configured in the active template. If a field (standard or custom) 
is not configured in the template, then it will not show up in the metadata and not be a part of OData query. The 
system fields will always show up. This entity is not effective dated.

 Note
1. The entity cannot be filtered or sorted by the non-reportable custom fields. Reportable custom fields 

should be available within the entity and the entity can be sorted/filtered using the reportable custom 
fields.
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2. The system fields will always show up in the metadata irrespective of the template definition.
3. Only external candidates can be created (internal can be updated or exported).
4. The gender column automatically gets expanded, and returns the value when you query a GET operation 

on the Candidate entity. Note that you need not specify this column in the expand clause.

CandidateBackground_* entities represent the background elements as defined in the candidate template. For 
example:CandidateBackground_Certificate, CandidateBackground_Education etc. These entities are not effective 
dated.

 Tip
Note that while working with fields of data type Attachment, the Base64 encoding is used. So when you run 
OData API operations, such as CREATE and UPSERT, to import candidate documents, ensure that the proper 
encoding of the entire file is used in the OData API payload, and not just the file content. For the list of the 
supported file types, refer the Candidate Attachments section in the Recruiting Management Implementation 
handbook.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

Recruiting Permissions Candidate Tagging Permission

User-based Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

Recruiting Permissions Candidate Tagging Permission

Required Provisioning Settings

The following provisioning flag needs to be unchecked: Company Settings Web Services Disable OData API
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity

POST Update or Insert operation for the Candidate entity is supported in the Q3 2015 release.

Required Fields

Specify the candidateId for Candidate Entity as the business key.

Properties

Standard and custom fields show up based on the template definitions. Please refer to OData API Data Dictionary 
for the latest information on entities.

Candidate Properties

Property Name Description

address Street Address

anonymized Anonymized Flag

anonymizedDateTime Anonymized Date Time

candidateId Candidate Id

candidateLocale Candidate Locale

cellPhone Primary Phone

city City

contactEmail Contact Email

country Country

creationDateTime Creation Date

currency Currency

custPrimaryPhone Home/Other Phone

dataPrivacyId Data Privacy Id
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Property Name Description

dateofAvailability Date of Availability

externalCandidate External Candidate

firstName First Name

gender Gender

homePhone Personal Mobile Phone

lastLoginDateTime Last login date

lastModifiedDateTime Last Modified Date

lastName Last Name

middleName Middle

minAnnualSal Minimum Annual Salary

partnerMemberId Partner Member Id

partnerSource Partner Source

privacyAcceptDateTime Privacy Acceptence Date

primaryEmail Primary Email

publicIntranet Public Intranet

shareProfile Share Profile flag

state State/Province

usersSysId Users sys id

visibilityOption Visibility Option

workMobilePhone Work Mobile Phone

zip Postal Code

password Password. Not available to query. Create and update only.

shareProfile Profile visibility.

agreeToPrivacyStatement Agreement for privacy statement. Not available to query. Cre
ate and update only.
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CandidateComments Properties

Property Name Description

associatedCommentId Associated Comment Id

associatedId Associated Id

commentId Comment Id

commentator Commentator

content Content

hasAssociatedComment Has Associated Comment

migratedCommentatorUserName Migrated Commentator User Name

refId Reference Id

refType Reference Type

CandidateTags Properties

Property Name Description

label Label

locale Locale

tagId Tag Id

Navigation Properties

Candidate Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

coverLetter Attachment Cover Letter

educationdocs Attachment Education Documents

ethnicity PicklistOption Ethnicity

resume Attachment Resume

comments Candidate comments Comments

tags Candidate tags tags

country PicklistOption Country
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Navigation Property Related Entity Description

state PicklistOption State

outsideWorkExperience CandidateBackground_OutsideWorkEx
perience

Outside Work Experience

education CandidateBackground_Education Education

candidateProfileExtension CandidateProfileExtension Candidate Profile Extension

 Note
To successfully work with any property of type Attachment, refer the Attachment [page 38] section with code 
samples.

CandidateComments Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

candidate Candidate Candidate

Use Cases

API Call Operation Description

../odata/v2/
Candidate(‘12333’)

GET Get the candidate where candidateId is 
12333

../odata/v2/
Candidate('12333')?
$expand=resume

GET Get the candidate along with the resume 
where candidate is 12333

../odata/v2/
Candidate('12333')?
$expand=jobsApplied

GET Get all applications associated with cur
rently candidate.
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API Call Operation Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
    "firstName": 
"John",
    "lastName": "Doe",
    "country": "US",
    "cellPhone": "+1 
866 9999-9999",
    "primaryEmail": 
"john.doe@acffgt.com"
} 

POST Inserts a candidate with 5 basic fields. 
There will be no other validation for re
quired fields unless user sends any addi
tional required field.

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/upsert {
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.Candid
ate",
        
"uri":"Candidate(45417
)"
    },    
    
"firstName":"Test",
    "minAnnualSal" : 
"70000"
} 

POST Updates candidateId 45417 on its first-
Name and minAnnualSal fields.

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
  "firstName" : 
"John",
  "lastName" : "Doe",
  "gender" : "M",
  "country" : "US",
  "primaryEmail" : " 
john.doe@acffgt.com ",
  "cellPhone":""+1 
866 9999-9999",
  "education" : {
    "school": "ABC 
institute",
    "major": "asdas",
    "degree": 
"Bachelor"
  }
} 

POST Inserts a candidate with education back
ground information.
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API Call Operation Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
    "__metadata":{
        
"type":"SFOData.Candid
ate"
    },
    "firstName": 
"Multiattach999",
    "lastName": 
"Test",
    "country": "BR",
    "cellPhone": "55 
51 9999-9999",
    "primaryEmail": 
"multixx@test.com",
    "educationdocs":[
            {
            
"__metadata":{
                
"type":"SFOData.Attach
ment"
            },
            
"module":"RECRUITING",
            
"moduleCategory":"ATTA
CHMENTS",
            
"fileContent":"uuuuuyy
yyyaaaazzzzz",
            
"fileName":"TestMulti1
.doc"
            },
            {
            
"__metadata":{
                
"type":"SFOData.Attach
ment"
            },
            
"module":"RECRUITING",
            
"moduleCategory":"ATTA
CHMENTS",
            
"fileContent":"xxxxxxy
yyyyyxxxx”
            
"fileName":"TestMulti2
.doc"
            }
        ]
} 

POST Inserts candidate with two multi-attach
ments
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API Call Operation Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
    "primaryEmail": 
"candidate@sap.com",
    "firstName": 
"Education",
    "lastName": 
"Master",
    "country": "BR",
    "cellPhone": "55 
51 9999-9999",
    "education" : {
      "results":[
       {
       "degree": 
"217",
       "school": 
"UNISINOS",
       "major":"111"
       }
      ]}
} 

POST Insert candidate with background ele
ments

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/upsert {
  "__metadata" : {
    "type": 
"SFOData.Candidate",
    "uri" : 
"Candidate(1181L)"
  },
  "education" : {
    "results":[
     {
     "degree": "217",
     "school": 
"UNISINOS",
     "major":"111"
         
     }
    ]}
} 

POST Update candidate with background ele
ments
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API Call Operation Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
    "primaryEmail": 
"candidate@sap.com",
    "firstName": 
"Education",
    "lastName": 
"Master",
    "country": "BR",
    "cellPhone": "55 
51 9999-9999",
    "comments": [
        {"content": 
"comment one"},
        {"content": 
"comment two"}
    ],
    "tags" : [
        { "label" : 
"Favorite"},
        { "label": 
"Excellent"},
        { "label" : 
"Good"}
    ]
 } 

POST Insert candidate with comments and 
tags

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/upsert {
    "__metadata": 
{ "uri": 
"Candidate(4333)" },   
    "comments": {
               
“commentId”: “123”,
               
"content": "comment 
one"
        },
    "tags" : { 
             “id”: 
“999”,
             
"label" : "Good"},
        }
} 

POST Update tag id 999 and comment id 123 
where candidate id is 4333
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API Call Operation Description

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
    "primaryEmail": 
"candidate@sap.com",
    "firstName": 
"Education",
    "lastName": 
"Master",
    "country": "BR",
    "cellPhone": "55 
51 9999-9999",
    "state":
{"id":"480"}
} 

POST Insert candidate with a picklist field 
(state)

 Sample Code

../odata/v2/Candidate {
    "firstName": 
"Test4",
    "lastName": 
"Privacy",
    "country": "BR",
    "cellPhone": "55 
51 9999-9999",
    "primaryEmail": 
"privacy4@test.com",
    
"shareProfile":"2",
    "password":"123",
    
"agreeToPrivacyStateme
nt":"true"
}  

POST Insert a candidate with a password, visi
bility profile as “Any company recruiter 
worldwide” and accepting the Privacy 
Statement

Error Codes

Error Code Description

Permission not enabled(not a specific code) OData API Candidate <editType> permission in Admin Center 
is not enabled.

Tags Permission Recruiting Candidate Tagging permission is Admin Center is 
not enabled.

Candidate already exists(not a specific code) Candidate already exists.
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Error Code Description

Field required(not a specific code) <field> required.

Field invalid(not a specific code) <field> invalid.

Invalid number(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid number format

Invalid date(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid date format

Invalid boolean(not a specific code) <field> has a invalid Boolean format

(not a specific code) Unable to insert Candidate due to a SCA Error

DPCS not enabled(not a specific code) DPCS 2 not enabled

DPCS already accepted(not a specific code) User has already accepted Dpcs

Wrapped Ex(not a specific code) Unexpected error occurred and the e-mail to Candidate could 
not be sent: <error>

Entity Metadata

../odata/v2/$metadataIn order to see Candidate’s metadata please use the query,. You should find all the 
navigation properties along with fields definition that are set in candidate profile template found in provisioning.

16.3.2  CandidateBackground_Education

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

Recruiting Permissions Candidate Tagging Permission
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Permission System Required Setting

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

Recruiting Permissions Candidate Tagging Permission

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

backgroundElementId Entity Id

startDate Start Date

bgOrderPos Field Order Position

school School Name (label)

degree Degree id

applicationId Application Id

endDate End Date

lastModifiedDateTime Last Modified Date

major Major id

degreeNav Details of the degree Id

majorNav Details of the major Id
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Job Application

degreeNav PicklistOption Details of the Degree Id

majorNav PicklistOption Details of the Major Id

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.3.3  CandidateBackground_OutsideWorkExperience

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

Recruiting Permissions Candidate Tagging Permission

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

Recruiting Permissions Candidate Tagging Permission
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

backgroundElementId Entity Id

startDate Start Date

bgOrderPos Field Order Position

applicationId Application Id

startTitle Title Name (label)

employer Employer Name (label)

endDate End Date

businessType Business type id

lastModifiedDateTime Last Modified Date

businessTypeNav Details of the Business type

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobApplication JobApplication Job Application

businessTypeNav PicklistOption Details of the Business type

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.3.4  CandidateLight

You can use this entity to query, insert, and update the candidate profile. In contrast to the Candidate entity, this 
entity has fewer mandatory fields making validation quicker.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Candidate Update

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Case: Get CandidateLight

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateLight(‘2L’)/?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)",
      "type": "SFOData.CandidateLight"
    },
    "candidateId": "2",
    "candidateLocale": "en_US",
    "ifFelony": null,
    "cellPhone": "015128533",
    "partnerMemberId": null,
    "anonymized": "Non-anonymized",
    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1472564621000+0000)/",
    "homePhone": "123-456-7890",
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    "usersSysId": "aaaa",
    "visibilityOption": false,
    "publicIntranet": false,
    "city": "Chicago",
    "privacyAcceptDateTime": null,
    "lastLoginDateTime": "/Date(1471274422000+0000)/",
    "firstName": "Alex",
    "externalCandidate": false,
    "middleName": null,
    "creationDateTime": "/Date(1471274422000+0000)/",
    "dateofAvailability": null,
    "zip": null,
    "lastName": "Anderson",
    "contactEmail": "danping.xu@sap.com",
    "candComment": null,
    "dataPrivacyId": null,
    "primaryEmail": "aaaa",
    "country": "Australia",
    "partnerSource": "0",
    "address": null,
    "shareProfile": "Any company recruiter worldwide",
    "anonymizedDateTime": null,
    "state": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/state"
      }
    },
    "attachment2": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/attachment2"
      }
    },
    "attachment1": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/attachment1"
      }
    },
    "education": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/education"
      }
    },
    "jobReqFwdCandidates": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/
jobReqFwdCandidates"
      }
    },
    "languages": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/languages"
      }
    },
    "outsideWorkExperience": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/
outsideWorkExperience"
      }
    },
    "jobsApplied": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/jobsApplied"
      }
    },
    "certificates": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/certificates"
      }
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    },
    "tags": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/tags"
      }
    },
    "coverLetter": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/coverLetter"
      }
    },
    "felony": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/felony"
      }
    },
    "resume": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/resume"
      }
    },
    "memberships": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/memberships"
      }
    },
    "comments": {
      "__deferred": {
        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(2L)/comments"
      }
    }
  }
} 

Additional Information

This entity contains core candidate profile data, that is system, standard, and custom fields. The metadata 
contains the standard and custom fields configured in the active template. If a standard or custom field is not 
configured in the template, then it is not included in the metadata and not included in the oData query. System 
fields, however, are always included in the metadata. Compared to the existing Candidate entity, it provides exactly 
the same functionality but with the advantage of fewer mandatory fields to make validation quicker.

16.3.5  CandidateProfileConversionInfo

To support data privacy and protection compliance in information reporting, you can use this API and the field 
isAlumni to determine if end users can search for the candidate. When the value of this field is YES, the GDPR Pre-
Privacy Center External Candidate search widget allowing end users to look for candidates can be used. The value 
of this field is determined from the existing Candidate OData API in the table RCM_CAND_PROFILE_CONVERSION.
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Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Follow OData general permission and Candidate Query permis
sion

User based None

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Property Description

<candidateId> <No>

<Candidate Id>.

<4103>

<postConvExtEmailAddress1> <No>

<Post Conv Ext Email Address1>.

<cgrant1@mail.com>

<postConvExtEmailAddress2> <No>

<Post Conv Ext Email Address1>.

<cgrant1@mail.com>

<isAlumni> <No>

<Is the candidate Alumni or not>.

<true>

<alumniUsersSysId> <No>

< Alumni Users Sys Id>.

<rcoley1>

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation Query
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URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateProfileConversionInfo

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateProfileConversionInfo(4103L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.CandidateProfileConversionInfo"
                },
                "candidateId": "4103",
                "isAlumni": true,
                "alumniUsersSysId": "cgrant1",
                "postConvExtEmailAddress1": "cgrant1@sap.com",
                "postConvExtEmailAddress2": "cgrant2@sap.com"
            }
        ]
    }
} 
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16.3.6  CandidateProfileExtension

You can use this entity to query, insert, and upsert candidate data that will remain hidden from the candidate. This 
entity can be used in RCM, RMK, and CRM but as it hides data from the candidate, you'll find it most useful in CRM 
scenarios.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based User Permissions MDF Recruiting Permissions .

Here you can maintain View, Edit, and Import/Export permis
sion as well as the Field Level Overrides of MDF object Candi
dateProfileExtension (default label: Candidate Relationship In
formation)>

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

Use Case: Get Candidate Profile Extension 

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateProfileExtension(2L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "__metadata": {
      "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/CandidateProfileExtension(2L)",
      "type": "SFOData.CandidateProfileExtension"
    },
    "candidateId": "2",
     "comment": "What a great candidate! We should stay in contact with her."
       }
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} 

Use Case: Create CandidateProfileExtension object for candidate with 
candidate ID “3” in json format

Operation POST

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateProfileExtension(2L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "candidateId": "3",
    "comment": "Great candidate..."
} 

Additional Information

You'll mainly find this entity useful in integration scenarios, especially when starting to use CRM in addition to RCM. 
This entity contains additional candidate profile data that includes system and standard fields. Depending on the 
configuration of the MDF object, Candidate Profile Extension (Default label: Candidate Relationship Information), 
some or perhaps the majority of the fields will be custom fields. The MDF object, Candidate Profile Extension, 
appears in the CRM Profile UI as well as in the Candidate Profile UI (assuming that this UI is permissioned for 
Recruiting Operators only).
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16.3.7  CandidateEmployeeReferral

This entity provides ability for the user to create/read candidate employee referral data.

Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Employee Referral Feature

User based Feature Permission Checker

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Yes

Upsert Yes

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

jobRequisition JobRequisition Navigation to JobRequistion entity

candidate CandidateLight Navigation to candidateLight entity

user User Navigation to user entity

referralResume Attachment Navigation to attachment entity

These are not complete lists of properties. For more information about the entity metadata, please refer to your 
OData API dictionary in the Admin Center or use the entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/
$metadata.

Use Case 1: Querying to fetch candidate referred to a JOB_REQ.

You use this query to retrieve information about a candidate that has been referred to a job requisition.
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Request

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateEmployeeReferral

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateEmployeeReferral(83L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.CandidateEmployeeReferral"
                },
                "candidateEmployeeReferralId": "83",
                "referralKey": null,
                "candidateId": "1346",
                "expirationDate": "/Date(1402038000000+0000)/",
                "status": "3",
                "applicantStatusSetItemId": null,
                "jobRequisitionId": "1163",
                "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1370450438000+0000)/",
                "referredBy": "cgrant1",
                "createdDate": "/Date(1370449808000+0000)/",
                "jobRequisition": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateEmployeeReferral(83L)/jobRequisition"
                    }
                },
                "candidate": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateEmployeeReferral(83L)/candidate"
                    }
                },
                "referralResume": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateEmployeeReferral(83L)/referralResume"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    }
} 
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Use Case 2: Creating an employee referral

You use this API request to create employee referral, which can be used to refer a candidate.

Request

Operation Insert

HTTP Method POST

URI http://<hostname>/odata/v2/
CandidateEmployeeReferral

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{              "__metadata": {
                  "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateEmployeeReferral",
                  "type": "SFOData.CandidateEmployeeReferral"
             },
         "candidate": {
                 "__metadata": {
                  "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/CandidateLight(123)",
                  "type": "SFOData.CandidateLight"
             },
                "candidateId" : 123
         },
         "jobRequisition":{
         "__metadata": {
                  "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/JobRequisition(345)",
                  "type": "SFOData.JobRequisition"
             },
                "jobReqId": 345
         },
         "referredBy": "admin",
         "referralResume": {
                      "__metadata": {
                     "uri": " https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Attachment",
                     "type": "SFOData.Attachment"
                         },
                  "fileContent": "cmVzdW1l",
                 "fileName": "resume.txt"
       }
   } 
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16.4 Job Offer

16.4.1  JobOffer 

 Note
● The entity cannot be filtered or sorted by the non-reportable custom fields. Reportable custom fields 

should be available within the entity and the entity can be sorted or filtered using the reportable custom 
fields.

● The system fields will always show up in the metadata irrespective of the template definition.
● A JobOffer can only be edited when it is in the “draft” or “rejected” status. It cannot be edited when it is in 

the “pending” status. Editing a Job Offer will generate a new version of this entity with a new Id. All versions 
of the JobOffer will be listed on query operations without any Id or based only on application Id.

● The JobOffer inherits some fields from JobApplication and from JobRequisition. These fields are defined on 
the offer template at provisioning. They are initially filled with it’s inherited value, and they will keep these 
values if not edited or changed during the creation operation

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Update

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.
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Operation Description

POST Update and Insert operations for OfferApproval are supported in the Q2 2016 release.

Properties

Property Name Description

offerApprovalId Offer Detail Id

applicationId Application Id

templateId Template Id

formTemplateId Form Template Id

formDataId Form Data Id

internalStatus Internal Status

String Message String Message

initialComment Initial Comment

createdBy Created By String Name

createdDate Created Date

lastModifiedBy Last Modified By String Name

lastModifiedDate Last Modified Date

anonymizedFlag Anonymized Flag

anonymizedDate Anonymized Date

version Offer Detail Version

approvers Navigation to OfferApprover

redefineTemplateApprovers Flag for redefining the approvers set on template
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Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

Approvers JobOfferApprover Offer Approver

Job Application JobApplication Job Application

Use Cases

API Call Operation Description

/odata/v2/
OfferApprover(221)

GET Get the offer approver with id 221.

/odata/v2/
OfferApproval(191)

GET Get the offer approval detail with id 191.

odata/v2/
JobApplication(‘601)?
$expand=jobOffer/approvers/
offerApproval

GET Get the list of offer approvals for the Job Applica
tion with applicationId 601.

odata/v2/
JobApplication('601')?
$expand=jobOffer/approvers

GET Get the offer approver list for the Job Application 
with applicationId 601”.

/odata/v2/
JobApplication(601L)/
offerApproval(191)/
approvers

GET Get the offer approver list from Offer Approval 191 
from Applicationid 601.

/odata/v2/approveOffer?
applicationId=601L&comment=
’None’

GET The import function works to approve a candidate 
based on application id. To execute the action, the 
"application id" and "comment" parameters are re
quired.

/odata/v2/declineOffer?
applicationId=601L&comment=
’None’

GET The import function works to decline a application 
offer based on application id. To execute the ac
tion, the "application id" and "comment" parame
ters are required.

/odata/v2/
sendOfferForApproval?
applicationId=601L

GET This function sends an Offer in the “Draft” stage 
for approval to the approvers. To execute this ac
tion, the "application id" parameter is required.
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Error Codes

Error Code Description

Permission not enabled(not a specific code) OData API Candidate <editType> permission in Admin Center 
is not enabled.

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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Custom Functions

Function Imports Parameters Return type Description

approveOffer applicationId (long)

comment (String)

XML The function import makes 
action to approve a candidate 
based on application id. To ex
ecute the action two parame
ters are required: application 
id and comment.

Please Note:

1. You need approve the ap
plication offer in a spe
cific order. The order is 
defined on approver list in 
the offer application.

2. You need this application 
in a “offer” status.

3. One approver for time 
can execute the action 
“approve”, only in his 
turn.

4. The application will 
change to status “com
pleted” only after all ap
provers approve it, mean
time the status is “pend
ing”.

Request Sample:

● Get the application, 
where the id 601 and 
make a approve action.

● Operation: GET

…/odata/v2/approveOffer?ap-
plicationId=601L&comment=”

…/odata/v2/approveOffer?ap-
plicationId=601L&com
ment=’None’

Error expected:

● SCA Error(not a specific 
code): Unable to decline 
offer due to an SCA Error.

● Wrapped Ex(not a spe
cific code): Unexpected 
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Function Imports Parameters Return type Description

error occurred and the e-
mail to Candidate could 
not be sent: <error>

● User isn’t a valid ap
prover(not a specific 
code): User <field> is not 
an approver for this offer.
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Function Imports Parameters Return type Description

declineOffer applicationId (long)

comment (String)

XML The function import makes 
action to decline a application 
offer based on application id. 
To execute the action two pa
rameters are required: appli
cation id and comment.

Please Note:

1. You can decline a applica
tion offer only in your 
turn.

2. Only one approver of the 
approvers list needs de
cline.

3. Even if other approver ap
prove you can decline.

Request Sample:

● Get the application, 
where the id 601 and 
make a decline action.

● Operation: GET

…/odata/v2/declineOffer?ap-
plicationId=601L&comment=”

…/odata/v2/declineOffer?ap-
plicationId=601L&com
ment=’Non e’

Error expected:

● SCA Error(not a specific 
code): Unable to decline 
offer due to an SCA Error.

● Wrapped Ex(not a spe
cific code): Unexpected 
error occurred and the e-
mail to Candidate could 
not be sent: <error>

● User isn’t a valid ap
prover(not a specific 
code): User <field> is not 
an approver for this offer.
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Function Imports Parameters Return type Description

sendOfferForApproval applicationId (long) XML The function import makes 
action to send for approval an 
application offer based on ap
plication id. To execute the ac
tion application id is required.

Please Note:

1. The Offer must be in 
“Draft” state.

Request Sample:

● Make a request informing 
the application which has 
the offer in Draft state.

● Operation: GET

…/odata/v2/sendOfferForAp-
proval?applicationId=601L

Errors expected:

● Failed to send offer for 
approval.

● Invalid application id.
● Offer is not in draft state.
● applicationId required.

.

Pre-defined Approvers Scenarios

 Note
● The default behavior of the command is when performing an UPDATE action, the approvers on the payload 

will entirely substitute the approvers of the offer, meaning that all approvers must be on the UPDATE 
payload.

● If the you do not send any approver in the payload and the template has pre-defined approvers, the 
approvers from the template will be pulled out and set as current values.

When having pre-defined approvers on the template, the following behaviors must also be considered:

● When “editable=”true”” and “reorder=”true””
On INSERT, the template approvers will always be added in the beginning of the approver order. Adhoc 
approvers can be sent on INSERT payload, and they will be put after the approvers from the template. The 
template approvers do not need to be on the payload. If a group type is defined, the user must inform it on the 
payload, with the id of the approvalStep on the property “approvalStepId.
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On INSERT with the flag “redefineTemplateApprovers”=”true”, the approvers on the payload will be the ones 
inserted, ignoring the ones loaded from the template. The user can add a template approver in the payload, 
with its respective approvalStepId, in any order it desires.
On UPDATE, one can reorder the approvers, remove or add ad-hoc ones; all approvers must be on the payload, 
including the ones from the template with their respecting approvalStepId. Otherwise, the approvers from 
template that are not in the payload will be removed from the offer approval.

● When “editable=”true”” and “reorder=”false””
On INSERT, the behavior is the same as the previous case. Template approvers are first, and then ad-hoc 
approvers set on the payload. In addition, the user can send a payload without approvers; in this case, only the 
approvers from the template are set. If a group type is defined, the user must inform it on the payload, with the 
id of the approvalStep on the property “approvalStepId.
On INSERT with the flag “redefineTemplateApprovers”=”true”, the behavior is the same as the previous case, 
except that the order of the template approvers must be maintained. One can add ad-hoc approvers even 
between the template ones, but cannot change the order of the pre-defined approvers.
On UPDATE, it is not possible to reorder the approvers, but one can add or remove ad-hoc approvers. The 
template approvers must be in the correct order in the payload.

● When “editable=”false”” and “reorder=”true””
On INSERT, only the template approvers are set. If a group type is defined, the user must inform it on the 
payload, with the id of the approvalStep on the property “approvalStepId’. Ad-hoc approvers on the payload will 
be ignored.
On INSERT with the flag “redefineTemplateApprovers”=”true”, the approvers on the payload will be the ones 
inserted, ignoring the ones loaded from the template. The user must add all template approvers in the payload, 
as they cannot be deleted, with its respective approvalStepId, in any order it desires. Ad-hoc approvers will be 
ignored.
On UPDATE, they can be reordered, but none of them can be removed. On UPDATE payload, if one wants to 
reorder the approvers, they all must be on the payload with its respective approvalStepId.

● When “editable=”false”” and “reorder=”false””
On INSERT, only the template approvers are set. If a group type is defined, the user must inform it on the 
payload, with the id of the approvalStep on the property “approvalStepId.
On INSERT with the flag “redefineTemplateApprovers”=”true”, the approvers on the payload will be the ones 
inserted, ignoring the ones loaded from the template. The user must add all template approvers in the payload, 
as they cannot be deleted, with its respective approvalStepId, in any order it desires. Ad-hoc approvers will be 
ignored.
On UPDATE, all template approvers must be in the payload, with their respective approvalStepIds, in the order 
set on the template.

The default-user “type” attribute.

● Based on Role
There must be a user that, on the job requisition related to the offer, performs the role pre-defined on the 
template, otherwise, if editInvalidUser is set to true, another user can be sent on the payload with the 
approvalStepId of this step; if editInvalidUser is set to false, an error will occur.
This user will be set as an approver on the creation of the offer. This user can be changed on the UPDATE or 
INSERT with the redefineTemplateApprovers flag set to true, for another user that performs, on the job 
requisition, the role pre-defined on the template.

● Based on Recruiting Group
The INSERT payload must have one user with the approvalStepId set to the mentioned group, and the user 
must belong to the group; otherwise, this approver will not be set, and an error will occur.

● Based on User
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The user set on the template must be a valid user, otherwise, if editInvalidUser is set to true, another user can 
be sent on the payload with the approvalStepId of this step; if editInvalidUser is set to false, an error will occur.

16.4.2  JobOfferApprover

This entity represents the approvers of the Job Offer.

 Note
● A JobOffer can have pre-defined approvers configured in the template file at provisioning.
● The approver order is defined at the moment of creation or when you update the Job Offer. The first 

approvers are the pre-defined approvers, the approvers that follow are the ad-hoc approvers, who are 
manually defined in the payload. When the redefineTemplateApprovers flag is set to true, then the order in 
the payload is respected, as well as in an update.

● The job offer approval action is only approved if all approvers have approved the request.
● The approver can only approve or decline an offer according to the predefined order for approvers.
● If one approver declines the offer, the entity’s status is automatically changed to ‘rejected’. This is 

independent of the response of other approvers.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Update

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Create

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Approval Update
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Standard OData call to query the entity.

Properties

Property Name Description

backgroundElementId Offer Detail Id

Username Application Id

approverOrder Approver Order

createdBy Created By String Name

createdDate Created Date

lastModifiedBy Last Modified By String Name

lastModifiedDate Last Modified Date

offerDetailId OfferApproval Id (Parent)

Comment Approver Comment String Message

approvalStepId Approval Step Id

Navigation Properties

None.

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 
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16.4.3  JobOfferTemplate_*

For each offer detail template available, an entity is created. This is to help you check which fields are required on a 
specific template when you are creating a job offer through the Odata API. These entities do not support any 
operation and are only available on the metadata and in the Admin Center under the "Odata API Dictionary" page. 
The entity is named using the “JobOfferTemplate_” prefixed to the name of the template (For example, 
JobOfferlTemplate_Custom).

16.4.4  OfferLetter

This entity represents the Offer Letter of the application in Recruiting Management, which includes building a letter 
from a predefined template, reading it, and sending it to the applicant.

The Offer Letter entity contains core data consisting of system fields. The system fields will always be present in 
the metadata.

 Note
● To read or export, or create or update an offer letter the API User needs to be granted special permissions 

for read operations and create operations in the admin center.
● The Offer Letter entity requires only three fields in the payload to create and send a full offer letter. They 

are:
○ "applicationId”: To retrieve data from Candidate, jobRequisition, and jobApplication. The destination 

email address comes from candidate email info.
○ "templateId”: To retrieve data from the special template (create exclusively on the UI). This data 

contains information about the pre-defined offer body, template Id, and Name and email subject.
○ "sendMode”: The modes are, “email”, “emailaspdf”, “print”, “verbal”, and “pending”. The last mode is a 

special mode for a functionality specially made for the API (if events occur that differ from UI 
behavior). When the “pending” mode is selected, the offer letter creation command is prevented from 
automatically sending an email.

● If an offer letter is created with the sendMode as “pending” then, the offer letter is stored on the database 
normally. The you can read this offer letter, revise it, and if it is ready to be sent, you can use the function 
import "sendMailOfferLetter" to send it

● Sending an OfferLetter will generate a new version of this entity with a new Id. All versions of the OfferLetter 
will be listed on query operations without a specific Id.

● If you use the function import "sendMailOfferLetter" to send the OfferLetter, the current version will be 
updated. This action affects some fields, like sendDate and sendMode.
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Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Letter Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Letter Create

User-based
Integration Tools Admin access to OData API

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Letter Export 

Recruiting Permissions OData API Offer Letter Create

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Read OfferLetter operation for the above entities is supported in the Q2 2016 release.

POST Insert operations for OfferLetter are supported in Q2 2016 release. For this entity, the update oper
ation does not apply.

Required Fields

Specify the offerLetterId for Offer Approval Entity as the business key.

Properties

Property Name Description

rcmOfferId Offer Id

applicationId Application Id

jobTitle Job Title

salaryRate Salary Rate

salaryRateType Salary Rate Type
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Property Name Description

currencyCode Currency Code

overtimeRate Overtime Rate

targetBonusPercent Target Bonus Percent

targetBonusAmout Target Bonus Amount

bonusPayoutFreg Bonus Payout Freq

stockOption Stock Option

stockGrant Stock Grant

jobStartDate Job Start Date

offerSentDate Offer Sent Date

offerExpirationDate Offer Expiration Date

sendMode Send Mode

status Status

createdDate Created Date

createdBy Created By

lastModifiedDate Last Modified Date

lastModifiedBy Last Modified By

countryName Country Name

countryCode Country Code

Locale Locale

localeCode Locale Code

templateName Template Name

templateId Template Id

subject E-mail subject

body Offer Letter HTML format

mailBoxes E-mail destination address

ccRecipients E-mail Cc address
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Property Name Description

bccRecipients E-mail Bcc address

tokens Token’s values list

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

attachments Attachments Files attached to the offer letter.

offerLetterPDF Attachments Offer Letter in PDF file format

Attachments Properties

Property Name Description

rcmAttachmentId Rcm Attachment Id

source Source

referenceId Reference Id (filled with offerId)

attributeId Attribute Id

attachmentId Attachment Id

createdDate Created Date

createdBy Created By

Use Cases

API Call Operation Description

/odata/v2/OfferLetter(163L) GET Get the offer letter with id 163.

/odata/v2/OfferLetter GET Get all offer letters sent for all job appli
cation.
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API Call Operation Description

/odata/v2/
OfferLetter(163L)/?
format=json

GET Get offer letter with id 163 in Json format.

/odata/v2/
OfferLetter(163L)/?
format=json&
$expand=attachments

GET Get offer letter with id 163 in Json format 
and navigation attachments expanded.

/odata/v2/
OfferLetter(163L)/?
format=json&
$expand=offerLetterPDF

GET Get offer letter with id 163 in Json format 
and navigation to offer letter encoded in 
pdf file format relating with sendMode.

/odata/v2/
sendMailOfferLetter?
offerLetterId=261L&sendMode
=’email’

GET Function import to sendMode email.

/odata/v2/
sendMailOfferLetter?
offerLetterId=261L&sendMode
=’print’

GET Function import to sendMode print.

/odata/v2/
sendMailOfferLetter?
offerLetterId=261L&sendMode
=’verbal’

GET Function import to sendMode verbal.

/odata/v2/
sendMailOfferLetter?
offerLetterId=261L&sendMode
=’emailaspdf’&bodyTemplateI
d=811L&bodyLocale=’en_US’

GET Function import to sendMode emai
laspdf. For this case is required the pa
rameter bodyTemplate and bodyLocale.

Error Codes

Error Code Description

Export permission not enabled(not a specific code) Recruiting OData API Offer Letter Export Permission in Admin 
Center is not enabled

Create Permission not enabled(not a specific code) Recruiting OData API Offer Letter Create Permission in Admin 
Center is not enabled
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Custom Functions 

Function Imports Parameters Return type Description

sendMailOfferLetter offerLetterId (Long)

sendMode (String)

bodyTemplateId (Long)

bodyLocale

(Long)

XML The function import makes 
action to send the offer letter 
by e-mail. To execute the ac
tion if the send mode is equal 
“email”, “verbal” or “print” two 
parameters are required: of
ferLetterId and sendMode.

Please Note:

1. You need the offer letter 
with a sendMode “pend
ing”.

2. The action will update the 
fields lastModifyBy and 
lastModifyDate, send
Mode, offerSentDate

Request Sample:

● Get the offerLetter, where 
the id 261 and make a 
send mail action.

● Operation: GET

…/odata/v2/sendMailOffer-
Letter?offerLet
terId=261L&send
Mode=’email’

● Get the offerLetter, where 
the id 261 and make a 
send mail as pdf action, 
using the template 811 
with language en_US.

● Operation: GET

…/odata/v2/sendMailOffer-
Letter?offerLet
terId=261L&send
Mode=’emailaspdf’&body
TemplateId=811L&bodyLo
cale=’en_US’

Error expected:

● Recruiting OData API Of
fer Letter Create and Ex
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Function Imports Parameters Return type Description

port permission in Admin 
Center is not enabled

● The offer letter is not in 
pending state.

● Invalid send mode for of
fer letter

● Template Invalid

Entity Metadata

In order to see the metadata please use the following query. You should find all the navigation properties along with 
fields definition that are set in the template found in provisioning: ../odata/v2/$metadata 

16.4.5  RCMAdminReassignOfferApprover

You can use this entity to reassign an offer approver from a current approver to another approver.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based perm_type="RECRUITING_REASSIGN_JOB_REQUISI
TIONS_ADMIN"

UI option for permission setting: Reassign Job Requisition

User based perm_type="RECRUITING_REASSIGN_JOB_REQUISI
TIONS_ADMIN"

UI option for permission setting: Reassign Job Requisition

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Use Case: Retrieve Details of Reassign Offer Approver to display on admin UI

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
RCMAdminReassignOfferApprover

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code
Payload

{      "currUserId": ”cgrant1”       
} 

 Sample Code
Response

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
RCMAdminReassignOfferApprover(applicationId=461L,currUserId='cgrant1',offerDetail
Id=141L)",
          "type": "SFOData.RCMAdminReassignOfferApprover"
        },
        "currUserId": "cgrant1",
        "applicationId": "461",
        "offerDetailId": "141",
        "targetUserId": null,
        "jobReqId": "801",
        "jobReqTitle": "Assembler",
        "candidateName": "Adam Adams"
      }
    ]
  }
} 

Use Case: Reassign Offer Approver 

This sample query demonstrates how to assign an offer from the current approver to another approver.

Operation Upsert

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/upsert
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code
Payload

[ {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": 
"RCMAdminReassignOfferApprover(offerD
etailId= 301 , applicationId = 2361, 
currUserId = 'athompson1')",
          "type": 
"SFOData.RCMAdminReassignOfferApprove
r"
        },
       
        "targetUserId": "cgrant1",
        "jobReqId" : 1781,
        "candidateName" : "Sample"
}
] 

 Sample Code
Successful Upsert

 {
    "d": [
        {
            "key": null,
            "status": "OK",
            "editStatus": "UPSERTED",
            "message": "Successfully updated the data",
            "index": 0,
            "httpCode": 200,
            "inlineResults": null
        }
    ]
} 
} 

In case the upsert is not successful, you will get the following response:

 Sample Code
Unsuccessful Upsert

{   "d": [
    {
      "key": null,
      "status": "ERROR",
      "editStatus": null,
      "message": "Offer Approver Reassignment for ApplicationId :461 failed with 
the index 0",
      "index": 0,
      "httpCode": 500,
      "inlineResults": null
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    }
  ] }

16.5 Function Import

16.5.1  inviteToApply

You can use this Function Import to change the status of non-applicants from “Forwarded” status to “Invited to 
Apply” status for a specific job requisition. The candidates will receive an email requesting them to apply for the 
job.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

POST Change the status of a non-applicant from “Forwarded” status 
to “Invited To Apply” status for a specific job requisition.

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

wfRequestID A number which ends with L that 
uniquely identifies the workflow request.

For example, wfRequestID: 2345L

Long

comment Provides extra information about the 
workflow item.

For example, Comment: “Verbal check 
also required”.

String
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Use Case

API Call Description

http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/inviteToApply?jobRe
qId=1234L&candidateIds='1031,1006'

Change the status of a non-applicant from “Forwarded” to “In
vited To Apply” status

Code Examples

<d:InviteToApplyResponse     xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices"
    xmlns:m="http://schemas.microsoft.com/ado/2007/08/dataservices/metadata">
    <d:element m:type="SFOData.InviteToApplyResponse">
        <d:candidateId>1031</d:candidateId>
        <d:message>You have successfully invited Alex Anderson to apply to this 
job.</d:message>
        <d:status>Success</d:status>
    </d:element>
    <d:element m:type="SFOData.InviteToApplyResponse">
        <d:candidateId>1006</d:candidateId>
        <d:message>You have successfully invited Angela Arnold to apply to this 
job.</d:message>
        <d:status>Success</d:status>
    </d:element> </d:InviteToApplyResponse>

16.5.2  setSmsNotificationPreference

You can use this function import to enable or disable SMS preferences for a candidate.

Operations Allowed and Parameters

The allowed operations and parameters are listed in the OData API dictionary. In the Candidate entity, the cell 
phone number details are stored in the RCM_CANDIDATE table. Enabling or disabling SMS preferences with this 
function import sets or removes the candidate cell phone number details.

Enable or Disable SMS Preferences for Candidate

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<HOSTNAME>/odata/v2/ 
setSmsNotificationPreference?
optIn=<optinPreference>&candidateId=<candi
date Id>&phoneCountryCode=<phone Country 
Code of cell Phone>&cellphone=<Cell Phone 
Number>
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Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Additional Information

This imports modifies the Candidate entity. More information is available in this topic: Candidate and 
CandidateBackground_* [page 1727]
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16.5.3  getJobReqApprovalActions

Using this Function Import, you can now view all the available job requisition actions on a form for a formDataId on 
a mobile.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

QUERY

Parameters

Parameter Description Type

formDataId A number which ends with L that 
uniquely identifies the formDataId.

For example, formDataId: 2345L

Long

userSysId A string that identifies the userSysId

For example, userSysId: “cgrant”.
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17 Success Store

17.1 SuccessStoreContent

The SuccessStoreContent provides a single and simple way of accessing the content from the Success Store.

Permissions

Permission System Required Setting

Role-based Same as user permission for the Success Store module being accessed. If no permission is speci
fied, normal provisioning user level permissions are applied.

User-based Same as user permission for the Success Store module being accessed. If no permission is speci
fied, normal provisioning user level permissions are applied.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query a SuccessStoreContent entity. This is the only operation that is currently permitted.

Properties

Property Description

contentId A unique Identifier given to each Content.

comments Comments specific to the content.

publishOnDate Publish date for the content.

expiryOnDate Expiry date for the content.

customField customField helps store any Content specific Information. 
Some times you can avoid parsing entire content by knowing 
just this piece of information.
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Property Description

Domain Domain helps to store any Content specific Information. Some 
times you can avoid parsing entire content by knowing just this 
piece of information.

contentType This column holds information about the type of content. e.g. 
COMPENSATION, REVIEW etc.

Status Status of Content. e.g. Approved, Deleted etc

wizardable Whether the content is showable in wizard.

default_content Whether the content is the default content in its category.

bestPractice Whether the content is the best practice content in its cate
gory.

revisionNo The revision number of the content.

Navigation Properties

None.

Use Cases

API Call Description

<hostname>/odata/v2/SuccessStoreContet?
$filter=contentType eq 'COMPETENCY_LIB' 
and contentId eq '20110003'

Query a SuccessStoreContent by contentId.

<hostname>/odata/v2/SuccessStoreContet?
$filter=contentType eq 'COMPETENCY_LIB' 
and contentId eq '20110003' and revisionNo 
eq '999' 

Query for latest revision data.

<hostname>/odata/v2/
SuccessStoreContent(20110001L)?
$format=json

Query for exact contentId.

<hostname>/odata/v2/SuccessStoreContent?
$filter=contentType eq 'CDP'

Query for a given contentType.

<hostname>/odata/v2/
SuccessStoreContent(20110001L)/
contentData?$format=json

Query content blob data.
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Error Codes

Error Code Description

COE_GENERAL_BAD_REQUEST ● Dependent attributes not specified in the query. For example, revisionNo is de
pendent on contentId and it must be specified when querying for revisionNo.

● Invalid content Type or contentId values.
● Required parameter contentType not specified..
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18 Succession and Development

18.1 Career Development Plan

The APIs available for Development facilitate the integration of Continuous Performance Management with the 
Development goal plan. This integration allows users to link their CPM activities and achievements to their 
development goals and to see them in their goal plan.

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Access to Career Development Plan: Career Development 

Planning Career Development Plan (CDP) Access 

Permission

Access to Development Goal Templates: Goals Goal Plan 

Permissions All . This permission is bound by a target pop
ulation.

 Note
If you select Others instead of All, you will have to individu
ally select the development goal plans for which you need 
the goal plan permissions.

User based Access to Career Development Plan: Go to Admin Center

Set User Permissions Career Development Plan (CDP) 

Access , search and select the users you want to provide ac
cess to, and click Grant Permission.

Permission to view Development plan: Go to Admin Center

Set User Permissions Default User Permissions Goal 

Plan Permissions , and select the development goal plan tem
plates you need access to.

Defining the Target population: Go to Admin Center Goal 

Targets population , find the users you want to provide the 
permission to, and then grant the permission to them.
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For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.

18.1.1  DevGoalPlanTemplate

This entitity is used to provide the development goal plan template with a template ID.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Use Case: Get all development goal plans for one development goal plan 
template with a given template ID

Request Information

Operation Query

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPlanTemplate(2002L)?
$expand=devgoals&$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{ "d" : {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/DevGoalPlanTemplate(2002L)", 
"type" : "SFOData.DevGoalPlanTemplate"
}, "id" : "2002", "startDate" : "\/Date(1262304000000)\/", "parentPlanId" : 
"-1", "description" : "Development Goals - Basic", "name" : "Development Goals -
WithCommentTaskFields", "displayOrder" : "1", "dueDate" : "\/
Date(1293753600000)\/", "devgoals" : {
"results" : [
{
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/SimpleDevGoal(12051L)", 
"type" : "SFOData.SimpleDevGoal"
}, "id" : "12051", "flag" : 0, "userId" : "jlo1", "name" : "Test Dev 
Objective1", "type" : "development"
}
]
}
}
} 

Use Case: Get the default development goal template ID

Request Information

Operation <Your Input>

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
getDefaultDevGoalPlanTemplateId?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{ "d" : {
"getDefaultDevGoalPlanTemplateId" : "2002"
}
} 

Related Links
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Related Information

Retrieving Metadata [page 36]

18.1.2  SimpleDevGoal

This entity is used to provide the development goal information

Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based None

User based None

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Use Case: Get development goal with a given development goal ID

Request Information

Operation <Your Input>

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
SimpleDevGoal(12051L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{ "d" : {
"__metadata" : {
"uri" : "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/restricted/SimpleDevGoal(12051L)", 
"type" : "SFOData.SimpleDevGoal"
}, "id" : "12051", "flag" : 0, "userId" : "jlo1", "name" : "Test Dev 
Objective1", "type" : "development"
}
} 

Related Links

Related Information

Retrieving Metadata [page 36]

18.1.3  DevGoal

DevGoal represents the Development goal entity, that includes all the standard fields and custom fields configured 
in Development goal plan templates. You can use DevGoal entity to create, update and query the development 
goals.

The DevGoal entity is always suffixed with a goal plan ID, which means one template has one entity corresponding 
to it, such as DevGoal_1 and DevGoal_2. The Development goals are available under Development
Development Plan . The entities associated to DevGoal are currently non editable: DevGoalComment, 
DevGoalTask, DevGoalMilestone, DevGoalTarget.
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Use Cases

Use Case: Query development goals 

Query development goals for user ‘cgrant1’

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoal_2088(21572L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)",
            "type": "SFOData.DevGoal_2088"
        },
        "id": "21572",
        "customText": null,
        "state": "On Track",
        "numbering": "1.3",
        "customTextArea": null,
        "purpose": "Current role",
        "type": "development",
        "customLink": "[[][]]",
        "description": "desc",
        "userId": "cgrant1",
        "name": "Create for tasks targets milestones",
        "customNumber": null,
        "customPercent": null,
        "lastModified": "/Date(1496907017000)/",
        "done": "0.0",
        "customBool": false,
        "guid": null,
        "modifier": "cgrant1",
        "category": "Goals",
        "mltAchievementType": 1,
        "flag": 1,
        "start": "/Date(1167609600000)/",
        "customEnum": null,
        "due": "/Date(1199059200000)/",
        "metriclookup": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)/
metriclookup"
            }
        },
        "targets": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)/targets"
            }
        },
        "competencies": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)/
competencies"
            }
        },
        "tasks": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)/tasks"
            }
        },
        "milestones": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)/
milestones"
            }
        },
        "comments": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2088(21572L)/
comments"
            }
        }
    } }

Use Case: Add a new development goal

Add a new private Development goal for user cgrant1 with name ‘My Dev Goal’

Request Information

Operation POST

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2009?
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Payload {     "userId": "cgrant1",
    "type": "development",
    "flag": 1,
    "category": "Goals",
    "name": "My Dev Goal ",
    "description": "Design Goals",
    "start": "/Date(1424365261000)/",
    "due": "/Date(1444365261000)/",
    "state": "On Track",
    "purpose": "Future role",
    "competencies": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https:// 
<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency(10)"
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://
<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency(11)"
            }
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2009(21932L)",
            "type": "SFOData.DevGoal_2009"
        },
        "userId": "cgrant1",
        "type": "development",
        "flag": 1,
        "category": "Goals",
        "name": "my goal name import from ODATA API to cgrant",
        "description": "yvonne",
        "start": "/Date(1424365261000)/",
        "due": "/Date(1444365261000)/",
        "state": "On Track",
        "purpose": "Future role",
        "id": "21932"
    }
} 
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Use Case: Modify a development goal

Update the development goal with ID 1, and associate the development goal with competency IDs 15 and 20. The 
old competencies will be removed.

Request Information

Operation PUT

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoal_2009(1L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Payload
 Sample Code

{     "type": "development",
    "description": "Design Goals 
modified",
    "start": "/Date(1424365261000)/",
    "due": "/Date(1444365261000)/",
    "state": "Behind",
    "purpose": "Future role",
    "competencies": [
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https:// 
<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency(15)"
            }
        },
        {
            "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://
<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency(20)"
            }
        }
    ] }

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https:<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoal_2009(1L)",
            "type": "SFOData.DevGoal_2009"
        },
        "userId": "cgrant1",
        "type": "development",
        "flag": 1,
        "category": "Goals",
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        "name": "My Dev Goal",
        "description": "Design Goals modified",
        "start": "/Date(1424365261000)/",
        "due": "/Date(1444365261000)/",
        "state": "Behind",
        "purpose": "Future role",
        "id": "1"
    } }

Use Case: Delete a development goal 

Request Information

Operation DELETE

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoal_2009(1L)

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

HTTP Code 200

18.1.3.1  DevGoalTask

This entity enables you to retrieve the task details of a development goal.

Use Cases

Use Case: Query

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalTask_2088(61L)?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/DevGoalTask_2088(61L)",
            "type": "SFOData.DevGoalTask_2088"
        },
        "id": "61",
        "modifier": "cgrant1",
        "index": 0,
        "lastModified": "/Date(1496907017000)/",
        "start": "/Date(1496275200000)/",
        "description": "how to learn english",
        "done": "20.0",
        "target": "ddd",
        "objId": "21572",
        "due": "/Date(1496880000000)/",
        "actual": "descccc"
    } }

18.1.3.2  DevGoalPermission

This entity enables you to retrieve permission details of a development goal. DevGoalPermission tells you whether 
you can perform the operations like insertion, deletion and update on the development goal.

Use Cases

Use Case: Query your development goal permissions

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPermission_2088?$format=json&
$filter=(userId eq 'cgrant1' and type eq 
'development')

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>
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Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPermission_2088(-1L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.DevGoalPermission_2088"
                },
                "id": "-1",
                "customText": 3,
                "state": 7,
                "metriclookup": 3,
                "competency": 3,
                "customTextArea": 3,
                "purpose": 7,
                "type": "development",
                "privateAccess": true,
                "customLink": 3,
                "description": 7,
                "userId": "cgrant1",
                "name": 7,
                "delete": true,
                "customNumber": 3,
                "targets": 3,
                "customPercent": 3,
                "done": 7,
                "edit": true,
                "tasks": 3,
                "create": true,
                "customBool": 3,
                "milestones": 3,
                "category": 3,
                "start": 7,
                "customEnum": 3,
                "due": 7,
                "view": true,
                "comments": 3,
                "milestonesPermissionNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPermission_2088(-1L)/milestonesPermissionNav"
                    }
                },
                "tasksPermissionNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPermission_2088(-1L)/tasksPermissionNav"
                    }
                },
                "metriclookupPermissionNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPermission_2088(-1L)/metriclookupPermissionNav"
                    }
                },
                "targetsPermissionNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalPermission_2088(-1L)/targetsPermissionNav"
                    }
                }
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            }
        ]
    } }

18.1.4  Function Import

18.1.4.1  getDevGoalCompetencies

The "getDevGoalCompetencies" function import is used to retrieve competencies of a development goal.

Parameters

Parameters Description

planId It is the ID of the development goal plan

userId It is an employee's user ID

objId It is the ID of the goal or the objective within the goal plan

Use Cases

API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency?$format=json&
$filter=(planId eq 2088L and userId eq 
'cgrant1')

Retrieves the competencies of a development goal.

https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency?$format=json&
$filter=(planId eq 2088L and userId eq 
'cgrant1' and objId eq 21572)

Retrieves the competencies of a goal within the development 
goal.
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Code Examples

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency(46466L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.DevGoalCompetency"
                },
                "id": "46466",
                "category": "A1. E-commerce Behaviors:  Lead Completely - Skill 
Definitions",
                "name": "\"presentationSkill\"",
                "library": "CDP1003CompLib"
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevGoalCompetency(46549L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.DevGoalCompetency"
                },
                "id": "46549",
                "category": "My Category",
                "name": "\"test\"_only<test>_'test'",
                "library": "SuccessFactors"
            }
        ]
    } }

18.1.5  DevLearningCertifications

The entity helps you retrieve the Career Development Goal Learning Activity Certifications information. This entity 
is currently being consumed by GDPR Information Reporting only.

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query an entity

For information about the entity metadata and supported operations, please refer to your OData API dictionary in 
the Admin Center or use the Entity query:https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your Entity')?
$format=json.
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Use Cases

Use Case 1: Retrieve the Career Development Goal Learning Activity 
Certifications information

Request Information

Operation GET

URI http://<Hostname>/odata/v2/
DevLearningCertifications?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
DevLearningCertifications(certificateId=2L,learningId=954L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.DevLearningCertifications"
                },
                "certificateId": "2",
                "learningId": "954",
                "certificateCreatedDate": "/Date(1505105666000)/",
                "certificateLastModifiedBy": "admin1",
                "certificateName": "853_cert",
                "certificateIssueDate": "/Date(1505105666000)/",
                "certificateLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1505105666000)/",
                "certificateCreatedBy": "admin1",
                "certificateExpiredDate": "/Date(1513745666000)/"
            },
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://localhost:443/odata/v2/
DevLearningCertifications(certificateId=1L,learningId=954L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.DevLearningCertifications"
                },
                "certificateId": "1",
                "learningId": "954",
                "certificateCreatedDate": "/Date(1503540311000)/",
                "certificateLastModifiedBy": "admin1",
                "certificateName": "730_cert1",
                "certificateIssueDate": "/Date(1503540311000)/",
                "certificateLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1503540311000)/",
                "certificateCreatedBy": "admin1",
                "certificateExpiredDate": "/Date(1512180311000)/"
            }
        ]
    }
} 
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18.2 Succession

The Succession OData API entities enable customers to build custom extensions on standard SAP SuccessFactors 
application Succession Planning.

The most common need for customers is the ability to create alternate visualizations on top of the succession data. 
To allow customers to do that, we have exposed the following data in Succession Planning:

● Successor data
● Incumbent data
● Position data
● Talent Flag info
● Icon / gradient configuration from the XML
● Trend data

You can access successors in both MDF Position and legacy Position only when you have succession planning 
permission for those positions. You can also access all members and individual nomination details in a talent pool if 
you have the permission.

Permissions

Once you have the following access permission, you can access succession planning information about positions, 
incumbent, and talent pools. To access succession OData API, enable the following feature settings in your 
instance:

Enable MDF permission

Permission System Required Settings

User based Enable Metadata Framework: Go to Admin Center 

Manage Permission Roles Permission Metadata 

Framework Select All

 Note
Make sure that Admin access to MDF OData API has been 
enabled.

Enable Succession Planning Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Go to Admin Center Manage Permission Roles

Permission Succession Planners , and select Succession 
Org Chart Permission, Succession Approval Permission, 
Succession Management and Matrix Report Permissions, and 
Succession Planning Permission
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Enable MDF Position Permission

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Metadata Framework Manage Positions

Enable MDF position view permission: in Miscellaneous 

Permissions Poistion , select the options under visibility.

User based Configure the Security of Position entity: Go to Admin 

Center Configure Object Definition Object Definition

Position Take Action Make Correction , and set:

● Secured: Yes
● Permission Category: Miscellaneous Permissions

Enable Talent Pool Permission

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Enable Talent Pool view permission: Go to Miscellaneous 

Permissions Talent Pool , and select the options under 
visibility.

User based Configure the Security of Talent Pool entity: Go to Admin 

Center Configure Object Definition Object Definition

TalentPool Take Action Make Correction , and set:

● Secured: Yes
● Permission Category: Miscellaneous Permissions

18.2.1  LegacyPositionEntity

You can use this entity to describe basic information of a Legacy position used in succession planning.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Succession [page 1795].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify legacy position. positionId is the identifier of a legacy position.
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Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity?$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity?$format=json&
$expand=successorNav

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity?$format=json&
$expand=incumbentNav

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity?$format=json&
$expand=talentPoolNav

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity?$format=json&$top=1&
$expand=parentNav

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of LegacyPositionEntity.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
                },
                "positionId": "1",
                "positionCode": "1",
                "title": "Sr. Manager, Analytics",
                "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
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                "incumbent": "TBH_USER_477",
                "successorNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/successorNav"
                    }
                },
                "parentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/parentNav"
                    }
                },
                "incumbentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/incumbentNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of LegacyPositionEntity and its successor list.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
                },
                "positionId": "1",
                "positionCode": "1",
                "title": "Sr. Manager, Analytics",
                "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
                "incumbent": "TBH_USER_477",
                "successorNav": {
                    "results": []
                },
                "parentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/parentNav"
                    }
                },
                "incumbentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/incumbentNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }
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 Sample Code
Query basic information of LegacyPositionEntity and its incumbent.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
                },
                "positionId": "1",
                "positionCode": "1",
                "title": "Sr. Manager, Analytics",
                "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
                "incumbent": "TBH_USER_477",
                "successorNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/successorNav"
                    }
                },
                "parentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/parentNav"
                    }
                },
                "incumbentNav": null
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query the record in the list of LegacyPositionEntity and its talent pool.

{     "d": {
        "__metadata": {
            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/LegacyPositionEntity(4L)",
            "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
        },
        "positionId": "4",
        "positionCode": "4",
        "title": null,
        "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
        "incumbent": "admin",
        "successorNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/LegacyPositionEntity(4L)/
successorNav"
            }
        },
        "parentNav": {
            "__deferred": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/LegacyPositionEntity(4L)/
parentNav"
            }
        },
        "incumbentNav": {
            "__deferred": {
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                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/LegacyPositionEntity(4L)/
incumbentNav"
            }
        },
        "talentPoolNav": {
            "results": []
        }
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of LegacyPositionEntity and its parent position.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
                },
                "positionId": "1",
                "positionCode": "1",
                "title": "Sr. Manager, Analytics",
                "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
                "incumbent": "aaaa",
                "parentNav": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(96L)",
                        "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
                    },
                    "positionId": "96",
                    "positionCode": "96",
                    "title": "Director, HR Operations",
                    "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
                    "incumbent": "jtong1",
                    "parentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(96L)/parentNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

18.2.2  NomineeHistory

You can use this entity to query the Nomination History data for positions.

The NomineeHistory API pulls all changes for a successor nomination, per position, including: when a new nominee 
is added, when the readiness level changes, and when the approval status changes or the nomination comment is 
changed.
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Permissions

API Permissions

Permission System Required Settings

Role based Succession Planners  Succession Planning Permission

Additional Settings

In addition to the Succession Planning Permissions, you also need to set the following option: Admin Center 
Org Chart Configuration Succession org chart  Allow succession planners to view successors on org chart 
nodes/position tile view .

Supported Operations

Operation Description

Query Query an entity

Properties

For more information about the properties and navigation properties, please go to Admin Center API Center
OData API Data Dictionary  or use the API query: https://<hostname>/odata/v2/<Entity>/$metadata.

Navigation Properties

Navigation Property Related Entity Description

nomineeUserNav User Navigation to user entity

Use Case: Query

Request Information

Operation Query

HTTP Method GET
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URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ Position?
$select=successorNav/nomineeHistoryNav&
$expand=successorNav/nomineeHistoryNav&
$filter=successorNav/id%20ne%20null&
$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code

{   "d": {
    "results": [
      {
        "__metadata": {
          "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Position(code='229',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2016-02-16T00:00:00')",
          "type": "SFOData.Position"
        },
        "successorNav": {
          "results": [
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Successor(591L)",
                "type": "SFOData.Successor"
              },
              "nomineeHistoryNav": {
                "results": [
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(361L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "361",
                    "changeType": 0,
                    "rank": 3,
                    "nomineeId": "591",
                    "status": 1,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "1",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1456435849000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "hwilson1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(361L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  }
                ]
              }
            },
            {
              "__metadata": {
                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Successor(592L)",
                "type": "SFOData.Successor"
              },
              "nomineeHistoryNav": {
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                "results": [
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(365L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "365",
                    "changeType": 0,
                    "rank": 5,
                    "nomineeId": "592",
                    "status": 1,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "2",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1456782286000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "jreed1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(365L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  },
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(366L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "366",
                    "changeType": 2,
                    "rank": 5,
                    "nomineeId": "592",
                    "status": 1,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "1",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1456782296000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "jreed1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(366L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  },
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(367L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "367",
                    "changeType": 3,
                    "rank": 3,
                    "nomineeId": "592",
                    "status": 1,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "1",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1456782296000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "jreed1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(367L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  },
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(373L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "373",
                    "changeType": 0,
                    "rank": 5,
                    "nomineeId": "592",
                    "status": 1,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "2",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1457307323000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "jreed1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(373L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  },
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(374L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "374",
                    "changeType": 4,
                    "rank": 5,
                    "nomineeId": "592",
                    "status": 3,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "2",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1457307328000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "jreed1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(374L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  },
                  {
                    "__metadata": {
                      "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(368L)",
                      "type": "SFOData.NomineeHistory"
                    },
                    "id": "368",
                    "changeType": 4,
                    "rank": 3,
                    "nomineeId": "592",
                    "status": 3,
                    "modifiedBy": "admin",
                    "proxyUserId": null,
                    "readiness": "1",
                    "note": null,
                    "nominationId": "340",
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                    "modifiedDate": "/Date(1456782328000)/",
                    "nomineeUserId": "jreed1",
                    "userNav": {
                      "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/NomineeHistory(368L)/
userNav"
                      }
                    }
                  }
                ]
              }
            }
          ]
        }
      }
    ]
  } 

18.2.3  NominationTarget

You can use this entity to describe basic information of nomination in succession planning module.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Succession [page 1795].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query basic information of nomination target. nominationId is an identifier of a NominationTarget. 
All nomination statuses will be returned upon query.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
NominationTarget?$format=json

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
NominationTarget?$format=json&
$filter=nominationType eq '1'&
$expand=successorNav

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
NominationTarget?$format=json&
$filter=nominationType eq '6'&$expand= 
talentPoolNav

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
NominationTarget?$format=json&
$filter=nominationType eq '1'&$expand= 
legacyPositionNav

URI https://<Hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget?$format=json&
$filter=nominationType eq '5'&$expand= 
positionNav

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of NominationTarget.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(183L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.NominationTarget"
                },
                "nominationId": "183",
                "nominationType": 1,
                "successorNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(183L)/successorNav"
                    }
                },
                "legacyPositionNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
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                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(183L)/legacyPositionNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of NominationTarget and its successor list.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(183L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.NominationTarget"
                },
                "nominationId": "183",
                "nominationType": 1,
                "successorNav": {
                    "results": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Successor(314L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.Successor"
                            },
                            "id": "314",
                            "rank": null,
                            "status": "SUCCESSION_REMOVED_STATUS_LB",
                            "readinessLabel": "Ready Now",
                            "readiness": 3,
                            "note": null,
                            "userNav": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
restricted/Successor(314L)/userNav"
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    ]
                },
                "legacyPositionNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(183L)/legacyPositionNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of NominationTarget whose nominationType is ‘6’and its talent pool detail.

{     "d": {
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        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(880L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.NominationTarget"
                },
                "nominationId": "880",
                "nominationType": 6,
                "successorNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(880L)/successorNav"
                    }
                },
                "talentPoolNav": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
TalentPool(code='product 
manager',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-09T00:00:00')",
                        "type": "SFOData.TalentPool"
                    },
                    "effectiveStartDate": "/Date(1441756800000)/",
                    "code": "product manager",
                    "name_ko_KR": null,
                    "mdfSystemLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1445586985000)/",
                    "transactionSequence": "1",
                    "mdfSystemObjectType": "TalentPool",
                    "name_iw_IL": null,
                    "name_da_DK": null,
                    "description_de_DE": null,
                    "mdfSystemLastModifiedDateWithTZ": "/
Date(1445586985000+0000)/",
                    "description_fr_CA": null,
                    "effectiveStatus": "I",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1445586985000+0000)/",
                    "type": "1",
                    "name_bs_ID": null,
                    "name_ja_JP": null,
                    "effectiveEndDate": "/Date(253402214400000)/",
                    "mdfSystemRecordId": "0B26B7400DEF45EB857274DA62A70F98",
                    "name_en_DEBUG": null,
                    "mdfSystemEntityId": "73D7C1C5CFE2415196CBD51562729C84",
                    "enableReadiness": true,
                    "mdfSystemLastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
                    "description_bg_BG": null,
                    "name_defaultValue": "PM",
                    "name_pt_PT": null,
                    "name_fr_FR": null,
                    "description_ko_KR": null,
                    "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
                    "name_en_US": "PM",
                    "description_fr_FR": null,
                    "description_en_US": "for products design",
                    "name_it_IT": null,
                    "name_uk_UA": null,
                    "description_pt_PT": null,
                    "mdfSystemCreatedDate": "/Date(1443426013000)/",
                    "name_zh_CN": null,
                    "name_bg_BG": null,
                    "name_hi_IN": null,
                    "createdBy": "cgrant1",
                    "description_pt_BR": null,
                    "name_pl_PL": null,
                    "name_fr_CA": null,
                    "description_ja_JP": null,
                    "owner": null,
                    "createdDateTime": "/Date(1443426013000+0000)/",
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                    "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
                    "name_en_GB": null,
                    "description_it_IT": null,
                    "description_defaultValue": "for products design",
                    "description_hi_IN": null,
                    "description_da_DK": null,
                    "mdfSystemVersionId": null,
                    "name_bs_BS": null,
                    "description_uk_UA": null,
                    "name_ru_RU": null,
                    "description_en_DEBUG": null,
                    "description_vi_VN": null,
                    "description_bs_ID": null,
                    "description_es_ES": null,
                    "description_th_TH": null,
                    "description_iw_IL": null,
                    "name_es_ES": null,
                    "mdfSystemCreatedBy": "cgrant1",
                    "description_en_GB": null,
                    "name_nl_NL": null,
                    "description_ru_RU": null,
                    "name_pt_BR": null,
                    "name_zh_TW": null,
                    "description_zh_TW": null,
                    "name_th_TH": null,
                    "description_nl_NL": null,
                    "name_de_DE": null,
                    "description_bs_BS": null,
                    "name_vi_VN": null,
                    "description_pl_PL": null,
                    "description_zh_CN": null,
                    "ownerNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
TalentPool(code='product  
manager',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-09T00:00:00')/ownerNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "nominationNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
TalentPool(code='product 
manager',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-09T00:00:00')/nominationNav"
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of NominationTarget whose nominationType is ‘5’and its mdf postion detail.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(1000L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.NominationTarget"
                },
                "nominationId": "1000",
                "nominationType": 5,
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                "successorNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(1000L)/successorNav"
                    }
                },
                "positionNav": {
                    "__metadata": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')",
                        "type": "SFOData.Position"
                    },
                    "effectiveStartDate": "/Date(1443398400000)/",
                    "code": "testyingwen",
                    "positionControlled": null,
                    "transactionSequence": "1",
                    "mdfSystemObjectType": "Position",
                    "externalName_pt_BR": null,
                    "externalName_pt_PT": null,
                    "externalName_ru_RU": null,
                    "effectiveStatus": "A",
                    "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1443420790000+0000)/",
                    "type": null,
                    "effectiveEndDate": "/Date(253402214400000)/",
                    "externalName_bs_BS": null,
                    "vacant": false,
                    "mdfSystemRecordId": "E723664B615249F28AC3141DD1BC7358",
                    "mdfSystemEntityId": "0A529E99DA6B41C6912F02626DDD2712",
                    "description": "testyingwen",
                    "technicalParameters": null,
                    "externalName_en_US": null,
                    "createdDate": "/Date(1443420790000)/",
                    "mdfSystemRecordStatus": "N",
                    "jobLevel": null,
                    "regularTemporary": null,
                    "multipleIncumbentsAllowed": null,
                    "createdBy": "cgrant1",
                    "externalName_it_IT": null,
                    "externalName_bs_ID": null,
                    "createdDateTime": "/Date(1443420790000+0000)/",
                    "lastModifiedBy": "cgrant1",
                    "externalName_en_GB": null,
                    "jobCode": null,
                    "externalName_nl_NL": null,
                    "comment": "testyingwen",
                    "externalName_zh_CN": null,
                    "externalName_en_DEBUG": null,
                    "externalName_ko_KR": null,
                    "mdfSystemVersionId": null,
                    "externalName_de_DE": null,
                    "externalName_fr_CA": null,
                    "externalName_defaultValue": null,
                    "externalName_da_DK": null,
                    "criticality": "2",
                    "employeeClass": null,
                    "externalName_hi_IN": null,
                    "externalName_zh_TW": null,
                    "lastModifiedDateWithTZ": "/Date(1443420790000+0000)/",
                    "externalName_ja_JP": null,
                    "standardHours": null,
                    "jobTitle": "testyingwen",
                    "externalName_iw_IL": null,
                    "externalName_bg_BG": null,
                    "externalName_vi_VN": null,
                    "legacyPositionId": null,
                    "externalName_pl_PL": null,
                    "externalName_uk_UA": null,
                    "costCenter": null,
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                    "externalName_th_TH": null,
                    "changeReason": null,
                    "targetFTE": null,
                    "positionTitle": "testyingwen",
                    "externalName_es_ES": null,
                    "lastModifiedDate": "/Date(1443420790000)/",
                    "positionCriticality": null,
                    "incumbent": null,
                    "externalName_fr_FR": null,
                    "successorNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')/
successorNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "talentPoolNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')/
talentPoolNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "incumbentNav": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')/
incumbentNav"
                        }
                    },
                    "parentPosition": {
                        "__deferred": {
                            "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')/
parentPosition"
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

18.2.4  Successor

You can use this entity to query basic information of Successor in succession planning module.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Succession [page 1795].
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Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query to identify Successor. Successor id is an identifier of a successor. All successor statuses will 
be returned upon query.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Position?
$format=json&$expand=successorNav

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity?$format=json&
$expand=successorNav

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of MDF PositionEntity and Its successor list.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')",
                    "type": "SFOData.Position"
                },
                "effectiveStartDate": "/Date(1443398400000)/",
                "code": "testyingwen",
                "positionControlled": null,
                "transactionSequence": "1",
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                "mdfSystemObjectType": "Position",
                "externalName_pt_BR": null,
                "externalName_pt_PT": null,
                "externalName_ru_RU": null,
                "lastModifiedDateTime": "/Date(1443420790000+0000)/",
                "effectiveStatus": "A",
                "successorNav": {
                    "results": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Successor(1910L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.Successor"
                            },
                            "id": "1910",
                            "rank": 1,
                            "status": "SUCCESSION_PENDING_STATUS_LB",
                            "readinessLabel": "Emergency Replacement",
                            "readiness": 4,
                            "note": "yingwen test",
                            "userNav": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Successor(1910L)/userNav"
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    ]
                },
                "talentPoolNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')/
talentPoolNav"
                    }
                },
                "incumbentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
Position(code='testyingwen',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-28T00:00:00')/
incumbentNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

 Sample Code
Query basic information of LegacyPositionEntity and its successor list.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)",
                    "type": "SFOData.LegacyPositionEntity"
                },
                "positionId": "1",
                "positionCode": "1",
                "title": "Sr. Manager, Analytics",
                "createDate": "/Date(1189534002000)/",
                "incumbent": "TBH_USER_477",
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                "successorNav": {
                    "results": []
                },
                "parentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/parentNav"
                    }
                },
                "incumbentNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
LegacyPositionEntity(1L)/incumbentNav"
                    }
                }
            }
        ]
    } }

18.2.5  TalentGraphicOption

You can use this entity to describe icons and images used in Succession org Chart.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Succession [page 1795].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET dataIndex and optionKey are the composite identifiers of TalentGraphicOption.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json
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Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TalentGraphicOption?$format=json

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query the detail for TalentGraphicOption.

{     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
TalentGraphicOption(dataIndex='1',optionKey='riskOfLoss')",
                    "type": "SFOData.TalentGraphicOption"
                },
                "optionKey": "riskOfLoss",
                "dataIndex": "1",
                "optionName": "GradientOption",
                "dataImage": null,
                "optionLabel": "Risk of Loss",
                "optionTarget": null,
                "optionIndex": 1,
                "dataShortLabel": null,
                "dataLabel": "Low",
                "gradientBackgroundColor": "2B9600",
                "dataValue": "1.0",
                "optionType": "namegradient",
                "optionScaleId": null
            }
        ]
    } }
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18.2.6  TalentPool

You can use this entity to describe basic information of Talent Pool.

Permissions

For more information on permissions, refer Succession [page 1795].

Operations Allowed

Operation Description

GET Query basic information of Talent Pool. Code and effectiveStartDate are the composite identifiers 
of a TalentPool.

Properties

You can get detailed information about the entity properties from the OData API dictionary or by exposing the 
entity metadata. To do this, use the following query https://<hostname>/odata/v2/Entity('<Your 
Entity')?$format=json

Use Cases

Request Information

Operation GET

URI https://<hostname>/odata/v2/TalentPool?
$format=json&$expand=nominationNav

Headers Authorization: Basic <Base 64 encoded (“user@com
pany:password”)>

Response

 Sample Code
Query basic information of TalentPool and its Nomination Target details.

{
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     "d": {
        "results": [
            {
                "__metadata": {
                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
TalentPool(code='product 
manager',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-09T00:00:00')",
                    "type": "SFOData.TalentPool"
                },
                "effectiveStartDate": "/Date(1441756800000)/",
                "code": "product manager",
                "name_ko_KR": null,
                "mdfSystemLastModifiedDate": "/Date(1445586985000)/",
                "transactionSequence": "1",
                "mdfSystemObjectType": "TalentPool",
                "name_iw_IL": null,
                "ownerNav": {
                    "__deferred": {
                        "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
TalentPool(code='product 
manager',effectiveStartDate=datetime'2015-09-09T00:00:00')/ownerNav"
                    }
                },
                "nominationNav": {
                    "results": [
                        {
                            "__metadata": {
                                "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/restricted/
NominationTarget(880L)",
                                "type": "SFOData.NominationTarget"
                            },
                            "nominationId": "880",
                            "nominationType": 6,
                            "successorNav": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
restricted/NominationTarget(880L)/successorNav"
                                }
                            },
                            "talentPoolNav": {
                                "__deferred": {
                                    "uri": "https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
restricted/NominationTarget(880L)/talentPoolNav"
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    ]
                }
            }
        ]
    } }
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19 Theming

19.1 ThemeConfig

The ThemeConfig entity returns details of global style settings that available for theming. This includes all 
necessary theming information such as CSS values for color, style definition, and configurations.

Properties 

Property Description

id The ID of the theme.

themeConfiguration A collection of theme configurations.

Use Cases

‹‹ If necessary, add any supplementary information about the use cases here ››

API Call Description

GET https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ThemeConfig

Query default theme configurations.

GET https://<hostname>/odata/v2/
ThemeConfig(‘lightGrayPlacematBlueAccentNo
Texture‘)

Query theme by ID.

›
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19.2 ThemeTemplate

The ThemeTemplate entity returns current user’s global theme template in escaped HTML format. It also includes 
JavaScript, CSS, images, and i18n to build the header and footer

API Call parameters

Following is the list of parameters for setting up the query:

Name Description

moduleId For this “ThemeTemplate” API, “moduleId” is a required 
param, and is your module name (could HOME, ADMIN or 
JAM). So the module picker will automatically select this mod
ule. (Note: make sure the module you request is available in 
your instance.)

useAbsPaths (optional) All urls inside template uses absolute path or relative path. De
fault is true.

layoutType (optional) Default=minimize

Breakdown (optional) If this is on, instead of returning a full template, we will return 
header/footer/scripts/styles as 4 separate sections.

template: will return null string. header: the HTML for only the 
header of the template. footer: the HTML for only the footer of 
the template. scripts: the HTML for all of the <script> tags 
needed for the template. This includes script js file and the 
html inline scripts. styles: the HTML for all of the <link> and 
<style> tags need for the template. This includes css files and 
the html inline styles.

Otherwise, we will only return everything as a full template.

Default is false.

includeTemplate This is in additional to breakdown for debug purpose. So we will 
return the “template” content as well here, even though the 
content is redendent from above header/footer/scripts/styles 
sections.

Default is false.
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Use Cases

API Call Description

https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ThemeTemplate?
moduleId=HOME

Default request with limited parameters.

https://<domain>/odata/v2/ThemeTemplate? 
moduleId=HOME&useAbsPaths=true&breakdown=t
rue&$format=json 

Request to retrieve a template with certain options

›

19.3 ThemeInfo

The ThemeInfo entity returns key UI properties for the current theme. This includes public css, URL, and 
accessibility perferences.

Properties

Property Description

id The ID for a stored theme. This can be a fixed string like" light
GrayPlacematBlueAccentNoTexture" for a pre-defined theme, 
or random generated characters for customerized theme.

accessibilityPreferences Additional properties selected by the currently logged in user 
for accessibility support.

lastModifiedDate The last time the default theme was modified.

urls

Use Cases

API Call Description

GET https://<hostname>/odata/v2/ThemeInfo Query user instance’s default theme related information

›
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Important Disclaimers and Legal Information

Hyperlinks
Some links are classified by an icon and/or a mouseover text. These links provide additional information.
About the icons:

● Links with the icon : You are entering a Web site that is not hosted by SAP. By using such links, you agree (unless expressly stated otherwise in your agreements 
with SAP) to this:

● The content of the linked-to site is not SAP documentation. You may not infer any product claims against SAP based on this information.
● SAP does not agree or disagree with the content on the linked-to site, nor does SAP warrant the availability and correctness. SAP shall not be liable for any 

damages caused by the use of such content unless damages have been caused by SAP's gross negligence or willful misconduct.

● Links with the icon : You are leaving the documentation for that particular SAP product or service and are entering a SAP-hosted Web site. By using such links, you 
agree that (unless expressly stated otherwise in your agreements with SAP) you may not infer any product claims against SAP based on this information.

Beta and Other Experimental Features
Experimental features are not part of the officially delivered scope that SAP guarantees for future releases. This means that experimental features may be changed by SAP at 
any time for any reason without notice. Experimental features are not for productive use. You may not demonstrate, test, examine, evaluate or otherwise use the 
experimental features in a live operating environment or with data that has not been sufficiently backed up.
The purpose of experimental features is to get feedback early on, allowing customers and partners to influence the future product accordingly. By providing your feedback 
(e.g. in the SAP Community), you accept that intellectual property rights of the contributions or derivative works shall remain the exclusive property of SAP.

Example Code
Any software coding and/or code snippets are examples. They are not for productive use. The example code is only intended to better explain and visualize the syntax and 
phrasing rules. SAP does not warrant the correctness and completeness of the example code. SAP shall not be liable for errors or damages caused by the use of example 
code unless damages have been caused by SAP's gross negligence or willful misconduct.

Gender-Related Language
We try not to use gender-specific word forms and formulations. As appropriate for context and readability, SAP may use masculine word forms to refer to all genders.
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www.sap.com/contactsap

© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form 
or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP 
affiliate company. The information contained herein may be changed 
without prior notice.

Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors 
contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. 
National product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for 
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any 
kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or 
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or 
SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth 
in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and 
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an 
additional warranty.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as 
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP 
SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All 
other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their 
respective companies.

Please see https://www.sap.com/about/legal/trademark.html for 
additional trademark information and notices.
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